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•
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"
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and Demolition Ordinance and 84.236ET/84.564ET:
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Non-Physical and Ministerial Projects Not Covered by
the California Environmental Quality Act, March 9, 1973
As explained below, the Planning Department finds that the Board of Supervisorsproposed legislation, BOS File No. 190049, Administrative Code - Definition of Tourist or
.Transient Use Under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance, is not considered a project under
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) or, in the alternative, that because no
new impacts would result, environmental review of the ordinance can be documented in
a note to file, updating the prior Negative Declaration prepared for previous amendments
to the Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance, Chapter 41 of the San
Francisco Administrative Code ("Hotel Conversion Ordinance").
I.

Backgrolind

CEQA Review for the Hotel Conversion Ordinance
On June 23, 1983, the Planning Department (formerly "Department of City Planning")
issued a Final Negative Declaration for Chapter 41 of the San Francisco Administrative
Code, commonly referred to as the Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition

Memo

Ordinance or Hotel Conversion Ordinance. 1 The Negative Declaration analyzed the
ordinance, which regulated the conversion of rooms in residential hotels to other use,
including tourist occupancy, the demolition of such rooms, as well as required
construction of replacement linits, if applicable. The Hotel Conversion Ordinance applied
to residential hotels citywide. The project contemplated possible physical changes to the
environment, such as replacement of units. No mitigation measures were required.
On January 9, 1985, the Planning Department issued a Final Negative Declaration for
. amendments to the ordinance affecting the definition of interested parties, time limits for
compliance, penalties for violation, and other aspects of administration of the ordinance.2
The amendments did not contemplate possible physical changes to the environment. No
mitigation measures were required.
On September 22, 1989, the Planning Department issued a memorandum to the file 3 for
amendments to the ordinance.4 The proposed amendments made several administrative
changes to the ordinance, such as revising definitions, notice requirements, reporting
requirements, and time limit replacement requirements. The 1989 amendments included
the clarification of the requirements regarding temporary conversions, including
authorization to use some units as tourist hotel units during the summer season under
defined limited circumstances, or as weekly rather than monthly rentals during winter
months under defined limited circumstances''. The memorandum to file found that the
proposed amendments would be largely procedural and housekeeping measures to
improve operation and enforcement of the ordinance, affecting only the administration of
the ordinance. The memorandum found "Clearly, they could have no physical effect on
the environment." and therefore no new environmental review was necessary under
CEQA Guidelines Section 15162.
/1

1 Planning Department Case No. 83.52E: Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance, Final Negative Declaration, June
23, 1983.

Planning Department Case No. 84.236T/84.564ET: Amendments to Residential Hotel C~nversion Ordinance, Final Negative
Declaration, January 9, 1985
2

3A

memorandum to the file memorializes that the department has looked at whether a proposed change in a project warrants
further environmental review. Consistent with' CEQA Guidelines Section 15162, Section 31.19(c)(1) of the San Francisco
Administrative Code states that a modified project must be reevaluated and that, "If, on the basis of such reevaluation, the
Environmental Review Officer determines, based on the requirements of CEQA, that no additional environmental review is
necessary, this determination and the reasons therefor shall be noted in writing in the case record, and no further evaluation
shall be required by this Chapter.
Memorandum to Files 83.52E Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance and 84.236ET/84.564ET:
Amendments to Residential Hotel Conversion, September 22, 1989.
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II.

The 2017-2019 Amendments to the Hotel Conversion Ordinance

The Department has reviewed two new ordinances amending the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance since 2017:
,.

BOS Ordinance No. 0038-17 (the "2017 Amendments") Ordinance amending
Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion Ordinance,
including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use to change the
term of tenancy from less than 7 days to less than 32 days, comparable unit,
conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert
residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code;
eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated
provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the
Department of Building Inspection i.u issue ad1ninislralive subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environmental Quality Act. The BOS passed this legislation on January
31, 2017.

,.

BOS File No. 190049 (the "2019 Amendment") Ordinance amending the
Administrative Code to revise the definition of Tourist or Transient Use under the
Hotel Conversion Ordinance, to change the term of tenancy from less than 32 days
to less than 30 days. 5

III.

CEQA Analysis

The 2017 Amendments
On December 15, 2016 the Department determined that the 2017 Amendments were not a
project because they would not have either direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect
physical impacts on the environment, and therefore were not subject to CEQA. 6

The legislation on its face changes the term of tenancy from 32 to 30 days. (See Section 2). However, the Planning
Deparb:nent is aware that in pending litigation in San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v CCSF (San Francisco Superior Court
Case No. CPF 17-515656), the parties have stipulated that subsections 41.20(a)(2) and 41.20(a)(3), as amended in 2017 by
Ordinance No. 0038-17, are not enforceable. Therefore, the applicable term of tenancy for purposes of analysis under CEQA
is that which was in effect prior to Ordinance No. 0038-17, that is, 7 days. (CEQA Guidelines Section 15125 [Environmental
Setting].)

5

6

BOS Ordinance File 161291-2.
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The 2019 Amendment
A.

The 2019 Amendment is Not a Project Under CEQA Guidelines 15060(c).

In evaluating the appropriate level of environmental review, the lead agency must first
establish whether the proposed activity is subject to CEQA. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15060(c), an activity is not subject to CEQA if:

(1) The activity does not involve the exercise of discretionary powers by a public
agency;
(2) The activity will not result in a direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect physical
change in the environment; or
(3) The activity is not a project as defined in Section 15378.
CEQA defines a "project" as "an activity which may cause either a direct physical change
in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indir~ct physical change in the
environment" and is undertaken, supported, or approved by a public agency. (Pub. Res.
Code,§ 21065; see also CEQA Guidelines Section 15378).
CEQA Guidelines Section 15360 defines "environment" as "the physical conditions
which exist within the area which will be affected by a proposed project including land,
air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historical or aesthetic
significance. The area involved shall be the area in which significant effects would occur
either directly or indirectly as a result of the project. The environment includes both
natural and man-made conditions."
Attached is a memorandum entitled the "Non-Physical and Ministerial Projects Not.
Covered by the California Environmental Quality Act," which was issued by the San
Francisco Planning Department on March 9, 1973. The memorandum lists the types of
local government actions that are excluded from CEQA, pursuant to CEQA' s mandate that
local agencies enact procedures to implement the statute. (CEQA Guidelines Section
15022.) Item 1 on the attached list of City and County of San Francisco governmental
actions determined to be excluded from CEQA is: "Legislation with respect to nonphysical activities."
The 2019 Amendment is an ordinance to revise the definition of Tourist or Transient Use
under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance, to change the term of tenancy from less than 7
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days to less than 30 days. 7 Adoption of an ordinance is clearly an activity undertaken by a
public agency and thus is a potential "project" under CEQA. Nevertheless, enactment of
the ordinance does not qualify as a "project" under CEQA because there is no basis to
conclude that it "may cause either a direct physical change in the environment, or a
reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment." In determining
whether an activity may create a "reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the
environment," as required to be a "project" under CEQA, it is important to understand
that a physical change is identified by comparing existing physical conditions with the
physical conditions that are predicted to exist when the proposed activity has been
implemented. The difference between these two sets of physical conditions, if any, is the
relevant "physical change" for CEQA purposes. (Pub. Res. Code§ 21065).
Here, enactment of the 2019 Amendment would not result in a direct physical change in
the e:nvirorunent, as the legislation does not include a proposal for a specific physirril
project, such as construction of new hotels or rehabilitation of existing ones.
Furthermore, enactment of the 2019 Amendment would not cause a reasonably foreseeable
indirect physical change in the environment. Any potential physical changes that may be
caused by enactment of the proposed legislation are too speculative or unlikely to be
considered reasonably foreseeable. The ordinance would not change the locations in which
hotels are permitted in the city. Instead, both before and after adoption of the 2019
Amendment, hotels are allowable in locations spread throughout the city. A change in the
duration of tenancy would also not alter the type of activities that regulated hotels engage
in, and therefore would not lead to reasonably foreseeable indirect physical changes in the
. environment. The types of activities associated with the occupants of existing residential
hotels would not change. Therefore, whatever impacts these residential hotels have on the
physical environment today, prior to the adoption of the proposed legislation, would
remain the same, as there is no change in the fundamental nature of the use. The amounts
of services (transit, gas, water, electricity, medical, safety, etc.) used by residential hotel
tenants will not change as a result of the ordinance. If anything, with longer tenancies there
would be less turnover of tenants and therefore a reduction of the types of activities
associated with move ins/move outs. Therefore, this legislation does not lead to reasonably
foreseeable indirect physical changes in the environment, because it would lead to no
adverse change in physical environmental conditions.
The Planning Department received the packet submitted to the Board of Supervisors by
the Zacks, Freedman and Patterson law firm on February 4, 2019. This law firm represents
SRO hotel owners currently in litigation against the City, challenging the City's adoption

7 See

foomote 5, above.
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of the 2017 Amendments to Chapter 41. 8 In their packet, the hotel owners argue that the
2019 Amendment would cause environmental impacts similar to those they have raised in
the litigation, including that extending the term of tenancy defined as "Residential" use
beyond 7 days could result in significant displacement of current tenants, and related
environmental effects. Specifically, the hotel owners have argued that extending the
minimum tenancy required for residential tenants could result in displaced persons,
leading to homelessness, and resulting in physical environmental impacts such as
increased trash in public streets, discarded syringes, human feces and urination,
abandoned shopping carts in public and private spaces, pollution of waterways, increased
crime, and impacts to City services, and urban decay. Also, it has been argued that the
proposed legislation would result in hotel owners choosing to leave rooms vacant, because
it would allegedly be onerous to rent to 30 (or 32, in the case of the previous legislation)day tenants, or it would be difficult to find tenants for such longer periods.
The Planning Department has reviewed these claims and determined that these alleged
indirect environmental effects are speculative and are not supported by evidence. In
determining the significance of environmental effects caused by a project, CEQA
Guidelines section 15064(f) states that the decision as to whether a project may have one
or more significant effects shall be based on substantial evidence in the record of the lead
agency. CEQA Guidelines section 15064(£)(5) offers the following guidance: "Argument,
speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, or evidence that is clearly inaccurate or
erroneous, or evidence that is not credible, shall not constitute substantial evidence.
Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumption predicated upon facts, and
expert opinion supported by facts."
There is no support in the record that the proposed legislation would result in the abovementioned types of indirect physical changes in the environment, and the Department has
no reason to believe that it would, as the alleged effects are highly speculative. First, the
Department has found nothing in the 2019 Amendments, or in the 2017 Amendments, that
require hotel owners to require monthly payments from tenants. While the minimum term
of tenancy is proposed to be changed to 30 days, from 7, the Amendments do not mandate
that hotel owners require that the tenants pay rent in monthly installments. Further, the
alleged environmental ills cited are based on other assumptions that the Department finds
unlikely, such as the assumption that most if not all hotel owners will choose to leave a
majority of their residential hotel rooms vacant, leading to displacement of current tenants,
and that such tenants, as a group, would become homeless, live in the City streets, litter
such streets, etc. In the Department's experience, these are unreasonable assumptions, as
people's motives for acting in one way or another are multifaceted and complex. Therefore,

8 San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v CCSF (San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF 17-515656).
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the Department finds the hypothetical environmental impacts set forth in the submittals
by the Zacks firm to be speculative and unsupported by the administrative record.
Moreover, enactment of the 2019 Amendment would not change the City's authority to
enforce its laws, to clean up City streets, pursue affordable housing programs, or to pursue
nuisance abatement proceedings under its inherent police powers.
The City's homelessness problem is a complex one with multiple causes, and is not subject
to simplification and linear causal relationships, like those claimed in the letters submitted
by the attorneys for the hotel owners. The San Francisco 2017 Homeless Count & Survey 9
states:
"The primary cause of an individual's inability to obtain or retain housing is difficult
to pinpoint, as it is often the result of multiple and compounding causes. Nearly one
quarter (22%) of respondents reported job loss as the primary cause of their
homelessness. fifteen percent (15%) reported drugs or akohol. Thirteen percent (13%)
reported an argument with a friend or family member who asked them to leave,12%
reported eviction, 10% reported divorce or separation, and 7% reported an illness or
medical problem."
Moreover, the speculative impacts described above, even if any_ were to occur, are
considered under CEQA to be socioeconomic, rather than environmental, impacts. CEQA
generally does not require the analysis of socioeconomic impacts. As stated in CEQA
Guidelines Section 15131(a), "[e]conomic or social effects of a project shall not be treated
as significant effects on the environment. An EIR may trace a chain of cause and effect from
a proposed decision on a project through anticipated economic or social changes resulting ·
from the project to physical changes caused in tum by the economic or social changes. The
intermediate economic or social changes need not be analyzed in any detail greater than
necessary to trace the chain of cause and effect. The focus of the analysis shall be on the
physical changes." In generai, analysis of the potential adverse physical impacts resulting
from economic activities has been concerned with the question of whether an economic
change would lead to physical deterioration in a community. The proposed legislation is
not anticipated to create an economic change that would lead to the physical deterioration
of any community within San Francisco, for the reasons stated above.

Additionally, CEQA Guidelines Appendix G XIII (Population and Housing) requires that
we ask the question: Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing

9 Applied Survey Research (ASR}, San Francisco 2017 Homeless Count & Survey Comprehensive Ri;port.
http:l/hsh.sfgov.org/wp-content/uploads/2017106/2017-SF-Point-in-Time-Count-General-FINAL-6.21.17.pdf,
accessed
February 12, 2019.
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units or people, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere? The
answer here would be no; the 2019 Amendments will not lead to displacement of
substantial amounts of persons, resulting in the construction of housing elsewhere, for the
reasons set forth above Therefore, no environmental impacts would occur.
For the above reasons, the Planning Department has determined that there would be no
direct or indirect physical change in the environment as a result of enacting this legislation.
The Planning Department has determined that BOS File No. 190049 (and the preceding
Ordinance No. 0038-17) is not a project under CEQA.

B.

Analysis under CEQA Guidelines Section 15162

The Department has determined that the 2019 Amendments do not constitute a "project"
under CEQA, for the reasons set forth above. However, in an abundance of caution and
to be thorough in its analysis, it has also considered whether the 2019 Amendments can
be considered to be fully evaluated under the prior Negative Declaration prepared for
the HCO, such that no supplemental environmental review is necessary now.
CEQA requires additional review when one or more of the following events occurs:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Substantial changes are proposed in the project that will require major
revisions of the previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement
of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase of ·
previously identified significant effects;
Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the
project is undertaken which will require major revisions of the previous EIR
or Negative Declaration due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase of previously identified
significant effects; or
New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could
not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the
previous EIR was certified as complete or the Negative Declaration was
adopted, becomes available, and shows any of the following: that the project
will have one or more significant impacts not discussed in the previous EIR or
Negative Declaration; significant effects previously examined will be
substantially more severe; or mitigation measures or alternatives which
would substantially reduce the significant impact have been identified, but
the project proponents decline to adopt them.

(Pub. Res. Code Section 21166; CEQA Guidelines Section 15162.)
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Here, none of these circumstances is present. For the reasons discussed above, the 2017
and 2019 Amendments would not cause any direct environmental impacts. The
Amendments would not be considered a "substantial modification" as described in San
Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.19(c). The changes in the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance included in the 2017 and 2019 Amendments are largely procedural and
administrative in nature. They would not displace substantial numbers of existing
housing units or people, necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere, nor would they involve new significant environmental effects requiring
revisions to the Final Negative Declaration.
There are no changed circumstances that would require additional analysis under City
procedures or CEQA which would require major revisions of the previous Negative
Declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects. There is no
eviderLce tl1at these .LA:1.rrLendmer1ts Vlould substan.tially increase tl1e llUnlbers of persorLs
experiencing homelessness in the City. Since the Hotel Conversion Ordinance was enacted
irl 1981, the homeless population has increased commensurate with the City population.
More recently, a four-year trend of comparable Point-in-Time count data identified a two
percent increase in the number of persons experiencing homelessness in San Francisco
between 2013 and 2017.1° As mentioned above, the primary cause of an individual's
inability to obtain or retain housing is difficult to pinpoint, as it is often the result of
multiple and compounding causes.
No new information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not
have been known at the time the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Negative Declaration was
adopted, became available to show any of the following: that the project will have one or
more significant impacts not discussed in the previous Negative Declaration or
mitigation measures which would substantially reduce the significant impact have been
identified, but the project proponents decline to adopt them.
The 1983 Final Negative Declaration analyzed the Hotel Conversion Ordinance, which
sought to maintain the residential hotel uses that existed at that time. The Ordinance was
adopted in 1981 in response to concerns about the loss of residential hotels as a housing
source because of the conversion of these hotels to tourist occupancy and other uses. The
Ordinance did not change any existing uses and no direct environmental impacts were
found in the Negative Declaration. The environmental effects of the Ordinance, if any,
were limited to the following potential indirect effects:

!Ofuid.
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1. The construction of new residential hotels to replace residential hotel units to be
converted or demolished, and
2. The construction of new medium-priced tourist hotels in the City as a result of
stringent regulations against conversion or demolition of existing residential hotel
units.
These two indirect effects would be subject to additional environmental review.
"Given the many other factors that contribute to the demand for tourist hotels, the lack of
any newly constructed replacement housing proposals, and the above discussion, the
Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance could not have a significant effect
on the environment." 11
It is clear that the proposed modifications do not have the potential to involve "new
significant environmental impacts not considered" in the Negative Declaration. There have
been no substantial changes in the environmental setting which would require revisions
to the Negative Declaration, and no new information is now available which would change
the conclusion of the Negative Declaration that the project could not have a significant
impact on the environment. Therefore, pursuant to Section 15162 of the California
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 31.35 of Chapter 31 of the San Francisco
Administrative Code, no additional environmental review is needed.

n Planning Deparhnent Case No. 83.52E: Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance, Final Negative Declaration, June
23, 1983
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NE GAT IV.~-: DE.CLJl.~AT ION
\/".

Date of Publicbti.on of
.
Pre1ir.iinary Negative Declaration:

:t

. April 15, :1983.

.Lt:ad Agency.:.· City and' Cot,11ity of San· Francisco, Department of City
Planning, 450 McAllister St.
5th Floor, San Fran.cisto, CA· 94102
.t.gency Contact Person: Ginny Puddefoot
Tel: (415) 558-5261

.....

::

-· .

Project Ti t1 e: 83. 52E:
Residential Hotel Conversion and·
Demolition Ordinance

=:.

Project Sponsor: Board of Supervisors

· Project Contact Person: Robert Passmore

...
·:

City and County of San Francisco ·
Assessor's B1ock(s) and Lot(s): Various
City and County: San Francisco
Project Address:

..

Project Description: . The proposed projBct is the addition to th~ San Francisco
Administrative Code of Chapter 41, common1y referred to as the Residential Hotel .
Gonversio.n and Demolition Ordinance, v1hich regulates .the conversioh and demolition

:....

.. :

..

of residential

hot~ls.

·

\

.. ..

t.'.

THIS PROJECT COULQ·HOT H/WE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT. This finding
is based upon the;;criteria of the Guidelines bf the State Secretary for Resources.
Sec ti ans 15081 {Determining Significant· Effect)~ 15082 (Manda tQry Findings: of
SignifiCance) anq.:15084 (Decision to Prepqre a.n EJR), and the following reasons as
docur.iented
Eva1.uation (Inftia1 Study) for the project, whjch is attached
.
. in. ·fh~.dnitial
·. -

.'

.See Attached

.................._ .

. ... ...

~

....

;

'

Mitigation meas1h::;e~., if any, included in this project to avoid potentia11y
..,,_
s 1 gm n ca:11.. e .r....
1 rec ~s:
•

...

-

•

.J,..

.i..

None

I

Final Negative Dec.'laration adopted and issued en _ _,J~~-'-'-'"·~"J..-_3"'+-',_/0..:..::,f-::.....:3:::..,-....1~-e.n.~
)
J
. cc: Rotert Passmore
Dan Sullivan
Joe Fitzpatrick
· George Williams
~-

Mike Estrada
·
Alice Barkley
Paul l·:a rt~ 11 e .
Distribution list
DCP Bulletin Board

Board Of S1mPrvi cnl"c

·.
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Negative Declaration
Hotel Conversion Ordinance
The proposed project is the addition of Chapter 41 to the
San Francisco Municipal Code, 'commonly referred to as the
Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance (hereinafter
"Orcimmce"), which regulates the conversion and· demolition of
residential hotels.
The Ordinance is city-wide.' in scope.

'While residential

hotels exis.t throughout the City,. they are concentrated in three
major .sub-areas of the Ci ti:

Chinatown/North Beach,· Union

Sguar:e/ ·North of Market, and South of Market.

Over t'1Jo-thirds of

all resid~ntial ho~el units in San F~ancisco are in these three
general areas.

Eighty-six percent (86%) are located in

......

coCT1fPercially-zoned disti:fffts.
The Board of Supervisors first established inte;rim
···,··

.regulations on the conversion and demolition of resiqential hotel
units in November, 1979.
'.:·;· ·
'·

The Ordinance

in

its p~ese1;:t form

'(Ordinance No. 331-81) was adopted in June, 19Sl. Ord:inance No.
No.· 331-81 was declared inval.id by the Superior Cou!it bec.ause its
i:C.cp-:-.:ion ·,.;as procec\).rally. defective..

The Superior Cour~ S"C~ye2..

enforcement
of its order untii July 29, 1983 in oro~.A:-.:;:that
the
.
.··.

>

.. ..

city may reconsider adoption of a similar ordinance ..

~

The Ordinance is consistent with the Residence_:·;Elernent of
the .San Francisco Master Plan, and particularly .addr:~~-~-~s the
....

..

following:

Objective 3, Polic.y 1:

.existing ho.using .. ", Policy 2:

.

"Discourage the ;,:q.emolition .of

"Restrict the conversJon of housin~ ·
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,·

in commercial and industrial areas.", and Policy 3:

"Preserve

the existing ·stock of residential hotels."

'Th~ Drdin~n~e ;eeks ta ~ain~~in u~es that currently exist.
Inasmuch as the Ordinance will ·not change. any exi s.t ing uses, it
.would not have any.direct environmental impacts.

The

environment.al effects.of the·Ordinance; if any, are limited to
the following potential indirect effects:
1.

The construction of new residential hotels to replace .
residential hotel units to be converted or demolished,
and

......

The construction. of new medium ·priced tourist hotels in
the City as a result of stringent regulations against
conversion or demolition of existing residential hotel
units.
'\ ..

L..

Residential ·hotels an6 tourist hotels are· permitted as
'·''::-r.~."""'f'•

Conditional Uses. in R_C (Residential-Commerc.ial, Combined)
Districts.

They are permitted as

prind.ipa~

uses in all commercial

. dist.ricts with the excepti.bn. of Speciai Use Districts· where a
Special Use permit may ·bti . r(required . . Motels, ,as defined ·in.
.'•

Section 21_6(c) and (d) ·of the City Pl;mning Code, are permitted
as p:::i::ci?al uses :.n C-1 Di. ·S:tricts· provided thc.t the entrance ;;o
·the motel. is within ·200 · fE:H:lt: of ~nd · inunediately ·accessible from a

in. the Master

major tho~oughfare as de.signated

Plan.·

They are·

permitted as principal use.s:;- in C-2 ( ComrnUI)i ty Business)

I

C-3-G .

(Downtov.n General Coriunerciial), C-3-S (:Downtown Support), and c-M
(Heavy Commercial) Distri.c.j:s "(again, with th.e exception of Special
Use ·Districts). ·Under tha present Planning Code, ~e~ residential
hotels may be constructed ::in any of the. aforementioi).ed distr:icts
2
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. I

'

\'
'

throughout the City.

'

As will be fully discuss.ed below, the

.. ·

potential envir··onffiental effects

however

I

f

WOU1d be negligible,·

Almost one-third ( 1/3) of the te.nants r.esiding in·
· residenti~l hotel units are'eldetly (61 years: or .. oider);
twenty-six percent (26%) of. this populati'on consists o.f rninor·ity'.
households; and. one in five of ...these
residential tenants
are
.
..
.

:physically cisabled. · Th.erefore, resid.entia1 hotel tenants l:ave. a.
.

.

::.ower rc.te o:: ca::-· ownership and generate· less vehicular. tra:fic
and off-street parking demand.

This segment of the population

als.o ,generate fewer trips than any other residential dwellers ...
because

of

les~

social activity.

Because of the high percentage

of elderly and disabled households. anmngthis· population, they
tend to travel. in non-peak hours.

Thus, they do not contribute·

,... ..
\

to

the peak hour traff"i~:· or af feet existing Muni pea.k hour ·

services~

·.Any. replacement housing constructed would not inc.r.ease

us.age of energy, water and other City services· ...· In fact, ene:cgy
·usa.<;e should. decrease because the existing residential hotel··.::.·
'•

.

st0ructure$ are. old and are not energy

.:

ef f ici~nt;

·standards,
would·be
much
more
·energy efficient.·.··.
·,.,:,.
.
.
.
.
. :

.

..

new. residentia1

..

... .

,.·

'

,

... · ,;::.;;.,
·.Since the City
·has·· adopted .some· .form
of control on thet . . ' ...
;....
.
.·.
.

COri"'.'°~rsion·

·: ';·.·'

Of

re~ide.ntial hotel Units;. only two proposals to
·•-.,.;·

· conyf?rt hav.e been presented. . These two proposals· would resul t-.;;:in
a· conversion of a total of 70 units fro~· residential hotel use ·to
.

'

.

riohcesidential (tourist ·hotel) use.· Neither of these proposal~·
will r·esult in- the construction of· new residential .hotels in t:he

. .3
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'.

·'

.
I

.

. : city because one of the developers will use the ·in-lieu fee
.
.
.. contribution provision, and the .other proposal· involve~ ·apartment ·
rehabilitation.

.Based

~n .p~st. experie~ce,. it. is.

anticip.ated .that

the construction of 'new replacement units. would be at a· minimum.
with ·minir.iu.rn. attendant impacts on the physical environment.

·Since
.

~~e O~d:na~.ce· p~ovides · fo~: ·alternative ~e.thods" of

replacir.g:

.

:::-eside::tic.l ·1;...--1.its which c.re propo.sed .to .be .converted. or
0.e:rto lished, quantification· of new ·residential hotel construction

would be, at best, speculative.
· Turning to the effect of the Ordinance on the potential
construction of new tourist hotels,· the Department concludes that
its effects are equally impossible· to <iuantify because: (1) the
Ordinance provides for tpe use of. vacant residential hotel: units'·'"
..

.

"'':;~:;;r-:::·

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

~

.

as to{irist units during the tourist season and (2). the demand of
·. moderately priced hotel uni ts depends eon· factors which are ·not ·
land use' related; such as, financing. a·rid other economic ..
conditions..

11.n examination of the City's permit history over a

.f ive:...year. period fr pm 197.5 to ·1980, ··prio.r to adoption of the

I:
;·

. · converted to· tb\lrist use.: Assuming a.-s.imil~r .t~end.:°- .th.is ·would

mean.~ demand for· ·co'nst~~ct:fon o~ about':, 500 tourist :hotel units
per year.

This

assumption

is

f lawe<i in that· it presumes an·

indefinite increased deman·d for. tourist. hotels,. where a§. the
.·tourist hotel vacancy rate has incr:eas.ed. . This increase. in
vacancy rates is partfcularlj'noticeable in mo~erately.~ric~~
(under ~ss·per night)·.hotels: from a . H3% vacancy rate.in.1979 to

4
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. .'·.

a

high Of'33% in 1982.

Therefore, any increase in tourists ·to

.Sa~ Francisco in the near future·could be a~co~odatedby the
·existing t6urist hotel~.
A re~iew of applicatioris received by the Department of City
.

.

.

.

.

.

Planning for the construction of new tourist hotels since 1979
.

.

.

.

.

··(when regulation of conversion of.. residential hotel .units began)
•e.lso. su:;::;io::--:;s a conclusiori.. that the Ordinance .would not lead ·to

.

~assive

co~s~:uction

of new

mod~rately

priced tourist hotel

units . . Since November of 1979, a total of 6,666 tourist hotel
units have. been proposed . · Among these proposed .tourist hotel
rooms, 4,307 units are classified as first-class or deluxe and
'•

are located in the downtown are·a.
units would falT into

th_~.

636 of these: proposed hotel.

moderately-priced category; a majority ,.

. of these are located along the Lombard. Street cor.ridor and in ..
:Fisherman• s. Whai:1rf. : . No proposals. ~er~ 'received fa~ hot~ls in
.. other' outlying. :.c~omrnerciai· areas;· and' no. motel proposals. were
.

.·

.

.

Therefore,
it is concluded that
.. .
.

received.

~.

th~

Ordinance would . ·

·n~t. gi~e· ·r i:se ··to, .~o.nstr~ction. of new rI)Od~~ately ·priced motel or ..
•"

.
.'.·· .

. /"

.

.. · ....

.· ·.·

·'"

..

Of the·~ approximateiy 6, 700 rie~ tot\rist hote·l. rooms·,
· .. 2, 200 rborns .wol.r:td be located at the Yerba Buena Center, 800 ·rooms .
at 'the Rincon.Point/South Beach Redevelopment Area, 2,107 rooms
in. the downtow;p:(::area, 250 rooms at Fisherma.n • s Whar.f, 261 rooms.
·.along the Lomb'arQ. Street corridor, and 125 J;ooins in ·a· hotel in
·.·.. Van Ness Avenue,..,., . Proposals.· for 923 rooms in the .do:wntown .area . ·
were withdrawn.·:.·
·
. .. ·.
.

1

'
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•"

Assuming that new_ proposals to construct: moderately priced
hotels and motels would be forthcoming for outlying ·areas·of the
City, these ·proposals would not
area.

b~

concentrated in any particular

Therefore, the impacts on the physical environment, if any,

·would depend on the precise location proposed.and· would be subject
to f'..irther environmental evaluation.

Moreover, any ·proposals for

n"ew tourist hotels or replacement residential hotels must comply'
with the height! bul·k, density, use and other provisions of the ·
City Planning code, which contains provisions designed to ensure
compatibiljty with existing neighborhoods and uses.

If, in the

future, there are indici a of a trend .to construct. either· ·
moderately-priced tourist hotel units or residential hotel units
with potentially signiJJgant adverse environment effects on
outlyi_ng a_reas, measures could be taken at that time to ensure no
adverse changes .. These measures could include amendments to.the
City_ Planning Code·

r~;l.ated

to par.king or the prir;ic·i;J?-al permitted.

uses in C-1, C-2, and RC dist.riots.

.::·,;.

All.· (;if the known proposed amen&pents to the O:i;:.dinance are
·: ...

merely procedural i~ nature, affecting only the administration of
the Ordinance."

Therefore, these procedural amendment proposals

would not affect the ·conclusions stated above.

5473C
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I
i:

•.

~·

f.

The Ordinance and any proposed .. amendme.nts require approval
of the City Planning Commission and the Board of. Supervisors.
Given.the many other factors that contribute to the demand

."

for tourist hotels,.the lack of any newly constructed replacement
.

.

'

.

housing pioposals, and the above discussioti, the Residential
Hote'l Co::ve:rs io:::l and Demolition. Ordinance co·uld not have a

·siq""i::ica~t ef £ec"'.:: on the environment ..

Sources:

of

l"
"A Study of. the Conversion and Demolition
Residential Hctel·Uriits", prepared for the Board of
Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco by the
Department of City Planning~ No~ember, 1980.

2.
"Report on the Operation of San Francisco's
Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition· ordinance,"
prepared by the--;:§·epar:tment of City Planning, February,' J,.983.
3·,
"Trends in th. e ... Hotel .:.Industry, .Northern California,"
1982 Annual Results,,:;, Decemb.er 1982 (prepared by Pannell
Kerr Forster, certified Public Accountants).
.···.

•,'

--

These reports are on..:· file with the Of;ice of Environmental
·Review;

3970C
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NEGATIVE DECLARATION

Date of Publication of
Preliminary Negative Oecla-ration:

December 28, 1984
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___;

Lead-Agency:

City and County of San Francisco, Departr:ient of City
Planning, 450 ~cAllister St.~ 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 941CZ
Agency Contact Person: Catherine Bauman
Tel: (415) 558-5261
- P!"oj ect Title:

----------

84. 236ET~4. 564ET ___\
Amendments~

Project Sponso_r:

Board of Supervisors

Project Contact Person:
Residential Hotel
Conversion Ordinance
Project Address: Residential Hotels throughout the City
Assessor's Block(s) and Lot(s):
various
City and County:

John Taylor

San Francisco

Project Description:
)
Amendments to the Res i dentia 1 Hote 1 Conversion and DemoHti on Ordinance aff ecti nq def i nition of interested parites, time limits for compliance, and penalties for violation and
other aspects of administration of the Ordinance.
THIS PROJECT COULD rlOT HAVE A SIGllIF!CANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT, This finding
is based upon the criteria of the Guidelines of the State Secretary for Resources,
Sections 15081 (Determining Significant Effect), 15082 (Mandatory Findings of
Significance) and 15084 (Decision to Prepare an EIR), and the following reasons as
documented in the Initial Evaluation (Initial Study) for the project, which is anacr:e-j:
The project consists of several amendments to Chapter 41 of the Sari Francisco
Administrative Code, commonly refered to as the Residential Hotel Conversion
and Demolition Ordinance (hereinafter "Ordinance"), which regulates the
conversion of rooms in residential hotels to other uses, including tourist
occupancy, and demolition of such rooms. It would affect residential hotels
throughout the city.
The Ordinance was adopted in June 1981 in response to concerns about the loss
of residential hotels as a housing resource because of the conversion of these
hotels to tourist occupancy and other uses. The 1981 ordinance received
environmental review, with a final negative declaration (File 83.52E) adopted
and issued on June 23, 1983.
The currently proposed amendments to the Ordinance are primarily procedural
and administrative in nature. One amendment, File 84.236ET (Board of
Supervisors File 113-84-1) would expand the definition of interested parties
to include certain non-profit organizations with a demonstrated interest in·
housing issues.
·

-overMitigation measures, 1f any, included in this project to avoid potentially
significant effects:
NOME

Final Negative Declaration adopted and issued on
cc: Katherine Pennypacker, City Attorney's Office
Glenda Skiffer
Lois Scott
Pete·r Burns, BBI
R. Passr.iore
DCP Bulletin Board
MDF
A1ec

_~...;J.._<_""'--->_...,./.__'I
...,,..
• .:..f_.1("-'-5_ __

Bashi!f::,~f~ Review
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The remainina lll!lendments are contained in File 84.564ET (Board of Supervisors
File 113-84-2). They include provisions directing the Superintendent of the
Bureau of Building Inspection to impose interest on penalties resulting from
the failure of the owner and operator of a hotel to file complete and timely
Annual Usage Reports. The amendments would not change the contents of Annual
Usage Reports or the requirement that they be filed. The project would extend
the time limit to file a challenge to an Annual Usage Report from fifteen to
thirty days. It would also raise the fee'for filing an Annual Usage Report
from twenty t·o forty dollars.
The project would require that notices of apparent violation of the Ordinance
remain posted until the Superintendent of the Bureau of Building Inspectio·n .......:4
determines that the hotel is no longer in violation of the Ordinance.
.-·
Penalties would be imposed on hotel owners and operators who fail to maintain
daily logs, or to post materials as required by the Ordinance.
The project would result in a .change of burden of proof requirement from the
owner or operator of the hotel to the appellant in appeals of the decision to
issue or deny permits to convert. It would require the owner, rather than the
Bureau of Building Inspection, to record conditions for issuance of demolition
permits. The proposal would direct hearing officers to consider the repeated
posting by the Superintendent of the Bureau of Building Inpection of notices
of apparent violation of the Ordinance as a factor at hearings on unlawful
conversion.
The proposal would authorize the Superintendent of the Bureau of Building
Inspection to impose the penal ties included in the Ord·inance and establishes
lien procedures to be followed by the 'Superintendent

t.~here

penalties remain

unpaid. The proposed amendments include a new section, Section 41.16A, which
makes the filing of false information under the ordinance a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine of not more than SSOO or by imprisonment 'for up to six
months or both.
These amendments are intended to assist in the administration and enforcement
of the Ordinance. They would not change the standards of the Ordinance and
would not mandate the conversi.on of a greater C)r smaller number of hotel rooms
from residential occupancy to other uses. Increased compliance with the
Ordinance and a resulting decrease in illegal conversions of residential hotel
rooms would be a likely result of the incorporation of the proposed amendments
into the Orqinance, The City Planning C?m1nission, when i t affirmed the
negative declaration following an appeal, determined that the Ordinance could
not have significant effect on the environment• tt was the Commission's
assumption that the Ordinance would be enforced and that hotel owners and

g~;.~.d<t_):_
ors
l(hii~-g~{*=
<Ulle,n m

w,o~~\
~~~r}.i~'"'~'~'~-~1r,~1Sh~~s
·to.ct e:;: r nan.ce>rc,vu.;.c •,;.
-f~1~4~~~;:1~~1t'~~~1f~5!~[~~{~~·~,

of the

Or~r£!J;,nd,g,;;,1"'"[~~~~{ii~~~ifi~i}l·-il·c·r""''""'
:coce ura, ".,.,,,n,,.,naturerr,:-.. cou · Le.not'
-'·-"·-------~------~---~~-
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450 McAllister Street

City and County of San Francisco
Departm~nt

r:3.s-Jv
...

~n .;-~

San Francisco, CA 94102

of City Planning

AOMINISIBATION

. 1415) 558·6414
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION ·

(415} 558·6414

';:._-

PLANS ANO PROGRAMS
(415} 556·6264

September 22, 1989

IMPLEMENTATION f ZONING

(415) 558•6377
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
City and County of San Francisco • 1660 Mission Street, Suite 500 • San Francisco, California • 94103-2414
MAIN NUMBER

(415) 558-6378

DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
PHONE: 558-6411
4THFLOOR
FAX: 558-6426

.

ZONING ADMINISTRATOR
PHONE: 558-6350

PLANNING INFORMATION
PHONE: 558-6377

COMMISSION CALENDAR
INFO: 558-6422

5THFLOOR
FAX: 558-6409

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL
FAX: 558-5?91

INTERNET WEB SITE
WWW.SFGOV.ORG/PLANNING

March 9, 1973

NON-PHYSICAL AND MINISTERIAL PROJECTS NOT COVERED
BY THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

The California Environmental Quality Act of 1970, as amended, and the Guidelines for
implementation of the Act adopted by the Secretary of the California Resources Agency, require
that local agencies determine the types of local government actions, relating to both public and
private projects, that are excluded from the Act. The principal exclusions are with respect of (1)
projects that will have no physical effects, and (2) projects that involve no discretionary action
by the local government, but only ministerial action. Any project that is either non-physical or
ministerial, or both, is excluded from the Act.
The State Guidelines define the terms "discretionary" and "ministerial" as follows:
Discretionary Project. Discretionary project means an activity defined as a project which
requires the exercise of judgment, deliberation, or decision on the part of the public agency or
body in the process of approving or disapproving a particular activity, as distinguished from
situations where the public agency or body merely has to determine whether there has been
conformity with applicable statutes, ordinances, or regulations.
Ministerial Projects. Ministerial projects as a general rule, include those activities defined as
projects which are undertaken or approved by a governmental decision which a public officer or
public agency makes upon a given state of facts in a prescribed manner in obedience to the
mandate of legal authority. With these projects, the officer or agency must act upon the given
facts without regard to his ownjudgment or opinion concerning the propriety or wisdom of the
act although the statute, ordinance, or regulation may require, in some degree, a construction if
its language by the officer.
As required by law, the Department of City Planning has prepared the following list of types of
government actions of the City and County of San Francisco that are determined to be, in
. themselves, either non-physical or ministerial, or both, and therefore excluded from the
California Environmental Quality Act of 1970, as amended, and from the State Guidelines for
implementation of the Act.
1.
2.

Legislation with respect to non-physical activities.
Services to people (at established facilities): education, child care, adoption, employment
training and referral, equal opportunity programs, human relations, health care, financial

1

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

assistance, libraries, museums, other cultural activities, recreation, food, housing, consumer
protection, other counseling.
·
Public safety (using established facilities): police and fire protection, security, detention,
emergency services.
Information and records: collection, research, storage, processing, analysis, publication,
distribution.
Investigation and inspection.
Personnel: selection, hiring and firing, training, supervision, setting salaries, payroll,
health plan, safety, retirement.
Supplies, services and movable equipment: Purchase (except fleets of transit vehicles),
storage, maintenance, sale.
Real property: management, appraisal, negotiation, jurisdictional transfers within the City
and County government without change of use of the property.
Financial: assessment and collection of taxes, rents, fees, fines and other charges;
assessment appeals; budget preparation and review; accounting; disbursements; control of
exnenditures:; manafYement
of funds and investment for income.
u
Legal: counseling, drafting, negotiation, claims settlement, litigation, prosecution and
defense, judicial proceedings.
Enforcement against violations ofregulatory codes.
Liaison, coordination, consultation and direction among officials and departments.
Conduct of hearings, meetings and conferences.
Appointment of officials, boards, commissions and committees.
Voting and related activities, including submission of any proposition or other matter to the
electorate.
Community relations.
Achievement awards.
Neighborhood, area and citywide planning, not including adoption or amendment of
Master Plan elements.
Abatement of hazards to health and safety.
Animal, weed and litter control pursuant to established laws and regulations, except for use
of economic poisons in maintenance ofl~ndscaping, native growth and water supply
reservoirs.
Lot divisions and adjustments not gove171ed by the Subdivision Map Act, when in
compliance with the City Planning Code and other ordinances and regulations.
Changes of use involving no discretion on the part of the department issuing the pennit or
license for such change; where the new use, as compared with the former use, is first
permitted in the same or a more restrictive zoning district under the City Planning Code.
Transfer of permits for operation of motorized vehicles, excluding issuance of new permits.
Annual and other periodic renewals, and changes in ownership, of existing permits,
licenses, concessions, leases and other entitlements, other than for extraction of natural
resources, where no construction, expansion or change of use is involved.
Issuance of general business licenses.
~

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.

25.

2

26.

Issuance of sign permits by the Department of City Planning where no permit is required
under the Building Code.

27.

Issuance of permits to collect fees for inspections and investigations, including boiler
inspection, surveys, engineering, electrical sales dealers, gas appliance dealers, plan
checking, industrial waste discharge, dairies and skimming and pasteurization plants.

28.

Issuance of permits and licenses for people, animals and light equipment (rather than for
activities, places, heavy equipment and motorized vehicles), including library cards and
other documents for identification, dog licenses, marriage licenses, bicycle licenses,
auctioneer permits, permits for solicitations and advertisers, permits for fireanns, parking
permits for disabled persons, driver permits, gui,<le permits, permits for amusement devices
and mechanical contrivances, permits for street photographers, permits for special police
and patrol persons, licenses for street artists, licenses for motion picture projectionists,
licenses for journeyman plumbers, permits for removal of human remains and cremation,
sealing of weighing and measuring devices.
Issuance of Central Permit Bureau permits over which no department has discretion (where
the work is not part of a larger project for which environmental review is required),
including boiler installation, flues and chirnneys, electrical ·wiring and foctures, electrical
sign wiring, electrical maintenance by plant owners, plumbing and gas (lines, fixtures and
appliances), sewer, side sewer, garage door installation, partition relocation, repairs and
alterations (not expanding exterior dimensions of the structure, not involving a change of
use or occupancy, and no.t including paving of parking lots subject to Conditional Use
zoning review or environmental review as part of a larger project), demolition (not
affecting landmarks or historic districts designated or currently under formal consideration
for designation), filling of excavations to the elevation of surrounding properties, grading
and excavating not in connection with new buildings, installation and repair of sidewalks,
minor street openings for public utilities, debris boxes, signs (not including signs for
designated landmarks or historic districts, or for sites regulated by prior stipulations under
the City Planning Code), occupancy of apartment houses and hotels, street numbers.

29.

30.

Issuance of Department of Public Health permits for kitchens in boarding houses and
charitable and public institutions, offices of fumigation and vending machine companies.
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

President, District 7
BOARD of SUPERVISORS

Tel. No. 554-6516
Fax No. 554-7674
TDD/TTY No. 544-6546

Norman Yee

PRESIDENTIAL ACTION
Date:

4/18/2019

To:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Madam Clerk,
Pursuant to Board Rules, I am hereby:

D

Waiving 30-Day Rule

(Board Rule No. 3.23)

File No.
(Pt-:imaty Sponsor)

Title.

[.81

Transferring (Board Rule No 3.3)
File No.

190049

Peskin
(Prima1y Sponsor) '

Title.

Administrative Code - Definition of Tourist or Transient Use Under
the Hotel Conversion Ordinance

From: _R_u_l_e_s___________________ Committee
To:

Land Use & Transportation

~------__._-------------~

D Assigning Temporary Committee Appointment

Committee

(Board Rule No. 3.1)

Supervisor
Replacing Supervisor - - - - - - - - Meeting

For:
(Date)

~---------------~

(Committee)

;'

'

'

Norman Yee,President
Board of Supe1:vi~ors
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

~

President, District 7
BOARD of SUPERVISORS

I

Z

Tel. No. 554-6516
Fax No. 5~4-7674
TDD/TTY No-r44-fi546
,,

Norman Yee
PRESIDENTIAL ACTION
Date:

1/22/2019

To:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Madam Clerk,
Pursuant to Board Rules, I am hereby:
~

Waiving 30-Day Rule
File No.

(Board Rule No. 3.23)

190049

Peskin
(Primary Sponsor)

Title.

Administrative Code - Definition of Tourist or Transient Use Under the
Hotel Conversion Ordinance

D Transferring

(Board Rule No 3.3)

File No.
(Primary Sponsor)

Title.

From: ______________________ Committee
To:

______________________ Committee

D Assigning Temporary Committee Appointment

(Board Rule No. 3.1)

Supervisor--------Replacing Supervisor - - - - - - - - - :Meeting

For:
(Date)

----------------~

(Committee)

V•0V~' '•~~ 0 v 00

0

f
,~/

Norm~n Yee, Pr~sident
Board of Supervisors

City Hall
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

January 29, 2019

File No. 190049

Lisa Gibson
Environmental Review Officer
Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Dear Ms. Gibson:
On January 15, 2019, Supervisor Peskin introduced the following legislation:
File No. 190049

Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to revise the definition of
Tourist or Transient Use under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance, to change
the term of tenancy from less than 32 days to less than 30 days; affirming
the
Planning
Department's determination
under the California
Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the
General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section
101.1, and findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare, under
Planning Code, Section 302.
This legislation is being transmitted to you for environmental review.

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

By: Victor Young, Clerk
Rules Committee
Attachment

c:

Devyani Jain, Deputy Environmental Review Officer
Joy Navarrete, Environmental Planning
Laura Lynch, Environmental Planning

City Hall
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

January 29, 2019

Planning Commission
Attn: Jonas lonin
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Dear Commissioners:
On January 15, 2019, Supervisor Peskin introduced the following legislation:

File No. 190049
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to revise the definition of
Tourist or Transient Use under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance, to change
the term of tenancy from less than 32 days to less than 30 days; affirming
the Planning Department's determination under the California
Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of consistency with the
General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section
101.1, and findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare, under
Planning Code, Section 302.
The proposed ordinance is being transmitted pursuant to Planning Code, Section
302(b), for public hearing and recommendation. The ordinance is pending before the
Rules Committee and will be scheduled for hearing upon receipt of your response.
Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

By: Victor Young, Clerk
Rules Committee
Attachment
c:

John Rahaim, Director
Dan Sider, Director of Executive Programs
Aaron Starr, Manager of Legislative Affairs
AnMarie Rodgers, Director of Citywide Planning
Scott Sanchez, Acting Deputy Zoning Administrator
Corey Teague, Zoning Administrator
Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer

Devyani Jain, Deputy Environmental Review Officer
Joy Navarrete, Environmental Planning
Laura Lynch, Environmental Planning
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ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON
A

PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, California 94104
Telephone (415) 956-8100
Facsimile (415) 288-9755
www.zfplaw.com

February 4, 2019
Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
RE:

File No. 190049 [Administrative Code - Definition of Tourist or Transient Use
Under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance]. Rules Committee Hearing - February 4,
2019

Dear Ms. Calvillo,
This office represents the San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition, Hotel Des Arts and numerous
other individual owners of SROs (collectively "Owners"). Owners have been damaged by a
prior 2017 Ordinance unlawfully regulating their commercial hotel properties. Owners will
be further damaged by adoption of File No. 190049 ("the Amendment"). Owners therefore
object both substantively and procedurally to the Amendment based on CEQA, this Board's
rules of order, local, state and federal law.
The Amendment purports to amend the Administrative Code to revise the definition of
Tourist or Transient Use under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO") to make it
unlawful to offer a residentially designated unit for occupancy of less than 30 days. Contrary
to the Legislative Digest and draft Amendment, the current state of the law is that
residentially designated hotel rooms may be offered for terms of 7 days or more, not 32 days,
as stated in the Existing Law description of the Digest. While it is correct that in 201 7 this
Board amended the HCO to change the definition of "Unlawful Action" under the HCO, the
2017 amendment is not in effect as the result of a decision by the California Court of Appeal
(Exhibit A attached herein) and stipulated court order. For the reasons described in the Court
of Appeal's decision, SRO rooms are currently subject to the prior 7-day minimum term or
guest "stay." CEQA analysis is categorically required for this significant land use change. By
restricting weekly access to more than ten thousand available guest rooms, the Amendment
perpetuates and causes significant adverse impacts on the environment.
PETITIONERS SUBMIT FOR THE BOARD'S RECORD THE EXTENSIVE BRIEFING
FROM THE TRIAL AND APPELLATE COURTS IN OPPOSITION TO THE
AMENDMENT.

February 4, 2019
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
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Please see the below referenced briefs and court orders for detailed arguments as to each
stated objection.
•

•

•

•

Owners dispute the validity of the Amendment under CEQA. See Petitioner's
Opening and Reply Briefs on the Merits in Support of Petitions for Peremptory
Writs of Mandate in SRO Hotel Coalition et al v CCSF, SF Superior No. CPF17-515656 submitted herewith. Declaration of Ryan Patterson dated February
4, 2019, Exhibit D.
Owners dispute the validity of the Amendment based on the Lawful NonConforming Use Doctrine. The Amendment interferes with Owners' property
rights. The hotel business is substantially different than the landlord-tenant
business, and a minimum 30-day term of occupancy does not cure the defects
identified by the Court of Appeal. See appellate decision in SF SRO Hotel
and Reply Briefs on Appeal in Case No. A15847 submitted herewith.
Declaration of Ryan Patterson dated February 4, 2019, Exhibit E.
The Amendment compounds Owners' already accruing damages based on the
City's inverse condemnation of their commercial hotel properties. The
Amendment effectuates an unconstitutional taking of Owners' hotel business
without compensation. See appellate decision in SF SRO Hotel Coalition et al
v CCSF A15847 (2018) non-published.
Owners submit the Trial Court Order Regarding Plaintiffs' Motion for
Preliminary Injunction. The Notice of Entry of Order was filed on December
5, 2018 in the SRO Hotel Coalition et al v CCSF, SF Superior No. CPF-17515656 case. Said Notice of Entry of Order is submitted herewith-see
Declaration of Ryan Patterson dated February 4, 2019, Exhibit A for inclusion
in the record of these proceedings. This Order establishes that the legislative
digest and the Amendment erroneously describe the substance and effect of
the Amendment by referencing an unenforceable prior amendment. The
Amendment changes the required length of occupancy for SRO units to a
minimum of 30 days from the presently operative required term of 7 days
which "changes the fundamental nature" of Owners' businesses "making them
landlords rather than hotel owners." See appellate decision in SF SRO Hotel
Coalition et al v CCSF A15847 (2018) non-published.

THE RULES COMMITTEE HEARING IS PREMATURE UNDER THIS BOARD'S OWN
RULES, LOCAL LAW AND CEQA.

February 4, 2019
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
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The Amendment (and the 2017 amendment) amount to a rezoning or reclassification of
allowable land use for approximately 500 buildings in San Francisco. Changes in local law
that involve land use must be referred to the Planning Commission for general plan
consistency findings and CEQA review. (Planning Code § 302.) The required referral by the
Clerk occurred on January 29, 2019. The Planning Commission has not reviewed the
Amendment and no CEQA review appears to have occurred.
In noticing the Amendment sooner than 30 days from introduction, the Committee appears to
be relying on Board rule of order 3.23. That rule purports to authorize a waiver of the 30-day
rule AFTER the Board Clerk's referral, yet the Board President purported to waive the 30day rule PRIOR to the Board Clerk's referral-on the premise that the Amendments are not
"significant". This is procedurally and substantively inappropriate. Given the City's failure
to review the substantial individual and cumulative adverse environmental effects of the
,A....mendment (and the 2017 ,A,.mendment), Rule 3.23 is inapplicable. Rule 3.23 is also
unlawful under CEQA to the extent it unlawfully delegates preliminary CEQA
determinations to the Board President by shortcutting the CEQA review process and
interfering with the Planning Department's role as lead agency for purposes of CEQA review
of land use regulation.
OWNERS SUBMIT THE PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGISLATIVE
RECORD IN SF SRO HOTEL COALITION et al v CCSF, SF SUPERIOR NO. CPF-17515656 AND THE EXCERPTS OF RECORD LODGED IN THAT MATTER AND
REQUEST THEY BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD OF THIS LEGISLATIVE
PROCEEDING.
Petitioner's proposed administrative record prepared in litigation against San Francisco
challenging the 2017 Amendment to the HCO is more than seven thousand pages. These
documents have been delivered to the City Attorney in connection with SF SRO Hotel
Coalition et al v CCSF, SF Superior No. CPF-17-515656 and all of the documents in this
record are from the files of various city departments and agencies. Owners offer to submit
another hard copy of these documents upon request of the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors,
the Clerk of the Rules Committee or any individual member of the Board of Supervisors. An
electronic copy of Petitioners' Proposed Administrative Record can be accessed here:
https://zacks.egnyte.com/fl/GQcpEHzgFh. Owners request the aforementioned, proposed
administrative record be included in the record of these proceedings.
Owners submit the index of the excerpts of record and the excerpts submitted in
connection to the SF SRO Hotel Coalition et al v CCSF, SF Superior No. CPF-17-515656,
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Declaration of Ryan Patterson dated February 4, 2019 filed herewith, Exhibits B and C.
Owners further request the aforementioned Declaration of Ryan Patterson, including all
Exhibits, be included in the record of these proceedings.

Respectfully submitted,
ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON, PC

Andrew M. Zacks

encl. Court of Appeal Decision (Appeal #Al5847)
cc via email:
Rules Committee Members (Supervisors Ronen, Walton & Mar)
Planning Director John Rahaim
Supervisor Peskin
Mayor London Breed
City Attorney Dennis Herrera
Deputy City Attorney Kristen Jensen
Deputy City Attorney Jim Emery
Deputy City Attorney Andrea Ruiz-Esquide
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NOT TO BE PUBLISHED IN OFFICIAL REPORTS
California Rules of Court, rule 8.1115(a), prohibits courts and parties from citing or relying on opinions not certified for
publication or ordered published, except as specified by rule 8.1115(b). This opinion has not been certified for publication
or ordered published for purposes of rule 8.1115.

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FIRST APPELLATE DISTRICT
DIVISION FIVE

SAN FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL
COALITION, et al.,
A151847

Plaintiffs and Appellants,

v.

(San Francisco County
Super. Ct. No. CPFl 7515656)

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, et al.,
Defendants and Respondents.

In 2017, the City and County of San Francisco (City) amended section 41.20 of
the San Francisco Administrative Code to require the rental of residential single room
occupancy units (SROs) for terms of at least 32 days, when protections under the City's
rent control ordinance arise. Previously, SROs could be rented for periods between seven
and 31 days. Plaintiffs San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition (Coalition), Hotel des Arts,
LLC and Brent Haas brought this action for administrative mandate, seeking, among
other things, the invalidation of the 2017 Amendments as an unlawful taking under article
1, section 19 of the California Constitution. We reverse the superior comt's order
denying plaintiffs' request for a preliminary injunction enjoining the enforcement of the
2017 Amendments on the ground that plaintiffs were unlikely to prevail. We remand the
case for a determination of the balance of hardships.
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I. BACKGROUND

An SRO is a small hotel room that typically lacks a private kitchen or bathroom,
similar to a college dormitory room. Many low income, elderly and disabled persons
reside in SROs throughout the City. Our Supreme Court has recognized that while SRO
units "may not be an ideal form of housing, such units accommodate many whose only
other options might be sleeping in public spaces or in a City shelter." (San Remo Hotel v.

City and County ofSan Francisco (2002) 27 Cal.4th 643, 674 (San Remo).)
In 1979, responding to a "severe shortage" of affordable rental housing for low
income, elderly and disabled residents, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors imposed a
temporary moratorium on the conversion of residential hotel rooms into tourist hotel
rooms. (S.F. Admin Code,§§ 41.3(a)-(g).) In 1981, the City enacted a permanent Hotel
Conversion Ordinance (HCO) to regulate future residential hotel room conversions. (S.F.
Ord. No. 330-81, S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41.1 et seq.)
The HCO required hotel owners in San Francisco to identify all residential hotel
units as of September 23, 1979, which were then placed on a registry. (S.F. Admin.
Code, § 41.6.) A "Residential Unit" was defined as a "guest room" occupied by a
"Permanent Resident" on September 23, 1979. (S.F. Admin. Code, former§ 41.4(q).) A
"Permanent Resident" was defined as "[a] person who occupies a guest room for at least
32 consecutive days." (S.F. Admin. Code, former§ 41.6(n).) Under the San Francisco
Rent Control Ordinance, "housing accommodations in hotels, motels, inns, tourist
houses, rooming and boarding houses" are subject to rent control and related protections
"at such time as an accommodation has been occupied by a tenant for [thirty-two] 32
continuous days or more." (S.F. Admin. Code,§ 37.2(r)(l).)
The HCO provided that residential hotel rooms could only be converted into
tourist units by obtaining a permit with the Department of Building Inspection, which in
tum could only be obtained if the owner constructed new residential units, rehabilitated
existing residential units, or paid an "in lieu" fee to the City's Residential Hotel
Preservation Fund. (S.F. Admin. Code,§§ 41.4, 41.12-41.13, 41.20) Additionally,
Section 41.20(a) of the HCO provided, "(a) Unlawful Actions. It shall be unlawful to:[~
2

(1) Change the use of, or eliminate a residential hotel unit or to demolish a residential
hotel unit except pursuant to a lawful abatement order, without first obtaining a permit to
convert in accordance with the provisions of this

Chapter;[~

(2) Rent any residential unit

for a term of tenancy less than seven days, except as permitted by Section 41.19 of this
Chapter; (3) Offer for rent for nonresidential use or tourist use a residential unit except as
permitted by this Chapter." (Former S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41.20(a).) 1 The HCO was the
subject of numerous lawsuits, and the courts have upheld the ordinance against claims
that it violates the principles of due process and equal protection (Terminal Plaza Corp.
v. City and County ofSan Francisco (1986) 177 Cal.App.3d 892, 907-908) or effects an
unconstitutional taking of property without just compensation (id. at p. 912; Bullock v.
City and County ofSan Francisco (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 1072, 1089 (Bullock)).
In 2017, the City revisited the HCO due to concerns that certain SROs were being
advertised and rented as tourist units. As relevant here, section 41.20(a) was amended as
follows: "(a) Unlawful Actions. It shall be unlawful to:

[~]

(1) Change the use of, or

eliminate a residential hotel unit or to demolish a residential hotel unit except pursuant to
a lawful abatement order, without first obtaining a permit to convert in accordance with
the provisions of this Chapter;

[~

(2) Rent any residential unit for Tourist or Transient

Us ea tenn Qf tenancy less than seven days except as permitted by Section 41.19 of this
Chapter;

[~]

(3) Offer for rent for nonresidential use or '[tourist or Transient Uuse a

residential unit except as permitted by this Chapter." (S.F. Admin Code,§ 41.20(a), 2017
Amend.) The amended HCO defined "Tourist or Transient Use" as "[a]ny use of a guest

Section 41.19 allowed for temporary tourist rentals of residential units for less
than seven days during the summer season (May 1 through September 30) so long as
those units were vacant due to the voluntary vacation or lawful eviction of a permanent
resident. (S.F. Admin. Code, former§ 41.19(a)(3)(b).) A 1990 revision to the HCO
restricted summer tourist rentals of residential units by, among other things, limiting such
rentals, absent special permission from the City's Bureau of Building Inspection, to 25
percent of a hotel's residential rooms. (S.F. Admin. Code, former§ 4 l.19(a)(3).) The
revision also allowed a limited number of residential rooms to be rented to tourists during
the winter months as well. (S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41.19(c).) (See San Remo, supra, 27
Cal.4th at pp. 651-652.)
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room for less than a 32~day term of tenancy by a party other than a Permanent Resident."
(S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41.4.) 2
Plaintiffs filed the instant action seeking a writ of administrative mandate and
declaratory relief. The first cause of action alleged that the 2017 Amendments to the
HCO was a "project" under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA; Pub. Res.
Code, § 21000 et seq.) requiring environmental review. The second cause of action,
brought as to plaintiffs Coalition and Hotel des Arts only, alleged that the 2017
Amendments amounted to a taking of private property without just compensation under
the California Constitution (Cal. Const., art. 1, § 19) to the extent they precluded rentals
for seven days to 31 days, which had been allowed under the previous law. The third and
fourth causes of action, brought as to plaintiffs Coalition and Hotel des Arts, sought
injunctive and declaratory relief based on a violation of due process and equal protection.
The fifth cause of action, brought as to plaintiffs Coalition and Hotel des Arts, sought
injunctive relief for a violation of civil rights under 42 United States Code section 1983.
Plaintiffs sought a preliminary injunction to enjoin the enforcement of the 2017
Amendments with respect to existing SROs. They argued the 2017 Amendments
infringed upon their vested right as owners and representatives of the owners of
residential hotel rooms to rent SROs for periods of seven to 31 days under the former
version of the HCO, thus eliminating a lawful use of the land without just compensation
or some other mechanism to avoid constitutional infirmity. Plaintiffs argued that by
requiring SROs to be offered for an initial rental period of at least 32 days, the City was
effectively forcing them out of the hotel business and into the landlord/tenant business,
"subject to the onerous requirements of the Rent Ordinance, including eviction controls."

2

The 2017 Amendments also eliminated seasonal tourist rentals of vacant
residential units for hotels which had violated the HCO during the last calendar year (S.F.
Admin. Code, § 41.19( a)(3 )(D) ), updated the requirements for conversion permit
applications (id.,§ 41.12), authorized the use of administrative subpoenas to compel
production of hotel records (id.,§ 41.9(a), 41.ll(c)), and updated provisions regarding
penalties and administrative costs (id.,§§ 41.1l(g),41.20(c)). These provisions are not at
issue in this appeal.
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The trial court denied the preliminary injunction. "The pre-2017 Amendments
version of the [HCO] did allow certain types of rentals of residential units that are now
prohibited by the Amendments, e.g., seven day[s] (or longer) rentals for residential use to
non-permanent residents. However[,] plaintiffs have not demonstrated the existence of a
vested right of which they have been wrongfully and unlawfully deprived. Because
plaintiffs failed to demonstrate a likelihood of succeeding on the merits of their takings
claim, the Court may not issue a preliminary injunction and thus it does not reach the
issue of whether the balance of harms favors granting a preliminary injunction."
IL DISCUSSION

A Appealability and Standard ofReview
The general purpose of a preliminary injunction is to preserve the status quo
pending a determination on the merits of the action. (Jamison v. Department of

Transportation (2016) 4 Cal.App.5th 356, 361 (Jamison).) "'"In deciding whether to
issue a preliminary injunction, a trial court must evaluate two interrelated factors: (i) the
likelihood that the party seeking the injunction will ultimately prevail on the merits of his
[or her] claim, and (ii) the balance of harm presented, i.e., the comparative consequences
of the issuance and nonissuance of the injunction. [Citations.]" [Citation.] "The trial
court's determination must be guided by a 'mix' of the potential-merit and interim-harm
factors; the greater the plaintiffs showing on one, the less must be shown on the other to
support an injunction. [Citation:]" [Citation.] However, '[a] trial court may not grant a
preliminary injunction, regardless of the balance of interim harm, unless there is some
possibility that the plaintiff would ultimately prevail on the merits of the claim.' " (Id. at
pp. 361-362.)
An order denying a preliminary injunction is appealable. (Code Civ. Proc.,

§ 904.1, subd. (a)(6).) "'Ordinarily, appellate review is limited to whether the trial court
abused its discretion in evaluating the foregoing factors. [Citation.] "Occasionally,
however, the likelihood of prevailing on the merits depends upon a question of pure law
rather than upon [the] evidence to be introduced at a subsequent full trial. This issue can
arise, for example, when it is contended that an ordinance or statute is unconstitutional on
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its face and that no factual controversy remains to be tried. " ' " (Jamison, supra, 4
Cal.App.5th at p. 362.) Such questions oflaw are subject to de novo review. (Ibid.)

B. Were Plaintiffs Likely to Prevail on Their Takings Claim?
Plaintiffs 3 contend the trial court erred in concluding they were not likely to
prevail on the merits of their takings claim. They argue that by prohibiting the rental of
residential units for "tourist or transient use," and by defining "tourist or transient use'' to
mean any rental to someone other than a "permanent resident," i.e., a person who
occupies a room for at least 32 days, the 2017 Amendments to the HCO impermissibly
eliminated their business of renting residential units for periods between seven and 31
days as they had been allowed to do under the previous version of the Ordinance.
Plaintiffs contend that because 32-day rentals are subject to San Francisco's rent control
ordinance, this will change the nature of their business in significant and detrimental
ways. We agree.
We begin by analyzing the extent to which the 2017 Amendments changed the
law. Key to this is our interpretation of San Francisco Administrative Code former
section 41.20(a)(2) and (a)(3). Section 41.20(a)(2) made it illegal to "[r]ent any
residential unit for a term of less than seven days." Section 41.20(a)(3) made it illegal to
"offer for rent for nonresidential use or tourist use a residential unit." The former version
of the HCO does not define "nonresidential," although it defines a "permanent resident"
as someone who has lived in the room for 32 days or longer. Section 50519 of the Health
and Safety Code (which is incorporated in Civil Code section 1940.1, cited by the City)
defines a "residential hotel" as a hotel containing six or more units "intended or designed
to be used, or which are used, rented, or hired out, to be occupied, or which are occupied,
for sleeping purposes by guests, which is also the primary residence of those guests."
Thus, there is more than one possible interpretation of the provision making it
illegal to "offer for rent for nonresidential use or tourist use a residential unit" within the
3

Only two of the plaintiffs, the Coalition and Hotel des Arts, alleged inverse
condemnation as a cause of action.
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meaning of San Francisco Administrative Code, former section 41.20(a)(3). A use might
be deemed illegal if a room was offered for a term of less than 32 days, the amount of
time necessary to become a permanent resident, but this does not jibe with former section
41.20(a)(2)'s prohibition of a term of occupancy ofless than seven days. Or it might be
deemed illegal to offer a tenancy of less than seven days, which would be consistent with
the period in section 41.20(a)(2). Or it could mean that it was illegal to offer the room as
something other than a renter's primary residence, although as counsel for plaintiffs
notes, this could be difficult to accurately and lawfully ascertain.
In the trial court below, the City offered another interpretation of "nonresidential"
in San Francisco Administrative Code former section 41.20(a)(3), and argued that it has
always required the occupants of residential rooms to be residents of San Francisco,
maldng it illegal to offer residential rooms to persons who are not residents of San
Francisco. In their respondent's brief, the City reiterated that the former version of the
law required the owners of SROs to rent residential rooms to permanent residents of San
Francisco. But this runs contrary to previous briefing filed in this Court by the City in
1997 and 1998, in which the City asserted that the former version of the HCO prohibited
only rentals of less than seven days and equated the seven-day period of section
4 l.20(a)(2) with the demarcation between "residential" and "tourist" use. (Tenderloin

Housing Clinic v. Patel, Al 77469/A080669, Applications to File Amicus Briefs.)
It appears the City has historically ·allowed the rental and offering bf residential
units for any period of seven days or longer, regardless of the reason for the rental, and
has foregone the enforcement of San Francisco Administrative Code section 41.20(a)(3)
to the extent that part of the HCQ might be otherwise construed. 4 The City does not now
actively dispute this. The trial court found that the former version of the HCO "did allow
certain types of rentals of residential units that are now prohibited by the Amendments,

4

Evidence Code section 623 provides, "Whenever a party has, by his own statement
or conduct, intentionally and deliberately led another to believe a particular thing true and
to act upon such belief, he is not, in any litigation arising out of such statement or
conduct, permitted to contradict it."
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e.g., seven day (or longer) rentals for residential use to non-permanent residents,"
although it disagreed that these rentals gave rise to a vested right that had been abridged.
This is the interpretation of the former version of section 41.20 that we adopt: It
precluded rentals of less than seven days, regardless of a showing of the renter's purpose,
and it is the seven-day period which demarcates residential from tourist rentals.
Having concluded that the former version of the HCO allowed rentals of seven
days or more regardless of purpose, the 2017 Amendments effected a substantial change
by making the minimum term 32 days unless the person was already a permanent
resident. This means that shorter-term tenancies to nonpermanent residents are no longer
allowed and that hotel owners will be subject to rent control at the end of the initial term
of tenancy unless the occupant voluntarily vacates the premises or is lawfully evicted.
Whether or not this is a desirable result, a subject on which we express no opinion (Santa
Monica Beach, Ltd. v. Superior Court (1999) 19 Cal.4th 952, 962), it is certainly a

change. The City minimizes the nature of this change, arguing that a room's occupant
could always refuse to leave before 32 days were up, regardless of the length of the
original rental, and state law makes it illegal to move the occupant of an SRO for the
purpose of evading rent control. (Civ. Code, § 1940.1, subd. (a).) But the former version
of the HCO allowed hotel owners to target shorter-term, more traditional hotel stays by
people who had another home. Someone who has another home seems very unlikely to
make a room her residence or overstay the terms of the rental. The remotepossibility
that renters would behave as the City suggests does not change the fundamental nature of
the business allowed under the statute.
A local governn1ent' s power to eliminate an existing land use through a new
regulation is restricted: "[I]fthe law effects an unreasonable, oppressive, or unwarranted
interference with an existing use ... the ordinance may be invalid as applied to that
property unless compensation is paid.... [ii] Accordingly, a provision which exempts
existing nonconforming uses 'is ordinarily included in zoning ordinances because of the
hardship and doubtful constitutionality of compelling the immediate discontinuance of
nonconforming uses.' " (Hansen Brothers Enterprises, Inc. v. Board ofSupervisors
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(1996) 12 Cal.4th 533, 551-552.) In this context, a "nonconfonning use" is"'" 'a
lawful use existing on the effective date of the[] restriction and continuing since that
time in nonconfonnance to the ordinance.'"' " (Id. at p. 579.) "'[A] city seeking to
eliminate nonconforming uses may pursue [one of] two constitutionally equivalent
alternatives: It can eliminate the use immediately by payment of just compensation, or it
can require removal of the use without compensation following a reasonable amortization
period.' " (United Business Com. v. City ofSan Diego (1979) 91 Cal.App.3d 156, 179;
see Tahoe Regional Planning Agency v. King (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d 1365, 1394-1395

(Tahoe).)
Plaintiffs rely on a number of authorities to support their argument that the 2017
Amendments to the Ordinance should have been accompanied by either compensation to
hotel owners or a reasonable amortization period. In Jones v. City ofLos Angeles (1930)
211 Cal. 304, the city rezoned the neighborhood in which the plaintiff was operating a
sanitarium to prohibit residential mental health facilities, ahd the court ruled that
compensation was required because the rezoning had "destroyed" or "eradicated" the
business, rendering it completely without value. (Id., at pp. 310, 314, 319.) In City of

Los Angeles v. Gage (1954) 127 Cal.App.2d 442, 447-448, the city rezoned an area in
which plaintiffs were operating a plumbing business, restricting the property to
residential use only, and provided that nonconfonning uses had to be eliminated within
five years: The court upheld the zoning ordinance as a lawful exerdse of the city's police
powers due to the amortization period, and reversed a trial court judgment denying the
city's suit for an injunction requiring the plaintiffs to cease operations. (Id. at pp. 447,
455, 460-462.) In Livingston Rock & Gravel Co. v. County ofLos Angeles (1954) 43
Cal.2d 121, 123-128, the court held that the county was entitled to enforce a zoning
provision that ellminated the operation of a plaintiffs cement mixing plant as a
permissible use, but provided an automatic exception allowing the plant to continue
operations for 20 years. In Castner v. City of Oakland (1982) 129 Cal.App.3d 94, 96-97,
the court upheld an order denying a petition for writ of mandate to compel the city to
grant a conditional use permit to an adult bookstore following the enactment of an
9

ordinance that banned adult entertainment within 1,000 feet of a residential zone and
provided a grace period of one year. Other cases cited by plaintiffs involve ordinances
that required the physical removal of existing outdoor signage, upholding those
ordinances when they provided for an adequate amortization period within which the sign
owners could recoup their costs of the investment. (National Advertising Co. v. County
ofMonterey (1970) 1Cal.3d875; Tahoe, supra, 233 Cal.App.3d 1365; National
Advertising Co. v. County ofMonterey (1962) 211Cal.App.2d375; City ofSanta
Barbara v. Modern Neon Sign Co. (1961) 189 Cal.App.2d 188.)
The ordinances or zoning laws analyzed by each of these decisions had the effect
of rendering it impossible to continue operating a legal, existing business; accordingly,
the local government was required to either pay compensation or provide a reasonable
amortization period for the business owners. The 2017 Amendments do neither. True,
they do not require plaintiffs to shut their doors completely. But they do, on their face,
require owners of SROs to forego more classically styled hotel rentals in favor of more
traditional tenancies. This changes the fundamental nature of their business, by making
them landlords rather than hotel operators.
We recognize that one of the plaintiffs' arguments is based on the application of
rent control, and rent control regulations are permissible against a takings claim "if they
are 'reasonably calculated to eliminate excessive rents and at the same time provide
landlords with a just and reasonable return on their property.' " (Colony Cove Properties
LLC. v. City of Carson (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 840, 865, citing Birkenfeld v. City of
Berkeley (1976) 17 Cal.3d 129, 158-159.) In their facial challenge to the 2017
Amendments, plaintiffs make no showing they have been denied a just and reasonable
return on their property. (See California Bldg. Industry Assn. v. City ofSan Jose (2015)
61 Cal.4th 435, 464-465.) But the issue here is not the application of rent control to an
existing landlord-tenant business; it is a forced change in the nature of the business
without compensation or a reasonable amortization period.
The City argues that a preliminary injunction enjoining enforcement of the 2017
HCO Amendments is inappropriate because the different hotel owners represented by
10

plaintiff Coalition will not be similarly situated and the inverse condemnation claim
involves a facial challenge to the Amendments rather than an assessment of each owners'
situation. They also argue that property owners are entitled to money damages if they
prove their inverse condemnation claim, making a preliminary injunction inappropriate.
While these may be factors for the trial court to consider, remand is appropriate so it can
consider in the first instance the balance of the hardships.
III. DISPOSITION
The order denying the preliminary injunction is reversed and the case is remanded
for a determination of the balance of the hardships. Appellants are entitled to their
ordinary costs on appeal.

11

NEEDHAM,J.

We concur.

JONES, P.J.

SIMONS, J.

(A151847)
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I, Ryan J. Patterson, hereby declare:
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1.
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I am an attorney at Zacks, Freedman & Patterson, PC, a firm retained by the San

Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition, Hotel Des Arts, and numerous individual owners of SROs. I
have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and competently could and would
testify thereto if called upon to do so. I am over the age of 18 years and am not a party to this
action.
2.

Attached hereto in the following enumerated exhibits are true and correct copies

of the following documents:
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A. Notice of Entry of Order Regarding Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary
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Injunction in San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656.
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including, as attached thereto, a list and description of the documents
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contained in said Administrative Record.

Petitions for Peremptory Writs of.Mandate under (1) CEQA and (2) Public
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Records Actin San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656.
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D. Appellants' Opening Trial Brief and Reply Brief on the Merits in Support of
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C. Amended Notice of Partial Certification of Administrative Record of
Proceedings in San Francisco Superior Court Case No: CPF-17-515656,
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~~u

Court Case No. CPF-17-515656.
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Exhibit

E. Appellants' Opening Brief and Appellants' Reply Brief in California Court
of Appeal,.First District, Case No. A151847.
F. Declarations of Andrew M. Zacks, Brent Haas, Shamed Shahamiri, and

16

Samantha Felix in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction

17

in San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656.

18

G. A newspaper article titled "Candice Payne Got 30 Hotel Rooms for

19

Homeless People in Chicago During Severe Cold Snap," New YorkTimes,

20

by Sandra E. Garcia, February 2, 2019, available at

21

https ://www'.nytimes.com/2019/02/02/us/candice-payne-homeless-

22

chicago .html, retrieved February 3, 2019.

23
24

Xdeclare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the

foregoing is true and correct, and that this was executed on February 4, 2019.
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27
28

Ryan J. Patterson
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MATTHEW C. HENDERSON (Bar No. 229259)
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MILLER STARR REGALIA
A Professional Law Corporation
1331 N. California Blvd., Fifth Floor
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Telephone:
925 935 9400
Facsimile:
925 933 4126
Email:
mihur.coon@msrlegal.com
matthew.henderson@msrlegal.com
giselle.roohparvar@msrlegal.com
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Attorneys for Plaintiff and Petitioner SAN
8 FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL COALITION
9 ANDREW M. ZACKS (Bar No. 147794)
SCOTT A. FREEDMAN (Bar No. 240872)
10 JAMES B. KRAUS (Bar No. 184118)
ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON, PC
11 235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104
12 Telephone:
415 956 8100
Facsimile:
415 288 9755
13 Email:
az@zfplaw.com
scott@zfp law .com
14
james@zfplaw.com
15

Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Petitioners SAN
FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL COALITION,
16 HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, and BRENT HAAS
17

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

18
19
20

SAN FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL
COALITION, an unincorporated association,
HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company, and BRENT HAAS,

21
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25
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27
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Case No. CPF-17-515656
NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER
REGARDING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

Plaintiffs and Petitioners,
v.

CEQACase
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, a public agency, acting by and
through the BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO; DEPARTMENT OF
BUILDING INSPECTION OF THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO;
EDWIN LEE, in his official capacity as Mayor
of the City and County of San Francisco, and
DOES 1 through 100, inclusive,

Action Filed: May 8, 2017
Trial Date: Jan, 18, 2019

Res ondents and Defendants.
-1NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER

1

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:

2

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on November 30, 2018, the Superior Court of San

3 Francisco issued an Order Regarding Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction. A true and
4

correct copy of that Order is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

5
6 Dated: December 5, 2018

ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON, PC

7
8
9
10

Isl Andrew M. Zacks
ANDREW M. ZACKS
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Petitioners SAN
FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL COALITION,
HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, and BRENT HAAS
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15
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17
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24
25
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FILED

DENNIS J. HERRERA, s1n1eBarll139669
City Attorney
ANDREA RUIZ-ESQUIDE, StnteBar#2337:il
KRISTEN A. JJ,iNSEN 1 stnteDnrli-130196
JAMES M. EMERY, State Bur 11-153630
Deputy City Attorneys
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, California 94102-4682
Tele.phone: (415) 554·4647
Facsimile:
(415) .554-4757
E-Mail:
andrea.ruiz-esquide@sfcityatty.org
kristen.jensen@sfcityatty.org
jim.emery@sfoityatty.org

San Francisco Countv Suoerior Cout1
}'J-• /

o\

1'hJ'. .)
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CLERK OF THE COURT

BY:_._LJ~--~--·
':.
:
Deputy Clerk

8
9

Attorneys for Defendants
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

10
11

SUPERlOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

12

COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

. 13

UNLIMITED JURISDICTION

14 SAN FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL
COALITION, atl unincorporated association,
15 HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability c·ompany, and BRENT HAAS,
16
Plaintiffs,
17
vs.
18
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
19 'FRANCISC01 a public agenc~, acting by and
through the BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF

THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO; DEPARTMENT OF
21 BUILDING INSPECTION OF THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO;.
22 EDWIN LEE, fn his official capacity as
Mavor of the City and County of San
23 Francisco,

20

24

Case No. CPF-17-515656

STIPULATION AND ORDER REGARDING
PLAINTIFFS 1 MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION
.
CEQAACTION

Date:
Time:
Dept:
Judge:

Dec, 19, 2018
9:30 a.m.
CEQA, room 503

Hon. Cynthia Ming~met Lee

Date Action Filed:
Trial Date:

May 8, 2017
Jan. 18, 2019

Defendants.

25

26
27
28

STIP AND [PR.GPesEej ORDER RE PI

CASE NO. CPF·l 7·515656

c:\uscrs\oheininhen\nppdata\loca\\mlcr
osoft\windom\tempornry internef
ftles\conlent.outlooklxkexbi6k\propose
d ~tip nnd order I L28.l 8.docx

WHEREAS, on June 7, 2017, Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunction ("the
2 Motion") came on for hearing in room 503 of this Court, located at 400 McAllister Street, San
3 Francisco, the Hon. Teri L. Jackson, presiding;
4

.

.

WHEREAS, on June 14, 2017, this Court entered an Order denying the Motion and

5 'Plaintiffs appealed;

6

WHEREAS, on October 15 1 2018 1 the Court of Appeal filed its decision in Appeal No.

7 Al51847 ("the Decision'1). In the Decision, the Court reversed this Court 1s Order denying the
8 Motion and remanded the matter for a determination of the balance of the hardships as
9 between the City and County of San Francisco and SRO hotel owners;

10

NOW THEREFORE,

11

1.

San Francisco agrees that pending final resolution of this action, or further order

12 of the Superior Court1 subsections 4L20(a)(2) and (a)(3) of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance

13 (S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41) are inoperable and shaU not be enforced in any way, by any person
14 or entity, for any purpose; and
15

2.

This stipulation and order disposes of the pending Motion.

16 SO STIPULATED.

17
18

Date; Novembetd" 1 2018

~
Andrew Zacks

19

20

Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Petitioners

21

22
23

ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON, PC

Date: November

M_, 2018
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CASE NO. CPF-17-515656
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Date: November

·z.'', 2018

DENNIS HERRERA
San Francisco City Attorney

2
3

4

s
6 PURSUANT TO THE PARTIES' STIPULATION, AND GOOD CAUSE APPEARING, IT IS SO
7
8

9

~ eu~

ORDERED:
Date: November

2Q, 2018

Hon, Cynthia MingMmei Lee
Judge San Francisco Superior Court
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PROOF OF SERVICE
Superior Court of California, County of San Francisco
Case No.: CPF-17-515656

2
3
4

5
6

I, Emma Heinichen, declare that:
I am employed in the County of San Francisco, State of California. I am over the age of 18, and
am not a paiiy to this action. My business address is 235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, California 94104.
On December 5, 2018, I served:

Notice of Entry of Order Regarding Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction

7

8

in said cause addressed as follows:

ARTIDJR F. COON
9 BRYAN W. WENTER
S. GISELLE ROOHPARVAR
10 MILLER STARR FFGAL!A
A Professional Law Corporation
11 1331 N. California Blvd., Fifth Floor
Walnut Creek, California 94596
12 arthur.coon({°'1nsrlegal.com
bryan. wenter@msrlegal.com
13 giselle.roohparvar@msrlegal.com

DENNIS J. HERRERA
ANDREA RUIZ-ESQUIDE
KRISTEN A. JENSEN
JAMES M. EMERY
Deputy City Attorneys
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, California 94102-4682
andrea.ruiz-esquide@sfcityatty.org
kristen. j ensen@sfcityatty.org
14 1 4-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__Jui~il=n=.e~n=1e~r~v(a)~s~fc~i~tv~a=tt~v.o~rQ_g~~~~~~~_J

16

(BY MAIL) By placing a true copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope. I placed each
such sealed envelope, with postage thereon fully prepaid for first-class mail, for collection
and mailing at San Francisco, California, following ordinary business practices.

17 /XX/

(BYE-SERVICE) I served the above documents through File & ServeXpress in

18

accordance with the Court's Local Rule 2.11 requiring all documents be served upon
interested pa1iies via File & ServeXpress e-Service System.

15

19

/XX/

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct. Executed on December 5, 2018, at San Francisco, California.

20
21
EMMA HEINICHEN

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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City Hali
Or. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

Fax No. 554-5163
TDDfTTV No. 554-5227

December 15, 2016
File No. 161291

Lisa Gibson

Acting Environmental Review Officer
Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Dear ~v1S. Gibson:
On December 6, 2016, Supervisor Peskin introduced the following substitute legislation:
File No. 161291

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel
Conversion Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist
and transit use, comparable unit1 conversion, and low-income household;
revising procedures for permits to convert residential units; harmonizing
fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code; eliminating seasonal
short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated provisions of the
Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the
Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas;
adding an operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's
determination under the California Environmental Quality Act
This legislation is being transmitted to you for environmental review.

~.,r,J?Y:
J

lisa Somera, Legislative Deputy Director
Land Use and Transportation Committee

Attachment
Not defined as a project under CEQA Guidelines
c:

Joy Navarrete, Environmental Planning Sections 15378 and 15060(c)(2) because it does not
Jeanie Poling, Environmental Planning result in a physical change in the environment

Joy Navarrete 12/15/16

PPAR_000001

FILE NO.

any duration of tenancy. The change also clarifies that residential units are reserved for
residential use and cannot be rented for tenancies of less than 32-days to parties other than
existing or potential permanent residents. Similarly, the proposed legislation would make it
unlawful to offer a residential unit for a tenancy of less than 32 days to a party other than a
permanent or prospective permanent resident.
The proposed legislation would eliminate seasonal tourist rentals of vacant residential units for
hotels that have violated any provision of the Chapter in the last calendar year.
The proposed legislation would update the requirements for permit to convert applications, by
requiring that applicants provide information about where replacement units will be located
and the most recent rental amount for the units to be converted. The updated definition of
"comparable unit" would also require any replacement housing to be the same category of
housing as the residential unit being replaced, and affordable to a similar resident, including
the disabled, elderly and low income tenant.
The proposed iegisiation wouid authorize DBI to issue administrative subpoenas to compel
production of records where a hotel operator objects to producing them for inspection.
The proposed legislation also updates the penalty provisions and amounts for: insufficient and
late filing of annual unit usage reports, failure to maintain daily logs, and unlawful conversions.
The proposed legislation revises the administrative costs provisions to harmonize with the
applicable Building Code cost provisions.
The legislation would apply to any residential hotels that have not procured a permit to convert
on or prior to December 1, 2016.
Background Information
The HCO was first enacted in 1981. The HCO's purpose is to "benefit the general public by
minimizing adverse impact on the housing supply and on displaced low income, elderly, and
disabled persons resulting from the loss of residential hotel units through their conversion and
demolition." The HCO includes findings that the City suffers from a severe shortage of
affordable rental housing; that many elderly, disabled and low-income persons reside in
residential hotel units, making it in the public interest to regulate and provide remedies for
unlawful conversion of residential hotel units.
The Board last amended and updated the provisions of the HCO in 1990. The proposed
legislation is designed to update key provisions and clarify the application of the HCO in
response to issues that have arisen over the last 26 years.

n:\legana\as2016\ 1600676\01155317.docx
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LEGISLATIVE DIGEST
[Administrative Code - Hotel Conversion Ordinance Update]

Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use,
comparable unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for
permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the
Building Code; eliminating seasonal shorMerm rentals for residential hotels that have
violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing
the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; and
affirming the Planning Department's determination under the California Environmental
Quality Act.
Existing Law
The Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO"), Administrative Code Chapter 41, regulates roughly
18,000 residential units within 500 residential hotels across the City. The HCO prohibits
residential hotel operators from demolishing or converting registered residential units to tourist
or transient use. The HCO defines conversion as eliminating a residential unit, renting a
residential unit for a less than 7-day tenancy, or offering a residential unit for tourist or
nonresidential use. The HCO allows seasonal tourist rentals of residential units during the
summer if the unit is vacant because a permanent resident voluntarily vacated the unit or was
evicted for cause by the hotel operator.
The HCO mandates that hotel owners or operators that wish to convert or demolish a
residential unit must seek a permit to convert from the Department of Building Inspection
("DBI"). The permit to convert application process does not require submission of all the
essential information that DBI needs to make a preliminary determination on an application,
such as the location of the proposed replacement units and the last known rent of the units to
be converted.
The HCO requires hotel operators to maintain records to illustrate compliance with the
ordinance and to provide these records for inspection by DBI. DBI does not have
administrative subpoena power to compel production if a hotel operator objects to providing
records for inspection.

Amendments to Current Law
The proposed legislation defines tourist and transient use as the rental of a residential unit for
less than 32 days to a party other than a permanent resident or prospective permanent

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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resident. The proposed legislation revises the definition of unlawful conversions to prohibit
renting or offering to rent a residential unit for tourist or transient use. This change would
allow hotel operators to rent residential units to existing or prospective permanent residents of
the hotel-those who have resided or intend to reside in the hotel for more than 32 days-for
any duration of tenancy. This will increase flexibility for residents who wish to establish or
maintain permanent residency, but cannot afford to pay for an entire week's rent at one time.
The change also clarifies that residential units are reserved for residential use and cannot be
rented for tenancies of less than 32-days to parties other than existing or potential permanent
residents. Similarly, the proposed legislation would make it unlawful to offer a residential unit
for a tenancy of less than 32 days to a party other than a permanent or prospective
permanent resident. Hotel operators would be able to advertise residential units to travelers
or other parties that do not intend to make the City their permanent home, but the operator
cannot offer the unit for a tenancy of less than 32 days.
The proposed legislation would eliminate seasonal tourist rentals of vacant residential units for
hotels that have violated any provision of the Chapter in the last calendar year.
The proposed legislation would update the requirements for permit to convert applications, by
mandating that applicants provide information about where replacement units will be located
and the most recent rental amount for the units to be converted.
The proposed legislation would authorize DBI to issue administrative subpoenas to compel
production of records where a hotel operator objects to producing them for inspection.
The proposed legislation also updates the penalty provisions and amounts for: insufficient and
late filing of annual unit usage reports, failure to maintain daily logs, and unlawful conversions.
The proposed legislation revises the administrative costs provisions to harmonize with the
applicable Building Code cost provisions.

Background Information
The HCO was first enacted in 1981. The HCO's purpose is to "benefit the general public by
minimizing adverse impact on the housing supply and on displaced low income, elderly, and
disabled persons resulting from the loss of residential hotel units through their conversion and
demolition." The HCO includes findings that the City suffers from a severe shortage of
affordable rental housing; that many elderly, disabled and low-income persons reside in
residential hotel units; that the number of such units had decreased by more than 6,000
between 1975 and 1979; that loss of such units had created a low-income housing
"emergency" in San Francisco, making it in the public interest to regulate and provide
remedies for unlawful conversion of residential hotel units; that the City had instituted a
moratorium on residential hotel conversion effective November 21, 1979; and that because
tourism is also essential to the City, the public interest also demands that some moderately
priced tourist hotel rooms be available, especially during the summer tourist season.

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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1

(1) Change the use of, or to eliminate a residential hotel unit or to demolish a

2

residential hotel unit except pursuant to a lawful abatement order, without first obtaining a

3

permit to convert in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter;

4
5
6

7

(2) Rent any residential unit for Tourist or Transient Usea term er/tenancy le&s than

se}!en d&ys except as permitted by Section 41.19 of this Chapter;
(3) Offer for rent for nonresidential '/itSe or I-tourist or Transient Uuse a residential
unit except as permitted by this Chapter.

8

(b) Hearing for Complaints of Unlawful Conversions. Upon the filing of a

9

complaint by an interested party that an unlawful conversion has occurred and payment of the

1O

required fee, the Director of the Department of Buiiding inspection shaii schedule a hearing

11

pursuant to the provisions l~.f Section 41.11 (b ). The complainant shall bear the burden of

12

proving that a unit has been unlawfully converted. The hearing officer shall consider, among

13

others, the following factors in determining whether a conversion has occurred:

14

15
16

(1) Shortening of the term of an existing tenancy without the prior approval of
the permanent resident;

(2) Reduction of the basic services provided to a residential unit intended to

17

lead to conversion. For the purpose of this subsection__@.Ql, basic services are defined as

18

access to common areas and facilities, food service, housekeeping

19

(3) Repeated failure to comply with

order~

services~

and security;

of the Department of Building

20

Inspection or the Department of Public Health to correct code violations with intent to cause

21

the permanent residents to voluntarily vacate the premises;

22
23
24
25

(4) Repeated citations by the Director of the Department of Building Inspection
or the Department of Public Health for Code violations;

(5) Offer of the residential units for nonresidential use or tourist use except as
permitted in this Chapter 41;

Supervisor Peskin
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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[Administrative Code - Hotel Conversion Ordinance Update]
Sponsor: Peskin
·
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to update the Hotel Conversion Ordinance,
including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable unit, conversion,
and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert residential units;
harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code; eliminating seasonal
short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the Department of Building Inspection to issue
administrative subpoenas; and affirming the Planning Department's detennination under the
California Environmental Quality Act. ASSIGNED UNDER 30 DAY RULE to Land Use and
Transportation Committee.

Resolutions

161292

[Accept and Expend Grant - Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Enhancing Health Resilience to Climate Change Through Adaptation - $213,713]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution retroactively authorizing the San Francisco Department of Public Health to accept
and expend a grant in ihe amount of $2·i 3,7·i 3 from Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention to participate in a program entitled, Enhancing Health Resilience to Climate Change
Through Adaptation for the period of September 1, 2016, through August 31, 2017. (Public
Health Department). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and Finance Committee.

161293

[Accept and Expend Grant - United States Department of Energy - Advancing
Fuel Cell Vehicles - $249,970]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution retroactively authorizing the Department of the Environment to accept and expend a
grant in the amount of $249,970 from the United States Department of Energy to harmonize
local regulations and building codes to ease the siting and construction of hydrogen fueling
stations for zero-emission Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles in San Francisco and the greater San
Francisco Bay Area for the tenn of October 1, 2016, through September 30, 2018.
(Environment). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and Finance Committee.

161294

[Accept and Expend Grant - California Public Utilities Commission - Energy
Efficiency Program - $20,790,000]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution authorizing the Department of the Environment to accept and expend a grant in the
amount of $20,790,000 from the California Public Utilities Commission, through Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, to continue an Energy Use and Demand Reduction Through Energy
Efficiency Program in the City and County of San Francisco for the term of January 1, 2017,
through December 31, 2019. (Environment). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and
Finance Committee.

161295

[Accept In-Kind Grant - San Francisco Parks Alliance - John Mclaren Bike Park,
Phase I - $147,268]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution authorizing the San Francisco Recreation and Park Department to accept an in-kind
grant of $147,268 from the San Francisco Parks Alliance to support the John McLaren Bike
Park. (Recreation and Park Department). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and Finance
Committee.

-3-

DBI
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161291

[Administrative Code - Hotel Conversion Ordinance Update]
Sponsor: Peskin
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to update the Hotel Conversion Ordinance,
including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable unit, conversion,
and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert residential units;
harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code; eliminating seasonal
short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the Department of Building Inspection to issue
administrative subpoenas; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environmental Quality Act. ASSIGNED UNDER 30 DAY RULE to Land Use and
Transportation Committee.

Resolutions

161292

[Accept and Expend Grant - Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Enhancing Health Resilience to Climate Change Through Adaptation - $213, 713]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution retroactively authorizing the San Francisco Department of Public Health to accept
and expend a grant in the amount of $213,713 from Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention to participate in a program entitled, Enhancing Health Resilience to Climate Change
Through Adaptation for the period of September 1, 2016, through August 31, 2017. (Public
Health Department). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and Finance Committee.

161293

(Accept and Expend Grant - United States Department of Energy - Advancing
Fuel Cell Vehicles - $249,970]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution retroactively authorizing the Department of the Environment to accept and expend a
grant in the amount of $249,970 from the United States Department of Energy to harmonize
local regulations and building codes to ease the siting and construction of hydrogen fueling
stations for zero-emission Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles in San Francisco and the greater San
Francisco Bay Area for the term of October 1, 2016, through September 30, 2018.
(Environment). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and Finance Committee.

161294

(Accept and Expend Grant - California Public Utilities Commission - Energy
Efficiency Program - $20, 790,000]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution authorizing the Department of the Environment to accept and expend a grant in the
amount of $20,790,000 from the California Public Utilities Commission, through Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, to continue an Energy Use and Demand Reduction Through Energy
Efficiency Program in the City and County of San Francisco for the term of January 1, 2017,
through December 31, 2019. (Environment). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and
Finance Committee.

161295

[Accept In-Kind Grant - San Francisco Parks Alliance - John McLaren Bike Park,
Phase I - $147,268]
Sponsor: Mayor
Resolution authorizing the San Francisco Recreation and Park Department to accept an in-kind
grant of $147 ,268 from the San Francisco Parks Alliance to support the John Mclaren Bike
Park. (Recreation and Park Department). RECEIVED AND ASSIGNED to Budget and Finance
Committee.
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SUBSTITUTED

I/FILE NO. 161291

12/6/2016

ORDINANCE NO.

I
[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance}

2
3

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41 to update the Hotel Conversion

4

Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit 1.JJse,

5

!comparable unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising proced1.11res for

6

1permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions witlh the
I

7

!Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels tlhlat have

8

violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; al!.lthorizing

9

the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an

10

operative date; and affiiming the Planning Department's determirn.dion under the

11

California Environmental Quality Act

12

NOTE:

13
14
15

Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font.
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times 11/e;r Roman font.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial foRt.
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

i

16

,,
Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

17
11

18

l1

19

II

Section 1. Environmental Findings.

20

i

The Planning Department has determined that the actions contemplated in this

21

I ordinance comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources

22

i Code Sections 21000 et seq.).

23

j Supervisors in File No. _and is incorporated herein by reference. The Board affirms this

24

I!determination.

25

I

i

Said determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of

I

I,
I
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1

:

2

Section 2. The Administrative Code is hereby amended by revising Sections 41.3,

141.4, 41.9, 41.10, 41.11, 41.12, 41.13, 41.14, 41.19, and 41.20, to read as follows:
I

3

SEC. 41.3. FINDINGS

4

*

* * *

5

;I

6

'lthe hotel operators have-pfifidthe IOpercenl in lieufee 10 the City.

7

!of construction of comparable unit,9phts site acquisition cost,

8

lf'ejJlacement units. Federal, state and locc:lfunds were incorrectly assumed at r./wt time to be m:ailable

9

I jantl-tH1ff1cient lo make up the shortfall between the '/0 perc:ent in lieu.fee and actual rcplacemeat costs.

(m) Since enactment of this Chapter, residential units have been converted te tourist units and

'I

This emmmt, '!Opereent o:f/he cost

has Not been adequate t<J p!'£Wi-£f.e

10

i1;IF&r-e7ffimple. in 1979 the-fede-~wnt was spending 32 billion dollars en housing and is

11

. c,pending only 7 billion dol!ers in 1989.

12

/:

13

!'care, personal care and counseling, to residents of the City. Examples of such uses are

14

;1

15

!Iorphanage,

(m n) Certain uses provide both living accommodation and services, such as health

;

16

hospital, skilled nursing facility, AIDS hospice, intermediate care facility, asylum, sanitarium,

I

I

!care facility. Such facilities are often operated in building owned or leased by non-profit
organizations and provide needed services to the City's residents. To subject such facilities to

17

/the provisions of this Chapter may deter future development of such facilities. It is desirable

18

19
20

prison, convent, rectory, residential care facility for the elderly, and community

I

j

:that such facilities exist and the City should encourage construction and operation of such
1
;'

Ilfacilities.

(.11 e) In addition, a form of housing facilities called "transitional housing" provides

21
i

22

1

Ihousing and supportive services to homeless persons and families and is intended to facilitate

;!

23

,ithe movement of homeless individuals and families to independent living or longer term

24

':supportive residences in a reasonable amount of time. Transitional housing has individual

25

Ji living

~!

)j

Ii

,I

quarters with physical characteristics often similar to a residential hotel (i.e.

Iijl
i:

1

.,i
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1

accommodations which provide privacy to residents) and provides a source of interim housing

2

for homeless individuals and families seeking to live independently.

3
4

I
(Qp) The City's public, quasi-public and private social agencies serving the elderly and
Ineedy persons often find it difficult to immediately locate suitable housing units for such

5

jpersons returning to independent living after hospitalization or upon leaving skilled-nursing or

6

Iintermediate care facilities within a short time after their discharge from a health facility.

7

Such
I
persons often will require minimum supervision and other interim social service support. The
provision of a stable number of housing units for such emergency needs until permanent

8
I

9

!housing can be secured and supportive services arranged are necessary and desirable for the

10

!City. Emergency housing will have physical characteristics similar to "transitional housing" and

11

lis often intended to be occupied for a period of less than one month.

I

12

13

I!

V2. q) The City also wishes to provide positive incentive to encourage residential hotel

II

'!owners and operators to comply with the terms of this Chapter. Hotel owners have expressed

14

I1a need to rent certain residential units on a short term basis during the winter months.

15

!effort to address this need and to encourage compliance with this Chapter, the City wishes to

16

[provide an opportunity to hotel owners who have complied with the terms of this Chapter to

In an

I

17

18
19

20
21

22

.I

went a limited number of residential units to tourists during the winter months.

I

I
I
I

SEC. 41.4. DEFINITIONS.

j

{ttf Certificate of Use. Following the initial unit usage and annual unit usage

!determination pursuant to the provisions of Sections 41.6 and 41.10 below, every hotel shall
!be issued a certificate of use specifying the number of residential and tourist units herein.

I

(bf Comparable Unit. A unit which is similar in size, services, rental amount" and

23

j

24

!facilities, and is designated the same category o(housing as the existing unit. and w-hi-eh is located

25

Supervisor Peskin
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1

within the existing neighborhood or within a neighborhood with similar physical and

2

socioeconomic conditions. and is similarly affordable for low income. elderly. and disabled persons.
fe} Conversion. The change or attempted change of the use of a residential unit £/ff

3

j

4

!defined in subsection (q) below to a Tourist or Transientte-uri-st-use, or the elimination of a

5

residential unit or the voluntary demolition of a residential hotel. However, a change in the

6

/use of a residential hotel unit into a non-commercial use which serves only the needs of the

7

permanent residents, such as Q..resident's lounge, storeroomcommunity kitchen. or common

8

I,area, shall not constitute a conversion within the meaning of this Chapter 41,

provided that the

!

9
10

jresidential hotel owner establishes that eliminating or re-designating an existing tourist unit instead of

la residential unit would be infeasible.

11

fd) Disabled Person. A recipient of disability benefits.

12

fe} Elderly Person. A person 62 years of age or older.

13
14
15

.
{ff Emergency Housing. A project which provides housing and supportive services to
l
!elderly or low-income persons upon leaving a health facility and which has its primary purpose
Jtif'.facilitating the return of such individuals to independent living. The emergency housing shall

'

16

!provide services and living quarters pursuant to Section 41.13 herein and may be provided as

17

Ipart of a "transitional housing" project.

18

i

19

Jused, or which are used,

20

Isleeping purposes and dwelling purposes by guests, whether rent is paid in money, goods, or

21

!services. It includes motels, as defined in Section 401ChapterXIl, Ferf-11 of the San Franeis-ee

!

I

fgf Hotel. Any building containing six or more guest rooms intended or designed to be

rented~ or hired

out to be occupied or which are occupied for

I
1

22

Municipal Code (Housing Code), but does not include any jail, health facilities as defined by in

23

Section 1250 of the California Health and Safety Code, asylum, sanitarium, orphanage,

24

. prison, convent, rectory, residential care facility for the elderly as defined in Section 1569.2 of
I

25

'the Health and Safety Code, residential facilities as defined in Section 1502 of the Health and

Supervisor Peskin
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1

Safety Code or other institution in which human beings are housed or detained under legal

2

restraint, or any private club and nonprofit organization in existence on September 23, 1979;

3

: provided, however, that nonprofit organizations which operated a residential hotel on
September 23, 1979.. shall comply with the provisions of Section 41.8 herein.

4

5

{k} Interested Party. A permanent resident of a hotel, or his or her authorized

6

1
representative, or a former tenant of a hotel who vacated a residential unit within the past 90

7

days preceding the filing of fLCOmplaint or court proceeding to enforce the provisions of this

8

!Chapter 41. Interested party shall also mean any nonprofit organization, as defined in this

9

1Section 41.4<*), which has the preservation or improvement of housing as a stated purpose in
I

10

!its articles of incorporation and/or bylaws.

11

i

12

!percent of the Area mMedian i[ncome as set forth in Charter Section 16.110.{or the San Francisco

13

fi} Low-Income Household. A household whose income does not exceed 60%

l&t£1r'ldar-d·Meff•opeUtan-Statistical Area as published by the United States Department of Housing and
I

14

•! Urhcm Development and Housing and Cemnnmity Development Act of 1974.

{j1 low-Income Housing. Residential units whose rent may not exceed 30% pereenf of

15
16

17

•the gross monthly income of a .f.L,ow-i[ncome hHousehold as defined in subsection (i) above.

fk) Nonprofit Organization. An entity exempt from taxation pursuant to Title 26,

i

18

ISection 501

19

!

20
21

Inot the owner, who is responsible for the day-to-day operation of a residential hotel and to
Iwhom a hotel license is issued for a rResidential hHotel.

22

I

23

/in a rB.esidential hHotel.

of the United States C~de.

.

fk) Operator. An oQperator includes the lessee or any person or legal entity whether or

I

f"7

Owner. Owner includes

a~y person or :gal entity holding any ownership interest

{nf Permanent Resident. A person who occupies a guest room for at least 32

24

ii

25

/iconsecutive days.

d
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(e} Posting or Post. Where posting is required by this Chapter 41, material shall be

1

'

2

Iposted in a conspicuous location at the front desk in the lobby of the hotel, or if there is no

3

!lobby, in the public entranceway. No material posted may be removed by any person except

4

/as otherwise provided in this Chapter.

5

j

6

i\defined fn-(qf below unless exempted pursuant to the provisions of Sections 41.5 or 41.7

7
8

Ii below.
Ji
!!
fft)

9

,IPtrrHJ-of the San Francisco Municipe! Cede (Housing Code) which had been occupied by a

10
11

l
I

(p} Residential Hotel. Any building or structure which contains a rB.esidential uQnit as

ii

Residential Unit. Any guest room as defined in Section

401~J:{ChapreHf.Jf

: permanent resident on September 23, 1979. Any guest room constructed subsequent to

!

i September 23,

1979 or not occupied by a permanent resident on September 23, 1979" shall

!

12

: not be subject to the provisions of this Chapter 41; provided however, if designated as a
residential unit pursuant to Section 41.6 of this Chapter or constructed as a replacement unit,

13
14

;,such residential units shall be subject to the provisions of this Chapter.
fr} Tourist Hotel. Any building containing six or more guest rooms intended or

15
'

16
17

':designated to be used for commercial tourist use by providing accommodation to transient
j[

/guests on a nightly basis or longer. A tourist hotel shall be considered a commercial use

18

Ii pursuant to Git;y-Planning Code Section 790.46.;J..J..6fbt and shall not be defined as group

19

IIhousing permitted in a residential area under Giiy-Planning Code Section 209.12.

20

II

21

11 partv

22

I!

23

ii permanent resident or is certified as Q-t[ourist HQnit pursuant to Sections 41.6, 41.7 or 41.8

24

25

Tourist 01· Transient Use. Any use ofa guest room for less than a 32-day term o(tenancy by a

1,

f8) Tourist Unit. A guest room which was not occupied on September 23, 1979, by a

1

1

other than a Permanent Resident or prospective Permanent Resident.

below. Designation as a tourist unit under this Chapter shall not supersede any limitations on

!use pursuant to the Planning Code.

1
1 , Supervisor
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I
I
I

I
I
{tf Transitional Housing. A project which provides housing and supportive services to

1

11

2

,!homeless persons and families or ILow.;/ncome hHouseholds at risk of becom Ing homeless

3

jwhich has as its purpose facilitating the movement of homeless individuals or at-risk l-L.ow-f.

4

!Income h[louseholds to independent living within a reasonable amount of time. The

5

!transitional housing shall provide services and living quarters as approved by the Planning

6

Commission that are similar to the residential unit being replaced pursuant to Section 41.13

7

herein and shall comply with all relevant provisions of City ordinances and regulations.

8
SEC. 41.9. RECORDS OF USE.

9
I

(a) Daily Log. Each residential hotel shall maintain a daily log containing the status of

10

j

11

le(;lch room, whether it is occupied or vacant, whether it is used as a residential unit or tourist

12

Iunit, the name under which each adult occupant is registered, and the amount of rent

13

:charged. Each hotel shall also provide receipts to each adult occupant, and maintain copies of

14

15

!the receipts, showing: the room number; the name of each adult occupant; the rental amount
I
land period paid for; and any associated charges imposed and paid, including but not limited to

16

.Isecurity deposits and any tax. The daily log and copies of rent receipts shall be available for

17

I

'i

fjinspection pursuant to theprmision (;if' Section 41.11 (c) of this Chapter 41 upon demand by the
'I

18

\ Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the Director's designee or the City

19

20

I Attorney's Office between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, unless the
I
I Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the City Attorney's Office reasonably

21

! believe that further enforcement efforts

I

22

I

are necessary for specified residential hotels, in which

licase the Department of Building Inspection or the City Attorney's Office shall notify the hotel

I

23

!!owner or operator that the daily logs and copies of rent receipts shall be available for

24

'!inspection between the hours of 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. Each hotel shall maintain the daily logs and

25

· copies of rent receipts for a period of no less than 24 months. Should an owner or operator

'
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1

!object to providing records for inspection, the Director o(the Department o[Building lnspectiQ_YJ shall

2

[have the authority to issue administrative subpoenas to investi'{ate and enforce this ChaJ2_ter 's

3

!provisions..

4

I

5

iChapter, the City Attorney's Office shall have the authority to take further investigative action

6

!and bring additional enforcement proceedings including the immediate- proceedings under

7

/California Civil Code Section 1940.1.

In addition to the investigative powers and enforcement mechanisms prescribed in this

i

8

*

9

* * *

i

10

SEC. 41.10. ANNUAL UNIT USAGE REPORT.

11

(a) Filing. On November 16'f of each year. every hotel owner or operator subject to this

12

13
14

Chapter il_shall file with the Department of Building Inspection. either through an online form on

I

:jthe Department's website or a paper copy delivered to the Department. an Annual Unit Usage
!Report containing the following information:
I
I

15

(1) The total number of units in the hotel as of October 15#1 of the year of filing;

16

(2) The number of residential and tourist units as of October 15/h of the year of

17

ifiling;
(3) The number of vacant residential units as of October 15/h of the year of

18

19

!tiling; if more than 50% percent of the units are vacant, explain why;
(4) The average rent for the residential hotel units as of October 15th of the year

20

21

1of filing;

22

i:

(5) The number of residential units rented by week or month as of October 15#1

I

23

jot the year of filing; and

24

!

(6) The designation by room number and location of the residential units and

i

25

[tourist units as of October 15th of the year of filing. The fJQwner or operator shall maintain

!
1i

II
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1

such designated units as tourist or residential units for the following year unless the owner or

2

operator notifies in writing the Department of Building Inspection of a redesignation of units;

3

the owner or operator may redesignate units throughout the year~ provided they notify the

4

Department of Building Inspection in writing by the next business day following such

5

redesignation and maintain the proper number of residential and tourist units at all times. The

6

purpose of this provision is to simplify enforcement efforts while providing the owner or

7

operator with reasonable and sufficient flexibility in designation and renting of rooms;
(7) The nature of services provided to the permanent residents and whether

8
9

there has been an increase or decrease in the services so provided;
(8) A copy of the Daily Log, showing the number of units which are residential,

10
11

tourist or vaccint on the first Friday of each month f>ef<:>ber 1st, February 1st. May 1st andAugust-1-rrt

12

of the year of filing.

13

(b) Notice of Annual Unit Usage Report. On the day of filing, the owner or operator

a notice that a copy of the Annual Unit Usage Report submitted to the Department

14

shall post

15

jof Building Inspection is available for inspection between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

16

Monday through Friday, which notice shall remain posted for 30 days. The Department shall

17

maintain a list o{those properties that have filed or ftiiled to submit annual reports on its website.

18

(c) Extension of Time for Filing. Upon application by an owner or operator and upon

19

!showing good cause therefor, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection may grant

20

Jone extension of time not to exceed 30 days for said filing.

21

(d) Certificate of Annual Unit Usage Report. After receipt of a completed Annual

22

Unit Usage Report, the Department of Building Inspection shall issue a certified

23

acknowledgment of receipt.

24
25

(e) Renewal of Hotel License and Issuance of New Certificate of Use. As of the
effective date of this Chapter 41, no hotel license may be issued to any owner or operator of a
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1

hotel unless the owner or operator presents with his/her license application a certified

1

2

acknowledgment of receipt from the Department of Building Inspection of the Annual Unit

3

Usage Report for the upcoming year.

(f) Insufficient Filing; Penalties, The Director of the Department of Building

4

5

1lnspection is authorized to assess a penalty as set forth below for insufficient filing, with

6

!interest on the penalty accruing at the rate of 1.5%one and one ha{fpercent per full month,

7

icompounded monthly from the date the penalty is due as stated in the Director's written

8

!notification below.

9
10

i

i
If the Director or the Director's designee determines that additional information is
",[
:[needed to make a determination, he the Director or designee shall send both the owner and

ii
·1

11

!operator a written request to furnish such information within 15 calendar days of the mailing of

12

jthe written request. The letter shall state that if the requested information. or a response

13

explaining whv the requested information will not be provided. is not furnished in the time required,

14

the residential and tourist units shall be presumed to be unchanged from the previous year

15

and that the Director shall impose a $500 penalty for failure to furnish the additional

16

liinformation within the 15-day period. and a $500 penalty for each day afier the 15-day period for

17

i which the owner or operator tails to furnish the requested information or explanation. If the Director

18

19

II
i

i does not timely receive the information, the Director shall notify both the owner and operator,
1
J

by mail or electronic mail, that the Director is imposing a $500 oer day penalty and that the

20

Iaccumulated penalty 'Which must be paid within 30 days of the mailing of the notification, and

21

!that interest on the penalty shall accrue from the expiration of the 30 days at the rate of

22

!I.5%ene-tm£l one halfpercent per full month, compounded monthly. The written notification shall

23

Istate that if the penalty is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty, plus the

24

1accrued interest, will be recorded against the real property pursuant to the provisions of

25

d

!

"
:i
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1

.Section 41.20( d) of this Chapter 41. and that the Residential Hotel will be not be eligible for any

2

iremporary tourist rentals as provided in Section 41.19 for 12 months.

3

i

(g) Failure to File Annual Unit Usage Report; Penalties. The Director of the

i

4

Department of Building Inspection is authorized to assess penalties as set forth below for

5

Ifailure to file an Annual Unit Usage Report, with interest on penalties accruing at the rate of

6

IJ.s%~one halfpe,-eent per full

7

/·!·ldue as stated in the Director's notification below.

8

l

9

!!Director's designee shall notify the owner and operator by registered or certified mail and shall

month, compounded monthly from the date the penalty is

If the owner or operator fails to file an Annual Unit Usage Report, the Director or the

10

1

11

1. f usage

/post a notice informing the owner and operator that unless submission of the Annual Unit
Report and application for renewal of the hotel license is made within 15 calendar days

12

!of the mailing of the letter, the residential and tourist units shall be presumed to be unchanged

13
14

jtrom the previous year, and the Director shall impose a penalty of $·MJOJ.OOO per month effQJ:_
I
leach month the annual report is not filed and the Residential Hotel will be not be eligible for anv

15

i/remporary tourist rentals as provided in Section 41.19 for the next 12 months. If the Director does
!I

1

not receive the report,. the Director shall notify both the owner and operator; by mail that the

16

j

17

! Director is imposing the appropriate penalty, as prorated, which must be paid within 30 days

18

i of the mailing of the notification and that interest on the penalty shall accrue from the
I

19

expiration of the 30 days at the rate of 1. sraene and one halfpercent per full month,

20

compounded monthly. The written notification shall state that if the penalty is not paid, a lien

21

\to secure the amount of the penalty, plus the accrued interest, will be recorded against the

22

!real property pursuant to the provisions of Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter 41.

23

I

*

24

II

25

II

*

*

*
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SEC. 41.11. ADMINISTRATION.
(a) Fees. The owner or operator shall pay the following filing fees to the Department of

2

3

Building Inspection to cover its costs of investigating and reporting on eligibility. See Section

4

11 OA~. Hotel Conversion Ordinance Fee Schedule, Table JA-0. Part !I, Chapter 1 of the &m

5
6

Francis·eo Atfunicipal Code (Building Code} for the applicable fees. The party that brings an

I

Junsuccessful challenge to a report pursuant to this Chapter 4l:A:#.iel-e shall be liable for the

7

;ehangecharge in Section JJOA~. Hotel Conversion Ordinance Fee Schedule":-Unsuccessful

8

Challenge, Table lA-0- Part 11, Chapter l of the San Francisco Municipal Code (Building Code}.

9

IFees shall be waived for an individual who files an affidavit under penalty of perjury stating
I

10
11

!that he or she is an indigent person who cannot pay the filing fee without using money needed
!tor the necessities of life.

I

12

I

13

!

SEE SAll/-FRANCJSCO },fUNIC!PAL CODE

14

I

(B U!LDING CODE) SECTWN 333. 211 GA, TABLE V1--ft

i

HOTEL CONVERS!ON ORDL\'Al\'CE FEE SCHEDULE

15
16
17
18

"
(b) Hearing.

i

I

(1) Notice of Hearing. Whenever a hearing is required or requested in this

I

19

IChapter 41, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall, within 45 calendar

20

1

21

Iregistered or certified mail. The Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall appoint

22

days, notify the owner or operator of the date, time, place" and nature of the hearing by

ja hearing officer. Notice of such ahearing shall be posted by the Department of Building
1

23
24
25

!Inspection. The owner or operator shall state under oath

at the hearing that the notice

I

\remained posted for at least 10 calendar days prior to the hearing. Said notice shall state that

iall permanent residents residing in the hotel may appear and testify at the public hearing,
l
i
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1

provided that the Department of Building Inspection is notified of such an intent 72 hours prior

2

to the hearing date.

3

I

4

Ihearing, parties to the hearing shall submit written information to the Department of Building

5

1lnspection including, but not limited to, the following: the request or complaint, the statement

6

lot issues to be determined by the Hearing Officer; and a statement of the evidence upon

7

which the request or complaint is based.
(3} Hearing Procedure. If more than one hearing for the same hotel is

8
9
10

(2} Pre-hearing Submission. No less than three working days prior to any

I

required, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall consolidate all of the

1

:!appeals and challenges into one hearing; however, if a civil action has been filed pursuant to
i

complain~s

11

j1he provisions (if Section 41.20(e) of #re Chapter 41, all hearings on administrative

12

jof unlawful conversions involving the same hotel shall be abated until such time as final

13

/judgment has been entered in the civil action; an interested party may file a complaint in

14

IJintervention. The hearing shall be tape recorded. Any party to the appeal may, at his/her own

15

if expense,

16

i empowered to issue subpoenas upon application of the parties seven calendar days prior to

cause the hearing to be recorded by a certified court reporter. The hearing officer is

17

the date of the hearing. During the hearing, evidence and testimony may be presented to the

18

hearing officer. Parties to the hearing may be represented by counsel and have the right to

19
20
21

22
23
24

,cross~examine

I

witnesses. All testimony shall be given under oath. Written decision and

'findings shall be rendered by the hearing officer within f:W-effl.y 20 working days of the hearing.
copies of the findings and decision shall be served upon the parties to the hearing by

1

Iregistered or certified mail. A notice that a copy of the findings and decisions is available for
!inspection between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday shall be

Iiposted by the owner or operator.
;

25
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(4) Administrative Review. Unless otherwise expressly provided in this
Chapter 41, any decision of the hearing officer shall be final unless a valid written appeal is

1

2

filed with the Board of :P.e-Nnit--Appeals within 15 days following the date of the hearing officer's

3

written determination. Such an appeal may be taken by any interested party as defined by

4

1

!

jSection 41.4{gf herein.

5
6

(c) Inspection. The Director of the 0.§J2.artment o{Building Inspection shall have the

7

1authoritv to issue administrative subpoenas as necessarv or appropriate to conduct inspections
tpursuant to this Chapter 41. The Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall

8
9
10

!

1

jconduct, from time to time, on-site inspections of the daily logs, other supporting documentsL
land units listed as vacant in the daily logs,_ to determine if the owner or operator has complied
I

11

jwith the provisions of this Chapter. In addition, the Director of the Department o·f Building

12

Inspection or the Director's designee shall conduct such an inspection as soon as practicable

13

,upon the request of a current or former occupant of the hotel.

14

irnrector or Director's designee determines that an apparent violation of the provisions of this

15

!Chapter has occurred, he/she the Director or designee shall post a notice of apparent violation

16

informing the permanent residents of the hotel thereo( or shall take action as set forth in

17

.section 41.11 (d) and (e) below. This notice shall remain posted until the Director of the

18

jDepartment of Building Inspection, or the Director's designee, determines that the hotel is no

19

Ilonger in violation of the provisions of this Chapter.

20

It upon

such an inspection, the

!

(d) Criminal Penalties for Violations. Any person or entity wilfully failing to maintain

21

daily logs or provide and maintain receipts as provided in Sections 41.9(a) and (b) of this

22

Chapter 41, or failing to post materials as provided in Sections 41.6(a), (c)L and (f), 41.9(b),

23

41.10(b), (gL and (h), 41.11(b) (3), 41.12(b)(10)c and 41.18(b) and (c) of this Chapter or

24

:wilfully providing false information in the daily logsL shall be guilty of an infraction for the first

25
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such violation or a misdemeanor for any subsequent violation, and the complaint charging

2

such violation shall specify whether the violation charged is a misdemeanor or an infraction.

3

If charged as an infraction, the penalty upon conviction therefor shall be not less than
$100 or more than $500.

4

If charged as a misdemeanor, the penalty upon conviction therefor shall be a fine of not

5
6

less than $500 or more than $1,000 or imprisonment in the county jail, not exceeding six

7

months, or both fine and imprisonment.
Every day such violation shall continue shall be considered as a new offense.

8

For purposes of Sections 41.11 (d) and (e), violation shall include, but not limited to,

9
''

10

Iintentional disobedience, omission, failure or refusal to comply with any requirement imposed

11

f

12

lof Building Inspection or the Director of Public Works regarding a violation of this Chapter.

13

i

14

wilfully provide false information to the Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the

15

Director's designees. Any owner or operator who files false information shall be guilty of a

16

misdemeanor. Conviction of a misdemeanor hereunder shall be punishable by a fine of not

17

)more than $500 or by imprisonment in the County Jail for a period not to exceed six months,

18

!or by both.

by the aforementioned Sections or with any notice or order of the Director of the Department

(e) False Information Misdemeanor. It shall be unlawful for an owner or operator to

!
1

19

'!

20

!1$8fl500 per violation for failure to maintain daily logs or for failure to provide receipts to

21

'[occupants as required under Section 41.9 above and for failure to post materials as required

22

1under Sections 41.6(a), (cL and (f), 41.9(b), 41.1 O(b), (g)~ and (h), 41.11 (b) (3), 41.12(b)(10),

23

and 41.18(b) and (c). In order to impose such penalties, the Director shall notify both the

24

owner and operator by certified mail that the Director is imposing the penalty or penalties,

25

(f) The Director of the Department of Building Inspection may impose a penalty of

.iwhich must be paid within 30 days of the mailing of the notification. The written notification

!:

,.'I

!:

'
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I
I
I
1

I
! shall state that if the penalty is

2

Irecorded against the real property pursuant to the provisions o/Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter

3

141.

4

\

not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty will be

(g) Costs of Enforcement. The Department o(Building Inspection shall be entitled to

1.

5

l(ecover cos·ts for en(Orcement as provided in Building Code Section 102A. 7(d).

6

ifilingfees and civil fines assessed shall be used exclusively to co"'.>er the costs of irwes+igefi-fm-end

7

i tenforcement

II

+h~

&}this ordinance by the City and County ofSan Francisco. The Director of the

I

8

IDeymrtment ofBuilding Inspection shall annually report these costs to the Board ofSupen>isors and

9

!recommend adjustments thereof

10

i

I

(h) Inspection of Records. The Department of Building Inspection shall maintain a file

11

!tor each residential hotel which shall contain copies of all applications, exemptions, permits,

12

/reportsL and decisions filed pursuant to the provisions of this Chapter 41. All documents

13

imaintained in said files, except for all tax returns and documents specifically exempted from

I

14

Jthe California Public Record!L Act, shall be made available for public inspection and copying.

15

I

16

)Building Inspection shall propose rules and regulations governing the appointment of an

17

'/administrative officer and the administration and enforcement of this Chapter 41. After

(i) Promulgation of Rules and Regulations. The Director of the Department of

18

reasonable notice and opportunity to submit written comment are given, final rules and

19

regulations shall be promulgated.

20

21

SEC. 41.12. PERMIT TO CONVERT.

22

(a) Any owner or operator, or his/her authorized agent, of a residential hotel may apply

23

for a permit to convert one or more residential units by submitting an application and the

24

required fee to the Central Permit Bureau.

25

(b) The permit application shall contain the following information:
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( 1) The name and address of the building in which the conversions are

1

proposed qnd o(the building where replacement housing will be located; and

2

building~;

3

(2) The names and addresses of all owners or operators of said

4

(3) A description of the proposed conversion including the specific method under

5

Section 41.l J(a) that the owner or operator selects as the nature of the conversion, the total

6

number of units in the building, and their current uses; and
(4) The room numbers and locations of the units to be converted; and

7

(5) Preliminary drawings showing the existing floor plans and proposed floor

8
9

i
!plans; and
(6) A description of the improvements or changes proposed to be constructed

10
11
12

and

jor installed and the tentative schedule for start of construction; and
\

(7) The current rental rates for each residential unit to be converted or. if

!

13
14

jcurrently unoccupied. the most recent rental rate when last occupied; and

l

(8) The length of tenancy of the permanent residents affected by the proposed

15

!conversion; and

16

I!

17

IIconverted will be accomplished, citing the specific provision(s) ofSection 41.13 (a) the application

18

Ihas selected for replacement, and including sufficiently detailed financial information. such as letters

19

Jofintent and contracts. establishing how the owner or operator is constructing or causing to construct

20

jthe preposed location of replacement housing if replacement is to be provided off-site; and

(9) A statement regarding how one-for-one replacement of the units to be

(10) A declaration under penalty of perjury from the owner or operator stating

21

22

!that he/she has complied with the provisions of Section 41.14(b) below and his/her filing of a

23

permit to convert. On the same date of the filing of the application, a notice that an application

24

to convert has been filed shall be posted until a decision is made on the application to convert.

25
1
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(c) Upon receipt of a completed application

1

to

convert or demolish, the Department of

2

Building Inspection shall send the application to the Planning Department of City Planning for

3

review and shall mail notice of such application to interested community organizations and

4

such other persons or organizations who have previously requested such notice in writing.

5

The notice shall identify the hotel requesting the permit, the nature of the permit, the proposal

6

to fulfill the replacement requirements of Section 41.13 herein, and the procedures for

7

1requesting a public hearing. The 0Qwner or operator shall post a notice informing permanent

8

residents of such information.
,

9

(d) Any interested party may submit a written request within 15 days of the date notice

~Planning Commission to schedule and

10

jis posted pursuant to subsection (c) above to the

11

'conduct a public hearing on the proposed conversion in order to solicit public opinion on

12

whether to approve or deny a permit to convert or demolish residential units and to determine

13

whether proposed replacement units are "comparable units" as defined in Section 41.4fb)

14

herein.

SEC. 41.13.

15

ONE~FOR~ONE

REPLACEMENT.

16

,

(a) Prior to the issuance of a permit to convert, the owner or operator shall provide

17

lone-for-one replacement of the units to be converted by one of the following methods:

18

(1) Construct or cause to be constructed a comparable unit to be made
available at comparable rent to replace each of the units to be converted; or

19

(2) Cause to be brought back into the housing market a comparable unit from

20

\any building which was not subject to the provisions of this Chapter 41; or

21

!

22

23

I

(3) Construct or cause to be constructed or rehabilitated apartment units for

24

elderly, disabledc or low-income persons or households which may be provided at a ratio of
1
i)less than one-to-one; or construct or cause to be constructed transitional housing which may

25

Iinclude emergency housing. The construction of any replacement housing under this

J

I
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subsection shall be subject to restrictions recorded qgainst title to the real property and be

2

evaluated by the G#y-Planning Commission in accordance with the provisions of Section 303

3

of the Gity--Planning Code. A notice of said Gity-Planning Commission hearing shall be posted

4

by the owner or operator 10 calendar days before the hearing; or

(4) Pay to the City and County of San Francisco an amount equal to 80%

5

of the cost of construction of an equal number of comparable units plus site acquisition

6

lmH'€81'11:

7

cost. All such payments shall go into a San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund

8

Account. The Department of Real Estate shall determine this amount based upon two

9

independent appraisals; or
(5) Contribute to a public entity or nonprofit organization, whewhich will use the

10
11

funds to construct comparable units, an amount at least equal to 80% pereent of the cost of

12

construction of an equal number of comparable units plus site acquisition cost. The

13

Department of Real Estate shall determine this amount based upon two independent

14

appraisals. In addition to compliance with all relevant City ordinances and regulations, the

15

public entity or nonprofit organization and the housing development proposal of such public

16

entity or nonprofit organization shall be subject to approval by the Mayor's Office of Housing

17

and Community Development.

* * *

18

*

19
20

SEC. 41.14. MANDATORY DENIAL OF PERMIT TO CONVERT.

21

A permit to convert shall be denied by Director of the Department of Building Inspection

22

if:

23
24
25

(a) The requirements of Sections 41.12 or 41.13, above, have not been fully complied
with;
(b) The application is incomplete or contains incorrect information;
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(c) An applicant has committed unlawful action as defined in this Chapter 41within12

1

months p!'fWiew prior to the issuancefiling of-j& a permit to convert application;

2

QI.

(d) The proposed conversion or the use to which the unit would be converted is not

3

permitted by the b'Uy-Planning Code.

4

*

5

* * *

6
7

SEC. 41.19. TEMPORARY CHANGE OF OCCUPANCY.

8

(a) Temporary Change of Occupancy.

9

(1) A tourist unit may be rented to a permanent resident, until voluntary vacation

l

1O

!of that unit by the permanent resident or upon eviction for cause, without changing the legal

i

11

jstatus of that unit as a tourist unit.

12

(2) A permanent resident may be relocated for up to 21 days to another unit in

13

)the residential hotel for purposes of complying with the Building Code requirements imposed

14

lby the UMB Seismic Retrofit Ordinance, Ordinance No. 219-92, without changing the
:
!designation of the unit.

15
16

(3) A residential unit which is vacant at any time during the period commencing
i

17

ion May 1M. and ending on September 30t!t annually may be rented as a tourist unit, provided

!

18

!that (4.i-) the residential unit was vacant due to voluntary vacation of a permanent resident or

19

iwas

20

\rights guaranteed by State and local laws during his/her tenancy, (flii) the daily log shows that

21

/the residential unit was legally occupied for at least 50% ~of the period commencing on

22

joctober 1st and ending on April 30th of the previous year, unless owner or operator can

~·acant due to lawful eviction for cause after the permanent resident was accorded all the

i

23

Jproduce evidence to the Department of Building Inspection explaining such vacancy to the
·I

Department~Ming J11spection,

24

jsatisfaction of the

including but not limited to such factors as

25

Irepair or rehabilitation work performed in the unit or good-faith efforts to rent the unit at fair
1

l
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market value; &Id (Qi#) the residential unit shall immediately revert to residential use upon
2

application of a prospective permanent resident; and (D) the owner or operator has not committed

3

unlawful action as defined in this Chapter 41 within 12 months prior to this request.

4
5

25-percent Limit.
However, at no time during the period commencing on May 16'f and ending on

6

September 30th may an owner or operator rent for nonresidential use or tourist use more than

7

25% percent of the hotel's total residential units unless the owner or operator can demonstrate

8

that (4.+) the requirements of Section 41.19(a)(3) above are met, and (f}Ji) good-faith efforts

9

were made to rent such units to prospective permanent residents at fair market value for

1O

!comparable units and that such efforts failed-a11d (iii) the owner or c+perator has not committed

11

ttnk1wji1l action as defined in this ChaptfH'-Within 12 months prior to

12

operators who seek to exceed this limit must request a hearing pursuant to Section 41.11 (b)

13

above and the decision whether to permit owners or operators to exceed this limit is within the

14

discretion of the hearing officer.

15

this~·

Owners or

(b) Special Requirements for Hearings on Tourist Season Rental of Residential Units.

16

.Where an owner or operator seeks a hearing in order to exceed the limit on tourist season

17

rental of vacant residential units pursuant to Section 41.19(a)(3), the requirements of Section

18

41.11 (b)(1 ), (b)(2). and (b)(3) above shall be applicable except as specifically modified or

19

enlarged herein:

20

* * * *

21

(5) Determination of the Hearing Officer. Based upon the evidence presented at

22

the hearing, conducted in accordance with Section 41. 11 (b )(3) above, the hearing officer shall

23

make findings as to (i) whether the residential unit was vacant due to voluntary vacation of a

24

permanent resident or was vacant due to lawful eviction, (ii) whether the residential unit was

25

occupied for at least 50% pe-reent of the period commencing on October 1 and ending on April
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30th of the previous year, (iii) whether the owner or operator has committed unlawful action

2

under this Chapter 41 within 12 months prior to this request, and (iv) whether the owner or

3

operator made good-faith efforts to rent vacant residential units to prospective permanent

4

jresidents at no more than fair market value for a comparable unit during the tourist season

5

Iland yet was unable to secure such rentals. Good-faith efforts shall include, but not be limited

6

!to, advertising the availability of the residential units to the public. In determining fair market

7

!value of the residential units, the hearing officer shall consider any data on rental of

8

,comparable units, as defined in Section 41.4-fb) herein.

9

1
1

1;'

*

*

*

*

10
11

SEC. 41.20. UNLAWFUL CONVERSION; REMEDIES; FINES.

12

(a) Unlawful Actions. It shall be unlawful to:

13

.i

14

/\residential hotel unit except pursuant to a lawful abatement order, without first obtaining a

15

!permit to convert in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter;

16

i'

17

18

(1) Change the use of, or to eliminate a residential hotel unit or to demolish a

'

(2) Rent any residential unit for Tourist or Transient Usea term of tenancy less than

/sevcn-dey& except as permitted by Section 41.19 of this Chapter;

l

l

(3) Offer for rent for nonre&idential use er Itourist or Transient U#se a residential

ii

19

!unit except as permitted by this Chapter.

20

I

21

lby an interested party that an unlawful conversion has occurred and payment of the required

22

ifee, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall schedule a hearing pursuant to

23

the provisions of Section 41.11 (b). The complainant shall bear the burden of proving that a unit

24

\lhas been unlawfully converted. The hearing officer shall consider, among others, the following

25

(b) Hearing for Complaints of Unlawful Conversio111s. Upon the filing of a complaint

I

jfactors in determining whether a conversion has occurred:
I

11

i
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(1) Shortening of the term of an existing tenancy without the prior approval of

2

lthe permanent resident;
(2) Reduction of the basic services provided

3

to a residential unit intended to

4

lead to conversion. For the purpose of this subsection__@_{£)_, basic services are defined as

5

access ·to common areas and facilities, food service, housekeeping services" and security;
(3) Repeated failure to comply with order,i: of the Department of Building

6
7

ilnspection or the Department of Public Health to correct code violations with intent to cause

8

the permanent residents to voluntarily vacate the premises;

(4) Repeated citations by the Director of the Department of Building Inspection

9

or the Department of Public Health for Code violations;

10

(5) Offer of the residential units for nonresidential use or tourist use except as

11

permitted in this Chapter 41;

12
13

(6) Eviction or attempts to evict a permanent resident from a residential hotel on

I

.I

Ii

14

!grounds other than those specified in Sections 37.9(a)(1) through 37.9(a)(8) of the &rt

15

Wrancisco Administrative Code except where a permit to convert has been issued; and

16

I

(7) Repeated posting by the Director of the Department of Building Inspection of

17

!notices of apparent violations of this Chapter .il_pursuant to Section 41.11 (c) above.

18

I

19

occurred, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall impose a civil penalty of

20

three times the daily-rette-up to $500 per day for each unlawfully converted unit from the day the

21

,complaint is filed until such time as the unit reverts to its authorized use. for the first unlawfiil

22

(c) Civil Penalties. Where the hearing officer finds that an unlawful conversion has

I

lponversion at a Residential Hotel within a calendar vear. For the second and anv subsequent unlawfiil

23

Iconversions at the same Residential Hotel within the same calendar year.

24

!Department o(Building Inspection shall impose a civil penalty of up to $750 per day for each

25

the Director o(the

i iunlawfitllv converted unit from the day the complaint is filed until such time as the unit reverts to its

I
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mte-ur'l-lm~'fully

1

authorized use. -'Fhe-daily-rme-sha!l be the

2

the occupants of the unlawfully converted unit. The Director may also impose penalties upon the

3

owner or operator of the hotel to reimburse the City or the complainant for the costs. including

4

reasonable attorneys' fees, of enforcement, including reasm~able attomeys'fees, of this Chapter.

5

The hearing officer's decision shall notify the parties of this penalty provision and shall state

6

that the Director of the Department of Building Inspection is authorized to impose the

7

appropriate penalty by written notification to both the owner and operator, requesting payment

8

within 30 days. If the penalty imposed is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty

A

!will be recorded against the real property pursuant to the provisions of Section 41.20(d) of this

10

charged by the hotel owner or operator to

!chapter 41.
1

*

11

*

*

*

12

13
14

I
I

Section 3. This ordinance has revised Administrative Code Section 41.4 by removing

!letter designations for defined terms. The Municipal Code is hereby amended to revise any cross-

!

15

jreferences to Section 41.4, including in Administrative Code Sections 41 D.1 and 41 E.1 and Police

16

!code Section 919.1, and, at the direction of the City Attorney, anywhere else in the Municipal Code, to
I
1
reflect the removal of the letter designations in Section 41.4.

17

18
Section 4. Effective and Operative Dates. This ordinance shall apply to any residential

19
20

hotel that has not procured a permit to convert on or before December 1, 2016. This

21

ordinance shall become effective 30 days after enactment. Enactment occurs when the

22

Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or does not sign the

23

ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's

24

'1veto of the ordinance.

'

25
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1

Section 5. Scope of Ordinance. Except as stated in Section 3 of this ordinance, in

2

enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors intends to amend only those words,

3

phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, numbers, punctuation marks, charts,

4

diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the Municipal Code that are explicitly shown in this

5

ordinance as additions, deletions, Board amendment additions, and Board amendment

6

deletions in accordance with the "Note" that appears under the official title of the ordinance.

7
8

g

10
11

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney
/J
.~
If I /

.J4J. " /,

By:

/

/./

e,,

12
13

1/

c1J?~¥ c.2J1tf/C/ll~·-··

KAT H . s ACY I
Deputy City Attorney
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FILE NO. 161291

REVISED LEGISLATIVE DIGEST
(1/31/2017, Amended in Board)

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use,
comparable unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for
permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the
Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have
violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing
the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environmental Quality Act.

Existing Lavv
The Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO"), Administrative Code Chapter 41, regulates roughly
18,000 residential units within 500 residential hotels across the City. The HCO prohibits
residential hotel operators from demolishing or converting registered residential units to tourist
or transient use. The HCO defines conversion as eliminating a residential unit, renting a
residential unit for a less than 7-day tenancy, or offering a residential unit for tourist or
nonresidential use. The HCO allows seasonal tourist rentals of residential units during the
summer if the unit is vacant because a permanent resident voluntarily vacated the unit or was
evicted for cause by the hotel operator.
The HCO requires hotel owners or operators who wish to convert or demolish a residential
unit to seek a permit to convert from the Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The
permit to convert application process does not require submission of all the essential
information that DBI needs to make a preliminary determination on an application, such as the
location of the proposed replacement units and the last known rent of the units to be
converted.
The HCO requires hotel operators to maintain records to demonstrate compliance with the
ordinance and to provide these records for inspection by DBI. DBI does not have
administrative subpoena power to compel production if a hotel operator objects to providing
records for inspection.
Amendments to Current Law
The proposed legislation defines tourist and transient use as the rental of a residential unit for
less than 32 days to a party other than a permanent resident. The proposed legislation
revises the definition of unlawful conversions to prohibit renting or offering to rent a residential
unit for tourist or transient use. This change would allow hotel operators to rent residential
units to permanent residents of the hotel for any duration of tenancy. The change also
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clarifies that residential units are reserved for residential use and cannot be rented for
tenancies of less than 32-days to parties other than permanent residents. Similarly, the
proposed legislation would make it unlawful to offer a residential unit for a tenancy of less than
32 days to a party other than a permanent resident.
The proposed legislation would eliminate seasonal tourist rentals of vacant residential units for
hotels that have violated any provision of the Chapter in the last calendar year.
The proposed legislation would update the requirements for permit to convert applications, by
requiring that applicants provide information about where replacement units will be located
and the most recent rental amount for the units to be converted. The updated definition of
"comparable unit" would also require any replacement housing to be the same category of
housing as the residential unit being replaced, and affordable to a similar resident, including
the disabled, elderly and low income tenant.
The proposed legislation would authorize DBI to issue administrative subpoenas to compel
production of records where a hotel operator objects to producing them for inspection.
The proposed legislation also updates the penalty provisions and amounts for: insufficient and
late filing of annual unit usage reports, failure to maintain daily logs, and unlawful conversions.
The proposed legislation revises the administrative costs provisions to harmonize with the
applicable Building Code cost provisions.
The legislation would apply to any residential hotels that have not procured a permit to convert
on or prior to December 1, 2016.
Background Information
The HCO was first enacted in 1981. The HCO's purpose is to "benefit the general public by
minimizing adverse impact on the housing supply and on displaced low income, elderly, and
disabled persons resulting from the loss of residential hotel units through their conversion and
demolition." The HCO includes findings that the City suffers from a severe shortage of
affordable rental housing; that many elderly, disabled and low-income persons reside in
residential hotel units, making it in the public interest to regulate and provide remedies for
unlawful conversion of residential hotel units.
The Board last amended and updated the provisions of the HCO in 1990. The proposed
legislation is designed to update key provisions and clarify the application of the HCO in
response to issues that have arisen over the last 26 years.
This legislative digest reflects amendments adopted by the Land Use and Transportation
Committee on January 23, 2017 to further amend the definition of "Tourist or transient use."
n:\legana\as2017\1600676\01165615.docx
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1

AMENDED IN BOARD
1/31/2017

ORDINANCE NO.

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]

2
3

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion

4

Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use,

5

c~mparable

6

permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the

7

Building Code; eliminating seasonal shorMerm rentals for residential hotels that have

8

violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing

9

the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an

unit, conversion, and low-Income household; revising procedures for:

10

operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the

11

California Environmental Quality Act.

12

NOTE:

13
14

15

Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additipns to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font.
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italies Times l>few Remcmfont.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font
Asterisks {* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

16
17

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

18
19

Section 1. Environmental Findings.

20

The Planning Department has determined that the actions contemplated in this

21

ordinance comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources

22

Code Sections 21000 et seq.). Said determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of

23

Supervisors in File No. 161291 and is incorporated herein by reference. The Board affirms

24

lthis determination.

25

I
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Section 2. The Administrative Code is hereby amended by revising Sections 41.3,
1.4, 41.9, 41.10, 41.11, 41.12, 41.13, 41.14, 41.19, and 41.20, to read as follows:

2
3

SEC. 41.3. FINDINGS

4

*

5

(m) Since enactment of this Chapter, residential it-nits ha.ve been converted to tourist units and

*

*

*

6
7
8

9
10

t·!fconstruction ofeomparable unitsph1s site acquisition eos.s has .not been sde;uate to pro';1ide

Ir

~plaeement units.•"'ederel,
s'!ffieienl lo

litale end loeel funds

wm lneorreetly """'"'"" at th.i time le he .""'11/ahle

,..1., "I' the shertfali heill'effl ;he IOpc,...,,I in /ieufee

and·-

""Pioeement ·~sifi.

Dor example, in 1979 the federal go'.lermnent was spending 32 billion dollars en housing and iB

spending only 7 billion dollars in 1989.

11

(m n) Certain uses provide both living accommodation and services, such as health

12
13

care, personal care and counseling, to residents of the City. Examples of such uses are

14

hospital, skilled nursing facility, AIDS hospice, intermediate care facility, asylum, sanitarium,

15

orphanage, prison, convent, rectory, residential care facility for the elderly, and community
care facility. Such facilities are often operated in building owned or leased by non-profit

16

I

.

.

1

organizations and provide needed services to the City's residents. To subject such facilities to

17
18

the provisions of this Chapter may deter future development of such facilities. It is desirable

19

that such facilities exist and the City should encourage construction and operation of such

20

facilities.

21

(!1 o) In addition, a form of housing facilities called "transitional housing" provides

22

housing and supportive services to homeless persons and families and is intended to facilitate

23

the movement of

24

supportive residences in a reasonable amount of time. Transitional housing has individual

25

living quarters with physical characteristics often similar to a residential hotel (i.e.

h~meless

individuals and families to independent living or longer term
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1
2
3

ccommodations which provide privacy to residents) and provides a source of interim housing
or homeless individuals and families seeking to live independently.

(Qp) The City's public, quasi-public and private social agencies serving the elderly and

4

needy persons often find it difficult to immediately locate suitable housing units for such

5

persons returning to independent living after hospitalization or upon leaving skilled-nursing or

6

intermediate care facilities within a short time after their discharge from a health facility. Such

7

persons often will require minimum supervision and other interim social service support. The

8

provision of a stable number of housing units for such emergency needs until permanent

9

housing can be secured and supportive services arranged are necessaiy and desirable for the

1O ·

City. Emergency housing will have physical characteristics similar to "transitional housing" and

11

is often intended to be occupied for a period of less than one month.

12

(a f/) The City also wishes to provide positive incentive to encourage residential hotel

13

owners and operators to comply with the terms of this Chapter. Hotel owners have expressed

14

a need to rent certain residential units on a short term basis during the winter months. In an

15

effort to address this need and to encourage compliance with this Chapter, the City wishes to

16
17

Iprovide an opportunity to hotel owners who have complied with the terms of this Chapter to
rent a limited number of residential units to tourists during the winter months.

18
19

SEC. 41.4. DEFINITIONS.

20

{a) Certificate of Use. Following the initial unit usage and annual unit usage

21

determination pursuant to the provisions of Sections 41.6 and 41.10 below, every hotel shall

22

be issued a certificate of Use specifying the number of residential and tourist units herein.

23
24

fb) Comparable Unit. A unit which is similar in size, services, rental amount and
facilities, and is designated the same categorv ofhousing as the existing unit, and whieh is located

25
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ithin the existing neighborhood or within a neighborhood with similar physical and

1

2

!socioeconomic conditions. and is similarly affordable for low

i~come, elderly, and disabled persons.

te) Conversion. The change or attempted change of the use of a residential unit &

3

a Tourist or Transient~use, or the elimination of a

4

'£feJfne,tHfr-tm'/JtreTiffim-i'-€1+-WPew-to

5

residential unit,_ or the voluntary demolition of a residential hotel. However, a change in the

6

use of a residential hotel unit into a non-commercial use which serves only the needs of the

7

permanent residents, such as g_resident's lounge, storeroomcommunity kitchen. or common

8

area, shall not constitute a conversion within the meaning of this Chapter 41. provided that the

,,.esidential hotel owner establishes that eliminatin" or re-desi"'natin"' an existtrr tourist unit instead 0.1·

9
10

1

a residential unit would be infeasible.

11

(d) Disabled Person. A recipient of disability benefits.

12

te) Elderly Person. A person 62 years of age or older.

13

ff) Emergency Housing. A project which provides housing and supportive services to

14

elderly or low-income persons upon leaving a health facility and which has its primary purpose

15

~facilitating

16

provide services and living quarters pursuant to Section 41.13 herein and may be provided as

17

the return of such individuals to independent living. The emergency housing shall

Ipart of a "transitional housing" project.
{g) Hotel. Any building containing six or more guest rooms intended or designed to be

18
19

used, or which are used,. rented,_ or hired out to be occupied or which are occupied for

20

sleeping purposes and dwelling purposes by guests, whether rent is paid in money, goods, or

21

services. It includes motels, as defined in Section 401 Chapter XII, Fart II of the Stm Francisco

22

Municipal Code (Housing Code}, but does not.include any jail, health facilities as defined

23

Section 1250 of the California Health and Safety Code, asylum, sanitarium, orphanage,

24

prison, convent, rectory, residential care facility for the elderly as defined in Section 1569.2 of

25

the Health and Safety Code, residential facilities as defined in Section 1502 of the Health and

~

in
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1

Safety Code or other institution in which human beings are housed or detained under legal

2

restraint, or any private club and nonprofit organization in existence on September 23, 1979;

3

provided, however, that nonprofit organizations which operated a residential hotel on

4

September 23, 1979. shall comply with the provisions of Section 41.8 herein.

5

{h) Interested Party. A permanent resident of a hotel, or his or her authorized

6

representative, or a former tenant of a hotel who vacated a residential unit within the past 90

7

days preceding the filing of a complaint or court proceeding to enforce the provisions of this

8

Chapter 41. Interested party shall also mean any nonprofit organization, as defined in this

9

10

ISection 41.4f/o/, which has the preservation or improvement of housing as a stated purpose in
its articles of incorporation and/or bylaws ..
(ij Low~lncome Household. A household w~ose income does not exceed 601Q

11
12

I.

of the Area mMedian i[ncome as set forth in Charter Section 16.110. for the San Francisco

13

Standard }Jetropolitan Statistical Area as published by the United States Department ofHou&ing and

14

Urban Development and Housing and Community Development Act ofl 974.

15
16
17
18
19

ti)

Low~lncome

Housing. Residential units whose rent may not exceed 30% pf3-14eefrt of.

the gross monthly income of a lL_ow-iincome hl[ousehold as defined in subsection (i) above.

{16) Nonprofit Organization. An entity exempt from taxation pursuant to Title 26,
Section 501 of the United States Code.

fit Operator. An eQperator includes the lessee or any person or legal entity whether or

20

not the owner, who is responsible for the day-to-day operation of a residential hotel and to

21

whom a hotel license is issued for a 14,Residential hl[otel.

22
23

24

25

{m} Owner. Owner includes any person or legal entity holding any ownership interest

ha 14.R.esidential hHotel.
fn} Permanent Resident. A person who occupies a guest room for at least 32

consecutive days.
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(e) Posting or Post. Where posting is required by this Chapter 41, material shall be

2

posted in a conspicuous location at the front desk in the lobby of the hotel, or if there is no.

3

lobby, in the public entranceway. No material posted may be removed by any person except

4

as otherwise provided in this Chapter.

{p) Residential Hotel. Any building or structure whi.ch contains a f'B.esidential uQnit as

5
6

defined in-(qf below unless exempted pursuant to the provisions of Sections 41.5 or 41.7

7

below.

(qt Residential Unit. Any guest room as defined. in Section 401203.7 of Chapter XII,

8
9

10

I ~of the San Francisco Munieipal Code (Housing Code) which had been occupied by a

Ipermanent resident on September 23, 1979. Any guest room constructed subsequent to

11

September 23, 1979 or not occupied by a permanent resident on. September 23, 1979L shall

12

not be subject to the provisions of this Chapter 41; provided however, if designated as a

13

residential unit pursuant to Section 41.6 of this Chapter or constructed as a replacement unit,

14

such residential units shall be subject to the provisions of this Chapter.

M Tourist Hotel. Any building containing six or more guest rooms intended or

. 15
16

designated to be used for commercial tourist use by providing accommodation to transient

17

guests on a nightly basis or longer. A tourist hotel shall be considered a commercial use

18

pursuant to £¥ty-Planning Code Section 790.46:J.1.Gfh} and shall not be defined as group

19

housing permitted in a residential area under ~Planning Code Section 209.1:2.

Tourist 01· Transient Use. Anv use of'a guest room for less than a 32-day term of tenancy by a

20

other than a Permanent Resident or prospective Permarent Reside-A(

21
22

(sf Tourist Unit. A guest room which was not occupied on September 23, 1979, by a

23

permanent resident or is certified as a-+.I'ourist uQnit pursuant to Sections 41. 6, 41. 7 or 41. 8

24

!below. Designation as a tourist unit under this Chapter shall not supersede any limitations on

25

use pursuant to the Planning Code.
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ft) Transitional Housing. A project which provides housing and supportive services to

1.
2

homeless persons and families or t,I,.ow~i[ncome hlfouseholds at risk of becoming homeless

3

which has as its purpose facilitating the movement of homeless individuals or at-risk /J,,.ow-i

4

_ncome hHouseholds to independent living within a reasonable amount of time. The

5

transitional housing shall provide services and living

6

Commission that are similar to the residential unit being replaced pursuant to Section 41.13

7

herein and shall comply with all relevant provisions of City ordinances and regulations.

quart~rs

as approved by the Planning

8

9

SEC. 41.9. RECORDS OF USE.

1O
11

(a) Daily Log. Each residential hotel shall maintain a daily !og containing the status of
·each room, whether it is occupied or vacant, whether it is used as a residential unit or tourist

12

unit, the name under which each adult occupant is registered, and the amount of rent

13

charged. Each h6tel shall also provide receipts to each adult occupant, and maintain copies of

14

the receipts, showing: the room number; the name of each adult occupant; the rental amount

15

and period paid for; and any associated charges imposed and paid, including but not limited to

16

security deposits and any tax. The daily log and copies of rent receipts shall be available for

17

inspection pursuant to the provision q/Section 41.11 (c) ofthis Chapter 1I.upon demand by the

18

Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the Director's designee or the City

19

Attorney's Office between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, unless the

\

20

j Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the City Attorney's. Office reasonably

21

believe that further enforcement efforts are necessary for specified residential hotels, in which

22

case the Department of Building Inspection or the City Attorney's Office shall notify the hotel

23

owner or operator that the daily logs and copies of rent receipts shall be available for

24

inspection between the hours of 9 a.m. and. 7 p.m. Each hotel shall maintain the daily logs and

25

copies of rent receipts for a period of no less than 24 months. Should an owner or operator
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have the authorit

2

rovisions.

3
4

In addition to the investigative powers and enforcement mechanisms prescribed in this

5

Chapter, the City Attorney's Office shall have the authority .to take further investigative action

6

and bring additional enforcement proceedings including the immediate proceedings under

7

California Civil Code Section 1940.1.

*

8
9
10

:I

* * *

SEC. 41.10. ANNUAL UNIT USAGE REPORT.

11

(a) Filing. On November 161 of each

year~

every hotel owner or operator subject to this

12

Chapter 41 shall file with the Department of Building Inspection, either through an online form on

13

the Department's website or a paper copy delivered to the Department, an Annual Unit Usage

14

Report containing the following information:

15

(1) The total number of units in the hotel as of October 15fh of the year of filing;

16

(2) The number of residential and tourist units as of October 15fh of the year of
filing;

17
18

(3) The number of vacant residential units as of October 15fh of the year of
filing; if more than 50% percent of the units are vacant, explain why;

19
20

(4) The average rent for the residential hotel units as of October 15fh of the year

21

offiling;

22

(5) The number of residential units rented by week or month as of October 15fh
of the year of filing; and

23
24

1

25

j

(6) The designation by room number and location of the residential units and

!tourist units as of October 15fh of the year of filing. along with a graphic floomlan reflecting

I
I
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1

room de i ations for each loo . The 61Qwner or operator shall maintain such designated units

2

as tourist or residential units for the following year unless the owner or operator notifies in

·3

riting the Department of Building Inspection of a redesignation of units; the owner or operator

4

may redesignate units throughout the year. provided they notify the Department of Building

5

Inspection in writing by the next business day following such redesignation, and update the

6

graphic floorolan on file with the Department of Builginq Inspection and maintain the proper

7

number of residential and tourist units at all times. The purpose of this provision is to simplify

8

enforcement efforts while providing the owner or operator with reasonable and sufficient

9

flexibility in designation and renting of rooms;
(7) The ·nature of services provided to the permanent residents and whether·

10

there has been an increase or decrease in the services so provided;

11

(8) A copy of the Daily Log, showing the number of units which are residential,

12
13

ItouristL or vacant ·on the first Friday of each month Oetober 1st, February 1st, l'.1ay 1st am/August 1st
of the year of filing.

14

15

(b) Notice of Annual Unit Usage Report. On the day of filing, the owner or operator

16

shall post a notice that a copy of the Annual Unit Usage Report submitted to the Department

17

of Building Inspection is available for inspection between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

18

Monday through Friday, which notice shall remain posted for 30 days. The Department shall

19

maintain a list of those properties that have filed or failed to submit annual reports on its website.

20

(c) Extension of Time for Filing. Upon application by an owner or operator and upon

21

showing good cause therefor, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection may grant

22

one extension of time not to exceed 30 days for said filing.
(d) Certificate of Annual Unit Usage Report. After receipt of a completed Annual

23

Unit Usage Report, the Department of Building Inspection shall issue a certified

24

25

. !acknowledgment of receipt.
I
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(e) Renewal of Hotel License and Issuance of New Certificate of Use. As of the

1
2

effective date of this Chapter 41, no hotel license may be issued to any owner or operator of a

3

hotel unless the owner or operator presents with his/her license application a certified

4

acknowledgment of receipt from the Department of Building Inspection of the Annual Unit

5

Usage Report for the upcoming year.
(f) Insufficient Filing; Penalties. The Director of the Department of Building

6

7

Inspection is authorized to assess a penalty as set forth below for insufficient filing, with

8

interest on the penalty accruing at the rate of 1.5%ene-andone halfpereent per full month,

9

\ co~:ou.nded monthly from the date the penalty is due as stated in the Director's written
not1f1cat1on below.

10

If the Director or the Director's designee determines that additional information is

11

needed to make a determination, he the Director or designee shall send both the owner and

12
13

14

·

I opera~or a written request to furnish such info~mation within
I

1~ calend~r days of the mailing of

the wntten request. The letter shall state that 1f the requested 1nformat1on. or a response

15

\,explaining whv the requested information will not be provided, is not furnished in the time required,

16

Ithe residential and tourist units shall be presumed to be unchanged from the previous year

17

and that the Director shall impose a $500 penalty for failure to furnish the additional

18

information within the 15-day period, and a $500 P..enalty for each day after the 15-dav period for

19

which the owner or operator tails to furnish the requested information or explanation: If the Director

20

does not timely receive the information, the Director shall notify both the owner and operator,

21

by mail or electronic mail, that the Director is imposing a $500 per day penalty and that the

22

accumulated penalty whieh must be paid within 30 days of the mailing of the notification, and

23

that interest on the penalty shall accrue from the expiration of the 30 days at the rate of

24

1

J.5%one emd one halfpereent per full month, compounded monthly. The written notification shall
jstate that if the penalty is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty, plus the.

25

I
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1

accrued interest, will be recorded against the real property pursuant to the provisions of

2

Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter 41. and that the Residential Hotel will be not be eligible f'or anv

3

temporarv tourist' rentals as provided in Section 41. 19 for 12 months.
(g) Failure to File Annual Unit Usage Report; Penalties. The Director of the

4
5

Department of Building Inspection is authorized to assess penalties as set.forth below for

6

failure to file an Annual Unit Usage Report, with interest on penalties accruing at the rate of

7

1. 5%en<Hmd one halfpercent per full month, compounded monthly from the date the penalty is

8

due as stated in the Director's notification below.

9

I

'"'
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10

Director's designee shall notify the owner and operator by registered or certified mail and 13hall

11

post a notice informing the owner and operator that unless submission of the Annual Unit

12

Usage Report and application for renewal of the hotel license is made within 15 calendar days

13

of the mailing of the letter, the residential and tourist units shall be presumed to be unchanged

14

from the previous year, and the Director shall impose a penalty of $.§001.000 per month effQJ:.

15

each month the annual report is not filed and the Residential Hotel will be not be eligible for any

16

temporarv tourist rentals as provided in Section 41. 19 (or the next 12 months. If the Director does

17

not receive the report.. the Director shall notify both the owner and operator; by mail that the

18

Director is imposing the appropriate penalty, as prorated, which must be paid within 30 days

19

of the mailing of the notification and that interest on the penalty shall accrue from the

20

expiration of the 30 days at the rate of l.5%one and one halfp01•eent per full month,

21

compounded monthly. The written notification .shall state that if the penalty is not paid, a lien

22

to secure the amount of the penalty, plus the accrued interest, will be recorded against the

23

real property pursuant to the provisions of Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter 41.

24

* * * *

25

II
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II
2

SEC. 41.11. ADMINISTRATION.

3

·(a) Fees. The owner or operator shall pay the following filing fees to the ~apartment of

4

Building Inspection to cover its costs of investigating and reporting on eligibility. See Section

5

11 OA.J..§..3d., Hotel Conversion Ordinance Fee Schedule, Table JA-Q, Part II, Chapter 1 of the &m

6

Francisco A1unictpal Code (Building Code) for the applicable fees. The party that brings an

7

unsuccessful challenge to a report pursuant to this Charter 4l:A:r4iek shall be liable for the

8

ehtffigecharge in Section 110A.J..§..3d., Hotel Conversion Ordinance Fee Schedule.:-Unsuccessful

9

I Chaiienge, Table JA-Q- .Part IL

Chapter 1 of the San Pl'anciseo Municipal Code (Building Code).

10

Fees shall be waived for an individual who files an affidavit under penalty of perjury stating

11

that he or she is an indigent person who cannot pay the filing fee without using money needed

12

for the necessities of life.

13
14

SEE SAN FRANCISCO MUNKJ!PAL CODE

15

(BUILD/NG CGDE) SECT!O}f 333. 2110A;-TABLE JA Q

16

HGTEL C01v:rz.ERS101 l ORDL'VAl fGE FEE SCHEDULE
1

1

17
18
19

(b) Hearing.
(1) Notice of Hearing. Whenever a hearing is required or requested in this

20

Chapter 41, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall, within 45 calendar

21

days, notify the owner or' operator of the date, time, place" and nature of the hearing by

22

registered or certified mail. The Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall appoint

23

a hearing officer. Notice of such a hearing shall be posted by the Department of Building

24

,IInspection. The owner or operator shall state under oath at the hearing that the notice

25

Iremained posted for at least 10 calendar days prior to the hearing. Said notice shall state that
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1

all permanent residents residing in the hotel may appear and testify at the public hearing,

2

provided that the Department of Building Inspection is notified of such an intent 72 hours prior

3

o the hearing date.
(2) Pre-hearing Submission. No less than three working days prior to any

4
5

hearing, parties to the hearing shall submit written information to the Department of Building

6

Inspection including, but not limited to, the following: the request or complaint, the statement

7

of issues to be determined by the Hearing Officer; and a statement of the evidence upon

8

which the request or complaint is based.

9

I

(3) Hearing Procedure. If more than one hearing for the same hotel is

10

required, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall consolidate all of the

11

appeals and challenges into one hearing; however, if a civil action has been filed pursuant to

'12

fhe provision& of Section 41.20(e) of tlw Chapter 41, all hearings on administrative complaints

13

of unlawful conversions involving the same hotel shall be abated until such time as final

14

judgment has been entered in the civil action; an interested party may file a complaint in

15

intervention. The hearing shall be tape recorded. Any party to the appeal may, at his/her own

16

I expense, cause the hearing to be recorded by a certified court reporter. The hearing officer is

17

empowered to issue subpoenas upon application of the parties seven calendar days prior to

18

the date of the hearing. During the hearing, evidence and testimony may be presented to the

19

hearing officer, Parties to the hearing may be represented by counsel and have the right to

20

cross-examine witnesses. All testimony shall be given under oath. Written decision and

21

I firidi.ngs shall be .rendered by the hearing officer within twent;Y 20 working days of the· hearing.
1

22

Copies of the findings and decision shall be served upon the parties to the hearing by

23

registered or certified mail. A notice that a copy of the findings and decisions is available for

24

inspection between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday shall be

25

posted by the owner or operator.
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(4) Administrative Review. Unless otherwise expressly provided in this

1

2
3

4
5

hapter 41, any decision of the hearing officer shall be final unless a valid written appeal is
iled with the Board of Permit Appeals within 15 days following the date of the hearing officer's
ritten determination. Such an appeal may be taken by any interested party as defined by
Section 41.4fi& herein.

6

(c) Inspection. The Director ofthe Devartment ofBuilding Inspection shall have the

7

authority to issue administrative subpoenas as necessary or al2J2.l.212.riate to conduct inspections

8

f

9

\ conauct, rrom time to time,

10

ursuant

1 'ncl

i

t~ this Chapte~.41. The °,!rector of.the D~~art~~~t ,of Buil~lng lnspe~ion shall
e

a

ic floor

on~s1te

.

inspecuons or me aa11y 1ogs, mher supporcing documemsL

n and units listed as vacant in the daily logsL to determine if the

11

owner or operator has complied with the provisions of this Chapter. In addition, the Director of

12

the Department of Building Inspection or the Director's designee shall conduct such an

13

inspection as soon as practicable upon the request of a current or former occupant ofthe

14

hotel. I( upon such an inspection, the Director or Director's designee determines that an

15

apparent violation of· the provisions of this Chapter has occurred, heklw the Director or designee

16

shall post a notice of apparent violation informing the 'permanent residents of the hotel thereo(

17

or shall take action as set forth in Section 41. 11 (d) and (e) below. This notice shall remain

18

posted until the Director of the

19

determines that the hotel is no. longer in violation of the provisions of this Chapter.

20

D~partment

of Building Inspection, or the Director's designee,

(d) Criminal Penalties for Violations. Any person or entity wilfully failing to maintain

21

daily logs or provide and maintain receipts as provided in Sections 41.9(a) and (b) of this

22

Chapter 41, or failing to post materials as provided in Sections 41.6(a), (ct and (f), 41.9(b),

23

41.10(b), (g)cand (h), 41.11(b) (3), 41.12(b)(10)Land 41.18(b) and (c) of this Chapter or

24

wilfully providing false information in the daily logsL shall be guilty of an infraction for the first

25
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such violation or a misdemeanor for any subsequent violation, and the complaint charging

2
3

4

buch violation shall specify whether the violation charged is

l

amisdemeanor or an infraction.

If charged as an infraction, the penalty upon conviction therefor shall be not less than

100 or more than $500.
If charged as a misdemeanor, the penalty upon conviction therefor shall be a fine of not

5
6

less than $500 or more than $1,000 or imprisonment in the county jail, not exceeding six

7

months, or both fine and imprisonment.

8

Every day such violation shall continue shall be considered as a new offense.

9

For purposes of Sections 41.11 (d) and (e ), violation shall Include, but not limited to,

10

intentional disobedience, omission, failure or refusal to comply with any requirement imposed

11

by the aforementioned Sections or with any notice or order of the Director of the Department

12

of Building Inspection or the Director of Public Works regarding a violation of this Chapter.

13

I

(e) False Information Misdemeanor. It shall be unlawful for an owner or operator to

It

14

wilfully provide false information to the Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the

15

Director's designees. Any owner or operator who files false information shall be guilty of a

16

misdemeanor. Conviction of a misdemeanor hereunder shall be punishable by a fine of not

17

more than $500 or by imprisonment in the County Jail for a period not to exceed six months,

18

or by both.

(f) The Director of the Department of Building Inspection may impose a penalty of

19
20

$~500

21

occupants as required under Section 41.9 above and for failure to post materials as required

22

under Sections 41.6(a), (c)" and (f), 41.9(b), 41.1 O(b), (g)" and (h), 41.11 (b) (3), 41.12(b)(10),

23

and 41.18(b) and (c). In order to impose such penalties, the Director shall notify both the

24

\ owner and operator by certified mail that the Director is imposing the penalty or penalties,

25

Iwhich must be paid within 30 days of the mailing of the notification. The written notification

per violation for failure to maintain daily logs or for failure to provide receipts to

I

!
J
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hall state that if the penalty is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty will be
2

recorded against the real property pursuant to ~Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter

3

41.

4

5

(g) Costs of Enforcement. The Department of Building Inspection shall be entitled to

ecover costs or en orcement as rovided in Buildin Code Section 102A. 7 d . The proeeedsfrom the

6

7
8

Department ef./3uilaing Ins1:;ection sh€1ll annually report the8e eo8t8 to the Board ofSupenlisors and

9

reeommenda~

10

(h) Inspection of Records. The Department of Building Inspection shall maintain a file

11

for each residential hotel which shall contain copies of all appHcations, exemptions, permits,

12

reportsL and decisions filed pursuant to the provisions of this Chapter 41. All documents

13

maintained in said files, except for all tax returns anq documents specifically exempted from

14

the California Public Record§: Act, shall be made available for public inspection and copying.

15

(i) Promulgation of Rules and Regulations. The Director of the Department of

16

Building Inspection shall propose rules and regulations governing the appointment of an

17

administrative officer and the administration and enforcement of this Chapter 41. After

18

reasonable notice and opportunity to submit written comment are given, final rules and

19

regulations shall be promulgated.

20
21

SEC. 41.12. PERMIT TO CONVERT.

22

(a) Any owner or operator, or his/her authorized agent, of a residential hotel may apply

23

for a permit to convert one or more residential units by submitting an application and the

24.

required fee to the Central Permit Bureau.

25

(b) The permit application shall contain the following information:
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1

(1) The name and address of the building in which the conversions are
proposed and of the building where replacement housing will be located; and

2
3.

(2) The names and addresses of all owners or operators of said buildingJ:; and

4

(3) A description of the proposed conversion including the specific method under

5

Section 41.13 (a) that the owner or operator selects as the nature of the conversion, the total ·

6

number of units in the building, and their current uses; and

7

8

9

(4) The room numbers and locations of the units to be converted; and
(5) Preliminary drawings showing the existing floor plans and proposed floor

I

II ~1a ... s· a... rl
!JI

14
15
16

11\.1

or installed and the tentative schedule for start of construction; and
(7) The current rental rates for each residential unit to be converted..QL,j[

12
13

'

(6) A description of the improvements or changes proposed to be constructed

10
1·1

II

[currently unoccupi'ed. the most recent rental rate when last occupied; and
1

(8) The length of tenancy of the permanent residents affected by the proposed

conversion; and
(9) A statement regarding how one-for-one replacement of the units to be

17

converted will be accomplished, citing the specific provision(s) ofSection 41.l3(a) the application

18

has selected for replacement, and including sufficiently detailed financial information. such as letters

. 19

20
21

ofintent and contracts, establishing how the owner or operator is constructing or causing to construct
the proposed loeation of replacement housing if replacement is to be provided off-site; and
(10) A declaration under penalty of perjury from the owner or operator stating

22

that he/she has complied with the provisions of Section 41.14(b) below and his/her filing of a

23

permit to convert. On the same date of the filing of the application, a notice that an application

24

to convert has been filed shall be posted until a decision is made on the application to convert.

25
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(c) Upon receipt of a completed application to convert or demolish, the Department of

1

2

Building Inspection shall send the application to the Planning Department of City Planning for

3

review and shall mail notice of such application to interested community organizations and

4

such other persons or organizations who have previously requested such notice in writing.

5

The notice shall identify the hotel requesting the permit, the nature of the permit, the proposal

6

to fulfill the replacement requirements of Section 41.13 herein, and the procedures for

7

requesting a public hearing. The 9Qwner or operator shall post a notice informing permanent

8

residents of such information.

9

I

(d) Any interested party may submit a written request within ·15 days of the date notice

10

is posted pursuant to subsection (c) above to the Gity-Planning Commission to schedule and

11

conduct a public hearing on the proposed conversion in order to solicit public opinion on

12

whether to approve or deny a permit to convert or demolish residential units and to determine

13

whether proposed replacement units are "comparable units" as defined in Section 41.4(bj

14

lh erem.
.

15

SEC. 41.13. ONE-FOR-ONE REPLACEMENT.

16

(a) Prior to the issuance of a permit to convert, the owner or operator shall provide

17

one-for-one replacement of the unitS to be converted by one of the following methods:

18

(1) Construct or cause to be constructed a comparable unit to be made
available at comparable rent to replace each of the units to be converted; or

19

(2) Cause to be brought back into the housing market a comparable unit from

20

any building which was not subject to the provisions of this Chapter 41; or

21

(3) Construct or CE!Use to be constructed or rehabilitated apartment units for

22

23

elderly, disabledL or low-income persons or households which may be provided at a ratio of

24

· less than one-to-one; or construct or cause to be constructed transitional housing which may
1include emergency housing. The construction of any replacement housing under this

25

1

I
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1

lubsection shall be subject to restrictions recorded against title to the real property and be

2

evaluated by the ~Planning Commission in accordance with the provisions of Section 303

3

of the G#y-Planning Code. A notice of said G#y-Planning Commission hearing shall be posted

4

by the owner or operator

5

(4) Pay to the City and County of San Franci.sco an amount equal to 80%

eem of the cost of construction of an equal number of comparable units plus site acquisition

6
7

8

1Ocalendar days before the hearing; or

Icost. All such payments shall go into a San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund
·1

Account. The Department of Real Estate shall determine this amount based upon two
inrlAnAnrlAnt
.,,....,_t"_'
....,_,,._ i:1nnr<:>ic<:>lc• "r
VI

9

-,...,,..,l~J-~l""'J

(5) Contribute to a public entity or nonprofit organization, whewhich will use the

10

11

funds to construct comparable units, an amount at least equal to 80% pe;•cent of the cost of

12

construction of ah equal number of comparable units plus site acquisition cost. The

13

Department of Real Estate shall determine this amount based upon two independent

14

appraisals. In addition to compliance with all relevant City ordinances and regulations, the

15

, public entity or nonprofit organization and the. housing development proposal of such public
I

16

lentity or nonprofit organization shall be subject to approval by the Mayor's Office of Housing

17

and Community Development.

* * * *

18
19

20

SEC, 41.14. MANDATORY DENIAL OF PERMIT TO CONVERT.

21

A permit to convert shall be denied by Director of the Department of Building Inspection

if:

22
23
24

(a) The requirements of Sections 41.12 or 41.13, above, have not been fully complied
ljwith;
(b) The application is incomplete or contains incorrect information;

25

I
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(c) An applicant has committed unlawful action as defined in this Chapter &within 12

2

months previous prior to the i89uaneefUing o(f& a permit to convert application; or
(d) The proposed conversion or the use to which the unit would be converted is not

3

4

permitted by the G#y-Planning Code.

5
6

7

SEC. 41.19. TEMPORARY CHANGE OF OCCUPANCY.

8

(a) Temporary Change of Occupancy.

9
10
11

I

(1) A toUiist unit may be rented to a permanent resident, until voluntary vacation

Iof that unit by the permanent resident or upon eviction for cause, without changing the legal
status of that unit as a tourist unit.

12

(2) A permanent resident may be relocated for up to 21 days to another unit in

13

the residential hotel for purposes of complying with the Building Code requirements imposed

14

by the UMB Seismic Retrofit Ordinance, Ordinance No. 219-92, without changing the

15

designation of the unit.

16

(3) A residential unit which is vacant at any time during the period commencing

17

ori May 16'f and ending on September 30th annually may be rented as a tourist unit, provided

18

that (4J) the residential unit was vacant due to voluntary vacation of a permanent resident or

19

was ·vacant due to lawful eviction for cause after the permanent resident was accorded all the

20

rights g~aranteed by State and local laws during his/her tenancy, (fl#) the d_aily log shows that

21

the residential unit was legally occupied for. at least 50% percent of the period commencing on

22

October 16'f and ending on April 30th of the previous year, unless owner or operator can

23

produce evidence to the Department of Building Inspection explaining such vacancy to the

24

satisfaction of the Department ofBuUding Inspection, including but not limited to such factors as

25

'repair or rehabilitation work performed in the unit or good-faith efforts to rent the unit at fair
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1

market value; €f11d (Qi#) the residential unit shall immediately revert to residential use upon

2

application of a prospective permanent resident.- and (DJ the owner 01' operator has not committed

3

unlaw ul action as de med in this Cha ter 41 within 12 months rior to this re uest.
25~percent

4
5

Limit.

However, at no time during the period commencing ,on May 16'1 and ending on

6

September 30th may an owner or operator rent for nonresidential use or tourist use more than

7

25% percent of the hotel's total residential units unless the owner or operator can demonstrate

8

that (fit) the requirements of Section 41, 19(a)(3) above are met, and (Ji#) good-faith efforts

9

were made to rent such units to prospective perr11anent residents l:lt fair rnarket value for

10

comparable units and that such efforts failed and (iii) the owner or operator hfffl not committed

11

unlciwfttl action as defined in this Chapter within 12 months prior to this request, Owners or

12

operators who seek to exceed this limit must request a hearing pursuant to Section 41.11 (b)

13

above and the decision whether to permit owners or operators to exceed this limit is within the

14

discretion of the hearing officer.

15

(b) Special Requirements for Hearings on Tourist Season Rental of Residential Units.

16

Where an owner or operator seeks a hearing in order to exceed the limit on tourist season

17

rental of vacant residential units pursuant to Section 41.19(a)(3), the requirements of Section

18

41. 11 (b)(1 ), (b)(2)L and (b)(3) above shall be applicable except as specifically modified or

19

enlarged herein:

* * * *

20

(5) Determination of the Hearing Officer. Based upon the evidence presented at

21
22
23

make findings as to (i) whether the residential unit was vacant due to voluntary vacation of a

24

permanent resident or was vacant due to lawful eviction, (ii) whether the resideritial unit was

25

Ioccupied for at least 5.0% percent of the period commencing on October 1 and ending on April
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1

I Of.h of the previous year, (iii) whether the owner or operator has committed unlawful action

2

under this Chapter fl_within 12 months prior to this request, and (iv) whether the owner or

3

1

4

residents at no more than fair market value for a comparable unit during the tourist season

5

and yet was unable to secure such rentals. Good-faith efforts shall include, but not be limited

6

o, advertising the availability of the residential units to the public. In determining fair market

operator made good-faith efforts to rent vacant residential units to prosp~ctive permanent

7

value of the residential units, the hearing officer shall consider any data on rental of

8

comparable units, as defined in Section 41.4(h) herein.

* * * *

9
10

11

SEC. 41.20. ·UNLAWFUL CONVERSION; REMEDIES; FINES.

12

(a) Unlawful Actions. It shall be unlawful to:

13

(1) 'Change the use of, or to eliminate a residential hotel unit or to demolish a

14

residential hotel unit except pursuant to a lawful abatement order, without first obtaining a

15

permit to convert in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter;
(2) Rent any residential unit for Tourist or Transient Usea term oftenancy leBB than

16
~en

17

days except as permitted by Section 41.19 of this Chapter;
(3) Offer for rent for nonresidential use or Itourist or Transient Uuse a residential

18
19

unit except as permitted by this Chapter.

20

(b) Hearing for Complaints of Unlawful Conversions. Upon the filing of a complaint

21

by an interested party that an unlawful conversion has occurred and payment of the required

22

fee, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall schedule a hearing pursuant to

23

theprovisione of Section 41.11 (b). The complainant shall bear the burden of proving that a unit

24

has been unlawfully converted. The hearing officer shall consider, among others, the following

25

factors in determining whether a conversion has occurred:

I
I
I

.
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1

(1) Shortening of the term of an existing tenancy without the prior approval of

2

the permanent resident;

3

· (2) Reduction of the basic services provided to a residential unit intended to

4

lead to conversion. For the purpose of this subsectioniQ.lQl, basic services are defined as

5

access to common areas and facilities, food service, housekeeping services" and security;

6

(3) Repeated failure to comply with

order~ of the Department of Building

7

Inspection or the Department of Public Health to correct code violations with intent to cause

8

the permanent residents to voluntarily vacate the premises;

9

(4) Repeated citations by the Director of the Department of Building inspection

10

or the Department of Public Health for Code violations;

11

(5) Offer of the residential units for nonresidential use or tourist use except as
I

12
13

permitted in this Chapter 41;
(6) ·Eviction or attempts to evict a permanent resident from a residential hotel on

14

grounds other than those specified in Sections 37.9(a)(1) through 37.9(a)(8) of the &n

15

Fnmeiseo Administrative Code except where a permit to convert has been issued; and

16
17
18

(7) Repeated posting by the Director of the Department of Building Inspection of
notices of apparent violations of this Chapter 41 pursuant to Section 41.11 (c) above.
(c) Civil Penalties. Where the hearing officer finds that an unlawful conversion has

19

occurred, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall impose a civil penalty of

20

th:•ee times the daily rateup to $500 per day for each unlawfully converted unit from the day the

21

complaint is filed until such time as the unit reverts to its authorized use, for the first unlawful

22

conversion at a Residential Hotel within a calendar year. For the second and anv subsequent unlawfjd

23

conversions at the same Residential Hotel within the same calendar year, the Director of the

24

Department o(Building Inspection shall impose a civil penalty of up to $750 per dav for each

25

unlawfully converted unit from the day the complaint is filed until such time as the unit reverts to its
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1

uthorized use. The daily rate shtill be the rate unlawfully charged by the hotel owner or operatol'-te

2

tme"'fJet!ffl7fin/fr-t,IH:f'ltHt¥/;f;t:l-J.i!1Wf1r-etmv.B¥H.~tffl+.-·.

3

owner or operator of the hotel to reimburse the City or the complainant for the costs, including

4

reasonable attorne s' ees of enforcement, tneluding reasonable attorneys' fees, of this Chapter.

5

The hearing officer's decision shall notify the parties of this. penalty provision and shall state

6

that the Director of the Department of Building Inspection is authorized to impose the

7

appropriate penalty by written notification to both the owner and operator, requesting payment

8

within 30 days. If the penalty imposed is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty

9

10

11.

Iwill
'"'" hi:>
~~

The Director may a!so impose penalties upon the

ri::>rnrrlerl
an~ind the ri::>~! nrnpert11 n11rs1 •~nt tn thi::> nrA11icinns nf Sortinn A 1 ?nld\ nf thi<:>
t ~vv• ~
~
l:;I~" ' " ' " •
t v~
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Chapter 41.

* * * *

12
13

Section 3. ·This ordinance has revised Administrative Code Section 41.4 by removing

14

letter designations for defined terms. The Municipal Code is hereby amended to revise any cross-

15

references to Section 41.4, including in Administrative Code Sections 41 D.1 and 41 E.1 and Police

16

Code Section 919.1, and, at the direction of the City Attorney, anywhere else In the Municipal Code, to

17

reflect the removal of the letter designations in Section 41.4.

18
19

Section 4. Effective and Operative Dates. This ordinance shall apply to any residential

20

hotel that has not procured a permit to convert on or before December 1, 2016. This

21

ordinance shall become effective 30 days after enactment. Enactment occurs when the

22

Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or does not sign the

23

ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's

24

veto of the ordinance.

25
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1

Section 5. Scope of Ordinance. Except as stated in Section 3 of this ordinance, in

2

enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors intends to amend only those words 1

3

phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, numb.ers, punctuation marks, charts,

4

diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the Municipal Code that are explicitly shown in this

5

ordinance as additions, deletions, Board amendment additions, and Board amendment

6

i

11

deletions in accordance with the "Note" that appears under the official title of the ordinance.

7
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney

8
9

10 'II
11
12
13

By:

~
ROBB KAPLA
Deputy City Attorney

II
11

1·
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14 I
I

15
16
17

18
19
20
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;
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FILE NO. 161291

1

AMENDED IN BOARD
1/31/2017

ORDINANCE NO. 38-17

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]

2
3

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion

4

Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use,

5

comparable unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for

6

permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the

7

Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have

8

violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing

9

the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an

1O

operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the

11

California Environmental Quality Act.

12

NOTE:

13
14

15

Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font.
Deletions to Codes are in &li4/wthrough italics Times New Romanfont.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough Arial font.
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

16
17

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

18
19

Section 1. Environmental Findings.

20

The Planning Department has determined that the actions contemplated in this

21

ordinance comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources

22

Code Sections 21000 et seq.). Said determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of

23

Supervisors in File No. 161291 and is incorporated herein by reference. The Board affirms

24

this determination.

25
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1
2

Section 2. The Administrative Code is hereby amended by revising Sections 41.3,
1.4, 41.9, 41.10, 41.11, 41.12, 41.13, 41.14, 41.19, and 41.20, to read as follows:

3

SEC. 41.3. FINDINGS

4

* * * *

5

(m) Since enactment a/this Chapter, residential uniis hw;1e been eonwrted to tourist units and

6

the hotel operators have paid the 40pereent in lieu fee to the City. This amount, 40percent of the cast

7
8
9

and sufficient to make up the shortfall between the 40 percent in lieu fee and actual replacement costs.

10

Fer example, in 1979 thefedera! government was spending 32 billion dollars on housing and is

11

'lpending only 7 billion dollars in I 989.

12

(m n) Certain uses provide both living accommodation and ser\iices, such as health

13

care, personal care and counseling, to residents of the City. Examples of such uses are

14

hospital, skilled nursing facility, AIDS hospice, intermediate care facility, asylum, sanitarium,

15

orphanage, prison, convent, rectory, residential care facility for the elderly, and community

16

care facility. Such facilities are often operated in building owned or leased by non-profit

17

organizations and provide needed services to the City's residents. To subject such facilities to

18

the provisions of this Chapter may deter future development of such facilities. It is desirable

19

that such facilities exist and the City should encourage construction and operation of such

20

facilities.

21

(!:!. e) In addition, a form of housing facilities called "transitional housing" provides

22

housing and supportive services to homeless persons and families and is intended to facilitate

23

the movement of homeless individuals and families to independent living or longer term

24

supportive residences in a reasonable amount of time. Transitional housing has individual

25

living quarters with physical characteristics often similar to a residential hotel (i.e.
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1

ccommodations which provide privacy to residents) and provides a source of interim housing

2

or homeless individuals and families seeking to live independently.

3

(Qp) The City's public, quasi-public and private social agencies serving the elderly and

4

needy persons often find it difficult to immediately locate suitable housing units for such

5

persons returning to independent living after hospitalization or upon leaving skilled-nursing or

6

intermediate care facilities within a short time after their discharge from a health facility. Such

7

persons often will require minimum supervision and other interim social service support. The

8

provision of a stable number of housing units for such emergency needs until permanent

9

housing can be secured and supportive services arranged are necessary and desirable for the

1O

City. Emergency housing wi!I have physical characteristics similar to "transitional housing" and

11

is often intended to be occupied for a period of less than one month.

12

(/2. q) The City also wishes to provide positive incentive to encourage residential hotel

13

owners and operators to comply with the terms of this Chapter. Hotel owners have expressed

14

a need to rent certain residential units on a short term basis during the winter months. In an

15

effort to address this need and to encourage compliance with this Chapter, the City wishes to

16

provide an opportunity to hotel owners who have complied with the terms of this Chapter to

17

rent a limited number of residential units to tourists during the winter months.

18
19

SEC. 41.4. DEFINITIONS.

20

fa} Certificate of Use. Following the initial unit usage and annual unit usage

21

determination pursuant to the provisions of Sections 41.6 and 41.1 a below, every hotel shall

22

be issued a certificate of use specifying the number of residential and tourist units herein.

23
24

{ht Comparable Unit. A unit which is similar in size, services, rental amount and
facilities, and is designated the same category o{housing as the existing unit, and whieh is located

25
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1

I
lvithin the existing neighborhood or within a neighborhood with similar physical and

2

bocioeconomic conditions, and is similarly affordable for low income, elderlv. and disabled persons.

3

{ej Conversion. The change or attempted change of the use of a residential unit &
a Tourist or Transient~use, or the elimination of a

4

'tlm:meB:-t1'1.%HHH.'!ef-l'&n-ffl-f-&eiftTW--tO

5

residential unit,_ or the voluntary demolition of a residential hotel. However, a change in the

6

use of a residential hotel unit into a non-commercial use which serves only the needs of the

7

permanent residents, such as Q...resident's lounge, storeroomcommunity kitchen, or common

8

area, shall not constitute a conversion within the meaning of this Chapter 41, provided that the

9

residential hotel owner establishes that eliminating or re-designating an existing tourist unit instead o(

10

a residential unit would be infeasible.

11

{d) Disabled Person. A recipient of disability benefits.

12

{ej Elderly Person. A person 62 years of age or older.

13

flt Emergency Housing. A

project which provides housing and supportive services to

14

elderly or low-income persons upon leaving a health facility and which has its primary purpose

15

ef.facilitating the return of such individuals to independent living. The emergency housing shall

16

provide services and living quarters pursuant to Section 41.13 herein and may be provided as

17

part of a "transitional housing" project.

18

fg) Hotel. Any building containing six or more guest rooms intended or designed to be

19

used, or which are used, rented . . or hired out to be occupied or which are occupied for

20

sleeping purposes and dwelling purposes by guests, whether rent is paid in money, goods, or

21

services. It includes motels, as defined in Section 40 l Chapter XI,~ Part II of the San Francisco

22

}Junieipal Gode (Housing Code), but does not include any jail, health facilities as defined l7y in

23

Section 1250 of the California Health and Safety Code, asylum, sanitarium, orphanage,

24

prison, convent, rectory, residential care facility for the elderly as defined in Section 1569.2 of

25

the Health and Safety Code, residential facilities as defined in Section 1502 of the Health and
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1

Safety Code or other institution in which human beings are housed or detained under legal

2

restraint, or any private club and nonprofit organization in existence on September 23, 1979;

3

provided, however, that nonprofit organizations which operated a residential hotel on

4

September 23, 1979.. shall comply with the provisions of Section 41.8 herein.

5

(hf Interested Party. A permanent resident of a hotel, or his or her authorized

6

I representative, or a former tenant of a hotel who vacated a residential unit within the past 90
!

7

days preceding the filing of q_complaint or court proceeding to enforce the provisions of this

8

Chapter 41. Interested party shall also mean any nonprofit organization, as defined in this

9

Section 41.4tlij, which has the preservation or improvement of housing as a stated purpose in

10

11

its articles of incorporation and/or bylaws.
fij Low-Income Household. A household whose income does not exceed 60%

12

pereent of the Area mMedian t[ncome as set forth in Charter Section 16.110. tor the San Francisco

13

Standard lv.letropolitan Statistiarl Area as published by the United States Depflrtment efHausing find

14

Urban Develo1~ment and Housing emd Community De..,,elopment Act ofl 971.

15

16
17
18
. 19
20

21
22
23

24
25

fi1 Low-Income Housing. Residential units whose rent may not exceed 30% percent of
the gross monthly income of a lL.ow-f[ncome hllousehold as defined in subsection (i) above.

{k) Nonprofit Organization. An entity exempt from taxation pursuant to Title 26,
Section 501 of the United States Code .

fl) Operator. An oOperator includes the lessee or any person or legal entity whether or
not the owner, who is responsible for the day-to-day operation of a residential hotel and to
·whom a hotel license is issued for a rR,esidential hl[otel.

fm) Owner. Owner includes any person or legal entity holding any ownership interest
in a PR,esidential hHotel.

(n) Permanent Resident. A person who occupies a guest room for at least 32
consecutive days.
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1

{e:) Posting or Post. Where posting is required by this Chapter 41, material shall be

2

posted in a conspicuous location at the front desk in the lobby of the hotel, or if there is no

3

lobby, in the public entranceway. No material posted may be removed by any person except

4

as otherwise provided in this Chapter.

5

fp) Residential Hotel. Any building or structure whi.ch contains a +'Residential ttUnit as

6

defined ffl-fqf below unless e·xempted pursuant to the provisions of Sections 41.5 or 41. 7

7

below.

8

{tJ) Residential Unit. Any guest room as defined in Section 401203. 7 ofChapfef'-:Xl.!:;

9

Jlt'n4-ll-of the San Francisco Municipal Code (Housing Code) which had been occupied by a

1O

permanent resident on September 23, 1979. ,h.,ny guest room constructed subsequent to

11

September 23, 1979 or not occupied by a permanent resident on September 23, 1979L shall

12

not be subject to the provisions of this Chapter 41; provided however, if designated as a

13

residential unit pursuant to Section 41.6 of this Chapter or constructed as a replacement unit,

14

such residential units shall be subject to the provisions of this Chapter.

15

fr} Tourist Hotel. Any building containing six or more guest rooms intended or

16

designated to be used for commercial tourist use by providing accommodation to transient

17

guests on a nightly basis or longer. A tourist hotel shall be considered a commercial use

18

pursuant to G#y-Planning Code Section 790. 46m(h) and shall not be defined as group

19

housing permitted in a residential area under Git;Y-Planning Code Section 209.l:J.

20

Tourist or Transient Use. Any use ofa guest room for less than a 32-day term oftenancv by a

21

party other than a Permanent Resident efflrDSpeotive Permanent Resident

-(&) Tourist Unit. A guest room which was not occupied on September 23, 1979, by a

22
23

permanent resident or is certified as g-fiourist ullnit pursuant to Sections 41.6, 41. 7 or 41.8

24

below. Designation as a tourist unit under this Chapter shall not supersede any limitations on

25

use pursuant to the Planning Code.
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1

ft) Transitional Housing. A project which provides housing and supportive services to

2

homeless persons and families or .fb_ow-ilncome h[iouseholds at risk of becoming homeless

3

which has as its purpose facilitating the movement of homeless individuals or at-risk JL_ow-i

4

Income h[iouseholds to independent living within a reasonable amount of time. The

5

transitional housing shall provide services and living quarters as approved by the Planning

6

Commission that are similar to the residential unit being replaced pursuant to Section 41.13

7

herein and shall comply with all relevant provisions of City ordinances and regulations.

8
9
1O

SEC. 41.9. RECORDS OF USE.
(a) Daily Log. Each residential hotel shall maintain a daily log containing the status of

11

each room, whether it is occupied or vacant, whether it is used as a residential unit or tourist

12

unit, the name under which each adult occupant is registered, and the amount of rent

13

charged. Each hotel shall also provide receipts to each adult occupant, and maintain copies of

14

the receipts, showing: the room number; the name of each adult occupant; the rental amount

15

and period paid for; and any associated charges imposed and paid, including but not limited to

16

security deposits and any tax. The daily log and copies of rent receipts shall be available for

17

inspection pursuant to thepro·,,ision ~.{Section 41.11(c) of this Chapter :LL.upon demand by the

18

Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the Director's designee or the City

19

Attorney's Office between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, unless the

20

Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the City Attorney's Office reasonably

21

believe that further enforcement efforts are necessary for specified residential hotels, in which

22

case the Department of Building Inspection or the City Attorney's Office shall notify the hotel

23

owner or operator that the daily logs and copies of rent receipts shall be available for

24

inspection between the hours of 9 a.m. and. 7 p.m. Each hotel shall maintain the daily logs and

25

copies of rent receipts for a period of no less than 24 months. Should an owner or operator
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1

2

3

have the authorit to issue administrative sub oenas to investi ate and en orce this Cha fer 's .
rovisions.
In addition to the investigative powers and enforcement mechanisms prescribed in this

4

5

Chapter, the City Attorney's Office shall have the authority to take further investigative action

6

and bring additional enforcement proceedings including the immediate proceedings under

7

California Civil Code Section 1940 .1.

* * * *

8

9
10

SEC. 41.10. ANNUAL UNIT USAGE REPORT.

11

(a) Filing. On November 1.ff of each yearL every hotel owner or operator subject to this

12

Chapter 41 shall file with the Department of Building Inspection, either through an online form on

13

the Department's website or a paper coev delivered to the Department, an Annual Unit Usage

14

Report containing the following information:

15

(1) The total number of units in the hotel as of October 15th of the year of filing;

16

(2) The number of residential and tourist units as of October 15th of the year of

17

filing;

18

19

(3) The number of vacant residential units as of October 15#1 of the year of
filing; if more than 50% percent of the units are vacant, explain why;

20

21
22
23

(4) The average rent for the residential hotel units as of October 15th of the year
of filing;
(5) The number of residential units rented by week or month as of October 15th
of the year of filing; and

24

(6) The designation by room number and location of the residential units and

25

tourist units as of October 15th of the year of filing. along with a graphic floomlan reflecting
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or each floor. The 9Qwner or operator shall maintain such designated units

1

2
3

as tourist or residential units for the following year unless the owner or operator notifies in
riting the Department of Building Inspection of a redesignation of units; the owner or operator

4

may redesignate units throughout the yearL provided they notify the Department of Building

5

Inspection in writing by the next business day following such redesignation. and update the

6

graphic floorolan on file with the Department of Building Inspection and maintain the proper

7

number of residential and tourist units at all times. The purpose of this provision is to simplify

8

enforcement efforts while providing the owner or operator with reasonable and sufficient

9

flexibility in designation and renting of rooms;

1O

11
12

(7) The nature of services provided to the permanent residents and \Nhether
there has been an increase or decrease in the services so provided;

(8) A copy of the Daily Log, showing the number of units which are residential,

13

touristL or vacant on the first Friday of§.ach month October lst, F'ebruary 1st, May 1st and August 1st

14

of the year of filing.

15

(b) Notice of Annual Unit Usage Report. On the day of filing, the owner or operator

16

shall post a notice that a copy of the Annual Unit Usage Report submitted to the Department

17

of Building Inspection is available for inspection between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

18

Monday through Friday, which notice shall remain posted for 30 days. The Department shall

19

maintain a list of those properties that have filed or failed to submit annual reports on its website.

20

(c) Extension of Time for Filing. Upon application by an owner or operator and upon

21

showing good cause therefor, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection may grant

22

one extension of time not

23

to exceed 30 days for said filing.

(d) Certificate of Annual Unit Usage Report. After receipt of a completed Annual

24

Unit Usage Report, the Department of Building Inspection shall issue a certified

25

acknowledgment of receipt.
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(e) Renewal of Hotel License and Issuance of New Certificate of Use. As of the

1

ffective date of this Chapter 41, no hotel license may be issued to any owner or operator of a

2
3

hotel unless the owner or operator presents with his/her license application a certified

4

acknowledgment of receipt from the Department of Building Inspection of the Annual Unit

5

Usage Report for the upcoming year.
(f) Insufficient Filing; Penalties. The Director of the Department of Building

6
7

Inspection is authorized to assess a penalty as set forth below for insufficient filing, with

8

interest on the penalty accruing at the rate of l.5%one and one halfpercent per full month,

9

compounded monthly from the date the penalty is due as stated in the Director's written
notification be!ow.
If the Director or the Director's designee determines that additional information is

11

12

needed to make a determination, he the Director or designee shall send both the owner and

13

operator a written request to furnish such information within 15 calendar days of the mailing of

14

Ithe written request. The letter shall state that if the requested information, or a response
I

15

explaining why the requested information will not be provided, is not furnished in the time required,

16

the residential and tourist units shall be presumed to be unchanged from the previous year

17

! and that the Director shall impose a $500 penalty for failure to furnish the additional

18

information within the 15-day period, and a $500 penalty tor each day after the 15-day period tor

19

which the owner or operator tails to furnish the requested intormation or explanation. If the Director

20

does not timely receive the information, the Director shall notify both the owner and operator,

21

by mail or electronic mail, that the Director is imposing a $500 per day penalty and that the

22

accumulated p_enalty whieh must be paid within 30 days of the mailing of the notification, and

23

that interest on the penalty shall accrue from the expiration of the 30 days at the rate of

24

l.5%one andonc lmlfpcrcent per full month, compounded monthly. The written notification shall

25

state that if the penalty is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty, plus the
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1

accrued interest, will be recorded against the real property pursuant to the provisions of

2

Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter 41, and that the Residential Hotel will be not be eligible tor anv

3

temporary tourist rentals as provided in Section 41.19 for 12 months.

4

(g) Failure to File Annual Unit Usage Report; Penalties. The Director of the

5

Department of Building Inspection is authorized to assess penalties as set forth below for

6

failure to file an Annual Unit Usage Report, with interest on penalties accruing at the rate of

7

l.5%one and one halfpereent per full month, compounded monthly from the date the penalty is

8

due as stated in the Director's notification below.

9

If the owner or operator fails to file an Annual Unit Usage Report, the Director or the

10

Director's designee shall notify the owner and operator by registered or certified mail and shall

11

post a notice informing the owner and operator that unless submission of the Annual Unit

12

Usage Report and application for renewal of the hotel license is made within 15 calendar days

13

of the mailing of the letter, the residential and tourist units shall be presumed to be unchanged

14

from the previous year, and the Director shall impose a penalty of $Jf){)l, 000 per month ef.fgr

15

each month the annual report is not filed and the Residential Hotel will be not be eligible for anv

16

temporary tourist rentals as provided in Section 41.19 for the next 12 months. If the Director does

17

not receive the report the Director shall notify both the owner and operator, by mail that the

18

Director is imposing the appropriate penalty, as prorated, which must be paid within 30 days

19

of the mailing of the notification and that interest on the penalty shall accrue from the

20

expiration of the 30 days at the rate of 1. 5%one and one halfpercent per full month,

21

compounded monthly. The written notification shall state that if the penalty is not paid, a lien

22

to secure the amount of the penalty, plus the accrued interest, will be recorded against the

23

real property pursuant to the provisions of Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter 41.

24

* * * *

25

II
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1

//

2

SEC. 41.11. ADMINISTRATION.

3

(a) Fees. The owner or operator shall pay the following filing fees to the Department of

4

Building Inspection to cover its costs of investigating and reporting on eligibility. See Section

5

1 JOA~, Hotel Conversion Ordinance Fee Schedule, Table JA-Q, Pert 11, Chaptet+of the &m

6

Francisco A1unicipal Code (Building Code) for the applicable fees. The party that brings an

7

unsuccessful challenge to a report pursuant to this Chapter 41Al4i-ck shall be liable for the

8

eifflngecharge in Section JJOA.JJJ.-J, Hotel Conversion Ordinance Fee Schedule,_,...Unsuccessful

9

Challenge, Table JA-Q-Partll, Chapter 1 of the &m Francisco }//:unieipal Code (Building Code).

1O

Fees shall be waived for an individual who files an affidavit under penalty of perjury stating

11

that he or she is an indigent person who cannot pay the filing fee without using money needed

12

for the necessities of life.

13
14

SEE SAN FRANCISCO }l.!UNICIPAL CODE

15

(B UlbDIA7G CODE) SECT!Ol'l 333. 211 OA, 1;1BLE IA Q

16

HOTEL CONVERSIO.¥ ORD-LVANCE FEE SCHEDULE

17
18

(b) Hearing.

19

(1) Notice of Hearing. Whenever a hearing is required or requested in this

20

Chapter 41, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall, within 45 calendar

21

days, notify the owner or operator of the date, time, place,_ and nature of the hearing by

22

registered or certified mail. The Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall appoint

23

a hearing officer. Notice of such a hearing shall be posted by the Department of Building

24

Inspection. The owner or operator shall state under oath at the hearing that the notice

25

remained posted for at least 10 calendar days prior to the hearing. Said notice shall state that
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1

all permanent residents residing in the hotel may appear and testify at the public hearing,

2

provided that the Department of Building Inspection is notified of such an intent 72 hours prior

3

o the hearing date.

4

(2) Pre-hearing Submission. No less than three working days prior to any

5

hearing, parties to the hearing shall submit written information to the Department of Building

6

Inspection including, but not limited to, the following: the request or complaint, the statement

7

of issues to be determined by the Hearing Officer; and a statement of the evidence upon

8

which the request or complaint is based.

9

(3) Hearing Procedure. If more than one hearing for the same hotel is

1O

required, the ~irector of the Department of Building Inspection shall consolidate all of the

11

appeals and challenges into one hearing; however, if a civil action has been filed pursuant to

12

the-provisions efSection 41.20(e) of tlw Chapter 41, all hearings on administrative complaints

13

of unlawful conversions involving the same hotel shall be abated until such time as final

14

judgment has been entered in the civil action; an interested party may file a complaint in

15

intervention. The hearing shall be tape recorded. Any party to the appeal may, at his/her own

16

expense, cause the hearing to be recorded by a certified court reporter. The hearing officer is

17

empowered to issue subpoenas upon application of the parties seven calendar days prior to

18

the date of the hearing. During the hearing, evidence and testimony may be presented to the

19

hearing officer. Parties to the hearing may be represented by counsel and have the right to

20

cross-examine witnesses. All testimony shall be given under oath. Written decision and

21

findings shall be rendered by the hearing officer within fweniy 20 working days of the hearing.

22

Copies of the findings and decision shall be served upon the parties to the hearing by

23

registered or certified mail. A notice that a copy of the findings and decisions is available for

24

inspection between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday shall be

25

posted by the owner or operator.
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(4) Administrative Review. Unless otherwise expressly provided in this

1

2

bhapter 41, any decision of the hearing officer shall be final unless a valid written appeal is

3

~iled with the Board of Permit Appeals within 15 days following the date of the hearing officer's

4

~ritten determination. Such an appeal may be taken by any interested party as defined by

5

Section 41.4ft& herein.

i

6

(c) Inspection. The Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall have the

7

authori to issue administrative sub oenas as necessar or a ro riate to conduct ins ections

8

ursuant to this Cha Jler 41. The Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall

9

conduct, from time to time, on-site inspections of the daily logs, other supporting documents"

10

including the graphic ftoorplan and units listed as vacant in the daily logsL to determine if the

11

owner or operator has complied with the provisions of this Chapter. In addition, the Director of

12

the Department of Building Inspection or the Director's designee shall conduct such an

13

inspection as soon as practicable upon the request of a current or former occupant of the

14

hotel.

15

apparent violation of the provisions of this Chapter has occurred, he/she the Director or designee

16

shall post a notice of apparent violation informing the permanent residents of the hotel thereof.

17

or shall take action as set forth in Section 41.11 (d) and (e) below. This notice shall remain

18

posted until the Director of the D~partment of Building Inspection, or the Director's designee,

19

determines that the hotel is no longer in violation of the provisions of this Chapter.

20

It upon such an inspection, the

Director or Director's designee determines that an

(d) Criminal Penalties for Violations. Any person or entity wilfully failing to maintain

21

daily logs or provide and maintain receipts as provided in Sections 41.9(a) and (b) of this

22

Chapter 41, or failing to post materials as provided in Sections 41.6(a), (c)L and (f), 41.9(b),

23

41.1 O(b), (g),_ and (h), 41.11 (b) (3), 41.12(b)(1 O)L and 41.18(b) and (c) of this Chapter or

24

wilfully providing false information in the daily logsL shall be guilty of an infraction for the first

25
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1

uch violation or a misdemeanor for any subsequent violation, and the complaint charging

2

uch violation shall specify whether the violation charged is a misdemeanor or an infraction.

3

If charged as an infraction, the penalty upon conviction therefor shall be not less than

4
5

100 or more than $500.
If charged as a misdemeanor, the penalty upon conviction therefor shall be a fine of not

6

less than $500 or more than $1,000 or imprisonment in the county jail, not exceeding six

7

months, or both fine and imprisonment.

8

Every day such violation shall continue shall be considered as a new offense.

9

For purposes of Sections 41.11(d) and (e), violation shall include, but not limited to,

10

intentional disobedience omission, failure or refusal to comply vJith any requirement imposed

11

by the aforementioned Sections or with any notice or order of the Director of the Department

12

of Building Inspection or the Director of Public Works regarding a violation of this Chapter.

13

1

(e) False Information Misdemeanor. It shall be unlawful for an owner or operator to

14

wilfully provide false information to the Director of the Department of Building Inspection or the

15

Director's designees. Any owner or operator who files false information shall be guilty of a

16

misdemeanor. Conviction of a misdemeanor hereunder shall be punishable by a fine of not

17

more than $500 or by imprisonment in the County Jail for a period not to exceed six months,

18

or by both.

· 19

(f) The Director of the Department of Building Inspection may impose a penalty of

20

$:]J.f)500 per violation for failure to maintain daily logs or for failure to provide receipts to

21

occupants as required under Section 41.9 above and for failure to post materials as required

22

under Sections 41.6(a), (c),_ and (f), 41.9(b), 41.1 O(b), (g),_ and (h), 41.11 (b) (3), 41.12(b)(10),

23

and 41.18(b) and (c). In order to impose such penalties, the Director shall notify both the

24

owner and operator by certified mail that the Director is imposing the penalty or penalties,

25

which must be paid within 30 days of the mailing of the notification. The written notification
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1

hall state that if the penalty is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty will be

2

recorded against the real property pursuant to the provisions a/Section 41.20(d) of this Chapter

3

41.

4

(g) Costs of Enforcement. The Department o[Building Inspection shall be entitled to

5

rovided in Buildin Code Section 102A. 7 d. The proceeds.from the

6

7
8

Department a/Building Inspection shall annually report these costs to the Boerd &}Supervisors and

9

recommend adjustNwnts thereOj{

1O

(h) Inspection of Records. The Department of Building Inspection shal! maintain a file

11

for each residential hotel which shall contain copies of all applications, exemptions, permits,

12

reports.. and decisions filed pursuant to the provisions of this Chapter 41. All documents

13

maintained in said files, except for all tax returns and documents specifically exempted from

14

the California Public Record~ Act, shall be made available for public inspection and copying.

15

(i) Promulgation of Rules and Regulations. The Director of the Department of

16

Building Inspection shall propose rules and regulations governing the appointment of an

17

administrative officer and the administration and enforcement of this Chapter 41. After

18

reasonable notice and opportunity to submit written comment are given, final rules and

19

regulations shall be promulgated.

20
21

SEC. 41.12. PERMIT TO CONVERT.

22

(a) Any owner or operator, or his/her authorized agent, of a residential hotel may apply

23

for a permit to convert one or more residential units by submitting an application and the

24

required fee to the Central Permit Bureau.

25

(b) The permit application shall contain the following information:
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(1) The name and address of the building in which the conversions are

1

2

proposed and of the building where replacement housing will be located; and

3

(2) The names and addresses of all owners or operators of said building~; and

4

(3) A description of the proposed conversion including the specific method under

5

Section 41. I 3(a) that the owner or operator selects as the nature of the conversion, the total

6

number of units in the building, andtheir current uses; and

7

(4) The room numbers and locations of the units to be converted; and

8

(5) Preliminary drawings showing the existing floor plans and proposed floor

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16

plans; and
IP.)
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or installed and the tentative schedule for start of construction; and
(7) The current rental rates for each residential unit to be converted_m::,j[

currently unoccupied, the most recent rental rate when last occupied; and
(8) The length of tenancy of the permanent residents affected by the proposed
conversion; and
(9) A statement regarding how one-for-one replacement of the units to be

17

converted will be accomplished, citing the specific provision(s) o[Section 41. l 3(a) the application

18

has selected for replacement, and including sufflciently detailed financial infOrmation, such as letters

19

of intent and contracts, establishing how the owner or operator is constructing or causing to construct

20

the proposed focatior~ l!f replacement housing if replacement is to be provided off-site; and

21

( 10) A declaration under penalty of perjury from the owner or operator stating

22

that he/she has complied with the provisions of Section 41.14(b) below and his/her filing of a

23

permit to convert. On the same date of the filing of the application, a notice that an application

24

to convert has been filed shall be posted until a decision is made on the application to convert.

25
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1

(c) Upon receipt of a completed application to convert or demolish, the Department of

2

Building Inspection shall send the application to the Planning Department of City Planning for

3

review and shall mail notice of such application to interested community organizations and

4

such other persons or organizations who have previously requested such notice in writing.

5

The notice shall identify the hotel requesting the permit, the nature of the permit, the proposal

6

to fulfill the replacement requirements of Section 41.13 herein, and the procedures for

·7

8

requesting a public hearing. The 9Qwner or operator shall post a notice informing permanent
residents of such information.

9

(d) Any interested party may submit a written request within 15 days of the date notice

1O

is posted pursuant to subsection (c) above to the ~Planning Commission to schedule and

11

conduct a public hearing on the proposed conversion in order to solicit public opinion on

12

whether to approve or deny a permit to convert or demolish residential units and to determine

13

whether proposed replacement units are "comparable units" as defined in Section 41.4fhf

14

herein.

15

SEC. 41.13. ONE-FOR-ONE REPLACEMENT.

16

(a) Prior to the issuance of a permit to convert, the owner or operator shall provide

17

one-for-one replacement of the units to be converted by one of the following methods:

18

(1) Construct or cause to be constructed a comparable unit to be made

19
20
21
22

available at comparable rent to replace each of the units to be converted; or
(2) Cause to be brought back into the housing market a comparable unit from
any building which was not subject to the provisions of this Chapter 41; or
(3) Construct or cause to be constructed or rehabilitated apartment units for

23

elderly, disabled .. or low-income persons or households which may be provided at a ratio of

24

less than one-to-one; or construct or cause to be constructed transitional housing which may

25

include emergency housing. The construction cif any replacement housing under this
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1

ubsection shall be subject to restrictions recorded against title to the real property and be

2

valuated by the Gi-tyi-Planning Commission in accordance with the provisions of Section 303

3

of the Gity-Planning Code. A notice of said Gity-Planning Commission hearing shall be posted

4

by the owner or operator 1O calendar days before the hearing; or
(4) Pay to the City and County of San Franci.sco an amount equal to 80%

5

of the cost of construction of an equal number of comparable units plus site acquisition

6

1eei'8&l'1f

7

cost. All such payments shall go into a San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund

8

Account. The Department of Real Estate shall determine this amount based upon two

9

independent appraisals; or
(5) Contribute to a public entity or nonprofit organization, whewhich 1Ni!! use the

10

11

funds to construct comparable units, an amount at least equal to 80% pereem of the cost of

12

construction of an equal number of comparable units plus site acquisition cost. The

13

Department of Real Estate shall determine this amount based upon two independent

14

appraisals. In addition to compliance with all relevant City ordinances and regulations, the

15

public entity or nonprofit organization and the housing development proposal of such public

16

entity or nonprofit organization shall be subject to approval by the Mayor's Office of Housing

17

and Community Development.

* * *

18

'fl

19
20

SEC. 41.14. MANDATORY DENIAL OF PERMIT TO CONVERT.

21

A permit to convert shall be denied by Director of the Department of Building Inspection

22

if:

23
24
25

(a) The requirements of Sections 41.12 or 41.13, above, have not been fully complied
with;
(b) The application is incomplete or contains incorrect information;
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1
2

3

4
5

(c) An applicant has committed unlawful action as defined in this Chapter .il_within 12
months previous prior to the issuanceflling offer a permit to convert application; or
(d) The proposed conversion or the use to which the unit would be converted is not
permitted by the Git;Y-Planning Code.

* * * *

6
7

SEC. 41.19. TEMPORARY CHANGE OF OCCUPANCY.

8

(a) Temporary Change of Occupancy.

9

(1) A tourist unit may be rented to a permanent resident, until voluntary vacation

1O

of that unit by the permanent resident or upon eviction for cause; without changing the legal

11

status of that unit as a tourist unit.

12

(2) A permanent resident may be relocated for up to 21 days to another unit in

13

the residential hotel for purposes of complying with the Building Code requirements imposed

14

by the UMB Seismic Retrofit Ordinance, Ordinance No. 219-92, without changing the

15

designation of the unit.

16

(3) A residential unit which is vacant at any time during the period commencing

17

on May 1st: and ending on September 30th annually may be rented as a tourist unit, provided

18

that (4i) the residential unit was vacant due to voluntary vacation of a permanent resident or

19

was vaeant due to lawful eviction for cause after the permanent resident was accorded all the

20

rights guaranteed by State and local laws during his/her tenancy, (Jl.#) the daily log shows that

21

the residential unit was legally occupied for at least 50% percent of the period commencing on

22

OCtober 1st: and ending on April 30th of the previous year, unless owner or operator can

23

produce evidence to the Department of Building Inspection explaining such vacancy to the

24

satisfaction of the Department <>/Building lmpection, including but not limited to such factors as

25

repair or rehabilitation work performed in the unit or good-faith efforts to rent the unit at fair
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1

market value; &id (Qi#) the residential unit shall immediately revert to residential use upon

2

application of a prospective permanent resident: and (D) the owner or operator has not committed

3

unlaw itl action as de med in this Cha ter 41within12 months rior to this re uest.
25-percent Limit.

4

5

However, at no time during the period commencing on May 1s-t and ending on

6

September 30fh may an owner or operator rent for nonresidential use or tourist use more than

7

25% percent of the hotel's total residential units unless the owner or operator can demonstrate

8

that (4_i) the requirements of Section 41.19(a)(3) above are met, and (ll:ii) good-faith efforts

9

were made to rent such units to prospective permanent residents at fair market value for

1O

comparable units and that such efforts failed and (iif) the owner or opeMmr has 1'/0f con~

11

un!:awfid action €1S defined in this Chapter within 12 months prior to this request. Owners or

12

operators who seek to exceed this limit must request a hearing pursuant to Section 41.11 (b)

13

above and the decision whether to permit owners or operators to exceed this limit is within the

14

discretion of the hearing officer.

15

(b) Special Requirements for Hearings on Tourist Season Rental of Residential Units.

16

Where an owner or operator seeks a hearing in order to exceed the limit on tourist season

17

rental of vacant residential units pursuant to Section 41.19(a)(3), the requirements of Section

18

41.11 (b )( 1), (b )(2)L and (b)(3) above shall be applicable except as specifically modified or

19

enlarged herein:

20

* * * *

21

(5) Determination of the Hearing Officer. Based upon the evidence presented at

22

the hearing, conducted in accordance with Section 41.11 (b )(3) above, the hearing officer shall

23

make findings as to (i) whether the residential unit was vacant due to voluntary vacation of a

24

permanent resident or was vacant due to lawful eviction, (ii) whether the residential unit was

25

occupied for at least 50% pereent of the period commencing on October 1 and ending on April
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I

1

6oth of the previous year, (iii) whether the owner or operator has committed unlawful action

I

2

!under this Chapter 41 within 12 months prior to this request, and (iv) whether the owner or

3

operator made good-faith efforts to rent vacant residential units to prospective permanent

4

residents at no more than fair market value for a comparable unit during the tourist season

5

and yet was unable to secure such rentals. Good-faith efforts shall include, but not be limited

6

o, advertising the availability of the residential units to the public. In determining fair market

7

value of the residential units, the hearing officer shall consider any data on rental of

8

comparable units, as defined in Section 41.4fh) herein.

9

* * * *

10
11

SEC. 41.20. UNLAWFUL CONVERSION; REMEDIES; FINES.

12

(a) Unlawful Actions. It shall be unlawful to:

13

(1) Change the use of, or to eliminate a residential hotel unit or to demolish a

14

residential hotel unit except pursuant to a lawful abatement order, without first obtaining a

15

permit to convert in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter;

16

17
18

19
20

(2) Rent any residential unit for Tourist or Transient Usea term o.ftenancy less than

seven days except as permitted by Section 41.19 of this Chapter;
(3) Offer for rent for nonresidential use or Itourist or Transient Uuse a residential

unit except as permitted by this Chapter.
(b) Hearing for Complaints of Unlawful Conversions. Upon the filing of a complaint

21

by an interested party that an unlawful conversion has occurred and payment of the required

22

fee, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall schedule a hearing pursuant to

23

theproe·isions o./Section 41.11 (b). The complainant shall bear the burden of proving that a unit

24

has been unlawfully converted. The hearing officer shall consider, among others, the following

25

factors in determining whether a conversion has occurred:
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(1) Shortening of the term of an existing tenancy without the prior approval of
2

the permanent resident;

3

(2) Reduction of the basic services provided to a residential unit intended to

4

lead to conversion. For the purpose of this subsectionllU.Ql, basic services are defined as

5

access to common areas and facilities, food service, housekeeping services~ and security;

6

(3) Repeated failure to comply with order§: of the Department of Building

7

Inspection or the Department of Public Health to correct code violations with intent to cause

8

the permanent residents to voluntarily vacate the premises;

9
1O
11
12
13

(4) Repeated citations by the Director of the Department of Building Inspection
or the Department of Public Health for Code violations;
(5) Offer of the residential units for nonresidential use or tourist use except as
permitted in this Chapter 41;
(6) ·Eviction or attempts to evict a permanent resident from a residential hotel on

14

grounds other than those specified in Sections 37.9(a)(1) through 37.9(a)(8) of the &m

15

Frnneiseo-Administrative Code except where a permit to convert has been issued; and

16
17
18

(7) Repeated posting by the Director of the Department of Building Inspection of
notices of apparent violations of this Chapter il_pursuant to Section 41.11.(c) above.
(c) Civil Penalties. Where the hearing officer finds that an unlawful conversion has

19

occurred, the Director of the Department of Building Inspection shall impose a civil penalty of

20

three times the daily rateup to $500 per day for each unlawfully converted unit from the day the

21

complaint is filed until such time as the unit reverts to its authorized use. for the first unlawfitl

22

conversion at a Residential Hotel within a calendar vear. For the second and anv subsequent unlawful

23

conversions at the same Residential Hotel within the same calendar vear. the Director o(the

24

Department o(Building Inspection shall impose a civil penalty of up to $750 per day for each

25

unlawfi1lly converted unit from the day the complaint is filed until such time as the unit reverts to its
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1

uthorized use. 17w deify rate shell be the rate unlawfully charged by the hote-1-ewne-r or operator to

2

'#te'-8eeut'lffnffl-trf-Hie-Tifnf6iwfl'tlft>-eenw'H'fe'tHintr.'. The Director may also impose penalties upon the

3

owner or operator of the hotel to reimburse the City or the complainant for the costs, including

4

reasonable attorne s' ees of enforcement, induding reasonable attorneys' fees, of this Chapter.

5

The hearing officer's decision shall notify the parties of this. penalty provision and shall state

6

that the Director of the Department of Building Inspection is authorized to impose the

7

appropriate penalty by written notification to both the owner and operator, requesting payment

8

within 30 days. If the penalty imposed is not paid, a lien to secure the amount of the penalty

9

will be recorded against the real property pursuant to the provisions of Section 41.20(d) of this

10

11

Chapter 41.

* * * *

12
13

Section 3. This ordinance has revised Administrative Code Section 41.4 by removing

14

letter designations for defined terms. The Municipal Code is hereby amended to revise any cross-

15

references to Section 41.4, including in Administrative Code Sections 41 D.1 and 41 E.1 and Police

16

Code Section 919.1, and, at the direction of the City Attorney, anywhere else in the Municipal Code, to

17

reflect the removal of the letter designations in Section 41.4.

18
19

Section 4. Effective and Operative Dates. This ordinance shall apply to any residential

20

hotel that has not procured a permit to convert on or before December 1, 2016. This

21

ordinance shall become effective 30 days after enactment. Enactment occurs when the

22

Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance unsigned or does not sign the

23

ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's

24

veto of the ordinance.

25
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1

Section 5. Scope of Ordinance. Except as stated in Section 3 of this ordinance, in

2

enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors intends to amend only those words,

3

phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles, numbers, punctuation marks, charts,

4

diagrams, or any other constituent parts of the Municipal Code that are explicitly shown in this

5

ordinance as additions, deletions, Board amendment additions, and Board amendment

6

deletions in accordance with the "Note" that appears under the official title of the ordinance.

7
8

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney

9

10
11

By:

~z__
ROBB KAPLA
Deputy City Attorney

12
13

n:\legana\as2017\1600676101166930.docx

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
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City and County of San Francisco
Tails
Ordinance
File Number:

161291

Date Passed:

City Hall
I Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

February 07, 2017

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion Ordinance,
including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable unit, conversion, and
low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees
and penalty provisions with the Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential
hotels that have violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year;
authorizing the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the California
Environmental Quality Act.
·

January 23, 2017 Land Use and Transportation Committee -AMENDED, AN
AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE BEARING SAME TITLE
January 23, 2017 Land Use and Transportation Committee - RECOMMENDED AS
AMENDED
January 31, 2017 Board of Supervisors -AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE
BEARING SAME TITLE
Ayes: 11 - Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Sheehy,
Tang and Yee
January 31, 2017 Board of Supervisors - PASSED ON FIRST READING AS AMENDED
Ayes: 11 - Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Sheehy,
Tang and Yee

.

February 07, 2017 Board of Supervisors - Fl NALLY PASSED
Ayes: 11 - Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Sheehy,
Tang and Yee
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I hereby certify that the foregoing
Ordinance was FINALLY PASSED on
217/2017 by the Board of Supervisors of the
City and County of San Francisco.

File No. 161291

Date Approved
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January 20th, 2017
Supervisor Aaron Peskin
1 Dr. Carlton B Goodlett Pl
San Francisco, CA 94102
Supervisor Peskin,
United to Save the Mission is writing to you to formally provide om·
endorsement of the current proposed changes to the Hotel Conversion Ordinance
(HCO). More specifically, we are encouraged to know that the loophole long
abused by SRO landlords regarding the amount of days a unit must be occupied
to be considered "residential" will be closed. We support the shift from 7 days to
32 days, as it will bring clear uniformity with the Rent Ordinance.
We believe the time has come to update the current legislation, and are
willing to provide assistance in aiding its passing.
Thank you,
United to Save the Mission

'

.... .

' +4"11~

.

.,_'!'.,G

United to Save the Mission
United to Save the Mission Is a coalltlon of community groups and lndlvidu.als seeking to protect and
enhanG<l the Mission nelghborllood: the li,es of lts low-to-moderate income' residents. our historical Lalim(
cultura, our artists and arts spaces, tiur community-serving businesses, our nonprofits, and our blue-collar
]ob$ and their industry spaces,

PPAR_000233

January 22, 2017
Supervisor Aaron Peskin
1 Dr. Carlton B Pl.
Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Supervisor Peskin,
I am writing to you to formally provide my endorsement for the proposed changes to the Hotel
Conversion Ordinance (HCO) Chapter 41. This Chapter of the code has needed to be updated for
some time.
As a DBI Commissioner, I appreciate the thoughtful and inclusive way that you and your staff
went about gathering input, analyzing the current regulations, and formulating the proposed
amendments. DBI staff were involved every step of the way, as well as DB I's CBO-funded
programs (SRO Collaboratives), and SRO owners.
More specifically, I am excited that the loopholes, such as the amount of days a unit must be
occupied to be considered "residential," will be closed, as it will bring clear uniformity between
Chapter 41 and the Rent Ordinance. It will also ensure that the conversion process is more
transparent and recognizes the reality of today's housing market.
Protecting this type of housing stock is critical to preserve neighborhoods, preventing
homelessness among our low-income residents and stopping displacement of the very diversity
that makes San Francisco a great city.
Updating Chapter 41 will ensure that the diversity of San Francisco remains, and that current
low-income residents of these properties have more protections.
I fully support and endorse these amendments to Chapter 41 and applaud you and your office for
taking on this endeavor.

Sincerely,

Gail Gilman
DBI Commissioner
CC: Supervisor Cohen,
Chair Land Use Committee, BOS
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From:

Junr;:d Usman Shaikh
Ifil)g, K~t.\'. (BQS)
Summers. Ashls:y (!3QSl; Quizon. Dyanna (BOS); LmtlJtJ.¥.l®fil
Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation (HCO) • Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO Hotels. • Hotel Owner/
Operator Meeting· Monday January 30,2017 at 2:30 prn- Room 278
Friday, January 27, 2017 6:10:22 PM

To:
Cc:
subject:
Date:

From: Juned Usman Shaikh, GM ~ Hotel Tropica
To: Honorable Supervisor Katy Tang

No. of Pages: 3
RE: Proposed HCO legislation, Affecting Weekly Rentals in SRO Hotels.
January 27, 2017
Dear Honorable Supervisor Katy Tang,
Honorable Supervisor Aaron Peskin has proposed legislation to revise HCO Ordinance that will

negatively impact thousands of tenants in the City of San Francisco. The proposal cafl5 for a
minimum 32 Day Rental of Residential SRO Rooms; eliminating Weeki¥ Rentals which is a
flexible. and convenient housing option for renters from all walks of life; all over San Francisco
If this legislation passes it will be one of the biggest catastrophes in the San Francisco
Housing Market, this legislation will paralyze the already strained housing market in San
Francisco. Tenants will be put into the difficult situation of finding first month rent & deposit;
not to mention enduring credit check's and income verification. This legislation will Most
Definitely Hurt Tenants who are most vulnerable.
If you actually speak to tenants who we live our lives with here in our Hotels and
experience what difficulties they face you will understand how impractical this legislation is.
Many cases they are trying to balance their budget between rent, food and medicine; and
living paycheck to paycheck.

Before you vote, please.hear us out at a meeting Scheduled with Supervisor Peskin on

Monday January 30th, at 2:30 PM, City Hall - Room# 278.

{Please see attached Letter.}
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
663 Vale11cia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

Office:

(415)

701~7666
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Cellular: (415) 609-4187

Fax:

(415) 701-9329

~
.January 26th, 2016
The Honorable Aaron Peskin
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Re: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO
Hotels.

Dear Honorable Supervisor Peskin,
l hope this letter finds you in the best of spirits. l would like to Thank you
wholeheartedly for sitting down with me and my cousin Mr. Nasir Patel a few weeks ago
regarding the SRO Ordinance Issue.
1 understand and appreciate the time and effort Ms. Sunny Angulo and your staff have
devoted to this sensitive matter. Supervisor Peskin When I saw you personally at the meeting I
felt relieved and honored that you took time out of your schedule to hear us out.
I am extremely concerned about the changes proposed in the HCO ordinance and how
it will affect our Hotel Business and our Local Community.
I look into the immediate future and first and foremost sadly see our Prenatal Homeless
Program being stopped immediately if we cannot accommodate Weekly Rentals, looking
beyond that I see myself not being able to provide housing to so rnany different people from
our Great City.
By eliminating Weekly Rentab you are removing a very affordable and
approachable housing option; Fully Furnished, All Utilities included Hotel Rooms Witl1
Weekto Week Flexibility fol' San Franciscart's. We are the only housing optiou left in
San Francisco that someone ·with cve11 <Juestionable credit or even NO Credit or
Verifiable References can walk in off the street and take advantage of and receive
imlnediate housing, At our Hotel Tropica and countless others in San Francisco we don't
even ask for proof of income or even a deposit at time of check in. By eliminating Weekly
Rentals Local San Franciscan's will be unfairly punished by having to come up with
thousands of dollars in rent and deposit not to mention red tape just to rent a simple
hotel room.
Not all San J<ranciscan's have the ability to come up with a large aniou11t of an
entire monthly rent paymeut all together at the beginning of each and every month;
which is what makes the Weekly Rental option even more critical for persons who are
worldng in industl'ies and sectors where the pay and schedules fluctuate depending on
various economic factors; I.e. Taxi Drivers, Restaurant Industry Workers, Blue Collar
,Jobs, Construction W{)rkers, Couriers and Delivery Guys.

Some of the types of Local People & Social Service Providers we provide housing fbr are:
• Expecting Mothers & Newborn Babies from Homeless PrcMtal Program.
• Local San Franciscan's - In between jobs or careers.
• San Francisco Residents - Who need a temporary place to stay while they are
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•
•
•
•

switching apatiments or having renovations done.
UCSF and General Hospital Patients In and out of the hospital.
Red Cross Sponsored Fire Victims.
Veterans From Swords to Plowshares
And Countless Other members of our Local Community from all walks of life who
appreciate the Accessibility, Convenience, Flexibility and Value that can be found only
in SRO Hotels with Weekly Rentals.

All of the Persons and Social Service Programs mentioned above; had one thing in
common they all started off their Tenancies as Weekly Rentals that sometimes continue for
5, 10 and even 20 Years all the while having the Flexibility of making rental payments in
Weekly Installments.
Weekly Rentals give San Francisco Locals and City Based Social Services a choice
and quick go-to option in finding housing in Our Great City. Please Let the Local San
Francisco Public Choose for themselves. Don't take an affordable, Flexible, Easily available
Housing Option away from the people of San Francisco.
In conclusion I humbly request you Honorable Supervisor Peskin to please remove the
32 Day Minimum Stay requirement in your proposed HCO legislation; and let us continue to
operate our SRO with Weekly Rental 'sjust like we have been for many decades.

If we eliminate Weekly Rentals from SRO Hotels; Tenants and Landlords will siiffer
equally. Having spent my entire life in the SRO Hotel Business in San Francisco,· I truly
believe available SRO Housing Stock Will decrease rather than increase and the people of
San Francisco will have more difficulty in finding stable, affordable housing if this Legislation
passes. Please allow us to continue Weekly Rentals and continue to serve the Fine Citizens
ofSan Francisco.
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
P. S. I live on-site with my family here at "Hotel Tropica" I invite you or your staff over to
visit us at any time day or night. You are always most welcome.
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office:

(415) 701-7666

Cellular: (415) 609-4187
Fax:

(415) 701-9329

js@hoteltropica.com
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Jtmed usruao Sb~ikh
!.e!;). Mayor (f:1YB)

From:

To:

~l\ln,..Aru:QnJ.!?.QS.); Breed, LOOQQO IBQS); S:Q)1en, Malla (BOS); f.ill:tfilL Mark (BOS); ~wer. Spodra (BQS); Kim.
Jane ({;lOS); &ineo. Hilla(¥; Sa@L (\hsba (B_Qfil; ,Sheehy. Jeff (BQfil; Tung. Katy (BOS); Yee. Norman (BOS)
Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation (HCO) - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO Hotels. • Hotel Owner I
Operator Meeting· Monday January 30,2017 at 2:30 pm- Room 278
Friday, January 27, 2017 7:08:24 PM

Cc::
Subject:

Pate:

January 27, 2017
RE: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation (HCO) - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO Hotels,· Hotel
owner/ Operator Meeting· Monday January 30,2017 at 2:30 pm- Room 278

Dear Honorable Mayor Edwin M. Lee & Honorable San Francisco Board of
Supervisors,
Honorable Supervisor Aaron Peskin has proposed legislation to revise HCO Ordinance
that will negatively impact thousands of tenants in the City of San Francisco. The proposal calls

for a minimum 32 Day Rental of Residential SRO Rooms; eliminating Weekly Renl.a[s_which 1:s a
flexible and convenient housing option for renters from all walks of life; all over San Francisco
If this legislation passes it will be one of the biggest catastrophes ln the San Francisco
Housing Market, this legislation will paralyze the already strained housing market in San
Francisco. Tenants will be put Into the difficult situation

of finding first month rent & deposit;

not to mention enduring credit check's and income verification. This legislation will Most
Definitely Hurt Tenants who are most vulnerable.
If you actually speak to tenants who we live our llves with here in our Hotels and
experience what difficulties they face you will understand how impractical this legislation is.
Many cases they are trying to balance their budget between rent, food and medicine; and
llving paycheck to paycheck.
Honorable Mayor Edwin M. Lee and· Honorable Board of Supervisors Please hear us out at a meeting Scheduled with Supervisor Peskin & SRO Owners,
Operators & Manager(s) on MQoday January 30th. at 2:30

PM, City Hall -

Room #278.

P.S.
Please scroll down for a detailed Jetter written to Supervisor Peskin in support of Maintaining
Weekly Rentq[s in SRO Hotels written from an independent SRO Hotel Operator who has been in
the SRO Hotel Business all of his life anci actually lives with his family and works on-site in an SRO
Hotel.
{Please see attached Letter.}
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh,

GM

663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office: (415) 701-7666
Cellular: (415) 609-4187
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Fax: (415} 701-9329
js@hoteltropica.com

January 26th, 2016
The Honorable Aaron Peskin
San Francisco Board of Supervisors

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Re: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation • Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO
Hotels.
Dear Honorable Supervisor Peskin,
I hope this letter finds you in the best of spirits. I would like to Thank you
wholeheartedly for sitting down with me and my cousin Mr. Nasir Patel a few weeks ago
regarding the SRO Ordinance Issue.
I understand and appreciate the time and effort Ms. Sunny Angulo and your staff have
devoted to this sensitive matter. Supervisor Peskin When I saw you personally at the meeting I
felt relieved and honored that you took time out of your schedule to hear us out.
I am extremely concerned about the changes proposed in the HCO ordinance and how
it will affect our Hotel Business and our Local Community.
I look into the immediate future and first and foremost sadly see our Prenatal
Homeless Program being stopped immediately if we cannot accommodate Weekly Rentals,
looking beyond that I see myself not being able to provide housing to so many different
people from our Great City.

By eliminating Weekly Rentals you are removing a very affordable and
approachable housing option; Fully Furnished, All Utilities included Hotel Rooms with
Week to Week Flexibility for San Franciscan's. We are the only housing option left in San
Francisco that someone with even questionable credit or even NO Credit or Verifiable
References can walk in off the street and take advantage of and receive immediate
housing. At our Hotel Tropica and countless others in San Francisco we don't even ask for
proof of income or even a deposit at time of check in. By eliminating Weekly Rentals Local
San Franciscan's will be unfairly punished by having to come up with thousands of dollars
in rent and deposit not to mention red tape just to rent a simple hotel room.
Not all San Franciscan's have the ability to come up with a large amount of an entire
monthly rent payment all together at the beginning of each and every month; which is
what makes the Weekly Rental option even more critical for persons who are working in
industries and sectors where the pay and schedules fluctuate depending on various
economic factors; I.e. Taxi Drivers, Restaurant Industry Workers, Blue Collar Jobs,
Construction Workers, Couriers and Delivery Guys.
Some of the types of Local People & Social Service Providers we provide housing for are:
•Expecting Mothers & Newborn Babies from Homeless Prenatal Program.
•Local San Franciscan's - In between jobs or careers.
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•San Francisco Residents - Who need a temporary place to stay while they are switching
apartments or having renovations done.
• UCSF and General Hospital Patients In and out of the hospital.
•Red Cross Sponsored Fire Victims.
•Veterans From Swords to Plowshares
•And Countless Other members of our Local Community from all walks of life who
appreciate the Accessibility, Convenience, Flexibility and Value that can be found only
in SRO Hotels with Weekly Rentals.
All of the Persons and Social Service Programs mentioned above; had one thing in
common they all started off their Tenancies as Weekly Rentals that sometimes continue for 5,

10 and even 20 Years all the while having the Flexibility of making rental payments in Weekly
Installments.
Weekly Rentals give San Francisco Locals and City Based Social Services a choice and

quick go-to option in finding housing in Our Great City. Please Let the Local San Francisco
Public Choose for themselves. Don't take an affordable, Flexible, Easily available Housing
Option away from the people of San Francisco.

In conclusion I humbly request you Honorable Supervisor Peskin to please remove the
32 Dav Minimum Stav requirement in your proposed HCO legislation; and let us continue to
operate our SRO with Weeklv Rental's just like we have been for many decades.
If we eliminate Weekly Rentals from SRO Hotels; Tenants and Landlords will suffer
equally. Having spent my entire life in the SRO Hotel Business in San Francisco; I truly believe
available SRO Housing Stock Will decrease rather than increase and the people of San
Francisco will have more difficulty in finding stable, affordable housing if this Legislation
passes. Please allow us to continue Weekly Rentals and continue to serve the Fine Citizens
of San Francisco.

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
P.S. I live on-site with my family here at "Hotel Tropica" I invite you or your staff over to visit
us at any time day or night. You are always most welcome.
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM

663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office: (415) 701-7666
Cellular: (415) 609-4187
Fax: (415) 701-9329
js@hoteltropica.com
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Vinav Patel
Farrell. Mark CflOS); Tung~i!Wfil2Sli Sheehy. Jeff (!mS); Ronen. Hj!fary: ~~; §afaf. Ahsha
ill.QSl; Khn, Jane (BOS\; Peskin. Aaron (BOS)
Please support a continuance to Hotel Conversion Ordinance
Tuesday, January 31, 2017 1:21:09 PM

Dem· Supcrvi~ors,

I'm writing to urge you to support n continuance on ihc vote for changes to the l!otcl Conversion 01·dinanc1.' toduy.
Ol1cr 50.hotcl operators und tenant showed up ycslcrda)' for a meeting with Supervisor Peskin after they found out about the
proposed changes only on the Friday bcfol'c. For over 40 years thi8 community has worked with this city and to 1101 be
engaged in potential changes is very disturbing.
This community is not against stopping the stock of SRO rooms from dropph1g hut certain changes will have sonw undesired
consequences, The community is also not against reporting reforms.
The community is very concerned about the 7 t11 32 day rc11tt1I change. One consequence is many potcnti<il renters not able to
afford a month's rent and deposit because they <ire check to check. Alsv it will chm1gc the wuy screenings will take place for
these private hotels to feel comfortable in entering Jong term agreements.
\Ve arc asking for a continuance so the dozens of San Francisco operators can have a two wt1y convcrsmion 011 what wnuld he
best for the city.
Below is a letter written to Supervisor Peskin fo1· yom review.
All the best,
Vinay Pntcl

January 26th, 2016
The Honorable Anron Peskin
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
l Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Ji'rancisco~ CA 94102-4689
Re: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation -Preservation of Weekly Rentals for
SRO Hotels.
Dear Honorable Supervisor Peskin,
I ho1>e this letter finds you in the best of spirits. r would like to Thank you
wholeheartedly for sitting down with me and my cousin Mr. Nash- Patel a few
weeks ago regarding the SRO Ordinance Issue.
I understand and appreciate the time and effort Ms. Sunny Angulo and
your staff have devoted to this sensitive mattel'. Supervisor Peskin When I saw
you personally at the meeting I felt relieved and honored that you took time out of
your schedule to hear us out.
l am extremely concerned about the changes proposed in the HCO
ordinance and how it will affect our Hotel Business and our Local Community.
I look into the immediate future and first and foremost sadly see our
Prenatal Homeless Program being stopped immediately if wecannot
accommodate Weekly lkntals, looking beyond that I see myself not being able to
provide housing to so many different people from our Great City.
By eliminating Weekly R<mtals you are removing a very affordable aud
approachable housing option; Fully Furnished, AH Utilities included Hotel Rooms
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with Weck to Week Flexibility for San Franciscan's. We are the only housing
option left in San Francisco that someone with even questionable credit or even
NO Credit or Verifiable References can walk in off the street and take advantage
of and receive immediate housing. At our Hotel Tropica and countless others in
San Francisco we don't even ask for proof of income or even a deposit at time of
check in. By eliminating Weekly Rentals Local San Franciscan's will be unfairly
punished by having to come up with thousands of dollars in rent and deposit not
to mention red tape just to rent a simple hotel room.
Not all San Franciscan's have the ability to come up with a large amount
of an entire monthly rent payment all together at the beginning of each and every
month; which is what makes the Weekly Rental option even more critical for
persons who arc working in industries and sectors where the pay and schedules
fluctuate depending on various economic factors; I.e. Taxi Drivers, Restaurant
Industry Workers, Blue Collar Jobs, Construction Workers, Couriers and
Delivery Guys.
Some of the types of Local People & Social Service Providers we provide housing
for are:
· Expecting Mothers & Newborn Babies from Homeless Prenatal Program.
· Local San Franciscan's - !n betvJeen jobs or careers.

· San Francisco Residents - Who need a temporary place to stay while they
are switching apartments or having renovations done.
· UCSF and General Hospital Patients In and out of the hospital.
· Red Cross Sponsored Fire Victims.
· Veterans From Swords to Plowshares
· And Countless Other members of our Local Community from all walks of
life who appreciate the Accessibility, Convenience, Flexibility and Value that
can be found only in SRO Hotels with Weekly Rentals.

All of the Persons and Social Service Programs mentioned above; had one
thing in common they all started off their Tenancies asWeekly Rentals that
sometimes continue for 5, 10 and even 20 Years all the while having the Flexibility
of making rental payments in Weekly Installments.
Weekly Rentals give San Francisco Locals and City Based Social Services
a choice and quick go-to option in finding housing in Our Great City. Please Let
the Local San Francisco Public Choqse for themselves. Don't take an affordable,
Flexible, Easily available Housing Option away from the people of San Francisco.
Ill co1tclusion I humbly request you Honorable Super1•isor Peskin to please remove tire 32
D<ll' Mhijmum Stai• requirement in your proposed HCO legislatio11; and let us co11ti1111e to oper<lfe our SRO witlr
Week/ti Re11tal'sJ11st like we have been for many decades.

lfwe eliminate Weekly Rentals from SRO Hotels; Tmants and Landlords
will suffer equally. Havi1tg spe1tt my entire life in the SRO Hotel Business in San
Francisco; I truly believe available SRO Housing Stock Will decrease rather titan
increase and the people ofSa1t Francisco will have more difficulty in finding stable,
affordable housing if this Legislation passes. Please allow us to continue Weekly
Rentals and continue to serve tlte Fine Citizens ofSan Francisco.
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
P.S. I live on-site with my family here at "Hotel Tropica" I invite you or your staff
over to visit us at any time day or night. You are always most welcome.
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
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From:
subject:

~
Tang, Katy (BOS); Sheehy, Jeff (BQS); Boneo. Hlllatl!; Cohen, Malia (BOS}; Saf;;i!. Ah?hf! ((lOS); Kiffi, JQOt; (BOS}i
Peskin. Aaron /BOS); Breed, London (BQS); Fewer. Sandra (BOS);~ Norman (ijQS); ~rrell. Mark (BOS)
Please vote for continuation for Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment

Pate:

Monday, February 06, 2017 7:.4l:50 PM

To:

Dear Supervisors
We are imploring you to vole rm· a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our hotel
community is and have been a vital and inlegrul member of this city spanning over 40 ycrirs and over three
gcncmtions oflmtef operators.
We arc asking fora c<>ntlnmUJcc in this matter because we have not been rcnchcd out lo nor been.asked for inpul in
reshaping this ordinance. There arc approximately 400 hotels in the City aitd County of San Fmncisco who had no
prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Amendment. We feel tha( our input is vital 10 creating a holistic policy for
our collecth1e future. Many of us are immigrants and operate minority owned businesses. We have not been invited
to the lahle as a stakeholder and this seems extremely against San Francisco's prindiples of openness and inclusion.
We want to work together with the City and its' residents that ls fair for everyone involved. We have been denied
due process.
We feel s(rongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will he tragic ns they nmy not hnvc the
!lhility 10 puy a foll month's rent We've worked with many residents over the decades and conclude that this
ordimmcc does notsecm to hi1ve their best interests in mind. We believe that the many organizations who endorncd
this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all communities seeking affordable housing.
We are lwping for a continuance.
Sincerely
C<Jnccmed Hotelier
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From:

Mukesh Patel

To:

Erur.~(13..,Qfil;

tang, Kiity (BOS\:

SJl®lw. Jeff (BQS); Boneo. l·!iilat¥; £;oheo. Malia (1305); s.afui~

.(OOSJ; Kim, Jane (BQS); Peskin, Aar9n (BOS); fu.eed. tongoo (BOS}; ~; Y.e&.1furm~
Subject:
Date:

Please vote for continuation for Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment
Monday, February 06, 2017 8:36:3~ PM

Dear Supervisors
We are imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our
hotel community is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and
over three generatiohs of hotel operators.
We are asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked
for input in reshaping this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San
Francisco who had no prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Amendment. We feel that our input Is vital
to creating a holistic policy for our colle.ctive future. Many of us are immigrants and operate minority
owned businesses. We have not been invited to the table as a stakeholder and this seems extremely
against San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion. We want to work together with the City and
its' residents that is fair for everyone involved. We have been denied due process.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will be tragic as they may not
hcive the ability to pay a fli!! month's rent. We've worked with many residents over the decades and
conclude that this ordinance does not seem to have their best Interests in mind. We believe that the many
organizations who endorsed this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all communltles
seeking affordable housing.
We are hoping for a continuance.
Sincerely,

Concerned Hotelier
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MILLER STARR
REGALIA

1331 N. California Blvd.
Fifth Floor
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

T 925 935 9400
F 925 933 4126
www.msrlegal.com

Bryan W. Wenter
Direct Dial: 925 941 3268
bryan.wenter@msrlegal.com

February 7, 2017

VIA E-MAIL
London Breed, President, and Honorable Supervisors
City and County of San Francisco
'Legislative Chamber, Room 250
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
E-Mail: London.Breed@sfgov.org
Re:

February 7, 2017 Board of Supervisors Agenda Item #13
161291 - Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance
And Public Act Records Request

Dear President Breed and Honorable Supervisors:
This law firm represents the San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition, whose members
own .and operate numerous residential hotels in San Francisco that would be .
affected by the amendments proposed by the above-referenced agenda item
("Proposed Amendments") to the City's Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO"). While
we understand and appreciate the City's desire to maintain the existing stock of
residential hotels, the Proposed Amendments would directly affect the property
rights of some 500 hoteliers and they are virtually certain to have myriad unintended
and adverse consequences for the environment - including the very vulnerable
human population the Proposed Amendments are purportedly intended to benefit.
This letter is written in part to highlight those negative consequences, to object to
adoption of the Proposed Amendments as currently drafted, and to urge further
consideration and study prior to adopting these or any HCO revisions. This letter
also identifies a range of procedural issues and problems with the proposed
enactment and explains why approving the Proposed Amendments to the HCO in
the manner now proposed and on the current record would violate the California
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"; Pub. Resources Code,§ 21000 et seq.) and
the CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal. Code Regs., § 15000 et seq.).
·
We also request that the City produce relevant documents pursuant to the California
Public Records Act, (Gov. Code, § 6250 et seq.), as set forth in Attachment A to this
letter.

BZW\99999\1063168.1
Offices: Walnut Creek I San Pranolsco I Newport Beach
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London Breed, President, and Honorable Supervisors
February 7, 2017
Page 2

The proposed HCO Amendments would lead to a range of unintended, and
detrimental, consequences to tenants.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of an email setting forth the content of a
January 26, 2017 letter delivered on that date to Supervisor Aaron Peskin by Juned
Usman Shaikh, owner of the Tropicana Hotel, and one of the many hoteliers whose
properties and businesses would be affected by the Proposed Amendments. As
underscored by the Shaikh letter, the most serious unintended consequence of the
Proposed Amendments' el.imination of rentals for less than a 32-day period (i.e.,
hotel elimination of weekly rentals, which have been allowed for almost 40 years,
since the HCO's inception) will be a dramatic reduction in the number of SRO
housing units available to possible users - and consequent displacements of large
numbers of SRO tenants directly into the City's streets and/or homeless shelters.
Hundreds of residential hotels will be affected by the Proposed Amendments,
exposing multiple hundreds of shorHerm rental SRO tenants to displacement and
possible homelessness. As the California Supreme Court has aptly observed in
upholding a prior version of the City's HCO against various takings challenges:
"While a single room without a private bath and kitchens may not be an ideal form of
housing, such units accommodate many whose only other oQtions might be sleeping
in public spaces or in a City shelter. Plaintiffs do not dispute that San Francisco has
long suffered from a shortage of affordable housing or that residential hotel units
serve many who cannot afford security and rent deposits for an apartment." (San
Remo Hotel v. City and County of Sa.n Francisco (2002) 27 Cal.4th 643, 674, emph.
added.)
As demonstrated by the Shaikh letter previously submitted to the Board, and as
confirmed by our cUent, many SRO units will not be able to be rented under the
Proposed Amendments requiring minimum rentals of not less than 32 days because
most SRO users cannot come up with a full month's rent or deposit, and most
operators cannot have units occupied on a weekly Installment payment basis
because of difficulties in evicting non-paying longer-term occupants. The result of
this will be that many short-term users and renters will no longer have the benefit of
these SRO units. The monthly rental value of SRO units In most cases will be
beyond the means of low income, disabled, elderly, and "transient" users, resulting
in the units remaining vacant under the proposed HCO Amendments. As noted, this
will also foreseeably cause a displacement of such tenants into the City's streets or
shelters, with resulting direct and reasonably foreseeable Indirect adverse
environmental impacts that have not been studied, or even acknowledged, by the
City.
Other adverse consequences will ensue. Due to their unusual character, severe
economic impacts, and interference with longstanding Investment-backed
expectations, the Proposed Amendments will effect an unlawful taking of private
property rights of affected hoteliers. (See, e.g., Lingle v. Chevron U.S.A. Inc. (2005)
544 U.S. 528 and Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City (1978) 438
U.S. 104.) Additionally, there will be a concomitant serious reduction of staff/labor
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because of operators' inability to rent out SRO units on a weekly basis, resulting in
lower SRO hotel revenues. The ultimate economic consequence tor SRO hotel
employees will be a greater volume of lay-offs for lower wage earners, including
those with families.
Further, the Amendments do not define "prospective Permanent Resident" or even
give any helpful guidance or assistance on this issue. An unintended consequence
of this will be encouraging deception and lack of transparency on this issue.
The Proposed Amendments appear to have been planned and passed as a matter
of political expediency for certain constituents without a larger vision as to real
housing $Oluticns and practical environmental, human and economic impacts. In
addition to the very real adverse but unstudied environmental and human impacts,
this will only delay and divert the City from productively engaging in the hard work
and committing the resources necessary to create more adequate "residential" units.
for the truly very low income.

The City's meeting agendas are inadequate under the Brown Act and the
City's own Sunshine Ordinance, and they fail to follow the City Attorney's
Good Government Guide.
The Ralph M. Brown Act (Cal. Gov. Code,§ 54950 et seq. 1) is designed to
encourage public participation in government decision making. (Bell v, Vista Unified
School Dist. (2000) 82 Cal.App.4th 672, 681.) "[T]he keystone of the Brown Act is
the requirement that '[a]ll meetings of the legislative body of a local agency shall be
open and public ... .'" (Roberts v. City of Palmdale (1993) 5 Cal.4th 363, 375.)
The Brown Act begins with a forceful declaration of the Legislature's purpose:
In enacting this chapter, the Legislature finds and declares that
the public commissions, boards and councils and the other public
agencies in this State. exist to aid in the conduct of the people's
business. It is the Intent of the law that their actions be taken
openly and that their deliberations be conducted openly.
The people of this State do not yield their sovereignty to the
agencies which serve them. The people, in delegating authority,
do not give their public servants the right to decide what is good
for the people to know and what is not good for them to know. The
people · insist on remaining informed so that they may retain
control over the instruments they have created.
§ 54950.
.

1

All statutory references in this section are to the California Government Code.
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In relevant part, the Brown Act requires that "[a]t least 72 hours befOre a regular
meeting, the legislative body of the local agency, or Its designee, shall post an
· agenda containing a brief general description of each item of business to be
transacted or discussed at the meeting ... A brief general de.scription of an item
generally need not exceed 20 words." § 54954.2. In addition, "[n]o action or
discussion shall be undertaken on any item not appearing on the posted agenda ...
." § 54954.2(a)(3).
The courts have explained that agenda drafters must give the public a fair chance to
participate in matters of particular or general concern by providing the public with
more than mere clues from which they must then guess or surmise the essential
nature of the business to be considered by a local agency. Thus, in Moreno v, City
of King (2005) 127 Ca!.AppAth 17, although a c!ty was considering taking
disciplinary action against its finance director, including possible termination, its
agenda item was inadequate because it merely stated that in closed session the city
would consider: " 'Per Government Code Section 54957: Public Employee
(employment contract).'" (Id. at p. 21)
In holding this failed to give notice to either the public, or the finance director, that
the council was considering disciplining or terminating him, the court stated: "It was
undisputed that at least a quarter of the meeting was actually devoted to a
discussion of [the finance director] and whether to terminate him ... The agenda's
description provided no clue that the dismissal of a public employee would be
discussed at the meeting." (Id. at pp. 26-27)
Importantly, the court went on to point out how easily the city council could have met
the requirements of the Brown Act: "[A]n agenda that said simply 'Public Employee
Dismissal' would have provide.d adequate public notice of a closed session at which
the Council would consider [the finance director's] dismissal}' (Moreno, supra, at p.
27)
The-Sunshine Ordinance (San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 67) provides
a notable twist on the Brown Act's minimum noticing requirement. Instead of
requiring a "brief general description" the Sunshine Ordinance requires that the City
"post an agenda containing a meaningful description of each item of business to be
transacted or discussed at the meeting." (Sunshine Ordinance at§ 67.7(a)) The
Sunshine Ordinance explains that "(a] description is meaningful if it is sufficiently
clear and specific to alert a person of average intelligence and education whose
interests are affected by the item that he or she may have reason to attend the
meeting or seek more information on the item. The description should be brief,
concise and written ln plain, easily understood English." (Id. at§ 67.7(b))
In The Good Government Guide, the City Attorney explains that "rnn particular
Instances, it may be unclear whether the description of an agenda item satisfies the
'meaningful description' standard. And on occasion there can be tension between a
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description that is meaningful and one that is brief and concise. In such cases, it
often is better to err on the side of a longer, more informative description."
Here, the January 31, 2017, and February 7, 2017 meeting agendas for the
Proposed Amendments merely provide as follows:
[Administrative Code • Update Hotal Conversion Ordinance]
Sponsors: Peskin; Kim, Safai, Sheehy, Cohen, Ronen and Yee
Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter41, to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining deflnltlons of tourist and transit use, comparable
unit, conversion, and low-Income household; revising procedures for permits to convert
residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code;
Eillmlnating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated
provisions of the Hotel Convernlon Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the
Department of Building Inspection to Issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the

California Environmental Quality Act

Instead of fairly describing the "essential nature" of the Proposed Amendments, the
agendas provide a sanitized description that fails to disclose that the Proposed
·
Amendments are intended to dramatically reshape the City's SRO market by
Imposing strict limits on the ways hoteliers may operate and use their properties.
The key feature of the Proposed Amendments is to prohibit SRO rentals for less
than 32 days, yet the agendas fail to say anything about that attempt at central
planning. Instead, with respect to this issue, the agendas simply state "adding or
refining definitions of tourist and transient use." Moreover, the agendas fail to say
that the Proposed Amendments would impose new application requirements,
sharply increase penalties on hoteliers, and increase reporting requirements.
In short, the 11otices provided by the City in connection with adoption of the
Proposed Amendments fail to comply with the minimum requirements of the Brown
Act and the City's Sunshine Ordinance. The City must not only comply with state
law, but with Its own code requirements, including those of the Sunshine Ordinance.
(Woody's Group, Inc. v. City of Newport Beach (2015) 233 Cal.App.4th 1012 ("the
city's incantation of a 'policy and practice' in direct violation of its own code cannot
conform that alleged policy and practice to due process."].)
The HCO and Proposed Amendments constitute a zoning ordinance, subject
to the procedural requirements for adopting and amending such ordinances.

The HCO is organized structurally as part of the City's Administrative Code, which
regulates on a wide range of issues such as nondiscrimination in contracts, sick
leave, jails and prisoners, payroll procedure, and public health. As a practical
matter, however, the HCO regulates land use and zoning, and as such the HCO and
the Proposed Amendments are subject to the requirements of the state's Planning
and Zoning Laws and in particular Government Code section 65850(a), which states
that the legislative body may adopt ordinances that "[r]egulate the use of buildings,
BZW\99999\1063168.1
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structures, and land as between industry, business, residences, open space,
including agriculture, recreation, enjoyment of scenic beauty, use of natural
resources, and other purposes."
The Court of Appeal interpreted and applied section 65850 recently in People v.
Optimal Global Healing, Inc. (2015) 241 Cal.App.4th Supp. 1. There, a medical
marijuana business argued that a ballot initiative to regulate such businesses
affected land use and, as such, contained a zoning component subject to section
65850. (Id, at p. 7-9) Among other things, the Initiative makes It a misdemeanor to
makes It a misdemeanor to "own, establish, operate, use, or permit the
establishment or operation of" a medical marijuana business. (Id.) Rejecting the
City of Los Angeles' argument that the initiative was "a nuisance ordinance related
to public health, safety and morals, not a zoning ordinance," the Court held that the
initiative "must also have the effect of "[r}egulat[ing} the use of buildings, structures,
and land." (Id.)
The Legislative Digest that accompanies the Proposed Amendments makes clear
precisely how the HCO and the Proposed Amendments are a zoning ordinance. In
particular, the Legislative Digest explains that
The Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO"), Administrative Code
Chapter 41, regulates some 18,000 residential units within 500
residential hotels across the City. The HCO prohibits residential
hotel operators from demolishing or converting registered
residential units to tourist or transient use. The HCO defines
conversion as eliminating a residential unit, renting a residential
unit for a less than 7-day tenancy, or offering a residential unit for
tourist or nonresidential use. The HCO allows seasonal tourist
rentals of residential units during the summer if the unit is vacant
because a permanent resident voluntarily vacated the unit or was
evicted for cause by the hotel operator.
The HCO requires hotel owners or operators who wish to convert
or demolish a residential unit. to seek a permit to convert from the
Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The permit to convert
application process does not require submission of all the
essential information that DBI needs to make a preliminary
determination on an application, such as the location of the
proposed replacement units and the last known rent of the units to
be converted.
As a zoning ordinance, the HCO and the Proposed Amendments "shall be adopted
in the manner set forth in Sections 65854 to 65857, inclusive." (Gov, Code, §
65853.) There are numerous procedures and notice requirements that must be
followed for the adoption and amendment of zoning ordinances under those
sections. For example, the planning commission must hold a public hearing on the
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Proposed Amendments with notice to be given pursuant to Government Code §
65090 "and, if the proposed ordinance or amendment to a zoning ordlnance affects
the permitted uses of real property, notice shall also be given pursuant to Section
65091." The latter section requires notice to be given in numerous ways: "(1) ...
mailed or delivered at least 1Odays prior to the hearing to the owner of the subject.
real property .... Notice shall also be mailed to the owner's duly authorized agent,
if any, and to the project applicant ..... (4) Notice of the hearing shall be mailed or
delivered at least 10 days prior to the hearing to all owners of real property ...
within 300 feet of the real property that is the subject of the hearing .... '' (Gov.
Code,§ 65091(a)(1), (4).)) The notice must include the information specified in§
65094 (Gov. Code,.§ 65091(b)), which includes "a general explanation of the matter
to be considered, and a general description, in text or by diagram, of the location of
the real property, if any, that is the subject of the hearing." Other procedural and
notice requirements apply to city council hearings on zoning ordinances, for which
notice pursuant to Section 65090 must be given. (Gov. Code, § 65856.) None of
these procedures have been followed to provide the legally required notice of the
Proposed Amendments to the affected hoteliers/property owners here.
The proposed amendments would have significant adverse and unstudied
environmental effects, including those resulting from displacement of
vulnerable row~income. tenants.

Contrary to the City's determination, adoption of the Proposed Amendments is a
discretionary CEQA "project" undertaken by the City and is not categorically exempt.
A "project" for purposes of CEQA is any activity that may cause a direct or
reasonably foreseeable indirect change in the environment. (Pub. Resources Code,
§ 21065; CEQA Guidelines,§ 15378.) Zoning ordinances like the Proposed
Amendments that affect land use are clearly CEQA projects. Substantial evidence
supports at the .very least a fai_r argument that the Proposed Amendments may
cause significant ~dverse direct environmental impacts subject to mandatory CEQA
review, study and analysis, including hundreds and hundreds of displaced tenants
and the resulting increase In homelessness and people living on the City's streets
and in its public spaces. (See, e.g. Muzzy Ranch v. Solano County Airpott Land
Use Commission (2007) 41 Cal.4th 372 [holding that development displaced by
density limits is not too speculative of an impact to require CEQA analysis].)
It is reasonably foreseeable that adverse changes to the physical environment from
such massive tenant displacement will also include public trash, human feces,
urination, pollution of waterways, waters, and City public and private spaces, arid
adverse impacts to the displaced human beings themselves from lack of water and
livable accommodations, exposure, cold, suffering, and disease. The City's
Department of Public Health (SFDPH) has for years routinely Included residential
displacement analyses in its Environmental Impact Assessments ("EIAs") for other
projects (e.g., demolition and rezoning) to assess adverse effects on human
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populations and housing, and .the Board should requf re no less under CEQA here.
Substantial record evidence and common sense show the HCO Amendments will or
may lead to decreases In residential housing options for hundreds of low income
residents, and resulting increased voluntary and involuntary displacements of
residents 1ncapabfe of renting on more than a week-to-week basis. CEQA requires
the City to conduct an analysis of these reasonably foreseeable and significant
environmental impacts, and develop and consider alternatives and mitigation
measures that would avoid or ameliorate them, before further proceeding with its
project to adopt the Proposed Amendments.
Sincerely,

Attachments
cc:
Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board (ange!a.calvillo@sfgov.org)
San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition
Arthur F. Coon, Esq.
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ATTACHMENT A
Pursuant to the Public Records Act and all applicable law, we hereby formally
request that the City make available for Inspection and copying the following public
records that are within its possession, custody, or control: all "writings" (as defined in
California Evidence Code, § 250) that comprise, constitute, or relate to all of the
following:
11

The person, persons, organizations, or entities that suggested the
Proposed Amendments or that In any way initiated the Proposed
Amendments or caused the Proposed Amendments to be initiated.

•

The rationale or justification for the Proposed Amendments.

•

CEQA review or studies for any aspect of the Proposed Amendments or
potential environmental effect of the Proposed Amendments, including
but not limited to displacement of tenants.

•

The City's record retention policies.

With regard to all of the requested documents, the public records we seek include
all writings, regardless of physical form or characteristics, prepared, kept, owned,
received, used, or provided to or by City, whether such records are on a publicly
owned or privately owned computer, tablet, phone, or electronic device, and
whether on a publicly owned and maintained or privately owned and maintained
account or server.
"Records" should be broadly construed to include any handwriting, typewriting,
electronic mail, text message, voicemail, printing, photostatting, photography, and
every other means of recording upon any form of communication or representation,
including letters, words, pictures, sounds or symbols or any combination thereof,
and all papers, maps, magnetic or paper tapes, photographic films and prints,
magnetic or punched cards., discs, drums, and other documents.
"City" should be broadly construed to include any council, board, commission,
department, committee, officiC!I, officer, council member, commissioner, employee,
agent, or representative of the City.
This request reasonably describes identifiable public records or information to be
produced from those public records. if the City contends it is unable to comply with
this request because the City believes the request Is not sufficiently focused, then
pursuant to California Government Code section 6253.1 (a), we request that the City
(1) assist us in Identifying the records and information that are responsive to our
request and/or to the purpose of our request, (2) describe the information
technology and physical location in which the records exist, and (3) provide us with
suggestions for overcoming any practical basis for denying access to the records or
information we are seeking.
BZW\99999\1063168.1
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Under Government Code section 6253(b), we ask that the City make the records
promptly available for Inspection and copying. This is a matter of some urgency to
my clients given the pendency of their appeal to the Planning Commission.
We do not believe any provision of law exempts the records from disclosure.
However, if the City determines that a portion of the records we have requested is
exempt from disclosure, Government Code section 6253(a) requires segregation
and deletion of those materials so that the remainder of the records may be
promptly released. Article I, § 3(b)(2) of the Californla Constitution requires a broad
construction of any statute, court rule, or other authority intended to further the
people's right of access and a narrow construction of any statute, court rule, or other
authority if it limits the right of access. If the City determines that an express
provision of law exempts from disclosure all or a portion of the records requested,
Government Code section 62S3(c) requires the City to promptly notify us of that
determination and the reasons for It with 1Oday$ from receipt of this request. In ·
addition, Government Code section 6253(d) prohibits the use of the 10-day period
or any other provision of the PRA to delay or obstruct the inspection or copying of
public records.
For any responsive public record kept in electronic format, we request that an
electronic copy of the document be produced in that format, pursuant to
Government Code section 6253.9.
Please notify us by phone or email when any portion of the documents ls ready, and
we will arrange for its pick up by courier. Also, please notify us regarding the
reasonable copying costs, and we will promptly send payment.
If documents are voluminous, then please indicate in your response the
approximate volume of documents responsive to this request, and the location,
dates, and times upon which inspection will be allowed. If you can provide ·
documents in response to one or more of the above requests sooner than for
others, please so indicate, and we will arrange for their pick up as such documents
become available.
If you have any questions or concerns, or need additional information to
comply with this request, please contact the undersigned at your earliest
convenience. Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this
request.
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From: 11 Juned Usman Shaikh" <js@hoteltropica.com>
Date: January 26, 2017 at 11 :22:27 AM PST
To: <Aaron.Peskin@sfgov.org>, <Sunny.Angulo@sfgov.org>, <Lee.Hepner@sfgov.om>
Cc: <sdarbar@aol.com>, <dipakstayinsf@gmail.com>, <sp@bmshotels.com>, <amotawala@live.com>,
<anilpatel855@yahoo.com>, <vikcpatel@gmail.com>, <nap31 O@sbcglobal.net>,
<rstratton@hansonbridgett.com>, <nayno33@sbcglobal.net>, <dpatef46@sbcglobal.net>,
<pagnoletti@ehmergroup.com>, <clubrio232@aol.com>, <laynehotel@aol.com>, '"Kl ran Patel'"
<km patel@yahon.com>; <kenpatel04@gma!l.com>; <kbthakor@gma!!.com>i
<dannypatel73@yahoo.com>, <wlnsor206@sbcglobal.net>, <akshayamin@sbcglobal.net>,
<rpatel154 t@gmail.com>, <hasir24@aol.com>
Subject: RE: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation (HCO) - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for
SRO Hotels. - January 26th, 2016 To: Honorable Supervisor Aaron Peskin
Reply-To: <js@hoteltroplca.com>

January 26th, 2016

The Honorable Aaron Peskin
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Re: H;otef Co~version Ordin~nce Legislation - Preseryation of Weekly Rentals·for SRO
Hotels.

Dear Honorable Supervisor Peskin,
I hope this letter finds you in the best of spirits. I would like to Thank you wholeheartedly
for sitting down with me and my cousin Mr. Nasir Patel a few weeks ·ago regarding the SRO
Ordinance Issue.
·
I understand and appreciate the time and effort Ms. Sunny Angulo and your staff have
devoted to this sensitive matter. Super-Yisor Pesldn When I saw you personally at the meeting I
felt relieved and honored that you took time out of your schedule to hear us out.
I am extremely concerned about the changes proposed in the HCO ordinance and how it
will affect our Hotel Business and our Local Community.
1

EXHIBIT A
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I look into the immediate future and first and foremost sadly see our Prenatal Homeless
Program being stopped immediately if we cannot accommodate Weekly Rentals, looking
beyond that I see myself not being able to provide housing to so many different people from our
Great City.
By eliminating Weekly Rentals you are removing a very affordable and
approachable housing option; Fully Furnished, All Utilities included Hotel Rooms with
Week to Week Flexibility for San Franciscan's. We are the only housing option left in San
Francisco that someone with even questionable credit or even NO Credit or Verifiable
References can walk in off the street and take advantage of and receive immediate housing.
At our Hotel Tropica and countless others in San Francisco we don't even ask for proof of
income or even a deposit at time of check in. By eliminating Weeldy Rentals Local San
Franciscan's will be unfairly punished by having to come up with thousands of dollars in
relit and deposit not to mentiort red tape just to rent a simple hotel room.
Not all San Franciscan's have the ability to come up with a large amount of art
entire monthly rent payment all together at the beginning of each and every month; which
is what makes the Weekly Rental option even more critical for persons who are working in
industries and secto1·s where the pay and schedules fluctuate depending on various
economic factors; I.e. Taxi Drivers, Restaurant Industry Workers, Blue Collar Jobs,
Construction '''o:rkcrs, Couriers and Delivery Guys.
Some of the types of Local People & Social Service Providers we provide housing for are:
Expecting Mothers & Newborn Babies from Homeless Prenatal Program.
• Local San Franciscan's - In between jobs or careers.
San Francisco Residents - Who need a temporary place to stay while they are switching
apartments or having renovations done.
UCSF and General Hospital Patients In and out of the hospital.
Red Cross Sponsored Fire Victims.
• Veterans From Swords to Plowshares
And Countless Other members of ow: Local Community from all walks of life who
appreciate the Accessibilityi Convenience, Flexibility and Value that can be found only in SRO
Hotels with Weekly Rentals.
All of the Persons and Social Service Programs mentioned above; had one thing in
common they all started off their Tenancies as Weekly Rentals that sometimes continue for 5,
10 and even 20 Years all the while having the Flexibility of making rental payments in Weekly
Installments.
Weekly Rentals give San Francisco Locals and City Based Social Services a choice
and quick go~to option in finding housing in Our Great City. Please Let the Local San Francisco
Public Choose for ~hemselves. Don't talce an affordable, Flexible, Easily available Housing
Option away from the people of San Francisco.

In conclusion I humbly request you Honorable Supervisor Peskin to please remove the 32
Day Minimum Stay requirement in your proposed HCO legislation; and let us continue to
operate our SRO with Weeklv Rental's just like we have been for many decades.
Jfwe eliminate Weekly Rentdlsfrom SRO Hotels; Tenants andlandlords will suffer
equally. Having spent my entire life in the SRO Hotel Business in San Francisco; I truly believe
available SRO Housing Stock Will decrease rather than increase and the people of San
2
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Francisco will have more difficulty in finding stable, affordable housing if this Legislation
passes. Please allow us to continue Weekly Rentals and continue to serve the Fine Citizens of
San Francisco.
·
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
P.S. I live on-site with my family here at "Hotel Tropica" I invite you or your staff over to visit
us at any time day or night. You are always most welcome.
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office:

(415) 701-7666

Cellular: (415) 609-4187
Fax:

(415) 701-9329

.is@hoteltroplca.com
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From:

Cc::
Subject:

Date:

Juned Usnmn Shaikh
Efllikln. Aaron CBOS)i tireed, Londoo IBQS}; C-Ohe11. Malla (BOS\; Efilrell. Mark (BOS); Fewer, Saotj!Q (f?OS); illnh
Jane IBOS); Romm, t!lll~t)!i ;?afal. Ahsha (BOS)i Sbeeby, Jeff (BOS); ]}1~1g, Katy (BQS); ~~
Dear San Francl~co Board of Supervisor$, Please vote for continuation for Hotel Conversion Ordinance
Amondment. - We are imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment.
Tuesday, February 07, 201.7 4:49:23 AM

February 7, 2017
Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
We are imploring you to vote for· a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Om hotel
community is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and over three
generations of hotel operators.
We are asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reacheci out to nor been asked for input
in reshaping this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San Francisco who lwd no
prior knowledge of this proposed HCOAmendmerit We feel that our input ls vital to creating a holistic policy for our
collective future. Many of us are immigrants and oparate minority owned businesses. We have not been invited to
the table as a stakeholder and this. seems extremely against San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion. We
\Vant to vvork together with the City and lts 1 residents that ls fair for everyone fnvo!ved, VVe have been denied due
process.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will be tragic as they may not have the
ability to pay a full month's rent. We've worked with many resident$ over the decades and conclude that this
ordinance does not seem to have their best interests in mind. We believe that the many organizations who
endorsed this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all communities seeking affordable housing.
By eliminating Weekly Rentals you are removing a very affordable and approachable housing oplion; Fully
Furnished, All Utilities intluded Hotel Rooms with Week to Week Flexibility for San Fronciscan'.s. We are the only
housing option left in San Francisco that someone with even questionable credit or even NO Credit or Verifiable
References can walk in off the street cmd take advantage of and receive Immediate housing. At ow Hotel and
hundreds of others in San Francisco we do.not even ask for proof oflncome or even a deposit at time of check in. By
e/iminalfng Weekly flentals Local San Franciscan's will be unfairly punished by having to mme up with thousands of
dollars in rent and deposit not to mention red tape just to rent a simple hotel room.
Not all San Franciscan's hove the ability to come up with o large amount of on entire monthlv rent payment
all together at the beginning of each and every month; and many times residents incomes fluctuate; which is what
makes. the Weekly Rental option even moie critical for persons who are working in industries and sectors where Nie
pay and schedules fluctuate depending an various economic factors; /,e, Taxi Drivers, Restaurant Industry Workers,
Blue Collar Jobs, Construction Workers, Couriers and Delivery Guys.

We arc hoping for a conlini1ance.
Sincerely,

Concerned Hotelier,
Juncd Usman Shaikh
js@hoteltropiQa,com
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from:

l:lli!lliill.t

To:

E~li..()illfil; Jang, Katv (tlQS); Sl11Jehy, Jeff (tlQ;>l; P,onen. Hillary; £:,ollen. Maliv (BOS); S.ilfii~
lliQ.SJ; Kirn. Jane (BOS); Pesk1!1, Aaron fBOSl; Breed. London IBQS): fewer. Sandrn (BOS); Y!l.!l, Norman (BOS)

Subject:

Please vote for continuation for Hotel Conversioo Ordinance Amendment
Tuesday, February 07, 2017 7:04:41 AM

Date:

Dear Supervisors
We arc imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our hotel
community is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and over three
generations of hotel operatorn.
We are asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to no1· been asked for input in
reshaping this ordinance. There are npproximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San Francisco 1vho had no
prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Amendment. We kel !hill our input is virnl lo t~reating a holistic policy for
our collcclive future. Many of UH arc immigrants and operate minority owned businesses. We have not been invited
lo the 1abh;- a:;~ :;h1kr.:::holdcr and this see11i:-t cxucir1cly against San Francisco's principles

\Jf openness

and inclusion.

We want to work together with the City and its' residents that is fair for everyone involved. We have been denied
due process.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitionnl resident$ will be tragic as they may not have the
ability to pay a l\tll month's rent. We've worked with many residents over the decades and conclude that this
ordinance docs not seem lo have their best interests in mind. We believe that the many organizations who endorsed
this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all con1111unitics seeking affordable housing.
We arc hoping for a continuance.
Sincerely Hotelier

PPAR_000490

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aashik Patel
Farrell• Mark (fJ,Qfil; TiJO(J. Katy IBOS\; Sheehy. Jeff 16.Qfil; Bonen. Hlllmy; ~otJen, Malia (eQS); Safa!. Ahsha
!!IDfilJ Kim. Jane (BOS); Peskin. Aaron (BQS); ~ !,ofldQO !BOS); fewer; Sondra (6.Qfil; ~.uuanlfil.2Sl
Please vote for wnthwation for Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment
Tuesday, Februa1y 07, 2017 8:30:42 AM

Dear Supervisors
We are imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our
hotel community Is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and
over three generations of hotel operators.
We are asking for a continuance In this matter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked
for input in reshaping this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San
Francisco who had no prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Amendment. We feel that our input is vital
to creating a holistic policy for our collective future. Many of us are immigrants and operate minority
owned businesses. We have not been invited to the table as a stakeholder and this seems extremely
against San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion. We want to work together with the City and
its' residents that is fair for everyone Involved. We have been denied due process.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will be tragic as they may not
have the abilitv to oav a full month's rent. We've worked with m;mv rnsirlAnts 1wAr thA rlAr.::irlAs a11rl
conclude that this ordinance does not seem to have their best int~re~t~~i~·~lnd". ~w~·b;i~~~~th-at th~ many
organizations who endorsed this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all communities
seeking affordable housing.
We are hoping for a continuance.
Sincerely,
Aashik Patel
Concerned Hotelier

PPAR_000491

From:

~

To:

Farrell. Mark (BOS); TulliLJSal.YJaQS); She..itli.Y...JfilLJ.6.QS.}; llilD~; Cghen, Malia (BQSJ; ~~
(§QSl; ~Jfil2S); ~skjo, Aaron (BO$); ~g. London (f30S); Fewer. Sandra (BOS); Yfl"l, Norman WQfil

Subject:

SRO Ordinance
Tuesday, February 07, 2017 11:05:35 AM

Date:

Dear Supervisors

We arc imploring you to vote for a continmuicc on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our hotel
commtmity is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 year~ and over three
generntions of hotel operators. l was born in San Francisco and was raised in an SRO South of Market and later in
the Tenderloin. I lived in an SRO for the first 28 years of my life.
We arc asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked for input in
reshaping this ordinance. There are npproxlmatcly 400 hotels in the City and County of San Francisco who had no
prior knowledge ofthis proposed HCO Amendment including the ones I have imcrest in, We feel that ou1· input is
vital to creating a hcilistic p<,1licy for our collective f'uture. All ofos arc immigrants. children or grand children of
immigrants. We arc u minority owned businesses. We have not been invited to the table as a stakeholder and this
seems extremely against Sun Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion. We want to work together with the
("ilv
involved. We have hccn denied a seat at the table.
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We foci strongly that the undesired consequences t(1r transitional residents will be tragic as that many low income
individuals will not have the ability to pay a rull month's rent and security deposit. We've worked with mnny
residents over the dccudeR <1ml conclude that this ordinance docs Ml seem to have their best interests in mind. Mnny
of our residents live pay check to p11y check and arc only able to gather together a week's rent, and they will be left
out in the cold with this ordinance. Further, the initial weekly stay ull<>ws opcnitors lo screen .tenants wilhout
tenants having. to come up with a security deposit prior to them ahlc to ohrnin !'\.ill residential 1·ighlfi. We believe that
the many Qf the Qrgunizations who endorsed this HCO Amendment were shm·tsightcd rn the needs of ull
communities seeking affordable housing.
We arc hoping for 11 continuance.
Sincerely

Pete Pntcl

PPAR_000492

From:
To:

Pete
Farrell. M~; Tfillg,_K~.5}; Sheehy. Jeff !BOS); Ronen, t;!lllary; Cohen, Malla !BOS); Safai, Ahsha
ffiQS.); Kim, Jane (t}OS); Peskin, Aaron IBOS\; Breed, London (BOS); ~llU~); Yilll..l!.QrJllillJlfJ.Qfil

Subject:

SRO Ordinance
Tuesday, Februa1y 07, 2017 11:05:38 AM

Date:

Dear Supervisors
We are lmplol'ing you lo vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our hotel
community is and have been a vital and integral member ofthis city spanning over 40 years and over three
generations of hotel operators. I was born in San Francisco and was raised in iin SRO South of Market and late!' in
the Tenderloin. I lived in an SRO for the first 28 years or my life.
We iirc asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked for input in
reshaping this ordinance; There arc approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San Francisco who had no
prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Amendment including the ones! have interest in. We feel that our input is
vital to creating a holistic policy for our collective future. All of us arc immigrants, children or grand children of
immigrnnts. We arc a minority owned businesses. We have not been invited to the table as a stakeholder and this
seems extremely against San Francisco's prindplcs of' openness and inclusion. We want to work together with the
City and its' residents that is fhir for everyone involved. We have been denied a scat al the table.
\A/c feel strongly that the undesired consequences for iransitional residents will be trngic as that many low income
individuals will not have the ability to pay a full month's rent and security deposit. We've worked with many
rcsidci1ts over the decades and conclude ihat this ordinm1ce does not seem tn have their best interests in mind. Many
of our re~idents live pay check to pay check and arc only able to gather together a week's rent, and they will be left
out in the cold with thi~ ordinance. Further, the initial weekly slay allows operators to screen tenants without
tenants havi11g to come up with a security deposit prior to them ublc to obtain foll residential rights. We believe that
the many of the organizations who endorsed this l:ICO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all
C()J11lllUnitics ~eekitig uffol'dablc housing.

We arc.hoping for a continuance.
Sil1cerely

Pete Patel

PPAR_000493

FrQm:

pm KUMAR

To:

Farrell. Mark {BOS); ~.1¥.lfl.Qfil; Sheehy, l0ff (flQS,l; Ronen,J:J.ll!wy; kohen. Malla !BOS); Safai. 8bshil
ffiQS); Kim, Jane (BOS); ~~.!L(JillS); flrgfilj, London <BO~; EmY.'ilL Sandra (BOS}; fu,_f'l.oJJllilIL.ill.912)
Request for Continuance-SRO Ordinance
Tuesday, February 07, 2017 11:20:53 AM

Subject:
Date:

Dear Supervisors
We al'e imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Ol\r hotel
community is and have been ii vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and over three
gencrntioils of hotel operators.
We iire asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked for input in
reslrnping this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San Francisco who had no
prior knowledge of this proposed I !CO Amendrnen(. We foci that our input is vital to creating a holistic policy for
our collective fu1ttrc. All of us arc immigrants and arc a minority owned businesses, We have not been invited to
the tuble as a stakeholder and this seems extremely against San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion,
' We wallt lo work together with the City and its' residents that is fair for e''cryonc involved. We have been denied
due process.
·
\Ve feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional resident$ will be tragic as that many low income
individuals will not have the ability to p(IY a full month's rent . We've worked with many residents over the decade$
and conclude that this ordinance does not seem to have their best interests in mind. We believe that the many of the
organizations who endorsed this HC'O Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of nil communities seeking
affordable ho\tsing.
We arc hoping for u continuance.

Sincerely
PnlVin Patel

PPAR_000494

From:
To:

PET!; ~UMAR
Etitri<lll. Mark !BOS): Tang. Katy (BOS); Sheehy. Jeff (BOS)i Ronen. tlllla!Y; Cohen~Jiliil.lll.Qfil; ~
illQfil; Kim, J1Jne (BOS); Peskin. Aaron IBOS); Breed, London (BOS): Fewer. Sandra {BOS); Yee. Norman (BQS\

Subject:

Request for Continuance-SRO Ordinance

Date:

Tuesdlly, February 07, 2017 11:20:54 AM

D<::ar Supervisors
We arc imploring you to vote for u continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our hotel
cotnmlmity is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and over three
gencrntions of hotel operators.
We are asking for a continuance in this ma!ter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked for input in
resha1,i11g this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San Francisco who had no
prior knowledge of this 1irorioscd HCO Amendment. We foci thal our input is \•ital 10 creating a holistic policy for
our collective future, All of us are iiumigrnnts and are a minority owned businesses. We have not been invited 10
the table as a stakeholder <lnd this seems extremely ugainst San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion.
We want to w<lrk together with the City mid its' residents that is fair for everyone involved. We have been denied
duc process.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will be tragic as that many low income
individuals will nothave the ability to pay a full month's rent. We've worked with many residents over the decades
and conclude that this ordinance docs npt seem to hnvc their best intcrci;ts in mind. We believe that the many of ihc
organizations who endorsed this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the need~ of all communities seeking
affo1·dable housing.
We arc hoping for a continuance.
Sincerely

Pravin Pakl

PPAR;_000495

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnisf@aol.corn
Peskin. Aaron (BOS); Egiuell. Mar~ (BQSl; Sheehy • .Jeff (BQfil; I.film, Katy (BQS); Boni;;o. Hillary; Cohen. Malia
!lill,S); Safa!. Ahsha (BOS); Kiro. Jane (BOS); Breed. London (BOSl; fewer. Sandra (BOS); Yee. Norniao COQS)
Continuation of HCO ordinance
Tuesday, February 071 201711:37:41 AM

Dear Supervisors
We are imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our
hotel community is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and
over three generation$ of hotel operators. I lived in SRO's since r was 6 years old and to this day still live
in one. I have owned and operated for the past 25 years. My struggles have been many and the struggles
of other owners and operators. It's not easy to to maintain, repair, upgrade and pay the bills along with
other regulations and city agency fees. Rent control, though I understand It, does not help SRO's and the
new ordinance wlll make lteven more difficult for us. No matter the letters the city and non-profits give us,
at the end of the day, these were and should be hotels ... Daily, Weekly, and Monthly... The business or
property should determine how they wish to operate them, of course, following all building and health
dept. regulations.
We are asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked
for input in reshaping this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San
Francisco who had no prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Amendment. We feel that our input is vital
to creating a holistic policy for our collective future. Many of us are immigrants and operate minority
owned businesses. We have not been invited to the table as a stakeholder and this seems extremely
against San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion. We want to work together with the City and
its' residenis that is fair for everyone involved. We have been denied due process.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will be tragic as they may not
have the ability to pay a full month's rent. We've worked with many residents over the decades and
conclude that this ordinance does not seem to have their best interests in mind. We believe that the many
organizations who endorsed this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all communities
seeking affordable housing.
We are hoping for a continuance.
Sincerely
Roger Patel
Concerned Hotelier

PPAR'--000496

hotel

Froin:
To:

prjme

Subject:
Date:

SRO
T\Jesday, February 07, 2017 11:58:08 AM

Fiil'rell. Millis (BOS); Tang. Killy !BOS); Sheehy. Jeff(BOS); Roneo. Hillary; C:ohen. Ma!ja (BOSl; Sa@I, Ahs!Ja
(lillfil; l<lm, Jane rnos); Peskin. li$iron (eos): ~i EIDY_er. Sandra (BQS\: l'.filLfll.ormao CBOS)

Dcai· Supervisors
We arc imploring you to vole for a continuance on lhc Hotel Conversion Ordinnncc Amendment. Our hotel
community is and have been 11 vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and over three
gencrntions of hotel operators,
We iirc asking for a con1inua11c~' in this maHer because we huvc not been rc<1chcd out to nor been asked for
input in reshaping this <1rdim111<.'.e, There nre approximately 400 hot~ls in the City and County of San
Francisco who had no prior knowkdgc ofthis proposed llCO Amendment. We foci that our input is vital lo
creating a holistic polil:y for m1r collective future. All of us arc immignuits and iu·c a minority owned
busi11csscs. \Ve have 1101 been illvitcd to the table ns a stakeholder and lhis seems extremely against San
Fnmcisco's principles of openness and inclusion. We want lo work iogclhcr with the City and it~' rcsidetits
1h;1t is fair for everyone involved. We have been denied due proces~.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will he tragic as that many low
incotnc individtwls wlll not have the ability to pay n fitll month's rent , W<::'vc worked with many residents
over the dccad.cs and conclude that this ordinance docs nm seem to have thdr best intcrc8ts in mind, We
believe that the many of the organizations who endorsed this HCO A111c11dmcnt were ~horlsightcd to the
needs of all communities seeking affordable housitfg.
We arc hoping for a Mntinuancc.
Sincerely

Vishnu Shah

PPAR"'"000497

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Klran Th9kor
Farrell. Mark (BOS); Jaoo. Kat;y (BOS}; Sheehy. Jeff (eQS); Booep, Hillary; Cohen. Malia .(!illS); ,SafaL Ahst1a
(!filfil; Kim. Jane IBOS); Peskin. Aaron (BOS); ~. London CBO,S); ~r,_Sa.mli:ii.(OOS}; Yqe. Norman...(JillS.)
Please vote for continuation for Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment
Tuesday, February 07, 2017 1:41:47 PM

Dear Supervisors
We are imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment. Our
hotel community is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and
overthree generations of hotel operators.
We are asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to nor been asked
for input in reshaping this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San
Francisco who had no prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Amendment. We feel that our input is vital
to creating a holistic policy for our collective future, Many of us are immigrants and operate minority
owned businesses. We have not been invited to the table as a stakeholder and this seems extremely
against San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion. We want to work together with the City and
its' residents that is fair for everyone involved. We have been denied due process.
We feel strongly that the undesired consequences for transitional residents will be tragic as they may not
have the abi!lty to pay a fu!! month's rent. We've worked w!th many residents over the. decades and
conclude that this ordinance does not seem to have their best interests in mind. We believe that the many
organizations who endorsed this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all communities
seeking affordable housing.
We are hoping for a continuance.
Sincerely.

Concerned Hotelier Kiran Thakor ~ District 6

Regards.
Kiran 11wkor
151 Leavenworth Street

San Francisco, CA. 94102
pho: 415.602.0928
(ax: 415.447.0499
emaU: kbthalwr@,gmailcom
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

711is i1~for111ation is c011f'ide11tial. intended fbr the use <~f'the addressee
listed above. {/'you are neither the intended reciplellt nor the employee or
agent responsiblefbr delivering this transmission to the intended
recipient. you are hereby not(fied that any disclosure, copying,
distribution or the taking qf any action in reliance on !he contents ~/'this
transmission is srrictZFprohibited. {(vou have received this tra11smissio11
i11 error, please immediateZv 1101(/j-' us.

PPAR_000498

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

15'.iran Thakor
Farrell. Mark IBQS); Tung. Katy CBOS); Sheehy, Jeff (BOS}: &men, Hillary: Cohen, Malia (!?QS); Safai. Ah;;ba
t]Qfil; ~im, Jantilillfil; pe~~ln. 8aron <BOS); Breeg. l ondon (BOS); Fewer, Sandri) (BOS); )'ee. N..Qrman IBQS)
Please vote for continuation for Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment
Tuesday, February 07, 2017 1;41:48 PM

Dear Supervisors
We are imploring you to vote for a continuance on the Hotel Conversion Ordinance Amendment Our
hotel community is and have been a vital and integral member of this city spanning over 40 years and
over three generations of hotel operators.
We are asking for a continuance in this matter because we have not been reached out to no.r been asked
for input in reshaping this ordinance. There are approximately 400 hotels in the City and County of San
Francisco who had no prior knowledge of this proposed HCO Arnendment. We feel that our input is vital
to creating a holistic policy for our collective future. Many of us are immigrants and operate minority
owned businesses. We have not been invited to the table as a stakeholder and this seems extremely
against San Francisco's principles of openness and inclusion, We want to work together with the City
and its' residents that is fair for everyone involved. We have been denied due process.
We feel strongly thal the undesired consequences for transitional residents will be tragic as they may not
have the ability to pay a full month's rent We've worked with many residents over the decades and
conclude that this ordinance does not seem to have their best interests in mind. We believe that the
many organizations who endorsed this HCO Amendment were shortsighted to the needs of all
communities seeking affordable housing.
We are hoping for a continuance.
Sincerely,

Concerned Hotelier Kiran Thaker - District 6

Regards,
Kiran T/wkor
151 Leavenworth Streel
San Francisco, CA. 94102
plw: 415.602.0928
fax: 415.447.0499
email: /s.blh.ai.WJ.'(i,.Vgmail.ca1n
CONFJDENTlAL!T}' NOTICE
This i1~formation is co11/idential, lntendedfor the use of the addressee
listed ahove, {(vou are neither the illtended recipient 110r the employee or
agent responsible/or delivering this transmission to the intended
recipient, you are hereby nof(fied that any cHsc!osure, copying,
distribution or the takingofmty action in reliance on the contents of this
n·a11s111isslo11 is strictly prohibited. {fvou have received this transmission
In error. please immediate(v not{fi us.
1

PPAR'-000499

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Ml.~
CQl1en, Mi!lll.lJ.fil2fil

Preserve SROs for Residents
Sunday, Februaiy 12, 2017 2:59:07 PM

Dear Supervisor:
Displacement is a fight for the soul of San Francisco, and protecting SROs <ire essential to protecting each other, our
ciders, our artists, and the very essence that keeps the ember~ of San Francisco alive:
http://www.sfchrgnicl~yarcttlarticle/Chjnatown-elderly-suffer-during-huildil)g·s-10887500 php
I write to urge you to support the legislation to update nnd strengthen our city's Rcsidemial llotcl Conversion Jaw.
SROs arc an csscntinl part t)f our City's atTord;iblc housing supply. They are the last source of unsubsidized housing
affordable to working class families and seniors relying on Social Security. SROs arc essential lo our city's racial,
social. und cultural diversity.
But SROs as homes for San Franciscans arc at risk. Contrary to the intent of the law, SROs arc being used
increasingly as rentals for tourists. For this reason it is extremely important that SROs designated as housing for
penmmcnt residents should not be rented out for less than thirty days. Units !br peni1ancnt residents should be
rented f'nr ''minimum of a month, Such a requirement will increase oursupply of SRO units for pc1mancnt
1·esic!ents ofthc city and cnabk the ordinance to achieve its intended purpose.
Sincerely,

Lea Aiiis

94117

PPAR_000500

From:
To:

Maybaum, Eri1:9 (§Qfil

Subject:

FW: RESPONSE REQUIRED BY 2/15/17: Public Records Request· File No. 1612.!H: Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinailce
Wednesday, February 15, 2017 9:31 :22 AM

Low, Jen..!JJ.Qfil

Date:

Hi Jen- Below is the only correspondence related to the Sunshine request File 161291.
From: Juned Usman Shaikh [mailto:js@hoteltropica.com]

Sent: Friday, January 27, 2017 7:13 PM
To: Lee, Mayor (MYR) <mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org>
Cc: Peskin, Aaron (BOS) <aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>; Breed, London {BOS}
<london.breed@sfgov.org>; Cohen, Malia (BOS) <malia.cohen@sfgov.org>; Farrell, Mark (BOS)
<mark.farrell@sfgov.org>; Fewer, Sandra (BOS) <sandra.fewer@SFGOVl.onmicrosoft.com>; Klm,
Jane (BOS) <jane.kim@sfgov.org>; Ronen, Hillary <hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>; Safai, Ahsha (BOS)
<ahsha.safai@sfgov.org>; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS) <jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org>; Tang, Katy (BOS)
<katy.tang@sfgov.org>; Yee, Norman (BOS) <norman.yee@sfgov.org>
Subject: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation (HCO) Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO
Hotels. ·Hotel Owner I Operator Meeting- Monday January 30,2017 at 2:30 pm- Room 278

Janua~y

27, 2017

RE: Hotel Conversion Ordinance legislation (HCO) - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO Hotels .• Hotel
Owner I Operator Meeting- Monday January 30,2017 at 2:30 pm· Room 2.78

Dear Honorable Ma')(Qr Edwin M. Lee & Honorable Sao Francisco Board ofSupervisors,

Honorable Supervisor Aaron Peskin has proposed legislation to revise HCO Ordinance
that will negatively impactthousands of tenants in the City of San Francisco. The proposal calls

for a minimum 32 Day Rental of Residential SRO Rooms; eliminating Weekly Rentals which is a

flexible and convenient housing option for renters from all walks of life; all over San Francisco
If this legislation passes it will be one of the biggest catastrophes in the San Francisco
Housing Market, this legislation will paralyze the already strained housing market in San
Francisco. Tenants will be put into the difficult situation offinding first month rent & deposit;
not to mention enduring credit check's and income verification. This legislation will Most
Definitely Hurt Tenants who are most vulnerable.
If you actually speak to tenants who we live our lives with here in our Hotels and
experience what difficulties they face you will understand how impractical this legislation is.
Many cases they are trying to balance their budget between rent, food and medicine; and

PPAR;._000501

living paycheck to paycheck.

Honorable Mayor Edwin M. Lee and Honorable Board of Supervisors Please hear us out at a meeting Scheduled with Supervisor Peskin & SRO Owners,
Operators & Manager(s) on Monday Jamrnry aoili, at 2:30 PM.

City Hall -

Room# 278.
P.S.

Please scroll down for a detailed letter written to Supervisor Peskin in support of Maintaining
Weekly Rentals. in SRO Hotels written from an independent SRO Hotel Operator who has been in
the SRO Hotel Business all of his life and actually lives with his family and works on-site in an
SRO Hotel.
{Please see attached Letter.}
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office:

(415) 701-7666

Cellular: (415) 609-4187
Fax:

(4 I 5) 70 l -9329

js@hoteltrnpica.cQm
January 26th, 2016
Tb.e Honorable Aarmt Peskin
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Or. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Re; Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO
Hotels,
Dea1· Honorable Supervisor Peskin,
I hope this letter finds you in the best ofspirits, I would like to Thank you
wholeheartedly for sitting down with me and my cousin Mr. Nasir Patel a few weeks ago
regarding the SRO Ordinance Issue.
I understand and appreciate the time and effort Ms. Sunny Angulo and your staff have
devoted to this sensitive matter. Supervisor Peskin When I saw you personally at the meeting I
felt relieved and honored that you took time out of your schedule to hear us out.
I am extremely concerned about the changes prnposed in the HCO ordinance and how
it will affect our Hotel Business and our Local Community.
I look into the immediate future and first and foremost sadly see our Prenatal Homeless

PPAR_000502

Program being stopped immediately if we cannot accommodate Weekly Rentals, looking
beyond that I see myself not being able to provide housing to so many different people from
our Great City.
By eliminating Weekly Rentals you are removing a very affordable and
approachable housing option; Fully Furnished, All Utilities included Hotel Rooms with
Week to Week Flexibility for San Franciscan's. We are the only housing option left in
San Francisco that someone with even questionable credit or even NO Credit or
Verifiable References can walk in off the street and take advantage of and receive
immediate housing. At our Hotel Tropica and countless others in San Francisco we don't
even ask for proof of income or even a deposit at time of check in. By eliminating Weekly
Rentals Local San Franciscan's will be unfairly punished by having to come up with
thousands of dollars in rent and deposit not to mention red tape just to rent a simple
hotel room.
Not all San Franciscan's have the ability to come up with a large amount of an
entire monthly rent payment all together at the beginning of each and every month;
which is what makes the Weekly Rental option even more critical for persons who are
working in industries and sectors where the pay and schedules fluctuate depending on
various economic factors; I.e. Taxi Drivers, Restaurant Industry Workers, Blue Collar
Jobs, Construction Workers, Couriers and Delivery Guys.
Some of the types of Local People & Social Service Providers we provide housing for are:
• Expecting Mothers & Newborn Babies from Homeless Prenatal Program.
• Local San Franciscan's - In between jobs or careers.
• San Francisco Residents - Who need a temporary place to stay while they are
switching apartments or having renovations done.
• UCSF and General Hospital Patients In and out of the hospital.
• Red Cross Sponsored Fire Victims.
• Veterans From Swords to Plowshares
• And Countless Other members of our Local Community from all walks of life who
appreciate the Accessibility, Convenience, Flexibility and Value that can be found only
in SRO Hotels with Weekly Rentals.
All of the Persons and Social Service Programs mentioned above; had one thing in
common they all stmied off their Tenancies as Weekly Rentals that sometimes continue for
5, 10 and even 20 Years all the while having the Flexibility of making rental payments in
Weekly Installments.
Weekly Rentals give San Francisco Locals and City Based Social Services a choice
and quick go-to option in finding housing in Our Great City. Please Let the Local San
Francisco Public Choose for themselves. Don't take an affordable, Flexible, Easily available
Housing Option away from the people of San Francisco.
In conclusion I humbly request you Honorable Supervisor Peskin to please~ the
32 Day Minimum Stay requirement in yow· proposed HCO legislation; and let us continue to
operate our SRO with Week(y Rental's just like we have been for many decades.
{f'we eliminate Weekly Rentals.fi·om SRO Hotels; Tenants and Landlords will suffer
equally. Having spent my entire life in the SRO Hotel Business in San Francisco; I truly
believe available SRO Housing Stock Will decrease rather than increase and the people of'
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San Francisco will have more difficulty in.finding stable, affordable housing if this Legislation
passes. Please allow us to continue Weekly Rentals and continue to serve the Fine Citizens
Qf San Francisco.
,:;

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
P.S. I live on-site with my family here at "Hotel Tropica" I invite you or your staff over to
visit us at any time day or night. You are always most welcome.
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office:

(415) 701-7666

Cellular: (415) 609-4187

Fax:

(415) 701-9329

js@hoteltropica.com
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Um, Victor (!VIYR)
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lee, Mayor (MYR)
Tuesday, October 10, 2017 7:32 AM
Lim, Victor (MYR)
FW: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation (HCO) - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for
SRO Hotels. - Hotel Owner/ Operator Meeting- Monday January 30,2017 at i:30 pmRoom 278

Selina Sun
Assistant to the Chief of Staff
Office of the Mayor
City and County of San Francisco
415-554-614 7
www.sfgov.org I selina.sun@sfgov.org

Get Connected with Mayor Ed Lee

www.sfmayor.org
Twitter @mayoredlee

From: Juned Usman Shaikh [mailto:js@hoteltropica.com)
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2017 7:13 PM
To: Lee, Mayor (MYR) <mayoredwinlee@sfgov.org>
Cc: Peskin, Aaron (BOS) <aaron.peskin@sfgov.org>; Breed,. London (BOS) <london,breed@sfgov.org>; Cohen, Malia
(BOS) <malia.cohen@sfgov.org>; Farrell, Mark (BOS) <mark.farrell@sfgov.org>; Fewer, Sandra (BOS)
<sandra.fewer@SFGOVl.onmicrosoft.com>; l<im, Jane (BOS) <jane.kim@sfgov.org>; Ronen, Hillary
<hillary.ronen@sfgov.org>; Safai, Ahsha (BOS) <ahsha.safai@sfgov.org>; Sheehy, Jeff (BOS) <jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org>;
Tang, l<aty (BOS) <katy.tang@sfgov.org>; Yee, Norman (BOS) <norman.yee@sfgov.org>
Subject: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation (HCO) - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO Hotels. - Hotel Owner/
Operator Meeting- Monday January 30,2017 at 2:30 pm- Room 278

January 27, 2017
RE: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legtslatlon (HCO) ·Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO Hotels. - Hotel Owner /Operator
Meeting- Monday January 30,2017.at 2:30 pm- Room 278

Dear Honorable Mayor Edwin M. Lee & Honorable San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

1
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Honorable Supervisor Aaron Peskin has proposed legislation to revise HCO Ordinance that will
negatively impact thousands of tenants in the City of San Francisco. The proposal calls for a minimum 32 Day
Rental _of Residential SRO Rooms; eliminating Weekly Rentals which is a flexible and convenient housing option

for renters from all walks of life; all over San Francisco
If this legislation passes it will be one of the biggest catastrophes in the San. Francisco Housing Market,
this legislation will paralyze the already strained housing market in San Francisco. Tenants will be put into the
difficult situation offinding first month rent & deposit; not to m.ention enduring credit check's and income
verification. This legislatio.n will Most Definitely Hurt Tenants who are most vulnerable.
If you actually speak to tenants who we live our lives with here in our Hotel.sand experience what
difficulties they face you will understand how impractical this legislation is. Many cases they are trying to
balance their budget between rent, food and medicine; and living paycheck to paycheck.
Honorable Mayor Edwin M. Lee and Honorable Board of Supervisors Please hear us out at a meeting Scheduled with Supervisor Peskin & SRO Owners, Operators & Manager(s)
on Monday January 30th, at 2:30 PM, City Hall Room#278.

P;S,
P{¢a~~ s.cV<JU'dowhfor a de.tailed letter written to Supervisor Peskit:1 in support of Ma1ntainingWeeklyRentals in SRO

f/otelswritt¢n from anindfipendentSROHotel Operator who has been in the SRO Hotel Business. al(of his life and
actu<illytiveswith His family and works on-site an SRO Hotel.

in

{Please see attached Letter.}
Sincerely,

Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office:

(415) 701-7666

Cellular: (415) 609-4187
Fax:

(415) 701-9329

js@hoteltropica.com

January 26t11, 2016
The Honorable Aaron Peskin
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Re: Hotel ~~mvcrsion Ordinance Legislation - .Preservation of'\Veekly Rentals for SRO Hotels.
Dear Honorable Supervisor Peskin,
2
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I hope this letter finds you in the best of spirits. I .would like to Thank you wholeheartedly for sitting
down with me and my cousin Mr. Nasir Patel a few weeks ago regarding the SRO Ordinance Issue.
I understand and appreciate the time and effort Ms. Sunny Angulo and your staff have devoted to this
sensitive matter. Supervisor Peskin When I saw you personally at the meeting I felt relieved and honored that
you took time out of your schedule to hear us out.
I am extremely concerned about the changes proposed in the HCO ordinance and how it will affect our
Hotel Business and·our Local Community.
I look into the immediate future and first and foremost sadly see our Prenatal Homeless Program being
stopped immediately if we cannot accommodate Weekly Rentals, looking beyond that I see myself not being
able to provide housing to so many different people from our Great City.

· By eliminating Weekly Rentals you are removing a very affordable and approachable housing
option; Fully Furnished, All Utilities included Hotel Rooms with Week to Week Flexibility for San
Franciscan's. We arc the only housing option left in San Francisco that someone with even questionable
credit or even NO Credit or Verifiable References can walk in off the street and take advantage of and
receive immediate housing. At our Hotel Tropica and countless others in San Francisco we don't even ask
for proof of income or even a deposit at time of check in. By eliminating Weekly Rentals Local San
Franciscan's will be unfairly punished by having to come up with thousands of dollars in rent and deposit
not to mention red tape just to rent a simple hotel room.
·
Not all San Franciscan's have the ability to come up with a large amount of an entire monthly rent
payment all together a.t the beginning of each and every month; which is what makes the Weekly Rental
option even more critical for persons who are working in industries and sectors where the pay and
schedules fluctuate depending on various economic factors; I.e. Taxi Drivers, Restaurant Industry
Workers, Blue Collar Jobs, Construction Workers, Couriers and Delivery Guys.
Some of the types of Local People & Social Service Providers we provide housing for are:
• Expecting Mothers & Newborn Babies from Homeless Prenatal Program. ·.
• Local San Franciscan's - In between jobs or careers.
• San Francisco Residents - Who need a temporary place to stay while they are switching apartments or
}:iaving renovations done.
• UCSF and General Hospital Patients In and out of the hospital.
• Red Cross Sponsored Fire Victims.
• Veterans From Swords to Plowshares
• And Countless Other members of our Local Community from all walks of life who appreciate the
Accessibility, Convenience, Flexibility and Value that can be found only in SRO Hotels with Weekly

Rentals.
All of the Persons and Social Service Programs mentioned above; had one thing in common they all
started off their Tenancies as Weekly Rentals that sometimes continue for 5, 10 and even 20 Years all the
while having the Flexibility of making rental payments in Weekly Instalfments.
Weekly Rentals give San Francisco Locals and City Based Social Services a choice and quick go~to
option in finding housing in Our Great City. Please Let the Local San Francisco Public Choose for themselves.
Don't take an affordable, Flexible, Easily available Housing Option away from the people of San Francisco.
In conclusion I humbly request you Honorable Supervisor Peskin to please remove the 32 Day Minimum
Stay requirement in your proposed HCO legislation; and let us continue to operate our SRO with Weekly
Rental'sjust like we have been/or many decades.
3
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Ifwe eliminate Weekly Rentals from SRO Hotels; Tenants and Landlords will suffer equally. Having
spent my entire life in the SRO Hotel Business in San Francisco; I truly believe available SRO Housing l~tock
Will decrease rather than increase and the people of San Francisco will have more difficulty in finding stable,
affordable housing if this Legis.lation passes. Please allow us to continue Weekly Rentals and continue (o
serve the Fine Citizens o(San Francisco.
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
P.S. I live on-site with my family here at "Hotel Tropica" I invite you or your staff over to visit us at any time
day or night. You are always most welcome.
Sincerely,
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM
663 Valencia Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Office:

(415) 701-7666

Cellular: (415) 609-4187
Fax:

(415) 701-9329

js@hoteltropica.com

4
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City and County of San Francisco

Legislation Introduced:
Office of Economic Analysis Response
December 6, 2016
Office of Economic Analysis
Economic Reports for legislation introduced on December 6, 2016.
• YES: indicates "Economic impact report will be filed by OEA."
• NO: indicates "Economic impact report will not be filed by OEA"
• Pending Further Review: indicates "OEA is inquiring if material economic
impact exists, and will inform the Clerk our determination"
Submitted to Clerk's Office on December 14, 2016 by

(Ted Egan, OEA, Controller's Office)

CON 004598
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File It

Name

Type

OEA
Determination

140877

Planning Code - Downtown Support Special Use District;
Fees in Lieu of On-Site Open Space

Ordinance

No

161291

Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinance
Administrative, Business and Tax Regulations, Police
Codes - Elimination of Fees

Ordinance

No

Ordinance

No

161315

Affirming Support for the Use of Force Policy
Recommendations by the San Francisco Police
Commission and the United States Department of Justice

Resolution

No

161317

Transfer of Affordable Housing Property Assets - Office of
Community Investment and Infrastructure - Mayor's
Office of Housing and Community Development

Resolution

No

161318

Grant Agreement - Preservation of Affordable Housing
Units- Bayside Village Associates, LP. - Bayside Village
Apartments (3 Bayside Village Place) - $21,680,000

Resolution

No

161319

Accept and Expend Grant - California Department of
Public Health - Prescription Drug Overdose Prevention
Project - $434,777
Accept and Expend Grant- Prospect Silicon Valley MarketZero Project - $150,000

Resolution

No

Resolution

No

Accept and Expend Grant - San Francisco Community
Clinic Consortium - Health Care for the Homeless - Oral
Health Expansion - $207,500
Accept and Expend Grant- California Department of
Health - California Project LA.UNCH - $367,968

Resolution

No

Resolution

No

Urging the Evaluation and Allocation of Properties for
Urban Agriculture
Declaration of Election Results of the November 8, 2016,
Consolidated General Election

Resolution

No

Resolution

No

161325

Recognizing the Youth Commission's 20th Anniversary

Resolution

No

161326

Commending Supervisor John Avalos

Resolution

No

161327

Commending Supervisor David Campos

Resolution

No

161328

Commending Supervisor Eric Mar

Resolution

No

161329

Hearing- Plans to Protect Immigrant Families from
Deportation
Petitions and Communications

Hearing

No

Communication

No

161316

161320
161321

161322
161323
161324

161330

CON 004599
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City Hall
Dr. Carlton B. Goocllctt Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

MEMORANDUM
CLERK'S OFFICE - BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

TO:

Budget Analyst

FROM:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

DATE:

December 9, 2016

SUBJECT:

Fiscal Impact Detennination (Legislation Introduced by Supervisors and by
the President at the request of Departments on December 6, 2016.

Pursuant to Administrative Code Section 2.6-3, the attached list of legislation is being referred to
you for fiscal impact determination.
Please return this document no later than Tuesday, December 13, 2016, with your
comments to bos.legislation@sfgov.~i:g, Legislation Division.

Budget Analyst
12/12/16

Date

Attachments : Legislation Introduced

BUD 004313
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City flnll
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlolt Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Board of Supervisors

Tel. No. 554-5184
TDD No. 554-5227

Legislation Introduced at Roll Call
Tuesday, December 6, 2016

Introduced by a Supervisor or the Mayor
Pursuant to Charter Section 2. 105, an Ordinance or Resolutlon may be introduced before the Board of
Supervisors by a Member of the Board, a Committee of the Board, or the Mayor and shall be referred to
and reported upon by an appropriate Committee of the Board.

Ordinances
140877

[Planning Code - Downtown Support Special Use District; Fees in Lieu of
On-Site Open Space]

Sponsor: Kim
Not
Ordinance amending the Downtown Support Special Use District to authorize a monetary
Applicab1eeontribution (in lieu fee) to satisfy required on-site open space requirements, exclude certain
(NA)
features from floor area ratio and gross floor area calculations, and dedicate the monetary
contribution for lighting and safety improvements at Victoria Manolo Draves Park; affirming the
Planning Department's determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; and
making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning
Code, Section 101.1. SUBSTITUTED AND ASSIGNED to Land Use and Transportation
Committee.

161291

No

161316
No

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
Sponsor: Peskin
Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable unit,
conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert residential
units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code; eliminating seasonal
short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the Department of Building Inspection to issue
administrative subpoenas; adding an operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's
determination under the California Environmental Quality Act. SUBSTITUTED AND
ASSIGNED to Land Use and Transportation Committee.

[Administrative, Business and Tax Regulations, Police Codes - Elimination of
Fees]
Sponsor: Yee
Ordinance amending the Administrative, Business and Tax Regulations, and Police Codes to
eliminate various fees imposed by the City. ASSIGNED UNDER 30 DAY RULE to Budget and
Finance Committee.

-1-

BUD 004314
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City and County of San Francisco
Meeting Agenda

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Land Use and Transportation Committee
Members: Malia Cohe11, Aaro11 Peskin, JeffSlteelty
Clerk: Alisa Somera (415)

554~7711

1:30 PM

Monday, January 23, 2017

City Hall, Legislative Chamber, Room 250

Regular Meeting

ROLL CALL AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

AGENDA CHANGES

REGULAR AGENDA
1.

161165

[Subdivision Code - Requirements for Communications Services
Facilities]
Sponsor: Farrell
Ordinance amending the Subdivision Code to require that the design of a subdivision for
a tentative map or parcel map provide for communications services facilities to each
parcel; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the California
Environmental Quality Act.
10/25/16; ASSIGNED UNDER 30 DAY RULE to the Land Use and Transportation Committee.
11/1/16; REFERRED TO DEPARTMENT.
11/10/16; RESPONSE RECEIVED.

2.

161291

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
Sponsor: Peskin
Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable
unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert
residehtial units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code;
eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated
provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the
Department of Building lnspectton to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environmental Quality Act
11/29/16; ASSIGNED UNDER 30 DAY RULE to the Land Use and Transportation Committee,
1216/16; SUBSTITUTED AND ASSIGNED to the Land Use and Transportation Committee.
12115/16; REFERRED TO DEPARTMENT.
12/15/16; RESPONSE RECEIVED.

City and County ofSan Francisco

Pagel
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Land Use and Transportation Committee

161291

Meeting Minutes

January 23, 2017

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
Sponsors: Peskin; Kim, Sheehy, Cohen and Safai
Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion Ordinance,
including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable unit, conversion, and
low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees
and penalty provisions with the Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential
hotels that have violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year;
authorizing the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the California
Environmental Quality Act.
11 /29/16; ASSIGNED UNDER 30 DAY RULE to Land Use and Transportation Committee, expires on
12/29/2016.
12/06/16; SUBSTITUTED AND ASSIGNED to Land Use and Transportation Committee. Supervisor Peskin
submitted a substitute Ordinance bearing a new title.
12/15/16; REFERRED TO DEPARTMENT. Referred legislation (version 2) to Planning Department for
environmental review; to Small Business Commission for comment and recommendation; and to Department
of Building Inspection, Planning Department, Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development,
Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing, and Department of Public Health for informational
purposes.
12/15/16; RESPONSE RECEIVED. Not defined as a project under CEQA Guidelines Sections 15378 and
15060(c)(2) because it does not result in a physical change in the environment.

Maria Aviles, Katie Selcraig and Roshann Pressman (Mission SRO Collaborative); Chirag Bhakta
(Mission Housing); Tim Houh (Mission SRO Collaborative); Gail Gilman (Department of Building
Inspection Commission); Araceli Lara (Mission SRO Collaborative); Tommi Avicolli Mecca
(Housing Rights Committee); Randy Shaw, Director (Tenderloin Housing Clinic); Pei Juan Zheng
(Community Tenants Association); Jordan Davis (Mission SRO Collaborative); Hui Ying Li and
Hui Ling Yu (SRO Families United Collaborative); Raymond Castillo (South of Market Community
Action Network); Ian Lewis (Local 2); Juvy Barbonio (South of Market Community Action
Network); Male Speaker; Andrea Manzo (Mission SRO Collaborative); Tony Robles (Senior
Disability Action); Theresa Flandrich (North Beach Tenants Committee); Diana Martinez (Mission
SRO Collaborative); Frida Washington (Senior Disability Action); Miriam M. (South of Market
Community Action Network); Gail Seagraves (Central City SRO Collaborative); Greg Ledbetter
(Mission SRO Collaborative); Ace Washington; Rio Scharf and Michael Harrington (Central City
SRO Collaboration); Corey Smith (San Francisco Housing Commission); Fernando Marti; Raul
Fernandez; spoke in support of the hearing matter.
Supervisors Sheehy and Cohen requested to be added as co-sponsors.
Vice Chair Peskin moved that this Ordinance be AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE
BEARING SAME TITLE, on Page 6, Line 21, by striking 'or prospective Permanent Resident'
after 'Permanent Resident'. The motion carried by the following vote:
Ayes: 3 - Cohen, Peskin, Sheehy
Vice Chair Peskin moved that this Ordinance be RECOMMENDED AS AMENDED. The motion
carried by the following vote:
Ayes: 3 - Cohen, Peskin, Sheehy
Chair Cohen recessed the meeting at 2:54 p.m. and recovened at 3:54 p.m.

City and County ofSan Francisco
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qtyHal1
Dr. Carlton. B. <~Qodiett Pl\)ce, Roo~ 244
BO.ARD QfSUPERVISO~S

San Francisco 94192-468.9
'f.~,I. No, 554-5184

F:ax N_ii. 554-516~
TDDtrTY No. 554-5227

December 15, 2616
Fi.le Ne>. 161Z91

L\sa Gi.bson
Acting Environmental R,eyiew :Officer
·Planning ·oepartment
·
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 460
San Francisco, CA 94103
Dear Ms. Gibson:
On .Decemb~r 6, 2b16, Supervisor Peskin lntro·ct.uced the following St.Jbstitute legi$h;ition.:

File No. 161291
Ordini;ln.~e ·amen.cJ.ing Administrative Cocle, Ch~pt~r 41, to update the Hot~i
:Conver,siQn Ordinance, includi11g: adding ·or refining (lefinitions of to11.rist
and transit use1 comparable unit, conversion, arid .low~income household;
revising procedute.s for permits ·to <;.onvert r.e$ideiitial units; harmonizing
fees an·q penalty provisions with the 13uil.~J!19 Code; elh:nin~ting seaso.nal
shor:t-tetm reJ1~~1s fo.- resid~ntial .lwtefs tfwt hav~ vipfaited provisions of .the
.Hotel .conversion Ordinance in · the prevw·us y.ear~ authorizit1g the
Oeparthie.nt of E(uildi.ng Inspection to :iss1,1e a.thn.ini$trative $Ubpoen,<;!s;
add.in.g a!) operative date; and affirming the Plannh:ig Department's
d(;!~erm!mitiori''under the 'Californ.ia Environmental Quality Act.

This legislation. is b.eing transmitted to you for .envirqnr:n1?nt?! revie.w.

Attachment
c;

Not defined as a project under CEQA Guidelines
Joy Navarr~tE?i Environmental Planning Sections 15378 and 15060(c)(2) because it does not
Jeanie Poling, Enviroriinentaf Pla~nin.9 result in a physical change in the environment.
Joy Navarrete 12/15/16
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for Diminishing Housing Stock:.
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: -~ The continuing and primary purpose of the HCO is ·to preserve
·. -. ·-. _,. ~r~sid.ential-guest rooms that provide crucial housing for the
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Rl;SIDEf\IJlAL HOTEL UNIT,CONVERSION & DEMOLmON (HCO)

·.· •· · . . :._SUMMARY OF ORDINANCE UPDATES
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·K:ey·el_ern~.nt~..of the HCO must be fully functional to properly monitor and

. imJPl~m.e.nt re§idential guest room preservation. To ensure the strongest and
most..effective. protections are in place·these amend1nents proposes·to:
.
: ~ ... cia.rjfy pertinent definitions
.

. ·:

: '

. ::~~ ..

"

.

·. • ·.. Updcite the Record-keeping provisions
· • Revise the Annual Reporting Requirements
• Refine the criteria necessary for Permit to Convert submittals ·
··. • Modern.ize antiquated Enforcement Tools
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Meeting Agenda

Board of Supervisors

38.

170016

Tuesday, January 31, 2017

[Emergency Declaration ·Temporary Replacement and Repair of Dewatering
Equipment - Oceanside Wastewater Treatment Plant· Total Estimated Cost of
Work and Contract $435,450]
Resolution approving an emergency declaration of the San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission (SFPUC) pursuant to Administrative Code, Section 21.15(c), for the
temporary replacement and repair of the dewatering equipment at the Oceanside
Wastewater Treatment Plant, with a total estimated cost of $435,450. (Public Utilities
Commission)
(Fiscal Impact)

Question: Shall this Resolution be ADOPTED?

Recommendations of the Land Use and Transportation Committee
Present: Supervisors Cohen, Peskin, Sheehy

39.

160925

[Planning Code ·Transportation Demand Management Program Requirementj
Sponsors: Cohen; Sheehy
Ordinance amending the Planning Code to establish a citywide Transportation Demand
Management (TOM) Program, to require Development Projects to incorporate design
features, incentives, and tools that support sustainable forms of transportation; create a
new administrative fee to process TDM Plan applications and compliance reports; make
conforming amendments to various sections of the Planning Code; affirming the
Planning Department's determination under the California Environmental Quality Act;
and making findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning
Code, Section 302, and findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight
priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. (Planning Commission)

Question: Shall this Ordinance be PASSED ON FIRST READING?

40.

161165

[Subdivision Code • Requirements for Communications Services Facilities]
Sponsor: Farrell
Ordinance amending the Subdivision Code to require that the design of a subdivision for
a tentative map or parcel map provide for communications services facilities to each
parcel; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the California
Environmental Quality Act.

Question: Shall this Ordinance be PASSED ON FIRST READING?

41.

161291

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
Sponsors: Peskin; Kim, Sheehy, Cohen and Safai
Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable
unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert
residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code;
eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated
provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the
Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environmental Quality Act.

Question: Shall this Ordinance be PASSED ON FIRST READING?
City and Co1111ty of San Francisco
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REVISED LEGISLATIVE DIGEST
(1/31/2017, Amended in Board)

[Administrative Code - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance}

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use,
comparable unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for
permits to convert residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the
Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have
violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing
the Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environmental Quality Act.
·
Existing Law
The Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO"), Administrative Code Chapter 41, regulates roughly
18,000 residential units within 500 residential hotels across the City. The HCO prohibits ·
residential hotel operators from demolishing or converting registered residential units to tourist
or transient use. The HCO defines conversion as eliminating a residential unit, renting a
residential unit for a less than 7-day tenancy, or offering a residential unit for tourist or
nonresidential use. The HCO allows seasonal tourist rentals of residential units during the
summer if the unit is vacant because a permanent resident voluntarily vacated the unit or was·
evicted for cause by the hotel operator.
The HCO requires hotel owners or operators who wish to convert or demolish a residential
unit to seek a permit to convert from the Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The
permit to convert application process does not require submission of all the essential
information that DBI needs to make a preliminary determination on an application, such as the
location of the proposed replacement units and the last known rent of the units to be
converted.
The HCO requires hotel operators to maintain records to demonstrate compliance with the
ordinance and to provide these records for inspection by DBL DBI does not have
administrative subpoena power to compel production if a hotel operator objects to providing
records for inspection.
Amendments to Current Law
The proposed legislation defines tourist and transient use as the rental of a residential unit for
less than 32 days to a party other than a permanent resident. The proposed legislation
revises the definition of unlawful conversions to prohibit renting or offering to rent a residential
unit for tourist or transient use. This change would allow hotel operators to rent residential
units to permanent residents of the hotel for any duration of tenancy. The change also
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clarifies that residential units are reserved for residential use and cannot be rented for
tenancies of less than 32-days to parties other than permanent residents. Similarly, the
proposed legislation would make it unlawful to offer a residential unit for a tenancy of less than
32 days to a party other than a permanent resident.
The proposed.legislation would eliminate seasonal tourist rentals of vacant residential units for
hotels that have violated any provision of the Chapter in the last calendar year.
The proposed legislation would update the requirements for permit to convert applications, by
requiring that applicants provide information about where replacement units will be located
and the most recent rental amount for the units to be converted. The updated definition of
"comparable unit" would also require any replacement housing to be the same category of
housing as the residential unit being replaced, and affordable to a similar resident, including
the disabled,· elderly and low income tenant.
The proposed legislation would authorize DBI to issue administrative subpoenas to compel
production of records where a hotel operator objects to producing them for inspection.
The proposed legislation also updates the penalty provisions and amounts for: insufficient and
late filing of annual unit usage reports, failure to maintain daily logs, and unlawful conversions.
The proposed legislation revises the administrative costs provisions to harmonize with the
applicable Building Code cost provisions.
The legislation would apply to any residential hotels that have not procured a permit to convert
on or prior to December 1, 2016.
.Background Information
The HCO was first enacted in 1981. The HCO's purpose is to "benefit the general public by
minimizing adverse impact on the housing supply and on displaced low income, elderly, and
disabled persons resulting from the loss of residential hotel units through their conversion and
demolition." The HCO includes findings that the City suffers from a severe shortage of
affordable rental housing; that many elderly, disabled and low-income persons reside in
· residential hotel units, making it in the public interest to regulate and provide remedies for
unlawful conversion of residential hotel units.
The Board last amended and updated the provisions of the HCO in 1990. The proposed
legislation is designed to update key provisions and clarify the application of the HCO in
response to issues that have arisen over the last 26 years.
This legislative digest reflects amendments adopted by the Land Use and Transportation
Committee on January 23, 2017 to further amend the definition of "Tourist or transient use."
n:\legana\as201711600676\01165615.docx
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Meeting Agenda

Board of Supervisors

Tuesday, February 7, 2017

Recommendations of the Land Use and Transportation Committee
Present: Supervisors Cohen, Peskin, Sheehy

12.

160925

[Planning Code • Transportation Demand Management Program Requirement]
Sponsors: Cohen; Sheehy, Farrell, Breed and Safai
Ordinance amending the Planning Code to establish a citywide Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) Program, to require Development Projects to incorporate design
features, incentives, and tools that support sustainable forms of transportation; create a
new administrative fee to process TDM Plan applications and compliance reports; make
conforming amendments to various sections of the Planning Code; affirming the
Planning Department's determination under the California Environmental Quality Act;
and making findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning
Code, Section 302, and findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight
priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1. (Planning Commission)
01/31/2017; AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE BEARING SAME TITLE.
01/31/2017; PASSED ON FIRST READING AS AMENDED.

Question: Shall this Ordinance be FINALLY PASSED?

13.

161291

[Administrative Code • Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
Sponsors: Peskin; Kim, Safai, Sheehy, Cohen, Ronen and Yee
Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist and transit use, comparable
unit, conversion, and low-income household; revising procedures for permits to convert
residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code;
eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated
provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the
Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an
operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environmental Quality Act.
01/31/2017; AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE BEARING SAME TITLE.
01/31/2017; PASSED ON FIRST READING AS AMENDED.

Question: Shall this Ordinance be FINALLY PASSED?
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1

history of a rather complicated ordinance that

2

has been around since 1936. Shortly before the

3

ordinance was adopted in 1981, there was a

4

moratorium that the city actually passed to

5

protect these units because it was seeing these

6

residential guestrooms disappear. And at the

7

time, the city then declared that there was a

8

housing emergency for this type of housing

9

because it was being occupied primarily by low-

10

income, elderly, and disabled.

11

So, as you said, Supervisor, this

12

ordinance really has not been amended since 1990-

13

1992, and was adopted in 1981, so it's been

14

around a while. And we do have currently

15

antiquated measures to enforce the ordinance.

16

Primarily to keep these residential units from

17

being converted, there are approximately 20,000--

18

a little less than 20,000 residential guestrooms

19

at about 500 hotels. About 300 of those are for-

20

profit hotels; the rest are run by nonprofits.

21

A lot of those--a lot of the nonprofit

22

buildings participate in city programs. And a lot

23

of the problems we do have is really with the

24

for-profit hotels and a conversion of a lot of

25

the residential guestrooms to weekly tourist
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RESPONSE'TO THE APPEAL OF THE PRELIMINARY NEGATIVE DECLARATION EOR THE
RESIDENTIAL HOTEL CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE
I

1.

.

: :

'

CONCERN: The Ordinance would generate increased demands for urban
services used by res i den ti a1 hote 1 tenants.
RESPONSE:. Inasmuch as the Ordinance would not change any existing uses, it
. would not have any direct environmental impacts.· .The amounts of services
·.(transit, gas, water, electricity, .medical, safety, etc.) used by
residential hotel tenants will not change as a result of the Ordinance.
Therefore, this does not constitute a substantial adverse change in
environmental conditions.

2.

CONCERN: The one-for-one replacement housing prov1s1on of :the Ordinance
would generate significant numbers of repiacement units.
RESPONSE: The Board of Supervisors first established interi~ regulations
on the conversi'on and demolition of residential hotel units in November,
1979. The Ordinance in its present form (Ordinance No. 331-81) was
adopted in June, 1981, and.has .been in effect since then.
Past experience with the Ordinance in effect has. shown that the one-for-one
replacement housing provision does not generate significant numbers of
replacement units. In the three and a half years since some form of the
Ordinance was adopted, only two proposals to convert have been presented ..
N€ither of these proposals .resulted in the construction of new residential
hotels· in the city because the project sponsors are utilizing alternative
methods of replacing residential units which the Ordinance provides for.
In addition, any replacement housing proposal would be governed by existing
·.·zoning regulations and would be subject to environmental. review. Based on
this pa~t experience, it is anticipated that the construction of new
·.replacement units would be at a minimum, with minimum attendant impacts on
the physical environment~
·
The Ordin~nce would create a shortage of affordable hotel units·
in San Francisco.
·

3. · CONCERN:

RESPONSE: Currently, there is no shortage of.affordable hotel units in
San Francisco. Vacancy rates for moderately priced hotel rooms have risen
from 13% in 1979 to 33% in 1982 .. In addition, the Ordinance provides for the
-~se of .vacant re~idential hotel units as tourist units during the tourist·:
·season. The demand for moderately priced hotel units depends on factors>.·
··that a·re not land use related, such as economic conditions. However, anY
shortage of hotel units or increase in hotel r:ates,. were th·ey to occur,
would not in themselves be physical environmental issues, and therefore
are not subject to CEQA.
·
·· ·

4.

CONCERN:. The Ordinance would create pressure in outlying areas of the
city and on the San Francisco peninsula to build additional hotel units.
RESPONSE: The vacancy rates for moderately-priced hotel units both within
San Francisco and in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties during the past

Planning
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thr~e arid a half years do not indicate any pressuri to build hotel units

in outlying areas. Since the Ordinance was implemented, there have been
no proposals for hotels in outlying a,reas other than those proposed in
established.tourist areas. ln addition, current zoning regulations define
areas where hotels are permitted uses, and any tourist hotel proposals
would be subject to environmen~al review. Based on this past experience,
it is concluded that the Ordinance would not give rise to construction of
new moderately priced hotel units in outlying areas, that were not otherwise
planned regardless of the presence or absence of the Ordinance, and
therefore would. not have a significant environmental effect.
5.

CONCERN: The Ordinance would affect traffic congestion and transit
. patterns due to visitors occupying more moderately priced hotel units
south of San Francisco.··
·
RESPONSE: Since there is no indication that the Ordinance has resulted
in a trend toward tourist hotel construction in outlying areas, there is
no evidenc~ that the Ordinance will have an effect on traffi~ construction
and transit from outlying areas. In addition, toudsts tend to travel
during non-peak periods of the day when transit and street systems are not
near capacity, and do not generally contribute to. peak hour and transit
·
congestion. Therefore, it is concluded that the Ordinance could not have
significant transportation effects.

6.

L,.

CONCERN: Alternative methods of obtaining adequate·housing for residential
· hotel tenants should be discussed.
RESPONSE: The Residence Element of the Comprehensive Pl an is specific in
its goal of preserving residential hote·ls. Objective 3, Policy 1 seeks to
"Discourage the demolition of·e·xisting housing 11 ;.Policy 2 expresses the
need to "Restrict the conversion of housing in commercial and industrial
areas"; and Policy 3 calls for "Preserv(fog) the existing stock of
residential hotels. 11
In addition, .projects that do not ha-ve significant effects ori the
envircinment do .not require discussion of project alternatives.
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DOC~1<ET COPY
DO' NOT F\ EM OVE
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE PRELIMINARY NEGATIVE DECLARATION FOR 83. 52E:
RESIDENTIAL HOTEL CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE

1. Page 1, paragraph 4 - Replace paragraph with the following:
"The Ordinance is consistent with the Residence Element of the San Francisco
Master Plan, and particularly addresses the following: Objective 3, Policy
1: 11 Discourage the demolition of existing hous'ing. 11 , Pol icy 2: "Restrict
the conversion of housing in commercial and industrial areas. 11 , and Policy
3: , 11 Preserve the existing stock of residential hotels. 1111
2.

Page 2, paragraph 2, lines 3, 7 and 10 - Change "prinil:iple" to "principal".

3.

Page 6, paragraph 2 - Replace paragraph with the following:
11

All of the
procedural
Ordinance.
not affect

known proposed amendments to the Ordinance are merely
in nature, affecting only the administration of the
Therefore, these procedural amendment proposals would
the conclusions stated above."
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RESPONSE TO .THE. APPEAL OF THE PRELIMINARY NEGATIVE DECU1RATION FOR THE
RESIDENTIAL HOTEL CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE
1.

CONCERN: The Ordinance would generate increased demands for urban
services used by residential hotel tenants.
RESPONSE: Inasmuch as the·Ordinance would not change any existing uses, it
would not have any direct environmental impacts . . The amounts of services
(transit, gas, water, electricity, medical, safety, etc.) used by
residential hotel tenants will not change as a .result of the Ordinance.
Therefore, this does not constitute a substantial adverse change in
environmental conditions.
·

2.

CONCERN: The one-for-one replacement housing provision of ·the Ordinance
would generate significant numbers of replacement units.
RESPONSE: The Board of Supervisors first established interim regulations
.on the conversion and demolition of residential hotel units in November,
1979. The Ordinance in its present form (Ordinance No. ·331-81) was
adopted in June, 1981, and has been in effect since then.
Past experience with the Ordinance in effect ··has shown that the one-for-:-one
replacement housing provision does ·not generate significant numbers of
·replacement units. In the three and a half years since some form of the
Ordinance was adopted, only two proposals to convert have been presented.
Neither of these proposa 1s resulted in the construction of new resi denti a 1 ·
hotels in the city because the project spon.sors are utilizi.ng alternative·
methods of replacing residential units which the Ordinance provides for .
. In addition, any replac.ement housing proposal would .be governed by existing
zoning regulations and would be subject to en vi ronmenta l review .. Based on.
this past experience; it is anticipated that the construction of new
replacement units would be at a minimum, with minimum attendant impacts on
the physi'cal environment.
' .
·
.
.
.
'

· 3.

CONCERN:: The Ordin\lnce would· create a shortage of
in San Francisco .

~ffordable

hotel units

.RESPONSE: Currently, there is no shortage of affordable hotel units in
San Francisco. Vacancy rates for moderately priced hotel rooms have risen
from 13% in 1979 to 33% in 1982. In addition, the Ordinance provides for the
use pf vacant residential hotel units as tourist units during the tourist
. season. The demand for moderately priced hotel uni ts .depends on factors
that are not land use related, such as economic conditions. However, any
shortage of hotel units or increase in hotel rates, were they to occur,
would not in themselves be physical environmental issues, and therefore
are not subject to CEQA.
4.

CONCERN: The Ordinance would create pressure in outlying areas of the
city and on the San Francisco peninsula to build additional hotel units.
·RESPONSE: The vacancy rates for moderately-priced hotel units both within
San Francisco and in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties during the past
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three and a half years do not indicate any pressure to build hotel units
in outlying areas. Since the Ordinance was implemented, there have bee~
no proposals for hotels in outlying areas other than those propose.d in
established tourist areas. In addition, current zoning regulations define
a.reas where hotels are permitted uses, and any tourist hotel proposals
would be subject to environmental review. Based on this past experience,
it is concluded that the Ordinance would not give rise to construction of
new moderately priced hotel units in outlying areas, that were not otherwiSe ·
planned regardless of the presence or absence of the Ordinance, and
therefore would not have a significant environmental effect.·
5. · CONCERN:

The Ordinance would affect traffic congestion and transit
patterns due to visitors occupying more moderately priced hotel units
south of San Francisco.
:·.

RESPONSE: Since there is no indication that the Ordinance has resulted
in a trend toward tourist hotel construction in outlying areas, there is.
no ~vidence that the Ordinance will have an effect on traffi~ construction
and transit from outlying areas. In addition, tourists. tend to travel
during non-peak periods of the day when transit and street systems are not
near capacity, and do not generally contribute to peak hour and transit
congestion. Therefore, it is concluded that the Ordinance .could not have
significant transportation effects.
~.

···

CONCERN: Alternative methods of obtaining adequate housing for residential
hotel tenants should be discussed.
RESPONSE: The ~esidence Element bf the Comprehensive Plan is specific i~
its goal of preserving residential hotels. Objective 3, Policy 1 seeks to
"Discourage the demolition of existing housing"; Policy 2 expresses the
need to "Restrict the coriversion of housing in commercial and industrial
areas"; and Policy .3 calls for "Preserv(ing) the existing:stock of
residential hotels. 11
·In addition, projects that .do not have significant effects· on the
en Vi ronment. do not require discussion .of project alternatj ves.
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5

11

I

·the in=or:::ation filed is correct.
Sec •. 41.16.
(a)

Unlawful Conversion; Remedies; Fines

Unlawful Actions

It shall be unlawful to:
(1) Change the use of, or to eliminate a residential hotel

6

unit or to demolish a residential hotel unit except pursu.ant to

7

an lawful abatement order, without first obtaining a permit to

8

convert in accordance with the provisions of this Ch~pter.

9

(2) Rent any .residential unit for a daily or weekly tel:'.'l:l of

. 10

tenancy unless specifically provided for· in subsection (3) below.

11

(3) Offer for rent for non-residential use or

12

tou~ist

use a

residential unit except as follows:

13

(A) A tourist unit may be rented to a permanent r~sident 1

i4 . I

without changing the legal status of that unit ·as a tou.rist

15

unit upon voluntary vacation of that unit by the :permanent

I

i6

i

'
I·

i

17

resicent or upon eviction for cause;
(B) A residential Un.it which is vacant at any time dur- '

18

ing the.period commencing on May 1 apd ending on September

19

SO annually may be rented as a tourist unit, provided that

20

the residential unit was vacant due to voluntary vacation:

21

of a permanent resident or was vacant due to lawful· eviction

22

for cause after the tenant was accorded all the rights

23

guar~nteed by State and local laws du;ring his/he;r tenancy·,

24

'

25

prospective permanent resident.
·i

I

(£) Rental of ~ Residential hotel unit

I

28 !I
29 I',,J
ii

30

a

immediately revert to residential use on application of

26
27

a..T'ld further provided that that residential hotel unit shall

I

r

!.2E.

~ weekiv

term shall be considered tourist use unless the resident
the unit occunies the unit !.£!. at least

thirty-t~o

£!

(32)

consecutive ___..__
davs.

~~~~~~
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THIS NOTICE AND FILINGS PRE-EMPTS ALL PREVIOUS NOTIFICATIONS AND FILINGS!!

City and County of San Francisco

Department of Publ.ic Works
Bureau of Building Inspection

CHAPTER 41 NOTIFICATION & SUMMARY
"HOTEL CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE"

·Div. Apt & Htl Inspn
.450 McAllister 1205
SF CA 94102

Dear hotel owne.r/operator,.
I

Effective 11/23/79, ord. 1564-79 established an Interim
moratorium on the demolition or conversion of residential hotel·
units or apartments to tourist or any other use until a set of
permanent and comprehensive controls could be drafted. Ordinance
f 330-81, effective 7 /27 /81, amended chapter 41 of ·the San Francisco
Administrative Code, providing such regulations concerning
residential hotel units. Entitled: the Hotel Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance, (HCDO), the ordinance supercedes the interim
moratorium and a previously-enacted version of the ordinance. All
prior riotification is superceded.

•·

If you are the owner /operator of a hotel, you are subjec.t to
the new ·version of chapter 41, which now requires a Certificate of
Use to be issued to every hotel not exempt from the ordinance., in
addition to the Permit of Occupancy and the Hotel License presently
required of every San Francisco hotel. The Certificate of Use will
specify the number of tourist units and residential units allowed
within a Residential Hotel. It is unlawful to convert or eliminate
a residential hotel unit from a Residential Hotel except as provided
i.n the ordinance.
The Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance establishes
criteria by which certain types .of hotels will be declared exempt
from.the ordinance,, and criteria by which the initial unit usage
.status.will be determined. There are also new prbcedural
regulations to which each Residential Hotel owner must ·adhere, (such
as the posting of ce.rtificates and· reports, keeping of daily logs,
etc.), and standards under.which an owner may .lawfully convert all
or some· of h iS or her residential hotel uni ts. The HCDO also
provides
civil remedies and penalties for violation
of the ordinance.
.
.
.To. establish whether or not you ·qualify for exempti<m from 'the
HCDO, or the number of tourist units to which you are entitled l!nder
the ordinance, you must submit, along with all availabl.e documentary
evidence to support your filing, the approprtate filing form and fee
within 60 days of the effective date of the ordinance. (See
attached forms and instructions for filing tourist usage. Owners of
a hotel which may qualify for an exemption under the ordinance may
file either a Statement of Exemption, a Claim of Exemption Based on
Low Income Housing, or a Claim of Exemption Based on a
Partially-Completed Conve.rsion. All others must file a.n Initial

(415) 558-- 4505

861-

450 McAlllster Street

()·l

I>

san Francisco 94102

FORM ·6 DAHI-HC'0-8/81
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General Reasons the HCO Requires Extensive Update

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

To effectively achieve the legislative intent of the HCO in today's economic
market, residential use of a guest room certified for protection by Chapter41,
should be defined as a thirty-two (32) day minimum rental. This is consistent
with the HCO definition of a" Permanent Resident", and the Rent Ordinance. In
addition, low income, elderly, and disabled persons should be allowed to pay in
seven (7) day increments so they, as the target population to be served, have
access to this housing.
Definitions should to be updated to reflect current hotel usage, be consistence
with the Planning Code, and preserve the housing goals of the HCO.
Current residential hotel record keeping requirements are o.utdated, easily
subject to misrepresentation, and do not reflect actual business activities.
For-profit hotel annual reporting should be more comprehensive to ensure ongoing business activities are compliant with the HCO.
HCO code enforcement provisions reflect a thirty year old methodology, and do
not require substantive consequences for illegal conversion /failure to maintain
required records.
The Permit to Convert methods delineated for replacement units, i.e., in-lieu fees,
and construction costs have not been updated since 1992 and do not reflect
contemporary financial benchmarks.
The current Permit to Convert replacement criteria does not require deed
restrictions for constructing, or causing to construct units which could result in
replacement housing that is unavailable to low income, elderly, and dlsabled
persons.
Replacement assistance, notification, and moving expenses provided to
permanent residents (displaced by Permit to Convert proposals) are grossly
insufficient, and not in keeping with the present-day economic realities necessary
to secure alternate housing (when life time leases are not an option).
Privileges associated with temporary changes in occupancy require amendment
to discourage and penalize illegal conversions and diminish residential guest
room housing inventory.

CON 005571
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;

'·

Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section (continued)
Definitions (Section 41.4): (Where applicable recommended additions are
underlined and deletions are indicated with a strikeout.)
•

Comparable Unit: A unit which is similar in size, services, rental aunt and
facilities, and which is located within the existing neighborhood or within a
neighborhood with similar physical and socioeconomic conditions., that is
affordable for low income, elderly, and disabled persons.

•

Conversion: The change or attempted change of the use of a residential unit as
defined in subsection (q) below to a tourist use, short term rental, or the
elimination of a residential unit or the voluntary demolition of a residential hotel.
However, a change in the use of a residential hotel unit into a non-commercial
use which serves only the needs of the permanent residents, such as resident's
lounge, storeroom community kitchen, or common area, shall not constitute a
conversion within the meaning of this chapter provided that such guest room redesignations are first acquired from any existing tourist units within the hotel.

•

Tourist or Transient Use: A guest room rented to other than a permanent
resident. (Further research is needed to be consistent with Planning Code and
capture current business practices that illegally convert residential units).

•

Update the following definitions - further research is required: Low~lncome
Household, Low-Income Housing, Permanent Resident (strengthen this
provision), Residential Hotel, Residential Unit, Tourist Hotel, Transitional
Housing.

•

Identify additional definitions that should b'e added.

Records of Use (Section 41.9):
•

The Datly Logs, Weekly Reports, and corresponding receipts are too easily
manipulated to convey that the residential Hotel is compliant with Chapter 41
when actual business activities are sponsoring illegal conversions.
• . The "records of use" format has not been modified in thirty-five (35) years.
o New tools and techniques are necessary to document, track, and enforce
the record keeping provisions that are consistent with HCO goals, and
reflect actual business activities, and best practices.
o The HCO should be amended to require "real" business records similar to
those produced when a residential hotel is served with a civil subpoena for
business records by the City Attorney.

CON 005572
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Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section (continued)
The HCO should expressly require that receipts be given at the same time
the rental payment is received.
o At the time of a site inspecti<?n the hotel operator should be required to
provide DBI with copies of any required HCO records requested and/or
inspected.
o More effective consequences/penalties should be imposed when a
residential hotel violates this section. See discussion regarding the
following sections Administration (Section 41.11) and Unlawful
Demolition (Section 41.20).

o

Annual Unit Usage Report (AUUR) (Section 41.10):
•

The Annual Unit Usage Report and required attachments are too easily
manipulated to indicate that the residential hotel is compliant with Chapter 41
when actual business activities are sponsoring illegal conversions.

•

The Annual Unit Usage Report format has not been modified in thirty-five (35)
years.
o New tools and techniques are necessary to document, track, and enforce
the AUUR filings that are consistent with HCO goals, and reflect actual
business activities, and best practices.
o In addition to a yearly submittal the residential hotels should be required to
file more that a four (4) day sampling of daily rental information. The HCO
should be amended to require the fiiing of a substantial sampling of daily
rental documentation quarterly to DBI.
o The AUUR & daily rental information should be more transparent.
~ The residential hotel operators should be required to file an on-line
form that would free staff time to address enforcement for failure to
file the requisite records, and be readily available for stake holder
review.
o More effective consequences/ penalties should be imposed when a
residential hotel violates this section.
o Failure to file the AUUR (affirmed through the administrative process of
this section and Section 41.11) should result in an automatic denial of the
temporary occupancy privileges identified in Section 41.19.

CON 005573
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Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section (continued)
Administration (Section 41.11):
•
•

•

Penalties for failure to maintain the records of use should be more substantial
than $250.00 per violation.
Notice of Apparent Violation (41.11 (c): This Section should be amended to
change Notices of Apparent Violation to Notices of Violatlon and be subject to
Assessments of Costs similar to that for Housing and Building Code enforcement
cost recovery.
Costs of Enforcement (41.11(g): Fifing Fees and civil fines do not currently cover
investigation and enforcement costs.

it fn
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Updates to Section 41.12(b) should include:
.
o 41.12(b) (1)&(2): The applicant should provide the name and contact
information for all property owners associated with the parcel(s) that are to
provide replacement housing.
o 41.12(b)(3)&(9): The applicant should be required to specify the
method(s) to be utilized that are delineated in Section 41.13(a).
o 41.12(b )(3)&{9): If the replacement unit includes construct(ng or causing
to construct units off-site ( other than the original hotel site seeking to
convert), the applicant shall provide detailed financial information how this
is to be achieved, to include but not be limited to letters of intent,
contracts, etc.

One-For-One Replacement (Section 41.13):
•

Updates to Section 41.13(a) should include:

o 41.13(a)(1)(2): Require financial information and other documentation
delineating how the applicant has constructed or caused to be constructed
the replacement units including but not be limited to letters of intent,
contracts, etc. Deed restrictions should be added to all proposals to
construct new housing to ensure these units are affordable for low income,
elderly, or disabled persons.
o 41.13(a)(4)&(5) Construction and acquisition costs need to be increased
in keeping with current market economic benchmarks.
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Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section (continued)

Mandatory Denial of Permit to Convert (Section 41.14):
•

Update Section 41.14(c) Amend as follows:
o An applicant has committed unlawful action as defined in this Chapter
within 12 months previous to the issl:lanee filing of the permit to convert
application.

Unlawful Conversion; Remedies; Fines (Section 41.20):
o Section 41.20(a)(3): Revise this section to require a thirty-two (32) day
minimum rental but and payment on a seven (7) day increment to allow
low income, elderly, and disabled persons to have economic access to
these residential units.

CON 005575
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Edwin M. Lee, Mayor
Tom C. Hui, S.E., C,B.O., Director

City and County of San Francisco
Department of Building Inspection

MEMORANDUM
September 25, 2015
TO:

AnnMarie Rodgers, Senior Policy Advisor, City Planning

FROM:

Rosemary Bosque, Chief Housing Inspector, DBI

RE:

Residential Hotel Data For 2015 Housing Balance Report
Residential Hotel Unit Conversion & Demolition Ordinance.
Chapter 41 of the Administrative Code (HCO)

Dear Ms. Rogers:
Policies/Factors that Affect Data Adjustments & Fluctuations

Delineated below is available data for the years 2012 through 2014. This information has been adjusted from
previous DBI information provided to the Planning Department for the Housing Element based on the same
criteria delineated for building and guest room changes. These totals fluctuate due to: (1) re-categorization of
residential hotels through approved Permits to Convert, (2) conversions to nonprofit status, (3) previous Ellis
Act filings, (4) restoration of guest rooms previously unavailable due to egress requirements, and (5) data base
updates/corrections.

YEAR

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED# OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

CERTIFIED#
OF TOURIST
ROOMS

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED# OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED# OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

2012

414

13680

2805

88

5230

502

18910

414

13903

2942

87

5105

501

19008

412

13678

2901

91

5434

503

19112

I
!

2013

I

20141

I

I

Summary of Proposed Guest Room Conversions:
DBI is currently processing a. Permit to Convert application which proposes to convert 238 residential guest
rooms from five (5) residential hotels to newly constructed dwelling units at 361 Turk Street and 145
Leavenworth Street. It is anticipated that this DBI application will be amended by the project proponents as the
parallel Conditional Use applications proceed through the Planning Code process.
Please let me know if you require further information.

cc:

Dan Lowrey
Bil! Strawn
Andy Karcs
HCO Correspondence File

·-

HOUSING INSPECTION SERVICES
1660 Mission Street-San Franqisco, Ca. 94103
Office (415) 558-6220 - Fax (415) 558·6249 - www.sfdbi;org
p;lhco data\dcpinfolclcpinfoseptember2015 rvb cjl (2) 9 25 20·15.docx
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DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING INSPECTION
City & County of San Francisco
1660 Mission Street, San Francisco, California 94103-2414

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

July 27, 2006

To:

Claudia Flores, Department of City Planning

From:

Jul Lynn Parsons, Housing Inspection Services

Re:

Residential Hotel Data Request

Pages:

Delineated below is the data you have requested. The table reflects current totals from
the Residential Hotel database for these categories. The differences from 2004 to 2005
are caused by re~categor[zation of residential hotels due to Permits to Convert,
conversions to nonprofit status, Ellis Act filings and database updates and corrections.
~---.--·-·

I

I

HOTELS
I-- FOR PROFIT RESIDENTIAL
CERTIFIED
CERTIFIED
I
#OF
#OF
#OF
RESIDENTIAL TOURIST
Il YEAR BUILDINGS
ROOMS
ROOMS

i

2004 •.

I 2005

455
435

15,767
15,106

3,239
3,345

NON PROFIT
RESIDENTIAL HOTELS

#OF
BUILDINGS
65
·71

TOTAL NUMBER
··-···-CERTIFIED
#OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS
..
19 491
·-~·------··

CERTlFIED
#OF
#OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS ·- BUILDINGS
3,652
520
4 217
506

19 323

Please note that the figures in the For Profit Residential Hotels portion of the table
represent the number of residential guest rooms certified (authorized) by the HCO for
Residential Hotels which file an Annual Unite Usage Report. Note that this is dated
material, subject to future hotel status changes.
·
Also note that the table above does not include 1, 129 for 2004 and 1,235 for 2005
Tourist Guest Rooms (certified by the HCO) that are contained in the 65 and 71
Residential Hotels operated by nonprofit agencies - which are generally used as
residential guest rooms.
If you have any questions or need further information please contact Oscar at
415.558.6101, fax415.558.6249.
·
Cc:

Oscar Williams

P: \JLP\JLP2\DCP\MM HC02005.doc

i
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HOUSING INSPECTION SERVICES
MEMORANDUM
December 29, 2004

TO:

Sue Exline, DCP

FROM:

Rosemary Bosque, HIS

RE:

Residential Hotel Data Request

Delineated below is the data you have requested. The table reflects current totals compiled from the
Residential Hotel database for these categories. The differences from 2003 to 2004 are caused by
recategorization of residential hotels due to Permits to Convert, conversions to Nonprofit status, Ellls
Act filings, and database updates and corrections.

YEAR

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED# OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

CERTIFIED#
OF TOURIST
ROOMS

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED#
OF
RES!DENTfAL
ROOMS

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED#
OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

2003

455

15,878

3,520

62

3,495

517

19,373

2004

455

15,767

3,239

65

3,652

520

19,419

Please riote that the figures in the For Profit Residential Hotels portion of the table represent the
number of residential guest rooms certified (authorized) by the HCO for Residential Hotels which file
an Annual Unit Usage Report. Note that this is dated material, subject to future hotel status changes'.
Also note that the table above does not include 1,035 for 2003 and 1I129 for 2004 Tourist Guest
Rooms (certified by the HCO) that.are contained in the 62 and 65 Residential Hotels operated by
Non-Profit agencies - which are generally us'ed as residential guest rooms.
If you have any questions or need further information please contact Oscar at (415) 558-6191, Fax
(415) 558-6249.
cc:

Jul Lynn Parsons
Chief=s Correspondence File

P:\JLP\JLP2\Correspondence\DCPlnfoDec2004.rvb.doc
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HOUSING INSPECTION SERVICES

MEMORANDUM
May 30,2003

TO:

Tere.sa Ojeda, DCP

FROM:

Rosemary Bosque, HIS

RE:

2002 Housing Inventory, Request for Residential Hotel data.
As authorized by the Residential Hotel Unit Conversion & Demolition Ordinance.
Chapter 41 of the Administrative Code (HCO)

Dear Teresa:
Delineated below is the data you requested for the DCP 2002 Housing Inventory. The table reflects
current totals compiled from the Residential Hotel data base for the categories you requested. The
differences from 2001 to 2002 are caused by recategorization of residential hotels due to Permits to
Convert, conversions to Nonprofit status, Ellis Act filings, and data base updates/ corrections.

YEAR

NO. OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED# OF
RESIDENTIAL

ROOMS

CERTIFIED#
OFTOURlST
ROOMS

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED#
OF
RESIDENTIAL

NO. OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED#
OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

518

19375

ROOMS

2002

457

1590.2

3846

61

3473

Please note that the figures in the For Profit Residential Hotels portion of the table represent the
number of residential guest rooms certified (authorized) by the HCO for Residential Hotels which file
an Annual Unit Usage Report. Note that this is dated material, subject to future hotel status changes.
Also note that the table above does not include 966 Tourist Guest Rooms (certified by the HCO) that
are contained in the 6.1 Residential Hotels operated by Non-Profit agencies - which are generally
used as residential guest rooms.
·
If you have any questions or need further information please contact me

at (415)

558-6202, Fax

(415) 558-6249.
cc:

Jul Lynn Parsons·
HCO File
Chief=s Correspondence Fife

P:\RVB\HCO\DCPlnfoMayzaos.rvb.wpd
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HOUSING INSPECTION SERVICES
MEMORANDUM
February 14, 2001

· Teresa Ojeda, DCP

TO:
FROM:

Rosemary Bosque, HIS

RE:

2000 Housing Inventory, Request for Residential Hotel data.
As authorized by the Residential Hotel Unit Conversion & Demolition Ordinance.
Chapter 41 of the Administrative Code (HCO).
·

Dear Teresa:
Delineated below is the data you requested for the DCP 2000 Housing Inventory. The table reflects
current totals compiled from the Residential Hotel data base for the categories you requested. The
differences from 1999 to 2000 are caused by recategorization of residential hotels due to Permits to
Convert, conversions to Nonprofit status, Ellis Act filings, and data base updates/ corrections.

YEAR

2000

NO. OF
BUILDINGS

NO.OF
BUILDINGS

ROOMS

CERTIFIED#
OF TOURIST
ROOMS

16331

3781

61

CERTIFIED #OF
RESIDENTIAL

457

CERTIFIED#.
OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

NO. OF
BUILDINGS

CERTIFIED#
OF
RESIDENTIAL
ROOMS

518

19645

3314

Please note that the figures in the For Profit Residential Hotels portion of the table represent the
number of residential guest rooms certified (authorized) by the HCO for Residential Hotels which file
an Annual Unit Usage Report Note that this is dated mater1al, subject to future hotel status changes.
Also note that the table above does not include 1120 Tourist Guest Rooms (certified by the HCO)
that are contained in the 61 Residential Hotels operated by Non-Profit agencies which are generally
used as residential guest rooms.
w

If you have any questions or need further information please contact me at (415) 558-6202, Fax
(415) 558-6249.
cc:

David Gogna
Jul Parsons
HCO File

P:\RVB\HCO\DCPlnfoFebruary142001.rvb.Wpd
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General Reasons the HCO Requires Extensive Update

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

To effectively achieve the legislative intent of the HCO in today's economic
market, residential use of a guest room certified for protection by Chapter41,
should be defined as a thirty-two (32) day minimum rental. This is consistent
with the HCO definition of a" Permanent Resident", and the Rent Ordinance. In
addition, low income, elderly, and disabled persons should be allowed to pay in
seven (7) day increments so they, as the target population to be served, have
access to this housing.
Definitions should to be updated to reflect current hotel usage, be consistence
with the Planning Code, and preserve the housing goals of the HCO.
Current residential hotel record keeping requirements are outdated, easily
subject to misrepresentation, and do not reflect actual business activities.
For-profit hotel annual reporting should be more comprehensive to ensure ongoing business activities are compliant with the HCO.
HCO code enforcement provisions reflect a thirty year old methodology, and do
not require substantive consequences for illegal conversion /failure to maintain
required records.
The Permit to Convert methods delineated for replacement units, i.e., in-lieu fees,
and construction costs have not been updated since 1992 and do not reflect
contemporary financial benchmarks.
The current Permit to Convert replacement criteria does not require deed
restrictions for constructing, or causing to construct units which could result in
replacement housing that is unavailable to low income, elderly, and disabled
persons.
Replacement assistance, notification, and moving expenses provided to
permanent residents (displaced by Permit to Convert proposals) are grossly
insufficient, and not in keeping with the present-day economic realities necessary
to secure alternate housing (when life time leases are not an option).
Privileges associated with temporary changes in occupancy require amendment
to discourage and penalize illegal conversions and diminish residential guest
room housing inventory.

DBI
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Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section (continued)
Definitions (Section 41.4): (Where applicable recommended additions are
underlined and deletions are indicated with a strikeout.)

•

Comparable Unit: A unit which is similar in size, services, rental aunt and
facilities, and which is located within the existing neighborhood or within a
neighborhood with similar physical and socioeconomic conditions "" that is
affordable for low income, elderly, and disabled persons.

•

Conversion: The change or attempted change of the use of a residential unit as
defined in subsection (q) below to a tourist use, short term rental, or the
elimination of a residential unit or the voluntary demolition of a residential hotel.
However, a change in the use of a residential hotel unit into a non-commercial
use which serves only the needs of the permanent residents, such as resident's
lounge, sk:lreroom community kitchen, or common area, shall not constitute a
conversion within the meaning of this chapter provided that such guest room redesignations are first acquired from any existing tourist units within the hotel.

•

Tourist or Transient Use: A guest room rented to other than a permanent
resident. (Further research is needed to be consistent with Planning Code and
capture current business practices that illegally convert residential units).

•

Update the following definitions - further research is required: Low-Income
Household, Low-Income Housing, Permanent Resident (strengthen this
provision), Residential Hotel, Residential Unit, Tourist Hotel, Transitional

Housing.
•

Identify additional definitions that should be added.

Records of Use (Section 41.9):
•

•

The Daily Logs, Weekly Reports, and corresponding receipts are too easily
manipulated to convey that the residential hotel is compliant with Chapter 41
when actual business activities are sponsoring illegal conversions.
The "records of use" format has not been modified in thirty-five (35) years.
o New tools and techniques are necessary to document, track, and enforce
the record keeping provisions that are consistent with HCO goals, and
reflect actual business activities, and best practices.

DBI

020760
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o The HCO should be amended to require "real" business records similar to
those produced when a residential hotel is served with a civil subpoena for
business records by the City Attorney.
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Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section (continued)
The HCO should expressly require that receipts be given at the same time
the rental payment is received.
o At the time of a site inspection the hotel operator should be required to
provide DBI with copies of any required HCO records requested and/or
inspected.
o More effective consequences/penalties should be imposed when a
residential hotel violates this section. See discussion regarding the
following sections Administration (Section 41.11) and Unlawful
Demolition (Section 41.20).
o

Annual Unit Usage Report (AUUR) (Section 41.10):
•

•

The Annual Unit Usage Report and required attachments are too easily
manipulated to indicate that the residential hotel is compliant with Chapter 41
when actual business activities are sponsoring illegal conversions.
The Annual Unit Usage Report format has not been modified in thirty-five (35)
years.
o New tools and techniques are necessary to document, track, and enforce
the AUUR filings that are consistent with HCO goals, and reflect actual
business activities, and best practices.
o In addition to a yearly submittal the residential hotels should be required to
file more that a four (4) day sampling of daily rental information. The HCO
should be amended to require the filing of a substantial sampling of daily
rental documentation quarterly to DBI.
o The AUUR & daily rental information should be more transparent.
11
The residential hotel operators should be required to file an on-line
form that would free staff time to address enforcement for failure to
file the requisite records, and be readily available for stake holder
review.
o More effective consequences/ penalties should be imposed when a
residential hotel violates this section.

DBI
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o

Failure to file the AUUR (affirmed through the administrative process of
this section and Section 41 .11) should result in an automatic denial of the
temporary occupancy privileges identified in Section 41. 19.
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Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section {continued)
Administration (Section 41.11):
•
•

•

Penalties for failure to maintain the records of use should be more substantial
than $250.00 per violation.
Notice of Apparent Violation (41.11 (c): This Section should be amended to
change Notices of Apparent Violation to Notices of Violation and be subject to
Assessments of Costs similar to that for Housing and Building Code enforcement
cost recovery.
Costs of Enforcement (41.11 (g): Filing Fees and civil fines do not currently cover
investigation and enforcement costs.

Permit to Convert (Section 41.12):
•

Updates to Section 41 .12(b) should include:
o 41. 12(b) (1)&(2): The applicant should provide the name and contact
information for all property owners associated with the parcel(s) that are to
provide replacement housing.
o 41. 12(b)(3)&(9): The applicant should be required to specify the
method( s) to be utilized that are delineated in Section 41. 13( a).
o 41. 12(b)(3)&(9): If the replacement unit includes constructing or causing
to construct units off-site ( other than the original hotel site seeking to
convert), the applicant shall provide detailed financial information how this
is to be achieved, to include but not be limited to letters of intent,
contracts, etc.

One-For-One Replacement (Section 41.13):
•

Updates to Section 41.13( a) should include:

DBI
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o 41. 13(a)(1 )(2): Require financial information and other documentation
delineating how the applicant has constructed or caused to be constructed
the replacement units including but not be limited to letters of intent,
contracts, etc. Deed restrictions should be added to all proposals to
construct new housing to ensure these units are affordable for low income,
elderly, or disabled persons.
o 41.13( a)( 4)&( 5) Construction and acquisition costs need to be increased
in keeping with current market economic benchmarks.
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Brief Highlights of HCO Deficiencies by Section (continued)

Mandatory Denial of Permit to Convert (Section 41.14):
•

Update Section 41.14( c) Amend as follows:
o An applicant has committed unlawful action as defined in this Chapter
within 12 months previous to the isstiar-IOO filing of the permit to convert
application.

Unlawful Conversion; Remedies; Fines (Section 41.20):
o

Section 41.20(a)(3): Revise this section to require a thirty-two (32) day
minimum rental but and payment on a seven (7) day increment to allow
low income, elderly, and disabled persons to have economic access to
these residential units.

DBI
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The hardest-to-house populations- persons.with felony records, multiple evictions,
behavior~! health challenges, and histories of long-term or chronic homelessness - have
historically faced difficulties affording market rate rental units and meeting the
screening criteria set. by property owners, managers, and landlords. In order to enable
th.ese vulnerable populations to overcome these barriers to access and retain housing, it
is critical to affirmatively engage in landlord outreach.
Understanding landlord interests and be.havior is a key consider~tio·n in selecting
strategies for engagement. Agencies implementing housing programs must keep in mind
how to balance landlord needs with those of the program participal)ts and the agencies.
As business people, landlords are driven by financial incentives, incl'tfcli.ng profit; stability
·of income; protection of their assets, and minimizing tenant conflict ancl legal action.
Another important factor is the unique context of San Francisco's current rental market.
1
While the federal government set the Fair Market Rent in l015 at $1,635 for a one-

bedroom apart.ment, the private sector reports that th~ median rent for one bedroom
apartments hit a record high in January at $3,410. 2 In a.city where two-thirds of the
population are renters, skyrocketing high-wage job creation and lack of housing
. production have reinforced the rental h.ousing crunch. Ariy strategy must into take into
account that even "desirable" tenants have a hard time f)mding and maintaining
affordable housing.
..:~ ·
The.following is a 1.is·t..of strategi.~s'for encouhiging landlords to rent their properties to
those who <)re, were,;o.r are <;i~. rl~kof P.~iri,g.h_dMeless..
.
·
·
'
·'.,

Financial incentives can help mitigate the real and perceived risks associated with
renting to homeless h~useholds, such as non-payment of rent, property damage, or the
burden.of having to deal with other potenti'al problems caused by tenants. The following
is a list of potential financial strategies that may help convince landlords that it is in their
financial interest to provid~ housing to vulnerable households.
·

1

http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/fm r/fm rs/FY2015_code/201Ssumma ry.odn
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/03/san-francisco-rent-2015-most-expensivecity_n_6609396.html

2

2
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r···-- .............................................................. _ .........................................

IL

RISK M!TIG/\TION POOL$

"Risk mitigation pools," also known as insurance pool grants and landlord guarantee
funds, reduce landlord exposure to financial risks caused by excessive damage costs and
non-payment of rent. Risk mitigation pools create a reserve fund that can be accessed
by landlords to reimburse payments for damage and inconveniences that are not
covered by a security deposit. These pools also enable programs to guarantee full and·
timely rent in circumstances where a client cannot pay.

I

!.

Some examples of risk mitigation pools in practice include the Landlord Liaison Project
in King County, Washington (Seattle); the Home Forward Program in Portland; The ··
South Hampton Roads Insurance Pool Grant in Norfolk, Virgirtia; anc;I the Risk Mitigation
Pool of the City of Portland that is held and adn'linistered:.:bn behalf6f<~-he City of·
Portland Bureau of Housing and Community Developm~nt. King County.'provides
funding .for and holds management and oversight of the risk mitigation pool; staff
oversee the process of approving and submitting claims to the County for damages.
Examples of typical costs include: carpet,' vinyl floor, wall damage, cleaning, garbage
hauling, and legal costs. 3
·
Several restraints and guidelines that are common across risk mitigation pools include
the following:
• Claims against tenants for funds from the risk mitigation pool must be above and
·beyond those costs covered by the.security deposit
• Most risk mitigation pools do not cover normal operating costs for landlords
- such as/repainting or replacement oUumiture for reascins such as "wear and
tear"
• . Landlords must provide receipts for repairs caused by excessive damage in order
to be reimbursed thr;ough the risk mitigation pool
• funds from·tn:e risk ml~iJ~ation pool are usually capped between $1,000-2,000
. per household'
• ·Financial guarantees are often time-limited, expiring after six to twelve months
of.responsible tenancy

COST OF IMPLEMENTATION
Risk mitigation

po:~Js ~ary in size, but are often between $800,000 and $1,000,000. 4

3

www.kingcounty.'gov/.. ./DCHS/Levy/ProcurementPlans;VHS_Levy_2_3.ashx
http://partnering-for-change.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Land lo rdl ncen tivesProtections.pdf,
http://www.homeforward.org/landlords/section-8-features, http://www.endhomelessness.org/page//files/MOU%20for%201nsurance%20Pool%20Funds.pdf.
4

I·lomcBase ! Advancing Sotu!1ons lo r!onmf&)ssnf1s<>

3
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·EFFECTIVENESS
Establishing a fund that can help mitigate risk for landlords by guaranteeing timely rent
and/or covering costs above a security deposit is an especially popular strategy because
it provides landlords with confidence that they will not incur significant losses.
However, managing and raising money for such a fund may be a significant challenge if
clients are constantly drawing from the fund. Programs must find a way to sustai~ this
funding pool, whether through private or government funding.
2. PROTECTIVE PAVn PfWGHA)ViS

Protective payee programs hold. a dient' s monthly income if>.l. an e~,crow account that is
managed by a third party who becomes responsible for making rentp~yments on behalf
of the tenant. Protective payee services should not be co~fused with r~presentative
payee services; the latter are targeted for individuals deemed incapable of handling.
their own finances (e.g., severely disabled individuals on SSI), while the former h;ive no
legal requirements for participation.
Protective payee programs encourage iandiords and management companies to reiax
screening criteria while enabling program participants to build budgeting and financial
management skills., For example, the Shelter to Independent Living (SIL) Program In
Lancaster, Pennsylvania uses a protective payee program on a time-limited basis as a
means of addressing landlot_qs'.''.)qqncerns abc;iut high income-to-rent ratios and poor
credit histories amon~4i~HI to h~:4se clients. 5 .
.

...,

....

<

~-

.
:

COST OF IMPLE<M~NTATIOI\! .
In 2012, Milwaukee's Pr:ote.ctive Payee Progi;am ,cost about $32 per month, p~r. client. 6
At this rate, the estimated cost for providing this service for 500 residents vyould be
$192;000. per year. However, it is possible that this system co.uld be automated. for the
clients who receive regular income or housing subsidies, such as Section 8, Continuum
of Care permanent supportive housing or rapid re-housing funding, or SSI; this could
. slgnificamtly reduce the cost to $100,000 per year.
EFFECTIVENESS
.The effectiveness of this program depends on how long a prograrl) plans to impler:nent a
protective payee framework for individual clients. While a client would ideally transition
to independence over tim·e, this program may provide the temporary.assistance needed
to help the client acces.s and retain the ho.using at an e.arly stage when.more support is
n~eded.

5
6

http ://partnering-for-change. org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07 /Landlord lncentivesProtections. pdf.
http://publicpolicyforum.org/sites/default/files/ProtectivePayeeReport.pdf . ·
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Some programs provide landlords with financial incentives through costs saved in
tenant vetting and.referral processes, as well as holding fees while the agencies conduct
background checks. Tenant vetting programs.broadly invc;>lve checking referral, credit,
and assessment information for the client to create a coriprehensive character
reference and background check for the landlord to evaluate. Landlords may view those
clients annore attractive potential tenants if they have been thoroughly vetted and
7
referred by a program that has .a vested interest in that client's success.
Payment of administrative costs and holding fees can also senie as a financial incentive
for. land!ords. For exa'mple, the Rapid Exit Program in He[lnepln-C6unty, Minnesota pays
holding
fees for vacant units while a landlord considers,_a
Client's a'pplication. 8 '
.
,.,,:

COST OF IMPLEMENTATION
The cost of conducting background checks for clients ranges from $50-$100 per client,
and holding fees could cost around $100 per unit. For. 500 SRO units, the vetting could
cost $25,000 to $50,000, and holding fees could cos,t around $50,000.
EFFECTIVENESS
Having programs conduct background checks for clients is one way to ensure that
tenant selection is not unnecessarily restrictive; programs could more thoroughly
consider clients who have q~estionable credit or other histories. However, programs
must be careful not to be overly permissive, as they need to build trust with landlords. It
may also be challenging for programs to build the capacity to conduct thorough yet
efficient background checks; one possible strategy is to have a centralized agency
conduct these cJ'\ecks to create economies of scale.

r

Since the;San Fran'cisco rental market moves.so quickiy, holding fees may be a key
incera.tf:ve.for landlor~sto maintain a vacancy long enough forthe agency to conduct a
background check.

f4.-·1;cf!l:/;5Eo-s·E·cu;rrvo-ir-oslr·,5··-·-·· . -·--·--------·-·-···-------------------·. -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Some programs' provide landlords with increased security deposit payments as an
incentive. Programs can negotiate with landlords to determine new security deposit
amounts to reflect the real and perceived risks for landlords. For example, the Rapid
Exit Program in .Hennepin County, Minnesota pays double security deposits for clients
9
with poor rental history.
7
8
9

http://www.crisis.org. uk/data/flles/pu blications/Vouth%20& %20PRS%20report.pdf.
http ://partnering-far-change .org/wp-content/u ploads/2011/07 /Landlord! ncentivesProtections. pdf.
http:// partnering-for-change. org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/Landlord IncentlvesProtections. pdf.
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· Rapid rehousing providers often utilize ESG and TANF funds to pay for modest incentives
including paying security deposits for program participants or negotiating.increase.s in
deposit amounts. Ca!WORKS provides move-in costs, such ·as last month's rent, security
~
deposits, u~ility deposits, and cleaning fees, provided that the total rent. ·does not exceed
eighty percent of the family's total monthly income. Generally,-this assistance is only
avai.lable once in a lifetime, unless the homelessness was the result of domestic viol~nce
1011
or natural disaster:
Yo_lo County's 2014 strategic plan outlrnes at'i objective· to
partner with the Center for F.amilies to ensure that this resource is reaching eligible
families. 12
.
.
'

a

The Emergency Solutions Grant program (ESG) includes the following elig_ible costs for
financial assistance: rental application fees, security dep.osits, last month's rent, utility
13
deposits, utility payments, and moving costs. In Los An·geles County; the Department
of Public Social Services is using ESG funding to p'rovide security and utility assistance for
families moving into permanent housing and those er.iroiled·in a rapid· re-housing
progn;im. 14
·

COST OF IMPLEMENTATION

The 2015 FMR for SROs in San F~andsco·is $~42, Assumhig security deposits range
from 1-2 months rent, the cost to provide security deposits:.for 500 units would range
from $471,000- $942,000.
15

..~.

EFFECTIVENESS
·
C.
Th is p'ractice is a straightforward way to red~~~ risk for landlords without significantly
increasing costs because the security deposltij~:.ultimately returned if .no damage occurs.
This provides incentive both for programs ·and· for clients to 'prevent property damage.
However, start-up costs may be cons!derable to ensure s·ufficient funding for Increased
security d~posits; programs will have to consi.der how to raise and maintain these funds.

Leasing bonuses ca_n be provided to landlords or real estate brokers as a non-refundable
16
reward for leasing to "hard.:to-house" tenants. There are two types of leasing bonuses
in .practice:
10

http://www.lafla.org/servlce. php ?sect=govern&sub:ohel p;
http://www.211scc.org/downloads/CalWORKs%20Resource%20Guide%202014.pdf
12
http://www.yolocounty.org/home/showdocument?id=26136 .
·
u https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/ESG-Program-Components-Quick-Reference.pdf
14
'
•
'
http://documents.lahsa.org/Programs/funding/2014/rfp/H FSS/FI NAL-2014-H FSS-RFP-AN D-APP .pdf
15
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/fmr/fmrs/FY2015_code/2015sum mary .odn ·
16
http://partnering-for-change.org/wp-content/upload:S/2011/07/Brief_Rehsi ngStrategiesFINAL.pdf.
11
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e

A fixed bonus amount provided to landlords for each unit they rent to clients
(Example: $35 bonus administrative fee/unit rented)
.
A fixed-scale system where the leasing bonus provided is determined by the type
of unit (Example for unit size: $200/studio)

COST OF IMPLEMENT ATlO~
Bonuses could range from $35 to cover administrative fees to more significant bonuses
of $100-200 per unit. A $35 administrative/pre-leasing fee for 500 SROs would be about
$17,500, while a $100 bonus per unit for 500 SROs would be.$50,000.

EFFECTIVENESS
Since San Francisco is currently experiencing a housing crunch where many renters in
the mainstream rental market are willing to pay above asking price, there may not be
sufficient funding to provide a bonus that makes housing a "hard-to-house" tenant
more profitable.

P:
.~;-:::~~~f
-':>1J;,;'~·+ )1,{;;,
.....~o>..:t.·~,~

While financial incentives can be helpful to gain landlord interest, community examples
show that financial incentives alone are insufficierit to substantially increase an·d
maintain landlord participation in rental assistance programs. Programs with the
greatest success in recruiting landlords, housing residen'ts, and retaining both tenants
and landlords alike provide robust nonfinancial as well as.financial incentives for
17
landlords.
The primary categories Qf nonf.inancial incentives are tenant supports, landlord
supports, landlord outreacfi and marketiflg, :engaging real estate brokers, and master
leasing.
·
1. TENANT SUPPORTS

"

'

Supporting homeless persons In both accessing and maintaining housing is critical for
encouraging landlords to accept them as tenants. The following are ways that programs
can provide support to tenants to help them in this process:
111

17

Accessing Housing:
o Tenant education and certification programs that provide hard-to-house
· clients with training in areas such as budgeting, tenant rights and duties,
repairing credit, and other life skills to help them become a responsible
tenant. Clients who complete the program receive certificates of completion

http://partnering-for-change.org/wp-content/ uploads/2011/07 /Brief_Rehsi ngStrategi es Fl NAL.pdf.
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•

or recommendation letters that allow them to apply for housing from
landlords partnered with the program.
o Character recommendation letters from case managers and/or respected
third parties, such as religious leaders, employers, or even parole officers,
describing how the head of household or individual concerned has
participated in specialized services (e.g., substance abuse treatment, mental
health counseling; financial education classes) and has made great strides in
overcoming personal problems Indicates to a landlord a level of
commitment, motivation, and ability to turri one's life.around.
o Co-signing leases with a client to reduce or eliminate· risk for landlords.
Maintaining Housing:
.
o On-site and off-site case management and support serv,ices provided during
transitional housing period (ex. mental health;, chemical d~pendency,
treatment, counseling, life skills).
o Tenant peer support groups.

COST OF IMPLEMENTATION
The cost for these supports varies widely, depending on the extent of ·training and
services provided. Ideally, project coordinators and/or case managers would provide
both the trainings and the case management services as needed during a tenant's
transition into-housing. These services would be more intensive before and at th~
beginning of tenancy, with the objective to phase out ·over time, with the exception of
those who need permanent sqpportive housing services due to disability or chronic
condition. Many of the~.e case management supportive services could be contracted or
leveraged from soda! service agem:eies and organization·s, reducing the cost.

.

'

.

EFFECTIVENESS
Tenant education <jnd training, as well as supportive services and case management, are
essentiaHor ensuring that hard-to-house persons are equipped to live independently in
mainstream housing. Certification and character letters,·while not necessary for the
tenants th~mselves, may be the official markers necessary to assuage any concerns that
a landlord might have in light of poor rental, credit, and/or criminal history.
r·2·.--i~~\-r~o"Lo·R·f'j--$Li·r;·r;0R~~5-

:··-----··-··-·--· -·---------··----·-----

!

In addition to supporting tenants, programs can incentivize landlords to provide housing
for persons who were, are, or are at risk of b_eing homeless by providing special
assistance to them in the following ways:
•
•
I

~
I

Landlord access to support hotlines /responsive staff specialized in landlord
management.
Quick turnaround on issuing checks to landlords for agencies that provide rent
payment or other financial services. ·

.

Ii

1-louie:Bai;t• l Advancing Solutions to Homeles,~'ness
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•
1111

•

Mediatio~ ~ervices for any landlord-tenant conflicts.
Property maintenance for client-occupied units provided by rental assistance
program or associated agencies.
Landlord recognition programs (e.g. thank you· cards from staff and clients,
hosting owner appreciation breakfasts at which partners receive plaques or
other type of recognition).
·
Creating landlord support network - Inviting landlords to open houses where
they can meet staff, agency leadership, and each other.

COST OF IMPLEMENIATION
The cost of these strategies vary based on extent of services provided - the primary cost
would be hiring program staff to manage these services, with each FTE costing around
$80,000 to $110;000 depending on the skilfand experience desired. For 500 SRO units,
three to five coordinators at an estimated cost of $95,000, or $285,000 to $475,000
total.
EFFECTIVENESS
Providing responsive, knowledgeable, and effective service to landlords is key in building

the trust necessaiy to convince landloids to rnnt to clients who are otherwise more
challenging. For this reason, many programs hire staff to:provide some level of landlord
relationship management: Note that these positions can also.be combined with landlord
outreach and marketing (see below).
r~ct:i:;;;LO

RD-0 UT·R·EA c8& !\Ii

ARl<"E:r-ir~u:~··--··-···--·--

. --...... ---···-·-----······-·· . ········ ............ -- ---··

Increasing the number of landlords willing to rent to homeless persons is necessary to
ensure sufficient housing for more challenging tenants. The following list includes ways
programs cc:m -e~pand the pool of landlords, and there.by housing,.available for hard-tohouse di.~ritS:

~ \ :SMarketing campa,igns that explain the financial and social b~nefits of providing
·frbusing to these :p.opul~tions, as well as the many safeguards in place to reduce

•

•

risk. Sample marketing strategies including brochures, letters, community
forums and prese·ntations, media (email, news), individual meetings, and tours ..
Create a t:a.r.idlord Advisory Cbmmittee to build a core group of fan.dlords who
are willing to commit to the program, provide feedback on program design and
evaluation, and engage the.ir peers.
Searching for Landlords
.
.
o Housing Authority listings for Section 8 are more likely to rent to hardest-tohouse populations.
o Reach out to real estate brokers and provide them with finders' fees or add
them to program advisory boards/com.mittees to increase engagement

HoineHase I AdV\'iiflcinq Solutions lo Homelessness
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Cold calling can work, but landlords who use mainstream housing sources
(such as Ci"aigslist) may. not be willing to participate in a·supported housing
program.
.
• Creating and regularly updating a spreadsheet of landlords to keep track of
···engagement efforts.
Note: In outreach, it is critical that programs be consistent in their messaging about
housing need and a Housing First framework (i.e. providing housing will enable ,
vulnerable populations to stabillze and address their challenges,"su~b.as drug and
alcohol use and/or mental illness).
·'

<·

.. ··

·:,
COST OF IMPLEMENTATION
. ,.
·:;.,
The most significant costs for'marketing lie in the initial d·e:~~-lopmerifQf landlord
education materials and pres·entations. Depending on.·whether these"e'.tfgrts can b~
supported by program staff or outside marketing c;cinsµltants, the cost coul.d range from
$5,000 to $20,000 for a comprehensive outreach.campaig~.
.: ,~~ . .

•

·•...

~'f:4;,,o;·.

Subsequent marketing, landlord search, and tracking cah be implemented by program
staff, including those who provide landlord supports (see, above).

EFFECTIVENESS
Marketing and ·education for landlords is critical to comm at the stigma against renting to
homeless or formerly homeless persons. P.or;.,this reason; treating and broadly
dissemi'nating pers~asive marketing materia'l'S,. in addition to actively soliciting landlords,
are necessary to increase the number bf re~·ti;il. units available for hard-to-house
,·,
perSOt')S.
"

~----,..··--·-~----.

I .. MA.STER

lEASfr~G

·--···

Under master lea.sing,·a~ agency or housing provider r.ents units, and then subleases
them to individual clients. As the primary lease-holder, the agency assumes
responsibility for the clients.
·

COST O.F IMPLEMENTATION
Establishing a master lease can be a costly and time-intensive endeavor, as it requires
· setting up the-legal structure and active management of the property. The primary cost
would be staff time, as well as any repairs or upkeep needed to maintain the unit at a
certain level.
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EFFECTIVENESS
Some agencies have traditionally provided master leases, especially In situations where
they can master lease an entire complex with multiple units. Landlords may favor this
__ option if they have many units available, as it reduces their work and places most ofthe
liability on the agency managing th·e master lease·. However, many agenci~s are wary of
this option because of the challenges of managing property and tenants.

The following are examples of how several major cities a.cross the country have
implemented landlord engagement strategies, as well qS their outcomes.

_,
L tANDtORD t.!i\!S.ON PROJECT: IC.lNG COUNTY, SE/UHf
The Landlord Liaison Project (LLP) began in March 2009, as a means of increasing access
to private market and non-profit owned rental housing for vulnerable populations ·
moving out of homelessness into permanent housing. The LLP is supported by the King
County Department of Community and Human Ser\lices, the City of Seattle, King County,
Representative of the United Way of King County, and a broad array of service and
nonprofit housing providers. 18
·
The Landlord Liaison Project provides landlords with thefollowing services:
111
Access to qualified;;vett~d\applicant's:to flll vacant units
• Access to LLP's 24-hour h:otline to address immediate issues
111
Rapid response to landlord concerns by partnering agencies and the YWCA
111
Access to a Landlord Rl.sk Reduction Fund in the case of excessive property
damage and/Or the nonpayment of rent. The Risk Reduction Fund established in
·King County.is $1 million.
'•

·'

T.he LLP provides clients with important services.as well; such as move-in costs and
rental assistance, eviction prevention, tenant trainings, mediation with landlords, and
access to support services through partner agencies for at least the first year of their
tenancy in permanent housing.
During its first 10 months, the Landlord Liaison Project placed 147 households in
permanent housing with a retention rate of 96% of households after 6 months of
tenancy. 68% of the tenants were subsid_y holders. During the same time period there
were 87 interventions/mediations on behalf of housed clients between the landlords
and case managers, but no calls placed after hours to the 24-hour emergency hotline. In
2009, the LLP used only $2,663 from the Risk Reduction Fund for repairs to damage
18

http://partnering-for-change.org/wp-content/ uploads/2011/07/Landi ord IncentlvesProtections.pdf.
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caused in three client units. Finally, 71% of landlords involved in the program stated that
they were "satisfied}/ or "very satisfied11 , with 79% ranking the financia'I guarantees of
20
the LLP as the most important factor for their participation. 19
·

2. HOME FOR\NAR.D: PORT\J\J\JD, OREG01\!
Home Forward, the housing authority in Multnomah County, Oregon, has emphasized
the need to provide better housing choices and accessib.ility to rental properties for
Section 8 voucher hoiders. The program provides landlords with fir.i.a,ncial .incentives to
. take on Section 8 voucher holders as tenants, while still allowing :l~ndlords to charge
market rate for their units. Home Forward pays a set amour:i}/~ft,ectlyto the landlord,
and the.renter pays the difference. Landlord rents have tq. . b.~· rea~onable compared to
rents for similar units In the same market area.
·/· ·
·< : ·
Home Forward has created the Landlord Incentive Fund, which is a $100 leasing bonus
paid directly to the landlord each time he or she rents a unit in a low-poverty census
tract to a Section 8 participant. The housing authori~y ha·s also established the Landlord .
Guarantee Fund (LGF), which will reimburse up to two months of rent for damage
2
beyond wear and tear that exceeds $1,000 in a client's unit. i
Home Forward has experienced mixed results through its Section 8 housing and landlord
incentive program. In the first six months of 2012 alone, .the program helped 301
voucher~holders find rental units in low-poverty neighborhoods. 22 However, the
program also received criticisms.:for not st~ictly enforcing their policies on renting in
low-poverty census tracts and allowing clients to rent substandard units in high-poverty
census tracts through Home F.orward. Furthermore, the $100 leasing bonus was
incorporated into Home Forward policy after the Landlord Guarantee Fund failed to
23
recruit or retain, Section 8 landlords. Home Forward's director of rent assistance has
indicate,d that the new..finarieial;lncentlve has not resulted in a substantial increase in
landlord participation;.
3. HOUSING STABILITY PLUS: NEW YOFU< CITY

Housing Stability ,Pl1;1s . {HSP) provided rental subsidies to long-term clients in the City's
homeless service system, while also providing landlord incentives to encourage the ·
leasing of units to subsidy holders and "hard to house" tenants ..

All ~tatistlcs found in the Landlord Liaison Project 2010 Performance and Evaluation Report. ~
·
http://www.homeforward.org/landlords/section-8-features..
22
http://www.oregonlive.com/por~land/index.ssf/2013/02/oregon_bill_would_end_'section.html.
23
http://www.oregonllve.com/portland/index.ssf/2014/03/home_forwa rd_plans_to _give_low .html.
19

°For more information, see: http://www.landlordliaisonproject.org/.
21

2
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24

The financial incentives provided to landlords through HSP were substantial, including :
• Advanced·payment of three months rent to landlords
• Increased security deposit payments consisting of one month's rent
• 15% finder's fee for real estate brokers who found apartments for HSP clients to
25
lease
• Streamlined application and inspection process for lease signing
The Program received about 50% of its funding from Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families/Social Security Insurance, 25% from State contributions and 25% from city levy
taxes.
During its three years, the program served 6,400 households with children and 1,600
without children, with only 100 households vacating their tenancy early or dropping out
26
of the program. Despite the incentives, family homelessness rose to a record high for
the city, as there was a 23% Increase in the number of families entering the system and
27
an 11% decline in the number of families moving into permanent housing in 2006.
Landlords and program administrators identified two fundamental causes for the
limitations of the HSP program:
1) The program's requirement th~t par.tk:lpants be on welfare resulted In frequent
stoppage of rent payments because any .dls.rupt!on In welfare caused automatic
cessation of rent payrr.i.~nt. Duririg ~ti~.,course of<t.he program, 65% of families
faced welfare disruptidh'-§'; rather i:n~fftlie 20% expected. This resulted in
28
uncertainty ar:nOAg landi~r,ds, who d'rqpped out of the program.
2) The rigidity the housing process, tir't:ie limits placed upon participation, and an
annual declihe of 20% i~ the value of_the subsidies resulted in instability in
housin~ retention, further decreasing landlord participation.

bf

These three issues - among ot.hers - caused New York City to discontinue the program in
2007 in f~vor of an alternative renta.1 subsidy program designed to rectify these Issues.
The lessons of the Housing Stabllity_Plus program should inform the design of a new San
Francisco rental subsidy program, in particular financial guarantees designed to alleviate
and eliminate landlord insecurity and maintain or increi)se the available housing stock
and a flexible.system of subsidies that accounts for the housing needs of clients and the
financial needs of landlords.

4

http://coalhome.3cdn.net/Ofclb9afcc11c89627 _dgm6vdpb8.pdf, http://partnering-for-change.org/wpcontent/uploads/2011/07/Landlordln cent!vesProtections.pdf
25
http://partnerlng-for-change.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07 /LandlordlncentivesProtectlons.pdf.
26
http://partnering-for-change.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07 /LandlordlncentivesP rotections.pdf
7
i http://www.nytlmes.com/2007/03/19/nyregion/19homeless.htm l?pagewa n ted=all&_r=O
28
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/19/nyregion/19homeless.html?pagewanted:oall
i
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Given San Francisco's extremely competitive rental market and general lack of
affordable housing, the City should focus first on the landlord engagement strategies
most likely to result in successful access to and maintenance of housing for challenging
populations, followed by the most cost-effective financial incentives for landlords to
rent to these clients, building relationships .with landlords, and utilizing any relatively
low-cost strategy that can reinforce these efforts.
--------··--·--·-·-----·~--.

,! 1. TENANT SUCCESS

.

--------

I
Strategies that promote tenant success should be prioritized becaus~, la~dlords will not
rent to challenging clients unless .they are confident-.fhat these tenants w!ll b.e just as
profitable as any other. The primary strategies supporting this objective are:
Tenant educ.ation programs (with or without cer.tification)
Case management & supportive services
Tenant peer support groups

In order to combat the stigma and risk regarding housing homeless and other vulnerable
persons, the City will need to provide additional financial incentives and/or risk
mitigation to demonstrate to landlords that renting to these clients makes good
business sense. Out of the many financial incentives options, the City should select the
strategies that provide the most value to the landlords at the lowest cost, which Include:
'

.

'-.

- ··Risk Mitigation Pools
lncFeased Security. Deposits
Protective Payee Program
r~·--·-·-~-·-·-·

............ , .... ~·····-··~·~.-·-~···-·.. "-·-·---~-......,,,..,...,_,_,.,_~·-··-.. --.~--·-·,.·····-·v-··-------·~----~·~-- . . . .- -

; 3. BU!LDlNG LANDLORD RELATIONSHIPS

!

The City must educate and build relationships with lanC;llords so th.atthey are informed
of the successful tenancy of these hard-to-house populatior:is and the financial benefits
of renting to them. The following strategies have been the most effective in engaging
landlords on these issues~
Marketing campaign to landlords
·14
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Landlord support hotline I mediation services
Creating a landlord support network and/or Landlord Advisory Committee
Quick turnaround for payments for agencies that provide payments
.-·····-·····--·. ······-········-·--··-······-··--.•··-·-······..

4.

l~HATllJELY

······-~·······

. ·······--·········--·· ······-··········-·····-····-·-·-····-·-··--··········---···--···· ..........-·-·--··-···-·-··. --··--·-- ....... _..·---- . -·-··--_....... .

I.OW COST SUPPORTIVE STRATEGIES

Finally, there are severa·1 str.ategies which reinforce the above objectives in a cost·
effective manner, and are war.th adding ori if additional resources are available:
Character recommendation letters for prospective tenants
Supporting the background check process
S.earching for landlords
Tracking landlord engagement efforts on a spreadsheet

.,.
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HomeBase i AUvancing Solutions lo Homeless1ms8
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,J1'ranctseo

~r-·:its

-ie1derl..y.-..disahled

St!l:. -41.4.

:i

·,::·:1n · :Re's:i'cleli.'t,ial·'hotel ..-'1nits:.:ue

.en<lan~ered,•bousing.

·.5

......,·(g}

·'l'h_e.,·lloii!.r.d_}:i~-,suparvisors :and·

tbe::Mayor of

6 .co:ucty o.f-~Saii-..PZanc1su:o.:,11ecogi\-lzea::J:llis ·'hl:>usirn.r
~~

~.

. ":
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-t~•e

Any building conta-ining six or more ~ms .intended or

3D

4 :rresolir~~ :ima,:~st.:.,be ..,pi<cteeted.
:City and

emergen1::y ... and

Definitions •

(B)_~

41

designed to .be used, or .which are used, rented or hired out to be

_S

occupi-ed or which are occup.ied for sle.eping purposes and dwelling

6

purposes by

···.•

.
.
..
7 ..services.

guests~

·whether rent is paid .in money, ·goods, or

~

ij -'i!MC.~·,:'an ..m:ilimmea.:.w111:h :elstabl.lsbed a Jlio:ra:toriwn- ·on ··t:he

. a· «'demd1i."ti•cn "or-"cOnversian- ·<)f;:res'icenilal.-':hate'.l:'•.uni:te "·to ;my•- other

9.:ff :u.e•;:--~~--~~toriUm otdiiia:nce ...becaae .e'f'fect:i'Ve

on ·11oveuber

:It includes motels.,

as defined in Chapter XII, Part J:!

a ff of the San Francisco :Municipal Code.,

(Bo~~:,"ng .c~~'Ei)

9,

23,

include any jai1, bospita1, .asylum, sanitarium, orphanage, prison

l'oll i979.

101 iletenti~

.ll

· 11 . housed ·and aetain.id .under_.'legai restraint,

:.(.h)

but does not

. s ':. ;.

:'"lfle::i:onversfi;m.-Of .. '!'esiilentilil hotel "miits afl:.ects

heme _,or other

.instit~tion

in which human beings -ar"'-

~l:t_liOse.;itir_~:.. llho--are .. leust· at:.i.e--t:o-~ wH:h _disp1ac~enmnt in San

12

prlva~e

-13:~ -:r.rancisco .s ._bQuSing. 'Darltet.
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September 23., 1979.: provided, however., that. no building excluded

14

.from· the terms .-of ·this

_.,,,

,_."cl!)

:1i--1s in·~- pubJ;·ii:· ~erf!st. that =nverslon Of

·1sH ·~elii'di!lrit'iil'"'hete1-- uni.1:rbe·".?:egul-ated •ma ·that- ~di:j!S ·,be
unlavEu1 -C:m~ -has -o::curred, in --ordeir to ·

~7 -t>=tec:,t·-the---~~dent-- t~nts ~-·to ~~ ··tne

and

non-profit

Chap~er.

limH:eCI .bousin-g

18. resoun:es.

operati~n

l
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within
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the purposes .of: this· -ordinance"' _non-profit organi:i:ation shall

-the
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501.of· the Dnitea States code.

~i:-.:~:· be:ing·:of,·San·-~!St:O.--.... ~eref.or.e., it.

is in

21

of

'~r -t~ remove ·units
For
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:Residenti·al Hotel

:22 ":i:be';<-piib-Ut:.·;i~-te:st::tnat:.:a-·.'Ciertal.n :au:mbi>r,·'O'f':llii:lderat:ely pr_i-c:ed-

:z2

.:n

1:Cll~ist:.:, ~-~'t:s:.tle'··.ina:~t:a.ill<!J3 · -espee.ia'Uy.. ~ i~·;:tbe•,annual

.:23ff

:hotel Wlit as defined in -·(c) bel0111 unless. exempted pursuant to

24

to1zr:i-Bt:-.-.·~--im;.twee:n.:;J<_1~-

.24ft

the provisions.of Sections 41.5 .and 41.6 below.

.25

///

:25

(c)

.26. / / /

26

Any guest: room as defined in.Section 203.7 of Chapter XII,

30'7 ·
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-~

'l?age--3

0..

entity exempt from taxation· J?lllrS~nt. to Title 26, Section

:mian. an

inilustr'i:~

the building

building frcm .bonsing ·use,.· or seil~ the -bui1ding.
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:i,. -.;ma-~5ept:eJllber:
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c

·c:c

_by a non-

~-9anization see_ks to demo1ish
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·2-1, : .

as a result of

·16tt

:;m i:be :c~-".aml:.:county.::of, :SmrF:ranci-sco.· ·'l'Ottri·sm -is.-.essent:ial .f.cr

•tU'''· '!'lie: .-tcul:':i'St"•iftdw!ttj<-· is. ate .of . the. -':I.or

.19

in existence on

1511 profit or.ganization sha11 be -excluded if the .non-profit

~·:

··16:1. ~iaechwbere

cJ.ub

-~rg~niz~tio~

--~r 'nursing home or any

An.Y building er str:ucture which =ntains a residential

Residential Unit
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1.D .a=ording to the.- ·de_term.imati='·o(:· that ....nepartment« pursuan.t··:·to. the···· ·

whf6h ·

2

zLpe~ent · -res:taent ..on 's..ptember 23, 1979.,

g.uest:.·roam desi9nated·a5.a residential .unit purfi.uant te>.·

.secticms·' 41";.6 .or 41. 7 .· bel.;oi..

·.s

..'Permanent

.(d)

6 . ·.

·~

.10: by" a -permanent: .-J:-esident

n

~t

=

.is. certified.·· as

11

t2

.in"Subsecti~;1~)~'-;,-·:-~;;~~;-~i~

"!5

&Um.aaticm .:,Qf . a ·.rellident.taJ: .unit

16

this Chapter· or t·he
~ver.

~3.mltary.

-non.-. CCllllllU!l'Cial ·use ·wi.ch

.,

shall

C01l~~;Y ..:t:o-::the··:provisl~

of

~

Ber-VteS -.on:ly :the

··r~:idents'

neeW:I ·Of . the .permanent

·lounge• :at=ertllOlB ·or .eommon .area·

.canstitnte a conirersicn .-withiJI the meaning qf i:his

(g)

2S

"(80~)

j

I

{!)

El.der.ly Per.son

.A person 62 years ·r;>f age or older:~ .
(j.~

·A

...Disabled Person

~ecipient of disability benefits.

(It)·~

OWner ··includes ~y person ·or· legal ··ent±ty. holding any:

c:
c:
c:

owner.ship interest in a residential. ·hotel.

· ll) Operator
. An operator .. i~ludes,

C1l

·entity whether or· not tbe owner, ..who·:ra . r:espons.i.bl.e··for, the

.17

day-to-day operation of a res.i:dentia'l:--· ho!:el·:-aml 'to :>lho11r··a-. hotel ·

1B

·11cense issued for a .residential· hotel•::···
Interested .Party

l'i!

{m)

:2D

A permanent resi;dent. ;Of ·ad:!Ote:l'•>o.r .h:.i;s •Or:·:hE!r.:·.. author''i.zeil..

~1

0::

"the lessee -or·· any. -.person·.·or·-.,legal

:representative, ar· a £:aimer .:tenant..·:·of. a~hO.tel .. who... vacated ..a .. ···

J

I

I

Ltl!lf-InCCl!le illansehold

A househola wbase.:.i"YICa!lle does no:t ezceea eighty i:erc:ent

24

16

demolition of a ·residenti.l!!.l hotel.

21 -dJapt~·
22

14
l5

:r;>r ·the

:a' elumge in·· tbe ;.use ·of «a' .residentiAI. hotel. uni. t .. into .a·

·19. .residents, ·auc:h· as

of the gross monthly. income ·of"...a..l·ow,..inccime·..househol-d as.•'·

defined in subse:ction (g} above.

Ol
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7be.-dl.ange.·or ·.at:teJl!pt.ea .change ·of the ilse of a re;sidential
unii:.a!J.liefineii

.18

a tourist. :w:d.t

·to .Sections •41..5 .-.and ·41.'1. belCl!'f·

14

('17
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.(fl.". conversion·
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13'

Res! denti:al: uni ts;..whose;• r.ent·c:may<-.roto .exceed:c.thi·rty .: per.cent« ..

.8

.A ;guest ·'%00la·Wi·i:ih. ·-S ..not: ·occupi.ed on:Sep_telllber 23, 1·979,.
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7

'TC>urist Unit

Law:-I·nc01ne, Hou·s:i.ng ::0:: _ .; .·

·3

~

-A .:person '!ho :.-acCupies ~ ..91Jest rOOlll for at ··least 1:bixty:...two

(e) ·

liousi ng · and · commun·i.t·y,.. D,eve l:opmene :Ae.t.•:· :cf'''.19:7.-4.-~·· ._ .

S·i (JO\)

:Resi·dent

.. 7. ·... {32} :cansecutive ~.Ys.

·a.

fi

I

of the· lllleCii:an .i.nccme. far· the San Francisco Standa.rd

Metropolitan Statisti:cU ·Area· as published by

.:t?>e

United ·States

26H Departiaent o£. Bc>Us!ng · and urban Development· .and adjusted

·1

:,.,... .:22
.:.23

jih:

.residential unit with.i.n.cthe past nin-ety.. (.90) ..day.s. prece<!.ing ,. the.'
.filing of complaint or·. ~rt,.proceeding··.to:.-.enf.o.i::.ce:.the·.-·pi:ovisionS..
·of ·this .Chapter• or ~ .ten·ants.•: org.ani:.zation:' provide.cl.• tha·t: .. .sucb·:,
organization certifies·.under. the• penalty ·of'·perj-ury--- that the

'::.;;.:,~26 .all--ege.d unlawful

ai:t or acts have. been.. commt.tte.:t··•by the·· owner .or

....._~:~·:.:
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or ;uore permanent residents. within the

:zl·~·.:niriet.Y '.(110)· .• days.pr'l!!ceding

3~

2

court: proceeding. ~·.·en£oree ·the .prov.isions •·of ·this Cl\ai;.i:er.

s

-"fl

· ·:.(nl>,cer.tlficate·of·•use

4

'·Polio.ting-. ·the·. ini.tial--lln·tt:;_:usage·· aiid

5

~al

.···

.

.spm:'i:fyi'ft9:t11e·-number-~f

6

.

U~'7:·:tiel.Clif,··-every..-hou.l. ''8hall ;J;;e

;

s

a'JI
9

,:where··:pcmti'll9":.is ..•~equliea by.'.this:·:Chapter, lilatedal shall

. n i:se···1:>0Blied·.·iil:a ••Consp:iCU911S ·:locati.on•:at:
12: .lobby .·Of· the:·:hoi:~

~..nu~>·

.l4

1\lo

•= ;.. if:· :there

the fx.ont

10

Jl

.i:n ·the

12

·is ··m>···J.chl:ly 7 in .-the public .

·materi~·.pa.i;tea· may ..~ ·remove<l·

~·.. - ·~..

.aeaJ>

{e)

A building ·which. was unlawfully converted to a rcoming

house or hotel in viol.aticn of the provisions .of the City

(f)

A building which .meets the requirements of section

7ff 41.6 {3) .below for a c1ailll of e.zemption for partially-completed

:i::Ss.iecha·-certi.fica.te :of ·use

>residem:±aJ. ·and,.'ti:Jur.ist·-'1mi.ts therein.

. '.>..'.'(~1/:.!l'oSti'llq«Ol.' .Post

9

10.

nn, 000. 00) per month on

sei?temher · .u, :1979; ·or

5~ Planning Code; or

·unlt usage

de~nat:~ cn,-purswint.. ··to 'the. provisi·oruvo£ 'Secti'<lns· :4L 6 . and

o

13

f.or more than one thousand dollar.s.

·the' fiJ:i-ng .of the . .:ampJ.aint or

by ·auy i;>erson

prqvidea' in t:his.t:bapter4

conversions: or
(gi

A building whii::h meets the requirements .of Section

41.6 {2)· .. below for a claim .of

Sec, 4.i.6.

~><emption for lcw-income tiousing.

Initial Status Determinations; Exemptions.

(al. Distribution of Summary of Ordinance and Reporting
CJ)

13

.Perms· for Iniildal unit usage RePQrt

14

Bo later than four {4) weeks after the effective date of
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C1J

"..Sm:tian· -41.:.s;: ·•:-Ap;>l:ir:iii.bi1it:Y ·of. this Chapter •.

15

this o:rdilla!lC!!, the :Bureau of Buil.din9 .Inspection of the

. ,~

16

Department of Public worlts .shall provide to every known owner or

17

operator, a SlllmllarY of. the :require=ents of .this ordinance, and

18

prescribed .fDrlllS ·.far :filing .an initial unit Usage report, a

19H. HD~-::23., 1!il:79 ..,:aJld ·ordered ··U> be :v.m:ated ·by the nepai:tmel!t. of

.19

statement: Qf ezelai?tion ·and a .claim of e:s:emption.

20.n

.:20

rrotifii:atiG'll s.hal.J. clearJ,y i-ndicate that. any·:prior notifieation

21

has. bel!ll supexceded.

22

di-rectory in

23

release any owner ar opexatar . of his/her obligations u~der this

15· ·

·~ov.i.siozm

·;-$l} : ·

·!rm.- .cbange . in

..'ISH· bas"•been .£cimd. .. too .. iie

21

l'uhu~.:lle.al.th;
-~

ofJthis ·.chapter zshlUl ·:not·.apply t:D::
~

.of . ~. reSidenti.al. unit

-=

guest\

·or

.:#) · ·"1la~ .-lilbi::b:'·rents ·£m:.-··cver.. : _ - ·1:hoummd · Uol:lars

24JI (:$i,y;m)U:JJO.) ·~>~llOilth.•

~I

the .unit

7','llo.l:e.J. ,;Uberiti:n· l'rlm!!tl"-:five. ·pereent (9511) :of the

:22fi .%1XJlllS'·"lfUe· ·tcw:iat<'uR.14:.S:--cn:·:~ .23, :.1:979;

·z

wher~

.anU1' :for .hi:imzm':hahiution piiox ti>

.

.

!!'his notice ·requirements is intended to be

£a:r as the failure to give this notice shall nol:

24. ordillance or p:reelulle the City or any person with standing to

.

·: ·-~~: ~'. lm!:···e.E;in·,.m1Cll~'.11i:~t'i~:.~t .:f;;!St~ \xJf .~ .
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illitiate :an enforcement proceeding under the provisions of this
Chapter.
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·2

· ·s

SUmmat}"'·of:. ·,t:he..:or:diuance.. arid.·; the., prescr.i.bed ',-r.eparting;. fOI'lltS, the

3

owne·r·,:or··opt!r.ator-·.of ,.eacll·'·:hOtel .:shaJ.l ··.:f-i-le-• either' a•:·st:atement .of

4

exempticn.,-.-.\& ·-·cl.am· :-Of«u~pt-i=~--baseil --on<<l.o-..incame :.nc1usi ng, ·a

5
6

i1i·iU.a.l.·.Wilt;c<ilsage,.•_re.,Or~oas· ·s~~-fi:ecLbe:low~-·· ..All. :filing shall

7

a

be"accampani~~!l_y•·,5Uppart;·in9'·~iaenCe..,. ··i!ewe9er; •-upon application

8·

'9

.J:iy-.-.:an· ~··<·-or "oPerator-,·ani:J •:upan'".S·howi:ng··•of,•.·9oOO ··cause the:r:-e-for,

9ii

10

.the:.:supe'r:i:nt:e;wen:t ·::of. ::tbe .'.anreau '.of::llllil:dlng.,J:n:specticin ~ay. grant

n · an····extenSion'·O:f ,itilzle·nat·•.to··e:zceeil-.th,irtY. ·C-:iO)12_

"13

.fiJ:.ing.

9ays ·£= said

.11:':-nctii:e·-~ ·a· =PY t:if the :iill.tiai ·.status determina.tion

~ent "·filed-'-wi:i:h ..the.:. Super.i ntendent

·:.u .Xnspection

·is .availabl.e.. for .iruipection

·.23

.as lOW' incoine housing;

16
17

.....SectiODB ..41..o-:!i.{al ·.thrpugti A1.5·(l:IJ ,,.shal:J. ·'fi~· a statement <:>f
:the .;,basi:s ;,fcr-;:·tbe ,,e>CelllP.tion.

Any

tbe-·Prov.:i:sions of Sections

.:shall. a'l;sc>::sta±e· ~ .. total. •:nlllllber

.,,, :::· c'o:f,,·,-guest ;rcc=s..·and -.the.. number-'Of. \;resi~.'· hoteJ/ un·i:ts
·. :.-,

11

·.lld'th·,.:,~y.l!lent..

The ·Superintendent of the .Bureau ·of· Building

:Rousing Code requirements; ·and

·-Ally .jiotel. .• cl.aiming .. e:zemption under ·the prov·isions of

..24·

10

space,· the entire building must .'be completely occuPi.ed

rs

.Statement o.f Exe!!!ption

.c·U~S (b}. ":t:hrolJgh •.;;u..;.s..teJ

(.B) · With the exception of ground floor commercial
.~

.anit is·necessary to' comply with ·auilding Code and

17

·

.after the effective date of this ·ordinance;

14

18

.22

·1nspectian no later. than sixty ·c6D} ca.lendar days

13

the ·-hours :of 9:00

··Jll

;·:·"hotel..·~.imi:lg . . ~'Cl?l·.•muler

·claim ·for this ·exemption lias b.een filed and the

•between

anl:l'~S.::no." p.~111.. ~&:maay ·tb:rough.:Friday:::shari':be ~post.ea on ·the

·:.-~··.specily.iug:.

A

·of . .the .Bureau c·:f ':Building

day -_Of . .filing.•

·

{A)

requisite ·fees paid to the Bureau of Buiiding

CC)

·}6'

21):

th·e following ·requirements:

Inspection finds that the proposed elimination of a

'a.a.

'.21'

low-income housing, ·the .units to be rehabilitated.must meet

12

15.

19

Claim of Exemption Based on Low-lncome'Housing

. To ·qualify for a. claim of exemption based on

2

6 ·claim. oL:~OJi:\,biised ..:-on ..J?ar.tially.~ompJie.t~ ·eonv.e1·sion ,•·or an
.f

~

0
0

O'.'.I
<(

0....
0....

I
3

'tj"

over:..cme-:.-:thOilsaild ...tloll.auf :!ts.i.;·noo:. 'Ol!J.,::,per

.2511 ..,.,,:, ·..:lllODJili.

18

19
·.20

(E)

In those circumstances where it ·is necessary to

~elocate

a· permanent-resident offsite, the permanent

resident shall receive" .the actual 1110vi119 ·e:zpenses and
the dif£-exence between the rent at the time of·

22

relocation and the ·rent of the temporary

.:23

during .the .I>erio<l Df ·rehabilitation .

24'

.26

..: ·'''Pa9l!.9

Alternate guest rooms are made available .within

21

25

2611 '/ /:1

(DJ

.the .building to the displaced. permanent residents; or

(li')

.housi~g

·The· .owner· or oper·ator and successors in interest

shall continue to maintain all· units in .the
rehabilitated hotel as low-income ·housing for
Page 10
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tlf.ent:Y-five··12S) years.
2

3
4

5
6
·7

"· ·.i· ·

Satisfactx>ry ev.idence of .in!=ention to convert 111ay

.-£or "-BPP%'Oval.. ·'''M..•:approved"=PY' sha:l.l ;,be. :f'orwarded to

~

demonstrated· by .the following factors, i.ncluding but

4,

= t l.imited to:·

·.,,'.''··thee .so:periiitendent :.Of.;::t:he

:Bil~U"'Xlf;.:auil.di:ng

..._.,

. ·:i.~~ti·tin- aild,.\the ..odginal •.sball«.be :.fUed vi'tb' ..1;be

. ... -·~tiff!r". by .the :cuner

or ·ope:rator.

:·. ::.,_..,·! :.11 .::c:l.ltj3a Of':::e3eJ11P:t::1;i:in .based- :01rp.U'Uiilly ...COll!J?l.et_ed
~,...... ·. c:cmv.~cm

9!

·Sba'll..::not!. be ... appit:aved : until. and ...:wllesi; all of

:·An~;lllpplit:at:i:on ..for

· ":(A)"

13'

·• 'COl19.ersi_mr·.was ·fil:ed

·campl.et~•d

13

;1JN/J

'!be·--r .ar_ operatclr. ·has CClmiiif!liced ·...:u;lt .. oii

'1.6

........~si,lie.,CB.i>ita'l b!Prowiments_ •.:ana 'RebabUi't:ati<:>n

17

. ~It~ .Prior .-·w !IOW!:lllber· ~. i97.9,. as de.fined in

14

'-fu/BI 15
1.6

.... j

Whether apPli-eations for the ·necessary

· permits have. been submitted to a.11 re.levant city
departments; or
(iv)

121

-.than. sixty 160) e<a'l:endar

· ·:" · ·.~yi,::after: .thf!':·effecti112_ ·¢1ate-•<:>f ·tbilLl)rdi:naru::e;
.,: .(B)'

{.Hi)

.•

n;'

11" partially

'CO ..:tater·

Whether .bids for construction work have

been received; or

10:

....thie:...fcil:-ing.. 'zequ.i rements ... :are ... met:

Whether an ·architect has been engaged to

(ii)

1
Bj

·12':

-15.

(i)

prepare pl.allS and specifications; or

·~

· _,., . ·: ·" ('~) ~;)'Cl.a.ill!': of .'EltemJ)J:iOn :Bal!ied::"on" l'artiall y CompJ.-e:t·ed

·9

l.4

~

.

. ~·· ·,:._~.>Conversion

l1

~

2

:a
·10'

boil.ding to tourist ·units .as of November 23,_ l.979.

.A"deed· restrictior.1 on such

·.use.·ahall"be ·submtttedc.to the ·t:j;ty Attorney•.s .office

CD')

Whether a building permit has been issued.

Each permanent resident displaced by the

amversion is offered reJ.oeationassistaru::e as set
,"/forth in Section 41..-%-3-bel.ow; and

CE)

l!'<>r each vacant 'residential unit converted, but.

ey a per111anent r.esident,

17

:=t. occupied

"18

.'Seet:ioii''37.2 · ~ .. ,t;be::.san Francisco.Administrative Code

18

·bunared and fifty doll·ars (.$250.00) per -unit not to

.. 19.

·:·.fthe.cSan:F.J:am:i.s= Rent Stabill%l!itlon ·:and :Arbitraticln

19

-exceed

. . .20
21

22
. .23.
·:14

· .: ... 'Ozdi~)

·.imd .:haS ·~J.i!ted ··.auch

warlc.

mi

.at least

..·Ahirty-fi?e ..per.ceni. J3'5.'l Of· the ·.un,its intended

to

be

•· .. ·•canv.e:i:'t:l!tl "or'·iln "esP....aed -£.or~":J>ercent ·(.4.011) · ·of the

· 'tgtal,,>Slllll•"budgeted f<:>r "S!lid-·111i::rr Jt:

.;.::..''·iC)"'.;:'1l'.he>.:._r_

:at·~·O,Pe;rator... .ar.;-:pre:111:ious ...cwner

or

'iI

lil

a ·slllll -of tllrO

total_ of ten thousand·.doll.ars ($'1.0,000.00\

20

sbaJ.l be dep<:>sited in the San Francisco 'Residential

21

Eotel. Preservation Account-of the Repair and

.72

DemoU:tion Fnrid establ.ished pursuant to Section 203.• L

23

l)f the -San Francisc:o·Building Code (being Chapter I,

~

Article 2, Part. II of the· San Francisco Municipal.

·25

.:·'"~'9:-l:ar;:uall:~ "'Cl~~y.e:aeaonm:rated:·:bis·:.'.intll!ntion

.25

-Cc.de) :tO

26

·:~'l:O:.,'Celmtl!rt::;an,_·G£0\±he:,,;residelifi'Zll:·'··units'.;.i..-!i.~;tlli!_·r.s>J!:>ject

26

mid rehabil.itation .of residential. hotel units ey

:,,·"Page .u

be >.:sed ·exclusively for the" r.epair, .purchase
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:to· .be .adminis·ter.ed by.the Department of Public Works.

2

sil

: AJ:1<,hotels ·:not•.:covered.. by .. the .above filings· ·must file

an

··IA} .... The· number ·of·res·i·dent·i•al·-and·tourist units in
"' .... tbe hotel ...=·· of· •sep.tember 23, 1:979;

7)1

a!

·· CB)··' ·The.

9/iJ;

·'the. ·re~ddenti·al

10;•

d

2Ji

Certification of Units

.r~port;

and :tourist

:uni.ts· as of seven

,;
14i!

(cl

61 ·opinion

If, in the

of the Superintendent of the Bureau of Building

Inspection, the initial. unit usage report is supported by adequa::e

aJ

supporting evidence, ·he shall certify the

91

and tourist units ..within ninety (9D) calendar days of its

~

..

n~mbe-r

of· residential

.
The owner or operator shall have the burdel! of

submission.

11!! proving· ·the 1\umber of tourist ·Units claimed by a preponderance c:

·

"in ·t·he ·hotel ·as ·of .seven · (7) calendar days prior to
"the cate Of .filing . the .. report •.

14'·1 owner or operator took possession of the hotel operation after

Insufficient .Filing

15

The total ·number···Of· ·residential and tourist rooms

any other pro•1isions in this .Chaptez.

!!

lf

an

. I

i

1

I:

September

23,

1979 and before June 15; 1S81, and i f the owner oir

If ·the Superintendent of the Bureau· of Building Inspection

16!1

operator c:an demonstrate that good cause exists why he/she canno~

or ·his designee ·determines· that additional· information is needed

17·11

obtain supporting .evidence

fr~m

,I

1sJI to malte a determination., he shall request the additional
f9i[" ·information ·in ·writi:n·g. ···The ·owner· or·· operator shall f1Jrnish
h
I!

1
22jl·' available

·for

·rnspecti·on.~twe..n

231[ .p.m~·.•Monday··through ..Fri:day.( .. on

.

.

19!

!

the

.the ·hour•s of .9;00 a.m .. and 5:00

·the·,same .date. as i.t is iurni.shed,

of ·.the··:inf.orma.tion•..r.equested •. : .. l'f.-the. reques:t<!d .information is
.

the previous owner or oper·ator to

1.B!I file the initial report, the owner or operator shall base his

20 : .reque!lt<!d .informati"on. withi·n fifteen (15) ca:I.endar day 1; ·upon
11
:21,. rec;eipt of the···wr·i t·ten .. re-quest ···and. post a· notice. that a copy is

i;

may be used to establish the number of tourist units.

71
1011

i'

24f.

I

12lf· evidence.
13ii
. Notwithstanding

(CJ·

13)]"

16i'
'\h
171:

units

and location of

:, .{7)" calendar. days pr"ior .. to the.. ·date of· filing the

li

15j!

~signation··by···room ...number

A

4JJ certified copy of hotel tax returns for the calendar year 1979
5

initi·al''unit usage report-.·containing the following:

6\1

11

(d)

The Superintendent' of the Bureau of Build.ing Inspection

l.·
!.

1: ·

4

.1l11

3~ shall review the information .and accompanyi~g s~pport•ng data.

(4i.; Filing. of ·I:i-cti·al Unit ·usage Report

3 .;

.

2.Si! not'.ifurn".i:S'hed; ·all .the··.-,gues,t ·rooms ..-not -.suppcirted·,·by evi.dence

I possession

21

I shall

Page 13

of the hotel; any units which are vacant on that date

be allocated equally .between ·tourist and residential uses;

provided that a permanent resident may rebut this presumption by

23.! clear and convincing evidence.

241:·
Ii

After the Superintendent of the Bureau o.f Builaing

25\ , Inspection certifies the number of res:rdential and ·tourist units,

. 26!!1

26!! shaJ;l".be rleemed• .to'.. be•r-e.sidenti·al units.

filing on infor:mation available to him two weeks after he took

20

22ri

!I
!_;

~I

<(

a..
a..

~!

·agencies of the City and county of San Fraricisco and

"'1'
.,0

he shall issue a certificate Of use for one year.

A notic-a that
Page 1.:
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Q_

copy' .of: t:he certi'ficate. of. use. is available for .. inspection

2

between.:'thf!':.hDurs·: of .~:OO. a.111 ...and «S'~.OD "P~J11• :Menday .. through

3

Pr·iday.111u5t.:be: ..post~.
·.'.:fe):• :Fail.11re,,to File.... S.tatement.::o£':£xemp.tion .. Claim of·

4

5
'6

7
.g.

9'

·>'·:~·?Exemption :·and

::r:n.itiaLUnit.s usage.· Report

• "": .. ' 1£·-no...·.initi·ai·..un±ts:".wm9e ·rep:orJ:, or statement ·of.
e:e!llp.tion~--i:>r.::a

cla:im· .o':f:·:exemp.tion 'based. on."Pa:t"tial.ly .COJllpleted

conversiOll'i or a cJ.:ai.11r o£ exemption ·msed"on. .low-.in=·me !musing
•·£cr.«~::·~£·.tbe ·:guest.~.

:is 'filed ·.'f= .. a. ho.tel within the. time

10 · set:.;·forth ·in 'Sec.ti<m: ..41.-6.(bl •. the :superintendent :of the Bureau of.

11

Bu'il.cUng :,+nsPection ·sball·mau ·a··-not:ice"to-.the owner •:>r operator

12

Of<.:re.cord

13

r<XllllS

· ·14

ey-., 'regist..,.i,ed.

o:r. certified· mail stating that all the

·in: tbe -...hotel· 'Shall "be· deemed· residential uni ts unless ·the

.comer· ar. operator· .files .a unit uru1:ge report .within te11 (10)

l

j

2

appeal is filed within ten (10} calendar days of the mailing of

3

the certification. I·f an appeal is filed, a copy of the notice
.
.
.
of appeal shall he posted by the owner or operator and a hearing

4

pursuant to the provision!!· of Section ·41. B (b) shall be scheduled.
Standin~;

5

{g)

6

Challenges to the information contained in the initial

111

Challenge;

Statute of Limitation

status ·determination report filed by the oomer or operator may be

B;I filed by an :interested par.ty .in writing .Provided that it is
!i .
.

.9il

submi.tted within fifteen (15) calendar days from .the date the

10

report to the Bureau of Building Inspe·ction is filed.

1:

,..

Upon

11

receipt of a•challenge, a hearing shall be held by the

12

Superintendent .of the Bureau of Building '.Inspection or his

13

·.designee pursuant to the provisions of Section 41.B (b).

l4j

The

owner or operator &hall have ·the burden.of proving by a

I

1s preponderance of evidence that the .information filed is correct.

'15

.Clllena3a:r... days of ... tJ>e. ma'.iling ·date .of· said notice and that a late

u

fi.ling· :f-ee·«0f .. :P:if:ty.-llol:l.,m;s ($SD.DO) will: ·be assessed in addition

16

{h)

:C .tlle.. .feec:.set .. fcrth:.in=.:Sectitm ....u

17

FQl.lcodng the ef.fecti ve date of this ordinance , each

'"17
lB
'19

•.e-·of".,this·..chapter •.

I f the

oimer··a:r.'aperatcr::.:fail:s ..to.snbmit .. a".anit.:.usage report within ten
(1D.): i::al.endar days .a:fte:r :noU£i.cation:.:by.. the. Buteau of .Building

.::20

:tnspecti.Dn,., .a .:.i:erti£i.cate .of use ... for ·<resillential unit:s rm1y· shall

'21

~

22
.23

18 .:residential hote.l shal.l maintain a daily 109 containing the
19

status o£·each room, .whether it. is occupied or vacant, whether it

20

is used as :residential unit or tcu:rist unit and the name under

21 · vhich

·i:ssuee.

22

, ..,(£}_ '.:::Appea:l:-·of ···Inftin"·'Detenni:nat·ion

. .,:·An:..,comei: ... or. ..opetator..':·may·"appea:l ·'tbe· ..:.ini tiaL un·i·t··"Status

::U

~nation:.i:,y: the ·.S.apMilt.endent-. ,o£,:theciBureau «'OfocBu:i'liling

25

Iru;:pectimi::•Pr:mriimd-::tl:la:t "::there ,;was cno ...-clia!ll.enge·;;>nr·su.ant :..to:· the

26

prov.:i..9±.onS":Qi:·:.-subSection "'{g·f 'b.eJ:nW:•. and'·f11r.ther.:.pro,vi·:'led·'.that .an
· .. P.age 15

Daily Log

the ·occupant

copies of

r~t

is
registered.
)

Each, hotel sh;>ll also maintain.

.

receipts showing ·the amount and period paid for.

23

The dai1y 1og shall. be available for inspection pursuant to the

24

provision of Section 4:;. .• s (c) of this Chapter. upon demand between

.2S

the hours of 9:00 a·.lll. and 5:00

26

I

p~m •. betr.reen

Monday and Friday.

I/
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~:· 41.7·~

(B)

.•·... Annual .. unit· usage ·:Report.

211

· (a_t: ·. Posting
., ,:ii'Cllowing.·tile initiaJ.:..sta.tus ;®termination,· an oimer ·or
. ' .. ·.. · '•
. ·; . _.
·:.
·..
.
operator. of.. r.esiaentiaJ. ,units... shall: :i;iost·c·tm."·each ....Monday he·fote 12
. .
.
-·-·-·-~~-:.:._~......... -:.......:.~·.~..•. ~. . _: ··-···~··'·" ,. :..
'
nqon the.fol1r:wing.int:orma.tion:
· · :.Cll' :'l'h<:!•.~ ..-:of .;tou.i:i.st>unit,s
...._, ..

-'.;

t:o ...which the owner or

·. ;•.::oi;ier.ii.tor.,..:i.s. ~uentl;y .. entitled· and ·the. date of the
. .
.
...
.
..
.
-·
•..certifiea.tion.·.of.. .,l!Se ·was:·"·las.t 'is:s.ued.
~

B.

.. ·{2)' ·"lhe ....number ·of: _guest. r.ocms ..Jqhidl·

9

10

..J.r~ceding

fl

·ea;;P+i~~ :"!'ith...:the

12

u

·1'1!!e l<.:. >OeJ:e.

~

used. as :tourist · 'tllli ts .

day of the

EvidEmpe of

requirements ..imposed .he.reundE<r shall be

··"·preserved ·~ ..the -owne.r or .·oPt?r;ator. £ox;:,

a ·peri~

Clf .not less

":t:han· ·t100 (2) :'.Years a£ter the ..aa±e.. ·e~ posting i~; required

l!!"de·· .

~ ~oomex:"xir ~~at:or :shall :pe~i t

"l-4:

to be

l.5

Sµpier.intentient.. of ....the. Bureau .of. lluiJ:ding" Inspection or. his

·1'6

.-u
'D

;.,

::zo
..:Zl

::212
21

-24
:25

26

1:he

ang· .other

·deai.gn<>e•· to inspect the hc1:.el'. recoras

.supporting

-:evidem:e.... to <lete=ine .tbe :zi=raey .Of the information
pasted.

.:.....~> · ·'Fi'l.ing

The.number of residential and tourist units as of

September 30 .0£ tire year of filing;
r~sidential

3

(C)

4

September 30 .of '.the year of filing;

5

(DJ.

..-..~~""'''-'"~'~·'°'\"'~""'-Y.~;,,,;,...,,,_;..•.;..._,;

6

7

~I

<(

~he

units as of

average rent for the.residential hotel.units

.

as of September 30 of the year . of . filing;
.
. and

6
7

The number of vacant

(E)

The nlll!lber of residential hotel units rented 'by

1

al

week ~~::month ·as of September 30 of the ye'.'r of filing;

91!

(F)

10jl

The designation by

~com

number and location of

the .. residential units .and .tourist units as of

~ptember 30 of the year of filing;

ll

'12

(2)

The nature of services provided· to the permanent
Ol

residentS and .,hetber there has b.een an increase or

13

decrease in the services ·so provided.

::1

This information

resicential or tourist units •
(3)

17

Qn

the. day of filing,· the owner "Or operator· shall

!8

post " notice 'that a copy of. the .Annual Unit· usage Repor·t

19

submitted to· the .Bureau o:f Buil.ding Inspection· is available

:20

for ::inspection· betwe!?n. the hours of 9:00 a.111. and .5:00 p.m.

..,... aUCC'J!!Efl:Ui!!.: ye3r. "the.reaf.te.r.,.,.. e:very ." hotel.,"oimer er -operator

21

Monday throngh Friday.whi.r:h notice shall remain posted

'::·-::=::,:~:::::~:~::.::::: ~::::i:i~:age

22

until a..,.,,.. :certificate o.f use has been issned.

23

Bowever. upon_ application by.an owner or .operator and upon

·: :·ut----·~·--··-,
on ;or:tQber.,.J.5
... ..l!IB.2.,· .an:a·"'X71't·;October· 15
......-:.........·.~·:·"'·~""'··~,.-.,,....,~-..,:,-.,o·-~'""'"'-·"'""'" -·-·-~ ..... ,,-~~, ....- ..•..

l>:f ·.each

.

:2411 showing.of

.','""~"cccnta:;lning.d:he fol~g .;infxmnat-i"On:

.,.,~

..U.t :· ".The...,nµmt1et:·:
..i:>.f ..rOt!IDS" ·:in
....

'"the":hotel · >¥'

,of '.Sf!!>tember

..25,, of
26

3G·Df."the·year 'Of·:x.i:li11g;
.. P.age 17

9cad -cause

therefor, the Superintendent of the Bureau

Building :rm:pection ·,ay grant one extension of time not

ro

0:::

"·will. not .be used for determin·ing the entitlement of

.16

c:
c:
c:

to

exce.ed ·thirty (30) days for said fi1ing.
Page 18 ·

j·

'I
!1
1i

11!

11!; assE!SSed

·(cl.. ., Certifica:t:ion "<>f: Annua:1. unit .Usage ·Report

against :the owner o+ operator for failure to furnish the

,J

cf Bu-U'ding .J:nspecticn ·Shall··.isstie·.a .=.Hf~E!d ai::k~'!'l..e<'!9!11e1J.t C?f

21' requested infonnat.1on arul a .lien for
3 ;'.be '?'ecorded ey the Superintendent of

4

J:let:e.i p.t •

4

2

j

. After ... rece:i,p,t

· o.f · tbe. -Annual UDi t .Usage : Repor.t, the: :a.urea u

-,~':::'.!d) ....Renewal ..of:. llote-i: Lioense

.5

"

mid· ::i:ssoance ·of ·New ·

i;

(f)

Ii

7

1iceuse .may .. be., .issue~k.tc"<S!lY •owner or·.~operator ..of a hotel .un,less

ar.....o~r,.presents
....;rit:h •his/;her
...li.cense ..appJ.ication a
. . ..
.

10 ·certified acki:iow:tedgmi.nt ·of rece.ipt. f.r= ·the Bu·reau of Buil.tling

lf the oimer or uperator. fails to file an Annual unit Usage

7 ~.i :Bepcrt, the Bureau of nuUding 1nspect11:ln shall notify the owner

s2ior operator ey registered or certified mail and shal1 post a

·~J1::!notice

10;;: the

inform.ing the

•.-

"U

ii)
:::l
:::l

5·

co

Inspection of· tbe. ·o!lnnua.:!:,:Onit

Usage Report . for the upcoming

·12

year:o ....~ .Plll}'lllent of tbe .1i.cense. fee~.,.the,,'l'il:r:. <»llec1;.or shall.

13

noti:fy...:tbe . .Bur-eau ·of BuHding ,J;ns,P.1?c:t:icn, that.

' 14

a.

.:of }Saila.tng· J:nspecti.an .-.shal;i

The

iss~ -..said. P,ermit, v:itbin

1.5

Bureau

16

.forty .-fi-~ ·,'(45.J .1fDrltimg aa;r.s of pay.me-i:i:t ·.of .t:ll2;t '1i~se f!* ~

17

. (e} .. ;i:nsuificient ··Fi1ing

18

:xi. .t:be.:Supe:cJ:ntend~nt"~f

~ner. .er . operator

11 i!hotel

that unless submission

. .

:>~

<

license is made.within fifteen (15) calendar .days, the

12 !!residential. and tourist units shall be presumed to be unchanged

13li£ram
.the previous year.
,.

cur.rent

certHical:!! Cf ·use ·for· the. enst!.;~.."Year,. may. be . .is;;uE!a 7

.

l\nnual Unit Usage Report and application .for renewal of the

j,•

11

Failure to Fil.e Annual Unit Usage Report

1

8

~~

the ·Bureau of Bu.ilding

J:nspection.

J '.

6!

Certifii::ate. ..of . usi.
., . As ..:o,f,.~ ,.-eX£eetJ.ve .dat:e·•:Df ·ttli:s- m:.diruuu:!".1 no hotel.. ...
;,.':·
....

'1 . t:he ..owner

5

the a:mount so assessed shall

A civil penalty cf three hundred dollars

i

14jj '($J01l.OOl for each month .the annual report is not· filed shall he>

H1
:
·
·
l.5jj iassessed against .the owner or operator and a lien for the .amoun~.
!i
.
'
. '
'
'
U> j":sc· a,.sessed shall be rt·'.'!Orded .by the Superintendent uf tbe Bureau

171 !Of .Bllilding J:nspect:ion.
18 .)

(g)

19 .er Ms· .J:le.siqnee ·det:Nmi·n<es"-t::hat .a&Ut:ional ..in:f.ormaticn is needed

19

An owner er cperator.1J1ay appeal the annual unit usage

::20!. to Jake"a. iht~mtt.icn~,_.,fle,,.sha1J. :reqnest:"the additionaJ.

.20 \uetei!illi=ticn .by the Superintendent of the

the .Bureau of· .Buil.ding Inspection

Appeal of Annual Usage Detenni nation

~ureau

nf Builoing

I

..21.
:Xl
.23

i.n.fom.a:t:ion·:Ui ·!111'.lti~·•.. ~!!'~ ..owner.:="·Dperaj:cr sbztll .£12:rnisb .the

26

221 j.prcvisions

·recefp.t-Zo'f·"'the'·11¢i t~" ..r~~t •.. ;H·tte.·;r:equested ..inf-ormati'DD' is

23

·units''.:s.httll .be«-.P'res~ea to·:be. ·=cnangea.·.fromc:t:.be.:previous year.
A ci11.ihpenalty Of· fi.'lle~!umdred·::doll.ars :;<·SSDD~·oo.) :·:shall. be
Page l:9

"U

-u

)>

I~
0

->.

.j::>.

w
en

0
0
CX>

rv
rv
rv

i2Jlspl~c::tion

requested<.:i'?lfac!mt:i:gn·,w.i.thin .fi.ft.~ (15.) ;;·c:aJ;en~...·aays upon .. ·

24 :not .fw:ni~b,ed,:·'in• ':the· tilne <;re.qlli;r:~d ,o ·:·'Ute..~si.dent·;.ii1 ·and~·tour iS.t
.25

:21

lappe<ll

pri)viiled :that there was no ch;llenge pursuant to the
of subsection (h) below, and further provided .that an

is filed wi:thin twenty (20) calendar .days from ·the a.ate .of

24 I jissu.ance of the certificate of us.e.

·25

j :=PY

If an appeal· is filed, a

of the ~ti.ce of a<>peal shall be posted by the owner or

:26 I :operator .and a bearing '?ursuan.t to the provisions of Section

Page 20

. I/
terenty £ive. dol.lars ($125.00.l if no challenge is filed •

.41,9 (.b-) .•.,hal.l ··be ..=heau1ea.
...._·tn)._:;-:_dlal:1>enqet• ..stmnUns; .·statute ·of· Li'nlitatien

.-2

:-.,

·3
. -4

:5

~: ·.intereirt~d: _par.ey :lllllY.-~file

'·.il.- x:haller:ige·::tn

the_

iu:t=a.ti~- c:m,itai-~d -in-.:the"-·~- :!JJlit·: u,s,.9.e-"repart .f:iled. ·by

the

·~r.. =.~t:or.-:pro.vilieik1:hat.. mich·

a··:challenge ..is.:ln

6 · oiri·ti:ig .. aJ1!1: ~:-Sllbm.l:t:ted -.wit-h.f:n ,£i£!rel?n--t15·l · ~near days from
·.
-~ ...·--.
7 t.1te-.m.u.·.A::he-•%epcrt,.,t&:-.t:be;·.Bureau·<0f: .Bnild~g'.·Inspeetion. is

2

'if a. ·chal.lenge· is filed, the party with 'tiie: adverse

3

decision shall be .assessed an.additional two hundred

-4

&>1lars ($.200.;0D) to··re.imburse 'the City for costs of public

5

hearing prior to the issuance of a certificate of use as

6

defined in Section 41.4 (n).

. . .

. B·

£.UeJ!.: ·. .~. :r:e.ceipt·:~f. a· :i:hall~e, .a.: _lmar±ng · pursuant

of

10 11

JO . ope;c,ator
-11

""O

. 712

. ,13

::J

::;·

1-4

-~

etidilmce. 't:lµ!°t-

.hav.e· .:tne~ •.burden. :of p:r.oviT19 ·by .a ·-.prep0nde.r-ance.

"~:;,;inf~aticn

·.. ···.sec~.· .4·1.·a•. ~:.Administration •

·12
13

(a).:.~·.··

··-:::~··lt:lllmer, -m-.,_oper.a.ti:lr .shall-.;pa:!f-: the.;.ftil.J.owing· fl-ling ·fees

·15

"to.,J:ht:# .. llllJCm111:.0.f.. .B11UClin9 :::umpect.t~..'tt> ·i:ov=·.i-ts

.costs of

•.u.

.i:aw:Bt~~ng -,and·_ :J;!J!})Qr~iug·"an. ,eli~~l;l.i:ty •. ·::•:h-J!!s

.:shall. be .:waived

16

·.far -·:m1:·•·fD:livi:auai-:•vbc :'.fil~ -an. a£fillav.i:t :~er :penalty cf. perjury

17

'..an

"'JS

st;ati:ng :.;that: '.:-he·· cr..:·'.Sher·_

TI'

~- l'.<ee •i;tboU.t ·.;tSing :mciie.Y Deeded .f~ -.~ ner:essi.tiJ?S oLl.ife.

:20.

::n
..%l
. ;23
-~

i'S'.

..., U) .._.:Sutement.;.. .of

illili:qsmt · pe%llon "·vho · :annot pay the

.exeiJllPtit:m:

":~·<hllndn!d

anti·-.twenty

I

0
0
-"

+::>.

w

-..J

0
0

co

N
N

w

TS

w

tm;

'l'WentY. dollars
I'f "a challenge is filed

party ,.ith the adv.erse decision shall he assessed an

additional two hundred dollars. ($200.DO) to reimburse ::lie
.Ci_ty for costs of public hearing prior to the issuance of a
. -eertifiJ:a~ of use ·as defined :in Section 41. 4 (n) •
(5) · Permit to convert:
.·(7)

Two ·hundred· dol.1.ars ($200. 00).

Chall.enge to· cl.aims of·exemption, Initial :Xnits

.:llsage. Repcrt or AnnuaJ. unit ·usage Report:

Ten -Dollars

. (.$J.ll. DO) •

(11)

CamplA.int of .1D1lawful conversion:

Ten collars

(.$lD.00).
(51)

.Appeal-..of.initial·or .zmn.uai·seatlis 'determination:

20

liftY. dollars ($50.00). :.'l'h,.e party with t~ a.dV!.-rse

:11

dollars ($20ll.DOJ to- reimburse the City.ior ecists of public

dec.i!!ion :shall .be· assessed .an addltio,.µi1 two hundred

.... fi.11!e ml.lanL,$.,125-0P.>-....j~-{2l'. _.'. ...:claim'·ofc.~ian :-.based·~r.low-·i-m:ime.:,.bOusing~

:_,:, "'One.'"~::ai:u;h-.tw:e.ntl".'!'.five;; .qouar.-s -l$.i•"25.,00J •.

· -~~l-::•~<,Of ;..e:z~ion-..~;.. gri_.._Pl!-r;ti:a1-1.Y'· 't:DlllP..leted

:z:ijj

bearing pr iar :to . the issuance of a · certi.fit:ate of use as

2-4

defined in .Section 41-4 <n'>.

:ES

·-.. ,~.sii:nu•.' .Ti!O:~;tnmiir,ed..,.ab:k:£i£t..Y ·;aoiJ.""ars:·· .l$:251l_.'()0) ·•

25

2b

... , .-.- , .._.{4 )-: ~-ini.t.ia1:: llni::t->:llSage~: "Repott.: . -..one; hnndred",aiid

26

.:..Page .21

)>

1411
;s·

:w

:;:o

Ii
,.

1)

..fi:leil • .i:s: cor.:reet.

(Q

\J
\J

8

,,I!

..

Annual unit Usage ·Report:

(.$20.00). i£ nc ch.all.enge is fil!!d.

.. 9 · ~.isil:JDB. 'Qf •·S!!!Cti'Xln--41..-~:(b)"· ·sba;U. -~·. :s¢l'i~~ul;e!l •... ~e .owner or

.

ru
::J

.to ..the

(5)

7

(l.0) "Determination ·by ·oepart!l\ent'_Of Real. Estate:
·Seven .hllndred and fifty .dollars ($750•00) and the actual
Page ·22

fl

~

~

·!:

n

1!!

amount'· necessary··to: re·imburse the .. I>epar.l:lllent for. obtaining

21·

.inilependent. ·appraisals.

!!

3

· .:·· ., llibl!never ..ra -bear.i119.. is,· requi·red.cor .... re-quested. in_,this

.e

.·.6

'the ,.Su~i-ntende:nt: of ... the:.:Bur.eau ··of .. lluHdi?l!(

, :·" -na;'lare·. c;f:«:t:lle.:~bear;ill9 _,cy

lo 11I

.re9i.ster~..

or cert:iiiied···'l!1ail.

. of ..:,the '..Bureau ofdlll:ilding. ·Inspeetio_n•:shall: "appoint a

· -tiearill9' o£ficer..• - .. Notice of· l!lueh -.a ..heari-ng shall be posted

12

::bl'· t:be·:·llureau_-of·'8Ulldin9 :Inspection.

13

The owner .or

lll .

1..C.,

·operator shall .state ·under .·oath at· 't:be hearing that the

::::l
::::l
::::l

15

.llotice

co.

16

."

·remai~d

J?QSted .for -.at ..l:e.ast .. ten t;l.O) eiolend.ar days

.;prior.. :t'O.~tbe. llead:ng .... eSaid-~tice -·shall .,.state that .. all

1~

. .permanent ·resi:dents -r.es·i.di~g...in..the. hotel ~Y appear and
'
...
testify·· f t the puiblic-: bearing, .provided_ that the .Bureau of

19

···~"Bllilding: Jnspectica:i .is... :m:itifi~ ·Of .-suclran ·intent /2 hours

11

recorded.

'l'he· hearing shall be tape

Any party to the appeal may, at his/her ;;,wn

e.%pense, cause the hearing ·to be recorded by a certified
court reporter.

The heari;g officet

is

empowered ·to issue

su!:'Poenas upon· applica.tion of .the parties three·

·I

calendar

D~

u1

•
=ti'
]61

ujl

da~

(3)

prior to the date of the hearing.

ou:2n9 the

hearing, evidence and-testimony may be presented to the
bearing office• •.

Parties to the nearing·may.be

~epresentec

by counsel and have tne· r "ght to cross-exannne "'' t·n.,sses.

All. testimony shall. be gi.ven under ·oath.

written decision

ana findings shall be r<>nder-ed by tlie hearing c:,ff:o"'

>ti.thin twenty i.20i .worki·ng -days o:f ·tee heaung. ·Copies. of

the findii:t9S and decision shall be s<>rved upon the parties

~J

,to t.he bearing by registered or certified

19

_that a

exi~

~l • .

A notice

of the findings and decision is availabl" ...for .

. ::Bear in~r Pr.cc:edun?
:· ··~f·''3!0R":than·-:one""~i.ng. .far ...the.~ ..hotel is

2.2

oper.ato:r.

,.... ,· .r~ired~'''t.be -Sup:erintendenr.:.iaf··..tbe· ..Bur~v of ::auiJ.cU,-ng

23

(3)-

24

_ . ,~~'Dn\;Shallc;col!ISl3lddJ!.te,,'21J.l.:Lof ':the:<~ls: and

24

:ZS

.•.:· ~:~se!i .·.i11to· ;C1ne·:hearing_;,_,;1i~v.e:r:: •·"·U··:.:o: "t:'i<v.il::action has

2.5

unl.ess judicial review pursuant to Sec:ion 1094.5 of the

26

-i~·:~'>~Wlftt-~;ts:>·_:the•·;11=visicms .. i:cf::1Sec:.tion'4li.·l6fd)

26li

Cede Of Ci"1i1.P.roeed.ure_ is filed with a -cou:.-: of ::o:npe:e~:

· · · ·prior: to:-~ .bem:i·ng date•
·:<~>

c.P.age. 23

-0
-0

)>
0
0
CX>
N
N

.j::..

in the CiVil· action; an ·interested party may file a
complaint in intervention.

I
'l
. 9fd

nj!

be

inspection. between ..the hours .of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

23

co

of~ ·un1awf:ul conversfotis invo1Vin9 ·the same hote: sha.:1

abated until 'Such time as final )ud9ment ha·s been entered

Monday through ·Friday shall be posted by the- owne:.- or

21

....>.
.j::..
(.V

711

a:

adminlst~ative ~ompla:~7.5

20

2211

0
0

1

of this Chapter, all hearings on

21

.20

?

The

Sl.!P~ti ntendent

Ii .

.·:1
-6

:-.--noti;fy-.. the ·eiomer..;pi:·operator ;Df·:the.:J:iate, "time, plac:; ·and

9

\J

·Chapter·~

.. "· ··· ·,zll':Bpection ·:shall. •ttl:l:hin. ·for,ty:.•five.•:·.f fS.). :al.endar ·days

:8

11

31

:(l~ :Ntltice .of·:lfearin9

s_

J

21I

·{bl .· ..Hearing

4·

7

,,'
~

;.

E
l'

. ...- ...
~

Judicial Review
!!.'be decision of .the. hearing officer sha:l be final

Page 24

~1!

'• maintained in said files, execpt for all- tax returns and

jui:isdicld·on withi·n thirty '(·30.l · ca,lendar ..days ..of the

. 11!

.•:-issuance :0f;. the« wri:tten:.decision·.

·2

3

(cl .·':lnspeetd.-on . ·

3

··:The :··superiilterident ·of, the ·Bu'reau: of·,.liu.:i;1d;i.ng:' Inspection

4

s 11· ·sha1·1c:ain®ctif.ram::,j:iJae .:to.'tiine-,.on... si:t~.::inspe.ctfons·
.• 6

lC)g.s

·~:10ther•--Slipportin9·.;dQcuments •·to

of. the: daily

In additi'on,

·811· t:be,:Supedntendent <of.i.the· B1u.eau·. t>f··,.Bui lding ··'"nspecti on or· his
designee::··shi!:l'.1':.conduct ..such-·an·•·.inspeC±iori

3!
ro

::::!
::::!
::::!

c.o

"·-

·:as ··.Soon· as. :pbic.t1:c.iable ·
.

occurred, 'be shall:..post··a. ·no:tic:e of· apparent violation i'llft>rining
-·tlie .permanent.....resi.dents-.· ..:if··,the ·•hotel t-her-eof.
of:· Eitf oreement·

u.sea _excJ.usi vel.Y .to cov.er :the·. costs·· of ,investigation ·and

sha:ll

· IS

enf.or.cement . of this ·:cr.di-nailce by ·tbe · City. and county of sari'

18.

Franciscc>..: .. :The...S~pe:ti nteridento:·~ .•tbe

19

.Bi.ir~~-' t>f. .-.Building

.·-. t~>··.... '<rnspeso1:i:on·':'tif.'~eemds

.
.
.
. ·._, -..:·:'l'he·:··:auJ:'eau- .cf.·,:.aui:);~i-ng -:i;ru;pection··sball=iaintain' .a ··file' .ft>.r

24

each. .r:es_i\Oent.i'al'''-ltotel'.iwl'ii:ch.',sha'll . .ccin!lai.n".:~1'-es.-gf ,;,all

25

appli,.cat.it>ns:-.: •exe'l!JPt i;Ons <'. ·pe±mi ts····, :iepo., t:S.·.·anc't ··.decisi·ons·:· 'f'.ii ed

·:26!1

pursuant> ..,to:··1ibe;.P%'P'v.:is±®s ·.o·f"' thi~f!.Chapt-er,.; 1,"All ,, -documents

11

·11

.j:::..

<.V

(!)

co

N
N
01

16

· 11.

23

0

1; j.
15

··'The .-proceeds .f·rom··the filing ..fees and-t:ivi'l ·fines· assessed
-~

I

·14

2·1 · superv-i-sQrs-. ·and;. recommend:;· adjustments·: ·t·ber.eof.

0

shall be. promulgated.

ll _!.

22

0__.

submit wr~tten c0mment are given,· f-1nal rules and regulations

12

t9

I~

9·Jl
lO~

that-.. an:»apparent -violation Of: t11e·_:p'rovisions•.'af. :thi·s ch'apte·r has

:ca> ·::·.:Costs

fo·r public iRsi;>ection ·and· copying.·

B~· of tl~is· C~apter •.. After reas~.nable· ·notice and opportunity .to

such· an.:inspec::t:ion·,,·.,,ttie··:Superi-ntenaent·'"or'··his··'oesfgnee det·ermines

··15

.made: available

Promulgation of Rul:es ·arid Re9u1ab:or{s

an adnifoist'rative office·r· and ·the adiniiiisti::ation and enforcement

7

11

·14

be

The Superinte'nderit of the Bureau. ·of Building ·1nspecti·on

5

12·

If upon

20 · ·1nspei:-ti-on···;shal:l: ·:anm1.al:;lj'. ·rl!J)orJ: ·.t:he.S..· .Ct:>Sts. :tc ..the ..Board ·Of

)>

4

upon·-,th.e. i:E~st "'Of .a-':perllianent .. r:e.siiierit<Of· the ·hot'el~

-16

""O
""O

(fl

10.

· ··13

slian

6fi shall propose rules a·nd · regiilat"icins goverrii'ng··the appointment of

:determine:.if• the

· 711 prov,-113,fons ·,ef ,;'th..i,s·'Clrap:t:t!r..'have..-been >-<:OlliP.Ue?:.wi·th.

9.

docuinents spe·c1ficallY exempted from the caHfornia Public ·Record

2

- ~· .11.rit;

·.'Page 25

Sec. 41. 9. · Perrni.t to converL·:
-.(a)··· 1\ny owner or operator; or h{s· ·author i2ed agent.. of a

residential ·hotel may apply for a ·p.,rm1t to convert one or mere
resit'lential uni·ts by submi t:.ting an applica:t;iori ··and the required
fee to th·e central Permit: Bureau.

{bl

The permit application shall contain the ·.following

1711 inf.ormation:

20

(l) 'The name and address of the building in ·which the

conversions-are proposed; and
(2)

··The names. and· addresses of all owners. or

21

operators of· said ..building; and

nj'
23\!

including 'the nature of the conv.e_rsion, the total number of

24

-(3) ·· A description of the. proposed :conv.ersion

units in the building, their current uses; and
(4)

The roCrin numbers and locations Of the units: to ·be

converted; ant'!
Page 25

~

l

,,,Ii

!I

j!

'i!
;~-~-·

>31' .,

Sii,,

. (5.) · ·Prelimi.nal:'Y ·.drawings •. showing. the· ex.isting .floor
"·.·:.-plans· mid,.·propos.ed·.-flcor. pl-ans; and
: ·•· : .... · (·6J·:.:<A.:·descr·ipti.Cm·-·of the·'.•iJilprovem·ents',cir •.chaoges
··>proposed"..to: .:1>e·:cons't'r.ucte.d.' or ins.t.al.leo ·and. -.the i:enta.~iv.e
·s.cbedule ,,for" -start;:of.. construction; ·.and
. ·. (-7)'- . ~he :.c:uiir.en"f·:.-.reui::ai. rates .for eac;:h residential

. .7,r · .. "'····'· o-=-it · •·to;:be':"l::On.V.er.ted f
a.f~ected-·by.

I

121

""Cl

ro
::;

131

~-

·l4
15

::;

c.o

I
I

·t:he·:proposeo··c:Omier.sionf·

and

•.-(9} ..A -statement :I'eg:ardi·ng -.'how. one-,for•one replacement

16ji

I

·of. tbe-.;units•.tO .-be ·converted will be a=ompl'ishe·d,.
~lud.ing..

replace11lent is ·.to :be Etz;ovided off-site: and
•· ··,UD) N·.A .. decl:ar:at:i:on ·wider· ~ty c£· ·perjury frOl!l the

·.owner .:-a;. ·operator .stating··.:that

:rnr ..bas·-.ccmip1ied ·with ·the

16

.. :.pr.ov..i~cm.s.·of .. s.ec:uon:4l."14 (b). .below...and:his filing of a
·.. peoni1::- bL:ccnvert • . OJ\ the .same ··.rla:te .of .the. 'filing ·of'. the

...-· •appl-ication,,. ,a not.ice ·that. ·an .. appl:i.cation to ..convert· has
been::·f.Ueil:···shall :be '1><1.1f:ted ~miti·l. ·a decision

19

ts

lade ·on· ·the

, :~app3d.'Cation-···to··corivert.·.

20

:1 . ,., ,., ,_,. , . . -~':' .•. --~
'·-s~c~·

4h-+1l-;.

~One"'for;;.:one

·Replaeem-ent.

to

~rt,

....·

""'

2311-owner ..or ...:iperator-,s.hall,,..pn>'!iLde•·one:-:~one .<replacemen.t -of. :th!!.
I

.

.

i
I

-261

I

I

ii

i
IJ

~

I~
0
_.

..j:::..
.j:::.

0

0

0

o:>

"'
"'
0)

4~~:

Calise· ·to

be" brought ·back""into ·the housing ·marke·t

3~-.

to the provisions of this Chapter.to be offered.at

6!!

compai;able-'rent to replace each .init to be ::onve=te:l; or
(3)

·1ow-inc0Me persons· .or hou~eholds at. a r,atio of less than

iojJ,
12

Construct' or .. cause t6· be constructed or

rehabilitated apai-nneiit iiri'i ts :for elderly·;· d ;;Sabl~C o:

:tiII::

one-to-one to be determined by the Ci::y Pl'anning ::omm1ssior.
in•accordance with the provisions o~ .sec~ion 303 of the·

ii

City Pl.anriing Code;

A notice cf sa·id City Planning·

l31ii

Commis.,;,_ion 11e"·aring shall be posted by the owner or

14 L

seven

1511
10,i!1·
17

ope~ator

·en

calendar days before the h'eaung.

(4)

Pay to 'the City. and County of San Franc1·sco ·an

a:mourit equal to Forty percent (40%) of the ·cost of
.--...--.:...--·--·~-

Ii

construe.ti on .of ·an equal. tiumber of comparable uni ts plus.

18!\;.

site acquisition cost

Ail such .payments 'shall go into a

19

San Francisco Resi~ential Hotel Preservation Fund AccounJ~

20

The Department of Real Estate shall determine this amount
based upon two independent appraisals.

· 21:

22:1

(bJ· ·Any ·displaced .permanent resident 'relocated to

I

j

23

24.l

241 units .t;C.,be \c:onver:t..d.''.by ..:one·.oh.t:he,,fol.iowi.ng. methods:
· 25

(2)

a i::oiDparable unit from any Su'~'i.'ci:·ng'wh:ich ..,as ·no~ subJeCt

i1 J:

the px:opased ·location.of replacement ·housing if

17

rs

2U.:

,3~:ll
'."~:

-and· ·

-... : :.o: · : : (.8):.:·: .cThe···::tength. -.of:::tenailcy •. ofc"i:hi! .. petomahent residents

n

comparable rent to rep1ace each of the units to be

conv~ri:ed~ or·

~;.

·ujj

:11:r

'!

rePJ.acement units provided under subdivision ·(a) above_ shal·l be
deemt!d ·to have continued .his occupancy in the' converted unit fot:

2Sj ·t11e _1>urpose... oi' ·~inistering Subsection (k) 'of Section 37.2, _san

:. ·Clh-.;:Constr:uct ..or·-.cause· .. to_ :be.,constracted·. a
"'s.ubstant.iill3;l:;y.:··comparable...;si%ed Wlit to::be· JDade· :av'aila.ble at

26j

I

Francris·co Adminis'tratlve Code (San Fran'cisco Rent ·stabili2ation

l

·Page 27

I

Page 28

r-

a.nd.Ar~itrati'Cltl

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

_:9.'
~o

"lJ

or
::J

::J
::J

co

·':'~~

" ..... .,:- A'<peJ:mit.::m-.conv.er·t$ha1:l·'.tie_--.denfE!_C!. ·.by.. _S~rin:t.en<ient .of
t;he:.:Bureau, 'i:lf-..llll:il.dingo:l:ns:pec:ticn :.if:
.· · .. ,
. .
.
.,>.;ta~ .."~<Cf-the.o;eequ.i1:e111ent:s.d,n. S~i-cn:s«.41.••9
. •

I - . •

.

.

'•

17:
18
19

in'.-.tb.iS iCl;mpter.

as defined

•iWn. ~ve --(U):.:=onths··:~r.evious

to the

·.t;an~rt.

.-AeProvaJ... :aml ::rssuance:'.Of· Permit·

t:c .eonv..rt.

·.-:-,!rlle Superintendent. Cf ·-the . .Bureau 'of· Bui1ding ·Inspeetion

:21
-:!EB
..318

.Z!S

:,{&)......c.~-·xequi~<Of"Seet:imt"4l:.9 :have

:been· :met;

• · U>I ....EYi.dence..·« campli_._,!lrlth·-the ·:recpairements Of
Seci:ian ·4J.•l.O ·'.~ . :been ".-J:mi~ •. -~tisfa~ eviaenee of

)>

I~
0

--"
~
~

--"

0
0

co

N
N
--1

'Ill'

11131 :t:te
D

CJ;);·-.;.;ll'·J::er*=i£i:atiml :Df..._fimi1 .~:iDll =,permit ··Of.

penalty Of perjury that .he ·has notif.i-e:d .IUl.-the affected

~em:

. :if %he

~

W.~
-:'D.

'B

.. ") '" ::::tz)., .. :A, zece~ :%%:am :t:he'··Cit.Y"''~ tmrt :the

"21·

residents .of his appeal and of the.. day, .ti,,.e,

beari~

and

place .

before the Board of Permit Appeals .seven 17)

.mJ.'l?ndar mys prior to .the scheduled hearing.
(=!

1Sfi ·ti.at

..:m

Part :III i:>f tbe Szn n.anc:isco !!ltmicipal Code.

(bt .'.!!.'he corner or operator shall submit ·a statement ·under

:a.n

.· ........ canrpl:.i-maQe·,~ tie:

'1'!le .aimer or operator Sha11 have. the· :burden of proving

tiJe .&!tenU.nation .of ·:the Superintendent ot" ·the Bureau of

.Btlil.di'lll!'I :::Imlpeetian . !Ji invalid •

llec.._ '41.14.

-Rights ·of Permanent Residents and Relocation

AE:sil!'tanCe-

.£a). lli!lhts of .Perwment 'Rf>sidents

. UJ.. All

~ent

·r.esidents resiilin_g in .sai.d building

. ct ::t....12 %i=e of sn appl.i-catimi for a permit to convert and

,,_,··r."'·ia-lilB,ll "~>-~;,;tio}.- . ~-~ . of :'lleai~tate

:22

~eafi:e:r :shall .be til!K!1Y ':informed of .ail •.public hearings

;.;o·...-:cillll&o ~::.. '%Cce.i....ed;,.-.•i!lllilid

:.D

.lUltl adai2'1is:trat.ive deci:sians eom:erning said.--eanv;:,rsicn;

~

.- i d . .-t:ieen :shall." be -post~d hy the comer or t)perator;

·". ',:;·>: ·Uf.;3~;,.,Qf,_,~~;;..wftiL t:ii:e~-ir:equ.i:rements of
.-.. ,. ~->u,.1-«··'~.
_. ::-. ·»::.-·C...-....;.c..•,'1tlc~:~:.,.~~:a:. ,~~--\m·'~.,,:the_
. "·· Page. 2!1 .

""'CJ
""'CJ

.!U~·

'M

:shall-· :i11Bue ·,e_-;J?emit. 1:0·-.~;. provi&ti'l":that:

Denial. ar approval of·.a pe:m£t application -may be·

.,,, a;:ipe.s.le.d tc the B=rd of Permit App.eal:s,. pursuant to sections 8

n

·3

:.'Z2

.{al

16

.·.······<:i:->
o;~·'JU:I· ilPPll-camt
:·~:,~t.ed · ..111'.UarilU. -;ac:ticn
, . .
.

"'"· ...,, <·

:Sii:~~-

.

·'..Sec~--n.12•:-- .

16:

-m: ,..U.10,

:11

.

.

12.

.l~·

sec. 4l..13. _ApPeal of Denial or AAPrcval of Permit to

'

"" --.J~),,_.,·2'.llle · ap,p~on":<is:<:-.i21C0111Pl-ete.-:'oer, ~~ns :incct;reet
-<d:J:tfODllllti an:

new cert:ifit:ate of .use which shali state the newly certifi°ed

·3 . mllDbm: of residential. mtits .and tourist lln~ts.
4

......, '-"~">'.m.i:e 'lll:!t ~fullJ"'cmiJ?lied,,with;

. ·!1sawmce £.or -a .l?enAi± ·t:o

1-4

211

·U• .J,1<.~:"l!landttor.y Denial .of 'P.el:lllit·"to-..'Convert.

11

:13·

Superintendent Of the Bureau of Building Inspection shall issue a

Ordinance).

25
:26

.t2) .a penuanent :re:si.dent· hu the _:r.i>;ht. to: occupy
.:his/.her :res:iilential . .unit £m: .sixty (60) ..calendar days :from
. :Paqt! 30

;.

·•the· issuance of -._t;be·
(3)

2
3
4

.5

im;l:ts.:·in •.the build,ing·;···.oi···..to any: replacell\ent

: . ··bousin!J.· pro.v..iaed 111ttsuant ... to· suba.i·vision..
•.: :{2}

~1.• 10

':-.·.

:~:Sl

m ..:::aJ:-.aar.~:y!; .pr;;.ar ,~

·:~en . •

~.. affec:tea ·.J:ry ·i:he 'J?ropDS;ed ·conwi:rsion -of hi:s/h!!r intent to

:J
~.
:J

l4

· agi~ea

~!:>.l

19

.~ ..

· :· ...ze~··1::he

=iSt '%elm:at•1.-.ofi

·~µa:J."lilllll\Vi~··~

'"''ilm!l!l:re~k~

·mt

.siu. shall i>e

1:D -e=eeti ~

.• ..($~DD.::Ol!l -or .DZ!Y,:;:cmment··.-to :be··1'.llDVed by the

.

. · : · ··12>·• •:Adli'!;P~ ·~:·r-es:iilen:t~-shall'.iiav.e.the

.· • ,....

n,IP~· o=i.ts.... ·il

'anY. ·~iiiea· -pill:smmt ·':ta··-. the
·.·Page

-0
-0

)>

I~

0
0

->.

N
N

0

+>+>N

co

co "'""~·....:.~---

~perator

shall post a copy ·of said

.:!.

l~

!·

(c)

tJpon notific:aticn by the .centra.l Pe:cnit,.

B.~r.eau th<!:t:

a

lt

deuolition permit has been issued, the owner er operator sha~l

l~\

po!l:t

l+

issuance .of tile · demo.li ti on· permit to. the·· Beard of Per111i t Appea1.s,.

18

.shall provide written. not:ice ..of the demolition within ten (lDJ

.a =tice .explaining the proeeilure
the
.
. .for challenging
.'
(.Cl}

.when issued a demolition permit, the comer

tir

ai;ierator

19 . .ca.J.endar.mys D.f issuam:e of the permit :to each residential

!
::ro

pei::inanent;

21

wri.ting Qf .his/her rights· to relocation assistance a.nd to oceapy

.zj,

the· same unit £or .a period of up to sixty (60) aays after

.

.24

(e}

i

26
:n

of

or tbe Superior Court cf the State of California.

resiilent.

oomtU"

.

.

Eaeh .permanent resident shall be no:tifiecl in

of the demol:ition ·pennit.
!1.'he subse"'!uent issuance_ of a .bu.ilaing permit 'for

~II :=nstrnc.t.icn an the J3emolished site

:.' :•.-..--±cight,.of ::l:ir:st, :-tefusaJ. :fm; ::t~·:-rien:tal.-·er"',hasi'lW rif ·

d~lition

an .. ahatement order of the .Direct.or of

,Upon submission cf an, applicati.crn for a. demolition

pe:i:m.i.t, the owner or

2:\11· issuance

·<•.-:·cnmer.•.or.:~a~;·

Demolition.

This section shall apply only to

~.ks

(b)

~rson.

12 · aPJ?liCaticrn.

i

resjdeat, ·We as -.a.nJ!S!Jl.1: ·of the

..~. amv.eniil!ll!l·:Df .t:t.i..'S/.f:ter.·.µnit

24

26

llel-ceation. Assistance
· :U.L.. A

Pllblic

17·1

mmei:·~ {1l tJmmsb .. (3J .abo;re.

18."

.2S

i:ts.

·..sbnll ··a1.11o····.m£or111 :the Pl!!nzamm:t :residents of their rights

17

23

Ull

· ::(5) -. ~.,.21Dtif.ii:,ation....r~ired •i>y s~seetian ·{-4) atiDve

16"·

!

11.
.f

or 41.lD !aH2l;

dolJ.ars ($1,000.00) per ilisp1acea

bu.ildings pursuant. to

l<;l

~ .;:ertif.i.ed ~.U·~··,eVl!ry ·~anent. :resident

canver:t Celliguatl!li

15"·

.zz.

l!

(1)

permanent resident: d.ispl=.ed by. partially

shall. be entitleil to a dis.Pl;l!cement allowance of one

Sec. 41.15
(a)

......;.aPi?J·i~imi ··~cr--·a"peJ:mit -to· con=:rt; ..:the. own.er ar ~:t;:ator

13

.:n

6

.uie :fi1ing ot an

ii)

:.20

'

···bel;Olf.

(3)

thDusa~

:. ,..•.• .r:e.l>OCat:i:cn:,~ a1Pprovided .£= .. in subsec.tion ·{.bl

n
i2

co

(cl

.~

vmm

A

completed conversion under the.P~ovisions of Sect:ion.41.6

~

(a} (1) ·or

- :-shall. ,11Dt17:v.:.: i!t .·Mr'j,ting • :by.. per.so!Ull ~ice, -or

""O

(3)

3

(41 .·~--tiispl:~"·peJ:1111ment.::·.:reSidents:··are· entitl.ed to

8

1:rI

,~I

.A pe~..:.t:;.. ;resident .shall.. be.:·-o.ffered comparab1e

·~ -~

provisions of Sections 41.10 (a)

~

to· i:0:t1vert;.

(;·

·

6

7

p~rnii·t

:shall be ctmdH:.ioned on the

or operator's a9.reement to replace.,

~n

a one-for-.one basis,
!'age 32

(B)

the ·demolished .. residential .units as· required by the provisions of
Section .4J..lO.

No bU'fldin)J J?E'rmi t· shall be issued until the

provisions cf Section .41.10 'have-.·been .campli-ed. w.ith.
The co·nditic.ru; for

(fl

iss~nce

of a demolition ;>ermi t set

forth ..in :subsection (e) .aboire ·shall' be recorded by .the .. Bureau of
Building

-inspection

7
8
9

1011
11

12

at the time·.Of ·1ss~an:ce of the demolition

13

:::;
:::;
<O

15

:::;

14

16

17

.:··

··

S'e';_~

(a}

41·•.U. :··Unla1o1£ul. Conversion: Remedi-es; Fines.
.Unlawf'ul Actions

(J.'l

Change ·the. u:se of, :or to elilllinate a residential

· .hotel unit or ·to .deizloJ.ish a· :residential· -hotel
.pursuant to .an

.l.mrf~l'

~it

except

abatement order, without ·:first

.·..obtaining· ·a permit to convert in a6cordance w.ith the
· p:rov.isicns ·.Qf thi:s Chapte;r.
.f.2·) .·,llent any resiaential. anit. fm: a· mi1y term of

(3)

..o.f.fer. .for rent :far mm-n!Si:ilential

21

. . ·use a resiaential _un.it· ezeept as . .follows:

22

.(A.,- ·A· ·tourist unit

26

.ime

=

tourist

__.>.

.j:::..
.j:::..

VJ

0

0
CX>

rv
rv
C!)

was vacant due to lawful eviction. for c;;i_use after the
tenant was accorded all the rights guaranteed by State

l!

and.local laws during his/her tenancy, and further

!1

provided that that residential hotel nnit shall
immediately revert to residential' use oi: applicati_on
of a prospective permanent resident.
Cb)

12

·may be. rented to a permanent

'-resident. .without .ehanginq the :legal .status cf. that
· unit. a"S a tourist unit"'upari "Volnntar·y :vacation of that
.lltlit .by the. ·pe'!:manent· re·sident .or .,.upon ·.eviction :for
··.. cause;

Hearing Standards to Be Applied

Dpon the filing of a complaint by an interested party that

13
I

l4Ji an u.nJ.awful conversion has occurrea and payment of the required
15

fee,, the ·superintenrlent of the Bureau of Building Inspection

16

shaJ.J. schedule a hearing pursuant to the provisionS of section

17

4J..fl(b).

18

unit: has been unlawfully convertea.

The Complainant shall bear the bur_den of proving that a

19

con~:ider,

20

whet:her a conversion has cecurreil:

22

The hearin<:l officer shall

among others, the following factors in determining

11)

Shcrtening of the term of an existing tenancy

without the prit:>r-approval of the permanent resident;

23

(2) • Reduction of the basic services provided to a
residential hotel unit intended to lead to onvers1on.

:1
l

I

-u
-u
)>
0

·due to voluntary vacation of a permanent resident or

011

.21

Page 33

I~

s

11

.:rt ·Shall be .unlaw.ful to;

. be1001.

2S

unit, provided that the residenti'!:l. unit was vacant

9Jj
10JJt;

19

24

4

subsequent· purchasers ·and ._·i"nte:z:ested:·parties.

··.t:enaney un.J:ess specifically provided for in subs!!t:tion (3)

23

on September 30 annually may be rented as a tourist.

8

18

:20

3

permit ·in. order·.to prov.iiie .notice- of said Conditions to all

'"()

iii

2

~
7fl

·:.·,

A residential unit which is vacant at any

time during the period commencing on May 1 and ending

For

the purpose of this section, basic services are definea as
access to common areas and facilities, food service,
Page 34

II

jl

I!

·Ii

~

Ii

i

,fi

~usel<eepi-..g

.{3)

:·l~.!

(:C)

·:Beal.th of
.-.{'SJ

11

IJ

Q)

::i '.
::i;

:s·'

(.0

13

.

l

.ccae

(d)

2i!

~partment

A permanent resident injured by any action unlawful unde:

:S!j

.of Public

viol.ati<;>ns;

/j

10!'.

Sec. 41.17.

·this _Chapter.;

:1

(a)

Bvictian or. a·t.tempt to .evict a perD1anent. resident

Revi~w

of ReSidential

Bo~~!

S~a~~s~

sub.mi t to the Board of Supervisors an annual. status ::eport

13~ ccmtaining the following:

"fran a· .i::.esid<!nt.i.a'l.. hotel on .gro.unds other than those

r

.. Sm! Franc:i11._co.Aamin-is1;rative :::ode excePt.wbere a permit to

151

the nUmhe= of .residential units in each of the residential

·14

..·CQlive:r.t has ·been i·ssued.

~i

.!$

H

vi

:I

it is &t.ermined by the hearing offieer anCI any

a~~~ appe.al the.refrDl1!, that ·an· .un_lawflll. ccn:version has

is. :fiJ...a·. until .sw:Ji :ti:iae . .as .-:the. li vins unit l:everts. to its
l>ol..blr.s -{$5:,:0D0.00} ..sllall·. J:>e.,.imp~sed •. ·A: J.:ioe.n in the. amount of.
tee:.;civ-U;;~emolty.

assessed.. s~<be ·recorded -by .the

.

~1

hotel.s in the City and County of San Francisco, includong .
·to the e:tent feasible, information .regarding rents,

services
{2)

prov~ded,

and

vi-0lati~ns

o~

the

~ity 1 s ~odes;·

Current da_ta on the nurnbe::- of residential :iotel u1n ts

converted pursuant to. a permit to convert;

I

~1

zii

(3)

Current data cm the number of residential hotel units

Ueim:ilished m: eliminated due to code abatement proceedings

~I

and fire;

~:

(4)

,;.

~1

ul
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Cllrrent data on the nUlllber of residential hotels and

ll

-(;e). _Civi1 Penalties
.~

114 Saperd:lltl!!Jule;n.t .,of .-t~e· Bureau of· .!li:iilding :insi>ection.

I
I

I

VJ
0

Annual

The Department cf City Piannin_q shall prepare and

l5

.·:M

N

S"ction 41.16 (b) Of this Chapter •

(ll

n

....>.
.j:>.
.j:>.
.j:>.

occu:-::-ee. the

jj

9

..23 .autboriu.d use.• ·.not :.to exceed the ·total· sum -Of Five Thousand

0
0

In

j!

Of-fer of the .:resi!lentia.1 uni.ts for

21 .cbry .. f~ each,:imJ.mrfuµy -converte<1. uni,t -fr.O!J! the day the complaint

co

section.

.s;l CC)urt may consider; among other factors, those enume.ra10ed in

110. ·-=rri,·,.a. ,cidl.. pen.1llty .. of tjlree .. (3)· times the daily ra,te per

0
0

n•:>tify the City Attorney's Office Of the City and County of San

6[1 F:rnncisco of any action filed pursuant to this
i
7Ji ·determining whether an .unlawful convei:sion has

u~

·19

?

Counsel for the permanent resident shall

·,Jq>ec:ifiea ,i.\...SJ!!~ioru:; 37.9la){ll. throui:i.h 37.9(a)(.8) of the

111

~

i:n a ::ivil action.

no?t-r.esi0en·ti'fl1i· ·use ·or ~o~::.~:st ·Use exce.pt as provided in

. (VJ.

be entitlee to. injunctive relief and darnag_es

;f

:u

:17.

-0

Civil Action

ii
311 this Chapter shall

41!

.Repe-a.ted ~itations ·by ·the superintendent of the

,Jiureat:i·Of:.Builili.ng .;i:l1Sper;:tion or:·the

s

.. 12

.of public

pe1'Jlllanent .. r-eaiaesl:l:s-. to vol·untarily vacate. ·the premises;

'

.1:11,

-~partment

·' !leal·tb. to .cor.:rect co<le Vi?lat;ions with intent to cause _';.he

·sl.6.

1ii

ii

Repeatee failure. to comply wit;h orders .of the

· .Buceau of Building. Inspection or the

411

7

-erervit:es: .and security;

current data on the number of residential hotel units

illegally converted;

CS) . Cur.rent data on the nUmher of replacement hou~ing
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f>aS!llld 'fur Second Remling
Board <if &perviliore, Sim :Fnmcisco

·units ·rehabiJ.itated or constructed;

1:i

(5) ·A

l

Ii

·summary of the··enforcement efforts by all City
Ayes:Supervisors~Doleon. Hongisto, Kennedy

~~~: MoliDari. Nelder, Renne. Silver, - -

OJ "An .. analysis of ·the effectiveness of this Cha.pter
·····relati...e .·1:o ·the ,preser·vation ·Of· and construction .of low and
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•0

mmlerate. ·income·

.housing·~
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.av.ailab~J.i ty
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· P:ran.cisco.
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N-Supervis<n"g. '.
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IJ

.

Sec. 4J.aB.
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j

(a) ... 'l!lotbi:nq

construction.

and if ·:any·.provim:an er. clause of this .Chap.te-r or the app1:cation

·19

thereof ..iJs· hell!. ':to. :be unconstitutional or :to be ct.he:rwise invaJ.id

20

.by any ..:ourt .0£.:l::ompe:t:ent- j.u'.d.sdiction, such invalidity shall not

·21

affect ·'Other"prcvisions ..of" this Chapter.

2411

:tD.:f_nrmJ

~Deputy.

Passed fDr Seccrnd Reading

Ayes: SuiJervisors ~ Dolson. Hongisto.
Kentt£ily. Kopp, Molinari, Nelder, Renne. Silver.
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Ayes:

Supervisors ~ Dolson
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(b)
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in this .Chapter lllilY be ec:mstrued to supersede

1511 any other ·J..a1!£ully .... enm:te:l ordinance Of the City and County of
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I hereby certifr that the io"'l!omg ordinam:e u a,
finally passd bv the Board of Supervisors oi rhr
City ,.,.a Counti of San Frnncisco,
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.by the Department of City Planning and shall recommend
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loll Board of. '.Supervisors shaJ.l ·conduct a hearing an the annual report
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CALIFORNIA SUPERIOR COURT

8

CITY AND COUNTY OF. SAN FRANCISCO

9

DEPARTMENT.NUMBER TEN

10

H
12,.- .-

···1f

.t"

TERMINAL PLAZA CORPORATION,
a California corporation.,
Plaintiff,

14

vs.
15
16

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO,
et al.,

1:-'J.;_:;·:::-· ':'·

No. 786779

~

'!.}..\!~ .;

TENTATIVE DECISION

}
)

.Defendants.

17

)
)
)
)
)
}
)
.)
)

)

.

~-'---~~~~~~~~----~~~~~~~)

18

19
20

21

In te_rvenors .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~-'-~->
Portions of this case were argued in Court on August 4, 1982·,

22

I

)
)
)
)

.JIM PARODI and CHINATOWN
· COALITION FOR BETTER HOUSING,

23

and the niatter was thereafter submitted. on briefs on October 18,

24

1982.

25

Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition Ordinance, here-

26

after referred to as "Residentl.ai Conversion Ordinance".

27

nance is an amendment of Chapter 41 of the San Fr~ncisco Municipal

28

Code, which prohibits the con.version of rooms in varioUl:?_hotels

The case involves several challenges to '!:;he yalidity of the

The ordi

I
I

I!

l

j

t
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throughout the city from permanent or periodic residential use by ·
elderly and economically disadvantaged persons to use as tra.nsien
overnight accommodations for tourists • . over 26,000 living units
defined as "Residential.Hotel Units" were essentially frozen in.
that status after Septertiber '23, 1979.

The ordinance establishes

data. collection, verification and reporting procedures for the
regulated hote;I.s by which the Bureau of Building Inspection can
insure that the net unit count is not.decreased without the prior
issuance of a Conversion Permit.
Conditions precedent to the issuance of a Conversion Permit
indlude relocation assistance for displaced permanent tenants and
the creation of replacement housing or payment of certain sums "i
lieu" thereof.
The plaintiffs.allege that the ordinance in effect creates
new land use classification and, consequently, falls within the
mandate of City Charter section 7. 501 which

r~qruires

that a:ii

matters relating to zoning and the use of land and structures wit in the city be heard and considered by the Planning Commission.
The Cou.rt finds ·that the Residential Conversion Ordinance regulat s
and controls the use or related aspects of buildings and· land.
Adoption of the ord,inance without i t first having been submi tt.ed
to

th~

Planning Commission for hearings and consideration, :there-

fore, resulted in ·a viol.a tion of. the City '.s charter.

'I;h~ adoptio

of the ordinance having been procedurally d~fective, p~a.intiffs

1

reque.st for. injunctive relief will be granted, prohibiting enforc ment of the Residential Conversion Ordinance until s~ch time as
the Board of Supervisors takes action consistent with the finding
and opinions expressed herein.
Plaintiffs further allege that it cannot be seen with
2
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(
i

...
1

certainty that the implementation of the ordinance will create no

2

possibility of a significant impact on the environment.

3

placement housing requirement in itself creates the possibility

4

a significant impact on the physical environment.

5

nance has been determined to be. a land use regulation, it quaiifi s

6

as a "project 1' within the meaning of. 14 Calif. Admin. Code sec-

·7.

. tion 1S037 (a)

o

Since the ordi

(c) • · Because the exercise of discretion is

8

required in the process through which a Conversion Permit.is

9

issued, the ordinance constitutes a discretionary project requir-

10

ing at least an ·initial study.

u

violated the provisions of the C?-lifornia Environmental Quality

12

Act, hereinafter referred to as

13

....

(1) -and

The re-

Failure· to undertake such a study

11

CEQA".

Plaintiffs allege that the replacement housing requirement

14

is in.effect a conversion tax and, as such, constitutes a "specia

15

tax" adopted in violation of Article XIIIA of the state constitu-

16

tion.

17

does not constitu.te such a tax, and, even if it did, it would .not

18

be a "special tax" within the meaning or contemplation of Article

19

XII IA.

20.

The Court has determined that the replacement requirement

As to the plaintiffs' two remaining allegations, the Court

21

finds that on its face the ordinance does not violate state or·

22

federal constitutional requirements regarding Due Process and Equ 1

23

.Protection.

24

tion of whether those rights are violated by.the ordinance· in its

25

application are·not before this Court.

Facts and a:rguments which. would permit the determina

26
27

I.

·section 7.501 of the City Charter provides in pertinent par

28

that the Planning com.·tlission shall consider and hold hearings on

29

proposed .ordinances and amendments thereto regulating o·r controlling, among other things, the "use or related aspects of any

30.

3
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.
1

building or structure or land, includ:i".1.q but not limited to the

2

~oning ordinance."

3

defines "use" as "the purpose for which

4

both, are designed, constructed·, arranged, or intended, or for

5

which they are occupied or m'ain:tained, let or leased."

6

1

San Francisco Planning·Code section 102.24.
l~nd

6r a structure, oi

The Residential Conversion Ordinance regulates the purposes

·7

for which certain hotels may be occupied or maintained.

8

establishments which have been determined pursuant to section 41.

9

of the ordinance to contain residential hote.l uni ts, must continu

10

to offer that type of occupancy to persons meeting the low-income

11

criteria defined in section 41.4 until relieved of that obligatio

12

through compliance with one of the relevant provisions of the

13

ordinance.

14

units so designated be maintained for the purpose of providing

15

low-income housing.

16

of those structures falling within its ambit.·-

Those

The. Residential Conversion Ordinance requires that

The ordinance, therefore, regulates the use

The ordinance regulates and controls the purpose for which

17

18

certain hotel units may be let.

19

dential .hotel units may be let. only for.the purpose of providing

20

permanent residences for qualified lo-w incorrie persons..

21

defined, the unit may not be le_t for another· purpose, specificall

22

for overnight. transient tourist accommodation, without. first

23

obtaining a Conversion P.ermit purs_uant to sec_tion 41. 6:

Those units classified as resi-

Once thus

Defendants argue that the ordin~ncie.irl essence -0nly regula~ s

24
25

the economic relationship between certain parties who may occupy

26

the positions of landlord and tenant or master leaseholder with

27

.respect to each other.

28'

n~w

The ordinance; however, actually creates

rights in the tenants.of residential hotel

units~

and specifi. s

4
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·. . .

\

t

.

.

1

the conditions under which those rights can be abrogated.

2

obligations placed on residential hotel landlords by the ordinance

3

are based on the Board of supervisors' finding of necessity in the

4

public interest, and are argued by the City to be a .valid exercise

5

of the City's police power

6.

safety a.nd morals.

7

segment of the hotel business. community, that i t does not alter th

8

areas in which such a business may be conducted, and, therefore;

9.

does not constitute a land use regulation.

.

10

I.

i~

The

the protection of the public health,

Defendants urge that the ordinance regulates a .

It has been recognized, however, that an ordinance regulatin

11

a business under the general police power may also constitut.e a

12

land use regulation under

13

of zoning law.

14

Inc. (1974), 8 Cal.3d 785.

l~

th~.

narrower and more specific standards

City of Escondido v. Desert Outdoor Advertising,
In the case· at bar, the ordinance not

only has the effect of regulating and controlling the use of.
pro~erties,

certain

17

mount to. land use regulations, su9h as a Conditional Use Permit.

18

i t also contains mechanisms which are

ta~ta

16

The Conversion Permit required by section 41.6 has the same

19

major elements as the typical Conditional Use Permit~

20

to a specific parcE!l of property, allowing a specific use,. for a

21

specific purpose, under specifi·c conditions.

22
23
24

is·
26.

27

28

It applies.

(See California. Land

·use Regulations by Longtin, section 2.112[1] p. 229; analyzing·
Essick v. City of Los ·Angeles (1950), 34 Cal.3d 614.622.)

The re-

quirement that such a permit be obtained prior to changing a uni.t
from a residential to a tourist use applies to SJ?ecific parcels
within zoning distr~cts throughout the city which permit hotel,mote
and certain g_roup housing uses as defined in sections. 209. 2 and 216.
of the Planning Code.

The specific use permitted ,i~·for-overnight

5
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1

accommodations, and the specific purpose is for catering to the

2

city's tourist trade, as opposed to meeting the demand for housing.

3

Among the specific conditions precedent to the.issuance of a con-

4

.version permit is proof of compliance with the replacement housing

5

requirement of section 41.7 of the ordinance.

6

ment alone could bring a would-be converter fully.within the purvi

7

of the zoning ordinance and require approval by the planning com-

8

mission.

9

permit and the conversion permit is that the latter is required in

10

order to change or to discontinue an existing use,. rather than to

11

initially put a property or structure to a particular use.

This latter require

The primary distinction between the conditional use

12

Looking thus at the overall effect of the Residential Con-

13

version Ordinance, i t is determined that the ordinance regulates

14

and controls the use or related aspects Of buildings and land in

15

addition to its impacts on the conduct of certain hotel businesses.

~

~16

II.

•;,

17

Further support for the pro'posi tion that ·the Charte.r requires

18

submission of. the Residential Conversion Ordinance to the Planning

19

Commission for consideration

:io

Charter and in section 175 of the Planning Cade.

21

7.50-0 provides that:

22

On Or affected by the . zoning I . Set-back Or Oth~r ordirianceS Of the

23

city or county administered by the city plan~ing department shall

may be found in section· 7. 500 df the
Charter section

"no permit or license that is dependent

.

.

;

;

.

.

24·

be issued except on prior approval of the city planning co~ission. '

25

While the Residential Conversion Ordinance is administered by the

26

Bureau of Building Inspection, issuance of a Conversion Permit· is

27

affected by the Planning Code.

· 28

The relevant section thereof states

"no application for a building permit or· other permit or license,
6
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1

or for a Permit of Occupancy, shall be approved by the Department

2

of City Planning, and no permit
or license shall.be
issued by any
.
.

3

city department, which would authorize a new use, a change of use

4

or maintenance of an existing use of any land or.structure contrar

.s

to tl:e provisions of this code·.

6·

,.

(emphasis

added~)

The residential hotel unit is no longer a use within the

7

definition of Hotel in Planni~g Code section 209.2 (e) or 216(b~

8

since it is not "offered primarily for the accommodation of

9

transient overnight guests." Such use is in fact prohibited.

The

10

use which i t most closely resembles is_ Group Housing, defined in

li

sections 209.2(a) and 216(a) as:

12

and ·lodging, without individual cooking. facilities, by.prearrange-

13

ment for a week or more at a time and housing six or more persons

14

in a space not defined by this code as a dwelling unit."

15

"living. units" referred to in the ordinance are characterized by

16

the lack of cooking facilities.

n

"providing lodging or both meals

The

The various "R" and "C" zones in which .hotel or ·group

18

housing uses

19

vary significantly.

20

issue a · perrni t

21

within a zone permitting either, but under different conditions,

22

would be.to allow the issuance of a·permi.t covered by section 175

23.

contrary to the provi.si.ons of the Planning Code relating to use

24
25

·.

chang~s ~

The

~re

permitted as principal uses or conditional uses
To allow the Bureau of Building.Inspection to

for· a change .from a residential to a COIT\Itlerciai use

.

.

Co~rt need not det~rmine wh~ther the residential hotel

26

unit constitutes a new land µse classification, and specifically

27

rejects tmplaintiffs' contention that the ordinance effects a

28

"reclassification of property" under Cit:y Charter section 7.501.

.

.

7
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1

As used there, that phr;v;e is parenthetically qualified by

2

in district boundaries" •

Such is

clea~ly

not

th~

"chang

case here.

3

4

As the intervenors observed in referrin;; to Miller v. Board

5

of Public Work~ (1~25), 195 Cal.477 486, zoning regulatioris are

6

enactmerits that divide a city into districts and impose restric-

7

tions on real estate within each prescribed.district or zone.

8

restrictions fall within two classes:

9

the height or bulk of buildings within certain designated district

The

(1) those which regulate

10

- in other words, those regulations which have to do.with the

11

· structur·al and ·a·rchi tectural designs of the b.uilding·s, and ( 2)

12

thos·e which prescribe the use to which buildings within certain .

13

designated districts may be put.

14

Ordinance does not affect· the boundaries of any designated use

15

district, but does regulate and control uses within those district

16

which permit the conduct of ho.tel and group housing businesses.

17

Consequently, it constitutes a land use regulation and should have

18

been.referred to the City Planning Commission prior to its adoptio

19.

by the Board of Supervisors.

20

Escondido v. Desert Outdoor Advertising, Inc,., supra, 790, "We

21

emphasize that ordinarily municipalities must follow statutory.

22
23

or charter zoning procedure!:; strictly w.hi=never they propose a
,
substantial interference with land use, for .such procedures are

24

.constitutionally mandated to insure that private property owners

25

receive due process of law."

26

31 Cal.App.3d 48.

27

28

The Residential Conversion

As the court observed in City

of

C.f. Taschrier v. City Council (197~)

III.

Having thus determined that the Residential Conversion
8
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1
2
3

·Ordinance is a

l~nd

use

reg~lation,

it may also be determined tha ,

as such, the ordinance constitutes a "project" within the meaning
· of ·public Resources Code section 21080 and 14 Cal.Admin. Code

4

15037 (a) (i) requiring at least an initial environmental evalua-

5

tion.

6

Administrative Code section 15060 that it could be seen with

1

certainty that there is no possibility that the ordinance would

8

have a significant impact on the environment is without foundatio

·9

While it is argued that the ordinance merely maintains the status

10

quo and therefore is neutral i.n its environmental impact, the

11

one-for-one replacement housing required for issuance of a Con-:

12

version Permit creates the very real possibility of a

13

environmental impact.

14

potential.

15

The Planning Departrne'nt • s finding ·pursuant to 14 Californi

signi~icant

This impact is magnified by its cumulative

Prior to the enactment. of the current ordinance, sections

16

21100. and 21151 of the Public Resources Code were amended to

1.7

restrict the consideration of environmental impacts to physical..

18

conditions.

. 19.

Considering the scarcity O·f undeveloped p.roperty

within the city and the limited opportunities for creating.replac -

20

ment housing with.out increasing the density· of urban development,

21

a physical impact would appear to be presented to which s_ome st:ud

22

should be given.

23 ·

ment.al document's informational use where i:;erious. publtc ·con-

24

trovers.y exists has ·been stressed as. an integral element in t.he

25

analytical process of CEQ.A. · 'No Oil Inc.

26

(1974), 13 Cal.3d 68.

v.

City of Los Angeles .

. It may be assumed that some of those hotel owners \.,;rhose

27

28

The necessity and desirability of an environ-

II
9
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.
1

properties fall within the ambit of the Residential Conversion

2

Ordinance will seek a Conversion Permit.

3

permit involves various actions requiring the exercise of dis-

4·

cretion.

(See San Diego Trust and Savings Bank v. Friends of Gil

s

(1981), 121 Cal.App.3d 203, 21L)

6

required by the ordinance is. ministerial in nature, the combina-

7

tion of both ministerial and discretionary elements requires that

8

the ordinance be deemed to be discretionary and therefore subject

9

to CEQA revi·ew.

10

11
12
13

..

The issuance of that

185, 194.

Although much of the reguiatio

People v. Dept. of H.C.D.

(.1975), 45 Cal.App.3d ·

At a minimum, the ordinance should receive an initial

. study to determine whether a Negative Declaration or a full
E.I.R. is requi.red.
Finally, the plaintiffs are not barred from an attack on th

14

city's failure to undertake an environmental review.

15

ordinance under review by this Court was-passed in June of 1981

16

and became effective the following month.

17

was filed in October pf 1981 and is therefore within.the 180-day

18

limitation period contained in Public Resources Code section

19

21167 (a).· California Mfrs. Assn. v. Industrial Welfare Com.

20

109 Cal.App •. 3d 95.

21

The current

Pla:intiff's complaint

(198 ) ,

IV.

22

The plaintiff's argument that the Residential.Conversion·

23

.Ordinance violates Article XIIIA of the Calffornia Constitution

24

is b.ased on the premise that the replacement housing requirement

25

is actually a. convers.ion tax; and as such / constitutes a

26

tax" adopteq witho~t the two-thirds vote of San Francisco's

27

citizenry required by that articl,e.

28

11

special

·The general .means ·for determining whether a governmental

10
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ENVIRONt-lENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
(Initi.al Study)
File No:

3:~.5 2.c

Street Address:
•Initial Study

Title:

RoczsdQJA,hQO. tfnkl

::....

()rzUKCU\C2d

Assessor's Block/Lot: ~i£2Ll2

YJu-c,i__r\d.L

Prepa~ by: ~,04t:Y

.-

Tudrto.p;t-

: ·A. COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING ZONING AND PLAt!S.

Could the project:
1. Require a variance, special authorization, or change to the
. City Planning Code or Zo:1ing Map?
*2. Conflict with the Comprehensive Plan of _the City and County
of San Francisco?
*3. Conflict with any other adopted envfronmental p1ans and
goals of.the City or Regjon?

YES

DISCUSSE

NO

-

v
y/

v

. B. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS. Could the project:
1. Land Use
*a. ·Disrupt or divide the physical arrangement of an
established cormiunity?
b. Have any substantial impact upon the existing character
of the vicinity?
·
2. Visual Quality
*a. Have a substantial, demonstrable negative aesthetic effect?
b. Substantially degrade or obstruct any scenic view or vista
now observed from public areas?
.
c. Generate obstrusive light or glare substantially
impacting other properties?
·
3. Population
*a. Induce substantial growth or _concentrat.fo\1 of population?
*b. Displace a large number of people (involving either
hcusing or employment)?
'
c. Create a substantial demand for additional housing in
San Francisco, or substantially reduce _the housing supply?
4. Transoortation/Circulation
_*a. cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in
relation to the existing. traffic load and capacity of the·
street syste1n?
,
•.•
b. Interfere with existing transportation systems, causing
substantial alterations to circulation patterns or major
traffic hazards?
·

v
v

v

v
v

\:-

t/
t./

v
v

v
v

I

_k(

v

* Derived from State EIR Guidelines, Appendix G, normally significant effect.

ED3 .11, 12/82
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.....

YES

\

c. Caus~ a substantiol increase in transit demand which cunnotc~
be accommodated by existing or proposed trqnsit capacity?
d. ·cause a substantial increase in parking den1and which
cannot be accommodated by existing parking facilities?
5 •. Noise
*a. Increase substantially the ambient noise levels for adjoining areas?·
b. Vio1ate Title 25 Noise Insulation Standards, if
applicable?
·
· c. Be substantially impacted by existing noise levels?
~. Air Quality/Climate
*a. Violate any ambient air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an existing or projected
air quality violation?
·
*b. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?
c •. Pemeate its vicinity with objectionable odors?.
d. Alter wind, moisture or temperature (including
sun shading effects) so as to substantially affect
public areas, or change the climate either in the ·
corrnnunity or region?
.,
7. Utilities/Public Services a
*a. Breach published nati'orral, state or local standards
relating to solid waste or litter control?
*b. Extend a sewer trunk line with capacity to serve
new development?
·
schools, recreation .· ·
c. Substantially increase demand
or other public facilities?
·
d. Require major expansion of power, water., or
communications facilities?
·
>
8. ~iology
·
*a. Substantially affect a rare or endang~red species
of animal or plant or the habitat of the species?
*b. Substantially diminish habitat for fish, wildlife or
pl ants, or interfere substantially with the movement
of any resident or migratory fish or wfldlife species?~ ·
c. Require remova 1 of s ubstanti a1 numbers ·of mature,
scenic trees·?
9. Geology/Topography
*a. Expose people or structures to major geologic hazards
(slides, subsidence, erosion and liquefaction).
-.
· b. Change substantially the topography or any unique
·geologic.or physical features of the site?

NO DISCUSSEI

.JL·
i./

v

v
.::.

v
v

for

:·:,

L/

v

v v

I

'~.

'·'

.
:'

/

v
l_.••./

v

-

v
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10. Water \
*a. Substantially degrade water quality, or contaminate a
public water supply?
*b. Substantially degrade or deplete ground water resources,
or interfere substantially with ground water recharge?
*c. Cause substanti.al flooding, erosion or siltation?
11. Inergy/Natura 1 Resources
*a. Encourage activities which result in the use of large
amounts of fuel, water, or energy, or use these in a
wasteful manner?
b. Have a substantial effect on the ·potential use,
extraction, or depletion of a natural resource?
12. Hazards
*a. Create a potential public health. hazard or involve the
use, production or disposal of materials which pose a
hazard to people or animal or plant populations in the
area affected?
*b. Interfere with emergency· respon~e plans or emergency
evacuation plans?
c. Create a potentially
substantial fire hazard?
.
.
13. Cultural
*a. Disrupt or adversely aff~ct a prehistoric or historic
arch.aeological site o'f'"''a property of historic or cultural
significance to a community or ethnic or social group;
or a paleontological site except as a part of a scientific
study?
*b. Conflict with established recreational, educational,
religious or scientific uses of the area?
c. ~onfl i ct with preservation of any bui1 di.ngs of City
lan<L11ark quality?
·
.:
C. OTHER
Require approval of permits from City Depat~tments other
than DCP or BBI, or from Regional, State or Federal Agencies?

.

-

YES

NO DISCUSSED

~

YES
D. MITIGATION MEASURES

. .r.
v

·~

·.

./

v"'

\../"
NO

DISCUSSE

N/A
·: ......

if any significant effects hava been identified, are there
ways to rr.itigate them?
2. Are all ~itigation measures identified above included
. h1 the pr:oject?
l.

ED3. ll, 12/82
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(4)
YES

NO

E.:°MANDATORY FlNDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
*1. Does the project have the potential to degrade 'the quality of
the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or
wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop
below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a piant
or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of
a rare or endangered plant.or animal, or eliminate important
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory?
·
·
*2. Does the project have the potential to achieve short-term,
to the disadvantage of long-term, environmental goals?
*3. Does the project have possible environmental effects
which are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (Analyze in the light of past projects,
other current projects, and probable future projects.)
*4. \.lould the project cause substantial adverse effects on
human beings, either directly or indirectly?
*5. Is there a serious public controversy concerning the
possible environmental effect of the project?
F. ON THE .BASIS OF THIS INITIAL STUDY:

DiSCUSSED

. /
\../

__V_ environment,
I find the proposed project COULD .NOT have a significant effect on the
and a. NEGATIVE DECLARATION wiJ 1 be prepared by the Department
of City Plannfog.

·

<

I find that although t~.~~proposed project could have a significant effect''on
the environment, there W1LL NOT be a significant effect in this case because
the mitigation measures, numbers
, in the discussion have been
included as part of the proposed project. A NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be
prepared.
·

I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the
environment, and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I

J

Alec S. Bash
· En vi ronmenta 1 Review Officer
·for
Dean L. Macri s
Director of Planning

ED3 .11. 12/82
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. r-tLt::
City and County of San Francisco

Department of City Planning ·

May 5, 1983
"t:

William A. Falik
Hodge, Falik & Dupree
300 Montgomery Street; Suite 1200
San Francisco, CA 94104
Re:

83.52E, Residential Hotel Conversfon Ordinance

Dear Mr. Fa 1i k :

!

i

We h!'.!Ve received your letter of April 27, 1983, concerning-the sub[ject project.
On April 15, 1983 the Department prepared a pr.eliminary negative declaration
and posted that determination at its offices, advertised.the determination in.
the San Francisco Progress, and ma i1ed the document to a number of interested
organizations.
·
·
Apparently you were not on our mailing list for this determination.· Although
the 10-day perio<;l for an appe.al specified in San· Fra.ncisco. Administrative Code
Section 31.24(d) has passed; clearly_ Terminal Plaza Corporation is an inte~est~d
·party. Accordingly, we have consulted with the City Attorney's Office as to··
whether your letter may be acceµted as an appea 1 • ~nder these- special ci rcumstances we will agree to consider your letter as ari appeal, provided that you
remit-::: the $35 fee specified fo,Administrat'ive Code Section 3l.46(a)3. This
fee must be re.ceived by the Department prio'r to a public hearing on the appeal.
We have caiendared t_he public hearing l:iefore the .City Planning CommiSsion on. this.
matter for May 12, 1983 ·at 3:30 P.M. in Room 282, City Hall.
·
Please do not hesitate to ca11 mf~ or Ginny Puddefoot of.this Department if you
have any questions concerning th is matter.
··
·
Sincerely, .

. ;f!vJ&.4Alec S. Bash
Environmental Review Officer
cc:

Alice Barkley, Deputy City Attorney

ASB/11

·.·
.

(415) 558-4656

450 McAllister Street

.... ·
:

San Francisc:o~ (;A 94192. , ··
.· :..
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I

'.

.. ~.

i

·William A. Falik
May 16, 1983
. Page 2

'

..

· Regarding the amounts of services used by res i denti a 1 hote 1 tenants,
this represents no change in curreDt conditions and therefore does not
constitute a substantial adverse change in environmental conditions. This
. is discussed in the preliminary negative declaration on pages 2 and 3.

. .

: .

:

;

·:'- ·.

As you know, these and other issues related to the Ordinance will be the
subject of a public hearing before the City Planning Commission on May 19, 1983
at 7:00 PM in Room 282 of City Hall.
Please contact me or Ginny Puddefoot of this.Department if you have
questions regarding the above.
·
.'

..

.: ·.

Sincerely,

0~11t~

~ ~t/f/."'.,,,..

/_.r;-r: - ..- \...-

Alec S. Bash
Environmental Review Officer
cc:

Alice Barkley
Ginny Puddefoot
Robert D. Links
..

ASB:GP: rsl
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1

One concern raised is that the ordinance would

2

generate increased demands for urban services used by

3

residential hotel tenants.

4

amounts of services used by residential hotel

5

will not change as a result of the

6

as the ordinance would not change any existing uses,

7

would not have any direct environmental impacts.

r.

(

(

l

The

This is not the case.

tenan~~

Inasmuch

ordin~nce.

it

8

A second concern raised is that the one-for-

9

one replacement housing provision of the ordinance would

10

generate significant numbers of replacement units.

11

experience with the ordinance in effect has shown that

12

this is not true.

13

some form

14

proposals to convert have been presented.

15

these has resulted in construction of new residential

16

hotels.

Past

In the three and a half years since

of the ordinance was adopted,

only

two

Neither of

17

A third concern raised is that the ordinance

18

would create a shortage of affordable hotel units in San

19

Francisco.

20

hotel units in the City.

21

priced hotel rooms have risen from 13 percent in 1979 to

22

33 percent in 1982.

23

units or increase in hotel rates, were they to occur,

24

would not in themselves be physical environmental issues

25

and, therefore, are not subject to CEQA.

Currently there is no shortage of affordable
Vacancy rates for moderately

However,

any shortage of hotel

ADAMS
CONVENTION REPORTING
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FlLE .NO. _ _ _ _ __

ORDINANCE NO . _·_ _ _ __

ADOPTING FINAL NEGATIVE DECLARATION, FINDING AND DETERMINING THAT AMENDMENT OF
2

THE ADMINISTRATIVE CODE CONCERNING RESIDENTIAL HOTEL UNIT CONVERSIONS AND

1

DEMOLITIONS WILL HAVE NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT, AND ADOPTING

' 4

AND INCORPORATING FINDINGS OF FINAL NEGATIVE DECLARATION.

6

WHEREAS, On April 15, 1983, the Department of City Planning issued a

6

preliminary negative declaration 83.52E, for the proposed amendment of the

1

Administrative Code concerning residential hotel unit conversions and:

8

demolitions, and

9

WHEREAS, On April 27, 1983, the preliminary negative declaration .83.52E

'10

for the proposed amendment was appealed ·to the City Plannjng Commission and

II

that said Commission approved the issuance of the negative declaration with

12

modification; and

13

WHEREAS, On

, this Board of Supervfsors :received a copy

14

of the final negative declaration 83.52E

15

Planning; and

16

i~sued

by the Department of City

WHEREAS, This Board has conducted a pub 1i c hearing on the matter of

17

adoption of the final negative.declaration, prior to consideration of the

IS

proposed amendment of the Administrative Code concerning residential hotel

19

unit conversions and .demolitions; now, therefore be it

20

RESOLVED, That this Board of Supervisors has considered and reviewed the

21

final declaration and adopts said final negative declaration; and be it
'

22

n
24
2&

'

FURTHER RESOLVED, That this Board of Supervisors hereby finds and
determines that the proposed adoption of.an ordinance amending the
Administrative Code.with respect to residential hotel unit conversions and
demolitions will have no significant impact on the environment; and be it

26

27
28

a9
30

BOAJU) Of' SUl'llJ\ Vl$04\S
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l
·11

FURTHER RESOLVED, That this Board of Supervisors adopts and ·incorporates
2

herein by reference the findings of the fina1 negative declaration, 83.52E,

3

is sued by the Department of City Planning on June 23, 1983, a copy of which is
on file with the C1erk of the Board of Supervisors.

:
1

6

1

7

RECOMMENDED:
CITY PLAtlNING COMMISSION

·l ,, ~ E-'}il~
~nt. Macri s
Director of Planning

9

10
jj

12

13

15
16

21
22

23
24

25.

26

28

29
30

· 1 eoAno OF sUPERv1soR;

,

11

i;

'

;
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-I

!!.esidential Ho.tel 'Conversion &. Demolition Ordinance
June. ?.3, 1983
·

File No. 83.52E
Motion No.
M

MOTION

,,.
~-.

.

ADOPTING~F~NDINGS RELATED TO .THE APPEAL OF THE NEGATIVE DECLARATION, FILE NO.

83.52E, F R T~E PROPOSED ADDITION OF CHAPTER 41 TO THE SAN FRANCISCO ADMINISTRATIVE
CODE, COM. QNl.:Y REFERRED TO AS THE RESIDENTIAL HOTEL CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION
ORDLNANC ("PROJECT"), WHICH REGULATES THE CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION OF
RES~DENT.'AL HOTELS.

I

',

\ .·( .. MOVED, that the San Francisco Planning Commissidn ("Commission")
hereby-''AFtrRMS the decision to issue a Negative Declaration, with modifications
to the .:text of the preliminary Negative Declaration, based on the following
findings:
1. On February 9, 1983, pursuant to the provisions of the
California Environmental Quality Act ("HQA"), the State CEQA Guidelines, and
Chapter 31 of the California· Administrative Code, the Department of City
Planning (1 1 Departmentn} began ctn initial eva1uation to detc.rminc whether th.e
Resi dentia 1 Hote 1 Conversfon and DemoHtion Ordinance (hereinafter "Project")
might have a significant impatt on the environment.
·

2. On April 15, 1983, the. Department determined, based on an
Initial Study, that the Project could not have a significant effect on the
environment •.
3. On April 15, 1983 1 a notice of determination that a Preliminary
Negative Declaration would .be issued for the Project was duly published in. a
newspaper of general circulation in the City, was posted in the Department
offices, and was mailed to a number of interested parties, all in .accordance
with law.

4. On April 27, 1983, an appeal of the.decision to issue a
·Negative Declaration was filed by vJilliam Falik, on behalf of Terminal Plaza
Corporation.
5. On May 19, 1983, the Commission held.a duly noticed and
advertised public hearing on the appeal of the Negative ·Declaration and at its
conclusion, closed the public hearing and continued the matter to June 2, 1983
for decision.
6. The Preliminary Negative Declaration has been amended to correct
typographi ca 1 efror, to make correct reference to the newly adopted· Residence
Element of the Master Plan, and to correct. the description of the amendments
to the ProjeCt.

7, The Residence Element of the Comprehensive Pl an· is specffi c in
its goal of preserving residential hotels .. Objective 3, Po1jcy 1 seeks to
"Discourage·the.demolition of existing hoµsing"; Pohcy 2 .expresses the need
'to· "Restriet the ·cci°nversion of housing in commercial and. industrial areas"; and
Policy 3 calls for "Preserv(ing) the existi-ng stock of re$i.dentia·l hotels."
8. The Project would no.t change any existing uses; it would
not have .any environmental impacts. The ambunts ·of services (transit, gas,
.water, e]ec·tri.city, medical' ·safety., ..etc.}used by.,r.es·idential-hotel tenants
would: not chang·e i\.s a result of the ProJect. Therefore, .thi·s Project would
·.. 'not,.. cause a substantial ·adverse· change tn environmenta 1 conditions_.
9. The Board of Supervisors fird: established interim regulations
·on the convers.ion and demolitfon of reside°ritial hotel ·units· in November, 1979.
The Project is identical to Ordinance No. 331-81, which was adopted in June, 1981,
and has been in continuous effect since that date ..
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DRAFT

File No. 83.52E
Motion No.
Page Two

10. Past experience. with Ord:inf).n.ce. N6, 331~81 and its predecessors.
has. shown that the ·one-for-one· re pl a cement .housing provi'Si on doe:;- not generate
significant numbers of replacement units; In the· three and a.half years since
some form of the Q'riii):iii.o.ce: was adopted, .only two proposals to convert ha.ve been
presented. Neither·of these.proposals resulted in the construction of new
residential hotels in the city because the project sponsors ar.e utilizing ·.the
alternative methods of repl acfog residential units p.rovfded for by \the Ordinanc;e
The in-lieu fee option will not generate constructidn of new residential hotel
units in that these funds wil.l be more efficiently used for. the purpose of
rehabilitating existing hoOsing units. Based on this ~ast experience, it is
anticipated that the construction.of·new replacement units; if any, resulting
from this Project, would not constitute a significant effect on the environment.
11. Currently, there 1s no shortage of affordable hotel units in
San Francisco. Vacancy rates for. moderately priced hotel rooms have risen· from
13% in 1979 to 33% in 1982. In addition, the Project provides for the use of
vacant residential hotel units.as tourist units. during the tourist. season.
The demand for moderately priced hulel units depends on factors, such as
economic conditions, that are not land use related. However, any shortage of
hotel units or increase in hotel rates, were they .to occur, would not in
themselves be physical environmental issues, and therefore are not subject to
CEQA.
12. The vacancy rates for moderately-priced hotel units both withi.n
San Franc.is co and in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties during the past three
and a half years do not indicate any pressure to build hotel· units in outlying
areas •. Since. some. form of Ordinance. No. 331-81 was implemented, there have been
no proposals for hotels in outlying areas of San Francisco other than those
proposed in established tourist areas. Hotels in outlying· areas. near the·
San Francfsco Internationa 1 Airport have been predominantly used by corporate
busi.ness and convention travelers ·and are chosen because of their proximity
to the airport. Based on the above, it is concluded that the Project would not
cause the cons.truction of new moderately .priced hotel units in. outlying areas,
and therefore 1~oul d not have a significant. en vi ronmenta 1 effect.
13. There is no indication that any form of .Ordinance 331-81 has
resulted in a trend toward tour~st hotel construction in outlying areas. In
addition., tourists tend to travel during non-peak· periods of the day when
transit and street systems are not near capacity. Therefore, there is no
evidence that the Project will hav.e an effect on traffic congestion and transit
from outlying areas, and the Project. could not have significant transportation
effects.
·
14. In .reviewing the Negative Declaration issues for the Project,
the Commission has had available for i.ts revie~1 and consideration all studies,
letters, plans and reports pertaining to the 'Project in the. Department's
case file.
15. The City Planning Commission HEREBY DOES FIND that the proposed
Project could not have a. signifiCant effect on the environment and HEREBY DOES
AFFIRM.the decision of the Department of City 'Planning to issue a Negative
Declarati'on, as amended.
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NEGATIV~

'O(JCKf!~r
DECLARATION

·''

...

c·opY ·,:.

'

DO NOT REMOVE

Date of Publication of
Pr~lirainery Negative Declarati~n:
.Lead Agency:.· City and Covnty of San Francisco, Department of City .
Planning, 450 McAllister St.
5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94102
· Agi;ncy Contact Person:. Ginny Puddefoot
Tel: (415) 558-5261
.....

.....
.....

;

Project Title: 83~52E: .
.
Residential Hotel Conversion and
.. Demolition Ordinance

Project Sponsor: Board of Supervisors
Project· Contact Person:· Robert Passmore·

Project Address: City and County of San Francisco
Assessor's
Block(s) and Lot(s):
Various
.
.
City and County: San Francis.co

.

·..

Project Description: . The proposed project· is the additi-0n to the San Francisco:
Administrative Code of Chapter 41, commonly referred to as the Residential Hotel ...
Conversion and Demolition Ordinance, which regulates the conversion and demolition
of residential ho~els.
·
THIS PROJECT COULD· !WT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT. This finding·
·is based upon the cri.teria of the Guidelines ·c>'f:t:he State Secretary for Resources·,
Sections 15081 (Determining Significanf Effect), 15082 (Mandatory Findings: of
Significance)· and'.15084 (Decision to Prepare a.n.F.IR), and the fol lowing reasons as
documented in ·the Initial Evaluation (InHia1 Study) for the project, which is attached:

.S.ee At.ta ched
•

1.

j. j

"'\: ••·•'"\'•·'-"tc .. , '

• .,,,.,,

·'·'-.. :~-~·-·. ~.~;

Mitigation measures, if any, included in this project to avoid potentially
significant effects:
None

Final Negative Declaration adopted and
cc:' Robert Passmore
Dan· Sullivan
Joe Fitzpatrick .
George. Hil 1i ams
Lois· Scott
Mike Estrada
Alice Barkley
Pau1 14artell e
Distribution List
DCP Bulletin Board
Board Of Supervisors
Planning
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Negative Declaration
Hotel Conversion Ordinance
The proposed project is the addition of Chapter 41 to the
San Francisco Municipal Code, commonly referred to as the
Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance (hereinafter
"Ordinance"), which regulates the conversion and demolition of
residential hotels.
The Ordinance is city-wide in scope.

While residential

hotels exist throughout the City, they are concentrated in three
major sub-areas of the Citi:

Chinatown/North Beach, Union

Square/ North of Market, and South of Market.

Over two-thirds of

all residential hotel units in San FranciscQ are in these three
general areas.

Eighty-six percent (86%) are located in

commercially-zoned districts.
The Board of Supervisors first established interim
regulations on the conversion and demolition of residential hotel
units in November, 1979.

The Ordinance in its pre13ent form

(Ordinance No. 331-81) was adopted in June, 1981. Ordimmce No.
• No, 33.1-81 was .declared in.valid by the Superior Court bec.ause its
, . ,adoption was procedurally defective.

The Superior Court stayed

enforcement of its order until July 29, 1983 in order that the ·
City may reconsider adoption of a similar ordinance.
The Ordinance is consistent with the Residence Element of
the San Francisco Master Plan, and particularly addresses tbe
following:

Objective 3, Policy l:

existing housing.", Policy 2:

"Discourage the demolition of

"Restrict the conversion of housing
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in commercial and industrial areas.", and Policy 3:

"Preserve

the existing 'stock of residential hotels."
The Ordinance seeks to maintain uses that currently exist.
Inasmuch as the Ordinance will not change any existing uses, it
would not have any direct environmental impacts.

The

environmental effects of the Ordinance, if any, are limited to
the following potential indirect effects:
1.

The construction of new residential hotels to replace
residential hotel units to be converted or demolished,
and

2.

The construction of new medium priced tourist hotels in
the City as a result of stringent regulations against
conversion or demolition of existing residential hotel
units.

Residential hotels and tourist hotels are permitted as
Conditional Uses in RC (Residential-Commercial, Combined)
Districts.

They ate permitted as principal uses in all commercial

districts with the exception of Special Use Districts where a
Special Use permit may be required.

Motels, as defined in

Section 216(c) and (d) of the City Planning Code, are permitted
as principal uses in C-1 Districts provided that the entrance to
the motel is within 200 feet of and immediately accessible from a
major thoroughfare as designated in the Master Plan.

They are

permitted as principal uses in C-2 (Community Business), C-3-G
(Downtown General Commercial), C-3-S (Downtown Support), and C-M
(Heavy Commercial) Districts (again, with the exception of Special
Use Districts).

Under the present Planning Code, new residential

hotels may be constructed in any of the aforementioned districts .
2
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"1·

'
'I

\

•

i

·throughout the City.

As will be fully discuss.ed below, the

potential environrhental effects, ·however, would be negligible.
Almost one-third (1/3) of the ,tenants residing in'
residential hotel units are

~ldetly

years or older);

(61

twenty"-six percent (26%) of this population consists of minority
households; and one in five of these rerddent.ial tenants are
physically disabled.

Therefore, residential hotel tenants have a

lower rate of car ownership and generate less v.ehicular traf£ic
g'

and off-street parking demand.

This segment of the population

also ,generate· fewer trips than any other residential dwellers
because of less social activity.

Because of the high percentage

of elderly and .disabled households

amo1~g

this population, they

tend to travel in non-peak hours.

Thus, they do not contribute
\

..

to the peak hour traffTct or affect existing Muni peak hour
services . . Any replacement housing constructed would not increase
usage of energy, water and other City :Services·.

.In fact, energy

exi~~~ng residential hotel
structures are old and are not energy. e'~ficient; new residential

usage should decrease because the

y

.

.

'

. f ··;; ...

'

hotel structures., which must comply with n.ew State energy
··.

".

standards, .would be much more energy efficient.
Since the City has adopted some.f.orm of control on the
conversion of residential hotel units /6n1y two proposals to
convert have been presented.

These two proposals would result in

a conversion of a total of 70 units from residential hotel use to
nonresidential (tourist hotel) use.

NJ':i.ther of these: proposals

will result in the construction of new. residential hotels in the

3
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l
,..I

city because one of the developers will use the in-lieu fee
· contribution provision, and the other proposal involves apartment
rehabilitation.

Based on past experience, it is an,ticipated that
'

the construction of

~ew

'

replacement units would be at a minimum

with minimum attendant impacts on the physical environment.
Since the Ordinance provides for ~lternative methods of replacing
residential units which

ar~ propo~ed

to be converted or

demolished, quantification of new residential hotel construction
would

b~,

at best, speculative.

Turning to the ef£ect of the Ordinance on the potential
construction of new tourist hotels, the Department concludes that
its effects are equally impossible to q~antify becaus~:

(1)

the

i'
iI

Ordinance provides for J;J;:+e use of· vacant residential. hotel units '-·

I

as tourist units during the tourist season and (2) the demand of

\.
!1.
f'

moderately priced hotel units depends on factors which are not

l

[·:·.

--.. land use related; such as, ffnancing and other econorl)ic
An examination of the Cit}.''s permit hi~tory over a

1.

conditions.

\.:

five-year period from 1975 to 1980, p1('ior to adoption of the

I

Ordinance indicates that about 2,500 residential hotel units were

r:

;

r

I

converted to tourist use.

r···.
[ ..

mean a demand

1·:,.

1·"

per year,

II.

fo~

Assuming a similar trend,this would

construction of about 500 tourist botel units

This assumption.is flawed in that it presumes an

indefinite increased demand for tourist· hotels,. wher.eas the
· toud.st hotel vacancy rate has increased.

This in\:!rease in

vacancy.rates is particularly noticeable i!). moderately priced
(under $55 pe.r night). hotels: from a 13% vacancy rate in 1979 to
·',·.

4
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.a high of 33% in 1982.

Therefore, any increase in tourists 'to

San Francisco in the near future could be accommodated by the
~~istin:g tourist hotels.

A review of applications received by the Department of City
Planning for the construction of new tourist hotels since 1979
. (when regulation of conversion of. residential hotel units began)
also supports a conclusion that the Ordinance would not lead to
massive construction of new moderately priced tourist hotel
uni ts.

Since· November of 1979, a total ·of 6, 666 tourist hotel

uni ts have been proposed . · Among these proposed tourist hotel
rooms, 4,307 units are classified as first-class or deluxe and
'>,

are located in the downtown area.

636 of these proposed hotel

units would fall into t.b,~.moderately-priced category; a majority"
of these are located along the Lombard Street corridor and in
Fis·herman s Wharf.
1

No proposals were 'received for hotels in

other outlying commercial areas; and no motel proposals were
received.

Therefore, it is concluded that the Ordinance would ·''·'

not' ,give rise to construction of new l)lbderately priced. motel or
hot~l
'

,;

units in the outlying areas of San Francisco.

~

-: : .

Of the approximately 6,700 new tourist hotel rooms,
2,200 rooms would be located at the Yerba Buena. center, 800 room$.
at the Riricon Point/South Beach Redevelopment Area, 2il07 rooms
-in... the downtown area, 250 rooms at Fisherman's Wharf, 261 roort\S.f:
. along the Lombard Street corridor, and 125 rooms in a hotel in
Van Ness Avenue . . Proposals for 923 rooms in the downtown area
were ~ithdrawn.
5
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Assuming that new proposals to construct moderately priced
hotels and motels would be forthcoming for outlying areas of the
City, these proposals would not be concentrated in any particular
area.

Therefore, the impacts on the physical environment, if any,

would depend on the precise location proposed and would be subject
to further environmental evaluation.

Moreover, any proposals for

new tourist hotels or replacement residential hotels must comply
with the height, bulk, density, use and other provisions of the
City Planning code, which contains provisions designed to ensure
compatibility with existing neighborhoods and uses.

If, in the

future, there are indicia of a trend to construct either
moderately-priced tourist hotel u.nits or residential hotel units
with potentially significant adverse environment effects on
outlying areas, measures could be taken at that time to ensure no
adverse changes.

These measures could include amendments to the

City Planning Code

r~lated

to parking or the principal permitted

uses in C-1, C-2, and RC districts.
All of the known proposed amendments to the Ordinance are
merely procedural in nature, affecting only the administration of
the Ordinance.

Therefore, these procedural amendment proposals

would riot affect the c·on.clusions stated above.

5473C
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The Ordina_nce and any proposed amendments require approval
of the City Planning Cornmission and the Board ·of Supervisors.
Given the many other factors that contribute to the demand
for tourist hotels, the lack of any newly constructed replacement
housing proposals, and the above discussion, the Residential
.....

E:-

1::

~·~::

Hotel Conversion and Demoliti6n Ordinance could not have a
significant effect on the environment.

Sources:
1.
"A Study of the Conversion and Demolition of
Residential Hotel Units", prepared for the Board of
Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco by the
Department of City Planning, .November, 1980.
2.
"Report on the Operation of San Francisco's
Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance,"
prepared by the . ."B·a·partment of City Planning, :t'ebruary,· 1983.

;;'

3.
"Trends in the Hotel,~ndustry, Norther!). California,"
1982 Annual Results, December 1982 (preparea::by Pannell
Kerr Forster, Certified Public Accountants).· .. · ·

....

I::
iJi' .

These reports are on file with the Office of.'Envfronmental
Review.'.

l..

t··
3970C
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NEGA1:IV . E.

DE.CL.A.~ATION

.....·

'
... .

~=

;;

-~~·

.-

Date of

.

Public~ti'on

of

Preliminary Negative Oec1aratio.n:

,•

.April 15, 1983

:~

.Lt:ad Agency:.· City and Covnty of San Francisco, Department of City .
Planning, 4'50 McAllister St.
5th Floor, San Fran.cisto, CA· 94102
P.gency Contact Person: Ginny Puddefoot
Te1: (415) 558-5261
-:;

'

Project Title: 83.52E:
Residential Hotel Conversion and·
Demolition Ordinance

Project Sponsor: Board of Supervisors
Project Contact Person: Robert Passmore

Project Address: City and County of San Francisco·
Assessor's Block(s) and Lot(s): Various
City and Count.)': San Francisco.
..

Project Description: . The proposed proj~ct is the addition to the San Francisco
Administrative Code of Chapter 41, commonly referred to as the Residential Hotel ..
Conversi~n and Demolition Ordinance, which regulates.the conversion and demolitioh
of residential hot~1s.
·
.

:.-.

"·'

~.

>':'"•·.

.._....~~~~~~~~-~~--'·=·~·:=~~-~·~·..,..-~~~~~---'-'-~--~~~~~~~~~~-

TH IS PROJECT COULL!· HOT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONM.ENT. This finding
'is based upon the;;Criteria of the Guidelines bf the State Secretary for Resources.
Sections 15081 (Determining Significant· Effect), 15082 (Mandatory Findings: of
Significance) aiiq,.'. 15084 (Decision to Prepqre a.n F.JR), and the following reasons as
doculile.nted
Evaluation {Initial Study)
for the project, whjch is attached
.
. in "th9.;.Jnitial
·.·"
.

Attached
....See
...-. ....

Mitioation

rneaslil~:l:!S:)

''
..

. ....
~

if any, included in this project to avoid potentia11y

significant effects:

.1.

I
cc:

None

·Final Negative Declaration adopted and issued on
Robert Passmore
Dan Sullivan
Joe Fitzpatrick
George l·Ji 11 i ams

~·

Mike Estrada

·

Alice Barkley
Paul Wart~lle .
Distribution List
DCP Bulletin Board

Boa1Ad Of S1mr>rvic.nr<:
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Negative Declaration
Hotel Conversion.Ordinance
The proposed project is the addition of Chapter 41 to the
San Francisco Municipal Code, 'commonly referred to as the
Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance (hereinafter
"Orc:!mmce"), which regulates the conversion and demolition of
residential hotels.
The Ordinance is city-wide in scope.

While residential

hotels exist throughout the City, they are concentrated in three
major .sub-areas of the Ci ti:

Chinatown/North Beach,· Union

Squar:e/ ·North of Market, and South of Market.

Over t•110-thirds of

all residential hotel units in San Francisco are in these three
general areas.

Eighty-six percent (86%) are located in
~

....

comrrercial ly-zoned dist:i;fffts.
The Board of Supervisors first established inte:dm
. regulations on the conversion and demolition of resid.ential hotel
uni ts in November, 1979.

The Ordinance in its prese11.t form

(Ordinance No. 331-81) was adopted in June, 19~1. Ofdinance No.'
No. 331-81 was declared irwalid by th~ Sup~rior Court because its
c~cp~ion ~as procec~rally defective ..
·.•·•:

The superior cour~ s~aye~

enforcement of its order until July 29, 1983 in oro~..?; >that the
City may reconsider adoption of a similar
The Ordinance is consistent with the

ordinance~;

Residenc~~lement

the San Francisco Master Plan, and particularly
following:

Objective 3, Policy

existing housing.", Policy 2:

1:

.addre,_::;~.~s

of

the

"Discourage the;demolition of

"Restrict the convers.ion of housin<:! ·
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, ..

,·

in conunercial and industrial areas.", and Poli~y · 3:

"Preserve

the existing 'stock of residential hotels."
Th~

Ordinance seeks to maintain

u~es

that currently exist.

Inasmuch as the Ordinance will not change.any existing uses, it
.would not have any direct environmental impacts.

The

environmental effects of the Ordinance; if any, are limited to
the following potential indirect effects:
1.

The construction of new residential hotels to replace
residential hotel units to be converted or demolished,
and

2.

The construction. of new medium priced tourist hotels in
the City as a result of stringent regulations against
conversion or demolition of existing residential hotel
units.
'':.

Residential ·hotels an6 tourist hotels are permitted as
•·'~!:~A?'"''i''

Conditional Uses in RC (Residential-Comrriercial,Cornbined)
Districts.

They are permitted as prindipal uses in all commercial

. dist.ricts with the exceptibn of Speciai .use Di'stricts where a
Special Use permit may he \required .. Motels, ,as defined in.
Section 216(c) and (d) of . the City Planning Cbde, are permitted
c.s p:::i::ci?al uses :.n C-1 Dis:tricts provided that the entrance to

the motel is within 200 fe'i3t ,of ~nd in:unediately accessible from a
major thoroughfare as designated inthe Master Plan.

They are

permitted as principal uses:, in C-2 (Community Business), C-3-G
(Downto,,.,'11 General Commerchil), C-3-S (Downtown Support), and C-M
(Heavy Commercial) Districts (again, with th.e exception of Special
Use Districts). ·Under the. present Planning Code, new residential
hotels may be constructed ~n any of the aforementio~~d diatricts
2
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ihroughout the City.

'

As ~ill be fully di~cus~ed below, the

potential environmental effects

however

I

I

would be negligible,·

Almost one-third (1/3) of the tenants residing in'
residential hotel units are'eldatly (61 years or.older);
twenty-six percent ( 26%) of this populati'on consists o.f minority'
households; and one in five of

residential tenants are

t~ese

:r::·hysical ly C.isabled. · The ref ore, residential hotel tenants l:ave a

:ower rate o:: ca: ownership and generate less vehicular. tra:f ic
and off-street parking demand.

This segment of the population

als.o .generate fewer trips than any other residential dwellers
because 6£ less social activity.

Because of the high percentage

of elderly and disabled households among
this population, they
.,
tend to travel in non-peak hours.

to

Thus, they do not contribute

,.,.....

the peak hour traff''i'F or affect existing Muni peak hour ·

services~

Any replacement housing constructed would not incr.ease

us.age of energy, water and other City services·.

In fact, energy

usa.ge should decrease because the existing residential hotel
,

,.

structures are old and are not energy e£ficient; new residentia1
'

'

'

.

..

'1'

'

.

· ;::;·tel. str·Jc".:1.l!:es, whi.ch must comply· v.·i-th new St ate. ene!:"qy
~

conversion of residential hotel units;. only two proposals to
convert hav.e been presented. . These two proposals would resul to,-in
a .conversion of a total of 70 uni ts. from. residential hotel use to
riohcesidential (tourist ·hotel) use.

Neither of these proposals

will result in" the construction of new residential.hotels in the

3
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.. city because one of the developers will use the in-lieu fee
contribution provision, and the other proposal involves apartment
rehabilitation.

Based
on .Past
experience,
it. is anticipated that
.
'
.
~

the construction of new replacement uni ts. would be at a minimum.
v..·i th ·miniraum attendant impacts
.

C:il'"\.::>
~---C-

..... ·.- . .

......... ~0
.... '4~
~

......
-na.,.ce

on the physical environment.
.

.

+.~
....i:.,..·~1t~
o_ o. e ... na"'.i.ve

,.:
i·
p_ov.1.aes

mei.."-hd··
o s o f replacing .

\.:.<'"lits which are proposed.to .be converted. or
.demolished, quantification of new residential hotel construction
would be, at best, speculative.
Turning to the effect of the Ordinance on the potential
construction of new tourist hotels,· the Department concludes that
its effects are equally impossible· to quantify because: (1) the
Ordinance.· provides for'"':;;,'if'".
t):le use of vacant residential
hotel
units'·'··
.
.
. •
.
as tourist units during the tourist season and (2). the demand of
· moderately priced hotel uni ts depends ··on factors which are not·
land use' related; such as, financing..ari:d other economic
conditions.
f

ive~year

P..n examination of the City's permit history over a

period from 1975 to 1980, prior to adoption of the
..

.

converted to . t6\lrist use~· Assuming
a s,imilar trend,· this would
.
.

'

mean a demand for
·per year.

const~uction of abo~t· soo tourist :hotel units

This assumption is flawed in that it presumes an·

indefinite increased deman·d for tourist hotels,. whereas the
tourist hotel vacancy rate has increas,ed.

This increase .in

vacancy rates is particularly noticeable in moderately priced
(unde.r ~55 per night} hotels: from a 13% vacancy rate in 1979 to

4
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'

a: high of·33% in 1982.

Therefore, any increase in tourists ·to

San Francisco in the near future could be
existing tourist

acco~odatedby

the

hotel~.

A re~iew of applications received by the Department of City
Planning for the construction of new tourist hotels since 1979
(whe:n regulation of conversion of.. residential hotel units began)

also

--

a conclusion.. that the Ordinance. would not lead.to

su~tio=ts
.

of new

moderate~y

priced tourist hotel

~assive

co~s~~uction

units.

Since November of 1979, a total of 6,666 tourist hotel

units have been prop.osed . · &'Tieng these proposed. tourist hotel

rooms, 4,307 units are classified as first-class or deluxe and
are located in the downtown area.

636 of these proposed hotel.

units would fall into th.~. moderately-priced category; a majority "
of these.are located along the Lombard. Street corridor and in.
Fisherman's Wha-:wf ~ • . No proposals were 'received for hotels in
.

.

.

. other. outlying. ,~omrnerciai areas; and no. motel proposals. were
received.

Ther$fore, .it is concluded that th~ Ordinance would

not give.rise to_construction of new
0

~oderately

priced motel or

·.·'··

Of th~ approximately 6,700 new tourist hotel rooms,
· 2, 200 rooms wou,:1d be located at the Yerba Buena Center, 800 rooms .
at the Rincon Point/South Beach Redevelopment Area, 2,107 robms
in . the downtow+i:1.'area, 250 rooms at Fisherma.n' s Wharf, 261 rooms
along the Lombard Street corridor, and 125 rooms in·a hotel in
Van Ness Avenue1.. , Proposals· for 923 rooms in the .downtown area
were withdrawn..
·
5
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Assuming that new proposals to construct moderately priced
hotels and motels would be.forthcoming for outlying areas of the
City, these proposals would not
area.

b~

concentrated in any particular

Therefore, the impacts on the physical environment, if any,

·would depend on the precise location proposed and would be subject
to f'.lrther environmental evaluation.

Moreover, any proposals for

new tourist hotels or replacement residential hotels must comply
with the height, buik, density, use and other provisions of the
City Planning code, which contains provisions designed to ensure
compatibility with existing neighborhoods and uses.

If, in the

future, there are indicia of a trend to construct either'
moderately-priced tourist hotel units or residentia.1 hotel units
with potentially

signiJ.~pant

adverse environment effects on .

outlying areas, measures could be taken at that time to ensure no
adverse changes .. These measures could include amendments to the
City.Planning Code

r~;I.ated

to parking or the princi:pal permitted·

uses in C-1, C-2, and RC districts.
All of the known proposed

amen~ents

,...
to the Ordinance are

merely procedural in nature, affecting only the administration of
the Or.dinance.

Therefore, these procedural amendment proposals

would not affect the conclusions stated above.

~,.

5473C
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~

.
. r•""

'·

[:
~

!. ·.
I

The Ordinance and any proposed. amendments require approval
of the City Planning Commission and the Board of. Supervisors.
Given the many other factors that contribute to the demand

.

for tourist hotels, the lack of any newly constructed replacement
housing proposals, and the above discussion, the Residential
Hotel

Co~ve=sion

and Demolition. Ordinance coUld not have a

sisz:i::ica:lt effec:: on the envi:::-orunent.

Sources:
!=:t:unv nf the Conversion and Demolition of
Res identi~i --H~tel Uni ts", prepared for the Board of
Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco by the
Department of City Planning'. No~ember, 1980.
l,

11

'.ll.

2.
"Report on the Operation of San Francisco's
Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance,"
prepared by the. ;:~·epartment of City Planning, February; J,983.
3.
"Trends in the . . Hotel, Industry, Northern Cal if ornia,"
1982 Annual Results . ,}, December 1982 (prepared by Pannell
Kerr Forster, certified Public Accountants).
These reports are on.."file with the Of~ice of Environmental
Review.·

3970C
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August 17, 1983
l

...\.

.
..

.

MEMORANDUM .

TO:

GINNY PUDDE FOOT

FROM:. · MIKE ESTRADA
RE:

:

.

AMENDMENTS TO THE RESIDENTIAL HOTEL Cl'iNVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE

Attached are the remaining two sets of amendments to the Residential Hotel
Ordinance(BOS file # 1 s 131-82, and 131-82-1). These two sets, plus the two
sets that I gave you at our August 10 meeting (BOS file # 1 s 151-83-2 and
113-83-1), are the complete package of amendm~nts which the CPC must review
and· pass back to the Board.

A quick review of the new amendments indicates

that the~ can all be covered ·in a Negative Declaration, following the same
. arguments that we raised at the Aug. 10 meeting. The only potential area of
disagreement could be the summer/winter clause(file #131-82-1, Sec. 41.16). I
would argue that the change would have no environmental impact, as
summer/winter tourist use is still allowed, but would now be limited to only
20% of the residential units in any hotel. Unless someone can document that.
more than 20% of the residential units (not all the units) in residential ~
hotels, in addition to the existing iourist hotels plus existing tou~ist units
in residential hotels, are needed for the summer, no impact would be
generated. Even if one could make the casn for such demand, it would be
difficult to argue that limiting conversion to 20% of the units would have an
impact, such as leading to new construction~;.
·
For the pu.rposes of getting this project off. the ground, Lois will be
including all of the amendments in the Negattve De~laration that she will be
preparing and submitting for OER review.
·
cc Williams; Bash, Scott
5295A ·
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
(Initial Study)
File No:

?JQ.QCX)~TT

Title:

~~~99r1~i~~tiaJ

tio\d

Street Address:~~ Asse·ss·o·r··s-1l!OCk/Lot: ~~

Initial Study Prepared by: ~"-7'~!-X.L-=~._,.,,-"41.
_.....-~--=--""""'-~~--.........
---A. COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING ZONING AND PLM!S. Could the project:
1. Require a variance, special authorization, or change to the
City Planning Code or Zo:iing Map?
*2. Conflict with the Comprehensive Plan of the City and County
of San Francisco?
*3. Conflict.with any other adopted environmental plans and
goals of the City or Region?

YES

NO

DISCUSSED

v

v"

B. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS. Could the project:
1. Land Use
*a. Disrupt or divide the physical arrangement of an
established community?
·b. Have any substantial impact upon the existing character
of the vicinity?
2. Visual Quality
*a. Have a substantial, demonstrable negative aesthetic effect?
b. Substantially degrade or obstruct any scenic view or vista
now dbserved from public areas?
c. Generate obstrusive light or glare substantially
impacting other properties?
3. Population
*a. Induce substantial growth or concentration of population?
*b. Displace a large number of people (involving either
housing or employment)?
c. Create a substantial demand for additional housing in
San Francisco, or substantially reduce the houiing supply?
4. Transportation/Circulation
*a. Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the
street system?
b. Interfere with existing transportation systems, causing
substantial alterations to circulation patterns or major
traffic hazards?

~

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

(_/"'

ED3. ll,

12/82

* Derived from State EIR Guidelines, Appendix G, normally significant effect.
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(2)

YES
c. Cause a substantial increase in transit demand which cannot
be accommodated by existing or proposed transit capacity?
d. Cause a substantial increase in parking demand which
cannot be accommodated by existing parking facilities?
5. Noise
*a. Increase substantially the ambient noise levels for adjoining areas?
b. Violate Title 25 Noise Insulation Standards, if
applicable?
c. Be substantially impacted by existing noise levels?
6. Air Quality/Climate
*a. Violate any ambient air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an existing or projected
air quality violation?
*b. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

NO DISCUSSED

v
\./""

c. Permeate its vicinity \-Jith objectionable odors?

d. Alter wind, moisture or temperature (including
sun shading effects) so as to substantially affect
public areas, or change the climate either in the
community or region?
7. Utilities/Public Services
*a. Breach published national, state or local standards
relating to solid waste or litter control?
*b. Extend a sewer trunk line with capacity to serve
new development?
·
·
c. Substantially increase demand for schools, recreatibn
or other public facilities?
d. Require major expansion of power, water, or
communications facilities?
8. Bi6logy
*a. Substantially affect a rare or endangered species
of animal or plant or the habitat of the species?
*b. Substantially diminish habitat for fish, wildlife or
plants, or interfere substantially with the movement
of any resident or migratory fish or wildlife species?
c. Require removal of substantial numbers of mature,
scenic trees?
9. Geology/Topography
*a. Expose people or structures to major geologic hazards
(slides, subsidence, erosion and liquefaction).
b. Change substantially the topography or any unique
geologic or physical features of the site?

v·

ED3.11, 12/82
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10. Water
*a. Substantially degrade water quality~ or contaminate a
public water supply?
*b. Substantially degrade or deplete ground water resources,
or interfere substantially with ground water recharge?
*c. Cause substantial flooding, erosion or siltation?
11. .;.nergy/Natura 1 Resources
*a. Encourage activities which result in the use of large
amounts of fuel, water, or energy, or use these in a
wasteful manner?
b. Have a substantial effect on the potential use,
extraction, or depletion of a natural resource?
12. Hazards
*a. Create a potential public health hazard or involve the
use, production or disposal of materials which pose a
hazard to people or animal or plant populations in the
area affected?
*b. Interfere with emergency response plans or emergency
evacuation plans?
c. Create a potentiaJly substantial fire hazard?
13. Cultural
*a. Disrupt or adversely affect a prehistoric or historic
archaeological site or a property of historic or cultural
significance to a community or ethnic or social group;
or a paleontological site except as a part of a scientific
study?
*b. Conflict with established recreational, educational,
religious or scientific uses of the area?
c. Conflict with preservation of any buildings of City
landmark quality?

YES

NO DISCUSSED

C. OTHER

Require approval of permits from City Departments other
than DCP or BBI, or from Regional, State or Federal Agencies?

v
YES

NO

\../" ·
N/A DISCUSSEC

D. MITIGATION MEASURES
1. If any significant effects have been identified, are there

ways to mitigate them?
2. Are all mitigation measures identified above included
in the project?

ED3. ll, 12/82
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(4)

Y•ES

NO DtSCUSSED

E. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
*1. Does the project have the potential to degrade 'the quality of

*2.
*3.

*4.
*5.

F. ON
~

the environment, substantially reduc~ the habitat of a fish or
wildlife species, c~use a fish or wildlife population to drop
below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant
or animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of
a rare or endangered plant or animal, or eliminate important
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory?
Does the project have the potential to achieve short-term,
to the disadvantage of long~tenn, environmental goals?
Does the project have possible environmental effects
which are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (Analyze in the light of past projects,
other current projects, and probable future projects.)
Would the project cause substantial adverse effects on
human beings, either directly or indirectly?
Is there a serious public controversy concerning the
possible environmental effect of the project?
THE BASIS OF THIS INITIAL STUDY:

\/"'

I find the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the
environment, and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION .will be prepared by the Department
of City Planning.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on·
the environment, there WILL NOT be a significant effect in this case because
the mitigation measures, numbers
, in the discussion have been
included as part of the proposed project. A NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be
prepared.

I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the
environment, and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.

Alec S. Bash .
Environmental Review Officer
for

Dean L. Macris
Director of Planning

ED3 .11, 12/82
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
(Initial Study)

File

No•

84.?~E.T/13cf..2Yo/a"Tttle: ~fu.1

thldCoouers ioO Ck~. ftm~_me

fud,;Ma_\ .\-Ws:i\A~ttl;ifAssessor's
Initial Study Prepared by:
Co,.,~rjV\.'€. fuu ffiaf\

street Address:

Not
ApplTCable Discussed

A. COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING ZONING !\ND PLANS
1)

V/'Lf"\QQ;s,

Block/Lot:

Discuss any variances, special authorizations, or changes proposed to the City Planning Code or Zoning Map., if applicable.

v

•2) Discuss any conflicts with the Comprehensive l?lan of the City
and Cowity of San Francisco, if applicable,

v

*3) Discuss any conflicts witn any ot~er adopted environmental
plans and goals of t:1e City or Region, i f applicable.
B.

gFFECTS •Could ~1e project:
l) Land Use
•(a) Disrupt or divide t1e physical arrangement of an
established conununity?
(b) Have any substantial impact upon t.~e existing
c.~aracter of tne vicinity?

~

E~IRONMENTAL

2) Visual

~

NO

DISCUSSED

v

v

~uality

*(a) Have a substantial, demonstrable negative
aesthetic effect?
(b) Substantially degrade or obstruct any scenic view or
vista now observed from public areas?
(c) .:;ee1erate obstrusive li<jlt or glare substantially
impacting 0 mer properties?

v
~

v

3) Population
*(a) Induce substantial growth or concee1tra~ion of
population?
• (b) Displace a large nwnber of people (ie1volving eit.1er
housing or employment)?
(c) Create a substantial demand for additional housing
in San Franci?co, or substantially reduce t.~e
nousing supply?

v
v

Jc:'.'.'

4) rransportation/circulation
•(a) Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial
in relation to the existing traffic load and
capacity of tne street system?
(b) Interfere with existing transportation systems,
causing substantial alterations to circulation
patterns or major traffic hazards?
(c) Cause a substantial increase in transit demand which
cannot be accommodated by existing or proposed transit
capacity?
(d) Cause a substantial increase in parking demand which
cannot be accommodated by existing parking facilities?
5)

Noise
• (aj Increa.!le s·ibstantially the ambient noise levels for
adjoining areas?
(b) Violate Title 25 Noise Insulati9n Standards, if.
applicable?
(c) Be substantially impacted by existing noise levels?

* Derived from State SIR Guidelines, Appendix G, normally significant effect,
4/84
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6) Air Quality/Climate
*(a) Violate any ambient air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality
vJ.olatJ.on?
*(b) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?
(c) Permeate its vicinity with objectionable odors?
(d) Alter wind, moisture or temperature (including sun
shading effects) so as to substantially affect public
areas, or cilange the climate either in t.'1e community
or region?

~

DISCIJSSEO

~

v
v

_iL

7) Utilities/Public services

*(a) Breach published national, state or local standards
_relating to solid waste or litter co11trol?
•(b) Extend a sewer trunk line with capacity to serve new
development?
(c) substantially increase demand for sd1ools, recreation
or other public facilities?
(d) Require major expansion of power, water, or communications facili-ties?
8)

v
v

v
--

./

Biology
*(a) substantially affect a rare or endangered species of
animal or plant or t.'1e habitat of tne species?
* (b) Substantially diminish habitat for fish, wildlife or
plant::;, or interfere substantially w3-t..h

L

v
v

ci~u~ ~ovement

of any resident or migratory fish or wildlife species?
(c) Require removal of substantial numbe1:s of mature,
scenic trees?

9) Geology/Topography

*(a) Expose people or structures to major geologic hazards
(slides, subsidence, erosion and liquefaction).
(b) Change substantially tne topography or any uni:i.·.ie
geologic or physical features of t.~e site?
10) Water

•(a) Substantially degrade water '!Uality, or contaminate a
public water supply?
• (b) Substantially degrade or deplete ground water resources, or interfere su~stantially with ground
water recharge?
• ( c) Cause substantial flooding, erosion or siltation?

v

7

11) Energy/Natural Resources

•(a) Encourage activities wnich result in t.'1e use of
large amounts of fuel, water, or energy, or use
these in a wasteful manner?
(b) Have a substantial effect on the potential use,
extraction, or depletion of a natural resource?
12)~

Create a potential public health hazard or involve the
use, production or disposal of materials which pose a
hazard to people or animal or plant populations in the
area affected?
*(b) Interfere with emergency response plans or emergency
evacuation plans?
(cl Create a potentially substantial fire hazard?

~(a)

,/

13) ~~!!!a_!,.

•(a) Disrupt or adversely affect a prenistoric or historic
ardlaeological site or a property of historic or
cultural significance to a community or ethnic or
social group; or a paleontological si~e except as a
part of a scientific study?
(b) Conflict with established recreational, educational,
religious or scientific uses of the area?
(c) Conflict ~ith preservation of any buildings of City
landmark quality?
Page 2
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!!Q.

c.~

DlSCIJSSED

Require approval of permits from City Depar~me~ts other than
Department of City Planning or Bure.au of. Bu 1ld1ng lnspection,
or from Regional, State or Federal Agencies?
D. MITIGATlON MEASURES
l) If any significant effects have been identified, are there
ways to mitigate them?
2)

lli

NO

N/A

DISCUSS&D

Are all mitigation measures identified above included in
the project?

g, MANDATORY

*l)

~INDINGS

OF SIGNiilCANCE

NO

OISCUSS~D

Does the project have the potential to degrade tne quality
of the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of
a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten
to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the
number or restrict the range of a rare or endan5ered
plant or animal, or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or pre-history?
Does tne project have the potential to achieve short-term,

*2)

*3)

*.:.J

/

::o the disadvantage of lung-ter:m, environmentai 5oals?

v

Does the ?roject nave possible environmental effects which
are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable'?
(Analyze in the light of past projects, otner current
projects, and ·proDaole future projects.)

V"

Would tne project cause substantial adverse effects on
human oeings,

*5)

ei~her

directly or indirectly?

ls there a serious public controversy concernin5 cne
possiale environmental effect of the project!

F. ON HE ilASIS OF THIS rtHT1AL STUUY

v/ 1

~-

find the proposed project COULD NOT have a sign incant effect on the enviroet:ne'1t,
and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be ?repared oy the Department of City Planning.

r find tnat althougn tne proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, tnere there WILL NOT be a signiiicant effect in this case because tee
mitigation measuras, numbers

of the proposed project.

, in the discussion have been included as ?arc

A NZGAfTiJE

tJi:CLAAAfION will oe prepared.

r find tnat the proposed project MY have a significant effect on the environment,
and an cNV IRONMEN fAL i:C!PAC r Ri::?ORT is required.

AUC S, BAStl

Environmental Review Officer
for

uEAN L. '!ACRIS
Director of Planning

AS 8: pr
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NEGATIVE DECLARATION

Date of Publication of
Preliminary Negative Declaration:

December 28, 1984

Lead Agency:

City and County of San Francisco, Departr.rent of City
Planning, 450 f'lcAllister St.~ 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94tCZ
Agency Contact Person: Catherine Bauman
Tel: (415) 558-5261
- P!"oject Title:

-~
-------84.236ET~4.564ET
____;;

Project Sponsor:

Amendments~

Board of Supervisors

Residential Hotel
Project Contact Person: John Taylor
Conversion Ordinance
Project Address: Residential Hotels throughout the City
Assessor's Block(s) and Lot(s): various
City and County: San Francisco
Project Description:
Amendments to the Residential Hotel Conversion and Dernolttion Ordinance affectinq definition of interested parites, time limits for compliance, and penalties for violation and
other aspects of administration of the Ordinance.
THIS PROJECT COULD r!QT HAVE A S!Gtl!FICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT. This findi.1g
is based upon the criteria of the Guidelines of the State Secretary for Resources,
Sections 15081 (Determining Significant Effect), 15082 (Mandatory Findings of
Significance) and 15084 (Decision to Prepare an EIR), and the following reasons as
documented in the Initial Evaluation (Initial Study) for t11e project, which is attac~ed:
The project consists of several amendments to Chapter 41 of the Sari Francisco
Administrative Code, commonly refered to as the Residential ~otel Conversion
and Demolition Ordinance (hereinafter "Ordinance"), which regulates the
conversion of rooms in residential hotels to other uses, including tourist
occupancy, and demolition of such rooms. It would affect residential hotels
throughout the city.
The Ordinance was adopted in June 1981 in response to concerns about the loss
of residential hotels as a housing resource because of the conversion of these
hotels to tourist occupancy and other uses. The 1981 ordinance received
environmental review, with a final negative declaration (File 83.52E) adopted
and issued on June 23, 1983,
The currently proposed amendments to the Ordinance are primarily procedural
and administrative in nature. One amendment, File 84.236ET (Board of
Supervisors File 113-84-1) would expand the definition of interested parties
to include certain non-profit organizations with a demonstrated interest in
housing issues.
·

·overMitigation measures, if any, included in this project to avoid potentially
significant effects:
NOME

Final Negative Declaration adopted and issued on
cc: Katherine Pennypacker, City Attorney's Office
Glenda Skiffer
Lois Scott
Peter Burns, BB!
R. Passr.iore
DCP Bulletin Board
MDF
Alec

-~-J-'~04--,~..,.._-~_,__1_1....f:_5~~~~

7

1

Bash~~n~~ Review Officer
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The remainina 11111endments are contained in File 84.564ET (Board of supervisors
File 113-84-2). They include provisions directing the Superintendent of the
Bureau of Building tnspection to impose interest on penalties resulting from
the failure of the owner and operator of a hotel to file compl.ete and timely
Annual usage Reports. The amendments would not change the contents of Annual
Usage Reports or the requirement that they be filed. The project would extend
the time limit to file a challenge to an Annual Usage Report from fifteen to
thirty days. It would also raise the fee· for filing an Annual Usage Report
from twenty t·o forty dollars.

1

The project would require that notices of apparent violation <)f the Ordinance
remain posted until the Superintendent of the Bureau of Building Inspection""''~
determines that the hotel is no longer in violation of the Ordinance.
·
Penalties would be imposed on hotel owners and operators who .fail to maintain
daily logs, or to post materials as required by the Ordinance.
The project would result in a .change of burden of proof requi:rement from the
owner or operator of the hotel to the appellant in appeals of the decision to
issue or deny permits to convert. It would reauire the owner, rather than the
Bureau of Building Inspection, to record conditions for issuance of demolition
permits. The proposal would direct hearing officers to consider the repeated
posting by the Superintendent of the Bureau of Building Inpection of notices
of apparent violation of the Ordinance as a factor at hearings on unlawful
conversion.
The proposal would authorize the Superintendent of the Bureau of Building
Inspectlnn to impose the penalties included in the Ordinance and establishes
lien procedures to be followed by the Superintendent where penalties remain
unpaid. The proposed amendments include a new section, Section 41.16A, which
makes the filing of false information under the ordinance a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine of not more than SSOO or by imprisonment for up to six
mo~ths or both.
These amendments are intended to assist in the administration and enforcement
of the Ordinance. They would not change the standards of the Ordinance and
"1ould not mandate the conversion of a greater or smaller number of hotel rooms
.·•from residential occupancy to other uses. !nc:reased compliance '11th the
Ordinance and a resulting decrease in illegal conversions of residential hotel
rooms "1ould be a likely result of the incorporation of the proposed amendments
into the Ordinance, The City Planning Commission, when it affirmed the
negative de~laration following an appeal, determined that th•l Ordinance could
not have significant effect on the environment. It was the Commission's
assumption that the Ordinance would be enforced and that hotel owners and
operators would comply with the terms of the Ordinance, Clearly, these
amendments to the Ordinance, which are purely procedural in nature, could not
have a significant effect on the environment.
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(lene Porter:.

The ordinance says that so long as non-p~ofit operators
use the. units as housing they are ~xempt but if they
demolish or convert then they are.subject to the RHO
replacement requirement. The problem is that we don't
know what they are doing. BBI annually sends non-proflt
RH operators a letter asking them if they still operate
as non-profits. Perhaps this letter could be expanded to
site purpose of ordinance and require reporting the
number of res1dEmtial hotel units and. vacancies. Perhaps
we need a minimal reporting or monitoring of non-profit
residential hotels. ·

Richard Livingston:

I think non-profits are the biggest problem in
·conversions and loss of residentia.l hotel units from the
market place. There.has only been one for profit tourist
conversi~n with the loss of a small number of units
compared to the thousands of units converted to the
operation of the City's homeless program and thousands of
other units used by n·on-profits for the operation of
their programs. Many of those who use to rent transient
hotels are now housed under the City's homeless program.
Much of the problem is also with the·operators of some of
these hotels and the $3 million a year drtig business in
the area.
·

ISSUES 2 & 3.: .Differences in Types of Hotels and Problems in Regulation by
Monthly vs daily or weekly rentals.
This is a new issue. discussed by Richard Livingston from
the Cadillac Hotel and long time community activist.
Others in the meeting participated in this discussion
although they are not coded in this summary.
i
I

!

j.

!

'.

Distinction between residential, transient, and tourist
hotels. Residential hotels are unique in that often they
serve to mix of .users which include lower income
tourists/visitors, local transients on a daily, weekly or
monthly rates, and more permanent residents which rent on
a monthly basis for years. The. problem with the
ordinance is that it s~parates buildings of units in the
building according to the length of occupancy (less than
31 days as transient or tourist an.d 32 days or more as
·residential units) when the mix of residential, transient
and tourist units always vary from time to time •. The
more important distinctiOn is the lower income housing
market they serve and not whether they rent to a person
for a night, a week, 2 weeks· or more than a month.
Often, there is a need to stabilize and balan~e this mix
·in.terms of an operator's cash flow, changing population,
demand, and neighborhood impact.
·
. Some operators are renting the residential hotel units on
·a weekly basis provided that the occupant signs a note

2
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saying that they plan.to stay for a month or longer. If
the occupant leaves before 32 days the operator can say
that the occupant broke the agreement.
Some hotels have a large number of transient units
(non-res1dential hotel designated units) because when
. they claimed most of the units as tourist when they were
first required to repo.rt the units. Now transient hotels
are scared to rent to anyone over .30 days because they
don't want these units classified as residential hotel
units, However, in terms of a balance mix the or.dinance
is ·a: disincentive for many operators to rent for 32 days
or more. at a time. Many operators would rather leave the
residentfal hotel urtits vacant.
More positive incentives are needed such ~s the transient
tax threshold which has ~aised from $5 to $20 a night.
Renting a room for $10 to $20 a night is not bad. There
·is

~

l.9wer"income transient population whi.ch needs these

kind· of places. Tenants may travel between different .
cities (Reno, San Francisco, Sacramento, etc.), some are
locals who m0ve ar·ound the city, others are 1ow budget
backpackers from other states or Europe, and there were
the traditiorial seamen. ·

Richard Livingston would like the option of renting by
the week or month to test tenants behavior.· Operators
don't want to be stuck with bad tenants th~t would take
months to get out. The ·cadil lac Hotel was built to have
both transient an~ more permanent residents. Some
residential hotels .. are better .designed for transient use
(the St. George - 33.room walk up arid no kitchen or
·bathroom's)~ Some hote 1s have switched from being tourist
to residential and to homeless program.
·
David Prowler:

Where would the rent cut off be if the ordinance
regulated the hotel this way instead of how long the
resident stayed. Could we say no more than $11 per night.

Marsha Rosen:

.What legal basis would there be for such a cut off. How
cou 1d you· s tr.ucture the regu lat i oris or incentives. ·Where
iS the balanc:e point? How do you prevent from totally
trari~forming to high cost and tourist use?
. .
.
..
.
.
'

Roger Herrera:

The rent on.residential hotels range from $45 to $1,500
for some units which offer full health care for the
eiderly. The average is more in the lower range below
$250. Current data indicates that there has been no
significant increase in rents since the last reporting
period iri 1984.

Ed Lee:

Chinatown h.as a ritore stable residential hotel population
with units renting for $45 a month to seniors that have
lived there for over 30 years. The Tenderloin and Sixth
Street may be more· trans.1ent.
3
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Roger Herrera
Brad Paul

Perhaps what we need is residential hotels which would
dlffer by district such as Chinat'own, North Beach, South
of Market, Tenderloin, etc. and that may have thresholds
on tourist, residential and transient units. A
neighborhood approach can recognize the different needs
between neighborhoods. ·we were addressing the whole city
in the ordinance when different parts of the city have
different problems. The Tenderloin and Sixth Street inay
need to serve a more transient lower income population.
(This discussion flowed from a number of participants.)

Richard Livingston:

Transi~nt

lower income population. In the past some
residential hotels were part of a more extended community .
(such as the I-Hotel) which related iri other ways than
just whether it was 30 days or 1 night occupancy.
Conversion to upscale tourist is in a certain type of
hotel and location: Fisherman's Wharf, North Beach, and
Union ·square, ·etc. and not Sixth Street a; Tenderlojn.

[Can these hotels, areas be identified?]
ISSUE 4.

Is the City's Residential Hotel Homeless Pro9ram in conflict with
the Residential Hotel ,Ordinance?
·

·.Richard Livingston: . Some of the hote.l s for the home less have become shooting
ga 11 eri es. These type of hote 1s need to have a better
balance of transient and resident occupants •. These
hotels an.d the neighborhood would ;·mprovE;i if .some low
. income tourist use would be allowed. · This relates to the
no more than 50% homeless proposal by Supervisor Maher.
The Social· Service .Commis.sion has thrown out the bids·
be.cause some of the hotels are in<;ludirig residential
hotel units in the units proposed for the homeless
program. [City Attorney Rick Judd ha~ indicated that the
Soehl Service Homeless Program wants to respect the ·
Residential Hotel Ordinance, but that some amendments may
be considered.]

Brad Paul:

ISSUE 5.

Definition of residential hotels. The addition of kitchens to
residential hotels is not allowed by the ordinance because that
would upgrade the units to apartment.
.

.

Brad Paul:.·

The RHO does not al low addition of kitchens. because the
ord1nance wanted to prevent the loss of rooms to mergers
and expanded ~nits with kitchens.

Richard Livingston:

The Cadillac Hotel was to 1d by BBi that they could riot
put in just one kitchen. It.was either none or one
.
kitchen for every 10 units. But no more than 12 kitchens
or else it beco~es.an apartment building~

Ge.ne Por.ter: ·

'The residential hotel at 1405 Van Ness wanted to put
kitchens and bathrooms so they could quality for elderly
Section 8 but .BBI would not a.11ow 1t.
·
4
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST
(Initial Study)

%'].?>Sit:.

File No:

Street Address:

!i>')(TllJ,Nr::> C.Hff..JATbWN - J.J<>IZ-Tl-t 1£JS'ACH

Title: f3.tjs1'1?e'NTfA1... ttoTC:k

•
Cot.J)/egs1' ON MoAA'TOfl/W

(6er;><._i;;tvf~A:2.L.P..,.),,__________ Assessor's Block/Lot: (6et:i 1JesogiPT1'0;

Initial Study Prepared by:
Not
AppllCable Discussed

A. COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISJING ZONING AND PLANS.
1) Discuss any variances, special authorizations, or changes proposed to the City Planninq Code or Zoning Map, if applicable.
*2) Discuss any conflicts with any adopted environmental
plans and qoals of the City or Region, if applicable.
B. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS - Could the projecti
1)

Land Use

YES

NO

DISCUSSED

*(a) Disrupt or divide the physical arranqement of an
es tab 1i shed community? ·
*(b) Have ariy substantial impact upon the existing
character of the vicinity?
2) Visual Quality

*(a) Have a substantial, demonstrable negative
aesthetic effect?
(b) Substantially deqrade or obstruct any scenic view or
vista now observed from public areas?
(c) Generate obtr~sive liqht or glare substantially
impacting other Droperties?
3)

'population
*(a) .Induce substantial qrowth or concentration of
population?
*(b) Displace a large number of people (involving either.
housing or employment)?
(c) Create a substantial demand for additional housing
in San Francisco, ·or substantially reduce the
housing supply? .

4)

Transportation/Circulation
*(a) Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial
in relation to the existing traffic load and
capacity of the street system?
(b) Interfere with existinq transportation systems,
causing substantial alterations to circul~tion
patterns or major traffic hazards?
(c) Cause a substantial increase in transit demand which
cannot be accommodated by existing or proposed transit
capacity?
·
(d) Cause a substantial increase in parking demand which
cannot b.e accommodated by existinq parkinq facilities?

5)

Noise
*(a)
(b)
(c)

Increase substantially the ambient noise levels for
adjoining areas?
Violate Title 24 Noise Insulation Standards, if
applicable?
Be substantially impacted by existing noise levels?

*Derived from State EIR Guidelines, Appendix G, normally significant effect.
ED 3 .11
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6) Air nualitv/Climate

*(a) Violate any ambient air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existina or oroiected air quality
violation?
*(b) Exoose sensitive receotors to substantial oollutarit
concentrations?
(c) Permeate its vicinity with objectionable odors?
(d) Alter wind, moisture or temoeratur7 (includino sun .
shadino effects) so as to substantially affect oubl1c
areas, or chance the climate either in the corrmunity
or reoion?

7)

YES

NO DISCUSSED

L.
v
~

_iL

Utilities/Public Services
*(a) Breach published national, state or local standards
relatina to solid waste or litter control?
*(b) Extend a sewer trunk line with caoacitv to serve new
develooment?
(c) Substantially increase demand for schools, recreation
or other oublic facilities?
(d) Reau ire ma.ior exoans ion of oower, water, or cormnm 1cations facilities?

a/
i,./
._/'

L

R) Bioloav

~bstantiallv

affect a rare or endanaered soecies of
animal or plant or the habitat of the soecies?
*(b) Substantiallv diminish habitat for fish, wildlife or
plants, or interfere substantia11v with the movement
of any resident or mioratorv fish or wildlife soecies?
(c) Require removal of substantial numbers of mature,
scenic trees?

J.C.
.,/

..k::::'.'.

Q) Geoloov/Toooaraohv
*(a) Exoose oeoo 1e or structures to ma.ior aeo 1oqi c hazards
(slides, subsidence,. erosion and liouefaction),
(b) Chanoe substantiallv the topoqraohv or anv unique
oeolooic or ohyslcal features of the site?
10)

11)

Water
*T"ar""Substantiallv deorade water quality, or contaminate a
oublic water suoolv?
*(b) SubstanttalJ~ deorade.or deolete around wat~r resources, or Interfere substantially with around
water recharae?
*(c) Cause su.bstantial floodinci, erosion or siltation?
Enerov/Natural Resources
*{a) Encouraoe activities which result in the use .of
.1 aroe amounts of fuel, water, or enerCJv, or use
these In a wasteful manner?
(b) Have a substantial effect on the ootential use,
extraction, <>r deoletion of a natural resource?

v

v
-

~

v""
JL

V"
.,/"'

12) Hazards

*\aTC'reate a ootential oub.lic health hazard or involve the
use, ororluction or disoosal of materials which oose a
hazard to oeoole or animal or olant oooulatlons in the
area affected?
*(b) Interfere with emeroencv resonnse olans or emeroencv
evacuation olans?
(c) Create a potentiallv substanti~l fire hazard?
13)

C11lt!Jral
*(a) Disruot or arlverselv ~frect a orehistoric or historic
~rchaeolooical site or ~ orooertv of historic or
cultural sionificance to a cormiunitv or ethnic or
social orouo; or a oaleontoloaical site exceot as a
oart of a scientific studv?
(b) Conflict with established recreational, educational,
rel iCJious or scientific uses of the area?
(c) Conflict with the oreservation of buildinas sub.ieCt
to the orovisions of Article 10 or
Article 11 of the Citv Plannina Code?
Paae 2
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YES

C. i
i OTHER
--

NO

DISCUSSED

! Require approval and/or permits from City Deoartments other than
) Department of City Planning or Bureau of Bui ldin!l Inspection,
: or from Regional, State or Federal Agencies?

D. MITIGATION MEASURES

YES NO N/A DISCUSSED

)) If any significant effects have been identified, are there
ways to mitigate them?

V"'

?i Are all

V'

mitigation measures identified above included in
the project?

E. tfv\NDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
!

NO DISCUSSED

•

Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality
of the. environment, substantially reduce the habitat of
a fish or wildlife soecfes, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten
to eliminate it plant or animal comnunity, reduce the
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal, or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or ore-history?
i
.,,l..,,

T(..

Does the project have the potentici1 to achieve short-term,

J

to the disadvc1ntage of lon1<-term, environmental qoals?

Does the oroject have possible environmental effects which
are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable?
(Analyze in the li1<ht of past projects, other current
Projects, and probable future projects.)

-k3)

Would the project cause substantial adverse effects on
human beinqs, either directly or indirectly?

i

F. ON THE BASIS OF THIS INITIAL STUDY

~I

find the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment,
' and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared by the Department of City Planninq.

_ _ii
!

--,

I find that althouqh the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, there there WILL NOT be a significant effect in th1s case because the
mitioation measures, numbers
, in the discussion have been included as part
of the proposed oroject. A NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment,
and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is·required.

v!;~tf, /t}~/?I
BARBARA W, SAHM
Environmental Review Officer
for
DEAN L. MACRIS
Director of Plannin_g

DATE:

swsieh
OER:i23
Page 3
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NEGATIVE DECLARATION
Date of Publication of
Preliminary Negative Declaration: July 31, 1987
Lead Agency:

City and County of San Francisco, Department of City Planning
450 McA 11 i st er Street, 5th Floor, CA 94102

Agency Contact Person:

Project Sponsor:

Project Title: 87.351ET
12-Month Extension of
Chinatown - North
Beach Residential Hotel
Conversion Morator'i um
Project Address:

Telephone:

Andrea Mackenz1 e

(415) 558-6388
Board of Supervisors

Project Contact Person: Robert Passmore

43 Block Area Within Chinatown - North Beach (see map)

Assessor's Block(s) and Lot(s): A/Bs: 134, 143-148; 159-164, 165/10, 175-180,
191-196, 208-212, 224-227, 241, 242, 257, 258, 269/5, 270,271,272/8,285-287,
288/25, 294/21 •.
City and County:

San Francisco

Project Description: Amend Sections 41B.2 and 41B. ll of the San Francisco
Administrative Code to extend for twelve months, the moratori.um on permits to
convert residential hotel units in the Chinatown-North Beach area
Building Permit Application Number, if Applicable:

None

THIS PROJECT COULD NOT HAVE A SIGNlFICANT EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT. This
finding is based upon the criteria of the Guidelines of the State Secretary for
Resources, Sections 15064 (Determining Significant Effect), 15065. (Mandatory
Findings of Signfficance) and 15070 (Decision to Prepare a Negative
Declaration), and the following reasons as documented in the Initial Evaluation
(Initial Study) for the project, which is attached:
The proposed project would be an amendment to sec.tions 418.2 and 418.11 of the
San Francisco Administrative Code for the purpose of extending the current
Chinatown - North Beach Resident.ial Hotel Unit Moratorium Ordinance for 12
months.
The ordinance covers a 43-block area of Chinatown-North Beach,
generally from Vallejo a.nd Green Streets on the north to Sutter Street on ·the
south, and from Mason Street on the west to Sansome.Street on the east.
Mitigation measures, if any, included in this project to avoid potential.ly
significant effects:
None
Final

¥~/

Negative

Declaration

on __~'4-/~~/l~/'--"f7~~'-------"---

adopted

and

·issued

l

cc:

Robert Passmore
Lois Scott
Paul Ro setter
Sponsor
Distribution List
Bulletin Board
Master Decision File

"5fad@a
UJ.~41
BARBARA W. SAHM
Environmental Review Officer

BWS:ALM:emb
ALM:72
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As of September, 1984,. there wei:e approximately. 4,818 residential hotel units
within the moratorium area. This number represents a decrease of 322 uni.ts
since 1980, despite the existence of the Residential Hotel Unit Conversion
Ordinance. As of 1984; the average montli ly rent within the Chinatown-North
Beach Moratorium area was $127.87 per month.
The purpose of the moratorium ordinance is to prohibit the approval of any
permit:
(a) to convert any residential hotel unit tci another use including
conversion to apartment .use.
(b) that would cause the demolition of any residential hotel unit or
prevent its use.
On May 24, 1987 the Chinatown Mixed Use District Controls, which established
the Chinatown Community Business, Chinatown Visitor Retail and Chinatown
Residential Neighborhood Commercial Districts, became permanent.
The
prov1s1ons established within the contreils prohibit the conversion or
demolition of residential hotel units within the three-district boundaries.
Extension of the moratorium would afford .protection to some areas that do not
fall within the area covered by the Chinatown Mixed Use District controls.
It is necessary to extend the· moratorium for an additional year to allow the

Board of Supervisors sufficient time to review the Residential Hotel
Conversion and Demolition Ordinance and adopt amendments to ·this Ordir1drrce.
The extension .would also allow the Department of City Planning to complete an
ongoing study of housing demolition and conversion controls which would result
in conditional use standards for demolitions and conversions,· citywide.
The Board of Supervisors first ·established interim regulation~ on the
conversion and demolition of residential ho.tel units in November 1979. Since
June 1981, res i dent·i a1 hotel conversions have been regu 1ated by Chapter 41 of
the San Francisco Administrative Code, commonly known as the Residential Hotel
Conversion and Demolition Ordinance. This Ordinance is permanent and citywide
in scope. It was evaluated by the Department of CitrPlanning in order to
determine any potenti a 1 en vi ronmenta l effects. The Department determined that
the Ordinance could not have. a significant effect on the environment, and a
Final Negative Declaratidn was issued on June 23, 1983. (File No. 83.52E, on
file at the Office of Environmental Review),
The findings contained in the Final Negative Declaration prepared. for the
Residential Hotel Conversion :and Demolition Ord·inance (File No. 83.52E) are
hereby incorporated by reference. That. Negative· Declaration concluded that
the potential environmental effects, both direct and indirect resulting from
the citywide Ordinance would be negligible.
It included the relevant
Residence Element (Comprehensive Plan) policies dealing with conservation of
existing housing resources. It determined that,. since the Ordinance seeks to
maintain uses that currently exist, it would not have any direct env.ironmental
effects. It further determined that, based on past experience with some form
of control of conversions in effect and the many other factors i nvo 1ved in
development decisions, the Orciinance would not be likely to generate a
substantial amount of new residential or tourist hotel construction.
The Chinatown-North Beach Moratorium differs from the citywide Ordinance in
the following ways:
1)
2)
3)
4)

It affects the Chi nit.town-North Beach area only
It would be in effect for a temporary period

It contains no provdsion for· in-lieu fees or replacement of
existing residential hotel units proposed for conversion
It contains no provision for summer conversion to tour~st use.

-2-
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on February 17, 1984, · the Department of City Planning determined the
Chinatown-North Beach Residential Hotel Unit Moratorium could not have a
significant effect on the .environment and a Final Negative Declaratjon was
issued on February 29, 1984 ·(File No. 83.500 EH). ··The findings contained in
the Final Negative Declaration for 83.500 ETJ, the Chinatown-North Beach
Mora tori um, are hereby incorporated by reference. The potent i a 1 effects that
were analyzed were:
1)

Potent i a1 increase in conversion or demo 1it fon of other types of
residential uses or other land uses to office or commercial use

2)

Potent i a1 increase in suinmer conversions' of resident i a 1 hote 1 units
outside of the Chinatown-North Beach area.

3)

Potential increase in demand for new moderately - priced hotel
rooms during the surrmer months •.

The Negative Declaration concluded that the potential environmental effects of
adopt:! ng the moratorium for one year would be indirect and minima 1. Previous
extensions, cases 85.87ETZ and 85.247E, also received Negative Declarations
adopted May 1, 1985 and May 29, 1986, respectively •. The facts. and findings
of these negative declarations are hereby incorporated by reference.
The proposed extension of the Moratorium would require approval by the Board
of Supervisors.
In November 1986, the. voters of San Francisco approved Proposition M, the
"Accountable Planning Initiative", which establishes eight Priority Policies.
These policies are: preservation and enhancement of neighborhood-serving
retai 1 uses;
protect ion ·of neighborhood character;
preservation and
enhancement of affordable housing; discouragement of commuter· automobiles;
protection of industrial and service land uses from commercial office
development and enhancement of residential employment and business ownership;
earthquake preparedness; landmark and historic building preservation; and
protection of open space. Prior to issuing a permit for any project which.
requ'ires an Initial Study under CEQA ·or adopting any zoning ordinance or
development agreement, the City is required to find that the proposed. project
or legislation is ·consistent with the Priority Policies.
The issue, for the purposes of this environmental review, is whether the
proposed extension of the moratorium wou.ld have the potential to cause effects
on the environment beyond those analyzed in the en vi ronmenta 1 review on the
initial one year ordinance.
Because the moratorium applies to only a limited area. of the City and to a
limited proporti9n of the City's total residential hotel stock (which is
regulated by permanent controls similar to', but somewhat less restrictive
than, the current moratorium), the extension of the current moratorium for any
length of. time could ncit cause a measurable increase in the minimal impacts
which were discussed in Negative Declarations 83.500ET, '85.87ETZ, _and 85.247E.
Given the above discussion, the proposed extension of the Chinatown-North
Beach Residential Hotel Conversion Moratorium could not· have a significant
effect on the environment.

-3-
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City and County of San Francisco

Department of City Planning

450 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

ADMINISTRATION
(416) 668·6414 / 55&6411
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
(416) 668·6414
PLANS AND PROGRAMS
(416)"566·6264
IMPLEMENTATION/ ZONING
(415) 658·6377

March 11, 1988

REPORT ON RESIDENTIAL HOTELS POLICY AND LEGISLATIVE ISSUES

INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 1987 the Department of City Planning conducted a series of
meetings to discuss the operation of the Residential Hotel Ordinance with
Bureau of Bu11d1ng Inspection staff, community housing groups, and
residential hotel owners and operators, This report sutllllar.izes the
princ:;ipal findings and recotllllendations resulting from these meetings and
solicit further public review of th.e issues and refinement· of the
proposals.
Follow-up workshop meetings will be scheduled this Spring to attempt to
build consensus on a l•gislative package to amend ~he Ordinance and
improve its workability.
In conjuction with this report, a separate informational report has been
prepared which contains data on the status of all residential hotels,·
including information on the number of residential and tourist units ,
neighborhood subarea totals, rents, vacancies, and Bureau of Building
Inspection enforcement efforts. The informational report finds that the
Residential Hotel Ordinance has been 1argely effective in preserving the
stock of residential hotels, a.lthough there are a number of important
issues which need to be addressed.
·
·
These issues are listed and grouped under substantative areas pertaining
to Operation• Affordabi 1ity., Replacement. and Administration. Some
background information is provided on each of the ten issues discussed,
followed by either proposals or alternative recommendations.
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SYNOPSIS
OPERATIONAL ISSUES
1.
2.
3.

Trans1ent Low Income Users (32 day rule)
Vacant Un1ts
Homeless Program
AFFORDABILITY ISSUES

4.
5.

Rent Stabil1zat1on
Funding for Se1smic Upgrading
BJPLACEMENT ISSUES

6.
7.

More Public Input/Notice
More Specificity About Location
ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

8.
9.
10.

Report1ng by Non-Profits
Revisions to Report1ng Requ1rement
Consistent Definition of Residential Hotel Units.

ISSUES ANO PROPOSALS·
OPERATIONAL ISSUES
ISSUE 1:

Trans1ent Lo.w Income Users (32 day rule)

The Residential Hotel Or.dfoance prohibits residential hotel units from ....
renting for less than 32 days. Un1ts rented for less than 32 days cah be
cited and fined by BBI as violating the Ordinance •. Residential hotel
operators are having a difficult ttme comply1nt with this-provision
because resi.dential hotels were designed for temporary use with very small
rooms w1thout kitchens or bathrooms and traditionally they have exerc1se
some flexib1ly on whether a unit 1s rented on a monthly, ·weekly, or daily
basis. The 32 day rental requirement often works aga1nst the rental of
vacant residential hotel units as operators have to refuse occupancy to
weekly tenants, even though some res1dential hotel units may·
have been
1
vacant for long periods.

2
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Temporary rentals (less than 32 days) traditionally filled up vacant
residential hotel units as transient hotel users often become permanent
hotel residents. Weekly rentals are used by operators to screen potential
trouble making tenants. Without this option, operators are leaving units
vacant rather than risk renting to potentially troublesome tenants on a
monthly basis. This provision combfoed with the "summer-winter" clause
encourages vacanc1 es because units a re not rented for transient or
residential use and are left vacant to be rented as tourist units during
the sulllJler.
The availability of transient hotel units has been decreasing as a result
of the Residential Hotel Ordinance. Most hotel units are now either
residential hotel units (renting for 32 days or more), tourist units
(renting for less than 32 days). non-profit hotel units primarily for
program or membership use, or hotel units used by the homeJess program.
As with the 0 summer-winter" tourist conversion option a window of
flexibiiity is needed to permit a limited number of units to be rented for
transient hotel use.
Some transient and economy tourist use off-sets low rents on many
residential hotel units. The Ordinance attempts to balance between
residential, tourist, and transient hotel needs during the summer with the
"summer-w1nter 11 clause which permits operators of residential hotels to
rent up to 25% of the vacant residential hotel units for less than 32 days
from May to September. The Ordinance prohibits renting any residential
hotel unit for less than 32 days during the off-season from November to
April. However, a balance between residential, transient, and tourist use
needs to be maintained all year around. The following proposals provide
some alternatives.
Alternatives:
·{1)

Create a window of flexibility for residential hotels operators so ·
that up to 25% of the residential hotel units could be rented for
'periods less than 32 days provided that rents in such units are
prorated affordable to occupants with very low incomes (below 50% of
the HUD median income). In 1986 this would have been a monthly rent
of $377. or a da1ly rate of $12.50. This provision would permit
greater flexibility in renting vacant residential hotel units to
lower income transient and residential hotel users·and would be
separate and different from the existing summer tourist convers1.on .
· clause.

(2)

Permit a 25% increase in the number of tourist un1ts provided that
the "sulllller-winter" tourist conversion provision 1s eliminated.
This alternative would simplify enforcement and eliminate the
incentive to keep units vacant duri~g the winter to· convert them to
tourist units during the summer, and permit some year around
flexibility between daily. weekly and monthly rentals.

(3)

Instead of permitting a blanket increase in the number of tourist

3
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units as in Alternative (2). it may be more appropriate to simply
extend the existing 25% summer tourist conversion option throughout
the year on a case-by-case basis base on a demostrated need by
individual residential hotel operators. A further.refinement of
this proposal would be to limit the off-season (November to April)
co.nve rs 1on opt 1on to 25% of a hote 1 's tot a1 number of units,
including any tourist units it may have.
Under this proposal all existing residential hotel units would
continue to be protected by the Ordinance, and operators would still
be permitted to exercise the sufilmer tourist con.version option as
presently permitted exGept that during the off-season some vacant
·residential hotel units could be rented on a weekly basis, provided
that the number of hotel units which exercise this option does not
exceed 25% of the total numb.er of units in the hotels (including
tourist units), and provided that the units are first offered as
res1de-ntia1 as per the "summer-winter" conversion clause. This
provis1on takes into account the fact that some residential hotels
have no tourist units and others have a great number of tourist
units which can exercise greater discretion in renting .to transient,
tourist, or residential hotel users. As with other City Planning
Code, this provision would be permitted only in neighborhood areas
that do not have more restrictive Planning Code regulations.
(4)

.Eliminate the distinction between residential hotel units and
transient hotel units provided that rental vacancy contr,ols and a
rental cap be established for residential hotel units. vacant
residential hotel units could then be rented on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis provided that rent increases on vacant units do not .
exceed the annual rent stabilization ordinance rate, and provided
that rents do not exceed an affordability threshold of $400 per
month or $13.00 per day (95% of all the residential hotel units rent
for less than ·$400). This is about the maximum that very low income
single,room occupants could afford at 50% of the HUD median income.
A lower rental threshold may be appropriate in very low income
residential hotels.
Higher annual rates could be permitted on vacant units 1f the City's
Rent Arbitration Board determines that comparable rents for similar
units are substantially higher, and provided that the maximum
affordability threshold is not exceeded. Designated tourist units
as well as "summer only tourist units" could continue to be exempt
from any affordability requirements.
·
This alternative would provide residential hotel renters greater
affordability protection and give operators greater flexibility on
whether units are rented on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis.
In conjunction with this proposal, some economic incentives need to
be developed which would encourage long term affordab,i1ity for low
income residential hotel units. These incentives could include
favorable low income housing tax credits, sales tax exemptions. and
4
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other more favorable tax treatments. Currently. only new
construction or major renovation can use federal low income tax
credits.
(5)

ISSUE 2:

Tailor residential hotel regulations to neighborhood areas and hotel
types, .e.g. stable residential hotels in Chinatown versus more
transient residential hotels in the North and South of Market areas,
or North Beach tourist oriented hotels. This approach would require
more extensive research and additional staff resources to develop
and implement.

Vacant Hotel Units

In i986 20 residential hotels were reported totally vacant and in
additional 10 buildings were 70% or more vacant. These 30 hotels
accounted for about 1,000 units of the 2,687 vacant units reported in
1986. High vacancies reduce the limited stock of affordable low income
residential hotel housing units.
Community groups have voiced their concerns over high vacancies in
residential hotels and the need to eliminate regulations which encourage
vacancies ·and develop regulations which prohibit owners from willfully
keeping buildings vacant.
Proposal:
Require owners. of buildings with more than 50% vacancies report the
reason for vacancies to BBI and that the City develop a program to
bring these vacant units back into use. which may include building
code enforcement, restoration financing incentives, fines, or
acquisition by non-profit housing gro.ups with City assistance. In
addition, requir~ that Building Inspectors verify reported vacancy
data as part of routine and scheduled Building Code and Residential
Hotel inspections.
·
Adjustment of the 32 day rule may also help to increase the
utilization of vacant units.
!'

ISSUE 3:

Homeless Program in Residential Hotels

The City's homeless program uses approximately 1,900 residential hotel
units to house the homeless. The homeless use these units for five days
or less. This practice may be in conflict .with the Residential l:lotel
Ordinance's 32 day minimal rental requirement. Operators claim that the
City uses a double standard by using residential hotel units on a daily
and weekly basis while it prohibits residential hotel oper~tors from doing
the same, and community groups object to the use of residential hotel to
house the homeless because it diminishes the availability of residential
and transient.units. There is also concern over increases in crime and
5
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blight from the use of residential hotels by the homeless .
. Proposal:
As a City policy require that the homeless program contract only
with oper~tors of transient hotel units. or exempt residential hotel
units used by the homeless from the 32 day minimum rental
requirement.
.,·

AFFORDABILITY.ISSUES
ISSUE 4.

Protection From Rent Escalation

Residential hotel units are protected by the rent control ordinance
because these units must be rented on a monthly basis. However, rapid
turnover rates in residential hotels and vacancy decontrol permitted rent
escalations of 20% per year from 1980 to 1984. According to the
information provided by redidential hotel operators rents have leveled off
at about $250 per month since 1985. Residential hotels remain among the
most affor~able units in the City.
Residential hotel units could be exempt from the vacancy decontrol
provision of the rent control ordinance because the affordability of
residential hotel units is more endjingered by rapid turnover rates and
vacancy decontrol than apartment units. The affordability of many
residential hotel units can be again threatened if rent escalation in
. vacant units were to resume.
Proposal:
Eliminate
provision
the owner
rents .are
units are

ISSUE 5.

vacancy decontrol of vacant residential hotel units with a
that would permit higher rent increa.ses on vacant units 1f
demonstrates to the Rent Arbitration Board tha.t higher
merited because of major new improvements or because the
significantly underpriced compared to other similar units.

Funding ~or Major ~enovation'and Retrofitting

Approximately 44% of the residential hotel buildings are

high~r1sk

unreinforced masonry buildings. In the event of a major earthquake
collapse of these buildings, up to 4,000 deaths may occur per 10,000
occupants. To minimize these hazardous conditions, some earthquake
retrofitting measures are needed. Seismic upgrading would cost at a
minimum about $10,000 per unit.
The costs for required renovation and retrofitting would pose a severe
economic hardship on both owners and tenant of low income residential
hotels. Community groups claim that even minor renovation costs passed on
6
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to existing low income residential hotel tenants can lead to displacement
and increase 1n the homeless population. Meanwhile residential hotel
operators complain that they are already squeezed by regulations which
protect low income residential hotel users and additional building code
requirements which increase th~tr costs.
Proposal:
Develop a financing assistance program for building code
rehabilitation, and seismic upgrading of residential hotels serving,
low income tenants. This issue will be addressed through the
seismic upgrade study which the City has initiated.

REPLACEMENT ISSUES
ISSUE 6:

More Public Review for Conversions and Demolition Permits

The RH Ordinance permits conversions and demolitions as a matter-of-right
provided that replacement or in-lieu fees and other requirements are
satisfied. No public review is required although BBI now as a matter of
practice notifies City Planning and interested community groups of any
pending demolition or conversion permit application. Even though only a
few demo 1it ion and conversion app 1i cations have been proces·sed by BBI.
community groups claim that notification and public review .has been
inadeq4ate and th~t it cou~d become a bigger p~oblem if residential hotel
owners begin to exercise the 11 buy-out 11 option as a way of avoiding
replacement.
Community groups proposed to make demolitions and conversions subject to a
public review process similar to the Planning Commission Conditional Use ·
Review process which requires formal notification, a public hearing, and
permits discretion as to whether a project should be approved or denied
based on established criteria.
Proposal
Retain permit review authority within BBI but require that
interested cormiunity groups and the Department of City Planning be
formally notified when .a demolition or conversion permit application
is received and require that BBI conduct a public hearing to solicit
public input on a proposed demolition or conversion permit
application, or complaint of conversion. These procedures would
formalize a practice which BBI already has initiated. Amend the
Ordinance to require notification and solicit public review of each
demolition or conversion application.

7
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ISSUE .7: More Specificity About Location in Replacement Units Requirements
Additional criteria are needed in determining what are acceptable
replacement units for units proposed for conversion or demolition. The
Ordinance is silent as to location and this is an important consideration
in. determining comparable units. Consequently an operator attempted to
replace residential hotel units in North Beach for units in a less
desirable area South of Market. In this case BBI denied the application
but in another case comparable units could.be interpreted narrowly and
such a conversion may be approved because the ordinance requires only that
.the units be replaced with comparable units similar in size. Chinatown
corrmunity groups have proposed that replacement units be located within
the existing neighborhood because to relocate elderly and other tenants
outside their co1M1unity would impose a severe hardship on existing tenants.
·Proposal:
Amend the Ordinance to require that replacement units be located
within the existing neighborhood or within a neighborhood similar in
character.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
ISSUE 0.

Reporting Requirements for Non-Profit Residential Hotels

Residential hotels operated by non-profit organizations are exempt under
the RH Ordinance from reporting information but not from the conversion or
demolition replacement requirements. To qualify as a non-profit
residential hotel. a hotel must have a 50l(c)(3) IRS status. As
non-profit hotels. they do not have to maintain daily.logs, post weekly
sunrnaries, or prepare annual unit usage reports as other residentia·1
hotels are required.
Without such base-1 ine information it is difficult for BBI to enforce the
Ordinance's one-for-one replacement requirement if a non-profit applies
for a legal conversion.
With·57 hotels with approximately 2,845 residential units as non:-profit ··exempt hotels, there is a definite potential for tourist conversions to
occur within these hotels. To comply with the Residential Hotel
Ordinance,· some minimal reporting requirements are needed ·from non-profit
operated hotels.
·
Proposal:
Require that non-profit status residential hotels file an initial
unit usage report, if they have not done so already, ,to determine
the precise number of residential and tourist units •ach non-profit
hotel may have: and require that a minimal status report be
submitted annually to BBi indicating the number of units used as
B
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residential, tourist, or program use and any changes 1n the usage of
the units.

ISSUE 9:

Improvement of Enforcement and Reporting Records

The Ordinance requires that operators prepare (1) a daily log with
information on the status of each hotel room, (2) a weekly report on the
number of tourist units. and (3) an annual usage report on the status of
each hotel room as of September 30 of each year·. This reporting system
has been unwieldy to maintain and not very useful in verify.ing compliance
with the Ordinance. Operators find the daily log they must keep too time
consuming to complete and argue that this information is already contained
in their own accounting records. The information on the weekly tourist
reports.is also redundant and not very useful either in terms of verifying
compliance. BBi inspectors are not trained as accountants to be able to
sort through often incomplete record to determine compliance with the
Ordinance's 32 day rental requirements for residential units .
.The Annual Unit Usage report requires that operators report number of
tourist and residential units on the last day of the summer tourist season
when operator have the greatest flexibility in the number of tourist
units. Consequently the information provided on the Annual Units Usage
reports is not very useful in identifying discrepancies between the number
of tourist units permitted and the actual number of units used as tourist
~nits.

Proposal:

:·~~

...

Improve and streamline the Ordinance's information reporting
requ·irements by replacing the current daily, weekly, and annual
reports with monthly posting and bi'annual units usage· reports to BBi·
which would contain information on the number of residential and
tourist units, vacancies, and rental rates. Information provided in
these r.eports could need to be verifiable from the hotel's own
accounting receipts and records which BBI inspectors could review.
If records are not properly maintained by operators or if·
incomplete, operators would be fined or charged for required
accounting work in exess of what is acceptable. A reporting system
base on monthly residential hotel unit use and biannual reports to ..
BBi would permit monitoring sulllller and winter changes in unit usage
and would be simpler to .administer and enforce. However, additional
BBi staff may be required to improve monitoring and -.compliance.

ISSUE 10: Definition of Residential Hotel Units
The definition of Residential Hotels is contained within t~e-·
Administrative Code. Neither the Building Code nor the Plcfon1ng Code
contain any language with reference to residential hotels. The City
Planning Code considers residential hotels as group housing although
9
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residential hotels are not specifically mentioned as a type of group
housing. Group housing is considered residential in the PlanningCode,
but residential hotels may have both residential units and tourist units
which are considered commercial in the Planning Code. A consistent
definition 6f residential hotels needs to be established which takes into
acc·ount these definitic>n and mixed usage problems.
There are also deftniti~n problems 1n the treatment of residential hotel
units in the Building Code and Housing Code. A dwelling unit is defined
in the Building Code as a unit having both a kitchen and a bathroom, but
residential hotel units generally have neither kitchens nor bathrooms.
There is a problem with the definition of a residential hotel unit as a
guest room and the exclusion of units with kitchens or bathrooms.
Residential hotel units vary in that some motel units may have small
·kitchens but no individual bathrooms and others may have individual
bathrooms but no kitchens. If a unit has both a kitchen and a bathroom
then it is considered an apartment which as an apartment it is exempt from
the Ordinance.
The Ordinance prohibits kitchens from being added to individual
re~1dential hotel units and requires that shared kitchens can not serve
more than 10 guest rooms. Requiring that a kitchen be added for every 10
guest rooms is unworkable in most residential hotels. To operate as ·
residential hotels more cooking facilities are needed to improve the
residential quality of these units, provided that such improvements comply
with appropriate health and safety codes and they do not substantially
reduce the number of residential hotel units. Mini kitchens can prevent
the use of unathorized hot plates which are a fire hazards.
There is also a problem with units which clearly are not residential in
some motels but which are classified residential because the owners never
submitted a unit usa·ge report and were classified residential hotels by
default.
The supply of residential hotels ne~ds to be replenish~d and expanded with
new construction. There ts a need to develop planning controls which
would encourage new construction of affordable residential hotel units and
expand the supply of low cost single room occupancy units (SRO's).
Proposals:
( l)

Resolve residential hotel definition inconsistencies between the
City Planning Code, Building Code, and Administrative Code.
·

( 2)

Develop controls which which would permit residential hotels to
become more residential in character by permitting small individual
kitchens or the creation of 11 microapartmentsn provided that they
remain subject to the Ordinance, and permit greater flexibility in
the number of shared kitchens that may be added.
···

10
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(3)

Clarify applicable residential hotel Planning Code regulations and
develop City Planning Code which would facilitate the construction
of new single room occupancy (SRO's) residential hotels where
consistent with existing land uses.

(4)

Permit residential hotels which never submitted a unit usage report
to resubmit a unit u~age report for the effective date of the
Ordinance. Failure to comply could be subject to a fine and
suspension of any tourist "sage.

11
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POTENTIAL HOMELESS POPULATION AND SUPPLY OF TRANSIENT HOTEL UNITS

The homeless come from a variety of backgrounds, including individuals in
formerly middle-class families, families with children, and teenagers and
elderly individuals. Some of them are homeless because they can not afford to
pay for even the least expensive housing. The study and understanding of the
very lo~ income housing market 1s crucial to any plan for at least this group
of the homeless. Economic trends and shifts which affect those at the lowest
end of the housing market, as well as regulations which affect the
availability of transient and very low Income housing are Important aspects of
such a plan.
A.

REDUCTION IN THE SUPPLY OF TRANSIENT HOTEL UNITS

Before 1975, there was a larger supply of Inexpensive residential
hotels where transients could stay for a night, a week or longer before
they moved to another hotel or to other more permanent housing. However,
the supply of low Income transient units has d1m1n1shed s1gn1f1cant1y as
many of these units have since been (1) converted to tourist use, (2)
classified residential so they no longer are available for transient use,
(3) classified non-profit for program users only, or <4> contracted with
the city's homeless program. Consequently there are fewer private sector
units available for transient low income use.
A study of the Convers1oo and Demolition of Res1dent1al Hotel Units
conducted by the Department of City Planning In 1980 showed that there
were about 610 low income hotels with about 33,000 units. These hotels
by-and-large served both transient and long term residents. With the
adoption of the Residential Hotel Ordinance in 1980, these units have been
classified either residential or tourist. Currently there are about 500
residential hotels with about 18,700 residential units and about 4,700
tourist units; an additional 57 hotels with about 2,800 units are
classified non-profit hotels. Of the designated residential units about
2,000 units participate in the City's Homeless Program and about 2,500
units are reported vacant. Conversions and demolitions since 1980 account
for the loss of about 200 units. That leaves a balance of about 6,600
units out of the 33,000 units available for transient use prior to 1980.
These units are 1n hotels classified tourist hotels and other hotels which
by definition are not considered residential hotels subject to the
Residential Hotel Ordinance.
·

BBI does not know how many low income transient hotel units there are
because these hotels are not regulated. However, most of these
unregulated hotels are either tourist hotels or transient hotels which
contract with the City's Homeless Program, leaving fewer private sector
transient hotels units.
2
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Letter to B. Paul ·
Aug. 7, 1989
. page 2

The existing law allCJV.18 operators who 'W:>uld 0esire to violate the law to
do so with relative impunity since gaining access to each and every roan

to detennine usage is virtually imposs:ible. This proposal will simplify
~ verification process of both roan count and the log books.
The
proposal also allo.-vs operato:i::s to change these designations by providing
written notification to the Bureau.
Sumner Tourist Use

The original ordinance provided for renting to.tourists during the surrrner
with certa.:l.n limitutions. It appears that the ordinance may encourage
operators to leave those rco:ns vacant during the winter ironths so that
they will be available for tourist rental during the sumner. The records
sha.;1 q.11 Hl% vacancy rate as of Nov. 1, 1988 according to the Annual Unit;.
Usage Report filed by operators.·

The arrending ordinance to encourage the rental of guest roans to residents
in the Winter h'Ould .be consistent with the spirit of the ordinance.and
may also improve the operator's profitability. T.Q.e proposal would requim
that a residential unit must have been occupied for at least 50% of the
winter season (October l through .April 30) before it can be rented on a
tourist basis. There is a provision .in the ordinarice that will address
and acccmrodate extenuating circumstances when this requirement cannot be
met.
The proposal v..ould allcw more than the 25% tourist rental normally
pennitted provided that certain conditions are met, including a sha.tr.i.ng
that units -were occupied during the winter period. This is an additional
incentive for the operator to rent roans during the winter, opening up

more roans for pennanent residents.

Weekly Rentals

ordinance.states that rentals of residential

units for less than 32
The problem was that many tenants could not afford to
pay on a rrcnthly basis and thuS landlords were technically violating the
ordinance by renting weekly. The proposed change will alloW landlords to
rent weekly, with certain conditions and restrictions. This clwnge will
resolve the legal dilerrma of the landlord, facilitate occupancy of

'I11e

days .is unlawful.

residential rooms by low inccrne permanent residents who might not
othenvise be acccmrodated and provide a control rnechaniSm for the Bureau
to detect illegal tourist rentals.
Strengthened.Enforcement Mechanisms
Tue.present ordinance restricted the ability of the Bureau to perform

thorough and unannounced inspections, particularly in cases where there ·
were allegations o:t violations of the ordinance. While rcost operators do
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City and County of San Francisco
Departm~nt

of City Planning

450 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

At>MINISTRAT10N
(415) 558·6414

·.:..·

CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
(415) 558·6414
PLANS AND PROGRAMS
(415) 658•6264

September 22, 1989

IMPL~MENTATION I ZONING

(4151 558·6377

ME M0 R A N D U M

·-

f>3,.(~

TO:

Files 83.52E: Residential Hotel Conversion and Demolition Ordinance,
and 84.236ET/84.564ET: . Amendments to Residential Hotel Conversion
Ordinance

FROM:

Carol Roos, Office of Environmental Review

RE:

MODIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

On June 23, 1983, t.he Department of City Planning issued a Final Negative
Declaration for Chapter 41 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, comnonly
referred to as the Residential Hotel Convers.ion and Demolition Ordinance~ The
Negative Declaration analyzed the ordinance which regulates conversion of
rooms in residential hotels to other use, including tourist.occupancy, and
demolition of such rooms, for residential hotels citywide.
On January 9, 1985, the Department of City Planning issued a Final Negative
Declaration for amendments to the ordinance affecting definition of interested
parties, time limits for compliance, penalties for violation, and other
aspects of administration of the ordinance.
Currently, amendments are proposed revising definitions, notice requirements,
. reporting requirements, time limits, replacement requirements, exemptions and
penalties of the ordinance, and amending Part II, Chapter l of the San
Francisco Municipal (Building Code), Section 333.2, to amend the hotel
conversion fee schedule.
·
.

.
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Section 31.35(c) of the San Francisco Administrative Code states that a
modified project must be reevaluated and that, "If on the basis of such
reevaluation, the Department of City Planning determines that there could be
no substantial change in the environmental effects of the project as a result
of such modification, this determination and the reasons therefore shall be
noted in the case reGord, and no further evaluation shall required by this
Chapter."
Principally, the proposed amendments include: l) clarification of, and more
detailed, reporting requirements; 2) expansion of reporting requirements for
non-profit organizations; 3) notice requirement of intent to convert from
residential hotel to other uses and of hearings on complaints; 4) an increase
in the fee to be paid to the City in lieu of building replacement units for
those converted, from 40% to 80% of the construction costs; 5) clarification
of the requirements regarding temporary conversions, including authorization
to use some units as tourist hotel units during the summer season under
defined limited circumstances, or as weekly rather than monthly rentals during
winter ·months under defined limited circumstances; 6) addition and
clarification of enforcement mechanisms; 7) requirements that permits to
convert to non-residential hotel use be consistent with the City Planning
Code; 8) requirements that units demolished due to major fires, natural causes
or accidents be replaced on a one-for-one basis prior to issuance of a
building permit for new construction on the affected site; and 9) numerous
small technical and procedural corrections and clarifications such as
increase~ fees, additions to and reorganization of definitions, changes in
penalties for conversion and language corrections.
The proposed amendments would be largely procedural and housekeeping· measures
to improve operation and enforcement of the ordinance. The increase in lieu
replacement fees from 40% to 80% of construction costs is an adjustment based
on lack of supplemental funds. It might increase the amount of replacement
units made available through the City funding mechanism, but not in proportion
to the increase in money, since the original ordinance at 40% did assume other
su~sidies would be available. If any increase in construction of replacement
u~1ts were to.occur, it would be impossible to assess any impacts at this
time, because there is no way to predict when, where or how many. additional
units might be built.
The new requirement that demolitions caused by major fires or other natural
causes be replaced on a one-for-one basis could also mean that more than
one-for-one replacement would occur on some sites. As with the in lieu.fee,
it is impossibl~ to analyze any ~otential physical effects resulting from this
new provision because when, where and hDw many new units might.be built canno~
be established. Both of these provisions would result in building permit
applications for replacement units; these applications would be reviewed
pursuant to CEQA in the usual course of plan checking, so any.direct physical
effects would be more appropriately analyzed then.
·
·
Many of the proposed revisions, as noted, are procedural in nature, affecting
only the administration of the ordinance. Clearly, they could have no
physical effect on the environment.

•·o~~
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The proposed amendments are intended to·assist in the administration and
enforcement of the ordinance. They would not change the standards of the
ordinance and would not mandate the conversion of a greater or smaller number
of hotel rooms from residential occupancy to other uses. Increased compliance
with the ordinance and a resulting decrease in illegal conversions of
residential hotel rooms would be a likely result of the incorporation of the
proposed amendments into the ordinance. The City Planning Commission, when it
affirmed the original negative declaration following an appeal, determined
that the ordinance could not have a significant effect on the environment.
The Department of City Planning in issuing a subsequent Final ~egative
·
Declarations on amendments to the ordinance, similarly determined that
amendments to the ordinance could not have a significant effect on the
environment. It was the assumption of the City Planning Commission and the
Department of City Planning that the ordinance wou.ld be enforced and that
hotel owners and.operators would comply with the terms of the ordinance~
Because of the nature of the currently proposed amendments, and their effects
as discussed above, the revisions to the previously analyzed project would not
cause the impacts described in the Negative Declaration to change
substantially from those described.
It is clear that the proposed modifications do not have the potential to
involve "new significant environmental impacts not considered" in the Negative
Declaration. There have been no substantial changes in the environmental
setting which would require revisions to the Negative Declaration, and no new
information is now available which would change the conclusion of the Negative
Declaration that the project could not have a significant impact on the
environment. Therefore~ pursuant to Section 15162 of the California
·
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and Section 31.35 of Chapter 31 of the
San Francisco Administrative Code, no additional environmental review is
needed.

CFR143
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Exhibit A
HCO Annual Reports
Initiated by DBI in 2000
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INSPECTION SERVICES
HOUSING INSPECTION SERVICES

Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolltlon Ordinanc~
Legfslatlve History
The Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition Ordinance (HCO) was originally adopted by the
Board of Supervisors as Ordinance No. 330-81 on June
26, 1981. The Board found that the Ordinance was
necessary to p1·eserve the existing stock of residential
guest rooms as housing for low-income, elderly, and
disabled persons. The Board noted in 1981 that the
residential guest room housing stock had been decreasing at an alarming rate due !6 vacation, conversion and demolition of these units to tourist and other
uses. The Board found that this reduction created a
hoWJing emergency, and adopted Chapter 41 of the
San Francisco Administrative Code to minimize the
conversion and demolition of residenti<1l guest rooms:

Restdentlal Hotel Certification
Beginning in 1981, the HCO required all hotel and
apartment house owners and operators with guest
rooms to report to the Bureau of Building Inspection
(now the Department of Building Inspection) how tbe
'guest rooms were being used on September 2.3, 1979.
If the guest room was actually occupied by a tenant
for thirty-two consecutive days or longer, the room
was designated as residential. If the guest room was
occupied for Jess than thirty-two days the room was
designated tourist. The property owner/operator had
fifteen days to appeal the certification of these designations by the Bureau of Building Inspection.

Residentlal Hotel Descriptton

in
Cl
lJ.

(/)

A hotel is considered residential if it has one or more
residential guest rooms as certified by the HCO.
Approximately five hundred and six (506) hotels
are de$ignated residential by Chapter 41 of the S. F.
Administrative Code, which includes those hotels
owned or operated by non profit organizations. The
overall number of residential hotels can fluctuate
because the Ordinance permits a hotel to change its
residential designation upon approval of a Permit to
Convert. Residential guest rooms can be legally converted to tourist uses with approval by the Director of
Building Inspection. The Permit to Convert requires
the hotel owner to replace the converted residential

DBI

guest rooms with in lieu (replacement housing) fees,
the construction of new units, or the creation of new
residential guest rooms in an existing building.

Reports And Records Required
All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file with the Department of Building fnspection indicatiii.g that the hotel is operated by a non·
profit (recognized by the !RS) must f1le an Annual
Unit Usage Report on November 1st every calendar
year. These residential hotels must also maintain
daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts
for up to two years. The Certificate of Use indicating
the number of residential and toul'ist guest rooms assigned t!) the hotel must be posted at the hotel lobby
along with the weekly report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent
residential guest rooms cert)fied by the. HCO for seven
days or longer. Frorn May lst through September 30th
a residential hotel operator may rent twenty-five percent of their residential guest rooms on a nightly basis
provided that the guest room is legltirn<1tely vacant
and offered for residenHal use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains
files on residential hotels which are available for
public review, These tiles cont11in documentation
required by Chapter 41 of the Sai;i. Francisco Administrative Code .• such as the Certificate of Use, filed
Annual Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking
Data regarding enforcement activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have
been applied for pursuant to Sections 41.19(a)(3) and
41.19(c) of Chapter 4lof the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential
Hotel Preservation Fund Account are transmitted to
the Mayor's Office of Housing for dispersal purstumt
to Section 41.13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. F. Admin..
istrative Code. During this fiscal year three Permlti to
Convert were approved which required replacement
housing fees to be deposited in the San Francisco
Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account.
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Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified
by the HCO for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September 30th a
residential hotel operator may rent 25 percent of their resldential guest rooms on
a nightly basis provided that the guest room is legitimate~ vacant and offered for
residential use first
The Housing lnspection Services.Division maintains files on residential hotels whidt
are available for public review. These files contain documentation required by
Chapter 41 of !he S. F. Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use, filed
Annual Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking Data regarding enforcement
activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to
Sections 41.19(a}(3} and 41.19(c} of Chapter 41of the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into tf.e San Francisco Residential Hoter Preservation Fund Account
are transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant to Section
41 .13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. During this nscal year,
one Permit to Convert was approved which required replacement housing fees to be
deposited in the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account.

Dellnquent notices are sent to those residentiaf hotel owner:s/cperators wh·o have
notiiled their Annual Unit Usage Report (due November !st, every year) or are
missing other historical information.

I
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RESIDENTIAL HOTEL UNIT CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE
ANNUAL REPORT
Fiscal Year 2005 • 2006

REPORTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED:
All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file with the
Department of Building inspection indicating that the hotel is operated by a
nonprofit (recognized by the IRS) must file an Annual Unit Usage Report on
November 1st every calendar year. These residential hotels must also maintain
daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts for up to two years. The
Certificate of Use indicating the number of residential and tourist guest rooms
assigned to the hotel must be posted at the hotel lobby along with the weekly
report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms
certified by the HCO for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September
3Qth a residential hotel operator may rent twenty~five percent of their residential
guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest room is legitimately
vacant and offered for residential use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on residential hotels
which are available for public review. These files contain documentation required
by Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use,
filed Annual Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking Data regarding
enforcement activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to
Sections 41.19(a)(3) and 41.19(c) of Chapter 41of the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund
Account are transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant
· to Section 41.13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. During this
fiscal year three Permits to Convert were approved which required replacement
housing fees to be deposited in the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation
Fund Account.
SUMMARY OF ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS:
Delinquent notices are sent to those residential hotel owners/operators who have
not filed their Annual Unit Usage Report (due November 1, every year) or are
missing other historical information.

P:\lLP\ILP2\ANNUAL RBPORTu\nnRcno2005-6,doc
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Pat1icia Beasley and Pctul Lqndsdorf

work diligently he!11ing customers

RES!DENnAL HOTEL CERTIFICATION:

Beginning in !981, the HCO required all hotel and apartmenL house owners and operators with
guest rooms to report to the Bureau of Building Inspection (now the Department. of Building
Inspection) how the guest rooms were being used on September 23, 1979. lf the guest room was
actually occupied by a tenant for thiny-two consecutive days or longer, lhe room was designated as
resident.fa!. 1f theroom was ocrnpied (or less tlrnn lhirty-1wo days the room was designated tourist.
'fhe property owner/operntor had fifteen days to appeal the ce1tificatlon of these designations by
the Bureau of Building Inspection.
RESIDENTIAL H01El. DESCRIPtLON:

A hotel is considered residential if it has one or more residential gi.1est rooms are certified by tile
HCO, ..,'\.pproximately five hundred and twettty-one hotels are designuted residential by Chapter 41
of the $. E Administrative Code, whkh includes those hotels owned or operated by non profit
organizations. The overall numbel' of residential hotels can fluctuate becausi;. the Ordinance perm.its a hotel to change it..<:iellidc:ntial designation upon approval of a Permit to Convert. Residential
guest rooms can be legally converted to tourist uses with approval by the Director of B11ilding
fnspectioll. The Permit to Convert requires the hotel owner to replace the converted residential
guest moms wlth in lieu (replacement houisng) fees, the construction of new units, or the creation
of new residem!al guest rooms in an existing bull<ling.

REPORTS AND Rl!COROS REQUIRED:

All r~.side111ial hotels which do Mt have documentation on file with the Deparonent of Building
Inspection indicating that the hotel is. opernted by a nonprofit (recognized by the IRS) 1i1ust file an
Annual Unit Usage Report on Nove111ber 1st every calendar year. These active restdential hotels
must also ma!ntain dally logs, weekly reports and com.sponding receipts for up to two years. The
Cettificale of Use indicating !he number ofresidentlal and tourist guest rooms assigned to the hotel
must be posted !\t the hotel lobby along with the weekly report

Residential hotel O\Vners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified by the HCO for
seven days or longer. From May 1st through September 30th a t'eSidential hotel operator may rent
~wenty-five percent of their residentM guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest room
is !eg<timately v"\:ant.
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
DATE:

September 18, 2013

TO:

San Francisco Planning Department

FROM:

Sarah Jones, Environmental Review Office1·

RE:

Processing Guidance: Not a project under CEQA

1650 Mission St.

Suite 400
San Francisco.
CA 94103-2479

Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

PURPOSE

415-558.6377

In evaluating the appropriate level of environmental review, the lead agency must first establish whether
the proposed activity is considered a project under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
This memorandum lists permit activities, reviewed by the San Francisco Planning Department, that are
not considered a project, as defined by CEQA Section 21065 and State Cl:KJA Guidelines Section 15378.
Therefore, they are not subject to CEQA review.
CEQA defines a "project" as "an activity which may cause either a direct physical change in the
environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment" and is
undertaken, supported, or approved by a public agency. (Pub. Res. Code,§ 21065.) Approvals, including
any Planning permits, for these activities should receive no further action under CEQA.
The following activities have been deemed as "not a project" by the San Francisco Planning Department:
•

Interior renovations of structures, where the interiors are not publicly accessible, the renovations
do not increase the density or intensity of use (i.e. no new units), and there are no exterior
modifications;

•

Exterior in-kind repair or replacement work on portions of an existing structure not visible from
the public right-of-way involving no expansion of the structure (i.e. in-kind repair or
replacement of windows, stairs, fences, stucco, siding, roofing and decks);

•

Interior renovations of publicly-accessible structures involving no change or expansion of use,
where the interior of the structure is not historically significant and/or does not contribute to the
building's historic significance;

•

Legalization of existing, occupied uses or units;

"

Condominium conversions that: (1) involve no activity subject to a building permit or are limited
to permitted work not considered a project; and (2) do not require a Planning Commission
authorization. ·

No exemptions shall be issued for any of the activities listed above.
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o Understand landlord interests and behavior
~

Profitability

rn

Consistent ·income

E3

Asset protection

mi

Minimizing conflict /·legal action

o Balance landlord needs with program/ag~ncy and

.
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program part1c1pants
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o Account for San Francisco's tight rental market
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Pre-Leasing Incentives
o Leasing Bonuses
~

Fixed bonus for each unit

im

Fixed~scale bonus for each type of unit

o Cost ~ One-Time
m

ra

$35 administr,ative fee x ·500 SROs = $17,500
$1 00 bonus x 500 SROs = $50,000

o Effectiveness
rn

Token amount may not .be compelling in tight
market
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$32 /mo x 500 client= $1 6,000 /mo

~

Likely cheaper if scaled up

I

automated

o Effectiveness

Cost-effective if temporary and cost is reduced by
. automating and scaling up
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o Cost -- Monthly
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o Third party Management of Escrow· Account
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Protective . Payee
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Tenant Vetting & Holding fees
o Conduct background check

CJ)

I

& provide holding fees

o Cost - One-time
rn

m

$50- 1 00 /background check (credit) x 500 ,clients
= $25,000-$50,000
$1 oo /client h<?ldin 9 fee x 500 clients = $.so,ooo

o Effectiveness
i
&!.

Depends on economies of scale

~ Holding fee

=

insufficient incentive due to rapid
turnover and competitive rental market
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Risk Mitigation Pools

Cf)

I

o Insurance pool grc1nts, landlord guarantee funds.
o Covers: damage (not covered by security deposit),
unpaid/late rent
o Cost -- Requires co nsistent fundraising
1

m

$800,000 - $1,000,000

o Effectiveness
Significantly reduces risk for landlords
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Increased security deposits

(f)

I

o Higher deposit for higher risk tenants
o Cost - Requires consistent fundraising
~ $942-$1 884/'security deposit x 500 units

=.

. $471,000-$942,000
o Effectiveness
0

Provides incentive to programs to he·(p prevent
damage
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Tenant Supports

(f)

I

o Accessing. Housing
Eil

Tenant educa.tio·n & certification programs

° Character recommendation letters
IM

Co~signing

leases

o Maintaining Housing
· ~ Case .management & Supportive Services
Fl!

Tenant peer support groups
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Tenant Supports

(f)

I

o Cost
!]

Varies widely depending on service

o Effectiveness
&1

-Case management & Supportive Services 1are
essential

m

Certification, co-signing -1ees1ses, character letters, &
peer support groups may be helpful
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Landlord Supports·

(j)

I

·o Sup.port hotlines / responsive landlord management
staff
o Rapid turnaround on providing financial services
o Neutral mediation services
o Property maintenance
o Landlord recognit1ion · ·
· o Landlord support network
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Landlord Supports

I(!)

!I

o Cost
~

Varies widely depending on ·service

ei

Ex. 3 staff x $95,000-$285,000 FTE

= $475,0·oo

o Effectiveness
~

Landlord relationship management is essential
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Landlord Outreach & Marketing

(/)

I

o Ma.rketing campaiigns/materials
o Landlord Advisory Committee
1

0

Landlord Search (Section 8 listlngs, finqers' fees)

o Tracking database
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Landlord Outreach & Marketing. ·

(f)

I

o ·Cost
!1l

§

Varies widely depending on level of campaign
Estimated $5,000 - $50,000 ·

o Effectiveness ·
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aster leasing

(f)

I

o Cost
m

Estimate varies widely depending on size of lease

o Effectiveness
.

0

May result in significant property management·
challenges
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Sieattle - ·
o March 2009
o Increase access to private market

& non-profit-owned

rental housing.
o Sponsors
~

County Dept. of Commu_nity & Human Services

° City of Seattle
rn.

United Way

~

service providers
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Sfeattle ·
o Services Provided to Landlords
0

Access to qual'ified, vetted applicants

0

Access to 24-hour hotline

0

Rapid response to landlord concerns by partnering
•
agencies

.G

·Access to Landlord Risk Reduction Fund ( $1 million)
for excessive property ·damage/non-payment o.f
rent
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Seattle.
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o Services Provided to Tenants
l>J

Move-in costs, rental .assistance

~

Eviction prevention

II>

Tenant trainings

~

Mediation with landlords

·!ill

Access to supportive services for at least 1 year
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Seattle
1

o Results (10 months)
rn.

147 households placed

Id

96°/o retention rate at 6 mon.ths

a

87 interventions/mediations, but no calls to
landlord
--

ml

Only· $2,663 used from Fund for damage to 3 units

E!J

71 o/o landlords "satisfied" or "very satisfied"
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·Priorities
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o Tenant Success · ·

!

rn

Tenant education programs

m

Case managen1ent & supportive services

e

Ten·ant peer support groups

o Cost-Effective Financial Incentives
0

. IE!

&1J

Risk mitigation pools
Increased secur.ity deposits
Protective payee program
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Memo to Supervisor Farrell
August 24, 2015

Under Administrative Code Chapter 41A, owners of the 413 private hotels are
required to file with the Department of Building Inspection (DBI} an Annual Unit
Usage Report (AUUR}, indicating the total number of units in the hotel as of
October 15th of the filing year; the number of residential and tourist units; the
number of vacant residential units as of October 15th; the average rent for the
units; the nature of services provided at the hotel, and other pertinent
information. DBI mails the usage report to all of the hotels annually.
In 2014, only 179 of the 413 hotels returned the usage report. Our office
attempted to contact the remaining 234 private hotels, as well as all 90 of the
non-profit owned and operated hotels in the City. We received vacancy
information for an additional 49 private hotels, and for 32 of the non-profit owned
and operated hotels, resulting in vacancy information for 260 non-profit operated
and/or privately owned and operated hotels, or 52 percent of the total 503 hotels.
The hotels for which we received no vacancy information had disconnected
numbers, did not return phone calls, or would not provide information. As a
result, it was impossible to verify whether they are still in operation, or to include
2
vacancy information for them.
The Chief Housing Inspector for the Department of Building Inspection stated that
all of the 413 privately-owned residential hotels are thought to be in operation,
but that they might not be serving the population that is traditionally thought of
as occupying residential hotel units. While the Administrative Code does not
restrict who may be served by residential hotels, according to Administrative Code
Section 41.3, "Many of the elderly, disabled and low-income persons and
households reside in residential hotel units."
A few of the buildings that our office called for this analysis indicated that they are
serving populations other than the low-income, disabled, and elderly individuals
whom the units are intended to serve. The hotels may be providing long-term
rental housing to students or to young technology sector workers, both of which
would be allowed under the provisions of Chapter 41.
Chapter 41 restricts the extent to which the residential units in these hotels can
be converted to tourist rooms, other types of short-term housing, or to
commercial uses. Prior to the issuance of a permit to convert, the owner or
operator of the hotel must provide one-for-one replacement of the units to be
converted by one of the following methods:

2

DBI actively transmits notices to residential hotel owners who do not file the Annual Unit Usage Report
(AUUR) or fail to submit complete reports. This process includes the imposition of fines that accrue over time.
If not paid, a lien will be placed on the property tax bill for the hotel in question, as specified by Section
41.lO(g) of Chapter 41. As of July, 2015, DBI has issued 234 notices for failure to properly file the 2014 AUUR.

Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office
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Memo to Supervisor Farrell
August 24, 2015
•

Construct or cause to be constructed a comparable unit to be made
available at comparable rent to replace each of the units to be converted;

•

Cause to be brought back into the housing market a comparable unit from
any building which was not subject to the provisions of this Chapter;

•

Construct or cause to be constructed or rehabilitated apartment units for
elderly, disabled or low-income persons or households which may be
provided at a ratio of less than one-to-one; or construct or cause to be
constructed transitional housing which may include emergency housing;

•

Pay to the City and County of San Francisco an amount equal to 80 percent
of the cost of construction of an equal number of comparable units plus
site acquisition cost; and

•

Contribute to a public entity or nonprofit organization that will use the
funds to construct comparable units, an amount at least equal to 80
percent of the cost of construction of an equal number of comparable units
plu~ ~ite acquisition cost.

SRO hotels that were built before June 13, 1979, are also covered under San
Francisco rent control laws. The rents for residential units in these buildings may
only be raised a certain amount annually as dictated by the Rent Board.

VACANCIES IN PRIVATE SROs
Our office found that 3.4 percent of the units were vacant in the 32 SRO hotels
that are owned and operated by non-profit organizations and that are outside of
the master-lease programs run by DPH and HSA. We found that 11.9 percent of
the units were vacant in the 228 privately owned and operated hotels for which
data was obtained, as illustrated in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Vacancy Rate by Hotel Type
Number
of
Hotels

Total
Residential
Units

Total
vacant
Residential
Units

Percent
Vacant

Non-profit owned and
operated

32

2,667

91

3.4%

Privately owned and
operated

228

7,241

864

11.9%

Hotel Type

260
9,908
Total
955
Source: Department of Building Inspection; Interviews with hotel management

Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office

Confidential Draft
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Memo to Supervisor Farrell
August 24, 2015
There are a few additional SRO hotels in other parts of Oakland, along
International Boulevard in East Oakland and along West MacArthur Boulevard.
However, these hotels were not analyzed as part of the Department of Housing
and Community Development's survey, so information aoout their vacancy rates is
unknown at this time.

CONCLUSIONS
Given the low rate of response to Building Inspection's annual Hotel Unit Usage
Report (AUUR), it is difficult to know precisely both the total number of residential
units available in private and non-profit owned and operated SRO hotels, and the
actual vacancy rates for these buildings. Our attempt to contact the unresponsive
hotels revealed numerous unavailable or disconnected numbers. We also
confirmed that at least three of the hotels are now providing long-term housing
for students only, a use which is allowed under Chapter 41, but which does not
accomplish the goal of providing rooms for low-income and disabled populations.
Based on the Budget and Legislative Analyst's survey, DPH and HSA information,
and DBl's reporting, master-leased and non-profit owned SROs have fewer
vacancies than privately-owned SROs. HSA reported an average of 3.5 percent
vacancies and DPH reported an average of 4.2 percent vacancies in the master·
leased units, although each department reports vacancies differently. Based on
DBI reporting and the Budget and Legislative Analyst survey, non-profit owned
SROs had vacancies of 3.4 percent and privately owned SROs had vacancies of
11.9 percent.

Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office
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Rhorer, Trent (HSA) (DSS)
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Simmons, Noelle (HSA) (DSS)
Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:54 PM
Rhorer, Trent (HSA) (DSS)
mandatery shelter

Hi Trent,.
My two cents ...
The Problem
• You define the problem as the failure of current policies and programs to reduce the street population. This is
true, which suggests both the reality of the magnet effect and the reality that people we've successfully housed
still spend time on the streets. l think an also true but different problem is that current strategies are designed
to house people, not to address undesirable street behaviors like using in public, aggressive panhandling, public
defecation, etc.
·
Why It's a Problem
• The 2nd problem you identify is public health ri~k, and the main paragraph speaks to this. The sub-bullets speak
to me of a different problem, which is the individuai human suffering that results from homelessness, and the
attendant societal costs. Alternately, the 2nd sub-bullet on costs associated with high users could be combined
with problem 4, which also addresses the budgetary impacts of homelessness.
•
I think problems 1 and 3 could be combined - they both speak to the duty of a responsible representative gov't
to be accountable to its citizens, both by addressing their· identified concerns and by demonstrating effective use
of public resources.
Solution
• I support the idea of a mandatory shelter policy but am not convinced that this alone will visibly reduce the
street problem. We can't mandate people to remain in the shelter all day; like our PSH residents who are still
spending their days on the street, I think we should expect the same would be true for shelter residents. There's
also the risk that we will see the same "if you build it they will come" phenomenon with shelter that we've seen
with housing ( in other words, It-seems possible that might we add 3,600 shelter beds and still see little change
in the street count come 2017).
•
For the threat of Incarceration to be effective, a night in jail has to feel a lot worse than a night in shelter;
otherwise the calculation becomes, "maybe I won't be cited, and if I am I just go to jail for the night, which Is
better/the same as shelter anyway." So in addition to the stick it seems like we need a carrot to draw people to
shelter.
• Is the proposal to expand long-term beds or one-night beds? Either way, we know that the underlying reasons
for negative street behavio'r aren't addressed by simply giving people a room.
•
I'm thinking that to make a visible impact on the streets, mandatory shelter needs to be coupled with: (1)
. treatment on demand, (2)· long-term stays so there's time to work with residents and link them to
services/alternative arrangements, and (3) enforcement that goes beyond banning sleeping/camping on t~e
str.eets and in parks, e.g. that extends to quality of life offenses like public defecation, public dealing and drug
use, failure to control dogs that are threatening people, etc.
NYC Questions - Looks like a comprehensive list; just a couple additions;
1. Per my last bullet above, when you ask whether law enforcement plays a role, could you probe around the
specific laws that are enforced?
.
.
2. When you ask about whether shelters are designed for specific populations I'd also be curious about TAY.
3. When you ask what they do for the seriously mentally ill, I'd have the same question about people with
substance abuse issues. ·
·

1
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DRAFT POLICY DOCUMENT - NOT FOR .PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION
The Problem:
Despite ending homelessness for over 21,000 individuals through placement into supportive housing and
transportation home through the Homeward Bound Program, the street popµlation in San Francisco
persists. The Homeless Point in Time Count in 2015 identified over 3,600 individuals on the streets. This
is relatively the same number of individuals counted in 2009, 2011 and 2013. During this same period;
however, SF placed thousands of homeless in permanent housing and reunified about the same number
through Homeward Bound. San Francisco's current policies and programs have proven extremely
effective at permanently ending homelessness at the individual level but they have proven largely
ineffective at reducing the street population. In fact, it could be argued that these policies aren't designed
to reduce the street population (harm reduction, no compulsory shelter, etc). While San Francisco should
continue to pursue our effective strategies to per.manently end homelessness for si.ngle adults, the City
must develop solutions to address a problem that it has not heretofore effectively tackled: there are
thousands .of homeless inqividuals on the street every'day and night.

Why is it a problem?
1) San Francisco's residents generally identify street homelessness as the #1 problem in the Controllers
annual iesident survey. Put simply, San Francisco taxpayers identify it as a problem that the City needs
to address and it is incumbent upon a responsible representative government to attempt to address its
citizens' needs.
·
2) It's a public health crisis as living on the street is not only harmful to a person's physical and mental
health but it poses health risks to the general public due to the presence of excrement, used needles,
vermin, etc that are often byproducts of persons living on the streets or in our parks. ·
Studies have shown that a person's untreated and or un-medicated mental illness results in more
severe psychosis over time and the propensity to self-medicate with drugs and/or alcohol increases.
In addition, untreated physical health problems generally result in persons getting sicker and requiring
more invasive health remedies and longer hospital .stays.
·
The individual human- harm of living outdoors is also often accompanied with increase City budgetary
costs resulting from increased use of emergency room care, incr~ased hospitalizations and longer
· inpatient stays, increased EMS responses, etc.

»-

»-

3) It undermines public confidence in the City's significant investment to address homelessness and
masks the effectiveness of our taxpayer funded interventions .. While we have housed over 10,000 people,
.[95%] the public by and large doesn't' see these successes. They only see. the failures that are
represented by the thousands on the streets. ·
·
4) Over time, it can potentially have a negative effect on the tourism and convention industries,which is
one of the key drivers·of San Francisco's economy and tax revenue base.

The Proposed Solution:
San Francisco should no longer allow individuals to live on City streets or in City parks. Instead the City
should provide a nightly shelter bed to ALL individuals who are living on the streets or in our parks and
homeless individuals living outdoors will be required to accept the offer of a shelter bed or face criminal
pe.nalty. lt'is important to, note that this new policy is NOT a solution to homelessness, but instead is a
solution to the problem (as enumerated above) of individuals living on the streets and in our parks. The
current strategies to prevent and end homelessness (eviction prevention •. rental subsidies, supportive
housing, behavioral health treatment, etc.) will continue and need to increase under this new City policy.
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<4 Patricia Beasley and Paul Landsdorf
work diligently helping customers

RESIDENTIAL HOTEL CERTJFJCATJON:

Beginning in 1981, the HCO required all hotel and apartment house owners and operators with
guest rooms to report to the Bureau of Building Inspection (now the Department of Building
Inspection) how the guest rooms were being used ,on September 23, 1979. If the guest room was
actually occupied by a tenant for thirty-two consecutive days or longer, the room was desiguated as
residential. If the room was occupied for less than thirty-two days the room was designated tourist.
The property owner/operator had fifteen days to appeal the certification of these designations by
the Bureau of Building Inspection.
RESIDENTIAL HOTEL DESCRIPTION:

A hotel is considered residential if it has one or more residential guest rooms are certified by the
HCO. Approximately five hundred and twenty-one hotels are designated residential by Chapter 41
of the S. E Administrative Code, which includes those hotels owned or operated by non profit
organizations. The overall number of residential hotels can fluctuate because the Ordinance permits a hotel to change its residep.tial designation upon approval of a Permit to Convert. Residential
guest rooms can be legally converted to tourist uses with approval by the Director of Building
Inspection. The Permit to Convert requires the hotel owner to replace the converted reSldential
guest rooms with in lieu (replacement bouisng) fees, the construction of new units, or the creation
of new residential guest rooms in an existing building.

REPORTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED:

All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file with the Department of Building
Inspection indicating that the hotel is operated by a nonprofit (recognized by the IRS) must file an
Annual Unit Usage Report on November 1st every calendar year. These active residential hotels
must also maintain daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts for up to two years. The
Certificate of Use indicating the number of residentia1 and tourist guest rooms assigned to the hotel
must be posted at the hotel lobby along with the weekly report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified by the HCO for
seven days or longer. From May 1st through September 30th a residential hotel operator may rent
twenty-five percent of their residential guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest room
is legitimately vacant.

DBI
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RESIDENTIAL HOTEL UNIT CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE

ANNUAL REPORT
Fiscal Year 2014 - 2015

REPORTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED:
All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file with the Department of Building
Inspection indicating that the hotel is operated by a nonprofit (recognized by the IRS) must file an
Annual Unit Usage Report on November 1st every calendar year. These resrdential hotels must
also maintain daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts for up to two years. The
Certificate of Use indicating the number of residential and tourist guest rooms assigned to the
hotel must be posted at the hotel lobby along with the weekly report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified by the HCO
for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September 301h a residential hotel operator may
rent twenty-five percent of their residential guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest
room is legitimately vacant and offered for residential use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on residential hotels which are available
for public review. These files contain documentation required by Chapter 41 of the S. F.
Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use, filed Annual Unit Usage Reports and
Complaint Tracking Data regarding enforcement a?tivities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to Sections
41.19(a)(3) and 41.19(c) of Chapter 41of the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account are
transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant to Section 41.13 of the
Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. During this fiscal year one Permit to Convert was
approved which required replacement housing fees to be deposited in the San Francisco
Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account.
SUMMARY OF ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS:
Delinquent notices are sent to those residential hotel owners/operators who have not filed their
Annual Unit Usage Report (due November 1, every year) or are missing other historical
information.
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REPORTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED
All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file with the
Department of Building Inspection indicating that the hotel is operated by a
nonprofit (recognized by the IRS) must file an Annual Unit Usage Report on
November 1st every calendar year. These residential hotels must also maintain
daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts for up to two years. The
Certificate of Use indicating the number of residential and tourist guest rooms
assigned to the hotel must be posted at the hotel lobby along with the weekly
report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms
certified by the HCO for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September
30th a residential hotel operator may rent twenty-five percent of their residential
guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest room is legitimately
vacant and offered for residential use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on residential hotels
which are available for public review. These files contain documentation required
by Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use,
filed Annual Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking Data regarding
enforcement activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to
Sections 41. 19(a) (3) and 41.19(c) of Chapter 41of the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund
Account are transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant
to Section 41.13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. During this
fiscal year one Permit to Convert was approved which required replacement
housing fees to be deposited in the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation
Fund Account.
SUMMARY OF ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS:
Delinquent notices are sent to those residential hotel owners/operators who have
not filed their Annual Unit Usage Report (due November 1, every year) or are
missing other historical information.
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RESIDENTIAL HOTEL UNIT CONVERSION AND
DEMOLTION ORDINANCE
REPORTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED
All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file with the Department of
Buflding Inspection indicating that the hotel is operated by a nonprofit (recognized by
the IRS) must file an Annual Unit Usage Report on November 1st every calendar
year. These residential hotels must also maintain daily Jogs, weekly reports and
corresponding receipts for up to two years. The Certificate of Use indicating the
number of residential and tourist guest rooms assigned to the hotel must be posted
at the hotel lobby along with the weekly report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified
by the HCO for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September 30th a
residential hotel operator may rent twenty-five percent of their residential guest
rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest room is legitimately vacant and
offered for residential use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on residential hotels which
are available for public review. These files contain documentation required by
Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use, filed
Annual Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking Data regarding enforcement
activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to
Sections 41.19(a)(3) and 41.19(c} of Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund
Account are transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant to
Section 41.13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. During this fiscal
year one Permit to Convert was approved which required replaGement housing fees
to be deposited in the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account.

SUMMARY OF ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS
Delinquent notices are sent to those residential hotel owners/operators who have not
filed their Annual Unit Usage Report (due November 1, every year} or are missing
other historical information .
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Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified by the HCO
for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September 301h a residential hotel operator may
rent twenty-five percent of their residential guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the
guest room is legitimately vacant and offered for residential use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on residential hotels which are
available for public review. These files contain documentation required by Chapter 41 of the S.
F. Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use, filed Annual Unit Usage Reports and
Complaint Tracking Data regarding enforcement activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to Sections

41. 19(a)(3) and 41.19(c) of Chapter 41of the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited Into the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account are
transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant to Section 41.13 of the
Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. During this fiscal year three Permits to Convert
were approved which required replacement housing fees to be deposited in the San Francisco
Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account.
SUMMARY OF ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS:

Delinquent notices are sent to those residential hotel owners/operators who have not filed their
Annual Unit Usage Report (due November 1, every year) or are missing other historical
information.
ANNUAL REPORTING HIGHLIGHTS:

Total Number of Residential Hotels:
(Which file an Annual Unit Usage Report)
Total Number or Residential Guest Rooms:
(Protected by the HCO to be conserved)

417
13,903

Total Number of Residenlial Guest Rooms:
(Reported as occupied by the Annual Unit Usage Report)
Res!denllal Guest Room (Overall) Average Rent:

9,950

Residential Hotels offering services:
(include Maid Service, Linen Service, Security Service,
Intercom System, Meal Service, Utilities Paid and other)

287

$626

HCO Violations

Complaints received:

Complaints abated:

5
5

(Includes cases Initiated from the previous year)
Residential Guest Rooms Converted:
(Through the Permit to Convert Process}
Resldentlal Units temporarily unavailable
or effected by fire:
ANNUAL REPORT 2008 - 2009 ~_:!.sfdlll.org
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Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition Ordinance
Legislative History
The Residential Hotel Unit Conversion ,rnd Demolition Ordinance (HCO) was originally adopted b>' the
Board of Supervisors as Ordina!lce No. 330-81 on June
26, 1981.. The Boan! found that the Ordinance was
necessary to preserve the existing stock of residential
guest rooms as housing for low-income, elderly, and
disabled persons. The Board noted in 1981 that the
residential g\lest room ho11sing stock had b.een dt•creasing at an alarming rate due to vacation, conversion aud demolition oi these units to tourist and other
uses. The Board found that this reduction created a
housing emergency, and ,1dopted Chapter 41 of the
San Francisco Administrative Code to minimize the
conversion and demolition of residential guest rooms.

Residential Hotel Certlfic<Jtion
Beginnlllg iu 1981, the HCO required all hotel <md
apartment house.owners and operators with guest
rooms to report to the Bureau of Building lt1speclicin
(now the Department of Building Inspection) how the
guest rooms were being used on September 23, 1979.
If the guest rooni wns. ,1c::tua!ly occupied by a tenant
for thirty.two cousecutive days or longer, the room
was designated as residential. If the guest room was
occupied for less than thlrty·two days the room was
designat!!d tourist. The property owner{operntor had
fifteen days to appeal the certification of lhese designations by the l3ureau of Building Inspection.

Residential Hotel Description
A hotel is considered residential H it has one or more
residential guest rooms as certified by tlie HCO.
Approximately five hundred and six (506) hotels
are designated residenti,ll by Ch<Jpter 41 of the S, F.
Administrative Code, which Includes those hotels
owned or operated by noll profit organizations. The
overall number of residential hotels can fluctuate
because the Ordinance permits a hotel to change its
residential designation upon approval of a Permit to
Convert. Residential guest rooms can be legally con·
verted to tourist uses with approval by the Director or
Building Inspection. The Permit to Convert requires
the hotel owner to replace the converted residential

guest rooms with in lieu (replacement housing) (ees,
the construction of new units, or the creation of new
reside11tial guest rooms in an existing building.

Reports And Records Required
All residential hotels which do not have documemation on file with the Dep,1rtment of Building Inspection Indicating that the hotel is operated b}' a nonprofit (recognized by the IRS) must file an Annual
Unit Usage Report on November 1st every calendar
year. These residential hotels H\USl also nt<lintoin
daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts
for up to two years. The Certificate of Use indicating
the number of residential and to\lrist g11est roqms as·
signed to the hotel must be posted at the hotel lobby
along with the weekly report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent
residential guest rooms certified b)• the HCO for seven
days or longer. Jlrom Ma)• !st through September 30th
a residential hotel operator may rent twenty-five percent of their residential guest rooms on a nightly basis
provided that the guest room is legitimately v,1cant
and offered for residential use firsL
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains
files on residential hotels which are available for
public review. These files contain documentation
required by Chapter 41 of the S,m Francisco. Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use, filed
Annu~I Unit Usage Repol'(s and Complaint Tracking
Data regarding enforcement activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have
been applied for pursuant to Sections 4l.t9(a)(3) and
11t.19(c) o( Chapter tllof the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential
Hotel Preservation Fund Account are transmitted to
the Mayor's Office of I-lousing for dispersal pursuant
to Section 41.13 of the Chapter tll of the S. F. Admin·
istrative Code. During this fiscal year three Permits to
Convert were approved which required replacement
housing fees to be deposited in the San Francisco
Residential Hotel Preservation Fund Account.
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Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified
by the HCO for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September 30th a
residential hotel operator may rent 25 percent of their residential guest rooms on
a nightly basis provided that the guest room is fegltimatefy vacant and offered for
reslderrtial use first
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on residential hotels which
are available for public review. These Jiles contain documentafon required by
Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code, such as the CertifiGtte of Use, filed
Annual Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking Data regard'ng enforcement
activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to
Sections 41. 19(a)(3) and 41.19(c) of Chapter 41of the S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential Hater Preservation Fund Account
are transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant to Section
41. 13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. Durin'g this fiscal year.
one Permit to Convert was approved which required replacement housing fees to be
deposited in the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation fond.Account.

Delinquent notices are sent to those residential hotel ownersfoperators who have
not filed their Annual Unit Usage Report (due November 1st, ev1!ry year) or are
missing other historical information.

RESIDENTIAL HOTEL UNIT CONVERSION AND DEMOLITION ORDINANCE
ANNUAL REPORT
Fiscal Year 2005 • 2006

REPORTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED:

All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file with the
Department of Building Inspection indicating that the hotel is operated by a
nonprofit (recognized by the IRS) must file an Annual Unit Usage Report on
November 1st every calendar year. These residential hotels must also maintain
daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts for up to two years. The
Certificate of Use indicating the number of residential and tourist guest rooms
assigned to the hotel must be posted at the hotel lobby along with the weekly
report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms
certified by the HCO for seven days or longer. From May 1st through September
30th a residential hotel operator may rent twenty-five percent of their residential
guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest room is legitimately
vacant and offered for residential use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on residential hotels
which are available for public review. These files contain documentation required
by Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use,
filed Annual Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking Data regarding
enforcement activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied for pursuant to
Sections41.19(a)(3) and 41.19(c) ofChapter41ofthe S. F. Administrative Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential Hotel PrE:)servation Fund
Account are transmitted to the Mayor's Office of Housing for disbursal pursuant
· to Section 41.13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. During this
fiscal year three Permits to Convert were approved which required replacement
housing fees to be deposited in the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation
Fund Account.
SUMMARY OF ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS:
Delinquent notices are sent to those residential hotel owners/operators who have
not filed their Annual Unit Usage Report (due November 1, every year) or are
missing other historical information.

11 :VLP\JLP2\ANNUAL RF.PORT\Atu1Repo2005-6.doc
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The Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition
Ordinance (HCO) was originally adopted by the Board of
Supervisors as Ordinance No. 330-81 on June 26, 1981. The
Board found that the Ordinance was necessary to preserve
the existing stock of residential guest rooms as housing for
low-income, elderly, and disabled persons. The Board noted in
1981 that the residential guest room housing stock had been
decreasing at an alarming rate due to vacation, conversion
and demolition of these units to tourist and other uses. The
Board found that this reduction created a housing emergency,.
and adopted Chapter 41 of the S. E Administrative Code to
minimize the conversion and demolition of residential guest
rooms.
-::-~-

~

-::

Beginning in 1981, the HCO required all hotel and apartment
house owners and operators with guest rooms to report to
the Bureau of Building Inspection (now the Department of
Building Inspection) how the guest rooms were being used on
September 23, 1979. If the guest room was actually occupied
by a tenant for thirty-two consecutive days or longer, the room
was designated as residential. If the room was occupied for
less than thirty-tv.-o days the room was designated tourist.
The property owner/operator had fifteen days to appeal the
certification of these designations by the Bureau of Building
Inspection.

A hotel is considered residential if it has one or more residential
guest rooms certified by the HCO. Approximately 517
hotels are designated residential by Chapter 41 of the S. F.
Administrative Code, which inc.ludes those hotels owned or
operated by non profit organizations. The overall number of
residential hotels can fluctuate because the Ordinance permit>
a hotel to change its residential designation upon approval of

a Permit to Convert. Residential guest rooms can be legally
converted to tourist uses with approval by the Director of
Building Inspection. The Permit to Convert requires the hotel
owner to replace the converted residential guest rooms with in
lieu (replacement housing} fees, the construction of new units,
or the creation of new residential guest rooms in an existing
building.

-:::- ::::; "::= - -E: ._, :· :::.
All residential hotels which do not have documentation on file
with the Department of Building lnspectfon indicating that
the hotel is operated by a nonprofit (recognized by the IRS}
must file an Annual Unit Usage Report on November 1st every
calendar year. These residential hotels must also maintain
daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts for up
to two years. The Certificate of Use indicating the number of
residential and touristguest rooms assigned to the hotel must
be posted at the hotel lobby along with the weekly report.
-·- - --
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Residential hotet owners and operators must rent residential
guest rooms certified by the HCO for seven days or longer. From
May 1st through September 30th a residential hotel operator
may rent twenty-five percent of their residential guest rooms
on a nightly basis provided that the guest room is legitimately
vacant and offered for residential use first.
The Housing Inspection Services Division maintains files on
residential hotels which are available for public review. These
files contain documentation required by Chapter 41 of theS. F.
Administrative Code, such as the Certificate of Use, filed Annual
Unit Usage Reports and Complaint Tracking Data regarding
enforcement activities.
Within the last five years, no winter rentals have been applied
for pursuant to Sections 41.19(a}{3) and 41.19(c) of Chapter
4lof the S. F. Administrative Code.

11111

Reports and Records Requn1red •nu
All rcsi<kntiill hotels which do not hmre documentation on file with the
Department of Building Inspection it1clicating th,1t the hotel is operated by a
non-profit organization (recognized b)1the lRSJ must file anAntrnal Unit
Usage Report on November I st eve1y calendar }'Cat: These activt~ residential
hotels inust c1lso maintdin dilil)' logs, weekly reports and corresponding
receipts for up to two ye1in;. The Ccrtificatt• of Use indicating the number of
residential and tourist guest rooms assigned to the hotd must be posted at
the hotel lobby along with the weekly report.
Residential hotel owt1ers and operators must rent residential guest rooms
certified b)' the HCO for seven days or longe1: From Mu)' I st through
September 30th il rcsidcntral hotel operator tnay rent 25% of their l't!Sidential
guest rooms on a nightly basis provided that the guest room is legitimately
vacant.
Housing Inspection Services maintains files on residenti11l hotels which arc
available fot• public review These files contain documentation required by
Chapter 41 of the S~ E Ad1ninistrativc Coch:~, surh ~1s the Certificate of Use, filed
Annuc1l Unit Usage Reports and Complaint ·n·acking Data regarding
enforcement activities.
Within the lilst five years, no winter rentals have been applied for ptn·suant to
Sections 41. l 9(a)(3) and 41. 19fc} of Chapter 4lof the S. E Administt·.1tive Code.
Funds deposited into the San Francisco Residential Hotel Preservation Fund
Account arc transmitted to the lviayor's Office of Housing for disbw·sal
pursuclnt to Section 4l.13 of the Chapter 41 of the S. E Administr.;itivc Code.
During this fiscal 11em· three Permits to Convert vverc approved which required
n::pl<1cemcnt housing 1-ccs to be deposited in the San Francisco Residenl"ial
Hotel Preservation Fund Account.

I
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l~ESrDENTli\1. HOTEL CrnT1FlC1\noN:

Beginnittg in 1981, the HCO required all hotel and apartment house owners and operators with
guest rooms to report to the Bureau of Building Inspection (now the Depanment of Building
lnspcclio11) how the guest rooms were being used on September 23, 1979. lf the guest room was
acrnally occupied by a tenant for thirt)•-two consecutive days or longe1-, the room was designated as
1·esidentiaL If the room was occupied for less than thirt>•-two diws the room was designated tourist.
The property owner/operator had fifteen days to appeal the cenificatio1\ of these designations by
the 13\\reau of Building Inspection.
RESIDENTIAL HcnEL DESCRIPTION:

A hotel is considered residential if it has one or more residential guest rooms are certified by the
HCO. Approxlmately five hundred and twenty-one hotels are designated residential by Chapter 41
of the S. E Administrative Code, which includes those hotels owned or operated hy 1\01\ profit
organizatlons. The overall number of residential hotels can Uuctuate because: the Ordinance per•
mits a hotel lo change its residenti11I designation ttpon approval of a Permit to Convert. Residential
guest rooms cm1 be legally converted to tourist i\ses with approval b)' the Director of Building
Inspection. The Permit to Co1wert requires the hotel owner to replace the cotwened residential
guc$t rooms With in lieu (replacement houisng) fees, the conslntction of new imi1s, or the creation
of new residential gnest rooms in an existing building.

REPORTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED:

All residential hotels whic;h do not have documentation on file with the Dep1trtment of Buildh1g
Inspection indicating that the hotel is operated b)' 11 nonprofit (recognized by the lRS) must file an
Anmtlll Unit Usage Report on November 1st every calendnr year. These nctive residclltinl hotels
must also maitllatn daily logs, weekly reports and corresponding receipts for up to t\vo years. The
Certificate of Use indicating the tmmbcr of residetHinl and tourist guest rooms assigned to the hotel
must be posted at the hotel lobby along with the weekly report.
Residential hotel owners and operators must rent residential guest rooms certified hy the HCO for
seven da)'S ol' longer. Frnm May 1st through September 30th a residential hotel operator may rent
twenty-five percent of their residential guest rooms on a nightly basis IJl'O\•idccl that the guest room
is legithnately vacant.
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Memo to Supervisor Farrell
August 24, 2016
Table 3: Vacancy Rates for All SRO Respondents

354
29

Total
Residential
Units
11,473
2,028

Total Vacant
Residential
Units
1,488
84

383

13,501

1,572

11.6%

30
6

2,660

106

450

11

4.0%
2.4%

36

3,110

117

Number
of Hotels

Non-Master Lease Hotels
Privately owned
Non-profit owned

Subtotal

Vacancy
Rate
13.0%
4.1%

Master-Lease Hotels
HSA Developed Master Lease
DPH Developed Master Lease

Master Lease Subtotal

1,689
Total
419
16,611
Sources: DBI, DHSH, Real Estate Division, Interviews with SRO management.

3.8%

10.2%

Many SROs had disconnected numbers, did not return phone calls, or were unable
to provide information. As a result, it was impossible to verify whether they are
still in operation, or to include vacancy information for them. SROs that fail to file
AUURs are subject to corle enforcement by DBI.
Vacancies in Non-Master-Leased Buildings
Of the 383 non master-lease SROs, 1,572 of 13,501 units (11.6 percent) were
vacant. Our point-in-time analysis found privately-owned SRO hotels had a
vacancy rate of 13.0 percent, whereas the non-profit SRO hotels had a vacancy
rate of 4.1 percent, as shown in Table 3 above.
Vacancies in Master-Leased Buildings
Master-lease buildings developed by HSA and DPH throughout the City had a total
vacancy rate of 3.8 percent, as shown in Table 3 above.
HSA Developed Master-Leased Buildings
Non-profit SRO providers in master-lease buildings developed by HSA report a
point-in-time occupancy in the buildings on the last day of the month to DHSH
(formerly a function of HSA), which provides a snapshot of room availability,
rather than an average vacancy rate. As of June 30, 2016, the vacancy rate for the

2,660 units in the 30 HSA developed master-leased buildings was 4.0 percent, as
shown in Table 3 above.
According to the Manager of Adult Services for DHSH (formerly under HSA), of the

106 vacant rooms, some already had clients in the screening process, some were
offline for building repairs or pest control, and others were sealed off by the
Coroner's office.
The Department has various methods, depending on building type, for filling
vacancies as they arise. Once a candidate is referred to screen for a vacancy, that
unit is not considered vacant, although the unit will technically not be occupied

Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office
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Memo to Supervisor Farrell
August 24, 2016
According to ABAG, out of 102 cities in the Bay Area, 24 cities and four
unincorporated portions of counties have SRO regulating policies, as shown in
Table S below.

Table 5: Bay Area Counties with SRO Regulating Policies
City

County

Albany

Alameda

Oakland
Antioch
Clayton
Concord
Danville*
Hercules*
Moraga

Contra Costa

Oakley
Pleasant Hill*
Richmond
San Pablo
San Ramon
Unincorporated Contra Costa County
San Rafael

Marin

City of Napa
Napa

Unincorporated Napa County*

San Francisco

San Francisco

San Mateo

San Carlos

Brisbane
South San Francisco*
Campbell*
Cupertino

Santa Clara

Saratoga*
Fairfield
Solano

Sonoma

Unincorporated Solano County*
Cloverdale
Unincorporated Sonoma County+

Source: Association of Bay Area Governments
• Housing policies gathered by ABAG from Housing Elements, but unverified by local staff.

Conclusions
Current San Francisco Administrative Code provisions require tracking of SRO
utilization but do not restrict how SROs can be utilized. SRO residential units can
be rented to other than low-income residents or can remain vacant. The citywide
vacancy rate for SROs in San Francisco in 2015 was 10.2 percent, with higher rates
of vacancy for privately-owned and operated SROs (13 percen.t) and lower rates
for nonprofit-owned (4.1 percent) and master-leased {3.8 percent) SROs.
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Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Rio Scharf <rio@thclinic.org>
Wednesday, October 05, 2016 5:23 PM
Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
Data re: 7-day Rentals
Briefing Points.docx

Hey Sunny,
Sorry for the delay. Thank you again for your work on this. Here is the list of hotels where we suspect there are
violations of Hotel Conversion Ordinance because owners have advertised rooms to tourists for 7+ night stays. Also,
attached you will find our briefing points, outlining the need for clarity around seven day tourist rentals and evidence of
at least three buildings advertising 7+ day tourist rentals. Please let us know anything else we can do to help. if you want
to reference the buildings below publicly, please let me know. I will get confirmation that they continue to illegally court
tourists for their residential rooms.

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Cable Car Court (1499 California Street)
Nob Hill Place (1155 Jones Street)
Kenmore (1570 Sutter Street)
Monroe (1870 Sacramento Street)
Gaylord (620 Jones Street)
Emperor Norton (615 Post Street)
Sheldon (629 Post Street)
Steinhart (952 Sutter Street)
Tropicana (661 Valencia Street)
Entella (905 Colmbus Avenue)
Balmoral Hotel (640 Clay Street)
Astoria (510 Bush Street)
Hotel Des Artes (447 Bush Street)

Best,

Rio Scharf
Community Organizer

Central City SRO Collaborative
48 Turk Street
Cell: (510) 629-0603
Office: (415) 775-7110 x109

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This document is intended for the use of the party to whom it is addressed and
may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and protected from disclosure under applicable law. If
you are not the addressee, or a person authorized to accept documents on behalf of the addressee, you are
hereby notified that any review, disclosure, dissemination, copying, or other action based on the content of this
communication is not authorized. If you have received this document in error, please immediately reply to the
sender and delete or shred all copies.
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CENTRAL CITY SRO COLLABORATIVE

BRIEFING POINTS FOR HOTEL CONVERSION ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS
The Central City SRO Collaborative (CCSRO) and the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) are proposing a series
of amendments to the 1981 Hotel Conversion Ordinance (HCO). Created 35 years ago, this ordinance has been
invaluable in preserving low-income residential hotels in San Francisco by giving the city and housing non-profits
the tools to prevent unlawful building conversions, demol/tlons loss of residential units to the tourist market and
more. However, the last three decades have seen drastic changes in the housing market and have revealed certain
/Imitations in the HCO as it currently stands. These amendments seek to strengthen enforcement efforts, bring the
ordinance up to date and offer corrections for parts of the ordinance that have proven Ineffective.

WHY THE NEED FOR AMENDMENTS?

1.

PRICES IN THE CURRENT MARKET

Single Room Occupancy Hotels have remained one of the only sources of affordable housing for seniors,
disabled people and those on a fixed-income in our city. Yet, in recent years, we have seen the rents at
these buildings rise enormously. It has become increasingly difficult for residents on a fixed-income to
locate affordable SRO rooms. We believe that the increased rent at SRO hotels is due, in part, to the
diminished supply of residential rooms caused by SRO owners renting residential rooms to tourists.

2.

OUR ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS

The Central Ci~y SRO Collaborative has surveyed over 100 SRO hotels to investigate if they are illegally
renting their residential rooms to tourists. We found a handful of hotels that are Illegally renting their
residential rooms to tourists at a nightly rate and we took action against them. However; we found more
hotels that are renting their residential rooms to tourists at a weekly rate. This practice contradicts the;
spirit of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance, yet the wording In the original Ordinance ensures that we are
not likely to succeed in taking action against hotels that engage in this practice.

3.

CASE STUDIES

1.
2.

3.

The Monroe Residence Club, which has 104 residential rooms and 0 tourist rooms, explicitly
advertises to tourists and meets their needs by offering weekly and bi-weekly rates. (figure A)
At the Hotel Des Artes, 75% of their rooms are designated residential, yet they advertise all of their
rooms to tourists. They try to evade the Hotel Conversion Ordinance by offering their residential
rooms to tourists for no less than 7 days at a time. (figure B)
The Tropicana Hotel, on Valencia Street In the Mission, is a 100% residential building. However, they
have gotten away with offering tourist rentals on AirBnB because they only allow tourists to book a
room for 7 nights or more.

1
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CENTRAL CITY

SRO COLLABORATIVE

BRIEFING POINTS FOR HOTEL CONVERSION ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS
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Figure A
Monroe Residence

Club

Figure B

Reservations

Hotel Des Artes

447 Bush Street

Click here to make a reservation
Room Oescnpllons:
Residential St~noard Sharecl Queen (BRO-SQ):

our standard rooms feature a queen-stze bed. Each room contains a washllasln aml closet. Slrnwer and toHet are Sharecl among jUsl a rew rooms.
BooMng restrlcllon applied or 7 nights or more.
Resldenttal Delux• Qua en ( SRO·OQ):
Otir standard deluxe rooms reature one queen-site bed w1tt1 a private ball1room. Booking reslr1cllon applied or 7 nights or more . .,._..,._•

Al11st (AR):
our standard artlsl rooms reature one queen.size bed wll11 a private balliroorr,. This room can be bool<ect on

a clally basis.

Resldentlal Slngle Famlly Room (5R0·5U);

The Single Family Room features one queen size l>ed anct prlvale bathroom w1111 Jhe opllon ol connecting lo a secoml room With a sora1eeo. up lo 4
people can slay In this room. Boolong resti1cllon applied or 7 nights or more . .,__ __
Re•ldentlal Double Family Room (BRO·D2):

The Douole Family Room reatures two run size Deus and prlvale balliroorn wlm the opllon or connecllng 10 a second room 1~1h a sora1aeo. up to 6
people can slay In this room. aool<lng restrlcllon applied of 7 nights or more . .,._ __
All room rares Include double oooupm1cy. $15 ewa tor a li1lrd person (am/ 11h, 6111 arid 6th person tor /he Famity Rooms). W.ekty discount rares are
a/So avel/able upon req11esr.

All rooms are "8/nled and /lave Ffal TV screens mini lr/Ck1es anct des/w.
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CENTRAL CITY SRO COLLABORATIVE

BRIEFING POINTS FOR HOTEL CONVERSION ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS
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Figure C
Tropicana Hotel
663 Valencia Street
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Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sanbonmatsu, Jamie (DBI)
Friday, January 13, 2017 12:54 PM
pratibha tekl<ey (pratibha@thclinic.org); gen fujiol<a; raul fernandez; Diana Martinez
Bosque, Rosemary (DBI); Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
HCO hearing 1/23

Hi everyone
Supervisor Peskin is holding a hearing on important changes to the residential hotel conversion ordinance on
Monday, January 23 at 1:30. The legislation will change the 7 day rule to 30 days and update penalties for the
first time in a generation (among other items).
.
Please let your folks lmow, as well as those in your umbrella organizations.
If you have any questions, let me know, and keep up the good work!
Sincerely,
James Sanbonmatsu
Senior Housing Inspector
SRO Collaboratives Program Coordinator

1
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SAN FRANCISCO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE CHAPTER 41
RESIDENllAL HOTEL UNIT CONVERSION & DEMOLITION (HCO)
KEY ELEMENTS
To preserve the residential guest room inventory from conversion and demolition the HCO
requires the following monitoring, implementation, and fe~atures.
•

Recordkeeping: Hotel Operator must maintain the requisite records(records of use)
that demonstrate the residential guest rooms are being rented properly. (Current

record k•~eping requirements are subject to inaccuracies and do not readily reflect
actual residential guest room rental.)
•
•
•
•

ll
ll
)>

I~
0

Q)

VJ

N

0)

Daily Logs
Weekly Reports
Corresponding Rent Receipts

Proper R:ental: Rent residential guest rooms for seven (7) days or more.
(Add 30 day language)

•
•

Annual Reporting: Submit the Annual Unit Usage Report to OBJ.
(Add deficiencies)

•

Obtain Approval to Convert: File Permit to Convert application when converting
residential guest rooms. (Add deficiencies)

•

Consequences for Violations: The HCO provides fines and penalties. (These have not
been updated in 36 years)
• Fai~ure to maintain/submit records
• Illegally convert/demolish residential guest rooms.

HCO update needs from Chief Housing Inspector

I.

Enforcement
A. Change 7 days to 32 days for Unlawful Conversion:
To effectively achieve the legislative intent of the HCO in today's
economic market, residential use of a guest room certified for protection by
Chapter41, should be defined as a thirty-two (32) day minimum rental. This is
consistent with the HCO definition of a" Permanent Resident", and the Rent
Ordinance. In addition, low income, elderly, and disabled persons should be
allowed to pay in seven (7) day increments so they, as the target population
to be served, have access to this housing.

o

Section 41.20(a)(3): Revise this section to require a thirty-two (32) day
minimum rental and payment on a seven (7) day increment to allow low
income, elderly, and disabled persons to have economic access to these
residential units.

B. Penalties (Section 41.11 ):
HCO code enforcement provisions reflect a thirty year old methodology,
and do not require substantive consequences for illegal conversion /failure
to maintain required records.
1. Penalties for failure to maintain the records of use should be more
substantial than $250.00 per violation.
2. Notice of Apparent Violation (41.11 (c): This Section should be
amended to change Notices of Apparent Violation to Notices of
Violation and be subject to Assessments of Costs similar to that for
Housing and Building Code enforcement cost recovery.
3. Costs of Enforcement (41.11(g): Filing Fees and civil fines do not
currently cover investigation and enforcement costs.

II.·

Records

1. Current residential hotel record keeping requirements are outdated, easily
subject to misrepresentation, and do not reflect actual business activities.
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Chapter 41 - Hotel Conversion Ordinance (HCO) Summary
The Way It Is Now

•

Background: Single Resident
Occupancy (SRO) hotels can be all
residential units or have a mix of
residential and tourist units, depending
on what rooms were vacant in 1979
when the law took effect.

•

•

Definitions: Residential units must be
rented for at least 7 days to
"permanent residents" while tourist
units are commercial rentals for one
night or longer - so, not much of a
difference in length of stay

•

•

•

-a
-a

)>

I~
0

(j)

.i::.
0
(X)

Why Is This A Problem?

The current HCO allows special
"seasonal" rentals of 25% of a hotel's
residential units to tourists (during the
"high season" of May I-Sept 30) if the
units are naturally vacant (ie., tenant
left on own or had just cause eviction
Hotel owner can request DBI
Commission hearing to rent out more
than 25% residential units to tourists
but because they have to prove that
they are unable to "fill" vacant

•

•

Proposed Fixes in New Law

From 1980-2000, thousands of SROs
were converted to condos, the trend of
the time. In recent years, the lucrative
profits from short-term rentals and a
booming tourist economy have led to
a spike in illegal conversions to
boutique hotels.
Private hotel owners rent these
valuable residential housing units to
short-tenn tourists for bigger profit,
with none of the hassle of tenant
protections.
Private hotel owners lie about who is
staying in their residential units and
warehouse those units to eventually
convert the entire hotel to tourist use

•

Sup Peskin, Dept of Building
Inspection, SRO Collaboratives,
tenant orgs & hotel workers have all
joined to update the HCO to address
the threat of speculation schemes

•

Redefines "tourist and transient use"
as a rental of less than 32 days and
cuts out "prospective resident"
basically, extends tenant protections to
permanent residents as defined by the
Rent Ordinance and expressly forbids
weekly rentals to tourists
Redefines "unlawful conversion" to
prohibit renting residential units as
shorttenn rentals (AirBnB, VRBO,etc)

Flexibility creates culture that
encourages "musical rooms" where
hotel owners rent out valuable
residential units for most of the year,
which makes it harder to retain
"permanent residents"- also makes it
harder for DBI to enforce

•

•

This is a big perk that hotel owners
will now lose if they violate the law no more summer "high season" rentals
if there is a violation in the past year which would make enforcing their
existing designation of units easier

MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Re:

Date:

Supervisor Ahsha Safai
Suhagey G. Sandoval
Proposed legislation amending the Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance ("HCO"), Administrative Code Chapter 41 (File No.
161291) to be presented before the full Board of Supervisors on Tuesday,
January 31, 2017.
January30,2017(1\1onday)
I.

BACKGROUND

The Ordinance amending the Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition
Ordinance ("HCO"), Administrative Code Chapter 41, has been put forth because
"private hotel owners rent these valuable residential housing units to short-term tourists
for bigger profit, with none of the hassle of tenant protections." 1 The Department of
Building Inspection (DBI) is responsible for HCO implementation and enforcement of
the HCO. 2 The HCO "regulates [the] roughly 18,000 residential units within 500
residential hotels across the City that currently exist," and, of these 500 hotels, 3 300 are
for-profit and the remaining 200 are run by nonprofits. Legistar. Since its inception, the
purpose of the HCO is to "benefit the general public by minimizing adverse impact on
the housing supply and on displaced low income, and disabled persons resulting from the
loss of residential hotel units through their conversion and demolition." Sec. 41.2,
Admin. Code. The HCO prohibits "residential hotel operators from demolishing or

1

Angulo, Sunny, "Chapter 41 - Hotel Conversion Ordinance (HCO) Summary," (bencefotih, the
"Summary"), via email, January 27, 2017.
2
The proposed Ordinance timeline of events are as followed: (1) November 29, 2016, President
London Breed assigned the Ordinance under the 30-Day Rule to the Land Use and Transportation
Committee (due back on 12/29/2016); (2) On December 12, 2016, President London Breed
received a substitute version of the Ordinance and "SUBSTITUTED AND ASSIGNED" to the
Land Use and Transpmiation Committee (due back 12/29/2016); (3) On December 15, 2016, the
Clerk of the Board referred the legislation (version 2) to the Planning Department for
environmental review, to Small Business Commission for comment and recommendation and to
Depaiiment of Building Inspection, Planning Depmiment, Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development, Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing, and
Department of Public Health for informational purposes; on December 15, 2016, the Planning
Department reported that the Ordinance was not defined as a project under (CEQA) Guidelines;
January 23, 2017, Supervisor Aaron Peskin amended the Ordinance (bearing same time), (P. 6,
Line 21, striked "or prospective 'Permanent Resident' after; January 23, 2017, the Ordinance
was "RECOMMENDED AS AMENDED" to the full Board of Supervisors (will be before the
Board on Tuesday, January 31, 2017).
3
Land Use and 1l·amportation Committee, January 23, 2017, Video, available at:
http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view id=l 77&clip id=26984.
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converting registered residential units to tourist or transient use." 4 The HCO was first
enacted in 1981 (Ordinance No. 330-81 ), following a 1979 moratorium and a declaration
of a "housing crisis" by both the Board of Supervisors and Mayor. This meant that
starting in 1981, the HCO required all hotel owners/operators file an initial unit usage
report and if not exemption applied, those guest rooms occupied by a permanent resident
for (September 23, 1979, when the moratorium was implemented) were designated as
residential units and subject to the protection of the HCO and those not occupied could
befor tourist use.
SUMMARY OF KEY TERMINOLOGY

Below, please find a list of key terms per the proposed Ordinance 5 :
I. Conversion: The change or attempted change of the use of a residential
unit to a Tourist or Transient use, or the elimination of residential unit, or
the voluntary demolition of a residential hotel, exempting changes to noncommercial uses which serves only the needs of permanent residents (e.g.
resident's lounge, community kitchen, or a resident's lounge) provided
that the "residential hotel owner establishes that eliminating or redesignating an existing tourist unit instead of a residential unit would be
infeasiable." Ordinance, p. 4, Legistar, V3.
2. Permanent resident: A "person who occupies a guest room for at least
32 consecutive days." Id. This 32 consecutive day change is important and
brings the HCO in compliance with the Rent Ordinance. This proposed
change renders a rental of Jess than 32 days as transient or tourist.
3. Residential hotel: Any "building or structure which contains a
Residential Unit as defined below unless exempted" (see below, #4). Id.
4. Residential Unit: Any guest room which had been occupied by a

permanent resident on September 23, 1979. Any guest room constructed
subsequent to September 23, 1979 or not occupied by a permanent
resident on September 23, 1979 is exempted unless constructed as a
replacement unit.
5. Tourist or transient use: Per the proposed change, any use of a guest
room for less than a 32-day terms of tenancy by a party other than a
Permanent Resident. This is crucial because the existing law requires that
residential units be rented for at least seven days to "permanent residents"
while tourist units are commercial rentals for one night or longer - "not

4

The HCO defines "conversion as eliminating a residential unit, renting a residential unit for a
leases than seven-day tenancy, or offering a residential unit for tourist or nonresidential use."
Legistar, V3.
5
Unless indicated otherwise, all references henceforth are to Chapter 41.
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much of a difference in length of stay" and not in sync with the Rent
Ordinance. Id.
6. Annual tourist season: Peak tourist season that begins May 151 and ends
September 30th, current HCO allows special "seasonal" rentals of 25% of
a hotel's residential units to tourists during this "high season" Section
4 I .3(j), Admin. Code . And, the hotel owner can request DBI Commission
hearing to rent out more than 25% residential units to tourists if they can
prove that the units cannot be "fill[e]d" and are vacant. Id.
7. Warehousing: Colloquial term for the purposefu I vacancy of residential
units by hotel owners/operators to then either sale the land or keep for
tourists.
8. Evading tenancy in residential hotels ("musical rooming"): A hotel
operator cannot require an occupant of a hotel room to move or to check
out and re-register before the expiration of thirty-day occupancy period if
a purpose of the move is to circumvent the !aw and deny the occupant
tenant status. California Civil Code Section I 940. l; see Section 50519 of
the California Health and Safety Code.
9. Certificate of Use: A cettificate that is issued and that specifies the
number of residential and tourist units therein. 41.4, Ad min Code.
I 0. Hotel: Any building "containing six or more guest rooms intended or
designated, or which are used, rented or hired out to be occupied or which
are occupied for sleeping purposes and dwelling purposes by guests,
whether rent is paid in money, goods or services." Id.

EFFECT OF ENACTING THE ORDINANCE
i. Summary of what ordinance will do
The proposed legislation is meant to honor the "original intent" of the initial HCO
(HCO has been amended twice, in 1990 and I 992):
1. The HOC currently requires that residential guestrooms be available
for low income, elderly and disabled person for a "term of tenancy of
seven (7) days or more [proposed legislation will change this to 32
days, any rental of less than 32 days is considered a tourist rental]"
DBI report, p. 5. 6

6

This term of tenancy is "defici[ent]'' because it "does not adequately define a residential
use in keeping with the intent of the HCO, and is not consistent with Rent Control and
Short Term Rental residential occupancy time frames of 30-32 days." Land Use and
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From: Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2017 8:27 PM

To: acabande@somcan.org; trnecca@hrcsf.org
Cc: Randy Shaw <raody@tbclinic.org>; Geo Fujioka <gfujioka@chinatowncdc.org>; Katle Selcraig
<katie@dscs org>; Diana Martinez <diana@dscs.org>; tim@dscs.org; Tan Chow
<tchow@thinatowocdc.org>; Tammy Hung <thung@chinatowncdc.org>; Kitty Fong
<kfong@chinatowocdc.org>; Rio Scharf <rjo@thclinic.org>; Pratibha Tekkey
<pratibha@thclinic.org>; Alexandra Goldman <agoldman@tndc.org>; ilewis@unjtehere2.org: Sue
Hestor

Deepa Varma <deepa@sftu ..QL!l>i jeonjfer@sftu.org;

fIB.d.@hrcsf.org; Tony Robles <tony@sdaction.org>; Theresa Imperial
<theresa.imperial@vetsequitycenter.org>; briao.basjoger@abasf.org; joyce@cpasf.org;

Subject: FINAL PUSH: CH 41/SRO Conversion Update
Importance: High
Dear A-Team:
Thanks to all of you who have put you!' heart and souls into this legislation, I deeply appreciate your advocacy and
commilment.
Tomorrow is a huge day and we need to keep eve1yone's feet to the fire. Although we have met with individual
hotel operators and their representatives, we agreed to meet with over 50 more today mid they flooded the halls and
made the rounds to the various Supervisors atler our meeting. Nothing much has changed: .their chief concern is the
very hemt of the legislation. They want to keep it at 7 days. We have indicated that the community is committed
to this core piece of the legislation.
Advocates are meeting at 12:30 at our office (Room 282) to check in tomorrow and make !he rounds to every
Supervisor. At this point, !he community should jusl be faking this up with evcty office before the vote.
You guys are rocks. I am excited to see us make some history tomorrow.

If you're in the audience tomorrow, Supervisor Peskin will ask you to stand if you support the legislation, depending
on how many folks can show up. It's 1\em 41 on the agenda, so might be latel' in the meeting.
Please show up if you can. Let's do this.

Paz,
Sunny

Sunny Angulo

Supervisor Aaron Peskin, Chief of Staff
Sunoy.Aogulo@sfgov.org

415.554.7451 DIRECT
415.554.7450 VOICE

0812017-BRYANWENTERPRA-2017000398
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> WORKERS TO PROTECT SRO HOUSING
>
> _Legislative overhaul to Hotel Conversion Ordinance Would Protect
> 19, 112 Units of Affordable Housing From Speculative Conversion

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Schemes_
SAN FRANCISCO- Supervisor Aaron Peskin will host a rally on Monday,
January 23rd to announce the details of his legislative update to
Chapter 41 of the City's Administrative Code (also known as San
Francisco Hotel Conversion Ordinance). Single Resident Occupancy (SRO)
hotels are a critical source ofrent-controlled affordable housing
stock in San Francisco and have become attractive targets for
conversion into boutique tourist hotels or illegally leased as
short-term rentals. Supervisor Peskin has drafted legislation to
address existing loopholes with input from the Department of Building
Inspection, tenant organizations and hotel workers. The legislation
will be heard at the Land Use & Transportation Committee meeting
immediately following the rally and press conference.
WHAT: Tenant Rally & Press Conference
WHEN: Monday, January 23, 2017
12:00 noon
WHERE: Polk Street Steps of City Hall
WHO: Supervisor Aaron Peskin
Supervisor Jane Kirn
Rosemarie Bosque, DBI Chief Housing Inspector

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Central City SRO Collaborative
Mission SRO Collaborative
Chinatown SRO Collaborative
Community Tenants Association
San francisco Tenants Union
UNITE HERE! Local 2
Full Legislation can be found here:
https://sfgoy.legistar.com/View ashx?M=F&ID=48248 J 3&GUID=9DD04863-663A-497F-B871-Fl 921203C9D6

Chinese & Spanish translation will be provided for interviews.

> FROM: Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
> SENT: Wednesday, Januaiy 18, 20I75:11 PM
> TO: Team
> SUBJECT: RE: CH 41/SRO Conversion Update and next steps
>
> Hi, allDBl2017-BRYANWENTERPRA-2017000403
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From: Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2017 8:27 PM
To: TEAM
Subject: FINAL PUSH: CH 41/SRO Conversion Update
Importance: High
Dear A-Team:
Thanks to all of you who have put your heart and souls into this legislation. I deeply appreciate your advocacy and
commitment.
Tomorrow is a huge day and we need to keep everyone's feet to the fire. Alihough we have met with individual
hotel operators and their representatives, we agreed to meet with over 50 more today and they flooded the hall8 and
made the rounds to the various Supervisors after our meeting. Nothing much has changed: their chief concern is the
vc1y heart of the legislation. They want to lrn<ip it at 7 days. We have indicated that the comnmnity is committed
to this core piece of the legislation.
Advocates are meeting at 12:30 at our office (Room 282) to check in tomorrow and make the rounds to every
Supervisor. At this point, the community should just be taking this up with every office before the vote.
You guys are rocks. lam excited to see us make some histoty tomorrow.
If you're in the audience tomorrow, Supervisor Peskin will .ask you to stand if you support the legislation, depending
on how many folks can show up. It's Item 41 on the agenda, so might be later in the meeting.

Please show up if you can. Let's do this.
Paz,
Sunny

Sunny Angulo

Supervisor Aaron Peskin, Chief of Staff
Sunny.Aogulo@sfgov.org
415.554.7451 DIRECT
415.554.7450 VOICE
415.430.7091 CELL
District 3 Website

> Subject: RE: CH 41/SRO Conversion Update a11d next steps
>
> How arc we doing on advocacy visits and lining up our votes?
>

> We really cannot take our progressive allies for granted. The Mayor
> and Board arc being lobbied HARD by !he hotel industry and in !he last
> several days my line )las blown up from lobbyists, hotel owners, the SF
> Hotel Council and others.
>
> Where arc we at with Sandy Fewer, Norman Yee, Hillary Ronen and London
> Breed?
>
0812017-BRYANWENTERPRA-2017000317
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>
> Supervisor Jane Kim
>
> Rosemarie Bosque, DBI Chief Housing Inspector
>
> Central City SRO Collaborative
>
> Mission SRO Collaborative
>
> Chinatown SRO Collaborative

>
> Community Tenants Association
>

> San Francisco Tenants Union
>

> UNITE HERE! Local 2
>
> Full Legislation can be found here:
> https-Usfgov.legistar com/View ashx?M=F&ID=4824813&GUID=9DD04863-663A-497F-B871-F192 l 203C9D6
>
>
> Chinese & Spanish translation will be provided for interviews.
>
> FROM: Angulo, Sunny (BOS)
> SENT: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 5:11 PM
>TO: Team
> SUBJECT: RE: CH 41/SRO Conversion Update and next steps

>
>Hi, all>
> I wanted to send a follow-up recap from our meeting last week for
> folks that were unable to attend.
>
> Potential legislative amendments:

>
> · We are moving forward with striking "prospective permanent
> resident" from our definition of_Tourist and Transient Use.

>
>
>
>
>

· I did meet with two hotel operators who asked that we lower the
threshold of days required to rent a residential room, but I heard
loud and clear the community organizers assembled here that they were
unwilling to do this and that the community wanted to hold strong to
> the meat of the legislation. Please let me differently if that isn't
> the case ...
>
> · Katie/Diana: Can you give me some additional detail about what
> you' re looking for relative to strengthening SEC. 4 I .9? Were you
> thinking more of a required blueprint or floor plan upon submittal of
> application? Or a map detailing each room and its designation? Let's
> talk about it more tonight, but this is what the Daily Log reporting
> section currently says:
>
> "EACH RESIDENTIAL HOTEL SHALL MAINTAIN A DAILY LOG CONTAINING THE
> STATUS OF EACH ROOM, WHETHER IT IS OCCUPIED OR VACANT, WHETHER IT IS
> USED AS A RESIDENTIAL UNIT OR TOURIST UNIT, THE NAME UNDER WHICH EACH
>ADULT OCCUPANT IS REGISTERED, AND THE AMOUNT OF RENT CHARGED. EACH
> HOTEL SHALL ALSO PROVIDE RECEIPTS TO EACH ADULT OCCUPANT, AND MAINTAIN
0812017-BRYANWENTERPRA-2017000319
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COMMUNITY TALKING POINTS - SRO Conversions - Land Use Hearing

" HeIIo, my name is
and my SRO housing allows
me to live in the neighborhood where I organize, where I volunteer,
where I work and where I am deeply engaged. [Talk about yourself
and why this housing is so important to you!]
'" We are invested residents of this City. We are seniors, we are poets
and artists, we are raising families, we are working multiple jobs and
we are folks looking for a second chance.
" SRO Housing IS vital affordable housing. For many it is the only
source of housing they can afford.
• Approximately 5% of our city's population currently lives in SROs.
• We have seen thousands of units of this vital housing stock taken off
the market through speculative evictions, conversions and illegal
short-term rentals.
'" In the 1980s it was condo conversions, and now we are seeing how
attractive the short-term/big-money pay-off is for hotel operators.
• It is so much more attractive to lease rooms to tourists and students
than to rent rooms to the people who need them the most: San
Francisco tenants!
• Tenants are entitled to tenant protections, and this is unattractive to
hotel operators who can make more money renting to tourists, then
warehouse the units and then ultimately sell the property almost
entirely vacant for a huge profit.
" Supervisor Peskin's legislation
1) gives residential tenants protections under the law,
2) disincentivizes illegal conversions and the "musical rooms"
speculation scheme and
3) gives DBI stronger enforcement powers to actual monitor our
homes!
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HOTEL DES/.
447 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.956.3232 (p)
415.956.0399 (f)
reservations@sfhoteldesarts.com

RECEIVED JAN ,81 2017
January 27, 2017
Supervisor Aaron Peskin
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Or. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102"4689

Re: Hotel Conversion Ordinance Legislation - Preservation of Weekly Rentals for SRO Hotels.
Dear Supervisor Peskin:
My name is Samantha Felix and I manage Hotel Des Arts located on 447 Bush St., San Francisco, CA. 94108.
First, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for hearing our concerns in the process ofassigning
the liquor license to the Bar Fluxus tenants on the ground floor of the Hotel, and for taking the time, along
with Ms. Sunny Angulo, to meet with us. !twas also pleasure to meet you at the Hotel and give you a tour.
The intent of this letter is to also express my deep concerns on the changes planned to be implemented
to the HCO ordinance and how it would profoundly hurt our business. I believe that the proposed
Amendment to the HCO needs further angles looked at. We are all in agreernentthatthe issues are very
complex. We trust though, that it requires further examination of current facts are required to fully assess
the situation.
I understand your concerns and approach to help the housing situation that this City has and I was there
myselfatthe SF Land Use Committee Hearing this past Monday January 23ro. As I was there, I listened to

all the concerns and situations many people are going through and the necessities they have and the
problems they encounter while living in other SRO hotels or while looking for one or any type of housing
in the City. I too have some of those same concerns and as I was listening to som~ of the very valid and
important points many people brought up, I couldn't help but think that many of these necessities that
were being brought up, I cannot provide to them at Hotel Des Arts.
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We are a hotel which has been extensively remodeled, is up to code, and provides maintenance to our
building on a daily basis. We keep all common areas impeccably clean and do our best to always keep our
property looking at its best. However, there are some variables we cannot control and which we deal with,
especially if we consider having long term rentals or we would have to rent our unitsfor 32 nights or more.
We do not have the space nor have kitchens if we were to have long term residents in our building. Our
units, like many in the city, a~_§D'.la!L£!~'!_cannot accommodate families, nor people with
disabilities; We use to have many more permanent residents but they either moved out because they
couldn't live in a building without a kitchen for that long and the cost of buying food every day was a lot,
or,~hey were getting older and could not live by themselves, espedal!y in such small rooms, and the other
.f)'
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HOTEL DES/
447 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.956.3232 (p)
415.956.0399 (f)
reservations@sfhoteldesarts.com

big factor was the noise we deal with on a day to day basis (especially in the middle of the night in our
neighborhood due to garbage pick-ups mainly) drove them away. These are only a few of the reasons.
We are also located right in the heart of the financial/tourist district area and like most businesses in that
area, we have a higher hotel tax to pay, along with the many other taxes and permits we pay. With only
having 13 tourist rooms to rent on a day to day basis I have to try to be competitive with all the other
many hotels in the area and encounter myself many times having to lower my rates due to competition.
The remaining 38 SRO units are rented as well at a competitive price to anyone who is looking to reside
in San Francisco, changing careers, changing schools, anyone looking for another place to reside, and to
rnany other local residents in a similar situation. We also extend their stay to anyone who needs to do so.
We also currently have one permanent resident who has been living at Hotel Des Arts since the early 90's
and we are committed to giving him life-time residency.
Our weekly rentals allow for our temporary residents to have affordable housing. This is critical to the
residency and economic needs of possible residents. If we change to 32 night rentals, I'm afraid that
wouldn't be the situation as I would have to find myself raising the rents. I would also have to let go of
many of my employees. Without the same income, employees who are local residents, would lose
their jobs, jobs they've had for over 10 years. In addition, I would have to cut off a few of the
services which will also impact my tourist units. Needless to say, this will also take away the
opportunity of having many of local and international artist's work be displayed as we have art in every
single unit. The current weekly rentals allow for many people to see these works. We have always
supported our local artists and continue to do so by giving them a space to express themselves. We are
proud to say we are the only hotel in San Francisco who does this and have art from many artists from all
over the world in the rooms.
This will have a great impact on our property and will put us at risk of having to leave people without jobs.
We are willing to cooperate with you in any way we can but we kindly ask you to give us the opportunity
as well as managers and owners and to not implement the 32-minimum night restriction to our SRO's. We
understand your concerns as well and wish to help. It is not our intention to take away from affordable
housing and the situation our City is in, we are willing to help but I believe this will have a very negative
impact to our hotel. I also believe we are not suitable to provide long term residency at our hotel and
under the new legislation, it will be impossible to figure out who is a prospective permanent resident and
how onerous the penalties are for non-compliance. WE DO NOT AND WILL NOT AIRBNB OUR ROOMS.
AIRBNB IS A COMPETITOR.
By extending this restriction to 32 nights, I'm afraid that affordable housing will decrease as rents will go
higher in order to compensate the loss of income and services. Who will be able to pay for these monthly
rates in advance? I think that the ultimate result of passing the proposed legislation will be a decrease in
the housing stock in San Francisco.
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HOTEL DES.'.
'

447 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.956.3232 {p)
415.956.0399 {f)
reservations@sfhoteldesarts.com

We have been under the magnifying glass for a few years in regards how the property has been operated
and how we were selling our SRO's. I can assure you that since the new ownership took place as of
November, of 2012, we have been doing everything by the books and we have been as cooperative as
possible with the City and their compliances as we wish to build a positive and productive relationship
with everyone in every way we can, and of course operate a successful business.
Thank you for your time and please know that you are more than welcome at any time to come and stop
by at Hotel Des Arts, and enjoy Bar Fluxus as well.

General Manager
925.200.3365
sfelix@sfhoteldesarts.com
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City Hall

Dr. C11rlton H. Goodlett Pince, Room 244
San {?rnncisco 94 !02-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5Hi3
TDl>fl'TY No. 554-5227

HOARD of SUPlmVISORS

December 15, 2016

File No. 161291
Lisa Gibson
Acting Environmental Review Officer
Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Dear Ms. Gibson:
On December 6, 2016, Supervisor Peskin introduced the following substitute legislation:
File No. 161291

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the Hotel
Conversion Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions of tourist
and transit use, comparable unit, conversion, and low-income household;
revising procedures for permits to convert residential units; harmonizing
fees and penalty provisions with the Building Code; eliminating seasonal
short-term rentals for residential hotels that have violated provisions of the
Hotel Conversion Ordinance in the previous year; authorizing the
Department of Building Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas;
adding an operative date; and affirming the Planning Department's
determination under the California Environmental Quality Act.
This legislation is being transmitted

to you for environmental review.

/o;&y: _lisa Somera, Legislative Deputy Director

7

Land Use and Transportation Committee

Attachment
c:

Joy Navarrete, Environmental Planning
Jeanie Poling, Environmental Planning

BOS
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SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING INSPECTION
HOUSING INSPECTION SERVICES
THE HOTEL CONVERSION ORDINANCE
CHAPTER 41 OF THE SAN FRANCISCO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

INFORMATION SHEET #1
THE MOST COMMONNLY ASKED QUESTIONS
THE ANNUAL UNIT USAGE REPORT (AUUR)
AUUR must be filed November l 5 t, EVERY CALENDAR YEAR

1.

What is the Annual Unit Usage Report and why must it be filed?
Chapter 41 of the San Francisco Administrative Code known as the Residential Hotel Unit
Conversion and Demolition Ordinance (commonly referred to as the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance or HCO) requires that all Apartment Houses or Hotels with certified residential guest
rooms per said Ordinance, file this Annual Report unless the guest rooms are operated by an
organization which is classified as a Nonprofit per Title 26 Section 501(c)(3) of the United States
Code. The Housing Inspection Services Division of the Department of Building Inspection mails
the Annual Unit Usage form to the property owner in the fall each 2016.

2.

When must the Annual Unit Usage Report be filed?
The Annual Unit Usage Report should be submitted by November 1st each 2016.

3.

Who is supposed to file the Annual Unit Usage Report?
The building owner, lessee, or hotel operator must file this Report. The form is sent to the
owner of record because the City does not get notification when a Hotel manager, operator, or
lessee changes.

4.

Does my building have Certified residential guest rooms?
The Annual Unit Usage Report form you received to be filled out contains the "Certificate of Use
Designations" for Residential and Tourist designations in the upper right corner on page one of
the Report form.

5.

What is the difference between a residential guest room, tourist guest room, and an
apartment unit?
A guest room is a legal sleeping room typically without approved cooking facilities. Private
bathrooms may exist but are not a requirement. A legal apartment unit is a dwelling unit by
definition and must have cooking facilities and a private bathroom. Residential guest rooms
must be rented for a period not less than 7 consecutive days to a San Francisco resident. A
tourist guest room can be rented to a tourist on a nightly basis. For temporary changes to this
requirement review Section 41.19 of the HCO.

6.

Do I have to file this Report if I consider my building to be an Apartment House, a Bed &
Breakfast, Boarding House, or another residential use?
Yes, you must file this Report if you have residential guest rooms certified by the HCO. Note that
buildings that are considered a Residential Hotel for purposes of this Ordinance may have legal
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SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING INSPECTION
HOUSING INSPECTION SERVICES
THE HOTEL CONVERSION ORDINANCE (HCO)
CHAPTER 41 OF THE SAN FRANCISCO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

INFORMATION SHEET #2
SUMMARY OF THE RECORDS AS REQUIRED BY THE HCO
(THE CERTIFICATE OF USE MUST BE POSTED IN THE HOTEL LOBBY)
(RECORDS MUST BE MAINTAINED & AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW AT THE SUBJECT HOTEL)

What should the Daily Log contain?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Daily Logs must contain the address of the hotel and the date. (These logs are to be maintained on a daily
basis, not weekly, monthly or only when rent payments are received.)
Daily Logs must include & account for all guest rooms on a daily basis (the first column of the Daily Log
should indicate the room# or letter).
Daily Logs must indicate whether each guestroom was used for tourist use, residential use or vacant on a
daily basis (by checking the appropriate column).
Daily Logs must provide the occupant(s) complete name for each occupied guest room on a daily basis.
Oniy include legal guest rooms. Do not include legal dwelling units or storage rooms in your Daily Log
account.
Rent rolls, tenant rolls or housekeeping logs do not satisfy the requirements of Chapter 41 and will not be
accepted as Daily Logs.
The hotel owner/operator must keep & maintain Daily Logs for a minimum of 2 YEARS, and have them
available at the hotel site for inspection.

What should the Weekly Report contain?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weekly Reports must be completed and posted in the lobby of the subject hotel before noon on Monday
with information for the previous week.
Weekly Reports must contain the address of the hotel and the dates of the previous week (each week is
from Monday to Sunday).
Weekly Reports must indicate how many guest rooms were rented for less than 7 days (tourist guest
rooms) on each day of the previous week, Monday to Sunday.
The hotel owner/operator must sign & indicate the date the Weekly Report is posted.
The hotel owner/operator must keep & maintain Weekly Reports for a minimum of 2 YEARS, and have
them available at the hotel site for inspection.

What should the Rent Receipts contain?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rent Receipts must indicate the address of the hotel.
Rent Receipts must provide the date the receipt is issued and the name of the person who has issued the
receipt.
The complete name and room number of the occupant must be stated on the Rent Receipt.
The Rent Receipt must state the dollar amount and the duration of stay paid for.
Rent Receipts must be maintained for all rent payments. Maintaining Rent Receipts only on request or for
cash payments is not sufficient.
The hotel owner/operator must keep and maintain Rent Receipts for a minimum of 2 YEARS, and have
them available at the hotel site for inspection.
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HOTEL ADDRESS:
For October 15, 2017 indicate how many units were being rented. Failure to correctly file information
regarding usage and total number of guest rooms by requisite category will result in the issuance of a Notice
of Apparent Violation until any discrepancies can be clarified. Do not include legal apartment units (dwelling
units established by building permit(s), which have private kitchens and bathrooms) in the guest room
count you provide below.

1)

Number of residential guest rooms rented
(For 7 days or more, not used for a tourist or transient rental)

+

2)

Number of tourist rooms rented

+

3)

Total number of vacant residential guest rooms

+

4)

Total number of vacant tourist rooms

+

5)

Total number of hotel rooms in the hotel

=

Piease explain if totai number of hotel rooms in the hotel differs
from that on the Certificate of Use designations indicated on page one: - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Please explain if more than 50% of the residential units are vacant as of October 15th, 2017:

6)

Average monthly rent for the residential units in October 2017.
$
(Add the total amount of rent for all residential guest rooms for the
Month of October 2017 and divide the dollar amount by total number
residential guest rooms)

7)

Please circle each and every type of service provided to permanent residents.
A.

Maid service

B.

Linen service

c.

Security service

D.

Intercom system

E.

Meal service (meals included in rent)

F.

Utilities paid (gas, electric, heat)

G.

Other (specify):

ANNUAL UNIT USAGE REPORT 2017
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DAILY LOG
REQUIRED BY CHAPTER 41 S. F. ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

GUEST
ROOM#

RESIDENTIAL GUEST
ROOM
(Rental for 7 days or more,
not used for
tourist/transient use)

TOURIST GUEST ROOM
(Rental for less than 7
days)

GUEST ROOM
VACANT

FIRST AND LAST NAME
OF GUEST ROOM
OCCUPANT

Please place a check within the appropriate column above, next to the corresponding guest room number indicating how each of
your guest rooms were being occupied on the date of this Daily Log. Include the first and last name of the Person who occupied the
related guest room in the last column. Note: you must keep and maintain Daily Logs, Weekly Reports and corresponding Receipts
at the Hotel indicated above per Sections 41.9 and 41.11 of Chapter 41 of the S. F. Administrative Code. Rent rolls, tenant rolls or

housekeeping logs do not satisfy the requirements of Chapter 41 and will not be accepted as Daily Logs.

ANNUAL UNIT USAGE REPORT 2017
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E HIBIT C

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DENNIS J. HERRERA, State Bar#139669
City Attorney
ANDREA RUIZ-ESQUIDE, state Bar #233731
KRISTEN A. JENSEN, State Bar #130196
JAMES M. EMERY, StateBar#l53630
Deputy City Attorneys
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, California 94102-4682
Telephone:
(415) 554~4647
Facsimile:
(415) 554-4757
E-Mail:
andrea.ruiz-esquide@sfcityatty.org
kristen.jensen@sfcityatty.org
j im.emery@sfcityatty.org

8
9

Attorneys for Defendant
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

10

11
SUPERlOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
12
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

13
UNLIMITED JURISDICTION
14
15
16

SAN FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL
COALITION, an unincorporated association,
HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company, and BRENT HAAS,

17

Plaintiffs and Petitioners,

18

vs.

19
20
21
22
23

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, a public agency, acting by and
through the BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO; DEPARTMENT OF
BUILDING INSPECTION OF THE CITY
AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO;
EDWIN LEE, in his official capacity as
Mayor of the City and County of San
Francisco,

Case No. CPF-17-515656
AMENDED NOTICE OF PARTIAL
CERTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS
Date Action Filed:
Trial Date:

May 8, 2017
October 5, 2018

Attached Documents: N/A

24
Defendants and Respondents.
25
26
27
28

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD IN THIS ACTION:

1
AMENDED NOTICE OF PARTIAL CERTIFICATION OF AR;
CASE NO. CPF-17-515656

n:\landlli2018\17!385\01276887.docx

1

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT Respondent City and County of San Francisco, sued herein

2

as CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, a public agency, acting by and through the BOARD

3

OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO; DEPARTMENT OF

4

BUILDING INSPECTION OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO; EDWIN LEE, in

5

his official capacity as Mayor of the City and County of San Francisco ("the City"), hereby certifies

6

certain documents that Petitioners SAN FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL COALITION, an unincorporated

7

association, HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, and BRENT HAAS

8

("Petitioners") presented to the City as the administrative record of proceedings in this action

9

("Petitioners' Administrative Record"). The documents are described by Petitioners in an index

1O attached as Exhibit A_ Specifically, the City certifies that the documents below, contained in the
11

Petitioners' Administrative Record, are true and correct copies ofrecords found in the files of the City

12

and County of San Francisco, specifically in the files of the Board of Supervisors, the Mayor's Office,

13

the Planning Depaiiment, the Department of Building Inspection, the Depaiiment of Public Works,

14

Budget Analyst's Office, Controller's Office, Hotel Conversion Taskforce, the Human Services

15

Agency, the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing and Mayor's Office of Housing,

16

and constitute the administrative record of proceedings for the legislation at issue in this CEQA action.

17

Moreover, please be advised that the only amendment to the administrative record is the addition of

18

true and con-ect copies of ce1iified transcripts of public hearings available online at the City and

19

County of San Francisco's Boai·d of Supervisors' Government Television:

20

PPAR 0001-1110

21

PPAR 1111-1210

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

PP AR 1211-2127
PPAR 2160-2294
PPAR 2302-2436
PPAR2703
PPAR2711-2771
PPAR2992-3168
PP AR 3379-3406
PPAR 3522-3533
PPAR 3544-3547
PPAR 3562-3565
PP AR 3571-5303
PPAR 5317-5323
2
AMENDED NOTICE OF PARTIAL CERTIFICATION OF AR;
CASE NO. CPF-17-515656
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1
2
3
4

5
6

7

PPAR 5352-5377
PP AR 5384-5439
PPAR 5441-5647
PP AR 5698-5703
PPAR 5750-5811
PP AR 5824-6084
PPAR 6288-6448
PPAR 6481-7113
As to any documents in Petitioners' Administrative Record not certified by the City, the parties
have entered into a Stipulation and [Proposed] Order Regarding Certification of Administrative

8 Record and Revised Hearing and Briefing Schedule ("Stipulation"). In the Stipulation, the parties
9
1(\

agreed that they will attempt to resolve any disagreements about documents that the City has declined
to certify as part of the administrative record of proceedings in this action by meeting and conferring

iv

or, in the alternative, by motion practice filed concurrently with the briefing on the merits. The
11

Stipulation is on file with the Court.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Dated: August 29, 2018
DENNIS J. HERRERA
City Attorney
ANDREA RUIZ-ESQUIDE
KRISTEN A. JENSEN
JAMES M. EMERY
Deputy City Attorneys
By:/s/ Andrea Ruiz-Esquide
ANDREA RUIZ-ESQUIDE
Attorneys for Respondent
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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CASE NO. CPF-17-515656
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PROOF OF SERVICE

1

I, REYNA LOPEZ, declare as follows:

2
3
4

I am a citizen of the United States, over the age of eighteen years and not a party to the aboveentitled action. I am employed at the City Attorney's Office of San Francisco, City Hall, Room 234, 1
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94102.
On August 29, 2018 I served the following document(s):

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

AMENDED NOTICE OF PARTIAL CERTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
OF PROCEEDINGS
on the following persons at the locations specified:
Arthur F. Coon
Bryan W. Wenter
Miller Stan- Regalia
1331 N. California Blvd., Fifth Floor
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
arthur.coon@msrlegal.com
bryan. wenter@msrlegal.com

12

Andrew M. Zacks
Scott A. Freedman
James B. Kraus
Zacks, Freedman & Patterson, P.C.
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94104
az@zfplaw.com
scott@zfplaw.com
james@zfplaw.com

13
in the manner indicated below:
14
BY ELECTRONIC MAIL: Based on a court order or an agreement of the parties to accept electronic
15
16

service, I caused the documents to be sent to the person(s) at the electronic service address( es) listed above. Such
document(s) were transmitted via electronic mail from the electronic address: reyna.lopez@sfcityatty.org [gj in
portable document format ("PDF") Adobe Acrobat or 0 in Word document format. OR

17

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL: Based on a court order or an agreement of the parties to accept electronic

18

service, I caused the documents to be served electronically through File&ServeXpress in portable document
format ("PDF") Adobe Acrobat.

19
20
21

22

D

BY FACSIMILE: Based on a written agreement of the parties to accept service by fax, I transmitted true and
correct copies of the above document(s) via a facsimile machine at telephone number (415) 554-4757 to the
persons and the fax numbers listed above. The fax transmission was reported as complete and without error. The
transmission report was properly issued by the transmitting facsimile machine, and a copy of the transmission
report D is attached or 0 will be filed separately with the court.

I declare under penalty of pe1jury pmsuant to the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is tiue and colTect.

23
Executed August 29, 2018, at San Francisco, California.
24
25

26

RE.

ALO

27
28
POS to AMENDED NOTICE OF PARTIAL CERT. OF AR;
CASE NO. CPF-17-515656
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EXHIBIT A

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

12/15/2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

11/29/2016

12/06/2016

AUTHOR(S)

RECIPIENTCS}
DESCRIPTION
A. THE NOTICE OF DETERMINATION (not applicable)
A1. PLANNING COMMISSION CEQA DECISION
Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the
Lisa Gibson, Acting
CEQA Determination (by Joy
Board of Supervisors; Alisa
. Environmental Review Officer,
Navarrete)
Somers, Legislative Deputy
San Francisco Planning
Director, Land Use and
Department
Transportation Committee;
Joy Navarrete, Environmental
Planning
B. ORDINANCE
Board of Supervisors
n/a
File No. _ , Legislative Digest
[Administrative Code - Update
Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
Board of Supervisors
n/a
File No. 161291 Legislative Digest
[Administrative Code - Hotel
Conversion Ordinance Update]
Supervisor Peskin, Board of
n/a
File No.
Ordinance No. _,
Supervisors
[Administrative Code - Hotel
Conversion Ordinance Updatel
Supervisor Peskin, Board of
n/a
File No. 161291 Ordinance No._,
Supervisors
[Administrative Code - Hotel
Conversion Ordinance Uodatel
Supervisor Peskin, Board of
n/a
File No. 161291 Ordinance No._,
Supervisors
[Administrative Code - Hotel
Conversion Ordinance Uodate]
Board of Supervisors
n/a
Legislation Introduced at Roll Call
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 (DBI
027952 - 027960 and 028722 028730)
Board of Supervisors
n/a
File No. 161291 Revised
Legislative Digest Substituted,
12/06/2016 [Administrative Code Hotel Conversion Ordinance
Updatel

1

BATES NOS.

PPAR_000001

PPAR_000002PPAR_000003
PPAR_000004PPAR_000006
PPAR_000007PPAR_000031
PPAR_000032PPAR_000054
PPAR_000055PPAR_000077
PPAR_000078PPAR_000095

PPAR_000096PPAR_000097

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDE;X OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
12/06/2016

AUTHOR(S)
Supervisor Peskin, Board of
Supervisors

n/a

01/23/2017

Board of Supervisors

n/a

01/23/2017

Supervisors Peskin; Kim;
Safai; Sheehy; Cohen; Ronen;
Board of Supervisors

n/a

01/31/2017

Board of Supervisors

n/a

01/31/2017

Supervisors Peskin; Kim;
Safai; Sheehy; Cohen; Ronen,
Yee, Breed; Board of
Supervisors.
City and County of San
Francisco

n/a

Board of Supervisors, Mayor

n/a

02/07/2017

02/07/2017
02/17/2017

RECIPIENT(S)

n/a

C.COMMENTS

2

DESCRIPTION
File No. 161291 Ordinance
Substituted 12/06/2016
[Administrative Code - Update
Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
File No. 161291 Revised
Legislative Digest Amended in
Committee, 01/23/2017,
[Administrative Code- Update
Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
File No. 161291 Ordinance
Amended in Committee
0'1 /23/2017 [Administrative Code Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinancel
File No. 161291 Revised
Legislative Digest 01/31/2017,
Amended in Board [Administrative
Code- Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinancel
File No. 161291 Ordinance
Amended in Board 01/31/2017
[Administrative Code - Update
Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
File No. 161291 Ordinance Master
Report [Administrative Code Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinance]
File No. 161291, Amended In
Board 1/31/2017, Ordinance No.
38-17 [Administrative Code Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinance] (SR.O 039236 039262)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_000098PPAR_000147

PPAR_000148PPAR_000149

PPAR_000150PPAR_000174

PPAR_000175PPAR_000176

PPAR_000177PPAR_000201

PPAR_000202PPAR_000203

PPAR_000204PPAR_000230

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
11/25/2016
through
02/15/2017

AUTHOR(S)
Various Authors

01/27/2017

Juned Usman Shaikh, GM,
Hotel Tropica

01/26/2017

01/30/2017

12/05/2016

12/06/2016

12/09/2016

RECIPIENT(S)
Many Recipients at the City of
San Francisco Offices
(including numerous
Supervisors)
Hon. Mayor Edwin M. Lee,
Board of Supervisors

DESCRIPTION
E-mails with Comments about
proposed Hotel Conversion
Ordinance Amendments

Email re: Hotel Conversion
Ordinance Legislation (HCO) Preservation of Weekly Rentals for
SRO Hotels - Hotel
Owner/Operator Meeting - Monday
January 30, 2017 at 2:30 pm Room
278 (MYR 006170 - 006171)
Juned Usman Shaikh, GM,
Hon. Supervisor Aaron Peskin
Email re: Preservation of Weekly
Hotel T ropica
Rentals for SRO Hotels (MYR
006171 - 006173)
Karen Stafko
Mayor Lee
Email re: Preserve SROs for
Residents (MYR 006176 - 006177)
D. STAFF REPORTS, AGENDAS AND MINUTES OF HEARINGS
Mawuli Tugbenyoh
Mayor Lee - Senior Staff
Memorandum re: Legislation
Introduced at 11/29/16 BoS
Meeting (DBI 028131 - 028146
and CON 005988 - 006003}
City and County of San
n/a
Legislation Introduced: Office of
Francisco
Economic Analysis Response
December 6, 2016 (CON 004598 CON 004599)
Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the
Budget Analyst
Memorandum re: Fiscal Impact
Board, City and County of San
Determination (Legislation
Francisco
Introduced by Supervisors and by
the President at the request of
Departments on December 6,
2016, attaching Board of
Supervisors Legislation Introduced
at Roll Call Tuesday, December 6,
2016 (BUD 004313 - BUD

3

BATES NOS.
PPAR_000231PPAR_000504

PPAR_000505PPAR_000506

PPAR_000506PPAR_000508
PPAR_000509PPAR 000510
PPAR_000511PPAR_000542

PPAR_000543PPAR_000544

PPAR_000545PPAR_000550

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

RECIPIENT(S)

12/09/2016

City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors, Angela Calvillo,
Cieri< of the Board

Budget Analyst

12/15/2016

Alisa Somera, Legislative
Deputy Director, Land Use and
Transportation Committee

01/13/2017

Tom Hui, Director,
Department of Building
Inspection;
John Rahaim, Director,
Planning Department;
Olson Lee, Director, Mayor's
Office of Housing and
Community Development;
Jeff Kositsky, Director,
Department of Homeless and
Supportive Housing;
Barbara A. Garcia, Director,
Department of Public Health
Nicole Rossini (DBI)

01/20/2017

Mawuli Tugbenyoh

Mayor Lee's Senior Staff

01/23/2017

Daley Dunham (PRT)

Mawuli Tugbenyoh (MYR)

rvbosque@yahoo.com;
Bernadette Perez

4

DESCRIPTION
004318)
Memorandum Clerk's Office Board of Supervisors re: Fiscal
Impact Determination (Legislation
Introduced by Supervisors and by
the President at the request of
Departments on December 6, 2016
(BUD 004313-BUD 004318)
Memorandum re: Substitute
Legislation Introduced, attaching
File No. 161291 Ordinance
Substituted 12/06/2016
[Administrative Code - Update
Hotel Conversion Ordinance] (HSH
004341 - HSH 004369)

Email re: SRO Task Force Agenda,
attaching San Francisco SRO Task
Force Agenda dated January 19,
2017, 9:00 a.m. -10:30 a.m. (SRO
004425 - SRO 004427)
Memorandum re Weekly Update
Land Use Ordinances before the
Board of Supervisors the week of
January 23, 2017 (CON 006006 006015)
Email FW: Legislation Report Week of 1/23/17, attaching Board
of Suoervisors Legislation <MYR

BATES NOS.
PPAR_000551PPAR_000556

PPAR_000557PPAR_000585

PPAR_000586PPAR_000588

PPAR_000589PPAR_000598

PPAR_000599PPAR_000606

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

01/23/2017

City Staff

01/23/2017

City Staff

01/23/2017

City Staff

01/30/2017

Mawuli Tugbenyoh

01/31/2017

City Staff

01/31/2017

City Staff

01/31/2017

City Staff

01/31/2017

City Staff

01/31/2017

City Staff

02/07/2017

City Staff

02/07/2017

City Staff

02/07/2017

City Staff

RECIPIENT(S)
Committee: Land Use and
Transportation/Board of
Supervisors
City and County of San
Francisco:
Land Use alld Transportation
Committee
City and County of San
Francisco:
Land Use and Transportation
Committee
Mayor Lee's Senior Staff

Committee: Land Use and
Transportation/Board of
Supervisors
Board of Supervisors City and
County of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors City and
Countv of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors City and
County of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors City and
Countv of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors City and
County of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors City and
Countv of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors City and

5

DESCRIPTION
006115 - 006122
Fiile No. 161291 Agenda Packet

BATES NOS.
PPAR_000607PPAR_000644

Meeting Agenda

PPAR_000645PPAR_000650

Meeting Minutes

PPAR_000651PPAR_000656

Memorandum re: Weekly Update
Highlighting Legislation Introduced
b1=fore the Board the week of
January 30, 2017 (CON 006017 006031)
File No. 161291 Agenda Packet

PPAR_000657PPAR_000671

Meeting Agenda

PPAR_000718PPAR_000742

Meeting Minutes - Draft

PPAR_000743PPAR 000764
PPAR_000765PPAR 000791
PPAR_000792PPAR 000793
PPAR_000794PPAR 000839
PPAR_000840PPAR 001055
PPAR 001056-

Meeting Minutes
Meeting Minutes (condensed
Generated AQenda Viewer format)
File No. 161291 Agenda Packet
File No. 161291 Agenda Packet
MeetinQ AQenda

PPAR_000672PPAR_000717

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR($)

0210712017

City Staff

02/13/2017

Francis Tsang

01/23/2017

City and County of San
Francisco:
Land Use and Transportation
Committee
City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors
City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors
n/a

RECIPIENT CS)
Countv of San Francisco
Board of Supervisors City and
County of San Francisco
Mayor's Senior Staff

DESCRIPTION
Meeting Minutes - Draft
Memorandum re: Commission
Update for the Week of February
13, 2017 summarizing agenda
items (MYR 006126 - 006133 and
CON 005789 - 005796)

BATES NOS.
PPAR 001074
PPAR_001075PPAR 001094
PPAR_001095PPAR_001110

E. TRANSCRIPTS

01/31/2017

02/07/2017

n/a

n/a

nla

n/a

Transcript City and County of San
Francisco Land Use and
Transportation Committee Meeting

PPAR_001111PPAR_001167

n/a

Transcript of City and County of
San Francisco Board of
Supervisors Meetinq
Transcript of City and County of
San Francisco Board of
Supervisors Meeting
INTENTIONALLY BLANK

PPAR_001168PPAR_001180

n/a

n/a

F. REMAINDER OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
Harold J. Schnitzer, President San Francisco Planning
Letter re: Residential Hotel
Harsh Investment Corp.
Conversion Ordinance (Planning
Commission
P.O. Box
City Hall
008076 - 008077)
Port!and, OR 97208
Polk and McAllister Streets
San Francisco, CA 94102
City and County of San
n/a
Response To The Appeal Of The
Francisco Planning
Preliminary Negative Declaration
Department
For The Residential Hotel
Conversion And. Demolition
Ordinance (Planning 008237 008238)

6

PPAR_001181PPAR_001184
PPAR_001185PPAR_001210

PPAR_001211PPAR_001212

PPAR_001213PPAR_001214

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX Of FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

n/a

AUTHOR(S)
Planning (approved as to form
by City Attorney)

n/a

n/a

Planning

n/a

n!a

Planning

n/a

n/a

Planning

DATE

<'

RECIPIENT(S)

n!a
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DESCRIPTION
File No. 113-83-4, Proposed
Ordinance No [Chinatown-North
Beach Residential Hotel Unit
Moratorium] Amending The San
Francisco Administrative Code By
Adding Chapter 41 B Thereto,
Imposing A Moratorium For Twelve
Months On Permits To Convert
Residential Hotel Units In The
Chinatown-North Beach Area,
Prohibiting Conversion Of Units,
Establishing A Citizens' Advisory
Committee, Prohibiting Permits For
Sites Of Unlawful Demolition, And
Establishing Penalties (Planning
008110- 008121)
Proposed Amendments To The
Preliminary Negative. Declaration
For 83.52D: Residential Hotel
Conversion And Demolition
Ordinance (PlanninQ 007839)
Response To The Appeal Of The
Preliminary Negative Declaration
For The Residential Hotel
Conversion And Demolition
Ordinance (Planning 007840007841)
Amending The San Francisco
Administrative Code By Amending
Chapter 41 Thereof, Revising The
Definitions Of Hotel, Interested
Party And Conversion And Limiting
Seasonal Conversion Of
Residential Units DurinQ The

BATES NOS.
PPAR_001215PPAR_001226

PPAR_001227

PPAR_001228PPAR_001229

PPAR_001230PPAR_001234

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

RECIPIENT($}

AUTHOR(S)

n/a

Department of City Planning,
City and County of San
Francisco

n/a

n/a

Controller's Office, Cjty and
County of San Francisco

n/a

n/a

Department of Building
Inspection, City and County of
San Francisco
Harry Simon

Hotel Owner/Operator

Human Services Agency and
the Department of
Homelessness and
Supportive Housing
Department of Building
Inspection

n/a

03/09/1973

Planning Department, City
and County of San Francisco

n/a

01/05/1981

Board of Supervisors, San
Francisco

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

DESCRIPTION
Tourist Season (Planning 007963 007967)
An Annual Report on the Operation
of the Residential Hotel Conversion
and Demolition Ordinance
ff'lannin!'.I 008437 - 008542)
General Reasons the HCO
Requires Extensive Update
attaching memorandum from 2001
through 2015 (CON 005571 005580 and DBI 020759 - 020763)
Annual Unit Usage Report Form for
Hotel Owner/Operator
(CON005613 - 005620)
Chapter: Municipal Regulation of
the Homeless in Public Spaces
(HSH-HSA 002841 - 002851)
San Francisco Leasing Strategies
Report Draft HSH-HSA 002215 002230)
Ordinance No. 38-17 Changes To
San Francisco Administrative Code
Chapter 41 Residential Hotel Unit
Conversion And Demolition
Ordinance (HCO) Effective March
20, 2017 (DBI 017455 - 017456)
Memorandum: Non-Physical And
Ministerial Projects Not Covered
By The California Environmental
Quality Act (Planning 004148 004150)
File No. 384-79-4, Ordinance No.
15-81 (Plannino 008308 - 008338)
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BATES NOS.

PPAR_001235PPAR_001340

PPAR_001341PPAR_001355

PPAR_001356PPAR_001363
PPAR_001364PPAR_001374
PPAR_001375PPAR_001390

PPAR_001391PPAR_001392

PPAR_001393PPAR_001395

PPAR_001396PPAR 001426

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-51565.6
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
06/11/1981

AUTHOR(S)
Board of Supervisors, San
Francisco

RECIPIENT(S)
n/a

01/21/1983

San Francisco Superior Court

City and County of San
Francisco, et al

01/31/1983

Edwin M. Lee
Attorney At Law
Asian Law Caucus, Inc.

Ms. Alice Barkley, Esq.
City Attorney's Office
City Hall, 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: CCBH - Chinatown
Coalition for Better Housing;
SHE - Self-help for the Elderly;
AND -Asian Neighborhood
Design;
SFNLAF - San Francisco Legal
Aid;
CNIRC - Chinatown
Neighborhood Resources
Center;
CCHC - Chinatown Community
Housing Coalition;
NMPC - North of Market

9

DESCRIPTION
File No. 162-81-4, Ordinance No.
330-81, Amending The San
Francisco Administrative Code By
Amending Chapter 41 Thereof,
Revising Definitions, Notice
Requirements, Reporting
Requirements, Time Limits,
Exemptions And Penalties Of The
Residential Hotel Unit Conversion
And Demolition Ordinance
(PlanninQ 008213 - 008231)
Tentative Decision in the case of
Terminal Plaza Corporation vs.
City and County of San Francisco
et al., Superior Court Case No.
786779 (Planning 008256 008274)
Letter re: Residential Hotel
Conversion Ordinance (Planning
008101 - 008103)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_001427PPAR_001445

PPAR_001446PPAR_001464

PPAR_001465PPAR_001467

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR{$)

02/02/1983

Bay Guardian, Frank Clancy,
Alan Ramo

02/04/1983

Paul Wartelle, San Francisco
Neighborhood Legal
Assistance Foundation
870 Market Street, 11th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
City and County of San
Francisco, Board of
Supervisors, John L. Taylor,
Clerk of the Board

02/07/1983

02/14/1983

John L. Taylor
Clerk of the Board
City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors

RECIPIENT{$)
Planning Coalition;
LSE - Legal Services for the
Elderly;
Old St. Mary's Church Housini:i Committee
Planning

Alex Bash
San Francisco Planning
Commission
450 McAllister Street
· San Francisco, CA 94102
Mr. Dean Macris, Director, City
Planning, City and County of
San Francisco

Mr. George Agnost
City Attorney;
Mr. Dean Macris
Director City Planning
cc: Supervisor Silver

10

DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Article entitled, "Thousands of SF
residential rooms lost despite
controls" (Planning 008339 008342)
Letter re: Residential Hotels
(Planning 008091)

PPAR_001468PPAR_001471

Letter enclosing the introduced
Ordinance Amending The San
Francisco Administrative Code By
;~mending Chapter 41 Thereof,
Revising Definitions, Notice
Requirements, Reporting
Requirements, Time Limits,
Exemptions And Penalties Of The
Residential Hotel Unit Conversion
And Demolition Ordinance
(Planning 007928 - 007962)
Letter re: File No. 151-83-2,
enclosing introduced Ordinance
Amending The S.F. Administrative
Code Revising The Definitions Of
Hotel, Interested Party, Unlawful
Actions, Conversions And Posting;
Limiting Seasonal Conversion;
Providing For Additional Remedies
and Civil Penalties; Revising

PPAR_001473PPAR_001507

PPAR_001472

PPAR_.:001508PPAR_001521

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

RECIPIENT(S)

03/03/1983

Jeffrey Lee, Director of Public
Works and Clean Water
Program

John L. Taylor
Clerk of the Board
City Hall

04/15/1983

Alec S. Bash, Environmental
Review Officer for Dean L.
Macris, Director of Planning

Planning, City of San Francisco

04/27/1983

William A. Falik
Hodge, Falik & Dupree
Attorneys At Law
300 Montgomei-y Street, Suite
1200
San Francisco, CA 94104
Robert D. Links
Colvin, Martin & Links
111 Sutter Street, Suite 1840
San Francisco, CA 94104
Peter Bullock M. D.
Abigail Hotel

Mr. Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

04/28/1983

05/04/1983

Mr. Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: Mr. Toby Rosenblatt
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DESCRIPTION
Renewal And Issuance Of New
Certificate Of Use; Extending
Challenge Period On Annual
Report Filing; Prohibiting
Conversion Or Residential Hotel
Units To Apartments; And Revising
One-For-One Replacement
Requirements (Supervisor Silver)
(Planning 008199 - 008212)
Letter enclosing Amendments to
Residential Hotel Conversion &
Demolition Ordinance (Planning
008191 - 008198)
Environmental Evaluation Checklist
(Initial Study); File No: 83.52E;
Title: Residential Hotel Ordinance;
Initial Study Prepared by: Ginny
Puddefoot (Planning 007900 007903)
Letter re: San Francisco
Residential Hotel Ordinance
(Planning 008067 - 008070)

BATES NOS.

PPAR_001522PPAR_001529

PPAR_001530PPAR_001533

PPAR_001534PPAR_001537

Letter re: San Francisco
Residential Hotel Ordinance
(Planning 008066 and 008247)

PPAR_001538PPAR_001539

Letter re: San Francisco
Residential Hotel Conversion
Ordinance (Planning 008064 008065)

PPAR_001540PPAR_001541

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

05/05/1983

Alec Bash
Environmental Review Officer
San Francisco Department of
City Planning
450 McAllister Street
San.Francisco, CA 94102

05/10/1983

William A Falik
Hodge, Falik & Dupree
Attorneys At Law
300 Montgomeiy Street, Suite
1200
San Francisco, CA 94104

05/11/1983

Robert D. Links
Colvin, Martin & Links
111 Sutter Street, Suite 1840
San Francisco, CA 94104

05/11/1983

John H. Jacobs
Executive Director

RECIPIENT(S)
(President)
Dr. Yoshil Nakashima (VicePresident)
Ms. Susan Bierman
Mr. Jerome Klein
Mr. C. Mackey Salazar
Mr. Norman Karasick
Mr. Douglas Wright
William A. Falik
Hodge, Falik & Dupree
Attorneys At Law
300 Montgomeiy Street, Suite
1200
San Francisco, CA 94104
cc: Alice Barkley, Deputy City
Attorney
Alec Bash
Environmental Review Officer
San Francisco Department of
City Planning
450 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: Walter Leff, M.D.
Robert Links, Esq.
Alice Barkely, Esq.
Mr. Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: Terminal Plaza Corporation
Alice S.Y. Barkley, Esq.
William A. Falik, Esa.
Mr. Toby Rosenblatt
President, Planning

12

DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Letter re: 83.52E, Residential Hotel
Conversion Ordinance (Planning
008246)

PPAR_001542

Letter re: Terminal
Plaza/Residential Hotel
Ordinance(Planning 008062 and
008245)

PPAR_001543PPAR_001544

Letter re: Hotel Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance (Planning
008058 - 008060 and 008242 008244)

PPAR_001545PPAR_001550

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Ordinance (Planning 008061)

PPAR_001551

'

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

05/12/1983

05/12/1983

05/12/1983

05/16/1983

05/16/1983

AUTHOR(S)
San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce

Dean Macris
Director of Planning
City and County of San
Francisco
Russell D. Keil
Keil Estate Co.
Keil Building
244 Kearney Street
Sutter 1-5546
San Francisco, CA 94108
Lee Woods, Jr.
Administrative Secretary
450 McAllister St. 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

RECIPIENT(S)
Commission
450 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: Dean Macris
Robert D. Links
Colvin, Martin & Links
111 Sutter Street, Suite 1840
San Francisco, CA 94104
City of San Francisco Planning
Commission, City Hall

Interested Parties

Alec S. Bash
Environmental Review Officer
City and County of San
Francisco Department of City
Planning

William A. Falik
Hodge, Falik & Dupree
Attorneys At Law
300 Montgomery Street, Suite
1200
San Francisco, CA 94104
Hamburger Properties
City Planning Commission
520 So. El Camino Real, Suite 450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
810
San Francisco, CA 94102
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DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Letter re: 83.52E, Residential Hotel
Conversion Ordinance (Planning
008057)

PPAR_001552

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Ordinance (Planning 008056)

PPAR_001553

Official Mailing Notice, City
Planning Commission Notice of
Hearing: The proposed addition to
the San Francisco Administrative
Code of Chapter 41, commonly
referred to as the Residential Hotel
Conversion and Demolition
Ordinance, which regulates the
conversion and demolition of
residential hotels. (Planning
008239)
Letter re: 83.52E, Residential Hotel
Conversion Ordinance (Planning
008092 - 008093 and 008240 008241)

PPAR_001554

Letter: re Incorporating the
Residential Hotel Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance into the San

PPAR_001555PPAR_001558

PPAR_001559

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)
San Mateo, CA 94402

05/16/1983

Vincent Kircher
640 Eddy Street
San Francisco, CA 94109

05/16/1983

Edward H. Lawson, Executive
Director

05/17/1983

Barbara Kolesar,
Administrative Director,
Coalition For Better Housing

05/17/1983

Richard Quintanilla
Hotel Burbank
317 Leavenworth Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: Toby Rosenblatt
Richard Quintanilla
Hotel Burbank
317 Leavenworth Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
John D. Maatta
Attorney At Law
22 Battery Street, Suite 333
San Francisco, CA 94111

05/17/1983

05/18/1983

05/18/1983

05/19/1983

"

Burk H. Chung
Residential Hotel Owner
837 Washington Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
City Planning Commission,
Citv and County of San

RECIPIENT(S)

Mr. Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Commissioner Toby
Rosenblatt, President, San
Francisco City Planning
Commission
Mr. Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Mr. Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Hon. Dean Macris
Director of the Department of
City Planning
450 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
n/a
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DESCRIPTION
Francisco Administrative Code
(Planning 008084)
L,etter re: San Francisco
Residential Hotel Ordinance
(Planning 008083)

BATES NOS.

PPAR_001560

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Ordinance (Planning 008055)

PPAR_001561

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Ordinance (Planning 008049)

PPAR_001562

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Ordinance (Planning 008052)

PPAR_001563

Letter re: Hotel Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance (Planning
008051)

PPAR_001564

Letter re: San Francisco
Residential Hotel Ordinance
(Planning 008079)

PPAR_001565

Letter re: San Francisco
Residential Hotel Ordinance
(Planning 008080 - 008081)

PPAR_001566PPAR_001567

Hearing transcript: Appeal of the
Preliminarv Negative Declaration,

PPAR_001568PPAR 001644

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

05/19/1983

05/19/1983

05/20/1983

05/20/1983

06/23/1983

06/23/1983

AUTHOR($)
Francisco

Henry A Musto, Vice
President
Joseph Musto Estate Co.
1280 Columbus Ave
San Francisco, CA 94133
Zane 0. Gresham, President
San Francisco Forward
690 Market Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94104

Y. Chaban, Owner
The Essex Hotel
684 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
Y. Chaban, Owner
The Essex Hotel
684 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
Lee Woods, Jr.
Secretary
San Francisco City Planning
Commission
Dean L. Macris, Director of
PlanninQ, City and County of

RECIPIENT(S)

Mr. Dean Macris, Director
San Francisco Department of
City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Toby Rosenblatt, President
City Planning Commission
450 McAllister Street, 4th Fl
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: Members, City Planning;
Dean Morris, Director,
Department of City Planning;
Members, Board of Directors,
San Francisco Forward
Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dean Macris, Director
Department of City Planning
450 McAllister Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
n/a

n/a
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DESCRIPTION
Residential Hotel Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance; Public
Hearing, Residential Hotel
Conversion and Demolition
Ordinance (Planning 008360 008436)
Letter re: San Francisco
Residential Hotel Ordinance,
Chapter 41: Case No. 83.52E Planning Commission Hearing of
5/19/83 (Planning 008078)
Letter re: Project 83.52E Residential Hotel Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance - Appeal of
l\legative Declaration (Planning
008073 - 008075)

BATES NOS.

PPAR_001645

PPAR_001646PPAR_001648

Letter re: Hotel Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance (Planning
008072)

PPAR_001649

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Ordinance (Planning 008071)

PPAR_001650

Resolution No. 9728 (Planning
008097)

PPAR_001651

File No. _ _, recommended
, Adoptina Final
Ordinance No.

PPAR_001652PPAR 001654

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

RECIPIENT(S)

AUTHOR(S)
San Francisco

06/23/1983

San Francisco Planning
Commission

n/a

06/23/1983

Alec Bash, Environmental
Review Officer, City and
County of San Francisco,
Department of City Planning

07/19/1983

Arlene Joe, MPH
Health Promoter
North East Medical Services
1520 Stockton Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
John S. Chiu
12 % Ross, #C
San Francisco, CA 94108

cc: Robert Passmore;
Dan Sullivan;
Joe Fitzpatrick;
George Williams;
Lois Scott
Mike Estrada;
Alice Barkley;
Paul Wartelle;
Distribution List;
DCP Bulletin Board;
Board of Supervisors
Honorable Mayor Dianne
Feinstein
City Hall
San Francisco, CA 94102

07/26/1983

Hon. Mayor Dianne Feinstein
City Hall
San Francisco, CA 94102
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DESCRIPTION
Negative Declaration, Finding And
Determining That Amendment Of
The Administrative Code
Concerning Residential Hotel Unit
Conversions And Demolitions Will
Have No Significant Impact On The
Environment, And Adopting An.d
Incorporating Findings Of Final
Negative Declaration (Planning
008232 - 008234)
File No. 83.52E, draft Motion No.
M, DRAFT Residential Hotel
Conversion & Demolition
Ordinance (Planning 008235 008236)
Negative Declaration, Hotel
Conversion Ordinance (Planning
007892 - 007899 and 008248 008255)

BATES NOS.

PPAR_001655PPAR_001656

PPAR_001657PPAR_001672

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Moratorium (Planning 008190)

PPAR_001673

Letter re: Residential Hotel
Moratorium (Planning 008'189)

PPAR_001674

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
07/26/1983

AUTHOR(S)
Edwin M. Lee, Staff Attorney,
Asian Law Caucus, Inc

08/17/1983

San Francisco Notice of
Determination
Mike Estrada

08/17/1983

02/16/1984

04/30/1984

Alec S. Bash
Environmental Review Officer
for Dean L. Macris, Director of
Planning
City and County of San
Francisco Department of City
Plannino
Board of Supervisors, San
Francisco, approved as to
form: George Agnost, City
Attorney,
Board of Supervisors

RECIPIENTCS)
Hon. Mayor Dianne Feinstein
City Hall
San Francisco, CA 94102
City Clerk, City and County of
San Francisco
Ginny Puddefoot

n/a

n/a

12/18/1984

Alec S. Bash, Environmental
Review Officer for Dean L.
Macris, Director of Planning

n/a

01/09/1985

Alec Bash, Environmental
Review Officer, City and
County of San Francisco,
Department of Planning

n/a
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DESCRIPTION
Letter re: Residential Hotel
Preservation Moratorium (Planning
008188)
Notice of Determination (Planning
007849)
Memorandum re: Amendments to
tl1e Residential Hotel Conversion
and Demolition Ordinance
(Planning 008187)
Environmental Evaluation Checklist
(Initial Study), File No: 83.600ETT,
Chinatown-North Beach
Residential Hotel Conversion
Moratorium, prepared by Ginny
Puddefoot (Planning 008127 008130)
File No. 113-83-3, Amendment Of
The Whole As Amended In
Committee 4/17/84, Ordinance No.
18584 [Chinatown-North Beach
Residential Hotel Unit Moratorium]
(Planning 008135- 008141)
Environmental Evaluation Checklist
(Initial Study), File No:
84.564ET/84.236ET, Residential
Hotel Conversion Ordinance
Amendment, prepared by
Catherine Bauman (Planning
008147 - 008149)
Negative Declaration;
Amendments to the Residential
Hotel Conversion and Demolition
Ordinance affecting definition of
interested parties, time limits for

BATES NOS.
PPAR_001675

PPAR_001676
PPAR_001677

PPAR_001678PPAR_001681

PPAR_001682PPAR_001688

PPAR_001689PPAR_001691

PPAR_001692PPAR_001693

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(Sl

RECIPIENTCS)

07/21/1987

Planning Department, City
and County of San Francisco

n/a

07/30/1987

Barbara w. Sahm,
Environmental Review Officer
for Dean L. Macris, Director of
Planning

n/a

08/11/1987

Barbara W. Sahm,
Environmental Review Officer,
City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Planning

n/a

03/11/1988

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of City
Planning
Planning Department, City
and County of San Francisco

n/a

02/22/1989

Amit Ghosh, DCP

Erik Shapiro, Mayor's Office

08/07/1989

Richard J. Evans, Director of
Public Works, Department of

Brad Paul, Director
Mayor's Office of Housing and

03/31/1988

n/a
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DESCRIPTION
compliance, and penalties for
violation and other aspects of
administration of the Ordinance.
(Planning 008145 - 008146)
Residential Hotel Workshop Notes
for July 21, 1987 (Planning 009014
- 009018)
Environmental Evaluation Checklist
(Initial Study), File No. 87.351 E,
Extend Chinatown-North Beach
Residential Hotel Conversion
Moratorium, prepared by Andrea
Mackenzie (Planning 008174 008176)
Negative Declaration; Amend
Sections 41 B.2 and 41 B.11 of the
San Francisco Administrative Code
to extend for twelve months, the
moratorium on permits to convert
residential hotel units in the
Chinatown-North Beach area
(Planning 008171 - 008173)
Report on Residential Hotels Policy
and Legislative Issues (Planning
008837 - 008847)
Minutes for the March 24, 1988
Meeting on Residential Hotels
(Planning 009198 - 009199)
Memorandum re: Potential
Homeless Population and the
Supply of Transient Hotel Units
(Planning 008750 - 008754)
Letter re: Proposed Amendments
to the Hotel Conversion Ordinance

BATES NOS.

PPAR_001694PPAR_001698
PPAR_001699PPAR_001701

PPAR_001702PPAR_001704

PPAR_001705PPAR_001715
PPAR_001716PPAR_001717
PPAR_001718PPAR_001722

PPAR_001723PPAR 001726

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHORCS)
Pubiic Works, Bureau of
Building Inspection, City and
County of San Francisco

RECIPIENT<Sl
Development
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
cc: Ms. Kate Herrmann
Mr. Erik Schapiro
Files 83.52E: Residential Hotel
Conversion and Demolition
Ordinance, and
84.236ET/84.56ET:
Amendments to Residential
Hotel Conversion Ordinance
n/a

09/22/1989

Carol Roos, Office of
Environmental Review

2002

Department of Building
Inspection

03/22/2002

San Francisco Public Works

n/a

12/28/2005

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Building Inspection

n/a

01/01/2006

City and County of San
Francisco Department of
Public Works
Superior Court of California,

n/a

07/14/2008

Ms. Star Terrell, Mayor's Office

19

DESCRIPTION
(Planning 008708 - 008711)

BATES NOS.

Memorandum re: Modification Of
The Project (Planning 007842 007845)

PPAR_001727PPAR_001730

Exhibit A HCO Annual Reports
Initiated by DBI in 2000 (DBI
032937 - 032973)
San Francisco Public Works Code:
Article 24: Shopping Carts (DPW
004133 - 004137)
Record Retention and Destruction
Policy Approved by Ephraim
Hirsch, President, Building
Inspection Commission;
Ed Harrington, Controller, Records
Relating to Financial Matters;
Dennis J. Herrera, City Attorney,
Records of Legal Significance;
Clare M. Murphy, Executive
Director, Retirement System,
Records Relating to Payroll
Matters (DBI 004374 - DBI
004386)
Code OfSafe·Practice (DPW
004029)

PPAR_001731PPAR_001767

Letter enclosing the 2007-0-2008

PPAR_001768PPAR_001772
PPAR_001773PPAR_001785

PPAR_001786

PPAR 001787-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF--17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

AUTHORfSl
County of San Francisco,
Office of the Grand Jury

RECIPIENT{S\
of Policy & Finance, City Hall,
San Francisco

City and County of San
Francisco Human Services
Agency and Applied Survey
Research
Department of Building
Inspection

City and County of San
Francisco; U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Develooment <HUD)
n/a

12/2009

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works

n/a

2010-2015

Office of Management and
Budget

City and County of San
Francisco Mayor's Office

02/2010

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works

n/a

2/22/2010

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works

n/a

07/01/2010 06/30/2015

City and County of San
Francisco Mayor's Office

n/a

DATE

2009

06/01/2009 04/05/2016

-

20

DESCRIPTION
San Francisco Civil Grand Jury
R.eport entitled, "The Homeless
Have Homes, But They Are Still On
The Street." (HSH-HSA 001058 001089)
2009 San Francisco Homeless
Count and Survey

Exhibit B, Inquiry Item No. 3, HCO
Hotel Unit Usage Report, Group By
Status (DBI 033048 - 033272)
Department Procedures Manuals
Vol. 2 - Administrative, Procedure
2.1.5, Records Retention and
Storage Policy (DPW 003943 003974)
Consolidated Plan - Executive
Summary (exp. 07/31/2015) (MOH
005802 - MOH 005936)
Department Procedures Manuals
Vol. 16- Street Environmental
Services, Procedure 16.9.3,
Steamer Operator (DPW 004114 004116)
Department Procedures Manuals
Vol. 16 - Street Environmental
Services, Procedure 16.5.5,
Homeless/Shopping Cart Program
<DPW 004110- 004113)
Executive Summary, ES-05
Executive Summary - 24 CFR
91.200©, 91.220(b) (MOH 011164
- 011298)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_001818

PPAR_001819PPAR_001902

PPAR_001903PPAR_002127
PPAR_002128PPAR_002159

PPAR_002160PPAR_002294
PPAR_002295PPAR_002297

PPAR_002298PPAR_002301

PPAR_002302PPAR_002436

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
2011

10/13/2011

AUTHORCSl
City and County of San
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research
City and County of San
Francisco, Office of The
Controller - City Services
Auditor

RECIPIENT(S)
n/a

n/a

2013

City and County of San
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research

2013

City and County of San
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research

7/2013

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works

7/2013

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works

n/a

7/2013

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of·
Public Works

n/a

City and County of San
Francisco; U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
City and County of San
Francisco; U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
n/a
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DESCRIPTION
2011 San Francisco Homeless
Point-In-Time Count & Survey
Comprehensive Report
Human Services Agency And
Department Of Public Health: The
City's Efforts and Resources to
House Homeless Individuals Have
·Increased, but New Strategies
Could Lead to Improved Program
Effectiveness (HSH-HSA 001118 001166)
W13 San Francisco Homeless
Point-Jn-Time Count & Survey
Comprehensive Report

BATES NOS.
PPAR_002437PPAR_002511
PPAR_002512PPAR_002560

PPAR_002561PPAR_002616

2013 San Francisco Homeless
Unique Youth Count & Survey
Comprehensive Report

PPAR_002617PPAR_002648

Department Procedures Manuals
Vol. 16 - Street Environmental
Services, Procedure 16.05.04,
Steam Cleaning Operations (DPW
004099 - 004101)
Department Procedures Manuals
Vol. 16 - Street Environmental
Services, Procedure 16.05.05,
Homeless/Shopping Cart Program
(DPW 004120-004122)
Department Procedures Manuals
Vol. 16 - Street Environmental
Services, Procedure 16.09.03,
Steam Operator (DPW 004102 004103)

PPAR_002649PPAR_002651

PPAR_002652PPAR_002654

PPAR_002655PPAR_002656

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
AUTHOR(S)
City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors, Office of the
Budget and Legislative
Analvst
Sarah Jones, Environmental
Review Officer

RECIPIENT(S)
Supervisor Ferrell

09/25/2013

Planning Department

n/a

10/30/2013

City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors, Budget and
Ler:iislative Analyst
City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works

Supervisor Campos

DATE
07/26/2013

09/18/2013

12/2013

12/20/2013

Angus McCarthy, President
Building Inspection
Commission
City and County of San
Francisco;
Tom C. Hui, S. E., C. B. 0.
Director
Department of Building
Inspection
City and County of San
Francisco

San Francisco Planning
Department

n/a

Honorable Mayor Edwin M. Lee
Honorable Board of
Supervisors, City and County of
San Francisco

22

DESCRIPTION
Policy Analysis Report re:
Homeless Services and Benefits
Provided by the City and County of
San Francisco (HSH-HSA 000938
- 000983)
Memorandum re: Processing
Guidance: Not a project under
CEQA (Planninq 004151)
Planning Department, CEQA
Exemptions Map (The City and
County of San Francisco
referenced this document in their
pmduction cover letter dated
10/12/2017, 7 paQes)
Policy Analysis Report re: Analysis
of Tenant Displacement in San
Francisco (BUD 004152-BUD
004212)
Department Procedures Manuals
Vol. 2 - Administrative, Procedure
02.01.05, Records Retention and
Storage Policy (DPW 004063 004098)
Letter enclosing the Building
Inspection Commission and
Department of Building Inspection
Annual Report for Fiscal Year
2012-2013 (CON 005853005944)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_002657PPAR_002702

PPAR_002703

PPAR_002704PPAR_002710

PPAR_002711PPAR_002771

PPAR_002772PPAR_002807

PPAR_002808PPAR_002899

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
2014-2015

07/15/201401/16/2015
10/17/2014

12/15/2014

2015

AUTHOR(S)
City and County of San
Francisco Department of
Buildini:i Inspection
San Francisco Public Works
Supervisor Chiu, Board of
Supervisors

City and County of San
Francisco, Board of
Supervisors, Budget and
Legislative Analyst's Office
City and County of San
Francisco: SRO Families
United Collaborative

2015

City and County of San
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research

2015

City and County of San
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research

2015

U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

RECIPIENT<S)
City and County of San
Francisco

DESCRIPTION .
Annual Report, Fiscal Year 20142015 (CON 005797 - 005852)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_002900PPAR_002955

City and County of San
Francisco
n/a

Tenderloin Pit Stop Program (DPW
004642)
File No. 140381 Ordinance No.
218-14, Amended in Board
[1;dministrative, Planning CodesAmending Regulation of ShortTerm Residential Rentals and
Establishing Fee] (MOH 011299 011333)
Policy Analysis Report re: Analysis
of Supportive Housing Programs
(HSH-HSA 001285 - 001317)

PPAR_002956

Supervisor Farrell

City and County of San
Francisco

City and County of San
Francisco; U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
City and County of San
Francisco; U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
n/a

23

2015 SRO Families Report: Living
in the Margins: An Analysis and
Census of San Francisco Families
Living in SRO (MOH 005371 MOH 005440 and MOH 005441 MOH 005514)
2015 San Francisco Homeless
Point-In-Time Count & Survey
Comprehensive Report

PPAR_002957PPAR_002991

PPAR_002992PPAR_003024

PPAR_003025PPAR_003168

PPAR_003169PPAR_003254

2015 San Francisco Homeless
Unique Youth Count & Survey
Comprehensive Report

PPAR_003255PPAR_003316

Environmental Assessment,
Determination and Compliance
Findings for HUD-assisted Projects
24 CFR Part 58 (MOH 013913 -

PPAR_003317PPAR_003378

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF·-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
03/02/2015

AUTHOR(S)

RECIPIENT(S)

City and County of San
Francisco, Human Services
Agency and the Department
of Homelessness ar-id
Suooortive Housing
Laura Gerhardt
Goldman School of Public
Policy
University of California,
Berkeley
Coalition on Homelessness,
San Francisco

n/a

07/201509/2016

San Francisco Public Works

n/a

08/24/2015

City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors, Budget and
Legislative Analyst's Office

Supervisor Farrell

08/24/2015

City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors, Budget and
Legislative Analyst's Office

Board of Supervisors

08/27/2015

Noelle Simmons (HSA) (DSS)

Trent Rhorer (HSA) (DSS)

08/28/2015

Nan Roman
(NRoman@NAEH.org)

Trent Rhorer (HSA) (DSS)

05/2015

06/02/2015

DESCRIPTION
013974)
San Francisco SRO Leasing
Strategies (HSH-HSA 002269 002296)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_003379PPAR_003406

City of San Francisco, Mayor's
Office

Advanced Policy Analysis, Housing
Inspection Data For Performance
(MYR 006804- 006883)

PPAR_003407PPAR_003486

n/a

The Roadmap: A Five-Year Plan to
End the Crisis of Family
Homelessness in San Francisco
(HSH-HSA 001250- 001281)
Pit Stop Pilot Program Analysis, Pit
Stop Pilot Program Analysis,
Tenderloin Pit Stops (DPW 004623
-· DPW 004625)
Policy Analysis Report re: Number
of Vacant Single-Room Occupancy
(SRO) Hotel Units in San
Francisco (BUD 004307-BUD
004312)
Policy Analysis Report re: Number
of Vacant Single-Room Occupancy
(SRO) Hotel Units in San
Francisco (HSH-HSA 002037 002042)
Email re: Mandatory Shelter (HSHHSA 001727 - 001729)
Email re: Following Up attaching
policy documents and DHS
Historical Timeline as produced

PPAR_003487PPAR_003518

24

PPAR_003519PPAR_003521

PPAR_003522PPAR_003527

PPAR_003528PPAR_003533

PPAR_003534PPAR 003536
PPAR_003537PPAR_003543

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR($)

RECIPIENT(S)

DESCRIPTION
(HSH-HSA 001733 - 001739)
Email string re: Requesting you
and/or your staff at a pre-hearing
briefing: this Monday, 4pm (MYR
007689 - 007690}

09/14/2015

Jason Lally (MYR)

09/15/2015

Jason Lally, (MYR)

11/16/2015

San Francisco Department of
Public Works

01/21/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

02/23/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

Sophie Hayward (MYR);
AnMarie Rodgers (CPC);
Delene Wolf (RNT); Ted Egan
(CON); Ken Rich (ECN); Sarah
Dennis-Phillips (ECN); Keith
DeMartini (CON); Joy Bonaguro
(MYR); Nicole Elliott (MYR);
William Strawn (DBI); Teresa
Ojeda (CPC}; Charles MacNulty
(MYR); John Rahaim (CPC); Gil
Kelley (CPC)
AnMarie Rodgers (CPC);
Email string re: Recap & Next
Rosemary Bosque (DBI);
Steps: Today's Housing Balance
Charles MacNulty (MYR);
(l\/1YR 007659 - 007660)
Sarah Dennis-Phillips (ECN};
Joy Bonaguro (MYR}; Ted
Egan (CON}; Sophie Hayward
(MYR); Teresa Ojeda (CPC);
Ken Rich (ECN}; Delene Wolf
(RNT); Keith DeMartini (CON);
William Strawn (DBI); Nicole
Elliott (MYR); Daniel Lowrey
(DBI); Gino Salcedo (CPC)
City of San Francisco
San Francisco Pit Stop Pilot Public
Toilet Program (DPW 004626 DPW004639)
Mary Gallagher
Email string re: Quick Question on
Hotel Conversion Ordinance
Dan Sider (CPC)
Email string re HCO

02/23/2015

Department of Public Works

n/a

Enhanced Residential Corridor
Cleaning Program (Pilot) (DPW
014003 - 014007)

25

BATES NOS.
PPAR_003544PPAR_003545

PPAR_003546PPAR_003547

PPAR_003548PPAR_003561
PPAR_003562PPAR 003563
PPAR_003564PPAR 003565
PPAR_003566PPAR_003570

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
02/24/2016

AUTHOR(S)
William Strawn (DBI)

RECIPIENT(S)
Tom Hui (DBI)

03/10/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

03/15/2016

Rio Scharf

Rosemary Bosque (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI), Daniel Lowrey
(DBI), Ronald Tom (DBI),
William Strawn (DBI), Tom Hui
(DBI)
Barbara Lopez (BOS)

03/29/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

04/01/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI}

04/03/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

04/04/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

Kate Conner (CPC), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI}, Daniel Lowrey
(DBI), Ronald Tom (DBI), Tom
Hui (DBI)
Jason Lally (MYR); Eugenio
Salcedo (CPC); Joy Bonaguro
(MYR); Sophie Hayward
(MYR); Charles MacNulty
(MYR); Teresa Ojeda (CPC);
Glenn Cabreros (CPC); Robert
Collins (RNT); Daniel Lowry
(DBI)
cc: AnMarie Rodgers (CPC);
Chandra Egan (MYR); Paula
Chiu (CPC); Lily Madjus (DBI)
Tom Hui (DBI)

Kate Conner (CPC), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI), Daniel Lowrey
(DBI), Ronald Tom (DBI}

26

DESCRIPTION
Email string re Legistar Alert
(Legislation): City and County of
San Francisco-LeQislation
Email string re: Draft HCO
Presentation attaching the Draft
PowerPoint Presentation

BATES NOS.
PPAR_003571PPAR_003572

Email string re: Stopping SRO
Conversion in Their Tracks
Email string re: Records Request
on HCOs from Sup. Peskin (and
attached requested records for
transmittal to Peskin)
Email string re: Housing Data
Coordination Monthly Meeting
(MYR 006209 - 006222)

PPAR_003588PPAR 003592
PPAR_003593PPAR_003595

Email string Fwd: Records Request
on HCOs from Sup. Peskin
attaching the Residential Hotel
Conversion BOS Inquiry (DBI
026103- 026106 and 026431 026434)
Email string re: Records Request
on HCOs from Sup. Peskin

PPAR_003610PPAR_003782

PPAR_003573PPAR_003587

PPAR_003596PPAR_003609

PPAR_003783PPAR_003786

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF··17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
04/04/2016

AUTHOR(S)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

04/04/2016

Kate Conner (CPC)

04/04/2016

Kate Conner
Housing Implementation
Specialist
San Francisco Planning
Department

04/05/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

04/05/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Bernadette Perez (DBI), Nicole
Rossini (DBI), Christina Lee
(DBI), Andy Karcs (DBI)
Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

04/05/2016

City and County of San
Francisco

Controller's Office, City and
County of San Francisco

04/06/2016

Rosemarv Bosque, Chief

Ms. Angela Calvillo, Clerk;

RECIPIENT(S)
William Strawn (DBI), Daniel
Lowrey (DBI), Ronald Tom
(DBI)
Angela Calvillo (BOS), Sunny
Angulo (BOS), Andrea
Ausberry, Tom Hui (DBI}, Olson
Lee (MYR), William Strawn
(DBI), Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Dan Sider (CPC), AnMarie
Rodgers (CPC), John Rahaim
(CPC), Aaron Peskin (BOS),
Christine Silva (CPC)
Angela Calvillo, Clerk
Honorable Supervisor Aaron
Peskin
Board Of Supervisors
City and County of San
Francisco
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DESCRIPTION
Email string re: Records Request
on HCOs from Sup. Peskin

BATES NOS.
PPAR_003787PPAR_003791

Email re: BOS Inquiry: Residential
Hotels Reference number 60
(attaching the Planning
Department's response to the
Board of Supervisors Inquiry)

PPAR_003792PPAR_003954

Letter re: Transmittal of Response
to Board of Supervisors Inquiry
Residential Hotels Conditional Use
Authorizations Reference Number:
60 attaching related documents
(DBI 021682 -021843 and DBI
022973 - 023133)
Email string re: HCO Data Exhibits

PPAR_003955PPAR_004277

Email re: Draft HCO Highlights
attaching "Areas Where the HCO
Requires Update" document
Housing Inspection Services,
Residential Hotel Unit Conversion
and Demolition Ordinance
(Chapter41 oftheS.F.
Administrative Code) Executive
Summary for Hotel Unit Usage
Report- Group By Status (CON
05586 - 005606)
Letter re: Transmittal of Response

PPAR_004278PPAR_004281
PPAR_004282PPAR_004286
PPAR_004287PPAR_004307

PPAR 004308-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
AUTHOR(S)
Housing Inspector, City and
County of San Francisco,
Department of Building
Inspection

RECIPIENT($)
Honorable Supervisor Aaron
Peskin;
Board of Supervisors

04/06/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Angela Calvillo, Clerk and
Supervisor Aaron Peskin, San
Francisco Board of Supervisors

04/06/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

04/06/2016

Jane Sun (DBI)

Dan Kreuscher (DBI), Taras
Madison (DBI)

DATE

"

04/06/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

04/12/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

04/19/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Daniel Lowrey (DBI), Tom Hui
(DBI)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Bernadette Perez (DBI), Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI)
Tom Hui (DBI), Angus Mcarthy,
Edward Sweeney (DBI), Daniel
Lowrey (DBI), Taras Madison
(DBI), Ronald Tom (DBI),
William Strawn (DBI), Sonya
Harris (DBI), Lily Madjus (DBI),
Naomi Kelly (ADM), Bill Barnes
(ADM), Robb Kapla (CAT)

28

DESCRIPTION
to Board ofSupervisors Inquiry Ref
No. 60 For Chapter 41 of the San
Francisco Administrative Code
Administrative Records Residential
Hotel Unit Conversion and
Demolition Ordinance (HCO)
enclosing Exhibit A, HCO Annual
Reports, Inquiry Item Nos. 1 & 3
(DBI 033273 - 033591)
Letter transmitting Response to
Board of Supervisors Inquiry No.
60 (and enclosed DBI HCO Annual
Reports datino back to 2000)
Email string re: Draft HCO
Highlights
Email string re: Board of
Supervisors Inquiry (attaching
Analysis in Cash Account for the
Residential Hotel Preservation
Projects)
Email string re: HCO Records
Production (with enclosures)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_004626

PPAR_004627PPAR_004853

PPAR_004854
PPAR_004855PPAR_004859

PPAR_004860PPAR_004871

Email string re: HCO Records
Production

PPAR_004872PPAR_004873

Email string re: Press Release:
Supervisor Aaron Peskin Initiates
Reforms to Chapter 41 Hotel
Conversion Ordinance

PPAR_004874PPAR_004876

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition. v. GCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF··17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
04/19/2016

AUTHOR(S)
Sonya Harris (DBI)

RECIPIENT(S)
William Strawn (DBI)

04/19/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

Connie Chan (BOS), Tom Hui
(DBI)

04/19/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

Andy Karcs (DBI)

04/20/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

04/21/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

William Strawn (DBI), Connie
Chan (BOS), Tom Hui (DBI)

04/25/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

04/26/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu {DBI)

Barbara Lopez {BOS)

05/16/2016

Randy Shaw

05/16/2016

Sunny Angulo

Barbara Lopez {BOS),
Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
gfujioka@chinatowncdc.org,
[redacted] Aaron Peskin (BOS),
Sunnv Angulo (BOS)
Randy Shaw, Barbara Lopez
(BOS), Rosemary Bosque
(DBI),

.
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DESCRIPTION
Email string re: Press Release:
Supervisor Aaron Peskin Initiates
Reforms to Chapter 41 Hotel
Conversion Ordinance
Email string re: Press Release:
Supervisor Aaron Peskin Initiates
Reforms to Chapter 41 Hotel
Conversion Ordinance
Email string re: Press Release:
Supervisor Aaron Peskin Initiates
Reforms to Chapter 41 Hotel
Conversion Ordinance
Email string re: Press Release:
Supervisor Aaron Peskin Initiates
Reforms to Chapter 41 Hotel
Conversion Ordinance
Email string re: Press Release:
Supervisor Aaron Peskin Initiates
Reforms to Chapter 41 Hotel
Conversion Ordinance
Email re: HCO Article with a link to
an article by Randy Shaw entitled,
"Peskin Moves To Save SRO
Hotels" (article attached)
Email attaching HCO Analysis April
2016 (w/attachments)
Email re: Need to Reform DBI
HCO Report Forms attaching (DBI
Report Forms)

Email string re: Need to Reform
DBI HCO Report Forms

BATES NOS.
PPAR_004877PPAR_004880

PPAR_004881PPAR_004883

PPAR_004884PPAR_004885

PP AR_004886PPAR_004887

PPAR_004888PPAR_004891

PPAR_004892PPAR_004895

PPAR_004896PPAR 004906
PPAR_004907PPAR_004915

PPAR_004916

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHORlSl

05/16/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

05/16/2016

Barbara Lopez (BOS)

05/16/2016

Randy Shaw

05/16/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

05/23/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

05/24/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

05/25/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

RECIPIENTlS)
gfujioka@chinatowncdc.org,
rredactedl Aaron Peskin <BOS)
Andy Karcs (DBI), Christina Lee
(DBI), Bernadette Perez (DBI),
Johanna Coble <DBI)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Randy Shaw,
gfujioka@chinatowncdc.org,
[redacted] Aaron Peskin (BOS},
wu.cindy@gmail.com, Aaron
Peskin (BOS), Sunny Angulo
(BOS)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI)
Barbara Lopez (BOS), Randy
Shaw,
gfujioka@chinatowncdc.org,
Aaron Peskin (BOS}, Sunny
Am:iulo <BOS)
Bernadette Perez (DBI), William
Strawn (DBI)

BOS Legislation (BOS), Alisa
Somera (BOS), John Carroll
(BOS)
"

Rosemary Bosque (DBI), Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI)
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DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Email string re: Need to Reform
DBI HCO Report Forms

PPAR_004917PPAR_004918

Email string re: Need to Reform
DBI HCO Report Forms

PPAR_004919PPAR_004920

Email string re: Need to Reform
DBI HCO Renart Forms
Email string re: Need to Reform
DBI HCO Report Forms

PPAR_004921PPAR 004922
PPAR_004923PPAR_004924

E:mail re: Planning Response to
Sup. Peskin's Original Chapter
41/HCO Questions to
Departments, attaching PDF
entitled "BOS Inquiry Residential
Hotel Conversion" (with extensive
enclosures) (DBI 026268)
Email re: PESKIN - Resolution Hotel Conversion Interim Controls,
attaching documents entitled, "RES
Final.DOCX" and "Peskin - IntroHCO Interim Controls.pdf'
Email string FW: PESKIN Resolution - Hotel Conversion
Interim Controls

PPAR_004925PPAR_005088

PPAR_005089PPAR_005093

PPAR_005094PPAR_005095

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
05/31/2016

AUTHOR(S)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

RECIPIENT($)
Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

05/31/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

06/2016

City and County of San
Francisco, Civil Grand Jury,
2015-2016

06/01/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Jamiesan@ix.netcom.com,
Sunnv Angulo (BOS)
Mayor;
Board of Supervisors;
San Francisco Police
Department Chief;
Controller's Office;
311;
Director of 311;
The Department of
Homelessness and Supportive
Housing (DHSH)
Andy Karcs (DBI), Nicole
Rossini (DBI), Christina Lee
(DBI), Bernadette Perez (DBI),
Lily Madjus (DBI)

06/03/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Asim Khan (CON), Patty
Herrera (DBI}, Lily Madjus (DBI)

06/07/2016

Bernadette Perez (DBI)

06/08/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

06/11/2016

Pratibha Tekkey
(pratibha@thclinic.org)

06/13/2016

San Francisco Budget and

Christina Lee (DBI), Nicole
Rossini (DBI)
Asim Khan (CON), Lily Madjus
(DBI), Andy Karcs (DBI),
Bernadette Perez <DBI)
Barbara Lopez (BOS), Sunny
Angulo (BOS), Rio Scharf
(rio®thclinic.on:1)
Board of Supervisors of the City
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DESCRIPTION
Email re: HCO, attaching
document "Areas Where the HCO
Requires Update.docx"
Email attaching document
"Housing Chief HCO Needs.docx"
Grand Jury report entitled: "San
Francisco Homeless Health &
Housing -A Crisis Unfolding On
Our Streets"

Email FW: Data Clarification
Question, attaching screenshots of
the "HCO Annual Reporting
Highlights "DBI 2014-2015 Annual
Report" page 45 and "2013-2014
Annual Report" on page 36
Email string re: Data Clarification
Question, attaching background
information on Chapter 41 of the
Administrative Code
Email re: Supervisor Peskin's
lnauirv
Email string re: Data Clarification
Question attaching documents
associated with Chapter 41
Email re: Action Items

Performance Audit of Homeless

BATES NOS.
PPAR_005096PPAR_005101
PPAR_005102PPAR 005107
PPAR_005108PPAR_005154

PPAR_005155PPAR_005159

PPAR_005160PPAR_005201

PPAR_005202
PPAR_005203PPAR_005219
PPAR_005220PPAR_005221
PPAR 005222-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
AUTHOR(S)
Legislative Analyst

RECIPIENT(S)
and County of San Francisco

06/20/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Ronald Tom (DBI}, Daniel
Lowrey (DBI)

06/24/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI),
Bernadette Perez (DBI)

06/27/2016

San Francisco Planning
Department

n/a

06/27/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

06/29/2016

San Francisco Chronicle

n/a

07/11/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

07/13/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

Rio Sharf, Bobbi Lopez,
[redacted], Jamie Sanbonmatsu
(DBI), Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Pratibha Tekkey
Lily Madjus (DBI)

07/13/2016

Bobbi Lopez

07/14/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Sunny Angulo (BOS), Rio
Sharf, Bobbi Lopez, Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI), Pratibha Tekkey
Rosemary Bosque

07/14/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

Sunnv Anqulo (BOS), Rio

DATE
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DESCRIPTION
Services in San Francisco (HSHHSA 000984 - 001057)
Email re: Chapter 41 Information,
attaching an excerpt of the FY
2:014-2015 HCO Annual Report
and a copy of the stamo
Email re: HCO Cost Recovery &
Penalties Outline, attaching a
document, "HCO Fees & Penalties
Outline 6 24 2016.docx"
San Francisco Property
Information Map, Report for:
Latitude: 37.76972 Longitude: 122.41296 (DPW 015637 015649)
Email attaching document "HCO
Fees & Penalties Outline 6 24
2016.docx"
Article entitled, "The streets'
sickest, costliest: the mentally ill"
(MOH 013975 - 014002)
Email string re: Re-grouping to
Discuss Amendments to HCO

BATES NOS.
PPAR_005295
PPAR_005296PPAR_005301

PPAR_005302PPAR_005303

PPAR_005304PPAR_005316

PPAR_005317PPAR_005323
PPAR_005324PPAR_005351
PPAR_005352PPAR_005354

Email string re: Follow Up from
Mission Community Meeting
Email string re: Re-grouping to
Discuss Amendments to HCO

PPAR_005355PPAR 005359
PPAR_005360PPAR_005362

Email string FW: Re-grouping to
Discuss Amendments to HCO
Email string re: Re-orouoina to

PPAR_005363PPAR 005365
PPAR 005366-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. GCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR{S)

RECIPIENT($)
Sharf, Bobbi Lopez, Rosemary
Bosaue <DBI), Pratibha Tekkev
Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI),
[redacted], Rio Sharf,
Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Pratibha Tekkev
Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI),
Bobbi Lopez
(lopezbobbi@gmail.com), Rio
Sharf, Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Pratibha Tekkev
Rio Shatf, Bobbi Lopez,
[redacted] Jamie Sanbonmatsu
(DBI), Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Pratibha T ekkev
City of San Francisco

07/14/201£>

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

07/14/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

07/19/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

07/19/2016

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works

07/20/2016

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

07/27/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Sunny Angulo (BOS}, Rio
Sharf, Bobbi Lopez, [redacted]
Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Pratibha T ekkev
Lily Madjus (DBI)

07/28/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Andy Karcs (DBI)

08/05/2016

Rio Scharf (rio@thclinic.org)

Sunny Angulo (BOS)
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DESCRIPTION
Discuss Amendments to HCO

BATES NOS.
PPAR_005368

Email string re: Re-grouping to
Discuss Amendments to HCO

PPAR_005369PPAR_005371

Emajl string re: Re-grouping to
Discuss Amendments to HCO

PPAR_005372PPAR_005374

Email string re: Re-grouping to
Discuss Amendments to HCO

PPAR_005375PPAR_005377

DRAFT version 1 July 19, 2016,
Public Works Policy and
Guidelines for Removal and
Temporary Storage of Personal
Items Collected from Public
Property (DPW 004332 - DPW
004337)
Email string re: Re-grouping to
Discuss Amendments to HCO

PPAR_005378PPAR_005383

Email string FW: HCO Inventory
attaching document "HCO
Protected Units 6.14.2016.xls"
Email string FW: Code 79 & 93
attaching document "Code 92
Changes for FY 2016 -17.xlsx"
Email string re: Update on HCO
Amendment Process

PPAR_005384PPAR_005386

PPAR_005387PPAR_005405
PPAR_005406PPAR_005409
PPAR_005410PPAR 005411

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
08/10/2016

AUTHOR(S)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

08/10/2016

S.onya Harris (DBI)

08/10/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

08/24/2016

City and County of San
Francisco Board of
Supervisors, Budget and
Lei:iislative Analvst's Office
Rio Scharf (rio@thclinic.org)

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works
Sunny Angulo (BOS)

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works
Rio Scharf, Pratibha T ekkey
Sunny Angulo (BOS)

10/2016

Diana Martinez
(Diana@dscs.om)
San Francisco Mayor's Office

10/05/2016

Rio Scharf (rio@thclinic.org)

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

10/07/2016

Department of Building
Inspection

City of San Francisco

08/25/2016
09/2016

09/13/2016
09/23/2016

RECIPIENT(S)
Sonya Harris (DBI), Tom Hui
(DBI)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI), Tom
Hui (DBI)
Nicole Rossini (DBI), Christina
Lee (CON), Andy Karcs (DBI),
Bernadette Perez (DBI)
Supervisor Farrell

n/a

34

DESCRIPTION
Email string re: Letter to DBI
Commission
Email string re: Letter to DBI
Commission
Email string FW: Please Review Dratt Report, attaching document
"13LA Policy Analysis.SRO
Vacancies.DBI Review.docx"
Policy Analysis Report re: Vacant
Single-Room Occupancy (SRO)
Hotel Units in the Bay Area (BUD
004298-BUD 004306)
E:mail string re: Update on HCO
Amendment Process
Public Works Procedure for
Collecting Personal Items in the
Field (DPW 004338)
Email string re: HCO Amendment
Update
Email string re: Ch 41 Check In Tuesday Mavbe?
Mission Action Plan 2020 (MOH
010666- 010743)
Email re: Data re: 7-day Rentals,
attaching document "Briefing
Points.docx"
Housing Inspection Services,
Residential Hotel Unit Conversion
and Demolition Ordinance
(Chapter41 oftheS.F.
Administrative Code) Executive
Summary for Hotel Unit Usage
Report - Group By Status (DBI
032974- 033047 and DBl007834 -

BATES NOS.
PPAR_005412PPAR 005413
PPAR_005414PPAR 005416
PPAR_005417PPAR_005427

PPAR_005428PPAR_005436

PPAR_005437PPAR 005439
PPAR_005440

PPAR_005441
PPAR_005442PPAR 005444
PPAR_005445PPAR 005522
PPAR_005523PPAR_005527
PPAR_005528PPAR_005638

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF··H-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
10/11/2016

AUTHOR(S)

RECIPIENT(S}

Diana Martinez
(Diana®dscs.on:i)
Jason Lally (MYR)

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

10/27/2016

Diana Martinez
(Diana@dscs.org}
City & County of San
Francisco, Office of the
Controller, City Services
Auditor, City Performance
Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

10/28/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Nicole Rossini (DBI),
Bernadette Perez (DBI), Andy
Karcs (DBI), Johanna Coble

11/02/2016

Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development

City Staff, et al.

11/17/2016

SRO Task Force

City of San Francisco

11/29/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

BOS Legislation (BOS), John
Carroll (BOS)

10/12/2016

10/14/2016
10/25/2016

Joy Bonaguro (MYR)

City and County of San
Francisco

Nicole Rossini (DBI), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI)

DESCRIPTION
007870)
Email string re: Ch 41 Check In Tuesday Maybe?
Email string FW: DPH Data
Process Meeting (MYR 006223 006226)
Email re: Hotel Conversion
Ordinance
Street & Sidewalk Maintenance
Standards Fiscal Year 2015-16
Annual Report
Email re; HCO, attaching an article
from the San Francisco Examiner
entitled, "First-of-its-kind report
details code enforcement cases in
SF homes"
Email re: HCO

BATES NOS.
PPAR_005639PPAR 005642
PPAR_005643PPAR_005646
PPAR_005647
PPAR_005648PPAR_005697

PPAR_005698PPAR_005702

PPAR_005703

(081)

35

Housing Preferences and Lottery
Procedures Manual, Revised
t--Jovember 2, 2016
San Francisco Single Room
Occupancy (SRO) Task Force
Contact Sheet & Attendance Log
for Members and Guests,
November 17, 2016 Regular
Meetino (SRO 039186 - 039195)
Email re: Peskin - Ordinance Admin Code Chapter 41
Amendments, attaching the
Ordinance Amendino Chapter 41

PPAR_005704PPAR_005749
PPAR_005750PPAR_005759

PPAR_005760PPAR_005786

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

RECIPIENT(S)

AUTHOR(S)

11/30/2016

BOS Legislation (BOS)

Sunny Angulo (BOS), BOS
Legislation (BOS)

12/2016

San Francisco Public Works

n/a

12/01/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

BOS Legislation (BOS)

12/02/2016

Lisa Pagan (ECN)

12/05/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

12/05/2016

Diana Martinez
(Diana®dscs.ori:i)
Sunny Ani:iulo (BOS)

12/06/2016

Jeff Buckley (MYR)
cc: Laurel Arvanitidis (ECN);
Sarah Dennis-Phillips (ECN);
Bryan Quevedo (ECN)
Tom Hui (DBI), Edward
Sweeney (DBI), Daniel Lowrey
(DBI), Taras Madison (DBI),
Ronald Tom (DBI), [redacted]
· Carolyn Jayin (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI), Steven Panelli
(DBI), David Leung (DBI), Ken
Hu (DBI)
Sunny Angulo (BOS), Tim
Hoani:i, Katie Selcraii:i
BOS Leqislation (BOS), John
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DESCRIPTION
of the Administrative Code and the
le:aislative diaest
Email string re: Peskin - Ordinance
-· Admin Code Chapter 41
Amendments, attaching the
Updated Ordinance Amending
Chapter 41 of the Administrative
Code and the legislative digest
Department Procedures Manual
Vol. 16 - Street Environmental
Services, Procedure 16.05.08,
Removal and Temporary Storage
of Personal Items Collected from
Public Property (DPW 004123 004132 and DPW 004145 004146)
Email string re: Peskin Ordinance - Admin Code Chapter
41 Amendments
.
Email re: Hotel Conversion
Ordinance Update (MYR 006265)

BATES NOS.

PPAR_005787PPAR_005811

PPAR_005812PPAR_005823

PPAR_005824PPAR_005825
PPAR_005826

Email re: Update on newly
proposed Board Ordinances and
the December 8th Hearing on
Drink Tap Stations

PPAR_005827PPAR_005828

Email string re: Hotel Conversion
Ordinance
Email re: Peskin - Substitute

PPAR_005829PPAR 005831
PPAR_005832-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

RECIPIENT($)
Carroll (BOS)

12/07/2016

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

12/08/2016

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Sonya Harris (DBI)

12/14/2016
12/15/2016

Katie Selcraig
(Katie@dscs.on:i)
Lisa Lew (BOS)

Sunny Angulo (BOS), Diana
Martinez
Lisa Gibson (CPC), Joy
Navarrete (CPC), Jeanie Poling
(CPC), Alisa Somera (BOS)

12/15/2016

Lisa Lew (BOS)

12/15/2016·

Lisa Lew (BOS)

Tom Hui (DBI), John Rahaim
(CPC), Olson Lee (MYR), Jeff
Kositsky (HOM), Barbara
Garcia (DPH), William Strawn
(DBI), Carolyn Jayin (DBI),
Scott Sanchez (CPC}, Lisa
Gibson (CPC), AnMarie
Rodgers (CPC), Aaron Starr
(CPC), Joy Navarrete (CPC),
Jeanie Poling (CPC), Eugene
Flannery (MYR), Kate Hartley
(MYR), Greg Wagner (DPH),
Colleen Chawla (DPH), Alisa
Somera (BOS)
Regina Dick-Endrizzi (ECN),
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DESCRIPTION
Ordinance - Hotel Conversion
Ordinance Update, attaching
substitute legislation and new
leoislative dioest
Email string Fwd: CH 41/SRO
Conversion Update and next steps,
attaching documents entitled, "CH
41 Legislative Digest.pdf," "CH 41
Update.pdf," and "SRO Hotel
VotinQ Historv.docx"
Email string re: DBI Articles as of
12/8/16
Email re: Following up on the HCO
Email re: BOS Referral: File No.
161291 - Administrative Code Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, attaching substitute
leoislation
Email re: BOS Referral: File No.
161291 -Administrative CodeUpdate Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, attaching substitute
legislation

Email re: BOS File No. 161291 -

BATES NOS.
PPAR_005859

PPAR_005860PPAR_005892

PPAR_005893PPAR 005894
PPAR_005895
PPAR_005896PPAR_005924

PPAR_005925PPAR_005954

PPAR 005955-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINl~>TRA TIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

RECIPIENT(S)
Menaka Mahajan (ECN), Alisa
Somera (BOS)

12/15/2016

Tom Hui (DBI)

Sonya Harris (DBI), William
Strawn (DBI), Lily Madjus (DBI),
Carolyn Jayin (DBI)

12/15/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

12/16/2016

Joy Navarrete (CPC)

Daniel Lowrey, Rosemary
Bosque (DBI), David Leung
(DBI), Kirk Means (DBI),
Ronald Tom (DBI), Edward
Sweeney (DBI), Tom Hui (DBI),
Lily Madjus (DBI), William
Strawn (DBI)
Lisa Lew (BOS), Jeanie Poling
(CPC), Alisa Somera (BOS)

12/16/2016

William Strawn (DBI)

12/19/2016

Sam Dodge, (HOM)

2017

City and County of San
Francisco, Department of
Public Works
City and County of San

2017

Tom Hui (DBI), Sonya Harris
(DBI) Carolyn Jayin (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI), William Strawn
(DBI)
Emily Cohen, (MYR)(DPH)

n/a

City and Countv of San
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DESCRIPTION
Administrative Code - Update
Hotel Conversion Ordinance,
attaching referral to be referred to
the Small Business Commission
Email string re: BOS Referral: File
No. 161291.-Administrative Code
-- Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, attaching substitute
legislation
Email re: Supervisor Peskin's
amendments to Admin Code
Chapter 41, Updating the Hotel
Conversion Ordinance, attaching
latest version of draft ordinance

Email string re: BOS Referral: File
No. 161291 -Administrative Code
-- Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinance, attaching substitute
lieaislation
Email re: DBI December 2016
Legislative Update.docx, attaching
Legislative Update for 12/21/16
BIC meeting
E:mail string re: FW: BOS Referral:
File No. 161291 - Administrative
Code - Update Hotel Conversion
Ordinance (HSH 004339 - HSH
004340)
Chart re: Goal 3: Improve and
inspire stewardship of public
spaces (DPW 003977 - 003978)
2017 San Francisco Homeless

BATES NOS.
PPAR_005984

PPAR_005985PPAR_006015

PPAR_006016PPAR_006045

PPAR_006046PPAR_006074

PPAR_006075PPAR_006084

PPAR_006085PPAR_006086

PPAR_006087PPAR_006088
PPAR 006089-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research

2017

City and County of San
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research

2017

City and County of San
Francisco, Applied Survey
Research

01/06/2017
01/10/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)
Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/10/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/13/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/13/2017

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

RECIPIENT($)
Francisco, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
City and County of San
Francisco, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
City and County of San
Francisco, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development (HUD)
Juned (js(@hoteltropica.com)
David Kim (ADM), Barbara
Lopez (BOS)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI), Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Aaron
Peskin {BOS)
Jennifer Fieber, Kitty Fong,
Tony Robles, Diana Martinez,
Katie Selcraig, Tim Hoang, Gen
Fujioka, Tan Chow, Tammy
Hung, Rio Scharf, Pratibha
Tekkey, Alexandra Goldman,
Ian, Sue Hestor, Deepa Varma,
tmecca@hrcsf.org,
fred@hrcsf.org, Theresa
Imperial, theresa@sdaction.org,
brian.basinger@ahasf.org,
rredactedl iovce@cpasf.org
Pratibha Tekkey
(pratibha@thclinic.org), Gen
Fujioka, Raul Fernandez, Diana
Martinez, Rosemary Bosque
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DESCRIPTION
Count & Survey Comprehensive
F<!eport (MOH 005635- 005714)

BATES NOS.
PPAR_006248

2017 San Francisco Homeless
Point-In-Time Count and Survey (2
page graphic sumriary)

PPAR_006249PPAR_006250

2017 San F'randsco Homeless
Unique Youth Count & Survey
Comprehensive Report

PPAR_006251PPAR_006287

Email re: Meeting re: HCO Update
Email string re: Jan 23 Press
Conference - Sup Peskin,
attachinq a Steps Use Permit
Email string re: HCO Date
Confirmed - January 23rd

PPAR 006288
PPAR_006289PPAR_006290

Email string re: CH 41/SRO
Conversion Update and next steps,
attaching document "HCO
chart.pdf''

PPAR_006293PPAR_006295

Email re: HCO Hearing 1/23 {DBI
025601)

PPAR_006296

PPAR_006291PPAR_006292

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

01/13/2017

Diana Martinez

01/13/2017

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

01/18/2017

Katie Selcraig

01/18/2017

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

RECIPIENT(S)
(DBI), Sunny Am:1ulo (BOS)
Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI),
Katie Selcraio
Andy Karcs (DBI), Nicole
Rossini (DBI)
Malia Cohen (BOS), Yoyo Chan
(BOS), Brittni Chicuata (BOS),
Diana Martinez
Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

01/19/2017

Sam Dodge (HOM)

Emily Cohen (HOM)

01/19/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/19/2017

Alisa Somera (BOS)

Rosemary Bosque (DBI), Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI)
Yoyo Chan (BOS)

01/19/2017

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

William Strawn (DBI), Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Daniel
Lowrey (DBI)

01/20/2017

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

01/20/2017

William Strawn (DBI)

Ronald Tom (DBI)

DATE

AUTHOR(S)
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DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Email string re: HCO Hearing 1/23

PPAR_006297

Email string re: HCO Hearing 1/23

PPAR_006298

Email re: Requesting a meeting
about the Hotel Conversion
Ordinance
Email string FW: CH 41/SRO
Conversion Update and next steps
Email string FW: CH 41/SRO
Conversion Update and next steps
(HSH 004370 - HSH 004373)
Email string re: CH 41/SRO
Conversion Update and next steps
Email string re: Land Use Agenda
- 1/23 Draft, attaching the January
23, 2017 Final Draft Land Use
A.oenda
Email re: 1st Draft Land Use
Presentation, attaching document,
"HCO Amend Pres to BOS Land
Use 1.23.2017"
Email re: HCO leg Chief needs
reorganized attaching document
"Housing Chief HCO needs" and
an article from the SF Examiner
entitled, "First-of-its-kind report
details code enforcement cases in
SF homes"
Email FW: 1st Draft Land Use
Presentation, attaching powerpoint
document "HCO Amend Pres to
BOS Land Use 1.23.2017"

PPAR_006299

PPAR_006300PPAR 006303
PPAR_006304PPAR_006307
PPAR_006308PPAR 006312
PPAR_006313PPAR_006321

PPAR_006322PPAR_006328

PPAR_006329PPAR_006338

PPAR_006339PPAR_006345

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
01/20/2017

AUTHOR($)
William Strawn (DBI)

RECIPIENT($)
Ronald Tom (DBI), William
Strawn (DBI), [redacted]

01/20/2017

Janan New Oanan@sfaa.org)

01/20/2017

William Strawn (DBI)

01/20/2017

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Sunny Angulo (BOS), Aaron
Peskin (BOS), Brook Turner
Tom Hui (DBI), Edward
Sweeney (DBI), Daniel Lowrey
(DBI), Taras Madison (DBI),
Ronald Tom (DBI), [redacted],
Carolyn Jayin (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI), William Strawn
(DBI)
William Strawn (DBI), Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI}, Daniel Lowrey
(DBI}

01/20/2017

William Strawn (DBI)

Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Ronald Tom (DBI), Daniel
Lowrey (DBI}, Tom Hui (DBI)

01/20/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

Katie Selcraig, Diana Martinez,
tim@dscs.org, Gen Fujioka,
Tan Chow, Tammy Hung, Kitty
Fong, Randy Shaw, Rio Scharf,
Pratibha Tekkey, Alexandra
Goldman,
ilewis@unitehere2.org, Sue
Hestor, Deepa Varma,
Jennifer@sftu.org,
41

DESCRIPTION
Email re: Sup. Peskin's proposed
amendments/updates to the 36year old Hotel Conversion
Ordinance to preserve low-cost
housing for elderly, disabled, with a
link to the Agenda Packet for the
hearinQ on Januaiv 23, 2017
Email re: HCO

PPAR_006385

Email re: Board next week

PPAR_006386

Email re: 1st Draft Land Use
Presentation, attaching powerpoint
document "HCO Amend Pres to
BOS Land Use 1.23.2017"

PPAR_006387PPAR_006394

Email re: HCO Amend Pres to
BOS Land Use 1.23.2017,
attaching powerpoint document,
"HCO Amend Pres to BOS Land
Use 1.23.2017"
Email re: CH 41/SRO Conversion
Update and next steps, attaching
document "CH 41 HCO Peskin
Summary"

PPAR_006395PPAR_006402

BATES NOS.
PPAR_006346PPAR_006384

PPAR_006403PPAR_006410

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

01/20/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/22/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

RECIPIENT($)
tmecca@hrcsf.org,
fred@hrcsf.org, Tony Robles,
Theresa Imperial,
brian.basinger@ahasf.org,
Barbara Lopez (BOS),
joyce@cpasf.org, [redacted],
Angelica Cabande,
cgomez@unitehere2.org,
tenantorganize@somcan.org,
rquintero@tndc.org,
joyce@cpasf.org, Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI), [redacted], Gail
Gilman,
jwilson@hospitalityhouse.org,
Sam·Dodge (HOM)
Aaron Peskin (BOS), Jane Kim
(BOS)

DESCRIPTION

Email FW: CH 41/SRO Conversion
Update and next steps, attaching
document" CH 41 HCO Peskin
Summary"
Katie Selcraig, Diana Martinez, ,.Email re: CH 41/SRO Conversion
Update and next steps, attaching
tim@dscs.org, Gen Fujioka,
Tan Chow, Tammy Hung, Kitty
document "Community Talking
Fong, Randy Shaw, Rio Scharf, Points - SRO Conversions - Land
Use Hearing.pdf'
Pratibha Tekkey, Alexandra
Goldman,
ilewis@unitehere2.org, Sue
Hestor, Deepa Varma,
Jennifer@sftu.org,
tmecca@hrcsf.org,
fred@hrcsf.org, Tony Robles,
Theresa Imperial,
brian.basinger@ahasf.org,
Barbara Lopez (BOS),
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BATES NOS.

PPAR_006411PPAR_006417

PPAR_006418PPAR_006422

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

01/22/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/23/2017

Mawuli Tugbenyoh (MYR)

01/23/2017

Bernadette Perez (DBI)

01/23/2017

Sunny Angulo

01/23/2017

Sunny Angulo

01/23/2017

William Strawn (DBI)

RECIPIENT(S)
joyce@cpasf.org, [redacted],
Angelica Cabande,
cgomez@unitehere2.org,
tenantorganize@somcan.org,
rquintero@tndc.org,
joyce@cpasf.org, Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI), [redacted], Gail
Gilman,
jwilson@hospitalityhouse.org,
[redactedl
Katie Selcraig
(Katie@dscs.org), Diana
Martinez (Diana@dscs.org +33
more recipients (names are not
visible)
Crezia Tana (ECN)

Sunny Angulo (BOS), Alisa
Somera (BOS), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI), Daniel Lowrey
(DBI), William Strawn (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI}, Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI)
Rosemarie Bosque, William
Strawn (DBI)
Rosemarie Bosque, William
Strawn (DBI)
Tom Hui (DBI}, Daniel Lowrey
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DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Email string re: Ch 41/SRO
Conversion Update and next steps

PPAR_006423PPAR_006425

Email string re: Legislative Update
Week of January 23, 2017,
attaching Hotel Conversion File
No. 161291, Ordinance No. _,
[Administrative Code - Hotel
Conversion Ordinance Update]
(IVlYR 006089 - 006114)
Email re Power Point Presentation
for today's meeting 1/23/2017,
attaching document "HCO Amend
Pres to BOS Land Use 1 23
2017.pptx"

PPAR_006426PPAR_006451

PPAR_006452PPAR_006459

Email re: QUOTE for release

PPAR_006460

Email string re: QUOTE for release

PPAR_006461

Email re HCO Amend Pres to BOS

PPAR 006462-

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHORCS)

01/23/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/23/2017

Mawuli Tugbenyoh (MYR)
Liaison to the Board of
Supervisors
Office of Mayor Edwin Lee
Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

01/23/2017

RECIPIENT(S)
(DBI), Ronald Tom (DBI),
William Strawn (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI)
Katie Selcraig, Diana Martinez,
tim@dscs.org, Gen Fujioka,
Tan Chow, Tammy Hung, Kitty
Fong, Randy Shaw, Rio Scharf,
Pratibha Tekkey, Alexandra
Goldman,
ilewis@unitehere2.org, Sue
Hestor, Deepa Varma,
Jennifer@sftu.org,
tmecca@hrcsf.org,
fred@hrcsf.org, Tony Robles,
Theresa Imperial,
brian.basinger@ahasf.org,
Barbara Lopez (BOS),
joyce@cpasf.org, [redacted],
Angelica Cabande,
cgomez@unitehere2.org,
tenantorganize@somcan.org,
rquintero@tndc.org,
joyce@cpasf.org, Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Rosemary
Bosque (DBI), [redacted], Gail
Gilman,
jwilson@hospitalityhouse.org
Colleagues

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)
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DESCRIPTION
Land Use 1 23 2017.pptx,
attaching powerpoint document "
HCO Amend Pres to BOS Land
Use 1 23 2017.pptx"
Email string re: Ch 41/SRO
Conversion Update and next steps

BATES NOS.
PPAR_006469

PPAR_006470PPAR_006474

Email re: Legislative Update Week
of January 23, 2017 (CON 006004
- 006005)

PPAR_006475PPAR_006476

Email string re: QUOTE for release

PPAR_006477PPAR 006478

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. ·C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-·17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
01/23/2017

AUTHOR{S)
William Strawn (DBI)

01/23/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/23/2017

Bernadette Perez (DBI)

01/24/2017

Randy Shaw
(randy@thclinic@gmail.com)

01/24/2017

Jamie Sanbonmatsu (DBI)

01/24/2017

Dipak Patel
(dipakstayinsf@gmail.com)

01/25/2017

nasir24@aol.com

01/25/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/26/2017

Juned Usman Shaikh
Os@hoteltropica.com)

RECIPIENT(S)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
Sunny Angulo (BOS), William
Strawn (DBI)
Janan New, Aaron Peskin
(BOS)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Sunny Angulo (BOS), Dipak
Patel
(dipakstayinsf@.amail.com)
Rosemary Bosque (DBI),
William Strawn (DBI), Daniel
Lowrey (DBI), Ronald Tom
(DBI), Tom Hui (DBI), Lily
Madjus (DBI)
Sam Patel, Aaron Peskin
(BOS), Lee Hepner (BOS),
Sunny Angulo (BOS), Nasir
Patel
dipakstayinsf@gmail.com,
spatel@csvhospitality.com,
Aaron Peskin (BOS), Lee
Hepner (BOS), Sunny Angulo
(BOS)
Diana Martinez, Katie Selcraig
Aaron Peskin (BOS), Sunny
Angulo (BOS), Lee Hepner
(BOS), sdarbar@aol.com,
dipakstayinsf@gmail.com,
sp@bmshotels.com,
amotawala@live.com,
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DESCRIPTION
Email string re: Revisions to the
quote

BATES NOS.
PPAR_006479PPAR_006480

Email string re: today's hearing
follow-up
Email string FW: Supervisorial
Districts Count for HCO attaching a
map of profit and nonprofit SRO
hotels in supervisors' districts
Email string FW: HCO

PPAR_006481
PPAR_006482PPAR_006484

PPAR_006485

Email string re: article re: SRO
legislation would make it harder to
ri::int residential hotel rooms to
tourists

PPAR_006486PPAR_006487

Email string re: HCO

PPAR_006488PPAR_006492

Email string re: HCO

PPAR_006493PPAR_006497

Email string re: HCO at full Board

PPAR_006498PPAR 006499
PPAR_006500PPAR_006502

Email re: Hotel Conversion
Ordinance Legislation (HCO) Preservation of Weekly Rentals for
SRO Hotels - January 26th, 2016
to: Honorable Supervisor Aaron
Peskin

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

01/26/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

01/27/2017

Janan New Oanan@sfaa.org)

01/27/2017

Katie Selcraig

01/27/2017

William Strawn (DBI)

RECIPIENT(S)
anilpatel855@yahoo.com,
vikcpatel@gmail.com,
nap31 O@sbcglobal.net,
rstratton@hansonbridgett.com,
nayno33@sbcglobal.net,
dpatel46@sbcglobal.net,
pagnoletti@ehmergroup.com,
clubrio232@aol.com,
laynehotel@aol.com, Kiran
Patel, kenpatel04@gmail.com,
kbthakor@gmail.com,
dannypatel73@yahoo.com,
wirisor206@sbcglobal.net,
akshayamin@sbcglobal.net,
rpatel1541@gmail.com,
nasir24®aol.com
Ahsha Safai (BOS), Jane Kim
(BOS), Aaron Peskin (BOS),
Jeff Sheehy (BOS), Malia
Cohen (BOS), Suhagey
Sandoval (BOS), Andres Power
(BOS), Yoyo Chan (BOS),
Barbara Lopez (BOS)
Sunny Angulo (BOS), Lee
Hepner (BOS), Aaron Peskin
(BOS)
Natalie Gee (BOS), Diana
Martinez
Tom Hui (DBI), Edward
Sweeney (DBI), Daniel Lowrey
(DBI), Taras Madison (DBI),
Ronald Tom (DBI), [redacted],
Carolvn Javin (DBI), Liiv

46

DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Email re: CH 41/SRO Conversion
Fact Sheet Summary, attaching
document "CH 41 HCO Peskin
Summary.pdf'

PPAR_006503PPAR_006506

Email re: HCO

PPAR_006507

Email string re: Meeting: Hotel
Conversion Ordinance & 16th Bart
Plaza Development
Email re: Board Next Week

PPAR_006508PPAR_006510
PPAR_006511

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. C:CSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF~17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
AUTHOR(S)

DESCRIPTION

BATES NOS.

Email re: San Francisco Headlines

PPAR_006512PPAR 006519
PPAR_006520PPAR_006523

01/27/2017

Jonathan Moftakhar

RECIPIENT<Sl
Madjus (DBI), William Strawn
(DBI)
Malia Cohen (BOS)

01/30/2017

Suhagey G. Sandoval

Supervisor Ahsha Safai

01/30/2017

Katie Selcraig

01/30/2017

Erica Major (BOS)

01/30/2017

Mawuli Tugbenyoh (MYR)

01/31/2017

Erica Major (BOS)

01/31/2017
01/31/2017

Chad Pradmore
(chad3919(@omail.com)
Janan New Uanan@sfaa.org)

01/31/2017

Rosemary Bosque (DBI)

Natalie Gee (BOS), Diana
Martinez, Carolyn Goossen
(BOS)
Sunny Angulo (BOS}, Suhagey
Sandoval (BOS), Yoyo Chan
(BOS), Andres Power (BOS),
Ivy Lee (BOS), Alisa Somera
(BOS)
· Email string re: Legislative Update
Sam Dodge (HOM)
Week of January 30,2017 (MYR
006123 - 006125)
Sunny Angulo (BOS), Suhagey
Email string re: 161292 - SRO CoSandoval (BOS), Yoyo Chan
Sponsorship, attaching Master
(BOS), Andres Power (BOS),
Report dated January 31, 2017
Ivy Lee (BOS), Alisa Somera
(BOS)
Aaron Peskin (BOS)
Email re: HCO and Conversion
Project
Sunny Angulo (BOS), Aaron
Email re: update on requested
Peskin (BOS)
HCO amendments
Email string re: FINAL PUSH: Ch
Sunny Angulo (BOS)
41/SRO Conversion Update

DATE

47

Memorandum re: Proposed
legislation amending the
Residential Hotel Unit Conversion
and Demolition Ordinance ("HCO"),
Administrative Code Chapter 41
(File No. 161291) to be presented
before the full Board of Supervisors
on Tuesday, January 31, 2017
Email string re: Meeting: Hotel
Conversion Ordinance & 16th Bart
Plaza Development
Email string re: 161292- SRO CoSponsorship, attaching Special
Handing/Noticing Requirements

PPAR_006524PPAR_006527
PPAR_006528PPAR_006535

PPAR_006536PPAR_006538
PPAR_006539PPAR_006543

PPAR_006544PPAR 006545
PPAR_006546
PPAR_006547PPAR 006558

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. CCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE
0113112017

AUTHOR(S)
Sunny Angulo (BOS)

RECIPIENT<Sl
BOS Legislation (BOS), Alisa
Somera (BOS)

01/31/2017

Sheila Chung Hagen (BOS)

Erica Major (BOS)

02/01/2017

Yoyo Chan (BOS)

Katie Selcraig, Diana Martinez

02/01/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

acabande@somcan.org,
tmecca@hrcsf.org, Randy
Shaw, Gen Fujioka, Katie
Selcraig, Diana Martinez,
tim@dscs.org, Tan Chow,
Tammy Hung, Kitty Fong, Rio
Scharf, Pratibha Tekkey,
Alexandra Goldman,
ilewis@unitehere2.org, Sue
Hestor, Deepa Varma,
jennifer@sftu.org,
fred@hrcsf.org, Tony Robles,
Theresa Imperial,
brian.basinger@ahasf.org,
joyce@cpasf.org, [redacted],
cgomez@unitehere2.org,
tenantorganizer@somcan.org,
rquintero@tndc.org, [redacted],
Gail Gilman,
jwilson@hospitalityhouse.org,
[redacted], Jordan Gwendolyn
Davis, [redacted], Barbara
Lopez (BOS), Jamie
Sanbonmatsu (DBI), Rosemarv

48

DESCRIPTION
Email re: PESKIN: File 161291:
Amendment, attaching Supervisor
Peskin's HCO leg as amended in
board today (January 31, 2017)
Email string re: Adding Supervisor
Ronen as Co-sponsor of Update to
Hotel Conversion Ordinance
Email string re: Requesting a
meeting about the Hotel
Conversion Ordinance
Email string re: FINAL PUSH: CH
41/SRO Conversion Update

BATES NOS.
PPAR_006559PPAR_006584

PPAR_006585PPAR_006586
PPAR_006587PPAR_006590
PPAR_006591PPAR_006597

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition v. GCSF
San Francisco Superior Court Case No. CPF-17-515656
INDEX OF FINAL PETITIONERS' PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD
DATE

AUTHOR(S)

02/01/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

02/01/2017

Sunny Angulo (BOS)

02/03/2017

William Strawn (DBI)

02/06/2017
02/06/2017
02/06/2017
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I.

2

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Petitioners San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition (the 11Coalition"), Hotel Des Arts,

3 LLC, and Brent Haas (collectively "Petitioners") seek peremptory writs of mandate; (1) setting
4 aside Respondent City and County of San Francisco's ("City") approval of Ordinance No. 38~ 17

5 (Board of Supervisors File No. 161291) (the "Ordinance" or "HCO Amendments"), whereby it

6 materially amended its Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition Ordinance ("HCO")
7 without performing any review of that discretionary action under the California Environmental
8 Quality Act ("CEQA"; Pub. Resources Code,§ 21000 et seq); and (2) remedying City's remaining
9 violations of the California Public Records Act ("PRA"; Gov. Code,§ 6250 et seq.) in responding
10 to PRA requests. 1
11

Petitioners' CEQA claim raises a purely legal issue going to the heart of that

12 statute: Did the City violate the law when it summarily dispensed with CEQA review of an
13 Ordinance enacting major revisions to its HCO, materially changing the terms on which SRO units
14 can be rented and occupied, based solely on its ipse dixit that the Ordinance is not a "project"
15 under CEQA? The City's unsupported - and incredible - assertion that the Ordinance is not a
16 "project" triggering CEQA review contravenes not only its own past practice, but CEQA's plain
17 language (Pub. Resources Code,§§ 2l065(a), 21080(a)); CEQA Guidelines,§ 15378(a)(l)), and
18 decades of case law holding similar land use ordinances, plans and regulations are CEQA

19 "projects," both categorically and because they may result in direct or reasonably foreseeable
20
2t
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

1

These two writ claims are set forth in the First (Violations of CEQA) and Sixth (Violations of
PRA) Causes of Action of Petitioners' "First Amended And Supplemental Verified Petition For
Writ Of Mandate; Complaint For Declaratory And Injunctive Relief For Takings, Denial of Due
Process, And Denial Of Equal Protection/' filed and served on August 23, 2017 (the "FAP"). This
Court's (Hon. Lynn O'Malley-Taylor) original "Case Management Order Setting Briefing And
Hearing Schedule" entered on April 17, and filed on April 18, 2018 (the "CMO"), set these two
claims for consolidated briefing and hearing on October 5, 2018, at 1:30 p.m. in Department 503.
The Court's (Hon. Cynthia Ming-mei Lee) First Amended CMO rescheduled the hearing to
January 18, 2019, at 9:30 a.m., and adjusted the briefing and related deadlines. The FAP's
remaining claims (Second through Fifth Causes of Action) are not at issue in this hearing and are
currently the subject of Petitioners' pending appeal of this Court's (Hon. Teni Jackson) denial of
Petitioners' motion for a preliminary injunction based on those claims. That appeal has been fully
briefed since February 22, and is now set for oral argument on September 20, 2018.
SFSR\54041\1S19002. l
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1 indirect changes to the physical environment. (E.g., Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano County Airport

2 Land Use Com. (2007) 41 Cal.4th 372, 381 ["Whether an activity constitutes a project subject to
3 CEQA is a categorical question respecting whether the activity is of a general kind with which
4 CEQA is concerned, without regard to whether the activity will actually have environmental
5 impact"}; Rominger v. County of Colusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 690, 701-702 [holding examples
6 of CEQA projects listed in Public Resources Code§ 21080(a), including but not limited to
7 enactment and amendment of zoning ordinances and approval of tentative subdivision maps, are
8 categorically CEQA projects].) The HCO is an ordinance regulating the use of buildings,
9 structures and land akin to a zoning ordinance, and it is not only "reasonably" but plainly

10 foreseeable that the HCO Amendments may directly or indirectly result in changes in SRO room

11

occupancy, tenant displacement, and related e11viro11111ental effects. i\.cco1·dingly, as a 1natter of

12 law, the HCO Amendments are categorically a "project" within CEQA's purview, and the City
13 violated its mandatory legal duties when it failed to conduct an initial study and summarily

14 dispensed with CEQA review based on its contrary conclusion.

15

The PRA claim has in part, but not completely, been mooted by the City's belated

16 production of responsive documents. After six months of the City's stonewalling, intentionally
17 misconstruing and narrowing the scope of Petitioners' broad PRA requests, and producing barely
18 2,500 pages of documents in response to those requests, Petitionel's were forced to amend and

19 supplement their Petition to add a claim seeking a writ for the City's PRA violations. Beginning
20 two weeks after that, and continuing over the next five months, the City produced an additional

21 approximately 18,000 pages of documents, including numerous previously withheld documents
22 responsive to Petitioner's PRA requests, many of which are now part of the ce11ified
23 Administrative Record in this action: Crucially, this belated production came only after (1) the

24 City had repeatedly violated the PRA's deadlines, (2) the City had repeatedly - and falsely 25 claimed to have produced everything, (3) the City had intentionally and illegally construed
26 Petitioner's requests narrowly in an effort to avoid producing relevant documents, and
2 7 (4) Petitioners had been forced to file and serve their August 20 l 7 FAP adding the Sixth Cause of
28 Action for PRA violations. As a matter of law, the Coalition has thus already prevailed on the
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PRA claim. (Sukumar v. City ofSan Diego (2017) 14 Cal.App.5th 451, 462~467 [plaintiff prevails
2 in PRA action, even where writ relief denied as moot, where filing of lawsuit causes release of
3 responsive, previously withheld documents].) However, that PRA claim has not yet been
4 adjudicated, is not entirely mooted, and a writ should still issue to compel the City to produce
5 legally required declarations evidencing that thorough searches of City officials' and employees'
6 personal files, accounts and devices were appropriately conducted for responsive documents - a

7 legal mandate with which the City has still never complied. (City ofSan .lose v. Superior Court
8 (2017) 2 Cal.5th 608 [holding city employees' communications related to the conduct of public
9 business are public records regardless of whether sent or received on personal account or device,

10 and allowing city to rely on employees' searches so long as it obtains employee affidavits with
11 suf:fieient factual showing of PKA compliance].)

12

For these reasons, as set forth in more detail below, the Court should issue: ( 1) a

13 peremptory writ of mandate voiding and directing the City to set aside Ordinance No. 38-17
14 enacting the HCO Amendments, which it unlawfully adopted without any environmental review
15 based on its legally erroneous assertion that such discretionary action was not a CEQA "project";
16 and (2) an appropriate peremptory writ remedying the City's remaining PRA violations.
17 II.

LEGAL ANALYSIS OF CEQA WRIT CLAIM

18

A.

19

Relevant Factual and Procedural Background

1.

Basic Nature Of Single Room Occupancy Units And Hotels

Generally

20
21

The HCO regulates approximately 18,000 to 20,000 SRO units in about 500 SRO

22 hotels (both profit and non-profit) throughout the City. (PPAR 4, 703, 6520, 6890.)2 An SRO
23 unit is a small hotel room, usually from 100 to 350 square feet in size, that generally lacks private
24 bathrooms and kitchens. (5/9/17 Zacks Deel. in Supp. Of Mot. For Prelim. Inj.,

~

5.) SROs

25
26

2

Petitioners' Proposed Administrative Record is cited "PPAR f:tlli.@.llo/s]" and consists of 7,208
pages Bates labeled PPAR 000001 - 007208. The PPAR has been pa1tially certified by the City,
27
and relevant documents that the City. did not certify are the subject of Petitioners' concurrently
28 filed Motion to Augment the Record and/or Request for Judicial Notice.
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generally use shared bathrooms; some may have communal kitchens; for others, residents must
2 use their own microwaves, hot plates, etc., or in some cases, bring in prepated food. (Ibid.)
3 Essentially, they resemble college dormitory rooms, not apartment units. (PPAR 7141.) These
4 units have long provided a critical supply of relatively low-cost rooms for rent on a weekly, or
5 multi-week, basis. (PPAR 703, 6606 (approximately 5% of City's population lives in SROs].);
6 Zack's decl., ~ 6.) As the Supreme Court has recognized, while SRO units "may not be an ideal
7 form of housing, such units accommodate many whose only other options might be sleeping in
8 public spaces or in a City shelter" and "residential hotel units serve many who cannot afford
9 security and rent deposits for an apartment." (San Remo Hotel v. City and County ofSan
10 Francisco (2002) 27 Cal.4th 643, 674, emph. added.)3

2.

11
12

San Francisco's Hotel Conversion Ordinance
L

History, Key Provisions, And Past Treatment As

"Project" Subject To CEQA
13

14

San Francisco's HCO is a local land use ordinance, codified at

15 chapter 4 l of the San Francisco Administrative Code, that regulates the rental and use of
16 designated SRO units. (Bullock v. City and County a/San Francisco (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
17

1072, 1080; S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41); see PPAR 175-230.) First enacted in 1981, its predecessor

18 was a 1979 moratorium on the demolition or conversion of SRO units to tourist units or
19 condominiums in response to a perceived serious housing shortage for low-income and elderly
20 residents caused by such conversions. (Terminal Plaza Corp. v. City and County ofSan Francisco
21

(1986) 177 Cal.App.3d 892, 898; PPAR 6521.) In February 1981, the City replaced the

22 moratorium with the permanent HCO. (Terminal Plaza Corp., supra, 177 Cal.App.3d at 898.) As
23

revised and redrafted through amendments later that year, the HCO required owners of SRO units

24

3

These statements of the Supreme Court alone, and without regard to their factual basis, show that
25 the City's actions in enacting and amending its HCO are categorically a general kind of activity
with which CEQA is concerned. (:."lee Muzzy Ranch, supra, 41 Cal.4th at 382.) In fact, a variety
26 of people rent SRO rooms, including lower-income people who would be homeless if their only
other option was to rent in a traditional, monthly manner; short-term visitors who cannot afford
27
tourist hotel rates; people coming in to work in the City for short periods of time; and even
28 medical patients and their families, who also cannot afford to pay toudst rates. (Zacks decl., ~ 6.)
SFSR\54041\1519002.!
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1 to obtain a permit prior to demolishing or converting such SRO units to any other use. (Id.) A
2 unit's designation as "residential" or "tourist" was determined as of September 23, 1979, by its
3 occupancy status according to definitions contained in, and documented pursuant to procedures
4 specified in, the HCO. (Id.)

5

Because the originally adopted rule requiring 32-day minimum

6 rentals proved to be problematic and unworkable for both SRO hotel owners and their tenants
7 (PPAR 1695-1697, 1706-1708, 1719), in 1990 the City amended the HCO to change the minimum
8 allowable occupancy period of residential rooms to at least seven days (i.e., weeklies). (PP AR 52
9

[showing language of§ 41.20(a)(2) prior to HCO Amendments providing it would be unlawful to

10 "[r]ent any residential unit for a term of tenancy less than seven days"]; 1724; [8/7/89 City DBI
11

letter noting "proposed change will allow landlords to rent weekly"]; 1728 [9/22/89 City

12 environmental review memo noting 1990 amendments would authorize "weekly rather than
13

monthly rentals during winter months"].)4

14

Importantly, the original HCO and all subsequent amendments made

15 to it and to related ordinances were - until the adoption of the HCO Amendments challenged in
16 this action, which became effective as of March 19, 2017 - treated by the City, and held by the
17 courts, to be "projects" subject to CEQAreview. (PPAR 1213-1214, 1227-1229, 1446-1455,
18

1530-1533, 1653-1672, 1677-1681, 1689-1693, 1699-1704, 1727-1729; see Terminal Plaza Cmp.,

19 supra, 177 Cal.App.3d at 903-905 [holding City's adoption of original HCO was project requiring

20 CEQA review].)
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

4

In 1990, the City also amended the HCO to enable certain nonprofit organizations (specifically,
Tenderloin Housing Clinic ("THC")) to be "interested parties" with standing to enforce the HCO
and also required such parties to report lawsuits to the City. (S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41.20(e); see
also Tenderloin Housing Clinic, Inc .. v. Astoria Hotel, Inc. (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 139, 141 [THC
sued hotel for violating HCO].) Accordingly, THC, the largest non-profit operator of SRO hotels
in the City, actually acts as a primary enforcer of the HCO through private litigation, typically
against privately owned, for-profit SRO hotel owners and operators such as those comprising
petitioner San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition.
SFSR\54041\1519002.1
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b.

Stated Purpose Of The HCO To Protect Low Income

SRO Tenants From Displacement·

2

3

The stated purpose of the HCO is "to benefit the general public by

4 minimizing adverse impact on the housing supply and on displaced low income, elderly, and

5 disabled persons resulting from the loss of residential hotel units through their conversion and
6 demolition." (PPAR 3.) "The HCO·includes findings that the City suffers from a severe shortage

7 of affordable rental housing; [and] that many elderly, disabled and low-income persons reside in
8 residential hotel units[.]" (Ibid.)
Since the last major HCO amendments were made in 1990, and up

9

10 until the challenged HCO Amendments, the City has consistently interpreted and enforced the
11

HCO such that weekly rentals to anyone were lawful even if the weekly occupants failed to

12 become permanent, residential rent-controlled tenants by staying in the rented SRO unit for at
13

least thirty days. HCO Annual Reports issued by Respondent Department of Building Inspection

14 ("DBI"), which were initiated in 2000 (PPAR 1731), have consistently stated the rule that:
15 "Residential hotel owners and opera~ors must rent residential guest rooms certified by the HCO
16 for seven days or longer." (PPAR 1747, 1750, 1754, 1765, 4391, 4630, 4638, 4645, 4665, 4669,
17 4678, 4686, 4692, 4705, 4710.) Similarly, DBI's informational materials regarding its required
18 Annual Unit Usage Reports ("AUUR") stated that "Residential guest rooms must be rented for a
19 period not less than 7 consecutive days to a San Francisco resident" (PPAR 7141) and referred to
20 "guest rooms rented for less than 7 d'ays" as "tourist guest rooms." (PPAR 7144.) The City's
21

AUUR forms themselves similarly objectively define residential rooms as those rented "for 7 days

22 or more." (PPAR 7162, 7164.)5 Thus, the ability of SROs to lawfully offer and provide short-term
23

weekly rentals has for decades provided a vital public service to the most economically-

24 disadvantaged residents of San Francisco.

25
26 5 The HCO also allowed SRO hotel operators to rent vacant units as short~term rentals of less than
7 days to tourists during the designated tourist season (May 1-September 30) without being
27
deemed to have "converted" such SRO units to unlawful tourist or transient use. (Terminal Plaza,
28 supra, 177 Cal.App.3d at 899.)
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c.
· This Court Has Already Found That, Prior To The
Challenged 2017 HCO Amendments, The City Consistently Interpreted The HCO To
2 Prohibit Rentals Of Residential Units Only for Periods Of Less Than 7 Days
1

The City previously argued to this Court in opposing Petitioners'

3

4 preliminary injunction motion that the 2017 HCO Amendments did not make any substantive
5 changes to the HCO, but merely "clarified" existing law: "The Amendments to the HCO define
6 'tourist or transient use' and clarify San Francisco's long~standing interpretation of the HCO.
7 There are no substantive changes in the obligations of SRO owners." (5/19/17 City MPA in Opp.

8 to Prelim. Inj. 1:5~7.) It is anticipated the City will again argue in opposition to Petitioners'
9 CEQA claim that SRO owners have never had the legal right to rent SRO units for periods of
I 0 between 7 and 32 days except to permanent residents. 6 In the proceedings on the preliminary

11

injunction motion, this Court rejected that argument based on Petitioners' proffered evidence of

12 the City's and THC's contrary historical interpretation in litigation, both in appellate arguments
13 and trial court stipulated settlements. (5/26/17 Plaintiffs' Reply Request For Jud. Not. In Supp. of
14 Mot. for Prelim. Inj., Exs. A- H.) City's past interpretation of the HCO, plainly appearing in
15 matters subject to this Court's judicial notice, as well as in the plain language of prior versions of
16 the HCO itself and other documents in the administrative record, shows that prior to the
17 challenged HCO Amendments at issue in this action, the HCO was consistently interpreted and
18 enforced such that Petitioners had a la\l\rful right to make SRO rentals of 7 days or more. As this
19 Court found in its Order denying theyreliminary injunction motion: "The pre-2017 Amendments
20 version of the Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition Ordinance ('HCO') did allow

21

6

The City may make this argument in an effort to claim its failure to pe1iorm CEQA review of the
22 HCO Amendments is allowed under precedent holding that while local ordinances are potential
CEQA projects, "[a] municipal ordinance that merely restates or ratifies existing law does not
23
constitute a project and is therefore not subject to environmental review under CEQA." (Union of
24 Medical Marfiuana Patients, Inc. v. City of Upland (2016) 245 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1272-1275.)
But any such argument would be unavailing here for numerous reasons, including that (1) the
25 HCO Amendments regulate land use (1\'.forehart v. County ofSanta Barbara (1994) 7 Cal.4th 725,
750) and affect housing of last resort for the otherwise homeless (San Remo Hotel, supra, 27
26 Cal.4th at 674), and are thus categorically a CEQA "project" (e.g., Rominger, supra, 229
Cal.App.4th at 702-703); (2) both the face of the HCO Amendments and the record here plainly
27
show that the Ordinance materially amended, and did not merely restate, the preexisting HCO; and
28 (3) this Court itself has already duly considered and flatly rejected this argument.
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1 certain types of rentals of residential units that are now prohibited by the Amendments, e.g., seven
2 day (or longer) rentals for residential use to non-permanent residents." (6/14/17 Order Denying
3 Mot. For Prelim. Inj. 2:9-12.)
The California Supreme Court has also interpreted the HCO

4

5 consistently with this Court's - and tl1e City's previous and longstanding- interpretation: "The
6 HCO makes it unlawful to eliminate a residential hotel unit without obtaining a conversion permit

7 or to rent a residential unit for a term shorter than seven days." (San Remo Hotel, supra, 27
8 Cal.4th at 651, citing S.F. Admin. Code,§ 41.20(a).) San Remo Hotel was decided 16 years ago.
9 And as Petitioners have previously P.ointed out, as late as 2016, THC was continuing to stipulate

I 0 to injunctions in HCO enforcement actions that only enjoined the renting of rooms for a period of
11

less than 7 days - without regard to the residency status of those occupants. The contrary

12 "revisionist history" offered by the City in this litigation does not withstand scrutiny.
Indeed, as clearly recognized by the proponents of this legislation,

13

14 the major purpose of the HCO AmeI'1dments was to "close a loophole" in the HCO by changing

15 the minimum allowable rental term for SRO units from 7 days to 32 days. (E.g., PPAR 233
16 (I/20/17 United to Save the Mission letter "support[ing] the shift from 7 to 32 days"]; 235

17 [l/22/17 DBI Commissioner letter re closing "loopholes such as the amount of days a unit must be
18 occupied to be considered "residential'"']; 6554 [Supervisor Peskin press release re purpose of
19 "legislation to address existing loopholes"]; 6296 [1/13/17 email from DBI Senior Housing
20 Inspector re "important changes to the residential hotel conversion ordinance" and stating "[t]he
21

legislation will change the 7 day rule to 30 days"]; 6326, 6330, 6408 [City's informational

22 materials noting changes].)
23

A January 30, 2017 staff memo written to Supervisor Safai

24 regarding the proposed HCO Amendments stated, in summarizing a DBI report: "The HCO
25 currently requires that residential guestrooms be available for low income, eldedy and disabled
26 persons for a "term of tenancy of seven (7) days or more [proposed legislation will change this to
27 32 days, any rental ofless than 32 days is considered a tourist rental]."" (PPAR 6522, braeketted
28 text in orig.) The memo further noted: "This 32 consecutive day change is important and brings
• 16·
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1 the HCO in compliance [sic} with the Rent Ordinance, This proposed change renders a rental of
2 less than 32 days as transient or tourist." (PPAR 6521.)

3

Sunny Angulo, the Chief of Staff of HCO Amendments sponsor

4 Aaron Peskin, succinctly stated in an email rallying support for the legislation that the hotel

5 operators' "chief concern is the very heart of the legislation. They want to keep it at 7 davs. We

6 have indicated that the community is committed to this core piece of the legislation." (PPAR 6549,

7 emph. in orig.) In another email to her "team" of proponents, Angulo referred to "the threshold of
8 days required to rent a residential room" as "the meat of the legislation," and urged them to "make
9 history" by securing the Ordinance's adoption. (PPAR 6594.)

10

3.
The HCO Amendments Materially Changed The HCO Ancl
Were Adopted Without Required Public Notice Or Any CEQA Review

11
12

In late 2016, members of Respondent Board of Supervisors proposed the HCO

13 Amendments, purportedly to address (among other concerns) perceived problems characterized by

14 City staff as rentals by private hotel operators of SRO units to "short-term tourists for bigger
15 profit, with none of the hassle of tenant protections." (PPAR 6520.)

16

The HCO Amendments proposed in late 2016, and subsequently enacted and

17 challenged herein, make the following material changes to the HCO: (1) redefining prohibited

18 "tourist or transient" use and "unlawful actions" so as to entirely eliminate SRO hotel operators'

19 preexisting year-round right to rent SRO units for minimum terms of at least seven (7) days (the
20 provision the Ordinance sponsor's Chief of Staff referred to as "the very heart" and "the meat of
21 the legislation"); (2) prohibiting the rental of SRO units (except in compliance with the HCO' s
22 restrictive seasonal tourist rental provisions) for any term less than 32 days, thus converting all
23 SRO hotel units into "apartments" for at least half the year and thereby subjecting them to the
24 restrictions of City's Rent Ordinance; (3) entirely eliminating previously lawful tourist rentals of

25 SRO units (i.e., for terms less than 32 days) between May 1 and September 30 (where the unit has
26 become vacant due to voluntary vacation or lawful eviction of the permanent resident) when the
27 SRO hotel owner or operator has committee! any violation of the HCO '>Vithin the past year; (4)
28 changing conversion permit application requirements to include requiring specifying the location
SPSR\54041\lS19002. l
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of replacement units, historic rental rates for vacant converted units, and "sufficiently detailed
2 :financial information, such as letters of intent and contracts, establishing how the owner or
3 operator is constructing or causing to construct" any off-site replacement units; (5) redefining

4 "comparable unit" so as to require a replacement unit for conversion purposes to he "designated
5 the same category of housing as the existing unit" and "similarly affordable for low income,
6 elderly, and disabled persons" as well as newly subjecting replacement units to "restrictions

7 recorded against title to the real prop.erty"; (6) increasing the information required to be provided
8 in AUURs to include a "graphic floor plan reflecting room designations for each floor," and

9 substantially increasing the penalties for providing late or insufficient reports to $500 per day plus
10 elimination of eligibility for seasonal tourist rentals for the next 12 months; (7) granting the
11

Director of Respondent DBI the authority to issue administrative subpoenas to conduct on-site

12 inspections of documents and units, and to recover costs of enforcement; and (8) substantially

13 increasing monetary penalties for unlawful "conversions" (which now include previously lawful
14 weekly rentals of SRO rooms) to up to $750 per day for each converted unit, plus costs of
15 enforcement including attorneys' fees. (PPAR 175-201.)7
On Dece1)1ber 15, 2016, the City's Planning Department-without citing or making

16

17 reference to any facts, evidence or analysis of potential environmental, housing or tenant
18 displacement impacts in the. record- issued a terse written determination that the City's
19 consideration of the HCO Amendments for approval was not a "project" as defined by CEQA

20
21

22
By design, as a result of the HCO Amendments, and specifically the new 32~day minimum rental
term contained therein, SRO hotel unit rentals may no longer lawfully be rented for 7 to 31 day
terms that would be exempt from regulation under the City's Rent Ordinance (Administrative
Code, Chapter 37), which extensively regulates rent charges and increases, pass-through charges
for capital improvem.ents and utilities, and evictions, inter alia. The relevant Rent Ordinance
exemption provides that "rental units" regulated thereunder "shall not include ... housing
accommodations in hotels, motels, inns, tourist houses, rooming and boarding houses, provided
that at such time as an accommodation has been occupied by a tenant/or thirty-two (32)
·
continuous days or more, such accommodations shall become a rental unit subject to the
provisions of the chapter ...." (S.F. Admin. Code,§ 37.2-8, emph. added.)
7

23

24
25

26
27

28

SFSR\54041\1519002.1
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because it would allegedly not result in any physical change to the environment, citing CEQA
2 Guidelines§ 15378. (PPAR 1.)8
Despite awareness of private SRO hoteliers' strong concerns with and objections to

3

4 the proposed elimination of weekly rentals (e.g., PPAR 238-243, 402-403, 474-475 [hotelier
5 emails and letters], 6592, 6594), on January 31, 2017, after a recommendation from its Land Use
6 and Transportation Committee, resp?ndent Board amended (to add the floor plan provisions), and

7 voted to pass on first reading as amended, the HCO Amendments. (PPAR 175-203.) On February
8 7, 2017, despite fu1iher and continued hotelier objections (e.g., PPAR 474-499), respondent Board
9 voted to pass on second reading the HCO Amendments. (PPAR 229-230.) In taking both actions,
10 it relied without elaboration on the Planning Department's earlier determination summarily

11 dispensing with any CEQA review. ·
12

The notice for Respondent Board's January 31 and February 7, 2017 meeting

13 agendas for the proposed HCO Amendments provided in its entirety as follows:
14

[Administrative Coclc - Update Hotel Conversion Ordinance]

15

20

Ordinance amending Administrative Code, Chapter 41, to update the
Hotel Conversion Ordinance, including: adding or refining definitions
of tourist and transit [sic] use, comparable unit, conversion, and lowincome household; revising procedures for permits to convert
residential units; harmonizing fees and penalty provisions with the
Building Code; eliminating seasonal short-term rentals for residential
units that have violated provisions of the Hotel Conversion Ordinance
in the previous year; authorizing the Department of Building
Inspection to issue administrative subpoenas; adding an operative date;
and affirming the Planning Department's determination under the
California Environme.ntal Quality Act.

21

(PPAR 175, 204, 229.) This notice did not meet applicable requirements of state

16
17

18
19

22 and local law. It provided an inadequate "brief general description" of the material changes and
23
24
25
26
27
28

8

This determination appears to be inconsistent with the City's own guidance on this topic as
expressed in a September 18, 2013 Planning Department memo entitled "Processing Guidance:
Not a project under CEQA." (PPAR.2703.) The City's referenced guidance refers to certain
interior and exterior renovations and repairs to structures that are not visible to the public,
legalization of existing occupied uses or units, and condominium conversions requiring no
building permit or Planning Commission authorization, or which are limited to permitted work not
considered a project. (Ibid.) Nowhere does the guidance include major revisions to land use
ordinances such as the HCO.
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1 impacts of the HCO Amendments, which is inconsistent with the requirements of the Brown Act
2 (Moreno v. City of King (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 17, 21, 26-27) and City's own Sunshine
3 Ordinance (S.F. Admin. Code, Chapter 67), because it did not provide "a meaningful description

4 of each item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting." (id., at§ 67.7(a); see id., at
5

§ 67. 7(b) [to be "meaningful" description must be "sufficiently clear and specific to alert a person

6 of average intelligence and education whose interests are affected by the item that he or she may
7 have reason to attend the meeting or seek more information on the item."].)9 While the "notice"

8 mentioned "affirming the Planning Department's determination under [CEQA]," it did not provide
9 any clues - even in the most general terms - of the substance of that determination, i.e., that

10 CEQA does not apply at all because City's discretionary action in amending the HCO for the first
11

time in decades supposedly is not even a "project." (See, e.g., San .Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center

12 v. County of1Vferced (2013) 216 Cal.App.4th 1167, 1176-1179 [failure of County's agenda to list
13 consideration of adoption of MND under CEQA as distinct item of business to be transacted at
14 public meeting violated Brown Act].)

15

Pursuant to relevant provisions of the City's Charter and local law, enactment of

16 ordinances such as the HCO Amendments does not occur until the City's mayor timely signs the
17 ordinance or, in the event of a mayoral veto, the Board acts to override the veto. On Febrnary 17,
18 2017, then-Mayor Ed Lee signed the ordinance and the HCO Amendments were thereby finally
19 adopted and enacted on that date by Respondents. (PPAR 230.) The HCO Amendments became
20 effective 30 days thereafter on March 19, 2017. Because the City determined its adoption of the
21

HCO Amendments was not a "project," it did not file any Notice of Determination ("NOD") or

22

23

24

9

Instead of fairly describing the essential nature of the major HCO Amendments, the City's
25 agenda notices provided a sanitized description that fails to disclose the substantial eliminations of
previously existing rights and the severe new restrictions being placed on operation and use of
26 SRO hotels, including saying nothing about their key feature of prohibiting SRO unit rentals of
less than 32 days, which eliminated a previously lawful and important weekly rental option that
27
had existed under the HCO for decades, and effectively converted SRO units into apartments
28 subject for the first time to extensive. and mandatory regulation under the City's Rent Ordinance.
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1 Notice of Exemption ("NOE") under CEQA. Petitioners' instant action challenging the HCO
2 Amendments on CEQA and other grounds was timely filed on May 8, 2017 . 10
3

Legal Argument

4

l.

5

CEQA Has A Broad Definition Of "Project"

CEQA broadly defines "projects" to include any activities directly undertaken by

6 public agencies which have the potential to ultimately culminate in physical change to the

7 environment. (City ofLivermore v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 531,

8 537; Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Com. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 277-278, & fn. 16.) The
9 Supreme Court and Courts of Appeal "ha[ve} given the term "project" a broad interpretation and
10 application to maximize protection of the environment." (Tuolumne County Citizens For

11 Responsible Growth, Inc. v. City <~(Sonoma (2007) 155 Cal.App.4th 1214, 1222-1223, and cases
12 cited; see Aptos Council v. County ofSanta Cruz (2017) 10 Cal.App.5th 266, 278; McQueen v.
13 Board of Directors (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 1136, 1143.)
14
15

The courts' broad definition of a CEQA "project" is compelled by the plain
language of the CEQA statutes and Guidelines. Thus: ''"Project" means an activity which may

16 cause either a direct physical change in the environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect
17 physical change in the environment, and which is any of the following: (1) An activity directly
18 undertaken by any public agency." (Pub. Resources Code,§ 21065(a).) "[T]his division shall
19 apply to discretionary projects proposed to be carried out or approved by public agencies,
20 including, but not limited to, the enactment and amendment of zoning ordinances .... " (Pub.
21

Resources Code,§ 21080(a).) 11

22
23

10

Petitioners' First Amended And Supplemental Petition for Writ of Mandate, which added the
Sixth Cause of Action for Violations of the PRA, was filed on August 23, 2017. The facts
24 relevant to the PRA cause of action are set forth in detail in the accompanying Declaration of
Arthur F. Coon filed in support of that claim, and are discussed briefly in the section of this brief
25
relating to the PRA claim; they are not relevant to the legal issue whether the City violated CEQA
26 by not treating the HCO Amendments as a "project" and adopting them without CEQA review.
11

While the HCO may not be a classic "zoning" ordinance, it clearly operates like a zoning
ordinance because it "ha[s] the effect of"[r]egulat[ing] the use of buildings, structures, and land""
28 (People v. Optimal Global Healing, Inc. (2015) 241 Cal.App.4th Supp. 1, 8), and as a local law

27
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1

The CEQA Guidelines, in relevant part, define "project" as "the whole of an action,

2 which has a potential for resulting in either a direct physical change in the environment, or a
3 reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment, and that is any of the
4 following: (1) An activity directly undertaken by any public agency including but not limited to ..
5 . enactment and amendment of zoning ordinances ... " (14 Cal. Code Regs., § 15378(a)(l).) It is
6 important to note that the determination of whether an activity constitutes a "project" for pmposes
7 of CEQA is a threshold and antecedent inquiry that is made prior to "CEQA review" of the
8 nature and significance of a project's environmental effects. In other words, there is no
9 requirement that the "physical change" in the environment that may be caused, directly or
10 indirectly, by an activity be either significant or adverse for the activity to qualify as a "project"
11 that must undergo CEQA review. The mere fact that a public agency's action may, directly or

12 indirectly, cause a physical change il_l the existing environment alone makes it a CEQA "project"
13

Under CEQA's broad definition of a "project," ordinances, laws and regulations

14 affecting the use of land or structures have consistently been held to be CEQA "prQjects" over the
15 course of many decades. (See, e.g., Apartment Assn. of Greater Los Angeles v. City ofLos
16 Angeles (2001) 90 Cal.App.4th 1162, 1169 ["Ordinances passed by cities are clearly activities

17 undertaken by a public agency and thus "projects" under CEQA."], citing 60 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen.
18 335, 338 (1977); County Sanitation Dist. No. 2 v. County ofKern (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1544,
19 1558 [treating County ordinance restricting sewage sludge application on County lands as project
20 under CEQA and further holding "CEQA requires the preparation of an EIR whenever substantial
21 evidence supports a fair argument that an ordinance will cause potentially significant
22 environmental impacts"]; id. at 1578 ["Amendment or adoption of an ordinance is a legislative act
23 subject to review under section 21168.5"], citations omitted; Plastic Pipe & Fittings Assn. v.
24 Cal(fornia Building Standards Com. (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1390, 1412 ["A regulation fitting the
25 description of a discretionary project is a discretionary project under CEQA."]; De Vita v. County
26 regulating land use it shares, for purposes of CEQA, the key attribute of zoning ordinances. "The
purpose of a zoning law is to regulate the use of land." (More hart v. County ofSanta Barbara
27
(1994) 7 Cal.4th 725, 750.) As discussed below, zoning ordinances are categorically CEQA
28 "projects."
·22·
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1

<~f Napa

(1995) 9 Cal.4th 763, 794 ["Although not explicitly mentioned in the CEQA statutes,

2 general plans 'embody fundamental land use decisions that guide the future growth and
3 development of cities and counties,' 'and amendments of these plans 'have a potential for resulting
4 in ultimate physical changes in the environment.' General plan adoption and amendment are

5 therefore properly defined in the CEQA guidelines as project subject to environmental review."],
6 citations omitted; Rosenthal v. Board ofSupervisors (1975) 44 Cal.App.3d 815, 823 ["In view of
7 the fact that city ordinances were the subject matter in the No Oil case, it appears that it was held
8 impliedly therein that adopting an ordinance was a project within the meaning of the

9 Enviromnental Quality Act"], citing No Oil, Inc. v. City ofLos Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68
10 [impliedly holding adoption of zoning ordinance permitting drilling of oil test wells was project

11 within meaning of CEQA].) Indeed, as noted above, the City's adoption of the original HCO was
12 squarely held to be a project requiring CEQA review. (Terminal Plaza Corp., supra, 177
13

Cal.App.3d at 903-905.)

14

2.
Whether An Activity Constitutes A CEQA HProject" Is A
Question Of Law And No Deference Is Given To The Agency's Position Ou This Issue

15

16

The cases are uniform that the issue whether a proposed activity is a "project"

17 subject to CEQA is a question of law for the courts, upon which the lead agency's determination is
18 given no deference. (See, e.g., Friends qfthe College qfSan Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo County
19 Community College Dist. (2016) 1 Cal.5th 937, 952 ["whether a proposed activity is a project
20 within the meaning of CEQA is, as we have recognized, a predominantly legal question, for it
21

depends on whether "undisputed data in the record on appeal" satisfy the detailed statutory

22 definition of the term "project""], citing Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano County Abport Land Use
23 Com. (2007) 41 Cal.4th 372, 382; Black Property Owners Assn. v. City of Berkeley (1994) 22
24 Cal.App.4th 974, 984 ["Whether a particular activity constitutes a project in the first instance is a
25 question oflaw"]; see also California Unions.for Reliable Energy v. Mojave Desert Air Quality
26 lVfanagement Dist. (2009) 178 Cal.App.4th 1225, 1239 [same], quoting Riverwatch v. Olivenhain
27 .Municipal Water Dist; (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1186, 1203; Fullerton Joint Union High School
28 Dist. v. State Bd. of Education (1982) 32 Cal.3d 779, 795 [whether State Board of Education's
SPSR\5404 l\l5 l 9002. l
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1 approval of school district secession plan for presentation to voters was CEQA project was "an
2 issue of law which can be decided on undisputed data in the record on appeal" and thus "presents
3 no question of deference to agency discretion or review of substantiality of evidence"]; accord,
4 Chung v. City of Monterey Park (2012) 210 Cal.App.4th 394, 401; see Association For A Cleaner
5 Environment v. Yosemite Communi(V College Dist. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 629, 637 [same].)

6

3.
Whether An Activity Constitutes A CEQA "Project" Is A
Categorical Question To Be Determined Without Regard To Whether It Will Actually Have
7 Environmental Effects
8

As held by our Supreme Court: "Whether an activity constitutes a project subject

9 to CEQA is a categorical question respecting whether the activity is of a general kind with which
10 CEQA is concerned, without regard to whether the activity will actually have environmental
11

impact." (Muzzy Ranch, supra, 41 Cal.4th at 381; id. at 382 ["The question is \.Vhether the

12 Commission's adoption of the TALUP is the sort of activity that may cause a direct or a
13 reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment (Pub. Resources Code, §
14 21065) so as to constitute a project"].) The Courts of Appeal are in accord. (Union ofMedical
15 Marijuana Patients, Inc. v. City ofSqn Diego (2016) 4 Cal.App.5th 103, 120 [" ... it is important
16 to keep in mind that, as our Supreme Court has explained, in assessing whether the enactment of
17 the Ordinance is a project within the meaning of CEQA, courts must take a "categorical"
18 approach"] (review granted 1111117, Case No. 8238563), citing Muzzy Ranch, supra, 41 Cal.4th at
19 381; see Rominger, supra, 229 Cal.App.4th at 702 [observing that whether activity constitutes a
20 project under CEQA is a categorical question and that by enacting Public Resources Code§
21

21080(a) "the Legislature has determined that certain activities, including [but not limited to] the

22

[enactment and amendment of zoning ordinances, and the] approval of tentative subdivision maps

23

always have at least the potential to cause a direct physical change or a reasonably foreseeable

24 indirect physical change in the environment. . . . Thus, the Romingcrs are correct that under
25

subdivision (a) of section 21080, the approval of a tentative subdivision map is categorically a

26 CEQA project.'i]; id at 703 ["Our Supreme Court's conclusion in Muzzy Ranch that an activity
27 can qualify as a CEQA project because it is of the sort that may cause environmental effects but
28 can, in turn, be exempt from CEQA because, in.fact, it will not cause any such effects supports our
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conclusion here that whether the approval of the Adams subdivision qualifies as a CEQA project
2 must be determined by looking at the activity categorically. Because the Legislature has

3 determined in section 21080 that the approval of a tentative subdivision map is the sort of activity
4 that may cause physical changes to the environment, the Adam.s subdivision qualifies as a CEQA
5 project."], emph. in orig.; see id. ["with the potential for greater or different use comes the
6 potential for environmental impacts from that use."]; see also, San Lorenzo Valley Community
7 Advocates for Responsible Education v. San Lorenzo Valley Unified School Dist. (2006) 139

8 Cal.App.4th 1356, 1379-1380 [where possibility of significant impact "cannot be rejected

9 categorically" and "cannot be positively ruled out,'' activity in question is CEQA "project"].)
4.
As A Matter Of Law, The HCO Amendments Are Categorically
The "Sort" Of Activity That Meets CEQA's Broad Definition Of "Project" And The City
11 Therefore Failed To Proceed In The Manner Required lly Law When It Enacted Them
With No Prior CEQA Review
12
a.
The HCO Amendments Constitute A Land Use
13 Ordinance, Similar To A Zoning Ordinance, And Are Likewise Categorically Subject To

10

Cl~QA

14
. (i)
The HCO Is Akin To A Zoning Ordinance
15 Because It Regulates Tbe Use of Buildings, Structures, and Land

16

The key feature of zoning ordinances and general plans from a CEQA perspective

17 is that they guide and regulate the physical use of land and the structures that are developed on
18 land. (Morehart v.. County a,(Santa Barbara, supra, 7 Cal.4th at 750 ["The puq1ose of a zoning
19 law is to regulate the use ofland."]; peVita, supra, 9 Cal.4th at 794; see People v. Optimal Global
20 Healing, Inc., supra, 241 Cal.App.4th at pp. Supp. 7-8 [holding it "self-evident" that ordinance
21 making it a misdemeanor to own, establish or operate medical marijuana businesses had a "zoning
22 component" under Gov. Code§ 65880 as it necessarily regulated "use of buildings, structures, and
23 land"].) As such, they clearly "have a potential for resulting in ultimate physical changes in the
24 environment." (De Vita, supra, 9 Cal:4th at 794.) The HCO Amendments share this key feature:
25 they regulate the use of buildings, structures and land, specifically the use and occupancy of SRO
26 hotels. It is not hard to envision that an Ordinance containing occupancy restrictions which may
27 result in SRO units being held off the market, or otherwise becoming unavailable to low-income
28 persons only able to afford weekly (but not monthly) rentals, may change the environment by
-25·
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displacing persons from their only available housing option. Indeed, our Supreme Court has
2 already plainly and categorically stated that the availability of SRO housing implicates such
3 issues. (San Remo Hotel v. Cify and County ofSan Francisco, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 674 [while
4 SRO units "may not be an ideal fo1rn of housing, such units accommodate many whose only other
5 options might be sleeping in public places or in a City shelter" and "residential hotel units serve
6 many who cannot afford security and rent deposits for an apartment"].)
7

(ii)
The City Ancl Courts Have Treated The Original
HCO And AU Subsequent Amendments Prior To The Challenged HCO Amendments As
8 Projects Subject To CEQA Review

9

As noted previously, the original adoption of the HCO was squarely held to be a

I 0 "project" with potential environmental impacts subject to CEQA review. (Terminal Plaza Corp.,
11 supra, 177 Cal.App.3d at 902-905.) And as reflected by CEQA and related documents in the
12 record before the Court here, the City treated the original HCO, related ordinances, and all
13 subsequent amendments - except the HCO Amendments challenged in this case - as CEQA
14 "projects." (PPAR 1213-1214, 1227-1229, 1446-1455, 1530-1533, 1653-1672, 1677-1681, 168915 1693, 1699-1704, 1727-1729.)
16

There is no valid reason for the City to have disregarded the clear law and its

17 consistent past practice by summarily dispensing with CEQA review of its first major revision of
18 the I-ICO in nearly 30 years.
19

b.
The HCO Amendments May Directly or Indirectly Cause
Numerous Reasonably Foreseeable Physical Changes In The Environment

20
While the simple application of logic and common sense to the
21
purely legal issue here would lead inexorably to the same conclusion (Save the Plastic Bag
22

Coalition v. City of A1anhattan Beacb (2011) 52 Cal.4th 155, 175 ["common sense in the CEQA
23
dotnain is not restricted to the regulatory guideline discussed in Muzzy Ranch .. , [but] is an
24
important consideration at all levels of CEQA review"]), evidence contained in the Administrative
25
Record and other judicially noticeable evidence in the City's own files also shows the HCO
26
Amendments may, directly or indirectly, cause reasonably foreseeable environmental effects and
27
thus constitute a CEQA "project."
28
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The evidence shows that the HCO Amendments may cause
2 reasonably foreseeable displacement of vulnerable, economically disadvantaged SRO tenants or
3 potential tenants, resulting in potentially significant effects on both human beings and the existing
4 environment in which they live. Such displacement may foreseeably occur for various reasons as
5 a result of the HCO Amendments. As one example, hoteliers who are precluded from offering
6 weekly rentals, and compelled to become apartment landlords renting for 32-day minimum terms,
7 may be unable to rent vacant rooms if prospective tenants do not wish to pay or commit to stay for
8 more than one week. This very foreseeable potential effect was noted in a March 11, 1988 report
9 by the City's Planning Department discussing the original HCO's prohibition on Jess-than-32-day
10 rentals: "The 32 day rental requirement often works against the rental of vacant residential hotel
11 units as operators have to refuse occupancy to weekly tenants, even though some residential hotel
12 units may have been vacant for long periods." (PPAR 1706.) Another clearly foreseeable potential
13 effect is that SRO hoteliers who are forced to lease units like apartment landlords may start
14 requiring the security and rent deposits that are customaty to that business model, thus displacing
15 weekly SRO unit renters who simply can't afford such deposits onto the streets or other public
16 places and thus increasing the City's homeless population. (San Remo Hotel, supra, 27 Cal.4th at
17 674. )12 It is also entirely foreseeable that hoteliers not desiring to change their entire business
18 model and become rent-controlled apartment landlords, or not wanting to take the risk of
19 permanently committing to potentially bad tenants, may choose to hold some or all of their SRO
20 units off the rental market altogether, thus reducing the available stock of what the City itself has
21

found is a critical supply of low-cost housing for its most vulnerable residents. This potential

22 effect of eliminating weekly rentals :ivas also foreseen and discussed in the City Plam1ing
23 Department's 1988 report, which noted: "Weekly rentals arc used by operators to screen potential
24 trouble making tenants. Without this option, operators arc leaving units vacant rather than risk
25 renting to potentially troublesome tenants on a monthly basis." (PPAR 1707.) In any event,

26
12

Nothing in the HCO Amendments.precludes hoteliers from charging first and/or last month's
rent and security deposits, nor does anything therein provide for any degree of government
28 subsidization of deposits and security.
27
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economically disadvantaged persons just a step away from homelessness may foreseeably be
2

displaced in a number of different w(lys as a direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect result of the

3

HCO Amendments.

4

Tenant displacement potentially caused by the types of restrictions

5 contained in the HCO Amendments was not only reasonably.foreseeable, but the record reflects it
6

was actually foreseen

and not only by the City three decades ago, but by its current staff and

7 officials, and others who commented on the recently proposed HCO Amendments prior to theif

8 adoption. (PPAR 1341, 1345 [City memo suggesting change in residential use definition to 329

day minimum rental, and also suggesting never-adopted change to allow "low income, elderly,

10

and disabled persons ... to pay in seven (7) day increments so they, as the target population to be

ll

served, have access to this housing"], cmph. added; 1375-1376 ["San Francisco Leasing Strategies

12 Report Draft" suggesting "[u]nderstanding Landlord interests and behavior is a key consideration"
13

in efforts to engage them to house homeless and vulnerable populations, and pointing out "[a]s

14 business people, landlords are driven by financial incentives, including profit, stability of income,
15 protection of their assets, and minimizing tenant conflict and legal action"]; 1377"1378
16

[suggesting "risk mitigation pools" to guarantee reimbursement to landlords for damages (where

17

security is inadequate) and payment of rent]; 1379-1380 [suggesting programs to provide

18

landlords with increased security deposits as incentive to rent to those with poor rental history];

19

1382-13 83 [suggesting providing rent subsidies to landlords housing homeless or those at risk of

20 homelessness]; 1388 [noting "City will need to provide additional financial incentives and/or risk
21

mitigation to demonstrate to landlords that renting to [homeless and vulnerable] clients makes

22

good business sense."]; see PPAR 238-243, 402-403, 474-475, 489-508 [letters and emails from

23

numerous SRO hoteliers expressing concern that HCO Amendments will have undesirable and

24 even tragic consequences for low income and vulnerable tenants who can afford weekly rentals
25

but cannot afford monthly rents and ~eposits that would be required for longer, 32-day rentals];

26 476-483 [I/7/17 letter from Petitioners' attorney Wenter outlining in detail foreseeable
27

displacement impacts from HCO Amendments] see also PPAR 3379-3403.) Of course, if CEQA

28 review is summarily dispensed with on the basis that an action is not a "project," as occurred here,
-28·
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1 a public agency will also predictably ignore its CEQA-mandated obligation to consider feasible

2 mitigation measures and project alte1:natives addressing its action's potentially significant impacts.
3

Tenant displacement, in and of itself, has been recognized as a

4

significant adverse environmental impact subject to CEQA analysis and mitigation. (Lincoln

5 Place Tenants Assn. v. City <?/Los Angeles (2007) 155 Cal.App.4th 425 [holding CEQA
6 mitigation measures designed to mitigate tenant displacement impacts of project, contained in a
7 vesting tentative map, were enforceable and did not conflict with Ellis Act].) Public entities
8 possess the power under existing law "to mitigate adverse impacts on displaced tenants." (San

9 Francisco Apartment Assn. v. City and County ofSan Francisco (2016) 3 Cal.App.5th 463, 484,
10 citing Pieri v. City and County ofSan Francisco (2006) 137 Cal.App.4th 886, 892; see Gov. Code,
11

§ 7060.1.) As explained by the Lincoln Place Court of Appeal, "CEQA.... is made relevant ...

12 by the Ellis Act's explicit exceptions for a public agency's power to regulate, among other things,
13 ... the mitigation of adverse impacts on persons displaced by reason of the withdrawal of rental
14 accommodations. Such items are the common focus and byproducts of the CEQAprocess ... ."
15

(Lincoln Place Tenants Assn., supra, 155 Cal.App.4th at 451, emph. added.) Indeed, the Supreme

16 Court has recently reaffirmed "that CEQA addresses human health and safety" and "that public

17 health and safety are of great importance in the statutory scheme." (California Building Industry

l 8 Assn. v. Bay Area Air Quality Management Dist. (2015) 62 Cal.4th 369, 386, citations omitted.)
19 CEQA's "express language ... requires a finding of a "significant effect on the environment"
20 ([Pub. Resources Code,] § 21083(b)(3)) whenever the "environmental effects of a project will
21

cause substantial effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly."" (Id. at 386, emph.

22 Court's.)
23

In addition to the impacts of displacement on the displaced human

24 beings themselves, the physical envirnnmental impacts caused by displaced homeless persons 25 public trash, discarded syringes, huni.an feces and urination, abandoned shopping carts, pollution
26 of waterways, waters, and City public and private spaces, crime, and impacts to City services - are
27 also, obviously, cognizable physical environmental impacts under CEQA. As recognized by the
28 Court of Appeal in Placerville Historic Preservation League v. Judicial Council of California
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(2017) 16 Cal.App.5th 187, "urban decay" is a physical impact on the environment for purposes of
2 CEQA, which is defined as "physical deterioration" that "includes abnormally high business
3 vacancies, abandoned buildings, boarded doors and windows, parked trucks and long-term
4 unauthorized use of the properties and parking lots, extensive or offensive graffiti painted on
5 buildings, dumping of refuse or overturned dumpsters on properties, dead trees and shrubbery, and

6 uncontrolled weed growth or homeless encampments." (ld., fn. omitted, emph. added, citing
7 Joshua Tree Downtown Business Alliance v. County ofSan Bernardino (2016) 1 Cal.App.5th 677,
8 685.)
While it is, emphatically, not Petitioners' burden to show any

9

10 significant or adverse environmental impacts in order to prevail on their claim that the City was
11 required to review the I-ICO An1end1rtents under CEQI\ before adopting the111, tl1ere is nonetheless
12 abundant evidence in the record and from judicially noticeable documents produced from the
13 City's own files showing blighting "urban decay"-type environmental impacts resulting from

14 displaced, homeless persons living or1 the streets of San Francisco. (E.g., PPAR 3534 [City
15 HSA/DSS email discussing "public health risk" and "individual human suffering that results from
16 homelessness"]; 3539 [HSI-I-I-ISP draft policy document noting homelessness is City's "#I
17 problem" and "public health crisis" that "poses risks to the general public due to the presence of

18 excrement, used needles, vermin, etc. that are often byproducts of persons living on the streets or
19 in our pai-ks"]; see also, e.g, Declaration of Arthur F. Coon In Support of Motion to Augment
20 Administrative Record, Bxs. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.) In discussing the somewhat analogous
21

concept of "displaced development," our Supreme Court has stated: "Depending on the

22 circumstances, a government agency may reasonably anticipate that its placing a ban on
23 development in one area of a jurisdiction may have the consequence, notwithstanding existing
24 zoning or land use planning, of displacing development to other areas of the jurisdiction." (Muzzy
25 Ranch, supra, 41 CaL3d at 383.) A government agency may likewise reasonably anticipate that
26 imposing further restrictions on SRO hotel operators' ability to rent SRO units to vulnerable
27 persons on acceptable economic terms and conditions - including weeklies - may displace those
28 who would otherwise rent such units, either because they cannot afford the rent and security
SFSR\54041\1519002.l
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deposits required by the hotel operators due to the new restrictions, or because the hotel operators
2 hold the units off the rental market altogether due to their inability to vet tenants, or their desire to
3 avoid going into the entirely new business of renting "apartment" units subject to the City's Rent
4 and Eviction Control Ordinance. In any case, for the City to adopt HCO Amendments that may
5 foreseeably result in the displaceme1it of hundreds - even thousands - of additional persons from
6 its more than 18,000 residential units without any CEQA analysis or study ofpotential impacts
7 andfeasible mitigation for those impacts whatsoever is not only unlawful, but unconscionable.
8

5.
The City Failed To Carrv Its Initial Burden Of Environmental
Investigation And To Comply With CEQA In The First Instance

9

10

Because the City's CEQA violation here was so blatant and extreme

11 -- and so fundamental - it is also unusual in that it implicates "first principles" of CEQA that are
12 seldom violated or even questioned by public agencies. It should be obvious that government
13 agencies in general have a fundamental legal duty to comply with CEQA in undertaking
14 discretionary activities and that they may not sidestep its requirements by the simple expedient of
15 labeling such an activity with potential environment impacts "not a project." "[T]he primary duty
16 to comply with CEQA's requirements must be placed on the public agency. 'To make faithful
17 execution of the duty contingent upon the vigilance and diligence of particular environmental
18 plaintiffs would encourage attempts by agencies to evade their important responsibilities. It is up
19 to the agency, not the public, to ensure compliance with [CEQA] in the first instance."'
20 (Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32nd Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929,
21 939, citing County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185, 205.) "CEQA places
22 the burden of enviromnental investigation on government rather than the public." (Lighthouse
23 Field Beach Rescue v. City ofSanta {::ruz (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 1170, 1202, quoting Gentry v.
24 City of Murietta (1996) 36 Cal.App.4th 1359, 1378-1379; cf also Sundstrom v. County of
25 Mendocino (1998) 202 Cal.App.Jct 296, 311 ["While a fair argument of envirornnental impact
26 must be based on substantial evidence, mechanical application of this rule would defeat the
27 purpose of CEQA where the local agency has failed to undertake an adequate initial study. The
28 agency should not be allowed to hide behind its own failure to gather relevant data .... CEQA
SPSR\54041\1519002.l
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places the burden of environmental investigation on government rather than the public."]; Leonofj'
2 v. Monterey County Bd o.f'Supervisors (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 1337, 1347 ["CEQA contemplates
3 serious and not superficial or pro forma consideration of the potential environmental consequences
4 of a project."].)

5

While announced in other contexts, these fundamental CEQA

6 principles apply with no less force to an agency's threshold determination regarding whether a
7 discretionary land use ordinance it is proposing to adopt constitutes a "project" triggering CEQA
8 review. To conclude otherwise would be to eviscerate, and sanction "end runs" around,
9 California's signature environmental law.

10

6.
The Record Here Would Not Support Application Of The
"Common Sense'' Exemption Had The City Properly Treated Its Enactment Of The HCO
11 Amcudments As A CEQA ''Project"-~ A Fortiori, The City's Burden To Dispense With
CEQA Review Should Not Be Less By Virtue Ofits Unsupported Legal Claim That This
12 Activity Is "Not A Project".
13

Where a discretionary activity proposed to be undertaken directly by an agency -

14 such as the adoption or amendment of a land use ordinance ~may ultimately cause some physical
15 change in existing envi~onmental conditions, there exists a "project" and CEQA review must be
16 conducted unless the project is properly found to be exempt. While this antecedent determination
17 is analytically distinct from "CEQA review" - Le., the analysis of whether an activity that
18 qualifies as a CEQA project may have a sign{f/.cant environmental effect - review of the rules
19 governing the earliest stage of CEQA review are nonetheless instructive in demonstrating the
20 egregious nature and prejudicial effect of the City's violation here.
21

In this vein, it is relevant that CEQA's "common sense" exemption may properly

22 be invoked only when the lead agency can declare "with certainty that there is no possibility that
23 the activity in question may have a significant effect on the environment." (CEQA Guidelines,
24 § 15061 (b)(3).) "In the case of the commonsense exemption, the agency has the burden to
25 "provide the support for its decision before the burden shifts to the challenger. Imposing the
26 burden on members of the public in the first instance to prove a possibility for substantial adverse
27 environmental impact would threaten CEQA's fundamental purpose of ensudng that government
28 officials 'make decisions with environmental consequences in mind."'" (California Farm Bureau
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Federation v. California Wildlife Conservation Bd. (2006) 143 Cal.App.4th 172, 186, citing
2 Davidon Homes v. City ofSan Jose (1997) 54 Cal.App.4th 106, 116, quoting Bozung, supra, 13
3 Cal.3d at 283.) "A remote or outlandish possibility of an environmental impact will not remove a

4 project from the common sense exemption, but if legitimate reasonable questions can be raised
5 about whether a project might have a significant impact, the agency cannot find with certainty the
6 project is exempt." (Id., at 194, citing Dav;don Homes, supra, 54 Cal.App.4th at 117-118.)
7

"[A) patty challenging what is essentially a claim of the commonsense exemption

8 under Guidelines section 15061, subdivision (b)(3), unlike a party asserting an exception to a
9 categorical exemption, need only make a "slight" showing of a reasonable possibility of a
10 significant environmental impact. (Davidon Homes, supra, 54 Cal.App.4th at p. 117.) It is the
11

lead agency that has the burden of establishing the commonsense exemption, Le,, that there is no

12 possibility the project may cause significant environmental impacts. "[T]he agency's exemption

13 detem1ination must be supported by evidence in the record demonstrating that the agency
14 considered possible environmental impacts in reaching its decision." (California Farm Bureau
15 Federation, supra, 143 Cal.App.4th at 195-196, citing Davidon Homes, supra, 54 Cal.App.4th at
16 117, East Peninsula Ed. Council, Inc. v. Palos Verdes Peninsula Unffi.ed School Dist. (1989) 210
17 Cal.App.3d 155, 171.)
18

Unlike the threshold and antecedent "categorical" issue of law whether an activity

19 is a "project" subject to CEQA at all, a lead agency intending to invoke the common sense
20 exemption thus has the burden to consider the record and facts in the case before it prior to doing

21 so. (Muzzy Ranch, supra, 41 Cal.4th at 386 ["Insofar as it failed to consider the record in
22 determining that adopting the TALUP fell within the common sense exemption, the Commission
23 erred."].) As explained by the Supreme Court:
24
25

26

"An agency obviously cannot declare "with certainty that
there is no possibility that the activity in question may have a
significant effect on the environment" (CEQA Guidelines, § 15061,
subd. (b)(3)) if it has ~10t considered the facts of the matter."

27 (Id. at 387, citing Davidon Homes, supra, 54 Cal.App.4th at 117 .)
28
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As seen above, a CEQA petitioner's burden to overcome an agency's claim of the
2 common sense exemption is "slight" and it arises only after the agency has met its initial burden
3 of providing some evidentiary support for its claim by reference to the facts in the record. These
4 rules and standards serve an impmiant prophylactic function: ensuring that agencies do not
5 summarily dispense with meaningful CEQA review, and that government officials make decisions
6 with environmental consequences i1nnind. The reasoning of Davidon Homes is particularly
7 instructive in this regard. The Court there, noting that no implied finding of no significant impact
8 by the Resources Agency supports an agency's determination under the common sense exemption,
9 stated:

10
11
12
13
14
15

"[T]he city's action was supported only by a conclusory recital in
the preamble of the ordinance that the pr~ject was exempt under
Guidelines Section 15061, subdivision (b)(3). There is no indication
that any preliminary environmcntai review was conducted before the
exemption decision was made. The agency produced no evidence to
support its decision and we find no mention of CEQA in the various
staff reports. A determintltion wlliclt ltas the effect of dispensing
witlt furtlter environmental review at tlte earliest possible stage
requires something more. We conclude the agency's exemption
determination must be supported by evidence in the record
demonstrating that the agency considered possible environmental
impacts in reaching its decision."

16

(Davidon Homes, supra, 54 Cal.App.4th at 116-117, emph. added.)

17
A determination that an activity undertaken by a public agency is not a CEQA
18
"project" at all is necessarily made at an even earlier stage than the "earliest possible stage"
19

referred to by the Davidon Homes O;mrt in connection with the "common sense" exemption. By

20
parity of reasoning, and to ensure that CEQA serves its fundamental purpose, it would make no
21
sense at all to impose a lesser burden of environmental due diligence and CEQA compliance on
22
agencies that summarily dispense with any environmental review at that even earlier stage. To do
23
so would undermine the Davidon Homes standard approved in Muzzy Ranch by allowing agencies
24
that are unable to support even a "coh1mon sense" exemption determination based on "the facts of
25
the matter" to improperly dispense with CEQA review by simply declaring, without any legal,

26
factual or analytical support, that an action is not a "project." This certainly cannot be the law,

27
and if it were CEQA would soon be a dead letter.

28
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Here, the City clearly-could not have supported a determination that the "common
2 sense" exemption applied to the HCO Amendments had it considered the relevant "facts of the
3 matter" as reflected in the record, or had it exercised even a modicum of "common sense." So it
4 decided to "ram through"

ill~considered

but politically popular legislation materially amending its

5 HCO while doing a complete "end run" around CEQA by simply declaring its action was "not a
6 project." Allowing this unlawful and cynical ipse dixit determination to stand would undermine
7 CEQA's fundamental purpose of mandating that government decisions be made with
8 envirnnmental consequences in mind, and would encourage the City and other public agencies to
9 similarly evade CEQA review of proposed local land use ordinances in the future. As a matter of
10 law, more is required.

7.

11
12
13

Conclusion

This case is not complicated. The City of San Francisco does not stand above the
Jaw. This Court should grant a peremptory writ of mandate under CEQA voiding and directing

14 the City to set aside the HCO Amendments (Ordinance No. 38-17, Board of Supervisors File No.
15

161291 ), and any actions taken undei· or to enforce them, and requiring the City to review as a

16 "project" under CEQA any further proposed amendments to the HCO prior to enacting them.
17 III.

LEGAL ANALYSIS OF PRA WRIT CLAIM

18

As U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis once wrote in an article on the

19 benefits of publicity, "sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants." This powerful idea animates
20 our state's Public Records Act ("PRA"), which His an indispensable component of California's
21

commitment to open government." (League of Califomia Cities, "The People's Business: A Guide

22 to the California Public Records Act" (Rev. April 2017), p. 5 [hereinafter "The People's

23

Business"].)

24

The PRA states that "access to information concerning the conduct of the people's

25

business is a fundamental and necessary right of every person in this state." (Gov. Code,§ 6250.)

26 Enacted in 1968 as the result of the Legislature's impatience with and desire to minimize secrecy
27 in government, the PRA's purposes are "to: (1) safeguard the accountability of government to the
28 public; (2) promote maximum disclosure ofthe conduct of governmental operations; and (3)
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explicitly acknowledge the principle that secrecy is antithetical to a democratic system of
2 "govermnent of the people, by the people and for the people."" (The People's Business. supra, at
3 5, fo. and citations omitted.) "The PRA provides for two different rights of access. Once is a right
4 to inspect public records ..... The other is a right to prompt availability of copies of public
5 records[.] ... Agency records policies and practices must satisfy both types of public records

6 access that the PRA guarantees." (Id. at p. 6.) As well summarized in the League of California
7 Cities' important treatise on the PRA:
8
9
10
11

The balance that the PRA strikes among the often competing
interests of government transparency and accountability, privacy
rights, and government effectiveness intentionally favors
transparency and accountability. , . , The courts have consistently
construed exemptions from disclosure narrowly and agencies'
disclosure obligations broadly. Ambiguities in the PRA must be
interpreted in a way that maximizes the public's access to
information uniess the Legisiaiure has expressiy provided otherwise.

12
13 (Id. at p. 7, fns. omitted, citing Roge1:·s v. Superior Court ( 1993) 19 Cal.App.4th 469, 476; New
14 York Times Co. v. Superior Court (1990) 218 Cal.App.3d 1579, 1585; San Gabriel Tribune v.
15 Superior Court (1983) 143 Cal.App.3d 762, 772-773; Sierra Club v. Superior Court of Orange
16 County (2013) 57 Cal.4th 157, 175-176.)
17

Further, the California Constitution enshrines the PR.A by providing: "The People

18 have the right of access to information concerning the conduct of the people's business, and,
19 therefore, the meetings of public bodies and the writings of public officials and agencies shall be
20 open to public scrutiny." (Cal. Const. Art. I,§ 3(b)(l).) It mandates that statutes, court rules and
21 other authorities "shall be broadly construed if it furthers the people's right of access, and
22 nan-owly construed if it limits the right of access." (Cal. Const. Art. I, § 3(b)(2).) "[T]he
23 Constitution requires local agencies to comply with the PRA, the Ralph M. Brown Act (TI1e
24 Brown Act), any subsequent amendments to either act, any successor act, and any amendments to
· 25 any successor act that contain findings that the legislation furthers the purposes of public access to
26 public body meetings and public official and agency writings." (The People's Business, supra, at
27 p. 8, citing Cal. Const, Art. I,§ 3(b)(7).)
28
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The Coalition's PRA claim was added to this action because, in its zeal to win this
2

Ii tigation, the City lost sight of the foregoing, well-established legal principles of governmental

3 transparency and disclosure governing its conduct. Petitioners did not commence this CEQA and
4 property rights case looking for a PRA fight, and given the City's vast financial and legal
5 resources, such a fight was the last thing Petitioners wanted. Nonetheless, and despite Petitioners'
6 best efforts to convince the City to voluntarily comply with its PRA disclosure obligations, the
7 City's repeated, blatant and egregious PRA violations ultimately made litigation of the PRA claim
8 asserted herein unavoidable.

9

This portion of Petitioners' brief will be brief- it will not belabor the relevant facts

10 and evidence, which are set forth in detail in the accompanying Declaration of Arthur F. Coon in
11

Support of Petitioners' Petition for Writ of Mandate Under Public Records Act ("Coon PRA.

12 dee!."), which is incorporated herein by reference. It will suffice here to summarize that:
13

(1) Petitioner Coalition made broad PRA requests to the City, including all its departments,

14 beginning on February 7, 2017, to obtain relevant information and assist in their preparation of the
15

CEQA administrative record; (2) for over 6 months after that, and despite Petitioner's diligent

16 efforts and follow-up, the City stonewalled, and intentionally and improperly narrowly interpreted
17 and misconstrued Petitioner's broad requests to avoid producing the requested public records (e.g.,
18 Coon PRA decl., 1124-25, Exs. 21 and 23); (3) during this time the City produced barely 2,500
19 pages of documents in response to Petitioner's requests, and repeatedly falsely claimed that it had
20 produced everything; (4) Petitioners were forced to amend and supplement their Petition on
21

August 23, 2017, to add a claim seeking a writ of mandate directed to the City's PRA violations;

22 and (5) beginning two weeks after P~titioners sued the City under the PRA it began a process of
23

producing over the next five months approximately 18,000 pages of additional, responsive, and

24 previously withheld documents.
25

While the City's belated production of responsive documents after Petitioners

26 amended to assert a PRA claim has substantially mooted that PRA writ claim, the evidence
27 establishes that the Coalition has already prevailed on that claim because it caused the release by
28 the City of previously withheld documents responsive to the PRA requests. (Coon PRA decl., ,,,
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3-16 [Petitioner's PRA requests and follow-ups and City's responses and false claims to have
2 produced everything]; 16-20 [City's litigation counsel's obstruction of PRA responses, and
3 Petitioners' filing of amended and supplemental petition asserting PRA claim]; 21-36 [City's post4 PRA claim production of approximately 18,000 pages of additional responsive documents J; see
5 Sukumar v. City ofSan Diego, supra, 14 Cal.App.5th at 462-467 [holding plaintiff prevails in
6 PRA action, even when writ relief denied as moot, where filing oflawsuit causes release of
7 responsive, previously withheld documents].)
Nor is the PRA claim entirely moot because the Court can still issue a writ

8

9 providing meaningful relief; despite Petitioner's repeated requests, the City has yet to produce a
10 single affidavit or declaration evidencing that thorough searches of City officials' and employees'
11

personal files, accounts and devices were appropriately conducted for responsive documents, as

12 required by law. (Coon PRA decl., ii 37; see City ofSan Jose, supra, 2 Cal.5th 608.) This Court
13 should issue a writ compelling it to do so with respect to those individuals from whom the
14 Coalition has sought public records. (Coon PRA decl.,

ir 5.)

15 IV.

CONCLUSION

16

This case isn't compl~cated. The City of San Francisco does not stand above the

17 law. For all the reasons set forth above, the Court should issue: (1) a peremptory writ of mandate
18 voiding and directing the City to set aside Ordinance No. 38-17 enacting the HCO Amendments,
19 which constituted a discretionary project unlawfully adopted by the City without environmental
20 review in violation of CEQA; and (2) an appropriate peremptory writ of mandate remedying the
21

City's PRA violations, including ordering it to produce legally required affidavits regarding the

22 adequacy of its searches of its officials' and employees' personal files, accounts and devices for
23 responsive documents.

24
25

26
27
28
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I.
2

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
CEQA Claim: City concedes that whether its enactment of the HCO Amendments was a

3 CEQA "project" is a question of law to be resolved without deference to its position. (City Opp.
4 Brief ("RB") 10:24-28; Pet. Opening Brief ("PB") 23:14-24:5.) City claims lengthening the
5 minimum SRO hotel mom rental term from 7 to 32 days was not a change in law (RB1:19-20), but
6 both this Court (PB15: 14-17:9) and the Couti of Appeal have squarely held otherwise. (10/15/J 8
7 CA Opn. 8 ["Amendments effected a substantial change by making the mhiimum term 32 days"],
8 emph. added.) City thus cannot rely on cases holding enactments merely "restating" existing law
9 are not "projects." (RB19:12-19) .
.10

City also asse1ts that because the HCO Amendments do not "require or authorize"

11

environmental changes (RB 1: 17-18) they cannot be a CEQA "project." 1 But land use regulations

12 need not "require," "direct" or "authorize" physical changes in order to potentially cause indirect
13

changes and thus require CEQA review. Land use plans

an~

regulations are subject to CEQA

14 because it is reasonably foreseeable the physical environment will ultimately be changed as an
15

indirect result. (City of Redlands v. County of San Bernardino (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th 398, 409

16 ["CEQA reaches beyond the mere changes in the language in the agency's policy to the ultimate
17 consequences of such changes to the physical environment."].) If City's position were correct,
18 general plans and zoning ordinances could never be CEQA projects since they do not "direct" or
19 "require" physical environmental changes. That is not the law.
20

City next argues the HCO Amendments are not a CEQA "project" because it is not·

21

reasonably foreseeable they may result - even indirectly- in any physical environmental change.

22 (RB18:23-26:8.) This position, too, is untenable; despite City's extensive attempts to argue
23

favorable evidentiary inferences regarding whether the HCO Amendments will actually have

24
25

1

See RB6:18-19 ("Amendments [do not] direct or authorize construction or demolition"); 19:9-14
(Amendments "could have no impact on the environment" because they "do not amend the one26 for-one replacement requirement, or otherwise require owners of SRO hoteis to modify the
physical structures of their hotels"); 25:12 ("Amendments do not direct or encourage construction
27
or demolition"); 5:23-26, 18:26-19: 1 (claiming "actions that do not result in physical changes to
28 [building] structures" are not "projects").
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environmental impact (id. at pp. 21-24), such analysis is inappropriate and this purely legal issue
2 must instead be decided "as a [threshold] categorical question respecting whether the activity is of
3 a general kind with which CEQA is concerned, without regard to whether the activity will

4 actually have environmental impact." (Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano County Airport Land Use
5 Com. (2007) 41 Cal.4th 372, 381, emph. added; id. at 382 [issue is whether enactment "is the sort
6

of activity that may cause a direct physical change or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical

7

change in the environment"].)' Like zoning ordinances, the HCO Amendments regulate the use of

8 buildings, structures and land, and they convert the allowed use and occupancy of 18,000 SRO
9 hotel rooms from weekly rentals to rent-controlled apartments. That is just the "sort of activity"
10 that categorically "ha[ s] a potential for resulting in ultimate physical changes in the environment."
11

(De Vita v. County of Napa (1995) 9 Cal.4th 763, 794.)2
PRA Claim: City self-servingly argues it would have produced all documents responsive

12
13

to Petitioners' PRA requests without first being sued, but this claim is belied by the evidence.

14 City ironically accuses Petitioners of "abuse" of the PRA to gain a tactical litigation advantage
15

(RB2: 11-12; 28:14), when the facts show otherwise: it was City that refused to search for relevant

16 and responsive records in all departments possessing them; illegally and intentionally nan-owed
17 the scope of Petitioners' broad requests; improperly stopped producing documents for over two
18 months before Petitioners sued; and ultimately delayed and avoided producing all responsive
19 documents (many of which are now in the ce1tified record) for over a year. (Coon PRA dee!.,
20

~~

21

rights and proceed with their CEQA claim on an inadequate administrative record, or else suffer

22

expensive litigation delays violating CEQA's expedited procedures. City plainly violated. the

23

PRA, was called on it, and was ultimately forced to relent. This Court should hold it fully

18-25, 36-37, and passim.) City's gambit sought to force Petitioners to give up their PRA

24 accountable.
25
26

2

Even if evidence were needed to answer this "categorical" legal question, the record and
judicially noticeable evidence confirm the HCO Amendments may cause reasonably foreseeable
27
displacement of vulnerable, economically disadvantaged persons, resulting in potentially
28 significant effects on both human beings and their existing environment. (PB 27-28.)
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II.
2

RELEVANT CONTEXT: CEOA'S THREE-TIER PROCESS
Our Supreme Court has explained CEQA's three-step process for evaluating agency

3 actions. The first step is jurisdictional, and requires the agency to conduct a preliminary review to
4 determine whether CEQA applies at all to a proposed activity. (Muzzy Ranch, 41 Cal.4th at 3795 380.) At the second step, if the agency has determined the proposed action is a "project" subject
6 to CEQA, it must determine whether it qualifies for any exemption from review, and if not must
7 conduct an initial study to determine whether the project may have any significant environmental
8 effects. (Id. at 380.) Finally, if the initial study shows the project does not qualify for a negative
9 declaration, the third step is for the agency to prepare an EIR. (Id. at 380-381.) This case arises
10 because City summarily dispensed with CEQA review of the HCO Amendments at the "first-tier"
11 preliminary review stage without even conducting review for possible exemptions or an initial
12 study of potential environmental effects. (CEQA Guidelines,§ 15063(c).)

14

CITY VIOLATED CEQA AS A MATTER OF LAW BY SUMMARILY
DISPENSING WITH ENVIRONMENT AL REVIEW ON THE BASIS THAT
ADOPTION OF THE HCO AMENDMENTS WAS NOT A "PROJECT"

15

City concedes it treated the original HCO and all subsequent amendments as "projects."

13

III.

16 (RB13:25-26, fn. 2; PB13:14-20; 26:7-18.) It cannot dispute that "[w]hether an activity
17 constitutes a project subject to CEQA is a categorical question respecting whether the activity is of
18 a general kind with which CEQA is concerned, without regard to whether the activity will actually

19 have environmental impact." (Muzzy Ranch, 41 Cal.4th at 3 81.) It makes two arguments to
20 justify treating the HCO Amendments in a categorically different manner than all past HCO
~1

legislation: (1) zoning ordinances are not per se CEQA "projects" (RB13:4-18:22); and (2) the

22 HCO Amendments will not result in a reasonably foreseeable physical change in the environment.
23

(RB18:23-26:8.) Both arguments lack merit under applicable law.

24

A.
An Agency's Adoption of Zoning Or Similar Ordinances Regulating Land Use
Categorically Constitutes A CEQA "Project"

25

1.

City Has Failed To Refute Petitioners' Showing

26
27
28

Ordinances and regulations affecting the use of land or strnctures have consistently, for
many decades, been held to fall within CEQA's broad definition of a "project." "Ordinances
SFSR\54041 l20404Z4. I
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passed by cities are clearly activities undertaken by a public agency and thus 'projects' under
2 CEQA." (Apartment Assn. of Greater Los Angeles v. City ofLos Angeles (2001) 90 Cal.App.4th
3

1162, 1169; 60 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 335, 338 (1977).) "Amendment or adoption of an ordinance is

4 a legislative act subject to review under [Public Resources Code] section 21168.5." (County
5 Sanitation Dist. No. 2 v. County of Kern (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1544, 1578; id. at 1558 [County
6 ordinance restricting sewage sludge application on County lands was CEQA "project"].) "A
7 regulation fitting the description of a discretionary project is a discretionary project under CEQA."
8 (Plastic Pipe & Fittings Assn. v. California Building Standards Com. (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th

9 1390, 1412.) For more than 40 years, California courts have recognized "that adopting an
10 ordinance was a project within the meaning of the Environmental Quality Act." (Rosenthal v.
11

Board ofSupervisors (1975) 44 Cal.App.3d 815, 823.) Similarly, even though (unlike zoning

12 ordinances) general plans are "not explicitly mentioned in the CEQA statutes, [they] 'embody
13

fundamental land use decisions that guide the future growth and development of cities and

14 counties,' and amendments of these plans 'have a potential for resulting in ultimate physical
15 changes in the environment.' General plan adoption and amendment are therefore properly
16 defined in the CEQA guidelines as projects subject to environmental review." (De Vita, 9 CaL4th
17 at 794.) While all these authorities were previously cited by Petitioners (PB22:13-23:13), none
18 are even mentioned in City's Opposition. 3

2.

19
20
21

City's Statutory Interpretation Arguments Fail.

Whether an activity constitutes a CEQA "project" is a categorical legal question. By
enacting Public Resources Code § 21080(a) "the Legislature has detern1ined that ce1tain activities,

22
23

3

Land use regulations akin to zoning ordinances, while categorically CEQA "projects," could be
24 subject to a "common sense" exemption at the second tier of CEQA review in cases where they
merely restate existing law without change. (Cf Union ofMedical Marijuana Patients, Inc. v.
25 City of Upland (2016) 245 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1272-1275 ["A municipal ordinance that merely
restates or ratifies existing law does not constitute a project and is therefore not subject to
26 environmental review under CEQA."].) But the "common sense" exemption could not apply in
this case both because City never proceeded as required to a second tier of evaluation where it
27
might apply, and because the HCO Amendments did not merely restate, but "effected a substantial
28 change" in, preexisting law. (10/15/18 CA Opn., 8.)
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1 including [but not limited to] the [enactment and amendment of zoning ordinances, the issuance of
2 zoning variances and conditional use permits, and the] approval of tentative subdivision maps
3 always have at least the potential to cause a direct physical change or a reasonably foreseeable
4 indirect physical change in the environment" and are thus "projects" subject to CEQA. (Rominger
5 v. County of Colusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 690, 702.)
6

City quibbles that§ 21080(a)'s language stating it applies to "discretionary projects

7 proposed to be carried out or approved by public agencies, including, but not limited to, the
8 enactment and amendment of zoning ordinances" is qualified by the introductory phrase "[e]xcept
9 as otherwise provided in this division," and the concluding phrase "unless the project is exempt
10 from this division." (RB14:2-5.) These quibbles fail. The concluding phrase refers to statutory
11

and categorical exemptions that could apply only to activities already determined to be CEQA

12 "projects," and has nothing to do with the threshold definition of a "project." The statute's
13 prefatory language points to nothing in CEQA "otherwise provid[ing]" - or even suggesting - that
14 a "zoning ordinance" is not a discretionary project within its purview. Public Resources Code
15

§ 21065 (which broadly defines a CEQA "project") does not "othe1wise provide" or even suggest

16 that zoning and similar land use ordinances are not CEQA projects. Rather, it simply confitms
17 that a CEQA "project" has the potential to cause (i.e., "may", not "will" cause), whether as a direct
18 or reasonably foreseeable indirect effect, some "physical change" in the "environment." Section
19 21065 's use of the conjunctive "and" to connect this inherent project attribute to its text setting
20 forth three broad categories of public agency actions neither states nor suggests zoning and land
21

use ordinances are not projects. It merely clarifies (1) not all activities with potential to cause

22 physical environmental change are covered by CEQA (only discretionary activities with the
23

specified public agency involvement), and (2) not all activities involving public agencies

24 necessarily have potential to cause physical environmental change.
25

Keeping in mind CBQA must be interpreted "to afford the most thorough possible

26 protection to the environment that fits within the scope of its text" (CEJA v. BAAQMD (2015) 62
27
28

Cal.4th 369, 381), these basic propositions do not undermine Rominger's analysis or§ 21080(a)'s
express inclusion of zoning ordinances as among the specific discretionary public agency projects
Sl'SR\54041\2040424.1
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the Legislature has declared subject to CEQA. Nor does§ 21080(a)'s specification of certain
2 types of public agency actions falling within§ 21065's broader (and more abstract) definition of
3 "project" render the latter's "potential causation" requirement "surplusage" or "meaningless."
4 (RB14:22-25.) It simply makes clear that CEQA's broad definition of"project" encompasses

5 § 21080(a)'s specifically enumerated examples -which include zoning ordinances. There is no
6 conflict. 4

3.

7

8

City's "Settled Case Law" Argument Fails.

City claims "decades of well-settled case law" rejects the proposition that zoning

9 ordinances are per se CEQA projects, but cites only two appellate decisions allegedly supporting
10 this contention. (RB16:4-10.) The first, Union ofMedical Marijuana Patients, Inc. v. City ofSan
11

Diego (2016) 4 Cal.App.5th 103, did hold zoning ordinances are not per se CEQA projects; but

12 the Supreme Court's grant ofreview in that case on that specific issue casts considerable doubt on
13

the correctness of that holding, as well as any contention that "well-settled" case law supports it. 5

14
15

The second decision, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. City of Turlock (2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 273,
did not hold a zoning ordinance was not a CEQA "project." Rather, the portion of it addressing

16 plaintiff's CEQA challenge to the zonip.g amendments there at issue -which prohibited
17 development of "big box" retail stores with a full service grocery department - held City's zoning

18 action was adequately reviewed under CEQA because it was consistent with a general plan for
19 which an EIR had been certified, i.e., the zoning amendments' broad environmental effects were
20

covered by that BIR, and were not shown to have any reasonably foreseeable project-specific

21
22

4

City's citation of CEQA Guidelines that "reiterate the requirements of the statute" and the
legislative history (RB 15: 1-2, 9-21) adds nothing to its argument, and does nothing to undermine
23 the above analysis. City's case citations support Petitioners' position: A CFD is merely a
financing mechanism, not a zoning ordinance or akin to one, and is not a CEQA "project"
24 (Kaufman & Broad - South Bay, Inc. v. Morgan Hill Unified School District (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th
464), while a LAFCO 's revision of sphere of influence guidelines - regulations affecting land use
25
much less directly than either a general plan or zoning ordinance - is a CEQA "project" because it
26 "may" promote a shift in development patterns that "could arguably" affect the environment.
(City ofLivermore v. Local Agency Formation Comm. (1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 531.)
27 5
The Supreme Court does not exercise its discretionary review powers to grant review in cases
28 correctly applying long-settled law. (Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 8.500(b).)
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effects peculiar to the zoning or site. (Id. at 279.)6 Wal-Mart thus held the city's zoning
2

enactment had already been adequately reviewed under CEQA, and expressly assumed the

3

enactment was a "project" for purposes of its opinion. (Id. at 286.)
City relies on Wal-Mart's dicta smrounding an issue of "statutory construction" it

4

5 expressly did not resolve, "to wit, whether subdivision (a) of section 21080 establishes a bright6

line rule of law that all enactments of zoning ordinances are discretionary projects regardless of

7

whether all of the requisite elements contained in section 21065 's definition of a 'project' have

8 been met." (Id. at 286.) In footnoted dicta, the Court opined: "Sections 21065 and 21080 could
9 be construed to mean that the enactment of a zoning ordinance is not automatically a project and
10 will not be a project unless all of the essential elements for a project contained in section 21065
11

are met." (Id., at 286, fn. 7.) It stated that "[u]nder this view"§ 21080's "[e]xcept as otherwise

12 provided in [CEQA]" language "would be construed to mean that all of the essential elements for
13

a project contained in section 21065 ... are not eliminated by the language in section 21080 that

14 states discretionary projects include the enactment of zoning ordinances." (Ibid.) It mused that
15

the leading CEQA treatises had not raised this issue, but that the Guidelines' "meld[ing]" of

16

§ 21080(a)'s provisions into§ l5378(a)(l)'s definition of"project" "appear[ed] to have rejected

17 by implication a bright-line rule that all zoning amendments are projects." (Ibid.)
While perhaps academically interesting, Wal-Mart's dicta played no role in its actual

18

19 holding and are ultimately unpersuasive. First, nothing in § 21065 actually provides a zoning
20

ordinance is not a per se CEQA project. Second, Wal-Mart's dicta notes that, under its

21

hypothetical construction, in order to answer the threshold question whether a particular zoning

22
6

23
24
25
26
27
28

The Court applied CEQA Guidelines,§ 15183, which creates a streamlined CEQA review
procedure for projects consistent with the development density established by existing general
plan policies for which an EIR was certified, such that no additional CEQA review is required
"except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project-specific significant effects
peculiar to the project or its site." (Id. at 286, quoting§ 15183(a).) The Guideline further
provides that where the general plan EIR relied on by the lead agency meets its requirements, "any
rezoning action consistent with the general plan ... shall be treated as a project subject to this
section." (Id., quoting§ 15183(a)(i).) City has not relied on any CEQA streamlining procedure to
claim the environmental effects of the HCO Amendments have been adequately reviewed in a
prior EIR, but has refused to analyze such effects at all on the grounds that there is no "project."
SfSR\54041\2040424. l
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.ordinance is a CEQA "project" "courts ... would have to review the administrative record for
2 evidence establishing both the requisite causal link as well as the requisite physical change in the
3 environment." (Id. at 286, fn. 7.) Requiring a detailed review of record evidence concerning an
4 activity's environmental impacts prior to resolving the threshold "first-tier" issue whether it is a

5 "project" would run directly counter to Muziy Ranch's teaching that "[w]hether an activity
6 constitutes a project subject to CEQA is a categorical question respecting whether the activity is of
7 a general kind with which CEQA is concerned, without regard to whether the activity will actually
8 have environmental impact." (Muzzy Ranch, 41 Cal.4th at 381, emph. added.) Third, Wal-Mart
9 was published in 2006, when that Court did not have the benefit of the Supreme Court's 2007
10 Muzzy Ranch decision, nor the Third District's 2014 Rominger decision. Rominger applied Muzzy
11 Ranch and held a discretionary public agency activity listed in§ 21080(a) (tentative subdivision
12 map approval) is categorically a CEQA "project" because it always has at least the potential to
13 cause a direct or reasonably foreseeable indirect change in the environment, without regard to
14 whether it will, in fact, cause environmental effects. (Rominger, 229 Cal.App.4th at 702-703.)
15

Finally, City's attempt to misconstrue Muzzy Ranch to require a detailed preliminary

16 examination of whether an activity will actually cause environmental effects, prior to deciding the ·
17 categorical question whether it is a "CEQA project" (RBl 7:21-18:6), similarly fails. Muzzy
18 Ranch's examination of the record evidence came only after it held the action before it was a
19 CEQA project as a matter of law; only then did it take the separate and subsequent analytical step
20 of addressing the agency's claimed "common sense" exemption, which analysis implicated review
21

of the record. As Rominger correctly observed: "Our Supreme Court's conclusion ... that an

22 activity can qualify as a CEQA project because it is of the sort that may cause environmental
23 effects but can, in turn, be exempt from CEQA because, in fact, it will not cause any such effects
24 supports our conclusion here that whether the approval ... qualifies as a CEQA project must be
25 determined by looking at the activity categorically. Because the Legislature has determined in
26 section 21080 that the approval of a tentative subdivision map is the sort of activity that may cause
27 physical changes to the environment, the Adams subdivision qualifies as a CEQA project." (Id. at
28 703.) The same is true of zoning and similar ordinances; there is no material distinction between
SFSR\54041\2040424.l
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the HCO Amendments and zoning enactments that would remove the former from the general
2 category of a regulation affecting the use of land and stmctures, which is just the "so1t" of activity
3 with which CEQA is concerned.

4

4.
Muzzy Ranch's And Rominger's Holdings Are Binding Law; Following
Them Will Not Lead To Absurd Results.

5
6

City's argument that treating zoning ordinances categorically as CEQA projects will

7 "considerably expand[]" CEQAreview and lead to absurd results (RB18:7-22) fails. That CEQA
8 and the Planning and Zoning Law do not specifically define "zoning ordinance" is irrelevant; it is
9 a commonly-used, well-understood term referring to local laws that regulate the "use of buildings,

10 structures, and land." (People v. Optimal Global Healing, Inc. (2015) 241 Cal.App.4th Supp. 1, 711 8; Morehart v. County ofSanta Barbara (1994) 7 Cal.4th 725, 750 ["purpose of a zoning law is to
12 regulate the use of land."].) The HCO Amendments share this essential characteristic and thus
13 have the potential for physically changing the environment.
14

City's worry that CEQA's intentionally broad and categorical definition of project will

15 require "CEQA review for all discretionary governmental actions" unless excluded by statute
16 (RB18: 16-18) is overblown and untenable. Not all discretionary government actions regulate the

17 use of land and structures, and requiring local agencies to review land use regulations as
18 "projects" at CEQA 's "second tier" of environmental evaluation would not be onerous. If it were
19 clear that a land use ordinance was truly environmentally benign, the agency could likely suppo1t
20 application of an exemption, 7 dispensing with the need for further review, or alternatively perform
21 an initial study supporting a negative declaration, thus dispensing with a full-blown BIR. City's
22 "shortcut" here in summarily dispensing with CEQA review at the "first tier," on the baseless

23
24

7

In addition to statutory exemptions, the "common sense" exemption and numerous categorical

25 exemptions exist and are potentially available (where applicable by their terms) to relieve agencies
of any otherwise "burdensome" obligation to conduct even an initial study. An agency invoking
26 the "common sense" exemption at the "second tier" of evaluation bears the burden of proof to
show, as a factual matter based on evidence in the record, "with certainty that there is no
27
possibility that the activity in question may have a significant effect on the environment[.]"
28 (Muzzy Ranch, 41 Cal.4th at 380, 387; Rominger, 229 Cal.App.4th at 704.)
SFSR\54041\2040424. l
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ground that its adoption of the HCO Amendments was not even a "project,'' and in the face of
2

legitimate issues raised about possible environmental impacts, plainly violated CEQA.

3

B.
Adoption Of The HCO Amendments Is A Project As A Categorical Matter
Because It Is The Sort Of Activity That May Cause Direct Or Reasonably Foreseeable
4 Indirect Physical Changes ln The Environment

5

1.

City Ignores The Required Inquiry's Categorical Nature.

6
City's determinatio.n that adoption of the HCO Amendments was not a "project" is

7
inconsistent with the categorical determination CEQA requires. To the extent City's "policy"
8
provides otherwise (RB18:27-19:2), that policy violates CEQA. CEQA's concern with the

9
environment certainly includes, but is not narrowly limited to actions physically altering the man10
madt: "building slruvtures" addressed by City's "policy." The "environment" includes not just
11
stmctures but all of the "physical conditions" existing in the entire area "which will be affected by
12
a proposed project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, noise, [and] objects of historic

13
or aesthetic significance." (§ 21060.5.) Changes in land use regulations that may foreseeably
14
cause a physical change in any of those physical conditions - such as traffic, noise, air or water
15
pollution, or urban blight - are "projects" under CEQA requiring environmental review for
16
potentially significant impacts unless validly found exempt.
17
City's odd claim that its prior CEQA reviews of the original HCO and all subsequent
18
amendments somehow support its position (RB 19:3-8) has it backwards. In all prior instances,
19
City consistently treated such land use legislation as a "project" subject to CEQA at the first-tier
20
level, then conducted a second-tier environmental evaluation. (PPAR 1689-1693, 1727-1729 .)
21
This case marks the first time ever City has departed from that practice and determined at the first
22
tier that HCO legislation is not even a "project." City thus never considered whether the

23
significant change in law requiring minimum 32-day instead of7-day SRO rentals might indirectly
24
result in reasonably foreseeable physical environmental changes. (RB26: 19-31:7.)
25
City's citation of three cases involving allegedly "similar ordinances" held not to be CEQA
26
"projects" (RB 19: 9-23) is unavailing. San Jose Country Club Apartments v. County of Santa
27

Clara (1982) 137 Cal.App.3d 948, 953-954 involved a "county ordinance that prohibited [the]
28
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same type of discrimination already prohibited by state law" (RB 19: 14-16), and Black Property
2 Owners Assn. v. City ofBerkeley (1994) 22 Cal.App.4th 974, 985 involved an "updated housing
3 element" that in relevant part "readopted existing policies without change." (RB19:17-19.) Here,
4 by contrast, the HCO Amendments effected a substantial change in law by mandating 32-day
5 minimum SRO rentals instead of the previously permissible weeklies. Thus, even assuming there
6 exists a "no change in existing law" exception to CEQA's general rnle that zoning and similar land
7 use enactments are categorically "projects," City could not rely on it to evade CEQA review here.
Nor does City's citation to Taxpayers for Accountable School Board Spending v. San

8

9 Diego Unified School District (2013) 215 Cal.App.4th 1013, 1064 (RB19:19-23) avail it. That
10 case did not involve enactment or amendment of any zoning ordinance, nor did it sanction failure
11 to conduct CEQA review of any proposed activity that might have physical effects. Rather, it held
12 an EIR was required for a specific school district project- due to its inadequate parking and
13 spillover physical parking impacts on the adjacent streets and neighbo1nood- but that the
14 district's related zoning resolution exempting 12 proposed high school projects from a city's
15 zoning and land use laws under Government Code § 53094 was not "approval" of a "project"
16 requiring separate CEQA review. The zoning exemption resolution did not commit the district to
17 a definite course of action regarding any of the proposed projects, and "was not a separate activity
18 requiring its own CEQA review in addition to the CEQA review required for each high school
19 project." (Id. at 1064, citing CEQA Guidelines,§ 15378(c).) The Court explained: "Rather,
20 before District approves each of the 12 high school projects, it must comply with CEQA." (Id. at
21

1065.) Here, the HCO Amendments do not declare inapplicable another agency's zoning

22 regulations, but enact into law substantial changes to City's own applicable land use regulations,
23 committing it to a definite course of action with the potential for environmental changes, i.e.,
24 enforcement of the 32-day minimum SRO hotel room rental term rather than a 7-day minimum. 8
25
8

This change effectively converted all SRO hotels to rent-controlled apartment buildings, with all
of the reasonably foreseeable changes attendant to that change in the legally-mandated land use
27
and business model. Unlike in Taxpayers, approval of the HCO Amendments committed City to a
28 definite course of action with regard to a project that could foreseeably result in physical
26
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1

City argues it is not reasonably foreseeable the HCO Amendments may indirectly result in

2 physical environmental changes because such potential impacts are "unsubstantiated and
3 speculative." (RB19:24-27.) City argues the Administrative Record "contains no evidence that
4 the 2017 Amendments will cause any tenant displacement whatsoever." (RB20: 1-3.) But even if

5 that assertion were factually tiue - which it is not - it fails under the legal standard governing
6 whether an agency's activity is a CEQA "project." The issue must be resolved as a categorical
7 matter without regard to whatever "facts" might be shown by or argued from the evidentiary

8 record. An action that "will" cause an environmental change - e.g., displacement of current or
9 potential renters into the streets or other public places, with the accompanying adyerse
10 environmental effects - would clearly be a CEQA project. But an action that has even the
11 potential to cause such changes is also a CEQA project as a categorical matter. As Muzzy Ranch
12 held with respect to the analogous concept of displaced development and resulting impacts:
13 "[N]othing inherent in the notion of displaced development places such development, when it can
14 be reasonably anticipated, categorically outside the concern of CEQA." (Muzzy Ranch, 41 Cal.4th
15 at 383 [accordingly holding ALUC erred in concluding adoption of TALUP was not CEQA
16 "project" on basis that potential resulting housing displacement was too speculative].)9
17

City extensively engages in arguments based on inferences it claims can be drawn from the

18 record evidence as to whether the HCO Amendments will actually result in effects or changes in
19 the physical environment. (RB20:1-25:3.) But an initial study at the "second tier" ofCEQA's
20 three-step process, not a legal brief, is the appropriate vehicle for such analysis. City's arguments
·21

environmental changes, which would not only occur without the future project-specific CEQA
22 review that was assured in Taxpayers, but without any CEQA review at all.
9

23
24
25
26
27
28

See also Rominger, 229 Cal.App.4th at 703 ("Supreme Court's conclusion in Muzzy Ranch that
an activity can qualify as a CEQA project because it is the of the sort that may cause
environmental effects but can, in turn, be exempt from CEQA because, in fact, it will not cause
any such effects supports our conclusion here that whether the approval ... qualifies as a CEQA
project must be determined by looking at the activity categorically."); cf San Lorenzo Valley
Community Advocates for Responsible Education v. San Lorenzo Unified School Dist. (2006) 139
Cal.App.4th 1356, 1379~1380 (where possibility of significant impact "cannot be rejected
categorically" and "cannot be positively ruled out," activity in question is CEQA "project").
"[T]he word 'may' connotes a 'reasonable possibility.'" (Sundstrom v. County ofMendocino
(1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296, 309, citation omitted.)
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about actual environmental impacts, in addition to being meritless, are simply inappropriate in the
2 context of a threshold "first-tier" determination of whether a "project" exists - which must be
3 decided as a categorical question apart from the factual record.

4
5

2.

Even If City's Factual Arguments Were Relevant They Are Meritless.

Even if City's factual arguments were legally cognizable, they are patently meritless. Its

6 argument that no current SRO room tenants will be "forcibly displaced" because they are already
7 either rent control-protected permanent tenants or protected from displacement by state law
8 (RB20: 1-14) fails to accoimt for transient hotel renters who rent on a weekly basis and voluntarily
9 honor the law and their contractual rental agreements by vacating the premises when their agreed
10 and paid for rental term is up. It also fails to account for weekly renters properly evicted for non11

payment of rent or other just cause. Eliminating the 7-day rental option foreseeably displaces

12 tenants who rely on (or attempt to rely on) weekly rentals to provide an affordable living option.
13

City next argues that because "[n]othing in the 2017 Amendments requires payment of a

14 deposit or first or last month's rent, or prohibits payment in 7-day increments" (RB20: 17-18,
15 emph. added) it is not reasonably foreseeable that SRO hoteliers forced to become apartment
16 landlords will require such rental or security deposits. (RB20:19-20 ["To the extent residential
17 hotels choose to charge these costs for a 32-day rental or for security or last month's rent deposits,
18 that is not a result of the 2017 Amendments."].) This argument is another variation of City's
19 meritless claim that if the HCO Amendments do not directly mandate something then it is not
20 reasonably foreseeable that they may indirectly result in it. But "an activity which may cause ... a
21

reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment" constitutes a CEQA

22 "project." (§ 21065(a).) Whether the HCO Amendments require it or not, they still have the
23

reasonably foreseeable potential effect of causing SRO hoteliers forced to become apartment

24 landlords to begin requiring the security and rent deposits customary to that business model, with .
25

the predictable effect of displacing weekly SRO unit renters unable to afford such deposits. (San

26 Remo Hotel v. City and County ofSan Francisco (2002) 27 Cal.4th 643, 674 [recognizing while
27

SRO units "may not be an ideal form of housing, such units accommodate many whose only other

28 options might be sleeping in public spaces or in a City shelter" and "residential hotel units serve
-17•
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1 many who cannot afford security and rent deposits for an apartment."].) As foreseen and
2 documented by City itself 30 years ago: "The 32 day rental requirement often works against the
3 rental of vacant residential hotel units as operators have to refuse occupancy to weekly tenants,
4 even though some residential units may have been vacant for long periods." (PPAR 1706.) It is
5 equally reasonably foreseeable that hoteliers not desiring to change their business model and
6 become rent-controlled apartment landlords, or not wanting to risk permanently committing to
7 undesirable tenants not vetted through weekly rentals, may hold some or all of their SRO units off
8 the rental market. This potential effect was also foreseen and discussed by City. (PPAR 1707
9 [1988 City Planning repo1t: "Weekly rentals are used by operators to screen potential trouble
10 making tenants. Without this option, operators are leaving units vacant rather than risk renting to
11
12

potentially troublesome tenants on a monthly basis."].)
City argues future tenants "priced out" of an SRO room they could otherwise afford by the

13 HCO Amendments' prohibition of weekly rentals cannot be "displaced" as a matter of "logic" or
14 "from a CEQA standpoint." (RB20:27-21:11.) The argument makes no sense. SRO hotel
15

occupancy, like the number of homeless persons living on City's streets, is a fluctuating, not static,

16 environmental condition that varies over time, based on various causal factors. The same is hue of
17 many CEQA baseline conditions such as traffic, noise, energy and water use, and pollutant
18

emissions. As relevant here, the same and different persons move in and out of the same and

19 different SRO hotels and hotel units over time, but if the limited supply of available units is
20 decreased the result will foreseeably - and logically- be that a larger number of these persons will.
21

end up living on the streets, whether permanently or for longer than would othe1wise be the case ..

22

While City claims it is purely speculative to "ask this court to believe that ... a significant

23

number of future tenants only want or can afford weekly rentals" the record shows such units have

24 long provided a critical supply of low-cost rooms for rent on a weekly, or multi-week, basis
25

(PPAR 703, 6606 [5% of City's population lives in SROs]), and the Supreme Court has

26 recognized such units serve many who cannot afford apartments and would otherwise be
27 homeless. (San Remo Hotel, 27 Cal.4th at 674.) The "natural reactions of SRO owners" to protect
28 themselves through rent and security deposits, and to hold units off the market rather than risk
SFSR\5404I12040424. I
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unvetted troublesome tenants and rent control restrictions, are readily foreseeable, as confirmed by
2 the record (e.g., PPAR 1341, 1345, 1375-1376, 1377-1378, 1379-1380, 1382-1383, 1388), and
3 also so probable that City is currently considering legislation imposing a tax on vacant SRO units.
4

Given the substantial percentage of City's total population living in its 18,000 SRO units, it is not

5 speculative to anticipate that many prospective tenants will be unable to find other affordable
6 housing, and this is self-evident based on the number of homeless persons observed every day on
7

°

City's streets. 1 Contrary to City's contentions, any increase in homeless persons on its streets

8 resulting from its enactment of laws that may foreseeably reduce the availability of SRO rental
9 units constitutes a physical environmental impact cognizable under CEQA. (E.g., Joshua Tree
10 Downtown Business Alliance v. County ofSan Bernardino (2016) 1Cal.App.5th677, 685 [CEQA
11

impact of "urban decay" is "physical deterioration" including "homeless encampments"].) While

12 perhaps not all homeless persons "soil the City streets" (RB21:23-25), a great many unfortunately
13

do and abundant evidence in the record and from judicially noticeable documents in City's files

14 shows myriad blighting, "urban decay" - type impacts from homeless persons on City's streets.
15

(PB30: 12-20, and record evidence cited.) City's argument that there is no "record [evidence]

16 indicating that the 2017 Amendments will lead to physical environmental impacts" (RB22:22-23)
17 is thus doubly wrong, as a matter of both law and fact.
18

City's attempts to distort the record also fail. City mischaracterizes its own 1988 Planning

19 Department report as evidence of SRO owners' efforts to circumvent the HCO, rather than adverse
20

impacts of the 32-day rule, misquoting it to falsely asse1t SRO hoteliers voluntarily chose not to

21

rent to weekly tenants (RB23:6-10), when in fact, the report's point was that the 32-day rule then

22 in effect prohibited weekly rentals and led to vacant units that would otherwise have been
23

occupied. (PP AR 1706 ["The 32 day rental requirement often works against the rental of vacant

24 residential hotel units as operators have to refuse occupancy to weekly tenants, even though some
25
26
27
28

°

1

City's claim that it is speculative "future tenants will choose to live on the streets ... rather than
seek more affordable housing elsewhere" is absurd in implying that homelessness is always a
choice of the homeless person, and particularly absurd in light of the fact that it is City's own
failed housing policies that have left so many homeless persons with no "choice."
SFSR\5404112040424.1
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residential hotel units may have been vacant for long periods."], emph. added.)
2

City also mischaracterizes and downplays the significance of more recent reports from its

3 Controller's Office, Human Services Agency and Department of Homelessness and Supportive
4 Housing. (RB23:14-18.) But these reports contain a great deal ofrelevant factual information
5 evidencing the very kinds of interests, behaviors and financial incentives of private hoteliers that
6 would foreseeably lead to rent and security deposits - and SRO units being held off the market 7 should the 32-day rental minimum be enacted without considering and implementing any of the
8 "mitigation measures" discussed in the reports. (PB28:4-22.) 11 And while City summarily
9 dismisses evidence to the same effect submitted by the regulated hotelie1's (RB24:3-13), such
10 evidence is, in fact, credible and corroborative of what City already !mew (or should have known)
11

from its own documents. (PPAR 238-243, 402-403, 474-475, 489-508.)

12

Finally, City's attempts to distinguish cases holding "tenant displacement" is a cognizable

13 CEQA impact because they dealt with impacts caused by units lost to physical demolition, rather
14 than economic causes, or displacement under the Ellis Act rather than CEQA, are unavailing.
15 (RB25:5-15.) If it is reasonably foreseeable the HCO Amendments will result in the unavailability

16 of SRO units for any reason, displacement of persons onto the streets is also a reasonably
17 foreseeable effect, as are the additional resulting environmental impacts. City's analysis of
18 Placerville Historic Preservation League, 16 Cal.App.5th 187, misses the point, which is that the
19 legal definition of "urban decay" for CEQA purposes expressly includes (but is not limited to)
20 "homeless encampments." Whether additional homelessness and related physical changes to the
21

environment would actually be likely to occur and cause significant impacts is not the issue here,

22 and cannot be lmown until City complies in good faith with CEQA: what is lmown is that those
23

are reasonably foreseeable potential effects the HCO Amendments may have, and they are

24 therefore a "project" City was required to - but did not- analyze under CEQA. The Court should
25
Having dispensed with CEQA review based on its legally erroneous ~'first-tier" determination
the HCO Amendments were not a "project," City did not consider these or other possible
27
mitigation measures that it would have been required to consider had it complied with CEQA, and
28 which could well have resulted in significant changes to the HCO Amendments.
26

11
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therefore grant a peremptory writ setting aside the HCO Amendments and requiring City to
2 comply with CEQA prior to taking further action to adopt them.

3 IV.

PETITIONERS HAVE PREVAILED ON THEIR PRA CLAIM

4

While City is large and has many departments, it also has many resources and does not

5 have an exemption from timely and full PRA compliance. City abused its power and ignored its
6 legal duties and responsibilities under the PRA here in an effort to gain a litigation advantage.
7 After enduring more than seven (7) months of City's stonewalling, intentional misconstruction of
8 the scope of Petitioners' PRA requests, and refusal to search for or produce responsive documents
9 while claiming to have already produced them, Petitioners had two choices: accept City's PRA
10 violations and proceed to brief their CEQA claim on an inadequate administrative record, or
11

amend their Petition to assert a PRA writ claim seeking to force City to produce the documents.

12 Petitioners chose to seek enforcement of their legal right to obtain access to the public records they
13
14

had requested and to which they were entitled.
Petitioners have prevailed on their PRA claim because it caused City to finally produce

15 responsive documents previously (and intentionally) withheld. (Sukumar v. City ofSan Diego
16 (2017) 14 Cal.App.5th 451, 462-467.) Despite Petitioners' broad PRA requests first made in
17 February 2017 (Coon PRA decl., ir 3, Ex. 1), clarified and reiterated in March 2017
18 J), and renewed and further clarified in July 2017 (id.,

(id.,~

5, Ex.

ir 8, Ex. 6), and numerous follow-up

19 communications regarding the incomplete and evasive nature of City's responses (id.,

~~

9, 11-17,

20 and Ex. 7, 9-15), as of mid-August 2017, City had produced only about 2,500 pages of
(Id.,~

21

responsive documents and had not produced any documents in over two months.

22

11: 13-15.) The Administrative Record, which Petitioners had elected to prepare and which was

23

due to be certified by July 7, 2017, was already one-and-one half months overdue by that time (id.,

24

ii 18, 11 :20-22), because Petitioners had not received the complete PRA responses from City

25

needed to prepare it. (Id.,

26

an inadequate record, Petitioners filed and served their amended and supplemental Petition

27 seeking a PRA writ. (Id.,

ir119-20.)

18,

Rather than accepting City's violations and proceeding with

ir 18.)

28
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1
2

Within two weeks of Petitioners' filing suit against City for PRA violations and related
attorneys' fees, things changed dramatically. City's litigation attorney who had also been

3 handling its PRA responses was removed from the process without explanation (Coon PRA dee!.,
4 if 20, Ex. 18), and City began producing substantial numbers of responsive and previously
5 unproduced documents. (Id.,

irir 21, 26, 29-36, & Ex.

19, 24, 26-33.) In total, City made a dozen

6 separate and staggered productions of documents responsive to Petitioners' PRA requests over the
7 course of more than a year; while only three of these productions, containing barely 2,500 pages of
8 documents, were made prior to Petitioners' filing their PRA-claim, nine (9) additional productions
9 containing approximately 18,000 pages of documents were made after that filing. (Id.,

10
11

ir 36.)

City makes a number of factual arguments claiming that despite these undisputed facts
Petitioners' PRA claim did not motivate its production of the additional documents. It claims it

12 "never denied Petitioners' requests for documents" (RB27:7-8)- but does not dispute it informed
13

Petitioners several times that it had completed its search and produced all responsive documents

14 prior to the PRA claim being filed (Coon PRA dee!.,

ir 4, Ex. 2; if 7, Ex. 5; ifl l, Ex. 9), and then

15 subseque1;tly produced 18,000 pages of additional documents. (Id.,
16

if 36.) 12

City claims the documents it produced only after being sued "were found as a result of

17 searches instituted prior to the filing of the PRA writ ... and were not disclosed in response to the
18

filing of the lawsuit." (RB27: 18-19.) It points to a letter its counsel sent on September 8, 2017

19

(Coon PRA dee!., Ex. 19) - a date City characterizes as "approximately the time" of, but which

20 was actually more than two weeks after the PRA claim was filed - asserting that "City
21

departments are diligently searching their records" (id., emph. added), and argues this letter

22

supports the inference that City had already begun such searches for responsive documents "long

23

before Petitioners filed the PRA writ." (RB27:23-25.) Wrong.

24

12

City appears to suggest its misconduct is somehow mitigated because Petitioners' initial
requests (allegedly) sought only documents that would ultimately be included in the
Administrative Record (RB27:8-9), but ignores that those initial requests were, in fact, not so
26 limited, and were made months before the CEQA litigation was filed. (Coon PRA decl., Bxs. 1,
:1;.) While one important purpose of the PRA requests was certainly to facilitate Petitioners'
27
preparation of the Administrative Record, that is not an improper purpose nor was it (or was it
28 ever represented by to be) their only purpose.
25
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First, the facts show that after City's inadequate initial productions totaling only 2,500
2 pages of responsive documents, City stopped producing documents, and as of the August 23, 2017
3 date Petitioners filed their PRA writ claim City had not produced any responsive documents,
4 despite Petitioners' diligent efforts through letter and email correspondence to persuade it to do so,
5 for over two months. (Coon PRA decl., ir 18, 11:13-15.) Second, prior to the PRA writ filing City
6 had repeatedly falsely represented its production had been complete. Third, it was not until
7 August 31, 2017 - more than a week after the PRA writ was filed- that the City Attorney's office

'8 finally transmitted the PRA requests to the other City departments (such as the Human Services
9 Agency) referenced in its counsel's September 8, 2017 letter, so that they could begin conducting
10 the required searches. (Coon PRA decl., if 24, Ex. 22 [8/31/17 HAS email, Bates-stamped HAS11

HAS 681-682, aclmowledgii1g receipt of PRA request that day].) Given the uncontradicted

12 evidence showing City's other departments were not even provided with Petitioners' requests so
13 that they could search for responsive documents until after the PRA writ claim had been filed, it is
14 quite impossible to draw the inference urged by City that they had been searching diligently for
15 such documents all along.
16

Fourth, City had consistently and unwaveringly- albeit erroneously -insisted prior to the

17 PRA writ claim being filed that the PRA requests were limited only to the Board of Supervisors
18

and DBI, and not directed to other City departments. (E.g, Coon PRA decl., ~ 19, Ex. 17 [8/28/17

19 Wenter letter].) Again, City did not relent, change its position, and expand its search to all its
20 relevant departments as required until after the PRA claim was filed.
21

City's assertion that Petitioners do not "argue that their PRA writ resulted in the City

22 producing any documents that it is [sic] relying on it this case" (RB 26:13-14) is both legally
23

itTelevant and factually false. City's PRA violations would be actionable whether or not

24 Petitioners' PRA writ claim resulted in production of documents ultimately used in the CEQA
25

action; nothing in the PRA limits the right to obtain public records to only those used in litigation.

26 But the PRA Writ did, in fact, result in City producing numerous previously withheld documents ,
27
28

including the CEQA and Administrative Record documents for the original HCO and its early
amendments, which ultimately became part of the certified Administrative Record and which
SFSR\5404 !\2040424. l
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1 Petitioners have cited and relied on to support their CEQA claim. (Coon PRA dee!., ir 36.) This
2

Court should thus issue an appropriate order finding Petitioners have already prevailed on their

3

PRA claim and a writ requiring City to produce the search affidavits it has not yet provided.

4

v.

5

CITY'S EXHAUSTION AND NOTICE ARGUMENTS FAIL
City concedes - by failing to dispute - that Petitioner Coalition exhausted its

6 administrative remedies as to the CEQA claim and thus has standing to prosecute it, but argues
7 petitioners Hotel Des Arts and Haas did not. (RB 11:8-12:17.) Not so. The exhaustion doctrine
8 does not apply in a CEQA action "if the public agency failed to give the notice required by law."

9 (Pub. Resources Code, § 21177(e).) The public notice required by law here was notice complying
10 with the Brown Act and City's Sunshine Ordinance, which require notice providing a meaningful
11

description of both City's substantive action and its CEQA determination. City's notice failed to

12 provide either (PB 19: 12-20: 14, 24-28), and City thus cannot raise any failure-to-exhaust defense.

13 Even assuming arguendo City's notice was legally adequate, however, both Hotel Des Arts and
14 Haas are members of Petitioner Coalition, which City concedes has standing to prosecute the
15

CEQA challenge, and they therefore have derivative standing.

16

Finally, in any event, City concedes petitioner Hotel Des A1ts participated and timely

17 objected to approval of the HCO Amendments during the administrative process. (RB 11: 17-18,
18

24-26.) Having done so, Hotel Des Arts sufficiently exhausted and obtained standing to sue and

19 raise any CEQA issues and arguments in this litigation that were raised by any other parties 20 such as the Coalition and other hoteliers -in the administrative process. (§ 21177(a), (b).)
21

Accordingly, even assuming arguendo that City's notice was legally adequate, and even if Hotel

22 Des Arts and Haas lacked derivative standing, City effectively concedes both the Coalition and

23 Hotel Des Arts properly exhausted and have standing to litigate all CEQA issues.
24 VI.

CONCLUSION

25

This case isn't complicated, and City does not stand above the law. This Court should

26 therefore issue: (1) a peremptory writ voiding Ordinance No. 3 8-17 due to City's failure to comply
27

with CEQA; and (2) an order and writ finding Petitioners have prevailed on their PRA claim, and

28

compelling City to provide the required PRA search affidavits.
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INTRODUCTION TO REPLY
I.

OVERVIEW OF APPELLANTS' POSITION
Notwithstanding the City's best efforts to confuse the issues,

Appellants' position is grounded in straightforward and wellestablished law governing the elimination of established lawful
nonconforming uses. 1 No one disputes that local governments
generally have power to regulate the uses of real property, and may,
by zoning and similar land use regulation generally prescribe
permissible and impermissible uses of real property. Nor does anyone
contend that landowners necessarily have a vested right in existing
zoning - except under certain circumstances, no one has a right to
expect that a currently permissible use of property that is not actually
established will continue to be permitted indefinitely. (Anderson v.
City Council of City of Pleasant Hill (1964) 229 Cal.App.2d 79, 88)
However, it is a different matter when an established, existing,
lawful nonconforming use is immediately legislated out of existence.
Where such an existing permissible use is not a nuisance, California

1

"r

Al lawful nonconforming use is one that existed lawfully at the
time a new zoning prohibition or restriction came into force .... "
(San Remo Hotel L.P. v. Ci And Count of San Francisco (2002) 27
Ca .4t 43, 661
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law has long held that it cannot be legislated immediately out of
existence without pre-termination compensation. This legal
protection has resulted from the courts' recognition of "the hardship
and doubtful constitutionality of compelling the immediate
discontinuance of nonconforming uses." (County of San Diego v.
McClurken (1951) 37 Cal.2d 683, 686) Here, the City has enacted
legislation - the "HCO Amendments" - that purports to immediately
outlaw established, existing, and previously-lawful single-room
occupancy ("SRO") hotel uses and declare that henceforth only
apartment uses shall be permissible. It has, without any finding of
nuisance, and without providing for any amortization period or
compensation, declared weekly rentals of SRO rooms that were lawful
and permissible on one day to be misdemeanors the next. Such abrupt
legislative termination of existing, lawful nonconfonning uses is
unlawful.
This conclusion does not rest on a traditional regulatory taking
analysis of a land use regulation to determine whether "regulation
goes too far." (Kavanau v. Santa Monica Rent Control Bd. (1997) 16
Cal.4th 761, 797) While such regulatory takings analysis also
addresses the government's conduct vis-a-vis a landowner, its focus is
6

substantively different in that it primarily analyzes the economic
impact on the owner of a parcel of land of a regulation limiting the
parcel's prospective future uses. "[The takings clause of the 5th
Amendment] is designed not to limit the governmental interference
with property rights per se, but rather to secure compensation in the
event of otherwise proper interference amounting to a taking." (First
English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale v. Los Angeles
County, Cal. (1987) 482 U.S. 304, 315, cites om. [107 S.Ct 2378;
2385-2386]) "[E]conomic regulation may constitute a taking [only] if
it 'goes too far.'" (Bronco Wine Co. v. Jolly (2005) 129 Cal.App.4th
988, 1030, cit. om.) If an economic regulation goes too, then "[t]he
claimant must establish (1) it has a protectable property interest, (2)
there has been a taking of the property, and (3) the taking was for a
public purpose." (Bronco Wine, supra, 129 Cal.App.4th at 1030)
In contrast, claims based on elimination of existing, lawfullyestablished, non-nuisance uses of property only require the property
owner to establish a lawful, on-going use of land, and a subsequent
change in land-use regulation that requires the owner to immediately
cease that previously lawful use without pre-termination
compensation. (See Hansen Brothers Enterprises, Inc. v. Board of
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Supervisors (1996) 12 Cal.4th 533, 552) Where a municipality makes
an "overly zealous effort to eliminate an existing nonconforming use .
. . [the municipality] may pursue two constitutionally equivalent
alternatives: 'It can eliminate the use immediately by payment of just
compensation, or it can require removal of the use without
compensation following a reasonable amortization period."' (Griffin
Development Co. v. City of Oxnard (1985) 39 Cal.3d 256, 267,
quoting iv!etromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego (1980) 26 Cal.3d 848,
881, and citing Livingston Rock etc. Co. v. County of Los Angeles
(1954) 43 Cal.2d 121, 127) These requirements avoid hardship and
constitutional concerns grounded in both takings and due process
protections, and they apply in this context regardless of whether the
property would retain economic value without the newly-prohibited
use.
In 1981, the City enacted the Hotel Conversion Ordinance
which, as relevant here, regulated the manner in which certain SRO
hotel rooms, designated residential ("RDUs") could be rented. In
1990, the City amended the HCO to prohibit the rental of those rooms
for periods ofless than one week. (1AA100-103) As the City
successfully argued to this Court, and the California Supreme Court,
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over the next decade, the HCO allowed unrestricted weekly rentals of
these rooms. (2 AA 333-357) That is, they could lawfully be rented
to anyone so long as it was for at least 7 consecutive days. For
decades, SRO hotel owners operated their businesses in accordance
with, and in reliance on, this right, as unrestricted weekly rental
hotels. (S.F. Administrative Code§ 41.20(a)(2); 1AA59-60, 102, 2
AA 322-361; see San Remo, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 674; Terminal Plaza
Corp. v. City and County of San Francisco (1986) 177 Cal.App.3d
892, 899) The availability of SRO weekly hotel rentals is a
significant component of the City's available "housing stock"
precisely because they are offered to a customer base that: 1) does not
wish to rent for longer periods of time; and/or 2) cannot afford the
additional costs associated with monthly rentals such as paying for a
longer stay than is desired, first and last month's rent, and security
deposit. (San Remo, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 674 - SRO units "serve
many who cannot afford security and rent deposits for an apartment.")
Suddenly, the HCO Amendments unlawfully outlawed a lawful,
nonconforming use - and eliminated the private SRO hotel business
model as it had existed for nearly three decades - by failing to provide
any amortization period or compensation prior to terminating the use.
9

This appeal is from the order denying Appellants' motion for a
preliminary injunction to enjoin operation of the HCO Amendments
pending resolution of the merits. (2 AA 426-427) The motion should
have been granted. Appellants are suffering irreparable harm, having
been forced out of the SRO hotel business and into the apartment
business (if they wish to operate by renting residential SRO rooms at
all) with only the potential for a cumbersome, lengthy, expensive, and
uncertain compensation process for the lost profit during this period.
In the meantime, taxes, suppliers, and employees must be paid, and
the owners rightly expect to make some profit.
Notably, the City does not directly challenge Appellants'
positions. Instead, it engages in revisionist history by attempting to
deny that weekly rentals were ever a lawful use (RB 9-14 ), provides
irrelevant 'justifications" for the amendment (RB 13-15), argues
inapposite principles of regulatory takings law (RB 19-23), and
erroneously claims that Appellants' cited case law requires the
complete "elimination" or "eradication" of all commercial use of
affected properties - effectively conflating this law with traditional
regulatory taking analysis. (RB 18-19.)
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In contrast, the core legal issue presented in this appeal is
simple: may the City enact the 2017 HCO Amendments without a
reasonable amortization period or pre-tennination compensation? The
answer is unequivocally, "no". The City does not deny that this Court
has the power to decide that legal question on this appeal, regardless
of Appellants' irreparable harm showing, and, further, that this Court
should exercise it. Indeed, it is in everyone's interest to settle that
purely legal question now. Accordingly, for the reasons previously
advanced in Appellants' opening brief, and as further set forth below,
this Court should reverse the Superior Court's order denying the
motion for preliminary injunction with direction to enter a new and
different order resolving the ultimate legal merits of the non-CEQA
claims raised in this action in Appellants' favor.
II.

SUMMARY OF THE PARTIES' ARGUMENTS ON
APPEAL
A.

Appellants' Pertinent Positions

As explained in their opening brief, Appellants filed this action
because:
1) for more than 25 years, residentially-designated units
(RDUs) in regulated SRO hotels were expressly allowed to be offered
for weekly tenns of occupancy to hotel guests regardless of whether
11

the occupant intended to continue renewing the term until an
occupancy for more than 31 days occurred (AOB 22-29);
2) unrestricted weekly rentals were a key component of an SRO
operator's business practice distinguishing hotel (or group housing)
use from dwelling units or apartment buildings (AOB 13-18, 21);
3) the City amended the HCO to immediately prohibit weekly
terms of occupancy and to require terms of at least 32 days. (AOB
11) This amended definition eliminated the use of hotels specifically
built as SROs and effectively required these hotels to be used and
operated as residential apartments (AA 11-13, 44-45);
4 ) the Amendments did not include an appropriate amortization
period or require the City to pay pre-termination compensation as
required by California law (AOB 11-12); and
5) SRO owners are being harmed by the loss of their ability to
offer RDUs for weekly terms of occupancy. (AOB 50-53) Longsettled legal principles constrain the City's power to require the
immediate cessation of pre-existing, lawful uses of land. Appellant
SRO owners may not be immediately deprived of their right to offer
weekly rentals without appropriate safeguards designed to insure
fairness and prevent excessive financial harm.
12

B.

The City's Pertinent Positions

In opposing this appeal, the City takes several positions that are

either plainly erroneous (factually or legally) or irrelevant:
1.

SRO owners could previously only rent RDUs for less

than 32 days if rented to San Francisco residents for residential use.
(RB 8, 11-12)
This is relevant but untrue. If SRO owners did not have the
right to rent as they allege here; then they cannot prevail. However, as
discussed in their opening brief at pages 26-31, and as further
discussed below, Appellants were allowed to rent any RDU to anyone
for a minimum of7 days.
2.

The City had sufficient justification to ensure that no

residentially-designated SRO room was rented to anyone for less than
32 days. (RB 14-15)
Whether this is true is beside the point. Even assuming the City
can eliminate the previously recognized property right to rent on a
weekly basis, the issue presented here is whether it must either
provide an appropriate amortization period or pay pre-tennination
compensation in order to do so.
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3.

Appellants have not satisfied the requirements to

establish a taking. (RB 19-24)
This point is irrelevant because this appeal does not involve a
traditional taking claim, but, rather, the special legal rules applicable
to the unique context of the immediate elimination of non-nuisance,
pre-existing, lawful, nonconforming uses.
4.

Appellants have not met their burden of showing

irreparable harm sufficient to justify a preliminary injunction. (RB
24-29)
This is erroneous. But even assuming Appellants are not
entitled to a preliminary injunction, because irreparable injury is not
an element of the merits of their claim, the ultimate legal issue should
still be decided in Appellants' favor

and the City does not contend

this Court should not reach the merits of that issue on this appeal.
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ARGUMENT
I.

THIS COURT SHOULD REJECT THE CITY'S
REVISIONIST HISTORY OF THE HCO'S AUTHORIZED
RENTALS
A.

The Court Should Hold The City To The Interpretation It
Routinely - And Successfully - Advanced In Court
Years Ago, Particularly Since The City Concedes That
That Interpretation Trumps A Contrary,
Contemporaneous Administrative Declaration

Appellants acknowledge that the threshold issue on appeal is
whether they had any right to rent RDUs for less than 32 days periods
prior to the 2017 HCO Amendments. The City does not deny that the
Amendments prohibit weekly rentals ofRDUs and require rentals of
at least 32 days; indeed, that is the Amendments' primary effect. (1
AA 111, 127) The City's position on this appeal ultimately hinges on
a contention - expressly rejected by the trial court - that the
Amendments did not materially change anything allowed by the HCO
but simply "clarify" certain provisions. (RB 14, 26; 2 AA 422) The
parties have offered contrasting evidence of the City's actual, pre2017 interpretation of the HCO's permissible rental term, and,
tellingly, the City has ignored Appellants' evidence as if it did not
exist. (AOB 22-27, citing 2 AA 333-360, RB 13-15, 26)

15

The City's position ultimately hinges on its argument that the
2017 Amendments did not, in relevant part, make a wholesale change
in the terms under which SRO rooms may be rented. (RB 8-14) As
an initial matter, this Court should review the record below and the
rely on the actual, unambiguous words of the pre-2017 version of the
HCO to reject the City's revisionist history. Putting aside the City's
failure to address the trial court's rejection of its position (2 AA 422),
nowhere does it even acknowledge any of the points Appellants have
raised regarding the City's previous contradictory interpretation.
(AOB 22-29) Two of those points state:
"HCO §41.20 regulates Patel's property
exactly like residential zoning in prohibiting tourist use of less than seven days. [
] While neither residential zoning nor HCO
§41.20 require an owner to rent to tenants
for thirty days or more, they both prohibit
tourist rentals of less than seven days. HCO
§41.20 and Planning Code §209 cannot be
meaningfully distinguished in this critical
aspect."
"Both the HCO and the Planning Code
prohibit occupancies of less than seven
days' duration, referred to as 'tourist use' in
this brief. [ ] Patel may leave the units
vacant or rent the units to non-residential
tenants from seven to 30 days without
violating either Ordinance."
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(AOB 24-25 quoting 2 AA 354-355, 2 AA
343 respectively)
Our Supreme Court eventually adopted San Francisco's
interpretation of the HCO and its view that it was unlawful "to rent a
residential unit for a term shorter than seven days" (San Remo, supra,
27 Cal.4th at 651 ); i.e., for tourist rentals, which are "occupancies of

less than seven days' duration", as the City told the First District in
1997. (AOB 24, quoting City's application to file amicus brief in
THC v. Patel, #A077469, emph. added (AA 347-349))
The City's new position ignores the actual language of the pre2017 HCO, and its own history of interpreting and defending the HCO
in Court. (1AA100-103; 2 AA 329-356) As it did below, the City
cites a newly-minted, self-serving declaration of the chief of the
enforcement arm of its Department of Building Inspection. (RB 13,
citing Rosemary Bosque declaration; AA 145-146) Also below, the
City primarily relied on Yamaha Corp. of America v. State Bd. of
Equalization (1998) 19 Cal.4th 1 for the principle that her declaration
should be given substantial deference. (AOB 28, AA 145-146) In
their opening brief, Appellants thoroughly explained why the City's
own prior cases defeat its position and why this Court should
completely disregard her declaration. (AOB 28-29) In response, just
17

as it has failed to address and explain its own, now-contradicted
admissions to this Court 20 years ago, the City simply ignores this
analysis and just reasserts the Bosque declaration as supposedly
representing the City's longstanding interpretation of the HCO. (RB
13, 26)
In ignoring Appellants' position on Yamaha Corp., et al., the
City concedes it. (People v. Bouzas (1991) 53 Cal.3d 467, 480 government conceded defendant's position by responding to each of
his other arguments while simply ignoring the one at issue) The City
should not be allowed to disavow its own previously consistent, and
successfully asserted, interpretation because it does not wish to
comply with the requirements for terminating lawful, nonconforming
uses. (See Auto Equity Sales v. Superior Court (1962) 57 Cal.2d 450
- California Supreme Court's decisions are binding on the Court of
Appeal) Like the trial court below, this Court should reject the City's
current, revisionist "interpretations".
B.

This Court Should Reject The City's Attempted
Justifications For Its Revisionist Position On The 2017
Amendments

In an attempt to support its effort to belatedly rewrite history,
and necessarily ignoring its longstanding prior legal positions, the
18

City's brief makes contradictory or unsupported assertions (which this
Court should reject) as follows:
1.

Before the HCO Amendments, state and local law

required RDUs to be rented to residents only. (RB 1) Setting aside
that the definition of resident is circular - someone who is already in
occupancy for at least 32 days -the City does not offer any authority
for this proposition at the state level, and its own interpretations going
back more than 20 years show otherwise at the local level. (2 AA
329-356)
2.

The City refers to "the perceived loophole exploited by

certain SRO owners". (RB 1) "A 'loophole' is defined as '[a]n
ambiguity, omission, or exception (as in a law or other legal
document) that provides a way to avoid a rule without violating its
literal requirements."' (People v. Peau (2015) 236 Cal.App.4th 823,
833, cit. om.) The prior unchallenged right to rent RDUs on a weekly
basis was not a loophole. As Appellants explained in their opening
brief:
a.

Before the Amendment, "most SRO tenants paid by the

week, in part because this avoids customary expenses of monthly
rentals such as last month's rent and deposit." (AOB 21, citing 1 AA
19

60; San Remo, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 674) The City simply ignores this
statement, thus conceding its accuracy.
b.

While the policy wisdom of the HCO Amendments is

irrelevant to the law's amortize-or-pay-to-terminate requirements, and
is not challenged here, the City's decision to stress the importance of
maintaining SRO units by increasing the minimum rental period
completely ignores the salient point of the California Supreme Court's
decision in San Remo - weekly. rentals are important,
in -part,
precisely because they avoid certain substantial expenses associated

with apartment rentals. (San Remo, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 674) A 32day rental requirement, turning weekly SRO hotel rooms into monthly
apartment rentals, would eliminate the very benefits the City itself
relied on in successfully defending the pre-2017 HCO against
constitutional challenge in San Remo. The City's failure to
acknowledge and explain its shifting interpretations underscores the
meritlessness of the position it now advocates in this litigation.
3.

The practical difference for law-abiding SRO owners is

minimal. (RB 1) This is patently untrue since law-abiding SRO
owners just lost a large group of potential hotel customers - those
persons who seek to rent a room primarily on a weekly basis and,
20

regardless, for periods ofless than 32 days. SROs have also lost an
entire business model, the renting of rooms to any person for periods
as short as, but not less than, one week. The difference is not trifling
since SRO owners could previously rent to anyone by the week; if an
occupant renewed for a fifth week, and ifthat resident became entitled
to rent control, so be it - but it was up to that occupant, not a City
regulation. Now, the HCO restricts all potential SRO rentals to 32
days or longer, whether the potential guest can afford, or wants, to
rent for those terms.
4.

The HCO Amendments facilitate enforcement against

unscrupulous owners who improperly forced residents out to avoid
rent control. (RB 1-2) The Amendments do not facilitate anything
other than eliminating anyone's right to rent for periods ofless than 32
days. Moreover, the City's position simply begs the question why not
just enforce the prior law? It offers no answer. In any event, the
wisdom of, and justification for, the Amendments are not relevant
here. Presumably, the long line of California cases affirming the right
of property and business owners to maintain existing, lawful uses
considered and rejected similar policy arguments.
5.

"The 2017 Amendments simply imposed explicit
21

regulations .... " (RB 2) The City does not explain how or where the
same prohibition previously existed, implicitly or otherwise, for the
simple reason that it did not. Similarly, the City does not explain
what it means in stating that the Amendments now provide an
objective standard, or just what was supposedly subjective about the
permission to rent weekly. (RB 14-15)
6.

The Amendments do not destroy or eradicate the SRO

business. (RR 2) While this is not the legal standard, the
Amendments actually do have such effect by compelling the owners
of such hotel buildings - the rooms of which were never designed,
constructed, or conceived of as apartments - to now make apartmenttype rentals only. Ultimately, however, the City's position here is
irrelevant since there is no law providing that the amortize-or-pay-toterminate requirement only applies where the entire business potential
of real property is destroyed or eradicated by elimination of a nonnuisance, legal nonconforming use.
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II.

THE CITY FAILS TO REBUT THE LONG LINE OF CASES
HOLDING THAT MUNICIPALITIES MAY ONLY
ELIMINATE ON-GOING, NON-NUISANCE,
NONCONFORMING USES WITH AN APPROPRIATE
AMORTIZATION PERIOD OR PRE-TERMINATION
COMPENSATION
A.

The Amortize-Or-Pay-To-Terminate Requirement Does
Not Require That All Uses Of The Subject Property Be
"Eradicated" Or "Eliminated"

The City urges a broader point that the amortization-or-pay-toterminate requirement only applies ifthe challenged ordinance
completely eliminates or eradicates all existing legal uses of property.
(RB 19) Such a use limitation would be a taking because it would be
an economic regulation that has gone too far. (Bronco Wine, supra,
129 Cal.App.4th at 1030) However, the City's contention does not
follow from any of the cases it cites. The fact that some of
Appellants' cases do involve complete elimination of existing uses is
irrelevant because none of the legal analysis in those cases turns on
that distinction, and the City underscores this by not citing anything in
those cases supporting its position.
In fact, California law is quite the opposite: "The elimination
of existing uses within a reasonable time does not amount to a taking
ofproperty nor does it necessary restrict the use of property so that it

cannot be used for any reasonable purpose." (City of Los Angeles v.
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Gage (1954) 127 Cal.App.2d 442, 460, emph. added) Additionally,
the City appears to argue that the HCO Amendments should not be
considered like zoning laws for this purpose. (RB 18) However,
ordinances that regulate land use are equivalent to zoning ordinances.
(Del Oro Hills v. City of Oceanside (1995) 31 Cal.App.4th 1060,
1072, fn.6, citing Lesher Communications, Inc. v. City of Walnut
Creek (1990) 52 Cal.3d 531, 541; accord Building Industry Assn. v.
Citv of Oceanside (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 744, 762, fn. 10, citing
Lesher)
B.

Each Of The City's Attempts To Distinguish Appellants'
Cases Fails
1.

Jones v. City ofLos Angeles

It is correct that Jones v. City of Los Angeles (1930) 211 Cal.

304 involved an ordinance that prohibited all sanitariums in a certain
area and that the affected existing buildings had no current uses other
than as sanitariums. However, the analysis in Jones was not limited to
complete cessation of all use. (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 314-321)
Jones is not a paradigmatic regulatory takings case premised on a
taking of all economically beneficial use of a property, and its
progeny, all of which support Appellants, are not takings cases of that
kind, either. In fact, the standard set forth in Jones clearly favors
24

Appellants: "where ... a retroactive ordinance causes substantial
injury and the prohibited business is not a nuisance, the ordinance is
to that extent an unreasonable and unjustifiable exercise of police
power." (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 321) "[S]ubstantial does not mean
overwhelming." (Lawson v. Reynolds Industries Inc. (9th Cir. 2008)
264 Fed.Appx. 546, 549) "[T]he term 'substantial' does not mean the
greatest part or even a very great portion. . . . (Francis Edward
McGillick Foundation v. C.LR. (3d Cir. 1960) 278 F.2d 643, 647)

2.

City of Los Angeles v. Gage

While Gage involved the elimination of all non-residential use
through a re-zoning of property for residential use only, its analysis
equally applies where only particular uses are eliminated. (Gage,
supra, 127 Cal.App.2d at 453-461) Here, an entire kind of business is
eliminated. Appellants are now required to be landlords offering
apartment use and may no longer operate non-apartment hotel uses for
shorter than 32 day terms. Weekly rentals are a significant use as
shown by the City setting that minimum rental term in 1990. (See San
Remo, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 674) A particular industry has relied on,
and operated under, the right to offer 7-day rentals. (1AA60) Now
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the City has taken that away. Nothing in Gage undercuts Appellants'
position.
3.

Livingston Rock

As for Livingston Rock, the City merely states that the
ordinance therein prohibited plaintiff from continuing to operate its
lawful cement mixing business in the rezoned district. (RB 18) It
does not explain how this particular fact undercuts Appellants'
argument To the extent it means that this line of cases only applies to
the elimination of all uses of a particular building, nothing in
Livingston Rock, nor any of the other cases, stands for that
proposition. The general rule is that the elimination of a
nonconforming use may only occur under certain conditions.
(Livingston Rock, supra, 43 Cal.2d at 127) The Amendment here
eliminated a nonconforming use without complying with those
mandated pre-conditions - i.e., an appropriate amortization period or
pre-cessation compensation.
4.

Hansen Brothers

Similarly, nothing in Hansen Brothers turned on any material
distinction between that case and this one. Hansen Brothers states:
"However, ifthe law effects an unreasonable, oppressive, or
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unwarranted interference with an existing use ... the ordinance may
be invalid as applied to that property unless compensation is paid."
(Hansen Brothers, supra, 12 Cal.4th at 551-552) Whether the
elimination of weekly rentals in favor of 32-day rentals is
unreasonable or unwarranted, it is certainly oppressive because it
undermines an entire class of business that had depended on that right
as a key element of its business. To the broader point, an oppressive
interference with an existing use is not the same as eliminating all use.
5.

Castner v. City of Oakland

While Castner v. City of Oakland (1982) 129 Cal.App.3d 94
did involve the elimination of plaintiffs entire business, it reiterated
the doctrine upon which Appellants rely in a manner contrary to the
City's implied position:
However, California cases have firmly held
zoning legislation may validly provide for
the eventual termination of nonconforming
property uses without compensation if it
provides a reasonable amortization period
commensurate with the investment involved.
(Castner, supra, 129 Cal.App.3d at 96)
The HCO Amendments' fatal flaw is that they make no attempt
to do this; rather, the City attempts to escape its legal obligations by
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conjuring a revisionist history in which the terminated uses simply
never existed or were permitted at all.
6.

Santa Barbara Patients' Collective Health Co-op. v. City
ofSanta Barbara

Again, while this case did present the issue of complete
cessation, and actually involved an amortization period - albeit
insufficient - nothing in the court's analysis is limited to such cases.
(Santa Barbara Patients' Collective Health Co-op. v. City of Santa
Barbara (C.D. Cal. 2012) 911 F.Supp.2d 884, 893)
7.

Appellants' Sign/Billboard Cases

Nothing in the sign/billboard cases that Appellants have cited
turns on the fact that a sign/billboard was being removed. (AOB 3637) Instead, they all involved exactly the issue here - elimination of a
lawful nonconfonning use. These cases simply happened to involve
the removal of signs/billboards.
III.

THE CITY'S "NO-IRREPARABLE-HARM" ARGUMENT
DEPENDS UPON IT ESTABLISHING THAT SRO OWNERS
HAD NO RIGHT TO MAKE UNRESTRICTED WEEKLY
RENTALS
Whatever the extent of other laws' impact on the SRO hotel

business and whatever the extent of SRO hotel owners' rights to
operate their hotel businesses as they prefer, if Appellants' (and the
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City's prior) interpretation of the previous version ofHCO § 41.20 is
correct, then the City cannot deny that it authorized a particular kind
of business to operate lawfully and in a manner that is not a public
nuisance. That business is the SRO hotel business predicated on the
right to offer weekly rentals to anyone because tourist rentals, by their

very definition, were any rentals for less than 7 days. Whether any
particular SRO hotel was, or was not, prohibited from preventing an
SRO unit occupant from remaining in nossession lorn.! enou2:h to
i

~

~

acquire rent control is irrelevant. Those SRO owners who chose to
obey the law cannot have a critical use eliminated without proper
constitutional safeguards simply because there are other owners
whose business model depends on weekly rentals plus some other
unlawful act. (Cf. Tom v. City and County of San Francisco (2004)
120 Cal.App.4th 674, 680 - "focus is on persons and properties that
would be affected by the ordinance"; Daro v. Superior Court (2007)
151Cal.App.4th1079, 1099 - "A lawful business activity is not
transformed into an 'unlawful business practice' simply because it has
some relationship to an activity forbidden by law.")
The act of offering SRO units in compliance with the weekly
rental right permitted by the immediately prior version of the HCO
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was not an unlawful act and was not a nuisance. (Cf. San Remo,
supra, 27 Cal.4th at 651) If the City wishes to choose the extreme
measure of eliminating the SRO business in order to eliminate
improperly-operating SROs, it may do so, but only so long as it
complies with the constitutional safeguards which have existed for
over a hundred years as explicated in Dobbins v. City of Los Angeles
(1904) 195 U.S. 223, 236, 25 S.Ct. 18, 20, and the many California
cases which have protected property owners and businesses in the
many decades since. Again, this rule was succinctly stated by our
Supreme Court in 1954:
The rights of the users of property as those
rights existed under prevailing zoning
conditions are well recognized and have
always been protected. Accordingly, a
prov1s1on
which
exempts
existing
nonconforming uses is ordinarily included in
rezoning ordinances because of the hardship
and doubtful constitutionality of compelling
the
immediate
discontinuance
of
nonconforming uses.
(Livingston Rock, supra, 43 Cal.2d at 127,
cites om.)
IV.

THE CITY'S TAKINGS ARGUMENTS ARE IRRELEVANT
The City's respondent's brief from Discussion-I-Hon page 19

through 23, and III.B. (page 26) through 29 address classic regulatory
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takings issues, and not the law governing elimination of preexisting
lawful nonconforming uses that applies in the specific context
involved here. Classic takings law protects the actual value of the
property by requiring government to pay for what it takes, but
government is allowed to take the property immediately. "[The
takings clause of the 5th Amendment] is designed not to limit the
governmental interference with property rights per se, but rather to
secure compensation in the event of otherwise proper interference
amounting to a taking." (First English, supra, 482 U.S. at 315, cites
om., 107 S.Ct. at 2385-2386) Indeed, implicit in the concept that the
government may permissibly take certain property rights subject only
to post-deprivation compensation is that neither pre-cessation
compensation nor an appropriate amortization period are required.
The law on which Appellants rely differs critically from the
classic takings analysis because it is designed to protect related but
distinct interests in a specific context. Due process and takings
protections applied in the context of on-going business operations
protect not only property rights and investments, but guard against
unfair application of political power against lawfully established but
newly-disfavored uses. (See Ixcot v. Holder (9th Cir. 2011) 646 F.3d
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1202, 1207 - due process protects against political pressures that seek
to use legislation as a means of retribution against unpopular groups
or individuals) This doctrine protects property owners against
immediate compelled cessation of substantial non-nuisance uses of
property that had been legal until certain interested parties motivated a
sufficient percentage of relevant legislators to eliminate the use.
Accordingly, Appellants need not respond to the City's standard
regulator; takings arguments on their merits because they pertain to
inapposite claims and situations not presented in this appeal. Those
claims remain alive below. Appellants' right to continue making
weekly rentals until the City complies with applicable constitutional
protections is protected by the case law specifically addressing the
requirements for eliminating lawful, nonconforming uses, and does
not rely upon the distinct regulatory taking framework and analysis
that the City improperly attempts to apply.
CONCLUSION
As the City and Tenderloin Housing Clinic explained to this
Court in reasoned appellate arguments some 20 years ago, the HCO
permitted unrestricted rentals of SRO units so long as those rentals
were for at least 7 days. In 2017, the City abruptly decided to
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eliminate this longstanding right through the functional equivalent of
re-zoning the entire City to prohibit rentals of SRO hotel rooms for
periods ofless than 32 days. All SRO owners are thus immediately
deprived of a longstanding, legal right that was sufficiently important
in 1990 to codify, and that has been exercised and relied on for nearly
three decades since. Under the HCO Amendments, they cannot make
such rentals, they must turn away customers who only want to rent on
such terms, and they have effectively been forced into the residential
apartment business and out of the SRO hotel business. Generally, and
regardless of its wisdom as a policy matter, the City can do this
through a proper exercise of its police power. However, here the City
did not just prospectively eliminate this previous right (which would
recognize lawful, nonconforming uses with their own legal rights and
protections), but it required SRO owners to immediately cease renting
SRO units for less than 32 days. As decades of case law holds, the
City is constitutionally prohibited from requiring termination of
lawful, non-nuisance, nonconforming uses in this manner without an
appropriate amortization period or pre-termination compensation.
This Court should reverse the trial court's order denying Appellants'
motion for preliminary injunction.
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There is one important point that both Appellants and the City
appear to agree on. Even ifthere is some deficiency in Appellants'
showing needed to reverse the denial of preliminary injunctive relief,
the Court should still resolve the ultimate legal issue presented in this
appeal-the constitutional validity of the HCO Amendments - on its
merits. (AOB 57-58, not addressed in City's brief) Accordingly, this
Court should reverse the trial court's order denying Appellants'
motion for preliminary injunction or, if it must affirm, do so in a
manner that properly resolves the merits of Appellants' non-CEQA
claims, which present a purely legal issue on appeal to this Court.
Respectfully Submitted,
February 22, 2018
ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON, PC
/s/ Andrew M. Zacks
By: Andrew M. Zacks
Counsel for Plaintiffs/Appellants
SAN FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL COALITION,
HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, and BRENT HAAS
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INTRODUCTION
I.

OVERVIEW
This is an appeal from the denial of a preliminary injunction against

enforcement of a San Francisco land use ordinance amendment. (2
Appellants' Appendix ("AA") 426-427) The San Francisco Superior Court
found that Plaintiffs had not established a vested right to continue
previously-lawful operations but did not reach the balance of hardships
question. (2 AA 427) On this appeal of the denial, this Court should
determine that the ordinance is facially invalid. It should fhrther determine
that, even though the trial court did not reach the factor of relative hardships
- which is not an issue at trial - Plaintiffs will win on the merits, which
present only pure questions of law.
California Property owners and users are protected against unfettered
retroactive application of land use regulations under the doctrine of lawful,
prior nonconforming uses.

(~Jones

v. City of Los Angeles (1930) 211

Cal. 304, 321; Hansen Brothers Enterprises, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors
(1996) 12 Cal.4th 533, 552) This doctrine recognizes the constitutional
right of property owners (and their commercial tenants) to maintain existing,
lawful land uses that are not nuisances per se, and that local governments
may not force the immediate discontinuance of these lawful uses without
either compensation as a pre-condition of the discontinuance or an
appropriate amortization period to enable the property owner to recoup as
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much of its investment as is reasonably practicable. (Hansen Brothers,
supra, 12 Cal.4th at 552) Our Supreme Court has stated that the main
purpose of this doctrine is to avoid questions as to the constitutionality of
new zoning and other use laws' application to such previously-existing
lawful land uses. (Hansen Brothers, supra, 12 Cal.4th at 552)
As is relevant to this dispute, San Francisco's Planning Code
authorizes what are known as "single room occupancy" rooms and hotels
("SROs"). (2 AA 401-403, 407-411, 405; S.F. Planning Code§§ 102,
209 .1, 210.2) These uses have long been given the zoning classification of
"group housing". (S.F. Planning Code§ 102) In addition, for decades, San
Francisco has also regulated the operation of SROs in its Administrative
Code at chapter 41 (the "Residential Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition
Ordinance" - "Hotel Conversion Ordinance" or "HCO"). The City has
long-recognized that SROs play a vital role in providing housing for both
lower-income residents and visitors. SRO owners, in tum, have relied on
the City's regulatory scheme to be able to operate their businesses as SROs,
not as rent-controlled apartments.
Yet in 2017, the City abruptly pulled the rug out from under SRO
owners and occupants alike when it amended the HCO to immediately, and
without compensation, bar the rental of SRO rooms for less than 32 days,
instead of less than 7 days as was previously permitted. (1AA111, 127 the "HCO Amendments") This change would immediately make all SRO
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units rent-controlled apartments under local law once a person remained in
occupancy of the same unit for at least 32 consecutive days. (S.F.
Administrative Code ("Rent Ordinance")§§ 37.2(r)(l), 37.3) The City's
volte-face stripped SRO owners of their vested property rights to offer
rentals for a minimum term of 7 days and without the penalties of rent and
eviction controls attaching. However, San Francisco failed to comply with
that long-established doctrine requiring either immediate compensation for
affected owners or delaying the change as to those owners. (Infra at 35-45)
Here, in eliminating SRO rentals between 7 and 30 davs. the Citv followed
-

.I

/

.,,

neither permissible option. (1 AA 106-131)
A coalition of SRO hotel owners/operators and others filed this
lawsuit to preliminarily and permanently enjoin the 2017 amendment. (1
AA 12-33) The trial court refused to issue a preliminary injunction because
it believed that the law allows the City to the mandate the conversion of
SRO rooms immediately without restriction, and that Plaintiffs had not
established a vested right to continue operating as hotels. (2 AA 421-422)
However, the trial court's order was based on a legally-erroneous
interpretation about the nature of vested rights in the nonconforming use
context. (2 AA 421-422) Because the HCO Amendments deprive all SRO
owners/operators of their preexisting rights to continue operating SROs, not
rent-controlled apartments, and the Amendments took away this right
without compensation or a reasonable amortization period, the trial court
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erred in failing to find that the balance of hardships favors Plaintiffs.
Because "[i]t is well established that the deprivation of constitutional rights
'unquestionably constitutes irreparable injury"' (Melendres v. Arpaio (9th
Cir. 2012) 695 F.3d 990, 1002, quoting Elrod v. Burns (1976) 427 U.S. 347,
373, 96 S.Ct. 2673), the record compels a finding that the balance of
hardships favors Plaintiffs.
II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
A.

Single Room Occupancy Units And Hotels

An SRO unit is a small hotel room, usually up to 350 square feet, that
generally lacks private bathrooms and kitchens. (1 AA 59-60) SROs
generally use shared bathrooms. (1 AA 59-60) Some may have communal
kitchens; for others, residents must use their own microwaves, hot plates,
etc., or in some cases, bring prepared food in. (1 AA 59-60) Essentially,
they are like college dormitory rooms. (1 AA 59-60) These units have long
provided a critical supply of relatively low-cost rooms for rent on a weekly,
or multi-week, basis. (1 AA 60) While SRO units "may not be an ideal
form of housing, such units accommodate many whose only other options
might be sleeping in public spaces or in a City shelter" and "residential
hotel units serve many who cannot afford security and rent deposits for an
apartment." (San Remo Hotel v. City and County of San Francisco (2002)

27 Cal.4th 643, 674, emph. added) A wide variety of people rent these
rooms: lower-income people who would be homeless if their only other
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option was to rent in a traditional, monthly manner; short-term visitors who
cannot afford tourist hotel rates; people coming in to work in the City for
short periods of time; and even medical patients and their families, who also
cannot afford to pay tourist rates. (1 AA 60)
B.

The Parties
1.

San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition

Plaintiff San Francisco SRO Hotel Coalition (the "Coalition") is an
unincorporated association whose members are private, for-profit owners
and operators of numerous residential hotels in San Francisco that are
subject to regulation under the HCO. (1AA59) The HCO currently
regulates approximately 18,000 residential units within about 500 hotels, of
which approximately 300 are owned by for-profit entities whose interests
are represented in this suit by the Coalition. (1 AA 59)
2.

Hotel Des Arts, LLC

Plaintiff Hotel Des Arts, LLC ("Des Arts") is a Delaware limited
liability company, in active standing with the California Secretary of State.
(1 AA 75-76, 81) In 2012, the Des Arts's hotel-the "Hotel Des Arts"
located at 447 Bush Street, San Francisco, was purchased by Stephan Forget
and Florence Solal (collectively, the "Forgets"). (1 AA 76) When the
Forgets bought the Hotel Des Arts, it needed substantial refurbishing. (1
AA 76) The Forgets spent thousands of dollars on physical improvements,
new paint, new room furnishings, and installing art throughout the hotel,
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including in each room. (1 AA 76) In 2016, it paid $215,638.21 in various
City taxes (hotel tax, gross receipts tax, payroll tax, property tax). (1 AA
77)
The Hotel Des Arts contains 51 guest rooms, 3 8 of which are
designated "residential" under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO")
and 13 of which are designated "tourist". ( 1 AA 76) Eleven of the rooms
use shared bathrooms. (1 AA 76) The Hotel Des Arts has one permanent
resident. ( 1 AA 76) There are no kitchen facilities anywhere on the
premises. (1

Ali~

76) The rooms do not even have microwave ovens and are

not allowed to under law. (1 AA 76) The Hotel Des Arts takes reservations
from a variety of people: university students; people coming to work in San
Francisco for short periods of time; people considering moving to San
Francisco who want to visit the City for 1-2 weeks first; and, of course,
some tourists. (1 AA 76)
Both the Hotel Des Arts and the Carl Hotel, discussed next, are in
districts that allow SROs. (2 AA 413, 416) The Hotel Des Arts strictly
rents in compliance with the HCO, meaning that the residential rooms must
(prior to the recent HCO Amendments) be rented for a minimum of 7 days.
(1 AA 76) During the offseason as designated under the HCO, the Hotel

Des Arts usually books 7-10 day rentals. (1 AA 76) After the HCO
Amendments took effect, the Hotel Des Arts shifted as many bookings to
the 13 tourist rooms as possible. (1 AA 76)
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If the Hotel Des Arts is forced to rent all of its residential rooms for at

least 32 consecutive days, meaning that the occupants become rentcontrolled, apartment tenants rather than hotel guests, it would have to
terminate the employment of some of its employees and reduce the hours of
others. (1 AA 76-77) It currently has six house keepers earning between
$13.00 and $18.00 per hour, working between 32 and 40 hours per week. (1
AA 7 6-77) With only 13 tourist rooms, it would probably terminate five of
the six house keepers. (1 AA 76-77) It would also have to reduce front
desk staffing. (1

A~A..

76-77) Indeed; the rooms would not be affordable to

people who would typically live in SRO rooms. (1 AA 76-77) This is
because it would have to charge first month's rent, last month's rent, and
security deposit. (1 AA 76-77) Because there is no way to separately meter
each room, the hotel would have to build in all utilities as well. (1 AA 7677) Such a hotel would also be substantially harder to manage because it
would have to respond to both short-term guests and long-term residents. (1
AA 76-77) The hotel also currently employs two maintenance persons and
if forced to operate under the Amendments, will have to let one go and/or
reduce hours. (1 AA 76-77) However, Des Arts would probably not rent
the residential units in order to protect its vested property rights, resulting in
the same need to reduce services and staffing, and ultimately, an overall loss
of housing as well. (1 AA 77) Shuttering the non-tourist rooms would also
force Des Arts to eliminate them as a forum for local artists to display
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their work, which would harm the local art community. (1 AA 77)
3.

The Carl Hotel

Another Coalition SRO is the Carl Hotel located at 198 Carl Street.
(1AA60-62) As of April 20, 2017, the Carl had 28 residential rooms but
only three long-term permanent residents. (1 AA 62) The Carl is about 4
blocks from UCSF medical center on Parnassus Avenue. (1AA62) Over
the years, many of its guests have included medical patients and their family
members or friends, due to its proximity to UCSF medical center and its
weekly rates that are more affordable than tourist hotels. (1 AA 62-72) If
prohibited from making weekly rentals, the Carl Hotel will be unavailable to
offer accommodations to the families of patients undergoing major, and
often life-changing, surgery. (1 AA 62)
4.

Brent Haas

Brent Haas ("Haas") is a hair stylist and visual artist who cares for his
elderly, widowed mother (age 82) who lives alone in Ohio. (1 AA 74) He
moved to San Francisco right after Loma Prieta in 1989. (1 AA 74) His
father died about 30 years ago and he has been visiting his mother regularly
since. (1 AA 74) These visits are important to both of them. (1 AA 74)
Haas is a California resident - he gets healthcare here, pays California
resident taxes, and considers San Francisco his home - but due to the
circumstances of being the primary caregiver for his aging mother, he has to
spend considerable time in Ohio, her state oflegal residency. (1 AA 74)
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For the past 12 years, he has generally spent approximately 10 days to
3 weeks out of every month living and working in the City, and he has spent
the balance in Ohio caring for his mother. (1 AA 74) When he is in San
Francisco for, he generally stays at the Twin Peaks Hotel on Market Street.
(1 AA 74) The ability to rent rooms there for less than a month- meaning
he does not pay first month, last month, and security deposit - is a godsend.
(1 AA 74) Not having to pay expenses that he would not incur because of

the ability to rent weekly or biweekly enables him to visit his mother. (1
AA 74) On rare occasion; he is in San Francisco for longer than 3 weeks in
which case he stays at the S.F. Zen Center. (1 AA 74)
If San Francisco prohibits hotels like the Twin Peaks from being able

to rent to him on a weekly or biweekly basis, it would be very difficult for
him to continue to visit his mother regularly. (1 AA 74) He would have to
pay much more in rent and would have little time to visit her. (1 AA 74)
He certainly could not be gone for 2-3 weeks and not work ifhe were
paying rent on an apartment or he would have to leave San Francisco. (1
AA 74) He does not want to do that any more than any other San
Franciscan wants to. (1 AA 74)
5.

City And County Of San Francisco

"The city and county of San Francisco is a municipal corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the state of
California, operating under and by authority of a charter." (Stuart Arms Co.
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v. City and County of San Francisco (1928) 203 Cal. 150, 151) The City
enacted the Amendments at issue in this action. (1 AA 84)
C.

San Francisco's Hotel Conversion Ordinance
1.

History Of The Challenged Ordinance

San Francisco's HCO is a local ordinance, codified at chapter 41 of
the San Francisco Administrative Code, that regulates the rental and use of
SRO units. (Bullock v. City and County of San Francisco (1990) 221
Cal.App.3d 1072, 1080; S.F. Administrative Code§ 41.1; 1 AA 84; 2 AA
117-141) Its predecessor was a 1979 moratorium on the demolition or
conversion of SRO units to tourist units or condominiums in response to a
perceived serious housing shortage for low-income and elderly residents
caused by such conversions. (Terminal Plaza Corp. v. City and County of
San Francisco (1986) 177 Cal.App.3d 892, 898) In February 1981, the City
replaced the moratorium with the permanent HCO. (Terminal Plaza, supra,
177 Cal.App.3d at 898) As revised and redrafted through amendments later
that year, the HCO required owners of SRO units to obtain a permit prior to
demolishing or converting such SRO units to any other use. (Terminal
Plaza, supra, 177 Cal.App.3d at 898) A unit's designation as "residential"
or "tourist" was determined as of September 23, 1979, by its occupancy
status according to definitions contained in, and documented pursuant to,
procedures specified in the HCO. (Terminal Plaza, supra, 177 Cal.App.3d
at 898)
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By 1990, the City had amended the HCO to change the allowable
occupancy period of residential rooms from a minimum of two days to at
least seven days (i.e., weeklies). (1AA100-103) As Plaintiffs discuss in
depth, infra at 23-24, this change is at the heart of the dispute in this appeal.
In 1990, the City amended the HCO to enable certain nonprofit
organizations (specifically, Tenderloin Housing Clinic ("THC")) to be
"interested parties" for standing to enforce the HCO and also required such
parties to report lawsuits to the City. (1 AA 103; S.F. Administrative Code
§ 4L20(e); see also Tenderloin Housing Clinic; Inc. v. Astoria Hotel. Inc.
(2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 139, 141 - THC sued hotel for violating HCO)
Accordingly, THC actually acts as the primary enforcer of the HCO through
private litigation. (2 AA 322-337, 353-360)
2.

The Purpose Of The HCO

The stated purpose of the HCO is "to benefit the general public by
minimizing adverse impact on the housing supply and on displaced low
income, elderly, and disabled persons resulting from the loss of residential
hotel units through their conversion and demolition." (1 AA 84, S.F.
Administrative Code§ 41.2) In enacting the HCO, the City made certain
findings, including that:
(a) There is a severe shortage of decent, safe,
sanitary and affordable rental housing in the City and
County of San Francisco and this shortage affects
most severely the elderly, the disabled and lowmcome persons.
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(c) Many of the elderly, disabled and low-income
persons and households reside in residential hotel
units.

U) The tourist industry is one of the major industries
of the City and County of San Francisco. Tourism is
essential for the economic well-being of San
Francisco. Therefore, it is in the public interest that
a certain number of moderately priced tourist hotel
units be maintained especially during the annual
tourist season between May 1st and September 30th.
(1AA84-86; S.F. Administrative Code§ 41.3)
When the HCO was originally enacted, most SRO tenants paid by the
week, in part because this avoids customary expenses of monthly rentals
such as last month's rent and deposit. (1 AA 60) Until the challenged
amendments, weekly rentals to anyone were lawful even if the weekly
occupants failed to become permanent, residential rent-controlled tenants by
staying for at least thirty days. (S.F. Administrative Code§ 41.20(a)(2); 1
AA 102; 2 AS 322-361) The HCO also allowed SRO hotel operators to rent
vacant units as short-term rentals of less than 7 days to tourists during the
designated tourist season (May I-September 30) without being deemed to
have "converted" such SRO units to unlawful tourist or transient use.
(Terminal Plaza, supra, 177 Cal.App.3d at 899) Thus, the ability of SROs
to lawfully offer and provide short-term, weekly rentals has for decades
provided a vital public service to the most economically-disadvantaged
residents of San Francisco, as well as its less-affluent visitors.
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3.

Prior to the 2017 Amendment, The City Consistently
Interpreted The HCO To Prohibit Rentals Of Residential
Units Only For Periods Of Less Than 7 Days

In the trial court, the City defended the validity of the 2017 HCO
amendment by claiming that it was not a substantive change but instead a
mere clarification of existing law: "The Amendments to the HCO define
'tourist or transient use' and clarify San Francisco's long-standing
interpretation of the HCO. There are no substantive changes in the
obligations of SRO owners." (1AA142, 144-145) In other words,
according to the City; SRO owners have never had the right to rent,
unfettered, for periods of 7-30 days except to permanent residents.
However, on reply, Plaintiffs provided the trial court with a great deal of
evidence of a contrary historical interpretation by both the City and THC in
litigation - both in appellate arguments and trial court stipulated
settlements. (2 AA 319-369) Because the past interpretation of the HCO is
crucial to whether Plaintiffs have had a lawful right to make rentals of 7-30
days, and because the City will undoubtedly argue that the trial court erred
in finding in favor of Plaintiffs in this regard, Plaintiffs lay the City's prior
positions out, in detail, here:
In 1990, THC brought an HCO suit against Bhazubhai Patel, owner
of the Beach Motel near the beach end of Judah Street. (2 AA 322-324 THC v. Patel, San Francisco Superior Court #921307, First District Court of
Appeal, Div. 2, #A077469) This lawsuit was originally concluded when
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Patel and THC stipulated to the entry of a judgment permanently enjoining
Patel: "from renting or offering to rent any room at the Beach Motel, ... for
a term of tenancy less than seven (7) days; ... " (2 AA 322) Nothing in this
stipulated judgment required Patel to rent to permanent residents for 7-30
day rentals. (2 AA 326-327)
In 1995, THC accused Patel of violating the 1990 injunction and sued
him again. (THC v. Patel, San Francisco Superior Court #97 4667) In 1996,
Patel invoked the Ellis Act and moved, in the first case (#921307), to
dissolve the injunction on the grounds that it was no longer applicable. The
Superior Court granted the motion. (2 AA 329-331) The City and THC
joined forces to file a petition for writ of mandate in the Court of Appeal. (2
AA 329-331) While that petition did not discuss HCO § 41.20, it does
show the connection between the City and THC in enforcing the HCO.
In 1997 and 1998, in appellate litigation arising from the Beach Motel
cases, the City and THC took the position before this Court that the HCO
allows rentals of at least 7 days without regard to permanent residence
status. (2 AA 333-357) Supporting this, Plaintiffs requested that the trial
court take judicial notice of the following documents:
1.

May 7, 1997 - Excerpt ofTHC's Respondent's brief in

THC v. Patel, #A077469, arising from the 1990 THC v. Patel case)
"Moreover, while subsection (b) of Section 41.20
requires a minimum term of one week, subsections
(a) and (c) do not. Like Planning Code section 209,
subsections (a) and (c) regulate only the length of
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occupancy, not the term of the rental. The term may
be daily, weekly, monthly, or otherwise, as long as
actual occupancy is for at least seven days."
(2 AA 354-355)
2.

May 8, 1997 - Excerpt of City's application to file an amicus

brief in an appeal in THC v. Patel, #A077469: "Both the HCO and the
Planning Code prohibit occupancies of less than seven days' duration,
referred to as 'tourist use' in this brief. [ ] Patel may leave the units vacant
or rent the units to non-residential tenants from seven to 3 0 days without
violating either Ordinance." (2
3.

A~A

343, emph. added)

February 6, 1998 - City's application to file amicus brief in the

now-consolidated appeal in THC v. Patel (#A077469 with #A080669
(arising from the 2nd Patel case - S.F. Superior Court #974667)): "The
injunction prohibited Patel from renting any room in the Beach for an
occupancy ofless than seven days, namely, for tourist use .... " (2 AA 349)
4.

June 17, 1998 - THC's appellant/cross-respondent's reply brief

in the consolidated appeal in THC v. Patel (#A077469 with #A080669
arising from S.F. Superior Court #974667):
"HCO §41.20 regulates Patel's property exactly like
residential zoning in pro-hibiting tourist use ofless
than seven days. [] While neither residential zoning
nor HCO §41.20 require an owner to rent to tenants
for thirty days or more, they both prohibit tourist
rentals of less than seven days. HCO §41.20 and
Planning Code §209 cannot be meaningfully
distinguished in this critical aspect."
"HCO § 41.20(a) (1) and (3) do not regulate the term
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of a tenancy at all, which may be daily, weekly,
monthly, or other-wise. The subsections only require
that actual occupancy be at least seven days."
(2 AA 354, 355)
Indeed, in upholding the HCO's in-lieu fee requirement against a
constitutional challenge, the California Supreme Court's ultimate position
on residential unit rentals is consistent with the City's: "The HCO makes it
unlawful to eliminate a residential hotel unit without obtaining a conversion
permit or to rent a residential unit for a term shorter than seven days." (San
Remo Hotel, supra, 27 CaL4th at 651; citing S.F. Administrative Code§
41.20(a)) San Remo Hotel was decided 15 years ago. As late as 2016, THC
was continuing to stipulate to injunctions in HCO enforcement actions that
only enjoined the renting of rooms for a period of less than 7 days

without

regard to the residency status of those occupants. (2 AA 359-360 (the Carl
Hotel))
4.

The 2017 HCO Amendments Materially Changed
The HCO To Plaintiffs' Substantial Detriment

The HCO Amendments became effective on March 19, 2017.
Under the Amendments, Plaintiffs are immediately and permanently
prohibited from engaging in acts that were previously lawful under the
HCO. (1AA5-11, 127) As relevant here, the key provisions of the
Amendments are:
(1) redefining prohibited "tourist or transient" use and "unlawful
actions" to entirely eliminate SRO operators' pre-existing year-round right
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to rent SRO units on a weekly basis (1AA111; S.F. Administrative Code§
41.4 - "tourist or transient use");
(2) prohibiting the rental of SRO units (except in compliance with
the HCO's restrictive seasonal tourist rental provisions) for any term less
than 32 days, thus effectively converting all SRO hotel units into apartments
for at least half the year, and irrevocably subjecting them to the restrictions
of the City's Rent and Eviction Control Ordinance. (1 AA 127; S.F.
Administrative Code§ 41.20(a)(2))
5.

At the Trial Court Hearing, The City Could Not Defend
Its More Than 20-Year History Of Interpreting The HCO
To Permit UnfetteredWeekly Rentals of Residential
Hotel Rooms

At oral argument, the City's attorney stated: "The Hotel Ordinance
before the recent amendments and after the recent amendments always
prohibited the rental whether for seven days or 32 days or any amount of
days to a tourist or a transient. It required occupancy to be by - to San
Francisco residents who intended to be permanent residents of the hotel."
(RT 35:18-24) The trial court inquired: "Didn't the City take a contrary
position to that?" (RT 36: 17-18) The City could not explain its conflicting
position in the Patel litigation or before the Supreme Court, nor could it
explain why it has consistently allowed THC to obtain judgments barring
only less-than-7-day rentals without limitation to residence status. Instead,
it initially denied ever having taken a contrary position. (RT 37:2-6) In
response, the trial court read from the City's own amicus brief in THC v.
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Patel, #A077469, quoted above, and the City ultimately had to acknowledge
that it had taken a contrary position. (RT 37:25-38:1)
6.

The Trial Court Properly Determined That The HCO
Had Previously Allowed The Rentals That Plaintiffs
Seek To Preserve

In its order denying the motion for preliminary injunction, the trial
court agreed that Plaintiffs had accurately portrayed the relevant regulatory
history of the HCO: "The pre-2017 Amendments version of the Residential
Hotel Unit Conversion and Demolition Ordinance ('HCO') did allow certain
types of rentals of residential units that are now prohibited by the
Amendments, e.g., seven day (or longer) rentals for residential use to nonpermanent residents." (2 AA 422) This is correct because "[t]he
construction placed on a piece of legislation by the enacting body is of very
persuasive significance." (City of Walnut Creek v. County of Contra Costa
(1980) 101 Cal.App.3d 1012, 1021) If the City had always construed the
HCO to prohibit rentals for less than 32-day periods, it would have
advocated that position in prior litigation.
Below, the City cited to two things to establish that it has always
interpreted the HCO to prohibit rentals of units designated residential to
non-permanent residents for less than 32 days: the declarations of
Department of Building Inspection ("DBI") Chief Housing Inspector
Rosemary Bosque and deputy City Attorney Andrea Ruiz-Escuide. (1 AA
154; 2 AA 217) Neither one supports the City's position. First, the City
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offers Chief Inspector Bosque's declaration to support DBI's interpretation
of a City ordinance and argues that it should be given substantial deference.
(1AA145-146) However, the law on which it relies, primarily Yamaha
Corp. of America v. State Bd. of Equalization (1998) 19 Cal.4th 1, supports
Plaintiffs:
Whether judicial deference to an agency's
interpretation is appropriate and, if so, its extent-the
"weight" it should be given-is thus fundamentally
situational. A court assessing the value of an
interpretation must consider a complex of factors
material to the substantive legal issue before it, the
particular agency offering the interpretation, and the
comparative weight the factors ought in reason to
command. (Yamaha, supra, 19 Cal.4th at 12, emph.
in orig.)
The evidence the City offers of DB I's "historical" interpretation of
the prior HCO only goes back to 2016. In her declaration, Chief Inspector
Bosque states that prior to the 2017 Amendments, "DBI consistently
informed owners and operators of residential hotels that may not be rented
for tourist or transient use" but only provided evidence from 2016 - the
year during which the HCO Amendments were conceived. (1AA155, 15169) There is no evidence how long this practice has been. In contrast,
DBI annual reports going back to 2000-2001 only state that units designated
residential must be rented for at least 7 days. (2 AA 362-364) Even the
legislative digest for the amendment states: "The HCO defines conversion
as ... renting a residential unit for a less than 7-day tenancy .... " (2 AA
360)
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Moreover, courts are more likely to defer to an agency's
interpretation of its own regulation than to its interpretation of a statute.
(Yamaha, supra, 19 Cal.4th at 12) In Tower Lane Properties v. City of Los
Angeles (2014) 224 Cal.App.4th 262, the Court of Appeal gave no
deference to a local agency interpretation of a Los Angeles municipal code
section dealing with grading permits on large tracts of land. The Court
discussed several factors that, even more so here, warranted independent
judicial statutory construction, particularly unclear and inconsistent
historical positions on the ordinance. (Tower Lane, supra, 224 Cal.App.4th
at 275-278) Since DBI did not promulgate the HCO, which was enacted by
the Board of Supervisors, and because the City Attorney, representing the
City, has historically interpreted the HCO very differently than DBI, and has
done so in various legal proceedings, the trial court properly rejected the
City's new interpretation and this Court should as well.
However, notwithstanding its rejection of the City's justification for
the inapplicability of the lawful non-conforming use doctrine, the trial court
refused to enjoin enforcement of the 2017 amendment. (2 AA 427) As
shown below, the trial court erred as a matter of law: the Amendments
patently violate decades of settled law that lawful, non-nuisance, land uses
cannot be enjoined without payment of compensation or amortization.
Plaintiffs have an absolute likelihood of winning on the merits and the
record discloses that all SROs are deprived of their lawful rights, without
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due process, as a result of the Amendments. The trial court should have
enjoined the Amendments pending trial on the merits.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Plaintiffs filed the underlying action on May 8, 2017. (1AA12) On
June 7, the trial court heard oral argument on·Plaintiffs' motion for
preliminary injunction. (2 AA 427) On June 14, 2017, the trial court
denied the motion. (2 AA 426-427) The trial court ruled that Plaintiffs had
not demonstrated a likelihood of prevailing on the merits. It first found that
the "pre-2017 ,Amendment version of the [HCO] did allow certain types of
rentals of residential units that are not prohibited by the Amendments, e.g.,
seven day (or longer) rentals for resident use to non-permanent residents."
(2 AA 427) Yet it concluded that Plaintiffs had not shown "the existence of
a vested right of which they have been wrongfully and unlawfully
deprived." (2 AA 427) The trial court issued its order denying the motion
on June 19. (2 AA 428) On June 27, Plaintiffs filed their notice of appeal.
(2 AA 429)
STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY
An order denying a motion for preliminary injunction is appealable.
(CCP § 904. l(a)(6)) The notice of appeal was filed 8 days after entry of the
order denying the motion. (2 AA 429) Therefore, this appeal is both proper
and timely. (Rule of Court 8.104(a))
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STANDARD OF REVIEW
"In determining whether to issue a preliminary injunction, the trial
court considers: (1) the likelihood that the moving party will prevail on the
merits and (2) the interim harm to the respective parties if an injunction is
granted or denied." (Sahlolbei v. Providence Healthcare, Inc. (2003) 112
Cal.App.4th 1137, 1145) "Ordinarily, the trial court's evaluation of the two
foregoing factors is reviewed on appeal for abuse of discretion."
(Association for Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs v. Superior Court (2017) 13
Cal.App.5th 413, 430-431) "However, where the Superior Court [as here]
limits its ruling to only one of these factors, it is that ground which must
conclusively support the order." (Efstratis v. First Northern Bank (1997) 59
Cal.App.4th 667, 671) Further, "[w]here the 'likelihood of prevailing on
the merits' factor depends upon a question of law ... , the standard of review
is not abuse of discretion but ... de novo." (Efstratis, supra, 59 Cal.App.4th
at 671)
In this case, the issue whether the Amendments deprive Plaintiffs of
vested rights depends on the interpretation of the HCO, the Amendments,
and their application to undisputed facts of SROs as nonconforming uses,
and is thus a legal question subject to independent review. (Besaro Mobile
Home Park, LLC v. City of Fremont (2012) 204 Cal.App.4th 345, 354)
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ARGUMENT
I.

CALIFORNIA LAW PROVIDES STRONG PROTECTION FOR
LAWFUL NONCONFORMING USES OF PROPERTY WHICH
PREVENTS MUNICIPALITIES FROM FORCING NONNUISANCE USES TO BE DISCONTINUED IMMEDIATELY
WITHOUT COMPENSATION OR WITHOUT A REASONABLE
AMORTIZATION PERIOD
A.

Constitutional Protection Of Non conforming Uses Has Been
Recognized For More Than 100 Years

"Land use regulation in California historically has been a function of
local government under the [California Constitution's] grant of police
power .... " (Big Creek Lumber Co. v. County of Santa Cruz (2006) 38
Cal.4th 1139, 1151) However, such power is limited by the due process and
equal protection clauses of the federal and state Constitutions. (Griffin
Development Co. v. City of Oxnard (1985) 39 Cal.3d 256, 270) Where the
exercise of police power "'results in consequences which are oppressive and
unreasonable, courts do not hesitate to protect the rights of the property
owner against the unlawful interference with his property."' (Griffin
Development, supra, 39 Cal.3d at 270, cit. om.)
The limitations on municipal power to interfere with, and eliminate,
land uses and business operations which Griffin Development refers to are
well over 100 years old. In Dobbins v. City of Los Angeles (1904) 195 U.S.
223, 236, 25 S.Ct. 18, 20, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed a California
Superior Court judgment sustaining a demurrer to a due process claim
arising from a zoning enactment. The high court stated: "The legislature
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may not, under the guise of protecting the public interests, arbitrarily
interfere with private business or impose unusual and unnecessary
restrictions upon lawful occupations." (Dobbins, supra, 195 U.S. at 236, 25
S.Ct. at 20, quoting Lawton v. Steele (1894) 152 U. S. 133-137) The
Supreme Court further observed:
[I]t is now thoroughly well settled by decisions of
this court that municipal by-laws and ordinances,
and even legislative enactments undertaking to
regulate useful business enterprises, are subject to
investigation in the courts with a view to
determining whether the law or ordinance is a lawful
exercise of the police power, or whether, under the
guise of enforcing police regulations, there has been
unwarranted and arbitrary interference with the
constitutional rights to carry on a lawful business, to
make contracts, or to use and enjoy property.
(Dobbins, supra, 195 U.S. at 236, 25 S.Ct. at 20)
B.

Decades Of Case Law Have Avoided Constitutional Infirmities
By Barring Immediate And Uncompensated Cessation Of
Lawful Business Operations

A quarter century after Dobbins, in the seminal state case Jones v.
City of Los Angeles (1930) 211 Cal. 304, 321 the California Supreme Court
held that "where ... a retroactive ordinance causes substantial injury and
the prohibited business is not a nuisance, the ordinance is to that extent an
unreasonable and unjustifiable exercise of police power." In Jones, Los
Angeles annexed a neighboring area (Mar Vista) and shortly thereafter
enacted an ordinance barring the operation of sanitariums throughout the
city except in certain locations which did not include Mar Vista. (Jones,
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supra, 211 Cal. at 306) "The said ordinance was enacted independently of
the general zoning plan of the city, and its restrictive provisions are directed
toward one type of business." (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 305-306)
Naturally, there were four lawfully-operating sanitariums in Mar Vista when
the ordinance was enacted. (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 306)
Jones distinguished two different situations

one being businesses

that constitute nuisances and the other being non-nuisance businesses
operating in a lawful manner. (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 314-316) As to the
former, the Supreme Court recognized broad municipal police power to
immediately enjoin nuisances. (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 314-316) As to
the latter, it recognized that "[o]nly a paramount and compelling public
necessity could sanction so extraordinary an interference with useful
business." (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 314) The ordinance in Jones was not
"directed against actual nuisances." (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 316) The
Court of Appeal and Supreme Court have continued to follow Jones.
Jones is so influential that it was cited 27 years later by Maryland's
highest court for the observation that "[i]t soon was and still generally is
held that it is unreasonable and unconstitutional for a zoning law to require
immediate cessation of nonconforming uses otherwise lawful." (Grant v.
Mayor and City Council of Baltimore (1957) 129 A.2d 363, 365, citing
Jones, inter alia) The court in Grant was also "impressed ... with the
soundness of two California decisions", City of Los Angeles v. Gage (1954)
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127 Cal.App.2d 442 and Livingston Rock & Gravel Co. v. County of Los
Angeles (1954) 43 Cal.2d 121, discussed infra, and quoted both.
Biscay v. City of Burlingame (1932) 127 Cal.App. 213, 222 reversed
a judgment for the City of Burlingame in a zoning ordinance case. In doing
so, it noted that "Nonconforming uses may be required to be removed, but
the majority of the cases seem to indicate that if this procedure is attempted
the ordinance will be declared unconstitutional because unreasonable."
(Biscay, supra, 127 Cal.App. at 220, quoting Byrne, The Constitutionality of
a General Zoning Ordinance, 11 :Marquette L. Rev. 189, 214)
In Wilkins v. City of San Bernardino (1946) 29 Cal.2d 332, 340,
citing Jones, supra, 211 Cal. 304, the Supreme Court stated: "An
examination of the California decisions discloses that the cases in which
zoning ordinances have been held invalid and unreasonable as applied to
particular property fall roughly into four categories: 1. Where the zoning
ordinance attempts to exclude and prohibit existing and established uses or
businesses that are not nuisances.
In Gage, supra, 127 Cal.App.2d at 460, the Court of Appeal stated:
"Use of a reasonable amortization scheme provides an equitable means of
reconciliation of the conflicting interests in satisfaction of due process
requirements."
Also that year, our Supreme Court stated:
The rights of the users of property as those rights
existed under prevailing zoning conditions are well
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recognized and have always been protected. [cite]
Accordingly, a provision which exempts existing
nonconforming uses is ordinarily included in
rezoning ordinances because of the hardship and
doubtful constitutionality of compelling the
immediate discontinuance of nonconforming uses.
(Livingston Rock, supra, 43 Cal.2d at 127, cites om.,
emph. added)
In Mccaslin v. City of Monterey Park (1958) 163 Cal.App.2d 339,
341, the Court of Appeal affirmed a "judgment for plaintiff permanently
enjoining defendants from enforcing the provisions of two zoning
ordinances expressly designed to compel the discontinuance of the use of
plaintiffs property as a decomposed granite quarry." Mccaslin relied
extensively on Livingston Rock, Dobbins, and Jones. (McCaslin, supra,
163 Cal.App.2d at 346-347 and fn.5)
In 1960, in a case with similar political overtones, a New York trial
court enjoined a "zoning ordinance and []building code which were
recently amended in a manner apparently calculated to legislate the
defendant [owner/operator of a private school] out of existence."
(Incorporated Village of Brookville v. Paulgene Realty Corp. (N.Y. Sup. Ct.
1960) 200 N.Y.S.2d 126, 130], affd (N.Y.App.Div. 1961) 218 N.Y.S.2d
264, affd (1962) 180 N.E.2d 905) New York, like California, protects
nonconforming uses which were lawful at the time of a zoning change. (See
Village of Brookville, supra, 200 N.Y.S.2d at 133)
The 1960s also saw an increase in billboard removal litigation. In
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1962, the Court of Appeal stated:
From the inception of zoning, it has been recognized
that ultimate elimination of a nonconforming use
may be effected by restrictions upon extension of the
nonconforming building, prohibition of its
replacement if it be destroyed, and proscription of
renewal of the use after discontinuance. In general,
the older cases drew the line, however, at outright
prohibition of continuance of the use after the
effective date of the zoning ordinance [cite]. In more
recent years, it has been recognized that this rule
bars only discontinuance which is immediate, and
not that which allows a reasonable amortization
period [cite]. Zoning legislation "looks to ... the
eventual liquidation of nonconforming uses within
a prescribed period commensurate with the
investment involved" [cite]. But such legislation is
valid only if the period of amortization be
reasonable [cites].
(National Advertising Co. v. Monterey County
(1962) 211 Cal.App.2d 375, 380-381, disapproved
of on other grounds by Metromedia, Inc. v. City of
San Diego (1979) 23 Cal.3d 762, disapproved of on
other grounds by Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San
Diego (1980) 26 Cal.3d 848)
In a later action between National Advertising Co. and Monterey
County, the California Supreme Court stated, "With respect to the other 11
signs, not yet fully amortized, removal should await expiration of a
reasonable amortization period in order to permit plaintiff to recover their

original cost." (National Advertising Co. v. County of Monterey (1970) 1
Cal.3d 875, 880, emph. added)
In another sign ordinance case, the Court of Appeal stated:
California decisional precedent establishes beyond
doubt "that a city seeking to eliminate
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nonconforming uses may pursue two constitutionally
equivalent alternatives: It can eliminate the use
immediately by payment of just compensation, or it
can require removal of the use without compensation
following a reasonable amortization period." [cite]
The use of a reasonable amortization scheme does
not constitute a taking of property, as it "provides an
equitable means of reconciliation of the conflicting
interests in satisfaction of due process
requirements." (United Business Com. v. City of
San Diego (1979) 91 Cal.App.3d 156, 179-180)
The principle that "zoning legislation may validly provide for the
eventual termination of nonconforming property uses without compensation
if it provides a reasonable amortization period commensurate with the
investment involved" was affirmed in 1982 in Castner v. City of Oakland
(1982) 129 Cal.App.3d 94, 96 and in 1991 by Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency v. King (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d 1365, 1393 ("TRPA").
In the 1990s, the Supreme Court again affirmed these principles. (See
Hansen Brothers, supra, 12 Cal.4th at 551-552) "The rights of users of
property as those rights existed at the time of the adoption of a zoning
ordinance are well recognized and have always been protected." (Hansen
Brothers, supra,12 Cal.4th at 552, quoting Edmonds v. County of Los
Angeles (1953) 40 Cal.2d 642, 651) "Zoning ordinances and other land use
regulations customarily exempt existing uses to avoid questions as to the
constitutionality of their application to those uses." (Hansen Brothers,
supra,12 Cal.4th at 552) "Accordingly, a provision which exempts existing
nonconforming uses 'is ordinarily included in zoning ordinances because of
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the hardship and doubtful constitutionality of compelling the immediate
discontinuance of nonconforming uses."' (Hansen Brothers, supra, 12
Cal.4th at 552)
In 2012, the Federal District Court for the Central District of
California applied these and other cases to determine that a medical
cannabis dispensary zoning ordinance with a 180 day amortization period
denied the plaintiff due process of law. (Santa Barbara Patients' Collective
Health Co-op. v. City of Santa Barbara (C.D. Cal. 2012) 911 F.Supp.2d 884
("S.B. Patients")) In determining plaintiffs vested rights claim, the federal
court reviewed the history of applicable California law and noted that under
such law "a vested right to operate ... cannot be infringed by [ordinance]
without due process oflaw." (S.B. Patients, supra, 911 F.Supp.2d at 892893, citing Communities for a Better Env't v. South Coast Air Quality Dist.
(2010) 48 Cal.4th 310; O'Hagen v. Bd. of Zoning Adjustment (1971) 19
Cal.App.3d 151, 158; Bauer v. City of San Diego (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th
1281, 1292; Hansen Brothers, supra, 12 Cal.4th 533)
"[W]hile the government may infringe upon vested rights under
certain circumstances, such rights may only be impaired 'with due process
oflaw."' (S.B. Patients, supra, 911 F.Supp.2d at 893, quoting Davidson v.
County of San Diego (1996) 49 Cal.App.4th 639, 648; also citing TRPA,
supra, 233 Cal.App.3d at 1395) "Along such lines, California courts have
recognized the 'hardship and doubtful constitutionality of compelling the
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immediate discontinuance of nonconforming uses."' (S.B. Patients, supra,
911 F.Supp.2d at 893, quoting San Diego County v. McClurken (1951) 37
Cal.2d 683, 686) "For this reason, zoning ordinances 'customarily exempt
existing land uses (or amortize them over time) to avoid questions as to the
constitutionality of their application to those uses."' (S.B. Patients, supra,
911 F.Supp.2d at 893, quoting Calvert v. County of Yuba (2006) 145
Cal.App.4th 613, 625) "'A zoning ordinance which requires the
discontinuance forthwith of a nonconforming use existing when the
ordinance was adopted is a deprivation of property without due process of
law unless the use is a public nuisance."' (S.B. Patients, supra, 911
F.Supp.2d at 893, quoting McCaslin, supra, 163 Cal.App.2d at 346-347)
Though the HCO and its amendments do not modify City zoning laws
denominated as such per se, they have the same practical effect of zoning
out, throughout the City, land uses that involve the business of operating
SRO hotels. In City of Santa Barbara v. Modem Neon Sign Co. (1961) 189
Cal.App.2d 188 ("Modem Neon"), the Court of Appeal considered a local
ordinance that prohibited the use of certain kinds of signs. (Modem Neon,
supra, 189 Cal.App.2d at 190-193) The Court restated the, even-by-then,
long-established rule: "In the field of zoning, it is established that
destruction of a non-conforming building or discontinuance of its
non-conforming use cannot be accomplished immediately without
compensation; that a reasonable amortization period must be allowed."
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(Modem Neon, supra, 189 Cal.App.2d at 195, disapproved of on other
grounds by Metromedia, Inc., supra, 23 Cal.3d 762, disapproved of by
Metromedia, Inc., supra, 26 Cal.3d 848) The Court then acknowledged that
this principle also applies to non-zoning ordinances which interfere with
vested rights:
While the instant ordinance cannot be classified as
zoning, these cases are equally applicable at bar for
the question is one of fundamental constitutional
rights. They do not vary with the form of attack
upon them. If a zoning ordinance cannot effect an
immediate non-cimpensated [sic] impairment of a
prope1iy owner's vested rights neither can an
advertising sign ordinance do so. The same principle
applies.
(Modern Neon, supra, 189 Cal.App.2d at 195,
disapproved of on other grounds as stated above; see
also Palacio De Anza v. Palm Springs Rent Review
Com. (1989) 209 Cal.App.3d 116, 120, citing
Modem Neon - local enactments created land-use
property rights resulting in situation or status
analogous to that of one who has established the
right to pursue a nonconforming use on land
following a zoning change)
Accordingly, as decades of California jurisprudence clearly establish,
whether through traditional zoning ordinances or any other land use
regulation, municipalities may not force lawful, non-nuisance businesses to
cease operating without pre-cessation compensation or a reasonable
amortization period within which to recoup their investments. In
contravention of this constitutionally- compelled rule, the City's HCO
Amendments compel SROs to immediately cease their lawful operation as
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SRO businesses and thereafter operate, if at all, only as rent-controlled
apartments. As shown below, he trial court abused its discretion in denying
Plaintiffs an injunction preserving the status quo pending resolution on the
merits.
IL

THE TRIAL COURT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION AND
COMMITTED REVERSIBLE ERROR BY REFUSING TO
PRELIMINARILY ENJOIN THE AMENDMENT
A.

The Trial Court Committed Reversible Error As A Matter Of
Law By Finding That Plaintiffs Have Not Demonstrated the
Existence of a Vested Right Of Which They Have Been
Wrongfully And Unlawfully Deprived

Below, the City argued that "[f]or ... three independent reasons, the
SRO Hotels have failed to demonstrate any vested right that would support
a takings claim." (1 AA 147) The trial court agreed with the City's
argument and found that "plaintiffs have not demonstrated the existence of a
vested right of which they have been wrongfully and unlawfully deprived."
(2 AA 427) Because the trial court did not specify why it found that
Plaintiffs have not met this burden, they address all three reasons the City
advocated and establish why the trial court erred in finding any of them in
the City's favor.
1.

The Law Relied On By The City And Trial Court
Pertains To A Different Kind Of Vested Right Not
Applicable In This Matter

The City conflates two different types of vested rights. One involves
a "a vested right to complete a construction project in conformity with
properly issued building permits once it has performed substantial work and
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incurred substantial liabilities in good faith reliance thereon despite changes
in the governing regulations." (Stokes v. Board of Permit Appeals (1997)
52 Cal.App.4th 1348, 1353, citing Avco Community Developers, Inc. v.
South Coast Regional Com. (1976) 17 Cal.3d 785, 791) In a completely
different form, "[t]he law recognizes a vested right to continue a use which
existed at the time zoning regulations changed and the use thereafter
became a nonconforming use." (Stokes, supra, 52 Cal.App.4th at 1353,
citing Hansen Brothers, supra, 12 Cal.4th at 540) "A purchaser ofland ...
acquires a right to continue a Use [sic] instituted before the enactment of a
more restrictive zoning." (HFH, Ltd. v. Superior Court (1975) 15 Cal.3d
508, 516)
The vested right involved in this case is the latter kind - the right to
continue a use which existed at the time the land use regulations changed.
This is the rule that applies to the paradigm this case presents. None of the
pre-compensation-or-amortization cases on which Plaintiffs rely turn
whatsoever on the necessity of permits as a precondition of the right to
continue a lawful use instituted before the enactment of a more restrictive
land use scheme. Therefore, cases regarding the former type of vested right
- the right to complete construction - are not relevant in any way. This
includes Hermosa Beach Stop Oil Coalition v. City of Hermosa Beach
(2001) 86 Cal.App.4th 534, 553 and Toigo v. Town of Ross (1998) 70
Cal.App.4th 309, 322), on which the City relied on below. (1 AA 147, 148)
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Additionally, while Plaintiffs did cite to Goat Hill Tavern v. Costa
Mesa (1992) 6 Cal.App.4th 1519, that case is unnecessary to their position
because the underlying act here was not the adjudicative act of improperly
denying renewal of a conditional use permit of a nonconforming use but
rather the legislative act of effectively eliminating SROs as a permitted or
conditional use in San Francisco. (1AA111, 147) Indeed, the City's entire
response to Goat Hill Tavern was predicated on an "interpretation" of the
prior version of the HCO which not only did the trial court reject, but which
vvas patently contrary to ·what the City has officially, and consistently,
represented to various courts over the last 20+ years. (1 AA 148; 2 AA
322-356, 375-379) Given the City's interpretation of the HCO from 1995
until at least 2007, and given the obvious effect that 32-day rental has on
SRO operations - triggering rent control and compelling apartment business
operations - it is absurd to argue that the Amendment "preserves residential
units for rent by existing or prospective Permanent Residents (people who
already reside or intend to reside in the unit for 32 or more days)." (1 AA
148)
2.

The Motion Did Not Require An Individualized, FactBased Inquiry

The vested rights doctrine protects not only the right to do a business
or part of the business, but "the overall business operation" in effect at the
time of the new law, including "incidental aspects". (Hansen Brothers,
supra, 12 Cal.4th at 565) Plaintiffs seek the ability to rent rooms in the
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same manner that they had been allowed to going back to 1990. Since the
Amendments change the restrictions imposed on SROs to such a degree that
they force them to become rent-controlled apartment buildings, it is wrong
for the City to claim that "the HCO Amendments do not require residential
hotels in San Francisco to go out of business." It is true that buildings in
which the SROs operate may still be used for a residential purpose but that
purpose is the rent-controlled apartment business, not the SRO hotel
business. Though they share a similarity of residential use, these are, in
effect, different kinds of businesses. The key difference is what the City has
eliminated: the right to rent to anyone so long as the occupancy is at least 7
days. Paraphrasing the City's brief below, because SRO hotels had the right
to "rent the units to non-residential tenants from seven to 30 days without
violating" the HCO, they do have a vested right to rent out these units for
weekly rentals as they did since as far back as 1990. (1AA148)
The City also argues "whether or not legislation interferes with a
vested right is a fact-based inquiry, which precludes injunctive relief." (1
AA 149) It then cited a case involving administrative decisions. (1 AA
149, quoting Standard Oil Co. v. Feldstein (1980) 105 Cal.App.3d 590, 603604) However, "zoning ordinances ... are legislative acts." (Amel
Development Co. v. City of Costa Mesa (1980) 28 Cal.3d 511, 514) Indeed,
"the amending of an ordinance is a legislative and not an administrative
act." (Plum v. City of Healdsburg (1965) 237 Cal.App.2d 308, 319)
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"Generally speaking, a legislative action is the formulation of a rule to be
applied to all future cases, while an adjudicatory act involves the actual
application of such a rule to a specific set of existing facts." (Strumsky v.
San Diego County Employees Retirement Assn. (1974) 11 Cal.3d 28, 35)
The City did not explain how cases involving adjudicatory acts apply to
disputes over legislative acts. Nothing in this action, or on the underlying
motion, involves an administrative adjudication of any particular SRO
hotel's situation.
:Moreover, this matter does not present a particularized fact-based
inquiry. The City argues that "those facts would include the precise terms
of the conditional use permit(s) or other lawful government permit which
provide the source of the vested right." (1 AA 149) That is wrong. Termo
Co. v. Luther (2008) 169 Cal.App.4th 394 rejects the City's position that the
owner/operators needed a specific permit to operate in the manner allowed
by the prior version of the HCO: "To argue that the issuance of a license or
permit per se is outcome determinative is to elevate form over substance.
We are talking about government permission of one sort or another to carry
on a business .... " (Termo, supra, 169 Cal.App.4th at 408)
The essential permission that all SRO owner/operators had was that
granted by the Planning Code read in conjunction with the prior version of
the HCO - weekly rentals. This was permitted, as of right, by local codes
and ordinances irrespective of whether Plaintiffs had pieces of paper called
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"permits". Now, the City has decided that no SRO can continue to rent
these units by the week. Instead, they must, as a class, undergo a
fundamental change to their business operations and be forced into the rentcontrolled apartment business, with the occupants entitled to rent control
status. (See S.F. Rent Ordinance§ 37.9(a)) For this reason, the City
misapplied Standard Oil, supra, 105 Cal.App.3d at 603-604 for the
proposition that every SRO owner/operator must make an as-applied
challenge to determine whether the impact of the HCO Amendments on
them violated a vested right. Here, all the SRO owner/operators share
exactly the same relationship to the Amendments: each owner/operator is
permitted, under the Planning Code, to rent residential units by the week.
(S.F. Planning Code § 102, defining "residential use" to include "group
housing")
The City is also incorrect in arguing that Plaintiffs "must establish
that they have incurred substantial 'hard' costs in reliance on the permits to
operate." (1 AA 149) Again, the City conflates the two types of vested
rights. The hard-costs requirement only pertains to the vested right to
complete construction, not the vested right to continue operating a lawful
use in a structure that already exists. Indeed, the very case the City relies
on, Avco, supra, 17 Cal.3d at 791, is a "vested right to complete
construction" case. In contrast, under the "vested right to continue use" type of vested right, incurring costs is not a factor. (See City of Ukiah v.
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County of Mendocino (1987) 196 Cal.App.3d 47, 57 -where use permitted
as a matter of right prior to zoning prohibition, no use permit required and
right to operate is vested) In fact, none of the nonconforming use/zoning
change cases Plaintiffs cite above required anything like what the City
argues is necessary here. The only applicable questions are: 1) were the
SRO hotels lawfully operating in a particular manner when the HCO was
changed, 2) did the Amendment require immediate discontinuance of that
use, and 3) did the City compensate the owners as a condition of immediate
discontinuance? The answers are: 1) yes, 2) yes, and 3) no. Therefore, the
Amendments are prohibited by California law.
Whatever the wisdom and merits of rent control status for SRO
occupants, it fundamentally changes the nature of all of Plaintiffs'
businesses. Some owner/operators may suffer greater impacts than other
owner/operators, but the illegitimate, forced loss of their right to rent
residential rooms by the week, without rent control impacts, affects all of
them in the exact, same way. (See Tom v. City and County of San
Francisco (2004) 120 Cal.App.4th 674, 680-681 - facial challenge focuses
on those affected by the law) What their other damages are is different, and
not relevant here, but how they are affected, and the loss of their underlying,
fundamental right to continue operating until the City complies with Jones,
et al., is not. Therefore, to the extent that the trial court agreed with the City
that each SRO hotel owner/operator had to establish their individual
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entitlement to preliminary relief, it erred as a matter of law and therefore
abused its discretion.
3.

The City's Position That There Is Now A Compelling
Public Need To Eliminate Weekly SRO Rentals Is Not
Supported By The Record

The City's third argument in support of its position is that the "SRO
Hotels acknowledge that the government may revoke a permit for 'good
cause"' and that it has "determined there was a compelling public necessity
supporting the Amendments." (1AA150) The City is simply wrong and
this case does not involve the quasi-judicial revocation of permits. The
ability to force businesses to cease operating immediately and without
payment of compensation may exist where the operation is a public
nuisance. (Jones, supra, 211 Cal. at 306; Mccaslin, supra, 163 Cal.App.2d

at 346-347; O'Hagen, supra, 19 Cal.App.3d at 161) The City cites nothing
to support the proposition that the weekly rentals of residentially-classified
SRO rooms is a public nuisance. Indeed, what was, until a short time ago,
housing, on a weekly basis, for "many who cannot afford security and rent
deposits for an apartment" (San Remo Hotel, supra, 27 Cal.4th at 674) did
not suddenly become a public nuisance by fiat simply so that the City could
force SRO operators to shoulder additional burdens of society-at-large's
failure to deal with its housing problems. (See Levin v. City and County of
San Francisco (N.D. Cal. 2014) 71 F.Supp.3d 1072, 1089, appeal dismissed
and remanded (9th Cir. 2017) 680 Fed.Appx. 610 - "The Constitution
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prohibits the City from taking the policy shortcut it has taken here, in which
the City seeks to "forc[e] some people alone to bear public burdens which,
in all fairness and justice, should be borne by the public as a whole.")
Simply put, the operation of SROs in compliance with the Planning Code
and the prior version of the HCO is no more a nuisance now, in the sense of
compelling public necessity, than it was the day before the Amendments
took effect.
B.

On This Record, This Court Should Find That The Balancing
Of Harms Favors Plaintiffs
1.

This Court Should Resolve The Balance Of Hardships In
Plaintiffs' Favor

In resolving the motion, the trial court was required to weigh both
"how likely it is that the moving party will prevail on the merits" and "the
relative harm the parties will suffer in the interim due to the issuance or
nonissuance of the injunction." (Tosi v. County of Fresno (2008) 161
Cal.App.4th 799, 803)
The determination whether to issue a preliminary
injunction requires the trial court to exercise its
discretion by considering and weighing " 'two
interrelated factors,' specifically, the likelihood that
plaintiffs will prevail on the merits at trial, and the
comparative harm to be suffered by plaintiffs if the
injunction does not issue against the harm to be
suffered by defendants ... if it does." The more
likely it is that plaintiffs will ultimately prevail, the
less severe must be the harm that they allege will
occur if the injunction does not issue. Further, "if
the party seeking the injunction can make a
sufficiently strong showing oflikelihood of success
on the merits, the trial court has discretion to issue
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the injunction notwithstanding that party's inability
to show that the balance of harms tips in his favor."
(Right Site Coalition v. Los Angeles Unified School
Dist. (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 336, 338-339, cits.
om.)
Because the trial court did not reach the issue of relative hardship,
this court must determine whether the determination of merits conclusively
supports the trial court's ruling on the motion regardless of the remaining
considerations. (Department of Fish & Game v. Anderson-Cottonwood
Irrigation Dist. (1992) 8 Cal.App.4th 1554, 1561 ("ACID")) Citing ACID,
Miller v. City of Hermosa Beach (1993) 13 Cal.App.4th 1118, 1143 stated:
Since the trial court did not engage in a balancing of
the harms analysis, we would ordinarily remand this
matter for a hearing on that issue and determination
whether a preliminary injunction should issue
pending a final judgment on the petition. However,
respondents were given a full opportunity in the trial
court to present evidence on and brief this issue and
failed to identify any significant harm which would
result from the issuance of a preliminary injunction.
Since the material facts pertaining to the hotel
project are not seriously disputed, in the interest of
judicial economy [cite], we have undertaken the
required balancing on the record before us and
conclude that an injunction should issue.
Accordingly, while this Court can remand for a determination of
relative hardship, given the record and the on-going interference with
established constitutional land-use rights, this Court should either find that
Plaintiffs' merits position is so well-established that judgment will be
compelled in their favor or it should resolve the balance of hardships in
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their favor.
2.

It Would Be An Abuse Of Discretion To Find That
The Balance Of Hardships Does Not Favor Plaintiffs

If Plaintiffs are forced to comply with the HCO Amendments, that

will: 1) force Des Arts and all the Coalition's members to cease engaging in
weekly rentals, thereby losing the income derived from such rentals; 2)
force them to reorganize their operations substantially (or be subject to
criminal sanctions 1); 3) tum away occupants who cannot afford monthly
rentals with the additional types of apartment expenses not charged for
weekly rentals (e.g., first and last months rents, and security deposit); 4
cancel existing reservations for less than 32 days; and 5) most importantly,
be subject to the onerous requirements of the Rent Ordinance, including
eviction controls, if they decide not to leave units empty. These are serious
consequences with no benefit to the public.
Below, the City argued San Remo Hotel's observation regarding
SROs, quoted above at page 15, that they "serve many who cannot afford
security and rent deposits for an apartment." (1 AA 150) Ironically, the net,
and completely foreseeable, effect of enforcing the HCO Amendments is
that it will likely cause many SRO operators to keep units vacant. As to
those units not kept vacant, as Plaintiffs stated in their opening
memorandum below: because of the Amendments, SRO residents "will
1

"If charged as a misdemeanor, the penalty l!:P.On conviction therefor shall
be a fine of not less than $500 or more than $ l ,000 or imprisonment in the
county jail, not exceeding six months, or both fine and imprisonment." (1
AA 119-120)
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either be forced to sign and bind themselves to long-term conventional
rental agreements, and post large security and advance rental deposits ... "or
leave San Francisco. (1 AA 46, 76-77) The Amendments thus do the exact
opposite of what the City claims they will do, and that alone provides a
compelling reason for this Court to find, on this record, that it was an abuse
of discretion to deny the injunction.
In contrast, there is no harm at all to the City nor did it cite any. The
operation of SROs where otherwise lawfully-permitted is not a nuisance.
Operation in conformity with Plaintiffs' vested rights will not cause noxious
odors or loud sounds to be emitted, do not present threats to life or limb, do
not injure public morals, and do not have any characteristics that justifies
immediate elimination. Indeed, if they did, then all tourist hotels in San
Francisco would have to be shuttered. Moreover, the City produced no
evidence that any person would be harmed by maintaining the status quo
that was acceptable to it for more than 20 years.
C.

Because The City Must Either Pay Pre-Cessation
Compensation Or Provide An Amortization Period, PostDeprivation Damages Is Not An Adequate Remedy
1.

California's Pre-Cessation Compensation-OrAmortization Rule Does Not Permit The PostDeprivation Compensation Rule The City Advocates

It has long been judicial policy that determination on appeal of

constitutional issues is to be avoided when a case can be decided on other
grounds. (See Palermo v. Stockton Theaters, Inc. (1948) 32 Cal.2d 53, 65;
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In re Sutter Health Uninsured Pricing Cases (2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 495,
507, citing Palermo) California (and other jurisdictions) have gone further
and adopted the rule - in order to avoid constitutional questions and due
process violations in zoning-change, and similar, cases - that lawful
businesses may not be eliminated without either pre-cessation compensation
or an amortization period. (Supra at 35-45) San Francisco may not avoid
this rule by fait accompli and then offer to be dragged through
administrative and judicial takings processes as a "remedy" for its wrongful
conduct. That there is a cognizable distinction between Jones, which
parallels the HCO Amendments in their absence of constitutional
safeguards, and ordinances which did provide safeguards, was made clear in
Gage, supra, 127 Cal.App.2d 442, and Livingston Rock, supra, 43 Cal.2d
121, discussed and cited above. In each, although the challenged
ordinances were retroactive and thereby made unlawful previouslyoperating businesses that were not nuisances, they were not subject to being
enjoined because they provided appropriate constitutional safeguards.
(Gage, 127 Cal.App.2d at 457-458; Livingston, supra, 43 Cal.2d at 126)
This distinction, directly stated in Gage, makes clear that it is no defense to
a request for injunctive relief to point to the possibility of future correction
that does not exist within the challenged ordinance at the time of the
challenge. For these reasons, as explained further below, Tahoe Keys
Property Owners' Assn. v. State Water Resources Control Bd. (1994) 23
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Cal.App.4th 1459 and Hensler v. City of Glendale (1994) 8 Cal.4th 1 do not
apply.
2.

Tahoe Keys Property Owners' Assn. v. State Water
Resources Control Bd. Does Not Apply

Tahoe Keys did not involve a zoning or land use regulation that
required immediate cessation oflawful land uses. Instead, it involved the
payment of a mitigation fee which plaintiffs considered unlawful. Nothing
in that case has anything to do with the concept that lawful nonconforming
uses may not be enjoined without pre-compensation or amortization.
Moreover, while Tahoe Keys does state the general rule that "if the plaintiff
may be fully compensated by the payment of damages in the event he
prevails, then preliminary injunctive relief should be denied" (Tahoe Keys,
supra, 23 Cal.App.4th at 1471), that rule does not apply in this situation or
decades of explicit jurisprudence would have held the opposite - that
municipalities may compel the immediate cessation of disfavored, but
otherwise lawful land uses and businesses, only subject to forcing the
owner/operators through a cumbersome and expensive post-cessation
takings process. Moreover, Tahoe Keys recognizes that courts are not
precluded from enjoining unconstitutional acts. (Tahoe Keys, supra, 23
Cal.App.4th at 1471)
3.

Hensler v. City of Glendale Does Not Apply

Hensler is also factually inapposite because it did not involve a local
ordinance which prohibited an on-going, lawful business. In complete
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contrast, that case involved a local ordinance which prohibited future
development on part of plaintiffs property, which is, at most, similar to a
claim that a zoning change deprives a landowner offuture uses. (Hensler,
supra, 8 Cal.4th at 11-12) Hensler simply has nothing to do with this case.
If Hensler intended to overrule 90 years of state and federal decisions
holding that existing lawful uses may not be immediately eliminated by
zoning changes without prior compensation (or eliminated with an
amortization period), it would have said so. It would also have found a
reason to apply inapposite law to that case. 1\1oreover, had Hensler
overruled decades of settled law, such cases as Hansen Brothers and S.B.
Patients - both post-dating Hensler - would have been decided differently.
Regardless, the application of Hensler that the City argues makes no
sense here given that, on the merits, municipalities can only force the
discontinuance oflawful, non-nuisance business operations either by paying
compensation as a condition of immediate discontinuance or by providing a
reasonable amortization period in which to wrap up operations. (!h&_
United Business Corn., supra, 91 Cal.App.3d 156, 179-180) If a
municipality cannot eliminate on-going operations except by either paying
the business to stop or giving it adequate time in which to do so, it cannot
be that the same municipality can ignore this body of law, force the
immediate cessation under threat of criminal sanction, and then essentially
say "sue us for damages". That is not the law in California.
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III.

THIS COURT SHOULD RESOLVE THE ULTIMATE MERITS OF
THE DISPUTE AND REMAND TO THE TRIAL COURT FOR
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS
California law recognizes that, under narrow circumstances, an

appellate court can resolve the merits of a controversy in reviewing a
preliminary injunction order. (King v. Meese (1987) 43 Cal.3d 1217,
1227-1228) As discussed next, those narrow circumstances exist here,
particularly since if Plaintiffs are correct about the constitutionality of the
Amendments, there is nothing left to do but enjoin their application.
Ordinarily, appellate review is limited to whether the
trial court abused its discretion in evaluating the
foregoing [preliminary injunction] factors. [cite]
"Occasionally, however, the likelihood ofprevailing
on the merits depends upon a question of pure law
rather than upon [t]he evidence to be introduced at
a subsequent full trial. This issue can arise, for
example, when it is contended that an ordinance or
statute is unconstitutional on its face and that no
factual controversy remains to be tried."
(Jamison v. Department of Transportation (2016) 4
Cal.App.5th 356, 362, cits. om.; accord Law School
Admission Council, Inc. v. State (2014) 222
Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280; Citizens to Save California
v. California Fair Political Practices Com. (2006)
145 Cal.App.4th 736, 746)
Here, the question on the merits of the ultimate controversy is
whether the City may require SROs to immediate operate as rent-controlled
apartments without pre-conversion compensation. This presents a pure
question oflaw. The answer is "no". Plaintiffs are unaware of any other
legal or factual determinations that the trial court must make in order to find
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the Amendments unenforceable. Accordingly, further delay in vindicating
Plaintiffs' constitutional rights serves no purpose. "The issue of the validity
of the challenged regulations is solely one oflaw, and this court is in as
good a position to resolve the issue now as the trial court would be after
determination of this appeal. (North Coast Coalition v. Woods (1980) 110
Cal.App.3d 800, 805)
Normally, it would be appropriate to remand the
case to the trial court for consideration of the latter
question [balance of hardships]. However, plaintiffs
have argued, and we agree, that there exist no
contested factual questions necessary to resolve the
case. In addition, the legal issues have been
exhaustively briefed by the parties and numerous
amici. In light of these factors and the importance of
the case, we take the unusual, but practical, step of
reaching and resolving the merits ourselves.
(King, supra, 43 Cal.3d at 1227-1228)
This Court should take that unusual, but practical step too and
resolve the merits in favor of Plaintiffs.
CONCLUSION
This is the latest in a series of San Francisco land use decisions that
have sought to force private property owners to bear the public's burden of
easing the twin problems of housing- availability and cost. Here, rather
than take Plaintiff SRO owners' property outright and operate it as the City
sees fit, it amended its Administrative Code to immediately force SROs to
cease long-allowed weekly rentals and rent only to permanent residents on
at least a 32-day basis, transforming purpose-operated hotel buildings into
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rent-controlled apartments. Long-standing constitutional law bars San
Francisco from doing this. The City can either compensate SROs as a
condition of ceasing business or it can provide a reasonable amortization
period in which to wrap up current operations. The City chose neither.
The Court should reverse the order denying the preliminary
injunction and find that, under long-controlling case law, the Amendments
may not be enforced as written. Even if the Court simply remands for
determination of the balance of hardships issue, it should still make clear
that the merits are \Vith Plaintiffs.
Respectfully Submitted,
November 6, 2017
ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON, PC
/s/ Andrew M. Zacks
By:Andrew M. Zacks
Counsel for Plaintiffs/Appellants
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CEQA, room 503
Hon. Teri L. Jackson

1

I, Andrew M. Zacks,.declare as follows:

2

1.

·I am an attorney for Plaintiffs in this action. I have personal knowledge of

3 the following facts and could testify truthfully thereto if called to do so.

4

2.

I have been practicing San Francisco land use law since 1991. I have been

5 defending hotel owners and operators in litigation involvirig the Hotel Conversion ·

6 Ordinance ("HCO") since the beginning of my career. I have also represented multiple
7 clients in legal challenges to prior versions of the HCO and other land use regulations.

8 These cases have been litigated as far as the U.S. Supreme Comt. These cases include:

9

San Remo llotel L.P. v. City i\nd County of San firnnciscQ (2002) 27 Cal.4th 643; San

10 Rem9JJote_l,J='J:c...Y, Cily and County of San Francisco, Cal, (2005) 545 U.S. 323, 125 S.Ct. 2491;

11 Tenderloin Housing Clinic, Inc. v. Patel (1998) 1st Dist #A077469; Tenderloin Housing
12 Clinic, Inc. v. Astoria IIoiel, Inc. (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 139; Lnmbcrl v. Cily & County of

13 SanFrn.ncisco (1997) 1st Dist. #A076116; and Chingv. SanFrandscoBd. of Permit
14 A1212eais (Darsch Inv. Corp.) (1998) 60 Cal.App.4th 888.
15

3.

l participated) as counsel., in the formation of plairttiff San Francisco SRO

16 Hotel Coalition (the "Coalition"), which is an unincorporated association whose members

17 are private, for-profit owners and operators of numerous residential hotels in San Francisco
18 that are subject to regulation under the HCO.

19

4.

From representing and advising residential hotel owners, as well as from my

20 litigation of the HCO, I have learned that the HCO regulates approximately 18,000
21 residential units within approximately 500 San Francisco hotels. Approximately 300 are
22 owned by for-profit entities and the remaining 200 are run by nonprofit organizations.
23

5.

A single room occupancy ("SRO") unit is a small hotel room, often as small

24 as 100 square foet but can be as large as 350. square feet. SRO rooms generally do not
25 have private bathrooms and kitchens. SRO hotels generally utilize shared bathrooms,
26 often one or more per floor. Some SRO hotels may have communal kitchens; for others,

27

28
-2-

1 residents must use their own microwaves, hot plates, etc., or in some cases, bring prepared
2 food in or eat out. Essentially, they are hotel rooms that often suffice as residences for
3 persons of modest or little means:

6.

4

These hotels provide a critical service of relatively low-cost rooms for rent

5 on a weekly basis, or several-weekly basis. A wide variety of people rent these rooms:

6 low-income people who would be homeless ifthey had to rent in a traditional, monthly

7 manner; shorHerrn visitorn who cannot afford tourist hotel rates; people coming ln to work
8 in the City for short periods of time; and even medical patients, and their families, who
9

also cannot afford tourist rates.

7.

10

One good example is the Carl Hotel, which I represent,located at 198 Carl

11 Street near UCSl<' hospital. The Cad is a 28-room holel historically occupied by a niix of
12 permanent San Francisco residents protected by San Francisco's rent control law and

13 shorter term residents who are often in San Francisco to care for ailing family members in
14 UCSF BenioffT-Tospital. The Carl has provided a decent, affordable and convenient place

15 of respite for families of hospital patients who must be in San Francisco for longer than a
16 week, but less than a month. The 2017 HCO amendments sweep this use away making it
17 unlawful by their mere passage and enactment in direct violation oflong standing

18 Califomia property lights jurisprudence.
T declare, under penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of California, that the

19
20

foregoing is txue and correct.
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. 20
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Petitioners and Plaintiffs,
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22 CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, a public agency, acting by and
23 tl1rough'the BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
THECITYAND COUNTY OF SAN
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DECLARATION OFBRENTHAASIN

SUPPORT OFPLA.lNTIFFS'MOTION·FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION. . .
(CCPsec. 526]

Date: Jui1e 5, 2017
Time: 2:00p.m. . .
Dept: CEQA,rooni 503
Judge: Hon. Teri L. Jackson

1

I, Brent Haas, declare as follows:

2

L

I am over the age of 18 and have personal knowledge of the fo~lowing

3 facts. I could testify truthfully thereto if called to do so..
4

2~

I am a hail' stylist and visual artist. (www.brenthaas.6om) I also care for

5 my elderly, widowed mother (age 82) who lives alone in Ohio. I moved to SanFtancisco

6 right after Loma Prieta in 1989 .. My father died about 30 years ago and I have been

7 visiting my mother regularly since. These visits are important to bo~h of us. I.am a
8 California resident - I get healthcare here, pay CA resident taxes~ and consider San
9 Fmncisco my home - but due to the circumstances of being the primary caregiver for my
1O aging mother, I have to spend considerable time in Ohio) her state of legal residency.
11

3.

Fol' the past 12 years, I've generally spent about 10 days to 3 weelrn of every

12 month living and working in the City, a~d the other 1"3 weeks in Ohio with my mother.
13

4.

When I am in the City, I generally stay at several SROs. The ability to

14 rent rooms at these SROs by the week- meaning I don;t pay first and la.st month, and
15 security deposit- is a godsend. Not having to pay expenses that I do not incur because of
16 the ability to rent weekly or biweekly enables me to visit my mother. On rare occasion, I
17 am in the City for more than 3 weeks in which case I. stay· at the Zen Center.
18

5.

If San Francisco prohibits hotels like the ones I stay at fi:om being able to

a

19 rent to me on weekly or biweekly basis) it would be very difficult for me to continue to

20 visit my mother regularly. I would have to pay much more in rent and would have little

21 time to visit her. l certainly could not be gone for 2-3 weeks and not work if! were paying
24 rent on an apartment or I would have to leave San Francisco. I certainly do not want to do
23 that anymore .than any other San Franciscan wants to.

24

I declare, under penalty of perjury of the laws of the S

25 foregoing is true and correct.

26 Date: Aprili!f-, 2017
27

Brent Haas

28
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Deel. of Hamed S!rnhamiri ISO Plaintifrs' Mo for Preli1ninarylnjuuction

I, Hamed Shahamiri) declare as follows:
2

1.

I am over the age of 18 years. I have personal knowledge of tbe following

3 facts and could testify truthfully thereto if called to do so.
2.

4

I am the manager of the Carl Hotelj located at 198 Cad Street, San

5 Francisco. The cross-street is Stanyan. The Carl has :l

6

rooms -

f!:Y"

tourist and

2- <;?;; residential. We have three permanent residents.

6

3.

7

The Carl is about 4 blocks from UCSF medical center on Parnassus

8 Avenue. Many of our guests comprise medical patients, and their family members or

9 friends. I know this because many of theses guests tell me why they are visiting and

I

.

IO particularly staying at the Carl. In fact, some of these guests take the time to write friendly
Jl

notes to me, appreciating the availability of the Carl - both due to its proximity to UCSF,

t 2 but also its affordability; our weekly rates range from $

5" 3 9

to $10 0 ..( . l am

13 attaching a true and correct sample of copies of these letters I have i'eccived as Exh. A.

14

I declare under penalty ofpe1jury of the laws of the State of California that the

15 foregoing is true and correct.
16 Date: April '?-o , 2017
Hamed Shahamiri

17

18

19

20
21

22

23

24
25

26
27
28
SPSR\54041\1095736. I

-2Deel. of Samantha Felix ISO Plaintiffs'

Ivio for·i;1~~fimina1y Injunction

A

Judy Vivian
·November 11, 2012
· Robert~ Manager
Carl·Hotel
Dear Robett,

Larry and I would like to thank you so much for all of your help·
and hospitality at your hotel.
·
My husband had surgery Oct. 29th, for his thyroid, and he had a totally
successf1.1l sutgery.
We want to thank you for your help and flexibility with. a surgery "
we had· no idea about, or how long Larry would be in the
.
hospital. It took so much stress away with your flexabillty
on our days in fhe hotel.

It was also a great help to have a single room for our daughter
and letting her move to our room when Larry entered. the hospital.
.
.
'

.The convenience of your hotel was a great relief.
'

We will recommend our friends and family to your hotel
with great confidence.
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May26,2010

Management of the Carl Hotel
198 Cad Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Re: Hamed
To Whom It May Concern,

I feel compelled. to write and let you know of the tremendous assistance your
employee, Earned, gave me in a great time of need. I run a nurse at m1 Alzheimer's
facility in. Eureka, CA and we serve many disabled adults not just those with Alzheimerts
disease. Wcrc<;cntly had, the occasion to send one of our client1s to SatiFrancisco for a
medical consult, an extensiv.e smgecy, and then back a 1hird time for a follow up. She
was accommodated quite comfurtably in your hotel and was very grateful but on lier final
vis.it ::ihe ran into some problems that Hamed assisted me from tills great distance away
rectify. She has some ttientru health. issues and can be quite charming but lacks judgment.
On each prior visit she had been accompanied by her children who were able to mange
her affairs and cope with any problems that arose but on this visit they were unable to be
ther51. Oil her final day she would have missed her transportation home and been. stuck in
San Francisco without any money had Hamed not helped he1· and me resolve the
problems that arose and make the arrangements that she needed. I am completely in. his
debt. ~nd wanted you to be aware ofthe excellent employee that you have. We could not
have resolved this problem were it not fo1· his efforts and she would have been stuck in
S~ Francisco without any money or accommodations. I have no idea how we would
have found her and gotten her safely home. Thank you for t.werything and especi~y
thank you to Hamed· for saving the day. I am completely in his debt.

to

Sincerely,

November 14, 2007
Hamed (sp?),

F01·give me if! am misspelling your name~ but the purpose of this letter is·
to thank you so.much for ymu· great customer relations. You wexe so
helpful, cmnteous~ and kind to me in helping me with my reservations at
your hotelforthe.p-eriod ofNov. 1~8,·2007.
You helped make my jo'urney from Orlando, Florida to San Francisco to be
witli my son during his radical surgery at UCSF during that period. so much
easier because of your :friendly and helpful support
With.out offending you I would like to leave you with a quote from my Bible
which is~ ·•lVfay the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace. Rom.1$-13.
Thank you again for y01w friendly suppo1t and compassion.

~//)~
Richard-D. Jarvis
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
16
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
17
Case No. CPF-17-515656
SAN FRANCISCO SRO HOTEL
f 8 COALITION, an unincorporated association,
HOTEL DES ARTS, LLC, aDelaware limited
DECLARATION OF SAMANTHA FELIX IN
19 liability company, and BRENT HAAS,
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
20
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
Petitioners and Plaintiffs,
21

v.

[CCP sec. 526]

22

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, a public agency, acting by and
throughthe BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN
FRANCISCO; DEPARTMENT O.F
BUILDING INSPECTION OF THE CITY
AND COuNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO;
.EDWIN LEE, ill his official capacity as Mayor
of the City and County of San Francisco, and
DOES l through 100, inclusive,

D.ate: June 5, 2017
Time: 2:00 p.m.
Dept: CEQA, room 503
Judge: Hon. Teri L. Jackson

23
24
25
26
27

Respondents and Defendants.

1

I, Samantha Felix, declare·as follows:

2

L

I am over the age of 18 years. I have personal knowledge ofthe following

3 facts and could testify truthfully thereto if called to do so.
4

2.

I am the. general manager of the Hotel Des Arts ("Des Arts"), located at 44 7

5 Bush Street, San Francisco. I have held this position for 7 years.

6

3.

In 2012, the Des Aits was purchased by· Stephan Forget an<!

7 Florence Solal (collectively, the "Forgets"). When the Forgets houghtthe Des Arts} it
8 needed.substantiairefurbishing. The Forgets spentthqusands·ofdollars on.physical

9 improvements, .new paint, new room furnishings, and installing art throughoutthe hotel,

1o including in each room.
11

4.

The Des Arts contains 51 guest rooms, 38 of which are desigrn1ted

12 "residential'' tuiderthe Hotel Conversion Ordinance ("HCO") and 13 of which are
13 designated "tourist'', .Eleven of the rooms use shared bathrooms. The Des Arts has one
14 petmanenttesident. There are no kitchen facilities anywhere on the premises. The rooms
15 do not evenhave microwave ovens and are not allowed to underlaw.
16

5.

The Des Arts takes reservations frotn a variety ofpeople: Uiliversify

17 students; people coming to work in San Francisco for short periods of time; people
18 consideringmovfogto San Franciscowho want to visit it for 1-2 w~eks first; and, of

19 cottrse, some totirists. The Des Arts strictly rents in compliance with the HCO, meaning
20 that theresidentialrooms must (prior to ther~entHCOAmendments) be rented fora
21

rl1inilimm of 7 days. buring the offseason as designated urtderthe HCO~ we ttsfu1lly' bOok

22 ·7-lO dayrentals.

23

6.

After the HCO Amendments took effect, the Des Arts shifted as many

24 bookings tothe lJtouristrooms as possible, However, fromMay throughNovember, we

25 sim have about 30 bookings, which were linvful under the prior version ofthe HCO, which
26 we cannotshift, which we will have to cancel if the Amendments are in effect.

27

28

7.

Ifthe Des Arts is forced to rent all of its residential rooms for at least 32

1 consecutive d.ays, meaning that the .occupants become rent-controllep tenants, we would

2 have to terminate the employment of some of our employees and reduce the hours of
3 others. We currently have sixhouse keepers earning between $13.00 and $18.00 per hour,
4 working between 32 and 40 hours per week. With only 13 tourist rooms, we would
5 probably terminate five of the six house keepers. We would also have toteduce front desk

6 staffing. Ind~ed, the rooms would rtot be affordable topeople who would typically live in
7 SRO rooms. We would have to charge firstmonth's rent, lastmonth's rent, and security
8 deposit. Because there is no way to separately meter each room, we would have to build in
9 all utilities as well. Such a hotel would also be substantially harder to manage since we

1O Would have to respond to both short-term guests and long-tennresidemts. We also have
ll two maintenance persons and ifforced to operate·underthe Amendments, Twill haveto let

12 one go andlorreduce hours.
13

8.

However. we would probably not rent the residential units in order to avoid

14 haying them become nmt;..controUed tenancies 1 resulting in the same need to reduce
15 services and staffing. Shuttering the. non-tourist rooms would force us to .eliminate them as

16 a forum for focal artists to display their work~ which would hatrn the local art coll1111ilriity.

I7

9.

l reviewed the bes Arts' tax payments, which I have access to as general

18 111anager, in preparation for this declaration. The Des Arts has all required permits. It1
19 2016,it paid $215,638.21 in various taxes (hotel tax, gross receipts tax, payroll tax,
20 property tax). Ultimately, theHCO Amendments will result in less tax money to the City,
21 people's employment terminated or reduced, fewer visitors tothe City spe11ding money
22 here, and a reduction in opportunities for local artists to display their work.

23

10.

I do not knowhow the Des Arts would survive in its present form on the few

24 rooms which can berented onatourist basis under the HCO Amendments.
25

I declare, under penalty ofperjucy ofthe laws of the State of California, that the

26 foregoing is true and correct

27
28

Date: April _J_Q_, 2017
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Candice Payne Got 30 Hotel Rooms for
Homeless People in Chicago During
Severe Cold Snap
Feb. 2, 2019

As temperatures plunged to life-threatening lows this week, more than 100 homeless people in
Chicago unexpectedly found themselves with food, fresh clothes and a place to stay after a local
real estate broker intervened.
The broker, Candice Payne, 34, said it was a "spur-of-the-moment" decision to help. "It was 50
below, and I knew they were going to be sleeping on ice and I had to do something;' she said on
Saturday.
Ms. Payne contacted hotels and found 30 rooms available at the Amber Inn for Wednesday night
at $70 per room. Temperatures in Chicago reached lows of minus 25 and minus 26 on Wednesday
and Thursday, according to the National Weather Service.
After Ms. Payne paid for the rooms on a credit card, she asked on her Instagram account for
anyone who could help transport the homeless people. Soon she had a caravan of cars, S.U.V.s and
vans with volunteer drivers.
"We met at tent city, where all the homeless people set up tents and live on the side of the
expressway;' Ms. Payne said. "It is not a secret. The homeless have been living there for years."
She asked as many people as she could to go with her to the Amber Inn as donations were
pouring in to her Cash App account.

You have 4 free articles remaining.
Subscribe to The Times

Ms. Payne met two pregnant women and a family of five in the first group of homeless people who
went to the inn.
"We had to accommodate everyone. It was really overwhelming," Ms. Payne said. "They were so
appreciative. They couldn't wait to get in a bath and lay in a bed."

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/02/us/candice-payne-homeless-chicago.html
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Ms. Payne bought toiletries, food, prenatal vitamins, lotions, deodorants and snacks and made
care packages to help make the people feel comfortable. Restaurants donated trays of food, and
many people called the inn.
She said she has spent about $4, 700 so far on the rooms and other materials.
"People from the community, they all piggyback off Candice," said Robyn Smith, the manager of
the Amber Inn. "Other people started calling and anonymously paying for rooms," she added, and
Ms. Smith lowered the price to accommodate more people.
What started out as 30 rooms doubled to 60, Ms. Smith said. The rooms were only supposed to be
occupied until Thursday, when temperatures in Chicago were expected to moderate. But with the
donations Ms. Payne has received - more than $10,000 so far - she has been able to house the
people in the hotel and feed them until Sunday.
"I am a regular person," Ms. Payne said. "It all sounded like a rich person did this, but I'm just a
little black girl from the South Side. I thought it was unattainable, but after seeing this and seeing
peopie from ail around the world, that just tells me that it's not that unattainable. We can all do
this together."
Ms. Payne wants to organize other ways to help homeless people in Chicago.
"This was a temporary fix, and it has inspired me to come up with more of a permanent solution,"
Ms. Payne said before she received a call on her other line - from J.B. Pritzker, the governor of
Illinois.
"He thanked me," Ms. Payne said. "He said it was one of the biggest acts of kindness we have
seen in a long time."
A version of this article appears in print on Feb. 2, 2019, on Page A19 of the New York edition with the headline: 'Spur-of-the-Moment' Act Gets
Homeless Out of Cold

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/02/us/candice-payne-homeless-chicago.html
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Print Form

Introduction Form
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or Mayor

Time stamp
or meeting date

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):

[{] 1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion or Charter Amendment).
2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee.

D

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee.
4. Request for letter beginning :"Supervisor

inquiries"
L__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

D
D
D
D
D
D

5. City Attorney Request.
from Committee.

6. Call File No.

7. Budget Analyst request (attached written motion).
8. Substitute Legislation File No .
.----~~--==============;-----~~~

9. Reactivate File No.
L__~~~~~~~~~~~~

10. Topic submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:

D Small Business Commission
D Planning Commission

D Ethics Commission

D Youth Commission

D Building Inspection Commission

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use the Imperative Form.
Sponsor(s):
!supervisor Peskin
Subject:
[Administrative Code - Definition of Tourist or Transient Use Under the Hotel Conversion Ordinance]
The text is listed:
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to revise the definition of Tourist or Transient Use under the Hotel
Conversion Ordinance, to change the term of tenancy from less than 32 days to less than 30 days; affirming the
Planning Department's determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; and making findings of
consistency with the General Plan and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Secti n 01.1, and findings of
public necessity, convenience, and welfare, under Planning Code, Section 302.
1

Signature of Sponsoring Supervisor:
For Clerk's Use Only

